“Even consequences not of my doing
pushed me to walk right in front of
soldiers and dare them! Who is the
overman? When one hunkers down
inside an ivory tower, there is no
overman there! You can hide with the
elite, create your safe and comfortable
distance from the rabble, but you shall
always find me in their midst, and you
shall hear my voice above all others,
shouting, 'Cumon, you pansy! Bring
it!' Because I bring to the rabble the
message they are capable of
understanding, the influence which
pushes the rabble to new heights. The
thinkers of the world for all ages do
not! They never have! They have all
considered themselves the elite, but I
ignore the elite completely, all of
them, every one of them and
including you three. Any of the elite will always settle in one of two camps.
One camp will listen attentively to me, weigh all I say and do, and reach the
understanding, on their own, that I deliver the profound message, the divine
message. The other camp will always reject me for any number of reasons, and
every one of those reasons corresponds ultimately to protecting their privilege,
never their message, because they never had one to begin with!”
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Segment Twenty-Seven
When we started work in the
morning I noted the fencing crew had
nearly completed the west side for the
animal pens, the side facing the highway.
It was critical because the livestock areas
all butted against the fence, designed obviously to avoid the necessity of one side
for each area. All the livestock areas
butted against each, again avoiding the
necessity of a side for each. The goats
would be in the northwest corner but the
north fence would not start until all the
west fence was complete. The sheep area,
next to the goats, was almost complete,
roughly the size of an entire football
field, with a door on the west side as well as a door on the east.
The fencing material we used consisted of metal posts, three meters in
length in intervals of five meters, driven to a height of roughly eight feet, and
fenced with straight wire—barbed wire was rejected—tighter at the bottom
growing wider to the top with a total of eight, top to bottom. Each wire was attached to its post with post connectors, simply wire shaped like a “U” and
twisted around the wire against the post. Every fifty meters that post was
strung with wires on opposite sides to the ground attached to stakes driven at
an angle and secured in concrete. This was done to assure stability of the fence
since the tension of the wire would pull at each post without it. We had come
alongs to pull the wire tight and with an entire crew working each aspect, the
fencing would not take long to complete. You may ask why we didn't build a
more secure and private fence. This was dismissed long ago. We weren't in
Gossi to build our own little private garden. We wanted everything we did in
the open, so all who surrounded us could see, and so we could see all who surrounded us. We rejected barbed wire to avoid injury to humans and animals.
We considered barbed wire unnecessary.
The way we organized the fencing crew's procedure was simple. We
measured ten meters from the highway, staked a length and sprayed paint over
the string for the entire length of the west fence, nearly three miles. Two of the
fencing crew then measured the distance to each stake placement, one for either side. They would dig using a post-hole implement to about a half-meter,
pound a metal stake one meter in length at an angle away from the fence to
about six inches above ground, and fill the hole with cement. The rest of the
crew drove the fence posts from the northern corner to the southern corner.
Only after the cement had set for twenty-four hours did they start lashing the
wire to the posts and stabilization stakes but in two days they had already completed the west fence well beyond the southern perimeter of the animal pens.
I let the crews get on with their work while Jeremy and I produced the

recording. It took about an hour, longer because I had the principals, other than
Bernard and Alfred, involved in it, too. Surprisingly, Kitana was the shyest of
them all. Even Mamadou was ready for his part. Jeremy shot around the compound for a while and spent the rest of the day in his tent editing. He would
have a rough mix for my viewing before supper. Mamadou's work on the well
was accomplished the day before but I asked him to stay for the recording. He
left shortly after with our immense gratitude.
When I walked over to the greenhouse crew after the recording, the
first greenhouse structure was completed by attaching the first two by sixes
along the two lengths at the top. Chuck had his compressor and nail gun while
one moved the ladder and two others held the board end in place. Bang-bang,
bang-bang, bang-bang, bang-bang. First one done. Three more and the first
greenhouse was complete.
“Very cool, Chuck,” I complimented. Scanning the immediate area I
noticed the table saw. “You even brought a table saw?”
Chuck laughed almost hysterically. “Shoulda seen me getting that
through customs, cuz!” He laughed loudly with Matthew's laugh joining his.
“Custom cases do come in handy. Had it built for that table saw long ago. Can't
believe how often I've rolled it onto a set.”
“Makes those angle cuts pretty quick, huh, cuz?”
“Set it in place, drop the saw, done,” Chuck stated and Matthew
laughed again.
Alfred started laughing, too. “He's so fast, Gregory, we're going to have
this all done and get started on the plastic before the end of the day.”
“That's my philosophy, cousin. Bring all the tools you need, so you're
not wasting time. I always know the tools I need.” Chuck removed his gloves
and set them on the table of the saw. “There's one thing I've been thinking
about while we've been finishing this greenhouse, Gregory.”
“What's that, Chuck?”
“Most greenhouses come with openings in the roof to let out the heat
on those really hot days, because it can get too hot for the plants. You've got
nothing for it as I see it and you're gonna have those really hot days here, cuz.”
“Alfred and I have both been kind of knocking around some ideas,” I
replied, noting Alfred's nod, “but let's hear your idea. Got one?”
“Yeah, I do. What got me thinking about it is what you're doing with
the entryway, putting those strips along each edge of the plastic, with one of
the strips being magnetized to keep it closed. You can do the same thing with
openings in the roof.” Chuck stepped over to his notebook lying on the ground,
stooped down and lifted it. He flipped to a blank page and pulled out his pencil
from his shirt pocket. “You put four openings in each roof, one near each corner. So...” He drew two rectangles along each long end. “Cut 'em about three
feet by three feet, big enough for heat to escape and so one can stand on a ladder and do the setup work. You cut a top and the two sides and the flap then
falls along the bottom edge. Reinforce with two-inch strips on the inside of the
plastic along all four edges, that bottom edge providing some strength to keep
the plastic from tearing. On the outside along each edge you attach a strip four

inches wide that overhangs two inches. Use nuts and bolts to attach the inside
and outside strips together. On the inside of the flap edges, top and sides, you
attach, with glue probably, your magnet strips, the one at the top with a ring in
the middle. On the outside along the edges you apply silicone or some other
sealant to keep rain water from seeping under the strips and entering into the
greenhouse and the magnets should provide enough of a seal that whatever
rainwater hits the flap, most will slide down off the flap and to the outside of
the greenhouse. To minimize any rainwater that does enter the greenhouse you
build the flaps directly over the pathways in the greenhouse so the seepage
doesn't land on any of the plants. With this fairly simple design, you should be
able with one person to open all the greenhouses in a matter of minutes, using
a pole with a hook that slips in the ring.”
I looked over to Alfred. “Alfred, this is your command. You're in
charge. You make the call.”
Alfred smiled as he responded, “You and I both know we have to open
the greenhouses or the heat at times will burn up the plants.” He looked over to
Chuck. “You're pretty handy, Chuck.” Chuck laughed. “I think it's a simple
way to do it and if we're overconfident on whatever seepage we do get, cutting
the openings above the pathways will keep any damage to minimal, so it works
for me.”
“Some time today, Alfred,” Chuck suggested, “let's you and I go
through what material we have for the openings. I think the strips for the entryways are too thick. Better they be thin and lighter in weight, so if we need
something thinner and lighter, you can get it ordered. There's no rush on those
openings yet, agreed?”
“Agreed. Let's do that.”
I engaged Hama's gaze and when his eyes met mine, his face broke out
into a big, toothy smile. Hama lived in Gossi and was one of the first to volunteer. Hama smiled a lot. It was his nature and he also spoke and understood
English reasonably well. “That's what I like, Hama,” I said, stepping up to him
and slipping my arm over his shoulders. “Other people coming up with the really good ideas and pushing me out of the way so they can do the work without
my interference so, more and more, I sit in my tent and twiddle my thumbs.”
Matthew and Chuck laughed.
Hama looked at me with uncertainty. “What is this 'twiddle my thumbs,'
Gregory?”
Obligingly, I replied, “Oh, that's this.” Dropping my arm from his
shoulders I showed Hama how one twiddles one's thumbs, to the great delight
of Chuck, Matthew and Alfred.
Hama looked at me like I was insane, until I lifted my eyebrows and
smiled wide. Suddenly, he smiled, shouted, “You don't have time for that!” He
pushed me hard and I stumbled as I laughed. “We don't have time for that!” He
pointed to me with mock severity. “That's play! You need to work, Gregory.”
Hama started to walk to the next greenhouse. “Come, Gregory!” Hama ordered. “We have boards to gather for next one. You work!”
We didn't get very far in grabbing boards since a large semi with an

open bed pulled up off the highway coming from Bamako. Since it was an
open bed we could see the wine barrels the truck was carrying. The whole crew
walked over to the truck and met the driver and I inspected the paperwork and
signed it. Alfred drove across the compound to grab the little tractor and we all
lifted the barrels off the truck down to the ground. Chuck brought his batterypowered drill and zapped a dozen holes, each three-eighths inch diameter, in
the bottom of each barrel. Alfred began running two barrels up to the rock area
to load the bottom with two inches of rock, then to the dirt area to fill each to
about an inch, then to the first greenhouse, where we all helped to lift each off
and set inside the greenhouse on the long edge. The truck was long gone but
nine more trips like that and the first greenhouse contained ten barrels along
two sides. We rolled the remaining forty-four close to the rock area but out of
the way of the trucks still on loan from the contractor in Gao. With our first delivery of wine barrels in place, the first set in its greenhouse with rock and dirt,
Alfred and one of the crew started the planting, this set holding tomatoes. Alfred planted four tomato seeds in each planter and watered them thoroughly,
though only two would remain. The weaker plants would be thinned from
each. When Alfred and his helper finished and he stepped over with the rest of
us finishing up the next greenhouse, I moved over to him and put my arm
across his shoulders. “There you go, Alfred. We now have a garden.”
Another truck arrived, this time from one of the aid organizations. What
had bolstered our spirits from my first trip to Mali was that, despite the obvious
skepticism from the aid folks whom we met during our first meetings, all of
them pledged some level of support and help. This particular organization provided aid which didn't really fit our objectives but what they could provide was
storage and delivery. It meant we could have smaller shipments delivered to
their storage facility in Bamako and they would make regular deliveries from
Bamako out to our garden, all of this at no cost to us. What it really freed us to
do was concentrate on our work in the garden, order things at a lower delivery
cost to the organization's storage facility and have it delivered by them without
any of us having to leave. I don't know if they ever had any idea what they
were getting into, although I did hear from Monsieur Farabé through Claudia
that some high up in the organization, scattered all over the globe, wished, at
times, their Mali contingent hadn't been so generous. I've said it before. We did
not put a gun to these people's heads. It was their offer. None of us even made
the suggestion. They made it. We accepted it...and held them to it.
When the truck rolled away back to Bamako, Bernard had all he needed
to connect our own generated electricity, Kitana had more seed for our winter
crop, and the fencing crew had more material to keep them working for the
next four or five days. Bernard had the entire solar generator already operational. It was so damn cool watching the contraption move from east to west all
day. Jeremy took quick pictures throughout the day for a time lapse which
would be a part of the appeal for fund raising, and I had included the wattage
total produced from the solar equipment alone—well into five figures or as I
stated in the appeal it was better to have too much than not enough—and
Bernard anticipated, as we all gathered for lunch, he would have the entire so-

lar system rigged to move the solar tracker and generate our own electricity before the end of the day.
When Bernard made his statement for everyone in the mess tent, I
looked at the seven guys from the movie business, all with whom I had worked
on at least one of my movies or on my shows, as was the case with Jeremy, and
noted their awestruck expressions. As the acclaim and congratulations to
Bernard died down, I spoke up for all to hear. “Bernard knows what he's doing,
no doubt about it, but what I really appreciate about Bernard is his level of
commitment, because it's full. There will be many days when his work is at a
halt awaiting the next phase to be completed, so Bernard will jump right in
where he's needed. I imagine I'll see him many times in the cropland planting
and weeding and no one will ever have to suggest it to him. He'll get right to it.
As for everyone else here, all of you would be somewhere else, doing something else, if it wasn't for the little woman sitting over there,” I nodded to Kitana. “Without Kitana, Chuck, even you guys wouldn't be here.”
Smiling, Kitana stated, “You forget about Esperanza, Gregory.”
“Ah, yes, Kitana!” I shouted enthusiastically. “I can't forget about the
women!” I paused for the laughter around the tent to die, watching Kitana
shake her head, though still smiling. “I love working with the women!” More
laughter. “Now, I have a little experience. Sixty some years gives you that, and
what I've always appreciated working with the women, and I don't mean to
generalize except it's true, is that you simply explain the work necessary and
they get onto the work needing to be done and you do, too. That's because
when it comes to work, women leave their egos at the door, ready to work. Not
men!” More laughter. “With a man, when it comes to work, he typically cannot
leave his ego at the door, so I have to negotiate, and it will go like this. 'I don't
really like to do that. I'd rather do this.' So I have to say, 'All right! I'll do that,
you do this.' Like, cleaning a bathroom including the toilet! Suggest to a man
that the bathroom needs to be cleaned, including the toilet, and here comes the
man's ego!” More laughter. “'I don't like cleaning the toilet. It's beneath me!' I
don't like cleaning a toilet either but it's gotta be done, unless you want to do
your business on a filthy toilet all the time. Nope, I have to negotiate with a
man's ego to get any work done every time, but not with a woman! If I ever
have to negotiate with a woman, a woman always negotiates in a selfless manner, so a woman will say, 'Okay, I'll clean the bathroom and the toilet this time.
You clean the next.' Deal! Not with a man! When it's time to work, I have to
negotiate with a man's ego every single time, so I love working with the
women. The work gets done instead of negotiating.”
Once the laughter and comments died down, because it was funny looking around seeing even the Mali government people and the military laughing,
too, Chuck interjected, “I agree with your assessment, Gregory, except I don't
think I negotiate with you, do I?”
“No, you are an exception, Chuck, and I know why.”
“I don't know if I want to hear this one.”
“You probably don't, Chuck, because as long as I've known you, I have
concluded you must be a woman trapped in a man's body!” This resulted in a

new round of laughter and Chuck shook his head while Matthew shoved him.
When the tent calmed down, I added, shouting loudly, “Kinda like me!” This
brought more laughter but I stood from the table, grabbing my dishware. “Now
that our very pleasant lunch is done, I'm going to help clear the tables so the
women can get on with their work, and then I'll be standing outside the tent
ready to negotiate with you men for the work that needs to be done this afternoon!” Most of the men rose and helped clear the tables and Chuck and I
walked out side by side. I slapped his back. “And I promise I won't call you
'Sis' unless we're alone, Chuck.”
“Oh, thanks, Sis.”
The surprises kept coming. The first surprise for the day came less than
an hour after the first cement truck rolled in to pour the cement for the foundation of the mosque. Because Nassira's architectural plans included a solid cement foundation reinforced with rebar, including steel bars emerging from the
cement for attaching the walls and structural posts, the work of laying all this
out with the few Muslims on site was slow going. It was slow going and the
truck was still dumping cement in another section and rebar was being laid and
the steel bars placed, when three trucks pulled up, driving around the west
fence from the highway close to the cement truck. Kitana and I walked over to
this group of twenty men to greet them and discover their reason for coming. It
took all of five seconds.
N'golo popped out from the passenger seat of the first truck wearing
one of the biggest grins I had ever seen and displaying the most enthusiastic
demeanor to go with it. Kitana and I could tell by the men's clothes and headdresses what was coming, but we waited for N'golo, who was obviously the
leader because he immediately commanded the men to remove their equipment
and prepared to get them organized, all this spoken in his native tongue. Without my looking at her, since I already had an idea who they were and what they
intended, Kitana whispered, “They're here to work on the mosque, Gregory.” I
glanced to her smiling and she pointed to N'golo. “That man there is the leader
and they all call him 'Engolo.'”
“Let him finish getting ready and come over to introduce himself.”
A couple minutes later, N'golo stepped over to us with his huge grin,
clasped his hands before us briefly, and introduced himself. His full name is
long, his English delivered in a halting and careful manner, and I wouldn't do it
justice including it here. Since he insisted from his introduction forward to address him as N'golo, if it's good enough for N'golo, it's good enough for me.
With some difficulty N'golo stated, “I have heard you are building prayer
mosque for faithful.”
In English, Kitana replied, “We are.” In N'golo's language Kitana began
conversing with him, stopping to interpret for me. N'golo himself was the
equivalent of an independent contractor in the building and construction trade,
having served under various skilled tradesmen until he had garnered the experience to go off on his own, either doing the work with his own crew or serving
as foreman on larger projects. It seemed he had heard, through one of the other
fellows in attendance, that our little operation in Gossi had designs to build a

prayer facility, and knowing skilled Muslim building and construction workers
were in short supply in our immediate area, and he and all of this crew had a
few days available, they thought they would donate their efforts in return for
food and accommodations.
When Kitana asked how he may have heard about this prayer facility
and N'golo's response was his fellow may have heard about it from someone
involved with an aid agency, I first smiled widely to N'golo, who smiled
widely in return, looked to Kitana with her wide smile, and announced, “You
know, Kitana, I smell Claudia in the middle of this.” Kitana laughed, which
made N'golo laugh, too, when Kitana explained what I said. Nassira had wandered over and Kitana introduced N'golo and Nassira, after which I added,
“You two have plenty to discuss, so we should get out of your way.” Before I
left, though, I stepped up to N'golo with my arms extended to hug him and offered, “Welcome to Jardin de la Paix. Peace to you, my friend.” Instantly,
N'golo smiled his big grin and hugged me with some real strength. I clasped
my hands together and bowed several times in the direction of this Muslim
crew and all returned my gesture with their own, some shouting things which
Kitana advised me as we walked away were the words, “Peace to you, my
friend.”
“Well, Kitana, you have twenty more for supper. You have your work
cut out for you.”
“But you won't have to negotiate to get the work done, will you, Gregory?”
“Not with you I won't, young lady. You have taught me so from the beginning.”
N'golo's crew dispatched the cement truck in a half-hour, with another
on its way. Once the cement truck began pulling away, Nassira and N'golo consulted her drawings and he realized quickly that clay bricks and blocks would
be needed soon. N'golo made a quick phone call. This call would result in an
ongoing delivery of clay, since clay was in short supply on site. Once this call
concluded, the crew got to work on putting together our clay firing facility, and
through consultation with Nassira, others in the crew began constructing the
molds to the exact specifications from Nassira. With his experience N'golo
could have insisted creating our own bricks and blocks was too time consuming, but he instinctively understood our objective was to construct everything
on site in the most native manner possible and never once argued against it. In
fact, if anything, N'golo was wholly supportive. Over the ensuing months into
and through the rainy season, with less paying work coming to him and his fellow Muslim construction colleagues, he would appear frequently, know what
needed to be done in what order, and get to it, all for food and a tent to sleep in.
Not one demanded more.
Once I returned to the greenhouse crew, I stepped up to Chuck. “N'golo
over there, Chuck, is your equal from the African Muslim world. When you get
a chance walk over there and engage with Nassira to go over her drawings. All
you have to be conscious about is not stepping inside the area for the prayer facility, but Nassira will show you when you ask, and judging from what I've al-

ready gathered about N'golo, he'll probably step over and discuss it with you,
too.”
“Tell ya what, my cousin, this one we'll start looks very standard. I
think we'll be all right if I make all the cuts and leave them for the crew to put
up themselves. They're all getting the hang of it and I'll take the opportunity to
wander over there and get a feel for the plan.”
By mid-afternoon the fence for the sheep pen was done, the swinging
doors in place, and none too soon, since the second surprise of the day rolled
up with the afternoon winding down, a semi bearing two dozen adult sheep,
five males and the rest females. The animal trailer included sufficient straw
bales for bedding and feed for the animals for at least a week. We had several
long and low tubs for water, so, as two of the younger Gossi residents herded
the animals into the pen, Kevin's crew moved a couple of the tubs inside the
pen and filled them from one of the water trucks. Soon we all took a break and
drove over to the sheep pen, with Kevin inside wondering how he's going to
set the cement for the stalls with the sheep running around so uncontrollably.
Noting Kevin's frustration, I turned to Kitana and smiled. She spoke loudly to
the two young men inside the pen who had herded the sheep so efficiently and
in minutes all the sheep were quieted, either drinking, eating feed from a tub,
or lying down contentedly. “There's your answer, Kevin. You don't mind being
supervised by some sheep, do you? You're not gonna let two dozen sheep push
you around, are you?”
Kevin laughed with everyone else. “Yeah, but, Gregory, it would be
easier to finish this pen in a more timely fashion than working around live animals.”
I teased him. “But, Kevin, look at the faces of those animals, so full of
appreciation for providing them a comfortable and safe place to rest. I think
they're in love with you!”
“Go away, Gregory! We have a lot of work to do, now under a considerably different schedule.” Kevin shook his head, talked briefly to his crew to
set the next steps for the stalls, but looked back to me with a smile and gave
me the thumbs up.
Bernard suggested he should begin running circuitry to the animal pens
now and we could start laying out the water and electric trenches. I thought it
was a good idea but we should wait until supper and draw out all the trenches
first so we could coordinate all the activity efficiently. While it would be nice
to have our own circuits to the sheep pen for Kevin, we already had one of the
generators at the inside fence and cords running inside it. The sheep, donated
by a combined effort of one of the aid organizations and the ministry of agriculture, wouldn't interfere with our setup.
As the final preparations for our very large supper were underway, I
gathered all the leaders together at one table and used one of Nassira's blank
portfolio sheets to draw out a rough compound with all the areas to coordinate
our trenches. We hadn't done this because we were, approximately, two weeks
ahead of our planning and we hadn't hit the end of the first week. Our garden,
roughly, ran lengthwise, from north to south, twice the width from east to west.

I grabbed a black pen and drew all the areas into their approximate locations
and labeled them. I grabbed a blue pen. “Okay, let's start on the east running
south from the well. We don't need electric to each greenhouse, agreed? Only
water.” Everyone agreed. “We'll run an outside circuit to the area, say, several
groups of outlets, but they'll be outside, and we'll have electric in the area if
necessary. Agreed?” All agreed. “We need water and electric to the prayer facility. The same with the medical facility. We'll run a single one-inch water
pipe for the greenhouses and the prayer facility, with a pump toward the north
end of the greenhouses, which we'll install inside a small hut, as we'll do for all
the pump stations. We'll run a separate one-inch pipe to the medical and it will
have its own pump, provided by the entire community, including us, but we
will not be responsible for it entirely. It will be a joint effort from everyone. We
only have to get the pipe from the well there first. Same with the electric.”
All were in agreement and I drew a line from the well to the northernmost area intended for the greenhouses. “We'll dig one main trench for the water to the greenhouses, mosque and medical, here. If, and I say, if, we add more
greenhouses up to the northern corner of the site, we'll run an attaching trench
from our greenhouse pump and add a connector there for that possibility. This
one pump should suffice for all of this, including the addition.” I looked up at
the nods around me.
“We need water and electric to the cropland area and to the living facility, kitchen and laundry, and water and electric to the animal pens. We'll have
two one and a half inch pipes, the first to the cropland, the second destined for
the living facility, and another one-inch pipe for the animals. So, we dig the
main trench to here, where it turns west to the cropland for those two pipes,
and the last one and a half-inch pipe sits in the main trench to here, where it
turns west to the living facility.” More nods. “At the pump station near the
crops, we bring in the two pipes, one for each pump. From the crop pump, we
run its pipe along the eastern border of the cropland to the north border where
it turns west, like this. Along all borders we will have lines for irrigation,
which can be hoses from valves at regular intervals.” I drew a line along the
east of the cropland to the north border and west to the end. “Our pump station
here will house two dual-flow pumps, so we'll need a second, Kitana.” Kitana
nodded. “We'll have one-inch pipe all around the cropland with those valves at
regular intervals. From the south of the pump station we have both pipes, a
split from the crop intended around the south and west border, and the pipe
from the animal pump running in the same trench with the crop pipe to the
southwest corner. Both turn and go up to the north end of the crop land, with
the same setup as we will do for the east and north. The animal pipe will
branch off for each animal pen, where it will end with a turn into the goat pen.
Agreed?” I finished the drawing once all were agreed. “Last we branch off the
animal water line and run a one-inch pipe to the electric, so there's water there
in case of fire. For that contingency, also, we will always have one generator,
filled and ready to go, near the pump station for the crop and animal water
lines. If we have a fire in the electric facility we absolutely must get water
there to fight it, even if the fire knocks out our electricity.” I looked up all

around me and stated quite calmly, “If we lose electric and have no ability to
put out the fire there, once the fire is out, we're starting all over again, almost
from scratch. Agreed?” All were in agreement.
“All right. Those are all the water trenches and connections. Now, let's
hook up the electric with what Bernard needs.” I grabbed a green pen to draw
the electric trenches. “At the south, we need to run a service line to medical for
the box to be installed there. It's going to be a thick cable. Later we'll connect
the box to the medical facility's water pump. That's all we'll do for them.
Agreed?” All were in agreement.
Chuck commented, “You like doing this, Gregory. You are really into
it.”
“It helps drawing this out first, Chuck, and, as you well know, except
for the electric, all lines have to be straight, and wait 'til I get to each individual
line. It gets better...We're all agreed the living quarters will have two service
lines and two boxes installed and one of those boxes will serve the pump and
any external needs around the living quarters. That leaves one box installed in
the electric facility for the prayer facility, greenhouses, the greenhouse pump,
the two pumps for the crops and animals, anything else we might run up to the
northern and eastern edges of the compound, all the animal pens, the solar tables, and the inside of the electric facility, including the computer network.
Bernard, I'll want you to calculate, as best as you can determine, whether one
box will suffice for all of this or should we get one more. I'm leaning to another so we don't tax a box if all the pumps on it are running. However, since
all the cables for these are standard circuit cables, we can run them out of the
electric and connect them to the appropriate box when it's ready. Agreed?” All
were in agreement.
“Okay, once we determine the exact number of circuits to the prayer facility, greenhouse, and those three pumps, plus anything else in that direction,
we run them inside protective pipes toward their eventual destinations. These
cables will run in the same trench to the medical facility initially, Bernard,
where you'll break off to the medical with its service line and continue to the
prayer facility and connect to the main trench there. We'll run the electric cables from the main trench, each branching off when necessary, to the prayer facility, the greenhouses, the two pumps by the crops, the pump at the greenhouse and continue north for a few outdoor outlets, in case we need them. Like
so.” I drew the green lines where they were intended, branching off where appropriate.
“The service lines to the living quarters and the circuit cables to the animal pens will come out of the electric facility at the north end into the trench
for the water to the electric, follow that until the service lines run east to the
west end of the living quarters, where both boxes will be installed, while the
circuit cables to the pens run in the water trench all the way to the north end,
branching into each pen and anywhere south of the pens where we want to install outdoor outlets. Agreed?” While everyone nodded their heads there was
some laughter, too. “This is fun, isn't it? Wait until we start digging the
trenches.” There was more laughter while I engaged Bernard. When I had his

attention I continued. “Bernard, your sole responsibility is digging the trench to
the medical facility and until it connects to the water trench there and the portion from the water trench for the electric facility to the living quarters for
those two service lines. Since all the rest of the trenches serve both water and
electric, those trenches will be the responsibility of everyone, all crews...
“Which brings me to my next set of instructions, so everyone get out
paper and pen and write this down. This next part is absolutely critical that everyone understands because various crews will be working separately but with
supervision from at least one of you here so there must not be any mistake. Period!” I looked around watching everyone doing exactly as I instructed, except
for Kitana and Nassira. “Kitana, Nassira, both of you, too. Everyone here must
know this inside and out. If any cable or pipe is incorrectly attached, we'll have
a disaster on our hands trying to figure out which cable or pipe is what. There
must not be a mistake. Period!” I waited for both to get prepared, both frowning mightily but saying nothing. Everyone thought, and rightly so, I had
thought about this next part long and hard.
“Every pipe which comes from the well, every cable which comes from
electric, must be distinguishable, so should we have to repair any cable or pipe
we can identify the right cable or pipe immediately and never have to guess.
This is what we're going to do as we begin laying pipes and cables.” I glanced
down at the drawing on the table. “We have a single water pipe each leading to
five separate destinations. So, for the greenhouse, prayer facility water pipe,
we will paint the top section of the pipe green. Write it down! It is solid green.
The medical water pipe will be solid red. The cropland pipe will be solid yellow. The animal pipe, which also branches to electric, will be solid brown. The
living quarters will be solid blue. It means, as each section of pipe is laid, before the next section is laid, the new pipe is painted the correct color. You as
supervisors must stay on top of it, so there must be no painting of pipes for
identification without a supervisor there consulting the guides you have now
drafted. I cannot stress enough how critical it is there be no mistake made! I
also cannot tell you how truly disappointed I will be should there be a mistake
made. Breaking my heart does not go even to the smallest degree to explain my
disappointment. We have to have them properly identified as part of a rigid and
inflexible procedure. You know I don't do it often. In this case I cannot tolerate
any deviation. Again, greenhouse, green, medical, red, crops, yellow, animals,
brown, living quarters, blue. Is there anyone who does not understand?” There
was a universal chorus of negative responses.
“For the electric cables, they will be easily identifiable as electric cables should we have to dig up a trench for repair. We only need to identify multiple electric cables in the same trench but we will identify each cable, even
though they may be of different thickness, for consistency's sake. So, for medical, we will paint that cable with a red stripe. To stripe any of these cables I
recommend a simple brush stroke four to six inches, two or three inch break,
and another brush stroke. That should suffice. For the pipes carrying circuit cables to the greenhouse, prayer facility, the crop, animal and greenhouse pumps
and the northeast section of the compound, those will start from the electric

with green striping. Once the cables branch to the crop and animal pumps, we
will separate those cables, running them in separate conduit pipe, so the crop
will be yellow striping, the animal will be brown striping. The rest of the electric cables moving north will continue with green striping. Since we will have
two service lines to the living quarters, we will have a need to identify which
cable is for which box. For ease of identification, the service line for box one
will be dark blue striping, the service line for box two will be light blue striping. The electric then to the animal pens and western edge of the compound
will be brown striping. When everyone follows this diagram, we will be able to
repair any defective cable or pipe quickly, perhaps in a matter of a few hours,
not days.” I glanced to Bernard. “How you wish to identify any cables inside
the electric facility is entirely up to you, Bernard. I'm sure you've already considered it and have started it with the cables from the solar generator.”
“That I have, Gregory, including from which table, labeled one through
six.”
“Good. I figured you would. Thank you.” I glanced around at everyone,
noting wide grins, even on Kitana's face and Nassira's face. It made me smile.
“Okay, so here's how we proceed digging the trenches. First, we lay out stakes
along one edge of the trench and connect the stakes with string. From that we
dig the opening. All we need to do is dig each trench straight down one edge.
The water pipes cannot be bent. That's why all the lines I've drawn are straight
or with right angles when they branch or turn. Each trench will be one meter in
depth. I think it will suffice to keep pipes from freezing. We can, if you want,
encase them in insulation material and tape them. I don't think it will be neces-
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sary though and we don't have the material on hand anyway. The trench must
be wide enough so each pipe inside the trench lays flat on the earth and not on
top of any other pipe or cable. We'll start from the well and dig the main trench
along the east first. Using my guide, then, the greenhouse pipe should be laid
on the eastern edge, the medical water immediately next to it, the living quar-

ters pipe immediately next to the medical, the animals pipe next to the living
quarters, and the crop pipe last, the western most pipe in the main trench.
When we have branching intersections of electric and water, the water pipe is
laid first, and the electric crosses above the water pipes. We can't have crimps
in water pipes. They should be laid flat at all times and straight as an arrow.”
“That's a lot of digging by hand, Gregory,” Monsieur Farabé observed.
“It will take a lot of effort and be slow going, do you not think?”
“We don't have a backhoe on site, Monsieur Farabé. It would help
tremendously, but we're so far ahead of schedule, none of us have really considered it yet.”
Monsieur Farabé smiled wickedly. “There are backhoes in Mali, Gregory.” He rose from his seat. “Continue on with your discussion while I make
some phone calls.”
I smiled wickedly, too. “You know what we need, Chuck?”
Chuck responded, “No, but I sense I'm gonna like it.” Everyone
laughed.
“We need one of those little Bobcats with all the attachments, like backhoe, shovel, bulldozer, everything.”
“You're gonna lose the little tractor soon, Gregory. You should get one
of those. Although while you're at it, you should consider one of the big boy
tractors. North to south here measures shy of three miles, you know.”
“Yeah, we've got a pretty big garden, Chuck.” Howls of laughter ensued.
Jeremy was sitting in, at times recording as we talked. “Let's make a
plea to include these items on your appeal, Gregory. Why handcuff yourself
trying to do this on the cheap? You'll have a continuing need for them. They'll
pay for themselves.”
“Got you on my calendar, Jeremy. Free up some time tonight.” There
was more laughter around the table. “Okay, now that you have everything written in your notes for how we'll proceed, step by step, we'll be able to crank
these trenches out and lay the cables and pipes quickly, I think. Once it's done,
there's only one thing left. As each trench is completed, all the pipes laid, connected and confirmed, all the cables laid, connected and confirmed, and we go
along filling in the trench, we'll use wires about two feet long with colored
flags about four inches long at the top of the wire, to identify where the cables
and pipes are buried. We'll use blue for water and red for electric and stagger
them at the place where each pipe connects. Our water pipes and the protective
pipes for electric are all about the same length so we should connect them all in
the same general area, and we'll also place a flag for each entry to any facility
or pump station and at every turn. As a note, should we have to dig to repair
anything defective, we'll stake from flag to flag and run string so we're digging
directly over the trench. No using your sight only. You can miss the trench. I
know because I've done it before. Listen to the voice of painful experience.”
Now the laughter was loud, followed by shouts of “Let's eat,” and “We'll get
started after supper.”
Bernard made a point of sitting next to me for further discussion while

we ate. “Thinking about the cables running to the prayer facility, greenhouse
and pumps, Gregory, I'm thinking it would be much easier from a servicing
standpoint if we kept those cables separate in their own conduit pipe. We could
group all the cable to the prayer facility together, the greenhouses, the greenhouse pump and outdoor outlet cables together, the cables for the crop pump
together, and one more for the animals pump. We'll stripe the crop yellow, the
animals brown, the greenhouses green, and the prayer facility striped black. I
think it would be best to keep each separate, since every one will have some
connection because of the distance involved. As you know, the connections are
the most likely for failure. It would be wise to only have to deal with a single
pipe if there's a loose connection of one cable.”
“That's an excellent idea, Bernard. Change your guide to reflect it and
I'll change my master that we are separating cables by prayer facility, greenhouse, crop pump and animal pump, and adding black striping for the prayer
facility. I'll advise Kitana and Nassira and the others after supper.”
Upon further reflection Bernard measured the distance from the electric
facility to the expected cropland pumps and realized it was considerably
shorter running north along the water trench to the electric facility than running
east to the main trench. We changed that, too, reflected in the permanent documentation and schematics and how we actually connected all of it. I hadn't considered every optimal connection when I drew up the trench plans but I was
fortunate—as I knew when we all met in the African Union those many months
before—I had met those who could and would improve them as necessary.
They all knew I would never consider their unsolicited ideas unworthy. I considered every idea worth consideration and from all of us. This experiment
would fail without our collective unflagging agreement for any and every proceeding.
After more discussion we changed the idea for the flags, by marking
where every section of electric cable connected to the next, with an orange
flag. We had large spools of romex cable, 12 gauge with 3-strand insulated
wire, for the standard electric cable, each spool one hundred and fifty meters in
length. We could have ordered bigger spools but we anticipated the enormous
chore it would eventually become to slip these long cables inside protective
pipe. We also had large spools of heavy gauge cable, which ran from the wind
generators, the solar tables, and out of the electric facility as service lines, but
Bernard had already estimated the probable amp requirements for each destination, since he had consulted Nassira's drawings for each and those drawings included the intended service outlets in every room and their intended use. We all
had thought about this major construction considerably. We changed the cable
laying procedure so that every standard electric cable would connect at the
same location in each trench. This was to ensure we would only dig over the
trench to repair a defective cable where they connected first, since—Bernard
was correct—the most likely place for failure of any electric cable was where
each connected. We knew there would be a lot of connections. We also ran as
many as six separate cables—each intended for a single destination but providing six separate circuits—in one protective pipe and using colored tape at each

connection to keep the cost of protective pipe at its lowest. When we priced
these pipes we quickly realized that one and a half inches would hold six with
plenty of room at a price about one quarter if we ran six separate cables of a
half-inch. It was a pain running those cables inside the pipe but doing it this
way saved us about ten thousand dollars, possibly even more.
Now that we had the layout complete and agreement on procedure established, we began staking out the main trench from the well after supper,
while the Gao crew continued tearing up the cropland and separating the dirt
and rock, and N'golo's crew continued with their work on the prayer facility
and clay plant. With a three-man crew, Kevin finished setting the posts for the
sheep stalls in cement. It would need twenty-four hours to harden, meaning
there would be no work on the stalls the following day either, so he shifted to
finishing the fence for the chickens. Chickens were the next additions planned
for the garden and the goats would be last. The western edge of the compound
fence was nearly complete and this small crew would begin working from the
northwest edge, across the northern border of the compound to the east.
We had a big garden. Measured in acres it never seemed so big. Even
when we were driving around and it took minutes in a jeep to get from one end
to the other, it didn't really dawn on us whether we had swallowed more than
we could chew. The other two sites, better for starting crops, were also considerably more expensive but when the little French company bowed under the
pressure from the invisible government representatives, I couldn't resist. Now,
we had roughly three miles of fence to construct on the eastern border, a mile
and a half barely started on the north side. To top it off we were facing the
equivalent of about forty miles of water pipe and electric cable to lay in
trenches, each trench dug to a depth of one meter. This was why I had everyone sit down to coordinate the trench digging.
You could ask a very legitimate question. Why lay so much small pipe
when one big one could serve until we reached the areas where they would
start branching off? All of us previously had discussed this at length. We knew
the distances involved. We weren't blind to it. It came to three very practical
reasons to go with the smaller pipe. The first was that Mamadou would have to
install a much bigger well and pump for a big pipe. This came from the second
reason. We could get three-inch pipe easily. Three-inch pipe would not cut it.
Mamadou insisted the water pressure through three-inch pipe would be insufficient if the entire compound's water needs were in use simultaneously. We
wouldn't be able to irrigate our projected cropland. The next size went immediately to six-inch, more or less standard for any larger-sized American municipality, with pumps at regular intervals, and some really big mains branching
down to the standard six-inch main. It's typically what you connect to when
you build your house in the States, but six-inch was overkill for our needs, and
so was the price. We had figured it out. For the cost of six-inch pipe we could
run a combination of one-inch and one and a half-inch pipe, five, for roughly
the same price as one six-inch. Add to it the cost we would have to pick up
with bigger hardware at the well, because Mamadou's government agency
would cover the smaller but we would have to pick up the difference for the

bigger, it made our decision much easier. What we did have to spring for was
the cost of a second pump at the well, with a four and a half inch well pipe.
That gave us, at a much smaller cost, the ability to beef up the water pressure
and split the drawn water across the compound. The greenhouse, medical and
animal lines pulled from one pump at the well. The living facility and cropland
pulled from the other. The last reason was simple. If any pipe failed the pipe
would be independent all the way to its pump at the well. If we installed the
six-inch and it failed, we had a repair task which would become critical
quickly, because there would be no water anywhere on the compound. It's why
we went with the smaller pipes. Still, we would be laying pipes for miles. How
would you like to face laying water pipe for miles three feet down on your
ranch, only you and the help, not some contractor who runs onto your property
with a huge crew, works on it independent of you, and simply hands you a bill
because you've got the cash, which you will need lots of?
Everyone else worked on the trenches before daylight faded, except
Monsieur Farabé. He wasn't going to dig nor was I going to suggest. He simply
advised to dig the openings of each trench for the necessary edges and we
could expect a backhoe in the morning. I made the loud observation this is how
you get things accomplished, everyone doing their part, so if Monsieur Farabé
wants to retire to his tent and kick up his feet, I had no objection. He earned it.
When we all stumbled off to our respective tents, two more set aside during the
day for N'golo and his men, we had staked out and dug openings for the main
trench to the beginning of the greenhouses, which was over a mile. We might
be laying pipe the next day. We would need to order more, since we would be
laying pipe and cable for weeks.
I recorded the addition to our appeal with Jeremy in his tent. He had it
up on the web site the next morning and ads of fifteen, thirty and sixty second
lengths for Will to pull. Since I didn't have the time, nor did any of us, to call
around begging for free PSA time from networks world-wide, I entrusted it to
Will, who was already getting a trickle from some of the networks for his
Africa Partnership. Of course he let us piggyback on his pleas at no charge
and, of course, it worked. My little non-profit fund, Intercontinental Cooperative, received donations totaling more than two million dollars in three days. It
helped. I was learning the game for shilling, which is exactly what I was doing,
and shamelessly too. I noted in my appeal all we had accomplished, and we
showed what we had accomplished, including the size of the site, which
looked huge on the screen, thanks to Jeremy's excellent camera eye, the prayer
facility, which attracted Muslim donations all over the world, the cropland being dug and sifted, the sheep already in their enclosed pen, the solar tables and
electric facility already operational, and all of it due first to your belief in me
from the two movies in which I participated, giving me the independent wealth
to begin something like this, the time to work on it personally, which gives me
tremendous satisfaction, and now your individual donations allow us to build
something in Africa which may remain a permanent fixture in Mali potentially
forever. As I reminded you, the viewer, our little garden in Gossi would be the
largest independent agricultural operation within one hundred miles, due

mostly to the fact we took up three of those miles in most any direction. It was
so damned exciting shilling like this when I next talked to John, who shills for
an American brewery, and Serena, who shills for her own make-up products
and other commercial interests, I could say, “Now that I've joined you in the
shill game, I completely understand why you do it. You're shilling for things
you believe in. So am I.”
We only used the backhoe, on loan from the government at no charge—
though we paid for the operator and the gas to run it—into the middle of the
following week. This was because the Caterpillar tractor I ordered, with subsidies I arranged with folks in the U.S. government, arrived by truck, hauled
some thousands of miles from a U.S. controlled facility deep down in the continent. I had to perform research on it, not for the specs of the equipment because we knew what we needed. The research I performed was finding it in the
bowels of the U.S. government's list of operational equipment, which is available if you know where to look. Since I knew where to look—I had made a
few friends in my rise of modest prominence over the previous two years—I
simply made calls, shilling about my previous shilling, which made some
headway in the consciousness of many well-meaning members of the public
scattered all over the world and whose combined voices were extremely difficult for even the most hardened bureaucrat to ignore, and got what I wanted,
though I must admit you, the taxpayers of America, paid for some of it. Thank
you. We put it to immediate good use, you'll be happy to know, since it came
with attachments on a separate truck for dozing and digging, with two shovel
sizes, the smaller digging at a width of one foot, perfect for backhoe use. You
should also note the particular tractor we arranged for purchase with a subsidy
covering some of the cost sat in the U.S. facility unused for six months. A replacement was purchased and was still sitting unused when I left the garden
permanently the following year. Thus, your tax money for a subsidy went to
immediate use. Your tax money for the replacement purchase languished unused for more than a year. Thank you, America. It was your tax money at work
which actually performed work.
It was Saturday morning and everyone was up early. The Gao crew had
scooped out more than half the cropland area, doing all of it competently without any of us supervising. They just worked, taking their appropriate breaks for
prayer. We already had mounds of clay, constantly fitted into over a hundred
molds, pulled out and set on fired charcoal so the bricks were hardened in minutes instead of hours or days. Some of the bricks were built, all of this by
N'golo's crew, into housing for the charcoal fire, and there were trucks regularly being stacked with hardened clay brick and driven to the prayer facility
and mortared into place. Before daylight passed into darkness, the entire prayer
facility was surrounded by clay brick to a man's chest, with each angle of the
eight-sided structure butting tightly. That's how precise these guys built their
molds. Nassira was so excited her bubbly energy infected everyone. She
pointed to the holes in the surrounding structure, intended for the electric cables and water pipe, and literally shouted at me, despite my being a mere few
feet away, “Just like my drawings, Gregory! Everything so far is just like I

imagined it!” Nassira's enthusiasm was so high because the prayer facility represented the largest building she had ever designed which was actually being
constructed. She had designed and seen built other structures, a handful of
homes and very small business facilities, but nothing compared to this. It was
fun watching the interaction between Nassira and N'golo. She would gush with
verbal appreciation directed to him, he would smile his big grin, spout some
calm but decisive orders to his men, he and the men together would jump on
the next bit of work to be done, look over to Nassira, who is watching intently,
and grin his big grin, and she had no alternative but to grin back just as big.
Everyone to whom I mentioned it laughed heartily with me. You couldn't avoid
noticing it when you were in the vicinity.
In typical Western style our work week was supposed to wind down,
though there would be no days of rest for some time. I hadn't been on site for
one week and we were already laying pipe, which we had previously estimated
wouldn't start until week two. We had on hand barely enough water pipe to
reach the prayer facility and agreement was quickly reached to string together
this pipe. Alfred had to use a truck with two tubs to water the plants already
seeded in barrels and it was tedious work. One of the pickup trucks on site,
Bernard's personal vehicle, had a hitch installed and we had been loaned a
small trailer which fit the truck's hitch, so some of the crew loaded the long
water pipes, each approximately sixty feet in length, to the end of the truck
bed, across the flat bed of the trailer and extending from that some twenty
more feet. They would tie about thirty of those pipes, drive the truck along the
trench and lay out each pipe along the way, with the connectors near the ends,
and soon had each pipe as it awaited connection in the trench already painted
solid green.
The backhoe was slow going once it arrived, since it had to dig not only
a meter down but a foot in width, so it would dig a line for a little distance,
then back up to where it had started and dig next to the first line. The backhoe
operator was fairly quick about it but the main trench had to be dug three times
its entire length before even one pipe could be laid. However, by the end of the
day, we had the one to three connector with valves on the output side of the
first well pump, each output connector one inch, the greenhouse water pipe attached and laid in the trench about three hundred meters shy of the closest
greenhouse, with attachments rising from the pipe above ground to a valve and
two water outlets approximately every two hundred meters. From the well the
main trench ran east for about three hundred meters, then turned south. At that
point we installed the greenhouse pump and ran out of it a T-connector and set
a valve on that pipe above the ground with a cap on the end. That would accommodate any part of the greenhouse water toward the northeast corner of the
compound. After supper, right before sunset, Alfred and I drove his jeep from
the well along the main trench, stopping every once in a while to walk to the
trench and look up and down to admire that one pipe lying inside, a solid green
until each separate pipe reached its sealed connector. We both agreed if we
didn't have water to the greenhouses the next day, we would certainly have
running water there Monday. Alfred patted me on the back. It had already

grown extremely tiresome to water the seeds in the barrels by scooping water
into large flower pots.
We staked out the water and electric trench leading to the animal pens
from the electric facility and Bernard had strung almost three miles of electric
cable. He had decided, having discussed it with everyone's approval, to run out
to the vast open expanse between all the electrical installations and the animal
pens cables for eventual outdoor outlets every three hundred meters. With each
pen receiving a separate circuit, he had calculated five circuits necessary, two
for the open expanse, and ran all the cables in one conduit pipe, then a smaller
near the animal pens, until he had cable in its pipe reaching into the goat pen,
lying simply on the ground but near the stake lines. Once he had connected all
the cables to the box installed in the electric facility, he tested each circuit. All
were live. He then connected two temporary outlets in the sheep pen and Kevin
had live electricity from our solar generators to build the sheep stalls. Bernard
installed temporary outlets in the multiple chicken coops, tested them for live,
which they all were, then turned off the circuit until it was needed. The goat
circuit and the two circuits for the open area were all turned off at the box, too.
It was cool watching them test it, with Bernard inside the electric facility and
Benjy at each area, talking to each other on cheap walkie-talkies. I was inside
the facility with Bernard, watching him smile when he heard Benjy say, “Signal's good here, Bernard. One-twenty right down the line. This one's live.”
Chuck had all the greenhouses built and four covered with clear plastic
sheets. He decided to wait on the rest until the next shipment of barrels arrived.
It was much easier to move full barrels into a skeleton greenhouse than through
a plastic door. The openings on the roof would have to wait until thinner metal
strips arrived, so Chuck and his crew moved to the opposite side to help Kevin.
We designed the chicken coops into four separate sections, each section
lengthwise from the west fence east to the main pen fence. The three sections
of the chicken coop nearest to the sheep pen were reserved for one rooster and
its harem each. The last chicken coop, largest by far, was reserved for hens
only for egg production. We had a considerable amount of fencing and coop
structure to build for the chickens and the fences were far from complete. The
sheep stalls would not be ready to start until the following day, but with two
crews working on the fences, and setting the initial posts for all the structures
inside the chicken coops, structures for sheep and chickens could be built simultaneously. Since we had electric to all the areas in this corner, Chuck and I
both anticipated the sheep would have a permanent covered enclosure for rest
and the hen coop could have residents early in the week—with each coop completely enclosed with chicken wire including a full roof—possibly before I had
reached the end of my first week at the garden in Mali. My mouth was watering at the thought of eating fresh cooked eggs. I wasn't the only one. It would
take longer to build the chicken coops because of the roof, since we would
have to set posts in concrete at regular intervals to provide the structure to attach wire for the roof. You won't need a roof should your enclosure for chickens reach, say, thirty feet in height. Chickens can fly, though it's really more
like hurtling, but they can hurtle an object five meters or more in height easily.

There go your chickens. There were also predators in the area. The roof for the
chickens was built more to keep predators out than to keep chickens in. Most
chickens like their accommodations when reasonable, but once a chicken is
spooked, one can never predict chicken behavior. Chickens will literally run
straight into an ambush.
To celebrate our growing achievements N'golo and one of his men
jumped in a truck and drove outside of Gossi to a small group of families who
shared a herd of goats and produced goat milk and cheese sold locally. With
our money they negotiated the sale of two goats and brought them back to the
compound. We all knew what was coming next and, while I didn't demand
anyone watch, I did wander around most of the groups in attendance. “If
you've never witnessed a mammal slaughtered for your meal but you're going
to eat with us tonight, I honestly don't know how you're going to swallow goat
meat and not have it in your thoughts.” I didn't entertain discussion. There
would be selections for supper entirely vegetarian and some had already stated
their intent to eat those selections only, but universally everyone stood around,
some far back, while N'golo and the other man separated the two goats so they
could not see each other. I stood near N'golo. I could not help even though I
would because only Muslims could touch the goat at this stage, but the goat
and I exchanged looks and I smiled. N'golo soothed the goat and it raised no
alarm at all. Calmly N'golo praised Allah for the sacrifice of the goat for our
meal, something he had done many times and always seriously and respectfully for the animal concerned, then plunged his knife swiftly into the goat's
chest, punctured its heart, and it died instantly. At about the same time the
other goat was killed in the same manner. Believe it or not neither goat struggled nor bleated in fear at all. In seconds both were hanging from makeshift
racks, throats cut and the blood draining in bowls. About a half-hour later they
were skinned and the carcass delivered to the kitchen, where they were quartered first by the men, and the women finished the job. It was a solemn affair
and few said anything, though many of the Muslims were loud, all vehemently
praising Allah for our good fortune.
Once the ritual was complete all the crews got back to work and I drove
over to the pens with Chuck and some of the others. Chuck asked me, softly, if
I could ever slaughter an animal. “You know I wouldn't want to, Chuck, but if
it meant having a hearty meal shared with others who deserve a meal like that,
sharing our good fortune, I would do it. I would want someone with experience
to go over it with me so I can end the animal's life quickly with no suffering or
fear. I would steel myself, thank my something bigger, and plunge my knife
straight through its heart, cut its throat and hang it to drain the blood. I would
let others skin and butcher it. I will have had enough.” Chuck was quiet as we
reached the pens. I noted he stared for a long time at the sheep sitting under the
tarp we had setup for them so they had shade.
The only other curiosity came as we all sat to eat. The Muslims praised
Allah several times, but that was not curious. They all did it for every meal. I
noticed the many in the mess tent who were not Muslim, some following no
professed faith at all, staring first at the meal on the table before them and clos-

ing their eyes. I saw some whose lips moved silently. I myself was beginning
to develop a routine of clasping my hands together in greeting or when I
praised those for their work and thoughts and ideas. Almost without thinking I
did that, thanking my something bigger. With a tent full of close to a hundred
humans it was eerily quiet as the clank of dishware began to overtake the silence. I shouted, “Praise be to Allah for bringing us N'golo and his brethren!
May you always know peace, N'golo, you and all your brethren!” This brought
a change in the proceedings as everyone spoke their thanks to our Muslim
friends and all were smiling again.
Before I completed my first full week at the garden we had running water a few feet from the edge of the prayer facility. With a generator providing
the electricity for the pump and a second generator for electricity to the greenhouse pump, we had a roaring stream from the outdoor faucet through nearly
two and a half miles of water pipe we had laid ourselves. Cheers went up high
as I turned the valve closed and congratulated all. Minutes later Chuck's crew
connected a section of pipe to the existing pipe, pushing it through the opening
into the prayer facility and to N'golo on the other side, who capped the end
which barely entered the building. Chuck was beaming as N'golo came out the
nearest door, stepped up to Chuck and hugged him warmly, praising Allah extensively, of course. One down, four more to go. We installed a lock to a metal
post set in cement for the valve, a precaution to avoid someone maliciously
turning on the valve and draining our precious water. The valves to the greenhouses were far enough away from the edge of the compound and closer to tent
city that those who would guard all night could keep vigil over the area easily.
We were still not entirely welcome in the surrounding community, which
would remain true for a long time, and there would be some who would be
happier to see us pick up and leave than stay. We knew it. We were not ignorant of the fact.
Over the next couple weeks I had occasion to chat with Will briefly
several times to tell him how we were doing. Will listened attentively, sometimes astoundingly, when I would rattle off what we had completed since the
last time we talked. He laughed when I told him about the dismay I would
cause when a delivery arrived and I would instantly change work assignments
based on what was delivered. Everyone did it and everyone worked on every
project at one time or another. I told him how happy Bernard was when the
Caterpillar tractor arrived, since the backhoe's three passes digging the trench
to the medical facility left him frustrated occasionally. The tractor digging with
the small shovel made short work of the remaining distance, nearly a mile and
a half, in hours.
Sammy, the grip, had run a tractor from his experience in the construction trade before he landed on the set of his first movie. He worked a tractor on
that movie. It didn't take him long to figure out exactly where to set the arm
holding the shovel for the correct depth. Once he had it down he would swipe a
section to the right depth, sweep up the dirt, turn the arm and dump, and be
swiping again in a matter of seconds, once he moved the tractor. I stood in disbelief over how he could hit the correct depth so quickly and it was a source of

chagrin to me for days, because I stopped Sammy, and he climbed down from
the tractor to watch smugly as I measured the depth over several places along
the last hundred meters he dug. All of them looked higher than the surrounding
depths but invariably they were several centimeters below a meter. “Sorry,”
was all I mumbled.
Sammy—with many of those from all the crews standing around to
watch him do his business, since his experience operating a tractor was the
main reason Chuck literally begged him to come along so this was Sammy's
thunder being mostly in the background so far—looked to me with a wideeyed demonic stare and with practiced severity commented, “Hindus have
many gods, Gregory, any of which may be offended at any time to the treatment of a Hindu. Take my advice and watch yourself.” I hadn't really had
much opportunity to interact with Sammy since he arrived so I glanced around
at everyone and didn't know how to react. I thought there was some true sinister intention because he hadn't made much effort to interact with me and had
mostly kept to himself. Over the chugging sound of the waiting tractor, Sammy
turned back to me and shouted, “What is it you say, Gregory? 'Oh, I was just
kidding!?'” All the guys got a good laugh at my expense and took great pleasure in reminding me about it for days.
Bernard had the best one. “We would have had electric to the greenhouse pump a full half-hour earlier if you would have just stayed out of it and
let Sammy do his work!” All hours of the day and night for two weeks I heard
it. I started bowing to Sammy to keep his Hindu gods at bay.
Since we had the room in the main trench and everyone had the knack,
we ran the crop pipe, keeping it flush against the west edge of the main trench
and the north edge of the crop and animal trench running west. Before we connected it to the crop pump, we installed a valve where it rose from the ground
and tested it. We closed the valve, connected the pipe to the pump and ran a
pipe from that pump west, installed a T-connector and a valve on either end,
and tested all the pumps and pipes. Now that we had water through the crop
pump, we could lay all of the crop pipe, have water to the cropland and start
planting. Before the end of my third week we had all the crop pipe laid and
working, our own electric service to the prayer facility and the well, and all of
the pumps except for the living facility.
Bernard had another box delivered and had split the well and pumps
across either box. As everything progressed, Bernard kept extensive schematics
on all connections and we made many copies. With a quick check on the
schematics and drawings, anyone could quickly figure which cable was in
which trench and how to identify it, and which circuits and boxes provided
current to which item. Wouldn't you like to have your house built like that?
They pretty much do so nowadays, but I'm sure many of you have faced the
nightmare of renovating an existing residence or building which didn't. Remember how fun it was? Remember how quickly your electrical contractor
drew up the schematics and drawings as you went along? Surely it wasn't like
pulling teeth? Trust me. Most electricians all over the world are great at running and connecting cable. Documenting their work? It's in the planning

stages. They're planning to get right on it, once they finish the work really necessary, then skip on to the next job. Hasn't happened to you, has it? I didn't
think so.
We lost our Gao crew soon into the second week but not before they
had dug the entire crop area, sifted it, set all the rock near the pond (some were
calling it Lac de la Paix, Peace Lake, since it would be sizable), pulled up all
the remnants from the old factory and moved it to the pond, and had begun
digging the pond itself. They had to leave before they finished but they dug the
entire perimeter, which was six acres in size, or about 400 meters by 650 meters. The first year we dug to a depth of six feet for most of it, and the bed
sloped up to the one end, where we fashioned a ramp running into it for the
tractor. We would try various methods during the few rains we would receive
to capture as much rainfall in the pond as possible, including stringing tarp at
descending angles into the pond and pulling the barriers for irrigation of the
cropland so excess rainfall drained through the cropland into a small ditch we
dug to the pond. Sammy and his trainee, another of the Gossi area members,
finished digging the pond but it took weeks, since there were other digging priorities, too. Still it was quite attractive when it was complete. We dug gentle
slopes all around the perimeter and laid all the rock along the slopes until they
dropped abruptly into the pond. It did eventually fill and we drew water from it
over the winter and filled all the towers. We also received permission occasionally to draw water from Mare de Gossi but this water would have to be run
through our water treatment before use so we didn't draw a lot.
We finished laying the crop pipe Sunday of my second weekend, as all
of the dirt had been returned and bulldozed to a slant running north to south.
We had a furrow attachment for the little tractor but the blades could be set at a
variety of intervals and we dug the furrows on the north end first, where the
taller plants would be planted, other than the garlic reserved around the
perimeter along much of the west and east and all of the south. Garlic shoots,
at least the varieties we grew, have almost no shading concerns so we could
grow even the shortest plants next to them. We left a large area between the
garlic and the next crop for servicing ease.
The first crop we planted was asparagus. We needed no furrow for our
permanent bed in the northeast corner and when the asparagus crowns arrived,
everyone planted. It was easy to do and the entire bed, a square of three hundred meters, was planted and watered by the end of the day. It wasn't cheap,
but if our expected conditions prevailed, we would never have to plant asparagus for fifteen to thirty years. Since it's not a crop grown often in Africa, we
could only cross our fingers.
The swiss chard, kale, brussels sprouts and sugar beets were all planted
by seed in the north end of the crop land, each having a very large section.
Plant spacing was important for these crops so we designed a system. For a sizable discount we purchased cases of tape measures, 100 feet in length using
inches, in sturdy round cases, and unrolled many to set marks. We marked
some at four inch intervals, some at six inch and some at eight inch. We then
marked on the case 4”, 6” and 8”. Those unmarked were used for spacing be-

tween 10 inches and fourteen inches, which we would set at 12 inches consistently. If we had a need for eighteen inches, we could mark some tape measures for that but none of the winter crops would be planted at those spaces.
Swiss chard and kale can be set farther apart but we went with eight inches.
The person planting took one 8” tape measure run down the irrigation furrow
between two planting rows and would plant seed down one row, set a marker,
plant the other row in the opposite direction, and move the tape measure, with
the ring in a small stake shoved in the ground. The planter needed only to set
the seed in the ground near each mark. We weren't expecting perfection. Close
was good enough. Speed was of greater value and the Gossi members, whose
helping numbers kept growing weekly, were really good at planting and at the
right depth, too. Depth was easy. Nothing would be planted in the cropland at
less than a half-inch so all I ever had to show the planters was the length of my
index finger to the first knuckle, half for a half inch, full for an inch, between
first and second knuckle for inch and a half, second knuckle for two inches.
The swiss chard and kale beds ran east to west length-wise a half mile each but
most of the planters finished four rows each day. We had a lot of rows. Brussels sprouts were planted in the last section of the north, up to and below the
asparagus, and sugar beets covered the entire section south of the swiss chard,
kale and brussels sprouts. Beets are good for you and you can even process
sugar from sugar beets, plus they're easy to can for longer storage. We had every intention of doing so since they had a good value in local and regional markets.
We had winter squash in the east, north and west of the garlic, mustard
and arugula on the west, north and east of the garlic. These three crops took a
small amount of cropland measured north to south. What we planted immediately south, with a special attachment to the small tractor, was common winter
wheat, which would extend into the summer for harvesting, the best wheat for
bread. The stalks would be low, the summer crops around it would be unaffected nor affect the wheat stalks, and watering concerns were minimal. The
wheat crop used the most cropland including the garlic, yet we knew it
wouldn't be enough for our total bread and dough needs; we would devise a
strategy for the wheat shortfall later. South of the wheat between the garlic we
planted rutabaga and turnips, then cucumbers, and in the last section we
planted cabbage. There were areas throughout the cropland which were never
planted for winter crops. We would see how each did and change things as necessary but we also had planting variances for expected summer crops and those
spaces were reserved. They would be planted while we were still harvesting
winter crops. Garlic, taking up the second largest part of the cropland annually,
would not be planted until October, still weeks away, and most from seed. We
anticipated tens of thousands of garlic plants. Garlic would prove to be the single most productive cash crop Jardin de la Paix ever grew. It still is. Peace Garden garlic has a world-wide reputation. It should. It's the largest patch of the
most potent organic garlic grown anywhere in the world, with absolutely no
pesticides or herbicides used. Ever! We command exorbitant prices and we get
it, too.

In the greenhouses—and we kept building them when time permitted
due to our phenomenal success in what we grew inside them—we grew a large
variety of vegetables, mostly vegetables which would grow less desirably in a
crop setting or would require more cultivation in that environment. We grew
ginger, cilantro, basil, stevia, a natural sweetener, and other herbs, generally in
planters placed on the interior row. Besides tomatoes in the barrels, we also
planted beans and peas and rigged up stakes and string for support. We had romaine lettuce and spinach for your “roughage,” onions, carrots and radishes for
a wealth of vegetable dishes—planted in greenhouses because the seed depth is
so short, which is the same for celery and peppers of several varieties, which
we also grew—and topped off with broccoli and cauliflower. All thrived under
the “greenhouse effect.” The best thing about every vegetable we planted is we
knew the exact process to follow to collect the seeds from each for the next
planting. Our plans were to never buy seed for anything we planted which
turned out to be successful. We were going strictly heritage planting, our hope
being to reach it one hundred percent after year one. Climb the highest mountain, because everything else is a step down.
As exciting as it was for me—and I often had those deep sleep dreams I
never have about how exciting this endeavor was becoming—I never planted
any of the garlic, which I really wanted to experience in Africa. I never saw the
end of September at the garden, the water pipe laid to the medical facility or
the living quarters, the building of the living quarters or the start of the medical
facility, and many of the plantings both in the cropland and the greenhouses. I
wasn't present at roll call. It was both a choice I made and a choice I didn't
make, again, mutually exclusive terms, which naturally disturbs all physicists
and philosophers of any renown, an ever-contracting membership.
I saw the chicken coops built and the goat stalls after and watched the
arrivals of hens, two hundred before I removed myself or was removed, and we
added one harem to see if we could produce any baby chickens in the winter
when the hens should be molting. The women were cooking a lot of egg
dishes, though, and they were all happy to do it. We now had a full dozen locals working and living at the garden permanently. We assigned care of the animals to the Gossi residents, with the children, often unsupervised by any adult,
taking the sheep and goats out of their confinement to forage. Food scraps,
from research which advised what the animals could eat, went to the animals,
careful to separate any meat by-product including grease from fat. Meat byproduct was kept in a separate place as it had fertilizing capability, especially if
mixed with animal excrement, manure if you prefer. All the rest was added to
our growing compost site on the eastern edge near the greenhouses, though we
separated the egg shells, crushing them as they serve, scattered around plants,
as a natural pesticide. We had other natural pesticide and herbicide measures
and were gathering them as we moved along. Only as a last resort to save a
crop would we use commercial chemicals for pesticides or herbicides. Again,
we had our fingers crossed with all of this. Swiss chard, kale, rutabaga, turnip,
asparagus, brussels sprouts and cucumbers, all of these, to some extent, are
crops rarely grown in Africa and to the greatest extent never grown in our area

of the continent. We had only a limited idea of what to expect because we were
blazing a trail few had ever traveled. I recorded this statement for the record
with Jeremy. It had a certain sting all over the world when people heard and
saw me say those words on their viewing screens, yet no one at the time knew
where I was or even if I was alive.
What led to it was our continuing speed of success. Not only was the
word getting around, including to the more violent faction to the east and
south, but we were running through supplies and provisions faster than we anticipated. A crew from Gao, a dozen men, for a week, an additional twenty or
so Muslim men, off and on, for weeks, seven movie crew veterans, and now a
full dozen from the Gossi area permanent members of the garden, we didn't
plan for any of this. Those from the government and the military were long
gone but we had arranged through the tribal leaders several men who would rotate to provide armed security with compensation of provisions and some payment for wages. At least three would be present at all times but they were
never to be a part of the garden. This meant we employed mercenaries but, at
present, none were from our operation and the mercenaries could be considered expanding their roles in the area. We became more comfortable with the
arrangement as weeks went by without incident, but we were making frequent
trips to Bamako for provisions, especially when seed arrived but couldn't get to
us soon enough. Planting was a priority and the call came we had received
more. Alfred, Hama, Baku, another Gossi resident, one mercenary and I all
climbed into our biggest SUV and drove off to Bamako.
We had the vehicle fully loaded, seed and provision bags everywhere,
all of us sitting on some except for our Gossi resident, Baku, who was driving.
On the way back, miles and miles from Gossi, we noticed a dust trail north of
the highway several miles away. Someone was out there driving, it seemed to
us, at considerable speed in our direction, though we weren't concerned because in the distance they seemed to be staying away from the highway. We
continued to drive east, watching the dust trail as it continued driving west.
Suddenly it slowed, seemed to come to a halt as the dust trail continued to
move west with the prevailing wind, while a new dust trail came toward the
highway. Now we were concerned.
It was a pickup truck and with binoculars Alfred could see the bed of
the truck was lined with rails and three or four, maybe more, men were standing in the bed of the truck holding onto the rails. “It looks to me, Gregory,
they're all holding something long and it looks like guns!”
“Floor it, Baku! We need to get past where they'll intersect the highway.”
Flooring the SUV, loaded with thousands of pounds of both bags and
people, was barely going to get us past them when they intersected the highway. That's when we saw the big gun, as two of them struggled to hold a third
steady so he could aim the bazooka and hit us as close to point blank as possible. I never took my eyes off the guy but warned Baku to get ready to slam the
brakes and advised everyone to brace for it. When I saw the explosion out the
barrel, I screamed, “Now! Baku! Brake!” The rocket flew above and in front

and as the truck slammed up to the highway, the men in the bed struggled and
were thrown around. Once they made the highway and were picking up speed,
we heard the bullets flying around, some striking the SUV. “Setup the bags all
around us! Now! Dig in under the bags! Everyone!” It didn't do Baku any
good. Soon one of the bullets from their constant barrage hit him in his left arm
above his elbow, the bullet struck below the dashboard, and blood splattered
the windshield. I had checked his door earlier and it was locked so I pinned
Baku against the driver's door and shouted for a rag, a shirt, anything. Hama
tore off his shirt from the back and shoved it up to me and I handed it to Baku,
who wrapped it around his wound to hold it as tight as possible while I drove
as fast as the SUV would go. For two desperate minutes, as I glanced continually in the rear-view mirror with bullets flying around and occasionally hitting
the SUV, I considered we were at a draw. They couldn't get closer but were
matching our speed and we were merely sitting ducks. Eventually they would
hit something, put us out of commission and completely at their mercy and I
considered they didn't possess much. Also, what they didn't have was a guard
installed at the front of the truck, but we had a solid, thick steel guard installed
at the rear of our SUV. I told Alfred what I was planning.
“Do it, Gregory! This way, we're all going to die and most likely you.
You're the one they want. You and I both know it.”
Hama prayed loudly in the back. I ordered him to smash out the back
window and the mercenary to fire back at the front of the truck. Hit the truck!
He managed to put some bullets in the truck and they slowed. I slowed the
SUV and told the mercenary to hold fire. They picked up speed and as they
came closer and closer, bullets singing around us, I told the mercenary to shoot
at the men in the back of the truck. He did and they took cover and I slammed
the brakes. Before they could react in time they came right on us, I accelerated
and they collided and bounced back. The men in the back of the truck were
bounced around and the driver accelerated again. We had put a good thirty to
forty feet from them, but I slowed, and when I saw the truck accelerate, I
slammed to a stop, shoved the SUV in reverse and floored the SUV until it
rammed their truck, even turning as they tried to turn to avoid hitting us. The
tactic proved decisive as I immediately saw steam rise from the hood. Back in
drive I floored it while the mercenary emptied his cartridge and we left them
stranded in the middle of the highway. I drove another ten minutes as fast as
the SUV would go, came to a quick stop, pulling off the road, and asked for
some stick, or rod, anything. Alfred jumped out and I unlocked the driver's
door and jumped out the passenger side and ran around to Baku. Hama opened
a door and handed me a stake. I pulled off my shirt while Alfred helped Baku
to his feet and to the ground and unwrapped Hama's shirt. The blood flowed
steadily from Baku's wound until I wrapped my shirt several times around his
arm, stuck the stake through the wrapping, and twisted the stake several times.
Hama helped Baku into the back seat, Alfred ran around and climbed into the
back seat next to Baku, I climbed in behind the wheel and we took off for
Gossi. Between Hama and Alfred they tightened the makeshift tourniquet until
Baku's lower arm started to turn blue, loosened until it reddened, and tightened

again several times until we reached the garden about an hour later. I drove the
SUV roughly over the grounds, hearing it from many about my reckless driving, until we reached our “hospital” tent, which was always attended by medical people, this day by Francois.
Francois stitched up Baku and he rested in the tent overnight and the
next day. He would recover fully but I faced a night where sleep was impossible. I was shaking when we arrived and it didn't stop until a half-hour later. We
had been attacked and everyone knew it. There was no question in anyone's
mind those in the truck knew who their targets were. If the rocket had hit we
all would have been dead. As it was if we couldn't disable their vehicle they
eventually would have killed most of us and I was certain they wouldn't quit
until they knew I was dead. All manner of discussion ensued. Asked what we
should do, I simply stated we had better have a conversation with the tribal
leaders right now, because they fired on one of theirs, too. I stayed out of the
conversation. The outsider, me, should stay out of it. The violent faction had
tipped their hand and had brazenly announced what they wanted and how they
intended to get it. While I apologized to all for skipping supper and any other
activity unless deemed necessary for me to address, I retired to my tent early. I
pulled out one of my many books. I read the Quran all day and night.
If you're a non-Muslim from the West, like me, perhaps you've never
read the Quran. I confess my version is an English translation—considered a
blasphemy by many Muslims if it's not written in the original Arabic—but I
have stated many times, I'm not learning your language. I have learned and
continue to struggle with English. It's enough language for me. I make no exception, including Arabic, but I am not so foolhardy as to believe, incorrectly,
that nothing is lost in translation, and the Quran to me is no exception to the
rule either. However, if you are like me, with the lone exception that you
haven't read the Quran, I strongly suggest you do so. I can assure you reading
it will not turn you into an evil demon, nor even a vampire. Instead, it may enlighten you, to Muslims in general, and to a philosophy of life in particular
which you have not considered. Western women, in particular, may gain considerable enlightenment, particularly those of the Christian or Jewish persuasion, since all the dogma from either proclaims the female gender as the lesser
and never to be equal.
I read the Quran as though I was a Muslim, paying particular emphasis
to what a devout Muslim, a believer, a strict adherent should do when one's
faith, one's honest and forthright ways of the path, are under attack. I could
fight back. It's recommended in many chapters, surahs, of the Quran. I would
not follow this path, not because it was unwise. I would have to enlist all my
cousins in this garden, this garden of Peace, to fight with me, kill with me, die
with me. I could not command this, not in good conscience. This was my battle
only. That's how I saw it.
After the Battle of the Trench, when the Prophet and his community,
the ummah of many tribes, fought against the members of the Prophet's own
tribe from Mecca marching against Medina, outnumbered ten thousand to three
thousand, the Prophet sent them back to Mecca in humiliating defeat. Soon the

Prophet announced he would make the hajj to Mecca. Within the city of
Mecca, the tradition of pilgrims making the hajj to the Kabah was one of enforced peace. No violence from Meccans against pilgrims from any tribe was
condoned and no pilgrims were allowed weapons inside the city. Skirting
around the advancing army from Mecca intended to intercept the Prophet before he reached the city, the Prophet arrived at the edge of the sanctuary,
awaited the developments inside, entered the city peacefully and unarmed and
made his hajj.
The next morning before we all split up for work, I gathered Alfred and
Hama apart from all others. I knew from casual talk, even to a limited extent
from Hama himself, that Hama knew personally others scattered around to Gao
who personally knew reputed members of the violent faction. “Reputed”
means they were suspected of being members but no one would go on record
anywhere stating such suspicion. Typically those who did state it usually
wound up dead shortly after such pronouncement. Some suspected members
might be rounded up but those stating their suspicions on record were almost
always murdered at some point, sometimes years later. It was like the memories of elephants. They never forget!
I told the two they were to come with me and Hama would take me to
one of these people whom Hama knew could take me to the next one in line,
until I was within the presence of the jihadists themselves. “It's me they want.
They can have me.”
Hama, being an avowed adherent to an Islam of peace, begged me to
reconsider. His English failed him so he spoke in his native tongue to Alfred.
Alfred gazed at me forlornly as he said, softly, “Hama is right, Gregory. They
will behead you and record it so the world can see the fate of foreigners who
consider entry into their part of the world. They consider this part of the world
their...”
“Ummah?” I finished for Alfred. “Only if I am a threat, a legitimate
threat, to their ummah, Alfred. Let them consider it. This is what I'm willing. I
leave it to the will of Allah. Should I be murdered, let it be the will of Allah.
Should I be spared, let it be the will of Allah. I will not run away from the will
of Allah. I shall bring that will right to their doorstep, for the longer I stay here,
in hiding and safety, all who are here are in jeopardy. They want me, so let
them leave all of you alone. I will give my life for yours.”
Both tried to argue and dissuade me, but I would not be dissuaded. I
placed my wallet with all my cards, my passport, my cell phone, my multi-tool,
and my glasses under the pillow of my cot and told Alfred to give them to Kitana when he returned. I took a sackcloth with me and placed inside it two
books, and the three of us drove toward Gao without telling anyone where we
were going.
During the drive Hama seemed very nervous and explained through Alfred that the men we would meet would be very nervous, too, especially if another man was in the car with Hama and me. Deliberately I looked only to Alfred and asked him if he trusted Hama enough to be left somewhere in Gao
with the promise Hama would pick him up after he delivered me. When Alfred

responded with no hesitation that he did, we discussed where to leave Alfred
and decided the safest place for him was at the medical clinic. Once we
reached Gao Hama drove to the medical clinic first and we all stepped out of
the SUV. Alfred rushed to me and hugged me firmly, pleading again for me to
change my mind. “This is what I must do, Alfred. You have a job to do, too,
and you will do it. Please be strong for Kitana, because you will discover she
does have a breaking point. When she does break, Alfred, she will need someone to lift her up. You will lift her up. Do this for me.”
Hama and I took our seats in the SUV as we waved to Alfred, and
Hama soon drove into a neighborhood which seemed very middle-class for
Africa. I paid no real attention to streets or our direction, other than the road
we traveled was paved, which is hardly the case in almost any city in this part
of the world. He pulled up before a modest house in a residential block and
said to me, “This is the house, Gregory. Stay here and I will see who is home
and talk with them. Do not look at the house. Keep looking forward.” I did as I
was told and heard the door open and I thought I heard him go inside. I thought
so because I heard nothing outside for a long time, perhaps thirty minutes. It
was difficult not to look at the house, but I refused to look anywhere but forward, completely expecting should I look to either side, it would surely be my
death sign. Finally I heard the door open again, footsteps to the car, and Hama
opened the driver's door and sat down.
“We are to drive to another part of town where they will meet us, Gregory,” Hama advised with a grim expression. “They will surely put a sack over
your head and tie your hands. Do not resist, Gregory.” When he saw my faint
nod, he looked forward and started the SUV.
We drove near the outskirts of Gao and parked on a dirt road which was
empty of any buildings. Small huts sat towards the town and a small number of
little children were out in front of two of them but quite a distance away. They
paid us no attention, except to look at us briefly. Other than the children there
was no other sign of life in the area. Hama turned off the SUV and we waited
for thirty minutes or more silently. Eventually all the children separated and
went inside various huts. We were now alone.
Suddenly a small white van pulled up on the passenger side quickly. I
heard the door on the opposite side slide open and two men wearing hoods
over their heads, each carrying a Kalashnikov rifle, ran to my door, and swung
it open, yelling something. Hama said, “You must get out now.” I grabbed my
sackcloth, stepped out and one yanked me away from the SUV. A third man
wearing a hood as did the driver appeared with a hood and pulled it down over
my head, squeezed my left arm tightly and pulled me to the opposite side of
the van. Before I could step inside he pushed me down toward the floor of the
van. I braced myself with my arms but he grabbed both and pulled them behind
my back as I relaxed, understanding they would tie my hands. Immediately I
felt a tie or rope against my wrists and in seconds my hands were bound. I was
pushed inside the van by all three men, feeling two of them pushing me further
inside until I could feel the edge of the van, feet climbing inside, and the van
door was shut. The van immediately lurched forward and I rolled slightly back-

ward until hands held me. A deep voice speaking in a slow, halting English,
said, “Give us trouble, we kill you.” I made every effort to remain motionless.
During the many intervening years since I was held captive, I always
responded to the infinite number of questions by stating, “Other than the first
week or so, I was well-treated.” I have never explained what happened during
“the first week or so” to anyone, except to add, “I prefer not to dwell on it and
speaking about it in any way will force me to dwell on it. Respect my preference. Thank you.” Since this is intended to be an honest reckoning of the latter
years of my life, I will attempt to explain “the first week or so” now.
Once the van started rolling along it never stopped for what seemed to
me hours. There was no more English spoken and what little was spoken came
from two distinct voices, speaking what I could determine was an African
tribal language, one of those voices belonging to the one which warned me
about trouble in English. During that long drive with no stops, which was considerably bumpy as everyone in the back of the van seemed to be thrown about
quite a bit though I was consistently held by more than one hand, I recited over
and over in my mind the Exordium, the Fattiha, the “Lord's Prayer” of Islam,
the Opening surah of the Quran, not because I was pleading to the god of the
Muslims. Allah is the one god, should you believe. Allah means the one, and
therefor is the same god as the one for the Christians, the one for the Jews, the
one and only one for all of us, should you believe. I recited it over and over in
my mind because it is recited for each new beginning. Can one argue this was
not a new beginning for me?
Once we did come to a stop there was hurried activity and shouting and
I was pulled out of the van and led somewhere over many paces, hurriedly,
with much shouting and pushing, again by more than one hand. I could tell it
was still daylight through the black hood and I was yanked to a halt, pushed
hard until I fell to my knees, continuing to be pushed until my head touched
the ground. I still considered I was outside but I heard one voice shouting
above the others. There was silence for a few moments. I heard the voice, followed by another, the two back and forth. There was more silence and I started
to raise my head from the ground. A rifle butt smashed into the back of my
head and I was out.
When I awoke I was lying on my side in darkness, the hood still over
my head, my hands still bound in the back. I could feel some liquid against my
head and the hair under the hood felt matted. I assumed that the rifle butt had
caused a cut in my scalp and the liquid and hair matting was from the blood
out of the wound. I had no idea how severe it was and assumed my captors
didn't care. Since I reasonably expected them to kill me at some time anyway, I
figured this was par for the course. I didn't feel woozy or spent, though my
head hurt tremendously, so I tried to console myself it wasn't a severe wound.
What I was lying on felt like a floor of some type of wood, so I considered I was in some room. I could not hear anyone in the room with me, no stirring in my immediate vicinity, but over the long period of time which seemed
slow and interminable, I heard activity at some distance, muffled as though on
the other side of a door, and occasional verbal exchanges. All verbal exchanges

I could hear to this point, other than the warning in the van, sounded like
African tribal language. I knew from the hands of those who came to me when
I sat with Hama they were black, those who had handled me. I suspected I was
in the capture of Muslims mostly from Niger, internationally considered the
more violent jihadis of the area—the ones assessed responsibility for the captures and deaths of several Westerners in recent years—and I was probably
somewhere inside Niger. Eventually, with no more interaction with my captives for what seemed like hours, I fell to sleep.
I awoke hearing some muffled noise. I had no idea how long I slept. I
made no effort to move other than to twist from one side to the other. Some
time passed and I could hear noise at what sounded like a door being unlocked
—I heard a sliding sound like some bar pushed aside—and boots or shoes
walking closer to me on the floor. Hands grabbed me and set me on my butt,
my hands sliding across the floor as I leaned forward for more room. In English the same voice from the van slowly, deliberately, said, “You will now eat
and drink. Your hands will be untied. The hood will remain over your head.
You will eat under it. Should the hood move, we will kill you here. Understand?”
“Yes,” I replied.
More tribal talk came and the ties around my hands were untied and removed. “Put your hands on your legs,” I heard. I put my hands together on my
legs. I felt a small bowl against my hands, opened them, and the bowl was
placed in my hands. Having no idea what was in the bowl, I pushed my left
hand slowly over its rim, felt a mushiness, scooped some with my fingers,
slipped my fingers under the hood, opened my mouth and pushed the contents
inside. It was rice, it smelled poorly, and there was some grit to it. I didn't particularly like it but I scooped all of it out of the bowl and ate it. When I finished the bowl, it was taken from my legs and a large plastic cup was placed
against my right hand. “Hold the cup,” I was commanded. “There is straw at
top. Put straw under the hood and drink.” I did as I was commanded, drank
some water with a peculiar taste, and held the cup. It was taken from my
hands.
“Put your hands behind your back,” I was commanded. Once my hands
were behind my back, they were tied as before. Instantly I was pulled up, led
away, out into daylight, until I heard the distinctive sound of the van's sliding
door. I was helped up into the van, set on my side, the van was started and I
was on the move again. Just as before it seemed like hours. This time there was
a stop and I smelled gasoline. After a few minutes the van started and we were
moving again. After some time, perhaps an hour, the van stopped. The door
was slid open and I was pushed and pulled out and marched some distance.
“You relieve yourself here,” the same voice commanded. “Your hands
will be untied. Do not touch the hood or you will be killed here. Relieve yourself here or you will have no chance for long time.” Reluctant as I was I unzipped my fly and peed, then undid my pants, squatted and dropped a load, all
under the watchful gaze, I was certain, of several men unknown to me. Once I
completed that and was standing up, the voice commanded, “Wipe with this,

then drop it.” I felt a cloth touch my hand and I wiped my rear and let the cloth
fall. I pulled up my pants and zipped up my fly. Immediately my hands were
grabbed and twisted behind my back and tied as before. I was marched back to
the van and we drove for more hours. When we came to a stop I was pulled
from the van and taken, through the night, to some room with a concrete floor
this time and left as I had been the previous night.
It was more of this for the next two days and nights, except there was
no stop to relieve myself. Both mornings I was fed rather foul-tasting rice with
the peculiar tasting water through a straw, rebound and driven for hours, stopping as I could smell it, for gas. The second night there was a large number of
voices, boisterous in temperament, while I stood immobile in the open air. I
could always tell that despite the hood. I heard steps come toward me and my
left cheek was suddenly struck hard by a fist. I fell to the ground and was horror stricken since the hood had slipped up and I could see boots and camouflage pants, worn-out sneakers and torn slacks. I braced for the inevitable rip of
rapidly fired bullets. Instead two hands reached for the bottom of the hood and
pulled it down through the laughter of some and angry shouting from two or
three others. To yet another room with a wooden floor I was led, the door was
closed and locked, and I managed to sleep one more night.
I awoke the next day considering that I had survived three nights, four
days. I was nauseous and placed that effect on the rice, or more appropriately,
what was mixed with it. I was also undergoing what I considered dehydration.
Not only was it hot but I only drank once a day and I had no feeling to pee at
all over the last two days and nights. Maybe there would be a break in the heat
on this day because I could hear the sound of rain through the walls or windows or door. If this day was to start like the others, I would decline the rice.
It went more or less the same once the door was opened and many footsteps I heard. This time, though, the voice which commanded me in more assured English was different. The familiar voice from the first day I never heard
again. This different voice warned me, like the first, about my hands being untied, the hood must remain untouched, and I was to eat and drink. When I felt
the same mushiness in the bowl like the others, I said, “I can't eat. I'm not hun gry.”
As I sat on the floor I heard two steps and was immediately slapped
across my left cheek. From a closer position the different voice shouted, “Eat!”
“I am not hungry,” I protested and lifted the bowl.
Immediately I was slapped again, a little harder. “Eat!”
I righted myself in my sit-down posture, legs extended, and set the
bowl on my legs. “I cannot eat, so kill me now or give me water.”
Again I was slapped. “You do not decide when you're killed! We decide
when to kill you. Understand?”
I sat immobile and silent after I righted myself, holding the bowl steady
on my legs. I made no effort to eat what was in the bowl. I sat calmly, not
knowing what would happen, but I wasn't eating any more rice. I heard what
sounded like a sliding click, one way and back, a pistol seating a bullet in the
chamber. I felt a barrel pushed hard under my chin and the sound of the ham-

mer drawn. Let's see who decides what.
Suddenly the bowl was smacked from my hands and it clattered around
the room for a few seconds. “Drink!” shouted the different voice and I felt a
cup against my hand and I slipped the straw under the hood and drank for a
minute, maybe more. When I dropped my hands with the cup, it was taken
from my grasp and my hands were bound as before. Up I was pulled and in
minutes I was back in a vehicle, wet from the incessant rain as I was led uncovered. This vehicle was a different one, because the door or doors were
swung open, by the sound, not slid open. On this drive I was treated roughly,
often punched below my shoulders or smacked on my thighs. Once I was
turned toward someone and a rifle butt slammed into my groin. No one spoke
to me at all.
When we reached our destination and I was marched to a room with a
wooden floor and pushed to the floor, as I sat forward on my rear, my hands
tied in the back, my companion voice for the day said softly with some conviction and satisfaction, “We decide when to kill the enemies of Islam. For you,
that will be soon.”
I slept alone again this night since there was no other sound in the
room. In the morning I was greeted with my companion's voice with the same
advice as before. This time, though, I would not even take the bowl. “I cannot
eat. I am not hungry.” The bowl was removed from my legs and I was given
the cup with the straw. I drank a lot.
This day, the fifth day, I remained in the room alone. I was not moved
nor did anyone enter the room the entire day. There was one window that I
could tell as there was light from its direction and I sat quietly, shifting occasionally, sometimes to lie on one side or the other, and watched the light dwindle and fade completely. I napped at times and slept without incident until the
morning.
On the sixth day, that morning, it was a repeat of the previous day. My
companion's voice was the only utterance except for my refusal to eat. I drank
long from the cup, even though I had no means to relieve myself and over the
night had awakened with the need to pee and simply did so right in my pants.
This day would bring even more humiliation, since I felt the need to move my
bowels and could not resist it this time. Out it came and in less than twentyfour hours I had peed on myself and shit in my pants. I briefly remembered
what I had said to John at the rest stop during that chance encounter. I considered it a luxury now to sit on a toilet and move my bowels like other humans. I
considered no one in my present location celebrated my attendance, other than
the expectation they would participate in my murder.
This sixth day proceeded like the fifth, except that the stink from my
own body and inside my clothes became all pervasive. I knew should anyone
come into the room they would smell it easily. No one came into the room. I
was left alone undisturbed until the morning.
I kept track of the days and nights inside my brain, counting them over
and over, starting from day one and remembering the events of note, followed
by the second, all the way to the current day. Complete and satisfied, I would

start all over and do it again, each time starting with the Fattiha for my new beginning.
The seventh day began with a hunger racking me but I could not eat the
foul rice. When presented with the bowl, as always, I tested it with my hand
and knew it was the rice again. I refused it and like the previous day the bowl
was removed and replaced with the cup and straw. Before I was left alone my
companion's voice stated, “You have shit in your pants. Are you not disgusting?” Multiple sounds of laughter followed and the door was abruptly slammed
and locked. Again, I counted the days, starting with the Fattiha, and adding one
more day and night, over and over and over, until I fell asleep with the permeating smell and the now encrusted feeling of my own bodily waste against my
flesh.
The eighth day was different from all others. Once the door was opened
and the many footsteps moving swiftly were heard, I was lifted from my prone
position and pushed and shoved toward and out the door. I knew from being
brought there a porch or something was outside the door for two or three paces
and I was led off of it until I could feel the ground below my shoes. I was
pulled to a stop and the hood was yanked from my head. The daylight blinded
my sight for minutes. Once I could focus I was surrounded by a half-dozen
black Africans with a variety of shooting weapons, all drawn and pointed my
direction. To my left stood a very menacing man, several inches taller than me
with a great deal of brawn on display, since his shirt was sleeveless and his
chest swelled his shirt. When he spoke moments later, his was the voice of my
companion for the last few days. “We will remove the ties behind your back.
You will then strip off all your clothes.”
“Why would I do that?” I asked with a level of defiance. “Kill me with
my clothes on!”
The companion raised his pistol, loaded and ready to fire, and aimed at
my head from a distance of six feet. “Do as you are told and you will live, infidel. Resist and I will kill you now.”

Segment Twenty-Eight
I relaxed and my hands
were untied. Balancing on one foot
I removed a shoe and sock and
switched to remove the other pair. I
pulled off my shirt and dropped it
to the ground beside me. I
unhooked and unzipped my jeans,
pushed them to my knees, crouched
and balanced on one foot to pull
one leg over the lifted foot, shifted
to the freed leg, crouching and
balancing until the jeans were pulled free from my lifted leg. I pushed down
my excrement encrusted briefs to my knees, looking calmly at my muscled
companion only feet away, his pistol still pointed at my head, and the briefs

fell to my ankles. I wiggled one foot out of the briefs, lifted the briefs with my
other foot and kicked them to the pile of clothes beside me.
My muscled companion stepped away from me in a semi-circular
fashion, pistol always leveled at me, and ordered, “Step over here,” and he
nodded to a general area to his right and away from the others. I stepped
slowly to this area. “Turn this way,” he ordered me and I turned to him.
As I stood naked, my hips, particularly on my back area, covered with
my own dried waste, I took the risk of looking away from the companion to
observe my immediate surroundings. I had already noted, once my hood had
been removed, the six brick huts directly across from where I had been held,
now to my left, three down one side closest to me, a big one apart from the
others and two more down the opposite side. Now I could see directly across
from me that the room in which I had been held was a small room like many
along my right-most side, reaching a corner away from me, and proceeding
across from me with as many as six more rooms, all attached to the same
building. I had a brief thought it seemed the African idea of a hotel. I knew it
was no hotel.
I turned back to look at the companion, who made no acknowledgment
I had looked around. He merely kept his pistol pointed at my gut. From my
peripheral vision a small black man came from behind the bigger hut on my
left carrying something in his hands. When his right hand twisted along the end
of what he was holding, a blast of water issued from what he held, and twisting
he lifted the end of this hose and the water from it arced over the ground closer
and closer to me, until it reached my feet and quickly moved up to my
stomach. The small black man moved closer, twisting the end of the hose, and
the force of the water swamped me and pushed me over onto the ground. The
small black man adjusted the stream and the force lessened somewhat when
the companion ordered, “Get up and turn around so you may be cleaned.”
I stood up against the pressure of the water blasting me and turned
around. I could feel the water breaking away what was encrusted on my body,
and I slowly turned one way, then the other. The water, while a bit chilled, felt
good because it was hot, even though it was early in the morning. From the
sun's position I considered I was quite possibly very near the equator, but the
water felt good. After a few moments of water blasting against me the
companion lowered the pistol and walked to the big hut to a table under the
roof over its small porch and lifted a small white bar. Turning to walk toward
me, he said something to the man with the hose, the water streamed to the
ground beside me, and the companion engaged my gaze. “Soap.” He threw the
white bar at me, which I caught with both hands. The water raised from the
ground to hit me again and I lathered the soap in my hands and rubbed it over
my body facing away from the water.
One of the other men handed his weapon to the one next to him and
stepped toward my clothes. As I continued to wash the weaponless man
gathered my clothes, careful to avoid the obvious mess, and carried them away
beyond the big hut. Briefly I caught sight of another man carrying a white
bundle carefully in his hands along the porch, disappeared into the room from

which I had emerged, and came back out with his hands and arms free. I
washed and scrubbed as best I could, even bowing to the water to drench my
hair, careful to keep the back side, where I expected blood matting and my
wound, away from the water, and delicately rubbed soap into my hair,
scooping water from the stream to rinse it. Once I felt I was as clean as I could
get I raised my arms in surrender. The companion said something to the hose
bearer, who twisted the end of the hose and the water stream slowly died to a
trickle. The man turned away from me still twisting and the water stopped
issuing from the hose. The companion lifted his pistol to my gut again. “Come,
back to your room. Now!” As I walked slowly to the room, the companion
turned back to the porch under the roof of the big hut.
I reached the porch of the room with the companion closing the
distance between us to six feet, never closer, carrying a towel. When he saw
that I saw the towel he swept it underhand toward me and I caught it. I crossed
the porch floor and stepped inside the room, rubbing the towel over my naked
body, drying it, coming to a stop barely inside to finish the job. The room
contained a single wooden chair without arms and a small wooden table, two
feet square, and four simple legs. On the table sat my two books, the Quran on
top of the book about the Sufis. Draped over the back of the chair was a pure
white garment, what I assumed the one man had been carrying minutes earlier.
Still outside the room the companion ordered, “Put on the robe.” He instantly
turned his back to me and stepped away several feet. Two of the men with
weapons stepped into my purview as I lifted the robe from the back of the
chair, flipped it in my hands until I could see its length, saw the hole for my
head and those for my arms. I lifted it over my head, pushing my head through
the middle opening and my arms through the others and I let it fall over me. It
reached inches from the floor. I could think of nothing else to do so I sat on the
chair, though I looked carefully at the twists of something like a long cotton
belt draped over the chair. It was too long for a belt and since I didn't know
what its intended use was, I left it draped across the chair back.
After several minutes the companion walked out of sight but the other
two remained where they stood, their weapons trained at my body as I sat
quietly in the chair facing slightly away from them. I sat calmly, shifting
occasionally, my hands folded in my lap. Perhaps thirty minutes, forty-five, I
heard soft footsteps along the porch from the corner of the building. Moments
later a man slightly taller than me, wearing a gleaming white robe and a red
and white checkered headdress, which I determined was a ghutra, a style of
headdress with the general name of kaffiyeh or keffiyeh—there are slight
pronunciation differences all over the Arabian gulf and Middle East—held in
place by two black bands at the top of the head, called in similar fashion an
eqal, or agal, or others, again depending on location.
Once he entered the room and stepped softly, due to the sandals he
wore, along the outer wall and away from me so we could see each other, I
immediately considered he originated from southern Arabia. With a distinctly
low, bass toned Arab accent, but in faultless English, the man, looking deeply
into my eyes, remarked, “So you are the famous Gregory Hess, who has not

been seen by a living soul for eight days now, yet you are alive.”
For some reason, because it wasn't funny, I smiled. “In a manner of
speaking, yes.”
What had been a stern demeanor suddenly changed to a playful smile
on the Arabian's face. “You are still breathing. We use that as a means to
determine whether one is alive or not.”
“It is still a means we use in the West.”
Another quick smile appeared, followed by the stern demeanor. The
Arabian glanced at the table and fixed his eyes on it while he took the few
steps to it and lifted the top book. He was close enough I could have touched
him but I sat immobile. “Why read the Quran?” he asked calmly, as he looked
down to me. “You are not a Muslim, true?”
“True. I am not a Muslim.”
“Why would an infidel read the most beautiful words from the
Prophet?”
“Does not the Quran contain words of infinite wisdom...and peace?”
“Yet in those words of wisdom are the exhortations to fight for what is
right and just.”
“Against those who would attack the believers, those who have chosen
the way.”
“Against those who would cause the believers to go astray, for there are
many who would attack us. The ignorant surround us and we must defend the
faithful.”
“You consider me an infidel and you must also have considered
whether I am one who attacks the faithful. Why have you not killed this
infidel? Surely if Allah considers me an attacker you have no other choice, do
you not?”
He smiled easily again, put down the Quran next to the other and lifted
the second book. “Tell me what you know...about the Sufis.”
“Are they not infidels under your tenets of Islam, that being Salafi?” I
stared at him with a blank, inquisitive expression, neither challenging nor
defeated.
The Arabian fixed his gaze on the book as he turned it in his hands and
flipped through some pages. Without looking at me he responded, “What do
you know about Salafis?”
“Very little, except that to Salafis, Sufis are infidels. They are not
Muslims. Is it not true?”
The Arabian closed the book calmly. He looked down to me with his
stern demeanor. “It is true. To a Salafi Muslim, Sufis are not Muslims...Are
you a Sufi, Mister Hess?”
Now it was my turn to smile big and wide. “No. I am not a Sufi...I think
they would not have me.”
Still staring into my face, the Arabian suddenly burst out laughing.
When he finished laughing after a few moments, he stated, “From what I can
gather about you, Mister Hess, there seem to be few who would have you.” He
chuckled at his statement for a few moments. “You seem to be far too

independent and stubborn to be of use to any conscientious group of people.
Agreed?”
“I agree completely and I have surely fostered my share of enemies.
Should I consider you my enemy?”
The Arabian handed me the book which I took in my hands. “You
haven't answered my question. What do you know about Sufis?”
With no hesitation as I looked up at his stern countenance, I responded,
“They view all the sacred books, even the Quran, as mostly allegory. This, I am
sure, is why Salafis consider them not to be Muslims.”
“Is that all?”
I looked down to the book in my hands. “It's been a while since I read
this. This one, I think, is the best I've read for explaining them.” I looked up at
the Arabian, whose face now displayed a keen interest in our discourse. “But
why would a Salafi care about Sufis?”
“How can you be sure I am a Salafi?”
“Is that not a ghutra you wear upon your head? Is that not the expected
headdress of a man from southern Arabia? And is that not what the vast
majority follow, the precepts and tenets of Salafism?”
The Arabian smiled slyly. “What do you expect to accomplish in Africa,
Mister Hess?”
“To help Africans feed Africans.”
He laughed. “Oh, there is more, Mister Hess. You are building an entire
estate-”
I interrupted. “It is a cooperative organized and owned by residents of
Mali. I am only listed as an adviser. I own none of it. This may be hard for you
to accept but it's true. Those who own the cooperative could have me removed
and I could not stop it. It would be true I would probably withdraw my funding
but it wouldn't stop them from making a go of what had already been started.
You could argue my funding keeps me from being dispatched in this manner,
but I will walk away from it eventually, because it has always been my
intention. I have wanted to help start it but I will not continue indefinitely to
run it. It was always my intention to have it become an African organization
for Africans. It is certainly not an estate I am building.”
“There are many who resent your presence here in Africa, Mister Hess.
You certainly are aware of that.”
“There are Africans who want other Africans out of Africa. There are
Americans who want other Americans out of America. There are Arabians who
want other Arabians out of Arabia, and there are certainly human beings all
over this planet who want other human beings out of this planet. What are they
going to accomplish? Nothing! They will accomplish nothing but misery,
death, destruction and despair. This is the full extent of what they will
accomplish, yet the very words of the Prophet, your prophet, tell you to leave
the unbelievers to themselves, to concern yourselves with your way, your path,
following the words from the One God. These are the very words which were
recited many times, gathered and written down in the Quran as the ultimate
message from the One God for you so that you will know the way. Or is your

interpretation merely selective, so that you choose to ignore what the One God
has already told you: leave the unbelievers to the One God. They shall receive
their due. Concern yourselves with following the One God. Worship and obey
the One God!”
The Arabian smiled. It was, whether intended or not, a warm smile. He
pointed briefly at the book in my hands. “Read this again, Mister Hess. You
will have time. Let us, then, continue our discussion...Do you consider yourself
a people of the Book?”
“Should there be the One God, I am a humble servant. I do not consider
the suffering and misery of my cousins on this Earth to be the intent of the One
God, but the result of the prevailing ignorance of my cousins. It is my duty to
teach the blind to see, to teach the deaf to hear, to teach the sleeping to awaken,
and by doing so, they themselves shall conquer their own ignorance and
alleviate the consequences of their ignorance: suffering and misery. To me it
seems to be in total concert with the expressed words attributed to the One
God...Should there be no god, the ignorance still abounds and with this
ignorance come the same consequences. Either way I am in concert with what
is right and just, but should you disagree, you should kill me, for you will
never convince me my way is not right and just. You do not hold such power
over me. You are not that strong.”
The Arabian smiled thinly. “I have not decided what to do with you yet,
except to give you the opportunity to debate with me, to convince me what is
the right course of action to take with you.” He now smiled much wider. “So
there you have it, Mister Hess. Your fate is in your own hands.” The Arabian
straightened and tugged slightly on his robe and took a step back. “In the
meantime we shall bring you something fit to eat. I have been told you are not
eating.”
I frowned mildly. “The rice did not agree with me.” The Arabian shook
his head as though he knew what I meant. I focused on his dark pupils. “You
know my name, with which you have addressed me. Do you have a name I
may use to address you?”
The Arabian smiled widely. “I have many names, Mister Hess, most of
which you probably could not pronounce correctly. I am known by what you
may call a nickname. It also is Arabic in derivation but it has its English
equivalent, so you may address me as the Phoenix...I will return soon to
continue our discussion. Read your books, Mister Hess.” The Arabian's head
turned to the door and he stepped past me swiftly, softly on his sandals, out the
door. I listened to his footsteps along the porch, muffled over the dirt until the
sound ceased moments later.
I sat in the room, shifting occasionally, crossing and uncrossing my
legs, reasonably cool in the robe provided by my “host,” and watched carefully
by my two guards through the open door. I opened The Sufis and began reading
from the beginning, the quotation under “The Situation.” “Humanity is asleep,
concerned only with what is useless, living in a wrong world...Man is
wrapping his net around himself. A lion (the man of the Way) bursts his cage
asunder. Attributed to Sanai of Afghanistan, from The Walled Garden of Truth,

1131 AD.”
Even in a place housing the world-class crazies, Afghanistan, there
arose those who conquered their own Selves and lit the Way. Yes! Afghanistan!
At one time in our fading memory—or perhaps deliberately neglected—of
human history, Afghanistan was the light in a human world of infinite
darkness. You of the Western nations have never been taught it simply because
your teachers and professors are ignorant, too. Ignorance surrounds you.
Ignorance is inside you. It blinds you, deafens you, causes you to sleep
incessantly. You are only aroused from your blindness, your deafness, your
perpetual sleep by the calls from those of like attributes, just as I warned
Kendall at the Oscar party. You are not masters of your fate. You are slaves to
your uncontrolled instincts and emotions.
A half-hour later a black man, accompanied by another black man
armed with a Kalashnikov rifle, entered the room carrying a tray with a cloth
covering it. I lifted the Quran from the table and the tray bearer set it on the
table and nodded to me several times. I set the books on the floor, clasped my
hands together and bowed my head to him twice, and he turned and walked out
of the room, followed by the guard. I grabbed the cloth gently and lifted it to
set it on my lap, scooting the chair closer. On the tray was a meal prepared
with exquisite care, lamb with vegetables in a sauce which merely kept the
dish together, rice and falafels with dipping sauce, and it held a spoon, no
doubt to accommodate my Western habits. Water sat in a small glass, absent of
any peculiar taste. I ate all of it, leaving smears of sauce and crumbs. It was
delicious with a spiciness to keep the dish from being bland. Someone knows
how to cook around here. I hope these guards get to taste meals like this.
In mid-afternoon I was revisited by the Phoenix, though I would soon
address him only as Phoenix, especially since he raised no objection. He
walked confidently into the room, the stern demeanor prevailing, carrying in
his left hand a pair of sandals. He stopped at the position he had previously
taken and held up the sandals. “We took the liberty of studying your shoes. I
believe these will fit your feet. Please. Be my guest and try these on.” When I
nodded to him with a smile he gently tossed them to the floor near my feet by
the chair.
I lifted the right sandal, showing it to him in admiration. They were of
the softest light brown leather with strands tightly woven across the tops,
making them almost like shoes instead of sandals. Jokingly I asked, “Were my
shoes inadequate for this environment?”
“We have burned your clothes,” Phoenix replied, ignoring the joke.
“You will not need them or even miss them. Please. Wear these.”
I slipped the right sandal over my right foot. It fit perfectly. I slipped
the left over my left foot, stood up and took a few steps around the table and
toward the inner wall, and back to the chair but remained standing. “Thank
you,” I said and smiled.
Phoenix smiled. “The meal. Did you find it agreeable?”
“It was delicious, worthy of a fine host. You are my host?”
With his continuing smile, he simply replied, “I am.” Phoenix stepped

toward me and placed his right hand above my left elbow and lightly urged me
to come with him as he said, “Come. Let us walk together and converse.”
When he saw that I moved to follow him, he added, keeping his gaze upon me,
“I understand you often pace while you explain concepts to others, such as
your shows.”
“You haven't watched any of my shows, have you?” I asked as we
stepped out the room and off the porch into the brilliant sunlight. Phoenix set
the pace, a slow, deliberate stroll.
“Research, Mister Hess,” he insisted, but with his most charming smile.
“Pure research.”
“Apparently, I have been on your radar, Phoenix?”
“You have been on a number of people's radar, Mister Hess, many who
are extremely suspicious of you and your intentions. Those of certain
influential positions have legitimate reason for this concern, because you seem
to follow no one.” Phoenix stopped for a moment to turn to me. “You are a
leader who will not lead, yet you lead your expedition in Africa. That makes
you a leader.”
“I lead only on a project-by-project basis. Every project must have a
leader to succeed. The human world, on the other hand, is not a project. I do
not lead in the human world for each human is fully capable of leading
themselves.”
Phoenix began to stroll again, leading me between the “hotel” and the
two huts after the big hut on the left, but our pace was very slow. “One must
attain some degree of understanding before one can lead. Children cannot lead
themselves. Do you not think the many are like children, that they cannot lead
themselves? And if so, who can lead them? Shouldn't someone lead them?”
“One should be very careful, Phoenix, when ascribing a term like
children to adult humans anywhere. Often, what happens is someone comes
along to lead the children and merely serves their own self-aggrandizement.
They are not leading. They are profiting. And those they are leading are not
children. They are merely lost, for they know not what they are seeking, yet
they attach themselves to the familiar, as though they have found what they
were seeking. Since they never knew what they were seeking the familiar
becomes a convenient substitute, but they are not children. They are adults
with cognitive skills which they ignore because no one has shown them they
have these cognitive skills and how to use them. Even children have these
skills, but they are in a mode of learning, awash in a role of pupil. Yet the roles
of teacher and pupil are intriguing, because at any moment, the traditional role
may be reversed. The pupil becomes the teacher. The teacher becomes the
pupil. Many leaders never relinquish their role. It must be taken from them and
often by force.”
“Is this an example of the Sufi way?”
“The Sufi way is as infinite as the points of light in the universe.” We
stopped again and engaged in contemplative gaze with each other. The
countenance of the Phoenix was open but guarded. “The galaxy which holds
this small insignificant planet is enormous, billions of points of light. The

farther astronomers peer into the universe, which is billions of years into the
past itself, there are counted billions of whole galaxies, each with billions of
points of light. The sheer number of points of light in the universe is crushing
to the human mind, it almost literally cannot be conceived, yet that is the
number which represents the Sufi way. Add some more to this number of
points of light, receive a corresponding number for the Sufi way...There are
billions of humans alive today, but the books claim that in the end only a few
will reach a paradise and the many will be tormented for eternity. The words of
the Prophet warn you to refuse to engage in discourse with disbelievers.” I
waited for his reaction. A moment later Phoenix nodded. “The words of the
Prophet also soothe those on the path, that there is no obstacle a disbeliever can
muster to keep one who seeks the path to wander off the path, except through
failure to obey and worship the One God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.”
Again, I waited for him to acknowledge. His nod came a moment later. “The
words of the Prophet remind the faithful it is impossible to know the intentions
of the One God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 'Be,' and it is. There is no
power to rival the One God. Fear is a human trait, impossible to the One God.
The Compassionate, the Merciful, throws the multitude of failure into the fire,
for a suffering and misery of inconceivable lengths, for an eternity which is but
a blink to the One God, then, 'Be,' and it is, for to be is to be always. The
Compassionate, the Merciful says 'Be,' and it is, and you are. To know the
intentions of the One God is to know true compassion, true mercy, for which
you are ill-equipped. Stay on the path, follow the words of the Prophet. This is
easiest for you. For you to follow another way for which you are ill-equipped
and ill-prepared is dangerous. Your head will explode for it cannot contain all
which is known without the necessary preparation. The way has been prepared
for you through the words of the Prophet. Stay on the path illumined for you.”
I knew by the expression on the face of Phoenix I had come close to
uttering heresy, blasphemy, against his accepted way of life and devotion, but
his tone when he spoke moments later was calm. “The words of the Prophet,
peace be upon him, are the words of the One God. These words have set the
Way. There can be no other Way except that performed in complete adherence
to these words.”
“There are an infinite number of Ways, as revealed in the very words of
which you speak.”
I could see the anger rising as Phoenix struggled to keep it under
control. “There is but one Way!” he practically shouted.
With a blank expression I gazed into his eyes and waited for the fire to
simmer. “The words provide the means for which to live as a Muslim, one who
submits to the will of the One God. I wish to list them, but please bear with me
should I pronounce them poorly. I speak no Arabic which I'm sure you speak
quite fluently and your English is exemplary, by the way.”
“Be careful you do not indulge me, Mister Hess, or I will strike you
down.” His warning was not trifling. I was beginning to sense Phoenix was not
only a member of the ruling elite in his corner of the world, but his corner of
the world was large, and he was most certainly an accomplished scholar, not

only of scholarly pursuits but of the very subject we were discussing. Tread
lightly.
I lifted my right hand, fist closed, until I extended my index finger. I
began speaking slowly, deliberately, calmly. “Shahadah, there is no god but
Allah, and Muhammad is God's Messenger.” From the fist extended my middle
finger. “Salat, ritual prayer, five times every day.” From the fist extended my
ring finger. “Zakat, alms for the poor, the needy.” From the fist extended my
little finger. “Sawm, fasting, self-control, during Ramadan.” From the fist
extended my thumb. “Hajj, pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in a lifetime.” I
locked my gaze to the gaze of Phoenix. Briefly he shut his eyes and slowly his
head dropped and lifted in a nod of acknowledgment. I waited until his eyes
opened. “Hajj, if one is able. There are Muslims all over the world. Many are
not able to make hajj. They cannot afford the costs of travel, yet those who
were not able, shall they be denied the Paradise, Phoenix?”
He had not shifted his gaze, his focus searing into my eyes, and I kept
my focus fixed on his eyes, though I saw his hands swing slowly behind his
back and remain so. There was no other movement from either for a minute.
Slowly, calmly, Phoenix stated, “Those who were not able shall not be denied
Paradise by Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful...No.”
I held to the instinct this moment with Phoenix was serious business, so
I rigidly maintained a serious demeanor. We had set a means of intercourse of
slow, calm and methodical exchanges. This would persist unbroken for several
more minutes. “In Paradise, then, will be those who were able to make
hajj...and those who were not...” I pushed my thumb back into my fist.
“Sawm...failure to fast, to perform self-control, every day of holy month. This
failure is forgiven, with the admonition to perform fast, self-control, as soon as
possible outside holy month, even twice as many, but should death overtake
the faithful before those days of recompense are fulfilled, shall these be denied
Paradise, Phoenix?”
Perhaps one of the thinnest smiles I have ever seen form on the lips of a
living human being formed on those of Phoenix. He stated, “Those who failed
to perform full recompense because they were called by the One shall not be
denied Paradise.”
I pushed my little finger to the fist. “Zakat...should a member of the
faithful, fully intent to pay alms but with no ability to pay such as needed, who
is suddenly struck down, never having paid those alms and never having
disagreed to the debt, shall this faithful be denied Paradise, Phoenix?”
The smile on the face of Phoenix grew slightly larger. “The faithful
who fail to pay alms due to sudden exit from this world shall not be denied
Paradise.”
I pushed my ring finger back to the fist. “Salat...An emergency, a
catastrophe, life and death in the balance, and the faithful miss a ritual prayer
and are swept away in the aftermath of chaos. Shall they be denied Paradise,
Phoenix?”
“The Compassionate, the Merciful shall not deny those of such
calamity Paradise.” His smile grew even wider.

I pushed my middle finger to the fist. “Shahadah...to worship anything,
anyone, other than Allah, this is unforgivable. Those who practice such shall
receive their book in their left hand at the end proceedings, shall they not,
Phoenix?”
“Only the one God shall be worshiped. Any who fail this shall march to
the fire.”
“And Muhammad is God's Messenger, but is he the only Messenger of
God, Phoenix?”
The smile on the face of Phoenix grew thin again. “The words of the
One God refer to many Messengers. Muhammad is God's Messenger. Each of
the others is God's Messenger.”
“Any of the faithful may proclaim one or more as God's Messengers,
along with Muhammad as God's Messenger. These Messengers will all
proclaim the One God, will all reveal the One Path, the Path of right and just,
and they will always have one more thing in common. They will be ignored,
even reviled, by the disbelievers. Only the faithful will listen and heed their
advice. There have been many. There may still be many to come. Those of the
faithful who recognize them, whether you do or not, Phoenix, shall the one
God deny these faithful, those who always recognized Muhammad as God's
Messenger, but recognized the others as God's Messengers? Shall those be
denied Paradise?”
“The One God knows God's Messengers. Shall they truly be God's
Messengers, the One God shall not deny Paradise to those who speak of
Muhammad as God's Messenger along with the others as God's Messengers,
too.”
I pushed my index finger to the fist, now completely closed, and lifted
my fist to eye level. “This fist, Phoenix, represents the five pillars of duty,
responsibility, and obligation of every Muslim, all who submit to the will of
the One God, and inside this fist are the infinite ways of this submission, even
as the One God sees it, for the One God sees all, knows all. Submit and accept
the duties, responsibilities, and obligations of one who submits, yet failure in
one, even more, shall not deny one who submits the Paradise from the One
God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.” I waited a moment, my gaze locked.
Phoenix stared at me unrelenting. Suddenly he swung his arms from behind his
back to the front and clasped his hands together. “Do we agree?”
“You may put your hand down,” he advised. I did so. He turned to his
left and we began to stroll casually, slowly about the grounds again. “Hadiths
warn of these failures, as you call them, Mister Hess. Many are very severe
concerning the consequences.”
“One Islam. Four separate schools of interpretation, each school
stressing its own hadiths, the traditions from the Prophet, peace be upon him,
its own laws of observance to Islam.” I stopped and Phoenix stopped with me.
We turned to each other. “I have no doubt, Phoenix, that you and those closest
to you have spent countless hours discussing this unfortunate development
since the death of the Prophet, peace be upon him, for it has seemed to you and
those closest to you it should always be one Islam and only one interpretation,

only the words of the One God guiding all the faithful. You have sought long
and hard how to reconcile the branches. It should be only the tree, no branches.
Yet events occurred, scholars sprang forth, and the branches sprouted. Whether
you ever think of it this way or not, I am certain you have considered such
reconciliation, should it ever occur, might possibly be a bloody and despairing
development, yet you will never convince me, Phoenix, there will always be
moments when you sit alone, in isolation, reading the words of the One God
and you are filled with such exultation and peace it will carry you in this
manner for days, weeks, months. The violence which may erupt from this
reconciliation versus the inescapable and uncontrollable exultation and peace.
These two conflicting avenues of choice weigh terribly upon you. Does not this
thought, this conflict, weigh heavily upon you?”
“There may still be a path to reconciliation. The ways of the One God
are infinite and unknowable.”
“The words of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful, are those which
produce such exultation, joy and peace in here,” I pounded the left side of my
chest, “they cannot be ignored. You have not ignored them, or you would have
had me killed days ago. Peace and hospitality are the outward projections of
devout Muslims everywhere in the world, Phoenix. Even I know it.”
At this point our discussion centered on peace and hospitality and was
long. Soon we were sitting on the ground facing each other, our legs crossed
under our robes. We leaned forward and backward as necessary to add to the
point being made, but peace and hospitality remained the focus. There were
times when one or both of us were laughing. I noted the longer we kept at it the
longer our shadows grew across the grounds. At all times the discussion was
civil, thoughtful, never dismissive or condescending. My host brought an end
to it, when he rose from the ground, reached with his right hand toward me,
saying, “Come,” and I grasped the hand he proffered and he helped me stand.
“We shall have dinner together. You will join me?”
“I don't suppose I'll need my dinner jacket?”
Phoenix laughed deeply. “Strictly come as you are.”
We strolled as slowly as before around the end of the “hotel” when I
was met by the sight of a large, two-story building, the same style as the
others, but it resembled much more a residence. Scattered with consistency all
around the building were well-armed men, each stepping around in a small
area, looking around everywhere. All were black Africans, I assumed. Some
were in dungarees, some in camouflage, some in plain, undistinguished pants
and shirts, some were robed, though not of the more fashionable cloth Phoenix,
and I, for that matter, wore. I knew this place was some hangout of the jihadists
and probably one of many. I kept my conclusion to myself, never sharing it
with my host. Not that I thought it dangerous to do so. I merely wished to
avoid a discussion of my current position.
Before we crossed the grounds—as my host described the meal we
would share soon using words and terms with which I was unfamiliar so I
would question what each meant—I only half-listened, since our conversation
had become friendly, not as dramatic or challenging. I half-listened because I

was considering what someone had told me in my recent past. She couldn't
insist upon having me only to herself because I was a pretty bird who, once
caged, would die a slow and ugly death. The woman was Jana, now in the
deepest throes of her own confusion and ignorance, back where she started,
and I thought, when she talked about the cage and the pretty bird, with all the
others listening to her every word, Jana had come the furthest. Yet, at this
moment in my history, Jana had taken the most lengthy step backward of all.
We reached the stairs leading to the small porch and inside the house and I had
to turn it off, the thought about Jana. It was depressing to me, when I combined
it with my own present situation.
Inside my host ushered me into a dining room with a large table where
two other men waited. One wore the same garments as my host but with a gun
belt around his waist and a pistol in the holster, the thin strap over the pistol
unhooked, thus making the pistol ready to be drawn if necessary. This man was
either a close friend, accomplice or bodyguard and since my host never once
referred to him as any of these, only referring to him by a name, I never knew
what his true role was concerning my host. The other man was one I was
already quite familiar, being the companion of mine for the last several days.
The dinner was even more delicious and satisfying than lunch and came
in several courses. Dinner was conducted in an entirely civil manner, and all
three at one time or another showed me, with great patience, how to eat as they
ate. It was quite hospitable and the conversation was friendly and sympathetic.
There was never any hostility or distrust displayed toward me in the slightest. I
mentioned at one time during the meal the cord of cloth which still lay draped
over the chair in my room. My host smiled and advised me that men often
wore the item wrapped around their groin, especially in a more formal setting.
“I understand completely, especially in a formal setting. I imagine it would be
embarrassing should one's robe be pushed tightly against one and have the
outline of a particular anatomical feature most men share suddenly become
visible.” The other two men laughed loudly.
“It would be embarrassing, Mister Hess,” my host stated, smiling.
“Your ghutra serves a purpose, too, providing shade from the sun.”
“Would you like to wear one, Mister Hess?”
“Would you show me how to put it on?”
“When we conclude dinner, yes.”
Once dinner was complete we sat for quite some time sipping
exceptionally tasty coffee. My host took me upstairs to a room with all manner
of bags and stacks of clothes. From one bag he removed several eqals, as my
host pronounced them, and we tried each until we found the one with a size
appropriate to my smaller head. He then removed a ghutra and folded it for me,
showing me by placing it on my head, how to set it properly and place the eqal
over it snugly. I thanked him and he nodded with a smile. We both moved back
downstairs to what I imagined was a living room or drawing room with chairs
and pillows. My host sat on a large pillow and crossed his legs but I sat in a
chair, at his offering, and all four of us talked well into the night, mostly about
our cultures and my adventures and experiences of the last two years. Though

the companion spoke the least, when he did speak it was respectful, never
hostile. When my host decided our day was concluded, he reminded me to read
my books. He left me with this advice. “Please feel free to close your door
should you wish privacy, Mister Hess. It shall remain unlocked, but there will
always be someone outside armed and ready to fire should you attempt to leave
your room. Thus, for my peace of mind, please stay in your room.”
“May I look forward to a conversation with you tomorrow?”
“You may.”
When I returned to the room, escorted in silence by the companion,
there was a thin mat and two blankets folded on top of the mat for my sleeping
use. The mat was little better than sleeping on the bare floor but I assumed
most of the faithful here at this compound had little better either. I awoke early
since the daylight through the one barred window was faint. I placed the ghutra
on my head, secured with the eqal, and sat at the chair to read more of The
Sufis. About an hour after I awoke there was a knock on my door. I rose and
opened it.
Two rifle-bearing men and the companion stood on the other side. “We
shall bring you water. Would you like coffee?”
“Yes, please.”
The companion turned and walked toward the end of the “hotel” and
around it. The other two men stayed, both stepping off the porch, and one
pulled a chair from the porch of the big hut and set it before my door. I left the
door open. Minutes later the same man who brought my lunch the day before
arrived carrying a tray with a pitcher, a glass and a cup of coffee. He set it
immediately on the open table, bowed to me, and I clasped my hands and
bowed twice as before. He would never speak.
In the very great distance I could hear the call to prayer, though I
almost never heard it in the early morning since my door was closed, I was
usually still asleep, and it would come before the sun rose. My host would
always appear at my room in the late morning and we would have a short
interchange, often concerning what I had read and a little banter back and forth
on those selections. Phoenix would excuse himself and about a half-hour later
would come the call for noon prayer. Lunch would be served by the same man
every day, who, as I wrote earlier, would never speak. My host would return
soon after and we would walk slowly around the grounds and exchange
arguments in a civil and restrained manner, often sitting down on the dirt, both
of us with our legs crossed. I would often join Phoenix for supper, always
served after the call for evening prayer, when my host and his colleagues
would disappear and I was left with two armed men, often on the porch of the
residence. My host and his fellows would return about fifteen minutes later and
the two men who had stayed with me would hurry off in the twilight while I
would be escorted to the dining table of my host. The call for night prayer
would come early in the evening but as I observed once very timidly when my
host wasn't rushing off, I was advised the call signaled the beginning period for
night prayer which would conclude at midnight. Obviously we never engaged
in conversations which extended beyond midnight, not even close. This was

my consistent routine, except for Fridays.
No one ever mentioned to me what day of the week it was on any day
and I never asked because I was never concerned about it. I knew, though, that
Friday would be a different routine for the faithful, if they were faithful, as
long as there was a mosque nearby. I considered we could be way out in some
remote area but I also knew a prayer facility could be almost anything,
provided it was constructed and consecrated properly. Ostentation, present
frequently in Christian, Jewish and other religions' recognized prayer facilities,
is considered a sinful method for prayer by many Muslims, so even the most
remote area could have a legitimate, and very modest, prayer facility.
From the day when the treatment by my captors became reasonably
benign, I counted the days. Four days later my host advised late in the evening
after another well-prepared supper he would not be able to meet with me at all
the next day. This advice signaled to me the following day was Friday, but I
immediately considered I need but count seven more days. Should the same
advice come the seventh night, the following day would be Friday. Before I left
I asked my host if I could have a pencil to mark in my book passages to which
I wished to refer. I assured him I would never mark in my copy of the Quran as
many consider it blasphemy. A few minutes later I was given my pencil, which
I used, at times, to mark certain passages, but I also used a slightly different
mark, starting near the beginning of The Sufis. The slight difference was each
of these marks extended to the second letter from anywhere in the margin,
always to the second letter. Other marks never reached a letter, or extended to
the first letter, or extended beyond the second letter. I used the second letter
marks to record every Friday, because every seven days the activity was
markedly different than the other six days. It was consistent. I could depend on
it.
While I remained at this compound, my host, at times, would take my
book from me or lift it from the table, note the marks and question me about
them, even the second letter marks. Since each second letter mark was a point
of interest in the book I responded to his questions truthfully. Phoenix never
asked if I was marking my time with him. I suspected he thought I might but,
should I be marking my time, it bore no threat to him. However, it was in this
manner I kept track of the weeks of my absence. I still possess the copy of The
Sufis with all of the marks. At times, not often, I have picked it up to read parts
of it again and I always count the second letter marks unless I am hurried. I
find it amusing no one, absolutely no one, has ever asked me about the marks
in this book, not once, yet everyone knows once I returned to the rest of the
world I knew exactly how many weeks I had been missing. When I was asked
how I knew, I truthfully responded I counted the days. I did. I never told
anyone every seven days I counted, I recorded the number.
Across from me in the middle hut of the three left-most was the bath,
shower and toilet facility. Inside were two baths, a stall with four showerheads, each with its own water handle and two flushing toilets. I was allowed
to use it when I asked and I was always accompanied by two armed men who
kept me in their sight, regardless of whether I took a shower or had to use the

toilet. I simply ignored them over time. My host provided a toothbrush and
toothpaste after my first day with him and I used the soap in the facility to
wash my hair, which was becoming long, thin, stringy, with ends frequently
splitting. Some things never change. My hair won't. My host also provided a
flimsy brush. Conditioner would have helped, I suppose, but since shampoo
was considered unnecessary, I never raised the issue.
I counted four Fridays at the compound and the only unusual
occurrence, other than the differences in procedure on a Friday, was the sound
of explosions and gunfire one day. I thought it unwise to ask Phoenix about it,
even though I was unsure whether it was some training or a real battle, but
Phoenix offered, completely unsolicited, the Muslim warriors serving the area
were engaged in training exercises. That was what I was hearing.
“Good. Then my host is not in any danger.”
“Neither is his guest.”
We had become quite cordial and respectful by this time, barely two
weeks at this location, and while I understood my host could have me
dispatched at any moment, every day which passed left me with the growing
suspicion my dispatching may never come, at least not in the permanent sense
of, for example, no more breath or heartbeat. Often Phoenix would remind me
about the duties of a devout Muslim host, that to share with one who has not is
a sacred duty. At times, not that I was attempting to manipulate my host, I
would often soothe a more heated exchange by switching the topic to quote a
surah or a portion of one which emphasized peace or hospitality or both. I
would do it so frequently Phoenix simply responded, time and again, with his
familiar thin smile.
Pointedly, he asked me once, “Though you quote from an English
translation, you know these words by heart, Mister Hess. You never misspeak,
so why will you not submit to the will of the One God?”
“How can you be so certain I have not submitted, Phoenix?”
“Because you refuse to accept the duties, responsibilities and
obligations of one who does submit.”
“Yet I recognize I am subject to the will of the One God, that there is
nothing I can do to escape the will of the One God, that should you decide,
Phoenix, in whatever manner you have at your disposal to determine this will
and have me killed, there is nothing I can do to stop it, but I am content to live
in a manner of peace and honor with all of my cousins, love in a manner which
does not ignore what I consider my cousins' failures and instead advise,
chastise, even rebuke them, but always to review my Self, my motives, my
interactions, so I conduct myself respectfully, always with a peaceful,
honorable and loving objective, and should all fail, Phoenix, to deliver me to
Paradise at the end, then this, too, is the will of the One God. Should it be the
intent of the One God that I be punished, I will accept it as what is best for me
and I will neither cry nor lament. I will walk into the fire that day, but until
then, I will listen to my cousins respectfully, yet I will do and say what is
guided by my heart, my spirit, my soul and my head, for in all of these sacred
places, the One God resides, too. This, Phoenix, you and I both know to be

true.”
“Why risk this when you know how to get there already, Mister Hess?”
“When I rejected a place next to my biological father, a choice which I
knew would be harder for me to accomplish anything of substance, my
biological father respected, even admired, my choice, though he knew what
may happen over the many years still to come. I was punished, Phoenix, for a
perhaps foolish, selfish decision, and I paid dearly, with a wife from whom I
withdrew and in turn withdrew from me, with a work life which discarded me
like I was trash and left me with no reasonable means of support, yet in one
fateful moment, one encounter, from this one moment, all of it was erased. In
here, Phoenix,” and I glanced at him briefly for his attention and glanced up
and down my own body, “is the One God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,
and from the One God comes rightful punishment and rightful reward. You
cannot know, Phoenix, the true extent of my submission. Thus you cannot
judge me either. Leave judgment to the One God, who knows all.”
Of the many conversations we conducted, one of the last with Phoenix
is one I will never forget. We had discussed the role, or roles, of the religious in
Islam, with my gentle but persistent reminder that establishment of any type of
priesthood, of a religious hierarchy and the resultant power which goes with it,
is expressly forbidden in the Quran. It was back and forth, with Phoenix
delicately and gently delivering an explanation of these roles, trying to
carefully avoid wording which would open the door for me to assert his
explanation seemed to render a contrived priesthood. We tangled with each
other on this point for hours without rancor or anger or resentment, only
delivering point and counterpoint. When my host decided we had reached an
end and to ready for dinner with his regular invitation to me, helping me once
again to stand from my seated position, Phoenix grasped my arm below my
shoulder tightly once I had risen, and confessed, “I awoke from a dream nights
ago, Mister Hess, which was so vivid and clear it made me awaken and to
think of its meaning so I could not return to sleep for hours.” He waited until I
locked my gaze on his eyes before continuing. “In this dream you, Mister Hess,
were my older brother. You had rejected our father's wishes to make your way
in life on your own. You were stubborn and refused any help and your
wanderings and travels were truly pathetic, for you were impoverished while
we were embarrassed. Then, one day, you returned to my father, who took you
back in, but you would not stay with us. Instead, you went out into the desert
with the nomadic tribes, living humbly as before, until you grew to such stature
with them you became their indisputable leader, and though there had always
be an unease and distrust between the tribes, you came back once again, but
with their leaders under you, and my father proclaimed you as our next leader.
You never stated your acceptance and you moved back and forth between both
tribes to become leader of both. You united all of us and I was left in awe of
my brother. You were going to do it your way. You would not quit your way
and you got what you wanted. You brought us all together again as I would
hear, in my dream, from the many voices, together again as in the beginning.”
Phoenix paused for a moment, turned to face me directly and placed his other

hand below my other shoulder, gripping both tightly. “From this dream, I have
learned you are my lost brother who has now returned, to leave me in awe.” He
smiled widely.
I smiled briefly, glanced to the ground, and looked back squarely in his
eyes. “You must consider, Phoenix, intellect and emotion can be powerful, but
they are human concoctions. The One God resides in neither. It is as though the
One God says, 'Here. I give you intellect to think things through and consider
what is right. I give you emotion to feel what others feel, to feel both ecstasy
and pain, as life retains both, but I am not there. I do not reside in either. Dig
deeper.'”
Like the others which preceded, the fourth Friday after I met Phoenix
he was predisposed as he had advised me he would be the night before, and I
busied myself and read most of the day or wandered about the immediate
grounds, always with my armed escort. It was a Friday like other Fridays, men
scattering, others replacing them upon their return, and I participated in none
of it. I merely contemplated my position, read my books, and remained
unaffected, with no threat. I settled on the mat, after I removed my ghutra and
robe, shifted the blankets above me and went to sleep.
Before even the faintest of light to signal the new day, my door was
abruptly opened, which awakened me immediately. I turned to glimpse who
had entered my room, something which had never occurred since the hood
over my head was removed. From the day I was cleaned by the water hose,
when someone wanted to enter and my door was closed, there was always a
knock and whomever was on the outside would wait until I opened the door,
which I would always do. I had a sickening feeling in my stomach as I tried to
catch the sight of a robe swirling from the movements of the one inside it, but
it was dark and the robe itself was dark. I could see the figure of the human
who had entered had moved around the chair and table and was standing near
my feet over the mat. A voice I had never heard before commanded, “Rise up,
Gregory, for today you die.” Here it is. Instantly, when I thought it, the voice
stated, “Yes, today you die, so you will rise now, for you have little time. You
must die three times, Gregory, and I will see that you do.”
It hit me like a ton of bricks, even more devastating than my experience
connecting Rosita and Serena. Since I never expected to experience that crush
of bricks, I never expected this one either, yet I was lying on the mat
suffocating. I managed to compose myself, rose to a sitting position and gazed
up toward the human above me. “I suppose the White Death will linger for
nearly an eternity while my body rebels against my feeble attempts at control.”
“But you will gain control, Gregory, for you know who the master is.
Now rise, dress and gather your belongings. You have a long journey.” The
human stepped back while I rose from the mat, fumbled for the robe draped
over the chair, and slipped it over me. As I reached for the ghutra which was
draped under the robe, the human added, “Leave the headdress. That is for the
Phoenix, so he knows you have begun your journey.” The human moved
toward the door. “Gather your belongings and come.” I slipped on the sandals,
grabbed my books and followed the human out the door.

I had to stay close. There was no moon, no starlight, and the dark of the
human's robe hardly cast any reflection. What little light there was revealed
silhouettes and shadows as we moved to the left from the room and the whole
of the compound as I knew it disappeared behind us. Trees and bushes flanked
us and a small group of three men bearing rifles, for I could make out the long
projectiles they held parallel to the ground, awaited us as we moved silently
but hurriedly. The human walked quickly, purposely before me and I followed
nearly on his heels. We passed the men silently and they followed as the
human led the progress. Soon, as I occasionally leaned around the human to
glance where we were going, I saw the silhouette of a vehicle, perhaps a van,
perhaps more like an SUV, well in the distance. For close to a minute our
progress never deviated from its direction. Reaching perhaps twenty feet away
the side door of the vehicle flung open and a man in a similar dark robe
stepped out and swiftly moved around the front of the vehicle to the driver
door. Without looking back the human advised, “Enter, Gregory, and move to
the far side and sit.” I stepped inside the vehicle and scooted over the back seat
stretching across the width of the vehicle, settling on the seat with my left side
resting against the opposite door. The human stepped in behind me and sat next
to me and against me. One of the armed men opened the passenger door and
sat in the front. The similarly clad man as the human took the driver seat,
another of the armed men opened the rear door of the vehicle and sat down in
that seat initially facing back, though he turned to face all of us, and the last
armed man sat next to the human. The robed driver started the vehicle and in
seconds we moved away from the few lights of the compound and were on a
road somewhere away from my home for the last month. I knew, since I knew
who the human was—not from a personal recognition but from a recognition
of why he was there to guide me—that no day from this point forward, no
week from this point forward, would be the same as the preceding. Every day,
every week, would be different from the last, and I would never walk away
until I had taken those baby steps, then infant steps, then child steps, and
finally the adult steps that the human—crowded against me in the vehicle and
extending a warmth which felt like a fire on my right side—considered full and
complete. Only then would I walk away. Until then I could not.
We rode for hours in complete silence, rode as the light crept along the
open expanse in our direction, rode as the sun crested the horizon before us and
slightly to our right, rode while the sun slowly drifted above us, all in complete
silence, not a word uttered between any of the armed men, nor between the
robed man and the human next to me. For hours and hours nothing was said
and I felt calm, composed, combined with a growing sense of warmth and
comfort.
We stopped at a small village of mud and clay dwellings, buildings and
one gasoline pump. From a dwelling one man emerged carrying an automatic
rifle and shouted something at our vehicle while wearing a wide grin. He lifted
his right hand as a greeting and the armed men all stepped out of the vehicle
and two of them greeted the man at the dwelling. The driver stepped out and
filled the vehicle with gasoline while all four armed men gathered together

before the dwelling, often laughing as they exchanged conversation. When the
driver finished pumping gas he stepped to another man who had meandered
toward the gas pump, the driver handed him some money, waved at the armed
men still standing around before the dwelling, entered the driver seat and we
drove off leaving the armed men at the village.
As we left the village on the road which stretched before us almost
endlessly with little besides a bleak emptiness of scrub and sand, I fixed my
gaze out the side window. “You are my friend?”
The human next to me responded, “The one you have known all along,
Gregory, but this is yet to come. Time, though, means nothing to me, as you
are already aware.”
I continued to look out the window. I had doubts, naturally. “Perhaps, I
am not worthy, my friend.”
“Yet you are ready to destroy your own house to find the treasure
underneath, for you already know you are held in your house, a prisoner of
your own contrivance. True, Gregory?”
“But I would not seek you, my friend. Why, then, would you seek me?”
“But you did seek me, Gregory. When Hama was reluctant to take you
to Gao, it was not for your safety. He was not convinced you were ready. Only
until he knew you were ready to die, Gregory, did he finally agree to take you.
You sought me. I did not seek you.”
“But you have come some distance to reach me. Surely, that is a
miracle.”
“A mere coincidence. I was to be here anyway.”
I didn't respond for a few moments. When I did I spoke softly. “There is
no such thing as a coincidence...to the One.”
Just as softly the human replied, “Miracles occur only when necessary.”
“I knew there was something about Hama he was...hiding.”
“And you have considered you are hiding as one of the four thousand,
but you are not of those. You are not composed of that grace, just as I was not.
You will take a long journey, as I did, which will bring you a reward not even
any of the four thousand can receive. You know you will not lose yourself.
Instead, you will find yourself, and your humor will serve you well. The White
Death will seem an eternity because your body will rebel, but you will laugh at
your own failure, until that which holds you back dissolves, and you will laugh
at that, too. You know, while it seems there is only one Way, the need for a
Guide, each follows their own Way, so the Way is as many as the number of
points of light in the universe. Did you not say that to the Phoenix?”
“Yes,” I replied softly. I finally turned to the human next to me who
turned to face me at the exact same moment. “How shall I address you, my
friend?”
“All call me Ali el-Nushara, Ali of sawdust. You shall call me Pir, the
Elder. In that is the appropriate contradiction between us, Gregory, for I am
much younger in years than you, yet so much older since you still lie in your
baby crib.”
I smiled widely, watching Pir open his mouth wide into the same smile.

“Yes, Pir, I am the big baby you have correctly deduced, and with a humor I
can easily appreciate, too. Allow me to kill the baby, kill the infant, and kill the
child, all while you laugh at me frequently. I will hate it and love it at all
times.”
“Soon, we will begin your tests. Should you pass these tests, we shall
make our pact together.” Pir smiled even wider. “And let the laughter begin.”
We all laughed at the way Pir said it, even the robed one driving.
We drove for three days, stopping along the way at dwellings occupied
by those who knew Pir and of whom he knew. Occasionally we would stop for
gasoline in what seemed potentially dangerous places, but our arrival was
always greeted with a calm acceptance or outright indifference. It was as
though Pir and his robed companion were recognized, were known anywhere
we stopped. Even in two places where there were hundreds of armed men and
boys, wide-eyed and looking for a fight, we arrived and the shouting and quick
movement slowed until the entire armed contingent simply walked out of sight.
Nothing was ever said to us or to the members of these small armies. They
walked away like there was no point in confronting us.
When the driving was finally complete we had reached an oasis in the
desert with a number of dwellings, about twenty scattered around waterholes
and palm trees in abundance. Outside the area of this oasis was desert in every
direction. We were in southern Egypt near Sudan, though we were quite far
from the border, just as we were quite far from any civilization anywhere.
Here, Pir had established his school, though not everyone who lived at the
oasis or called it home was part of his school. In fact there were really only a
small number of his students here, something like twenty to thirty, and they
would move in or move out often. In total there were only six men who were
here as Pir's students the entire time I was here. All others came and went.
My tests were not long but they were strenuous, some physically, all
psychologically. I cannot convey any of them since all of you, except for a
very small number, would consider them nonsense. They were never nonsense
to me, certainly not to Pir, because I knew I possessed no ability to analyze
them in any sense I had developed. Those “senses” had no muscle and no
reach, but I trusted Pir. I imbued him with this trust the moment he said I
would die three times. I knew at that moment he had come to me as I had come
to him, though my distance from him when I reached the compound with
Phoenix was still hundreds of miles away. It was nothing to Pir. It was nothing
to me. That Pir “knew” I would pass these tests is true. Pir himself has told me
several times. It was, though, not a formality. It was preparation. I had to begin
preparing at some point. I should, then, prepare at the very beginning, in a
manner which would determine whether I was worthy to continue to be a
student of my Master. I passed and we made our pact. There is much to this
pact, considerable on both sides, but the pact itself is easy. At least it was easy
for me to make. All of its precepts and expectations were nothing less than
what honor and love would require. This was hardly difficult for me to accept.
How could it be difficult for you? Unless you possess anything less than full
trust in your teacher. That, then, is your failure.

As I progressed—more quickly than Pir expected, though he would
rarely provide me such insight since typical initiation and graduation to only
the first stage was three or more years and I was exceeding it in multiples—the
insight Pir would provide me was to laugh both at me and with me as I would
reach another milestone. I remember one of the challenges, the learning
exercises I needed to absorb fully, for it involved one of the great masters,
Rumi. I was to consider Rumi's Discourse 2. Instantly into it I read, “Words are
the shadow of reality, a mere branch of reality. Since the shadow draws, how
much more the reality!
“Words are a pretext. It is the inner bond which draws one person to
another, not words...”
Being a “wordsmith” I knew why Pir had chosen this for my exercise. I
knew I must read and understand and sense completely what this exercise
meant and what I could pull from it for my required learning. It's not long,
Discourse 2. I cried when I finished. I almost could not stop crying. Pir and I
spent several days discussing it, back and forth. Every discussion was ended
with Pir waiting for it to hit me, as it invariably would, waiting for it to invoke
my senses, my depth of perception and exceed it. I had to accept and progress
beyond the “wordsmith” I was and had always wanted to be, to “see” and
understand that what I had always wanted to be was of no worth. I had been
chasing kings to live like them, to be accepted by them, to be nothing of the
Beloved. I knew when I finished understanding Discourse 2 I was in complete
and total truth nothing. Not even insignificant.
It was an eternity until I succumbed to the White Death. My body
rebelled but the eternity passed and every part of it succumbed as well. I held a
breath for five minutes, I slowed my heartbeat to six a minute, I halted the
engorging of my appendage between my legs, I focused my eyes until I could
read four-point fine print, I could hit a three-inch target from fifty yards with a
pebble, I put both of my legs behind my head, I could sit in the lotus position
day and night without moving. The Green Death and the Black Death both
followed swiftly. I was already at the point where I could hear what my
brothers would think, for they were my brothers now. We were children of the
One. I had to be conscious at all times because some were at stages where my
interaction at my stage could push them to a dangerous level, yet Pir would
never remind me because he knew he never had to. It was never something
which became “second nature.” It was of the first order, inevitably the only
order.
There were many “exercises” with the necessary results to reach,
though I can share none. Often I was “performing” multiple “exercises”
simultaneously, four, five, six, seven, eight at a time, “flipping” from one to
another, “performing” two or three or four at the same moment. Time meant
nothing to me. It means nothing to me. I would respond to a demand from Pir,
who was hidden from me, sometimes miles away, while never “interrupting”
my tasks.
In the bleakest and darkest of a night Pir and I sat and thought back and
forth. I had died the necessary three times. I must decide my work, what I will

do for the rest of my life. From this I may choose my name, that which will
identify me forever. Al-Barrak, I thought, the miller.
The miller, Pir thought, one who operates a mill to grind grain.
The grinding of grain allows for easier digestion of its nutrients and
saves wear on the teeth, I thought. I shall grind the coarseness of
understanding which surrounds me so it may be digested and save wear on the
Self.
I had counted the weeks in my book. I knew this was coming. They
were twenty-six “special” marks, half of one revolution around the solar
furnace. Ramadan had come and gone.
“Up,” commanded Pir. “You must leave now. It is time for you to return
to your garden.”
Wearing my white woolen robe, a choice I made once I reached the
corresponding stage due to its coarseness, sandals of ordinary type, and a
simple turban I wrapped, I stood and hugged my master. I said nothing nor did
Pir. I walked out of the room into the bleak night and away from the oasis.
I hitched rides with those driving vehicles, those driving camels, those
driving carts or wagons. I passed through Sudan without incident of any kind. I
met only those who “knew” me for I knew them. I was fed hospitably, I slept
soundly though hardly at all and in a literal sense for I could hear while I slept.
I never felt in any danger at any time for I never was. I had no money, nothing
of value except my two books and the clothes on my back and feet. I lacked for
nothing for I received everything I needed. I arrived in Gao seven days later,
taken by my latest hitch to the medical clinic where I had said goodbye to
Alfred and drove with Hama to the house where it all started. I had taken a few
steps toward my destination when I heard a voice, British accent, shout,
“Going to Bamako?”
I turned to face a smiling, short Brit thirty feet away. I smiled. “Gossi.”
“You wouldn't be going to that Peace Garden, would you?”
I walked toward him. “I would. I want to see someone.”
The smile vaporized and the tone became foreboding as the Brit stated,
“This is a dangerous part of the world, my friend. You and I are not welcome
here.” As I reached him he asked, “Where in heavens name have you come
from?”
“From school.” With my huge smile I noted his disbelief. “I am AlBarrak. You?”
He reached for me with his right arm extended and replied, “Stanley
Bartlett.” When I stood immobile, he frowned and dropped his arm.
“When I greet a man, I hug, Stanley,” I stated firmly and lifted my arms
toward him.
Stanley stared at me for a few moments, smiled, and stepped into my
arms. “Oh, bloody hell, why not?” I hugged Stanley tightly. “That's one hell of
a hug.” I released him and we stood with our arms at our sides a foot from the
other. Stanley studied my face, what little he could see under the turban and
around the thick and unruly beard falling from my cheeks. “There's something
familiar about you, Al-Barrak, is it?”

“You can call me Al.”
Suddenly, it hit him. “You're the missing American writer!” he stated
vehemently, stumbling with the rest to say and snapping his fingers. Instantly,
he shouted, “Gregory Hess!”
“Another label.”
Shock crossed Stanley's face. “My God! You're supposed to be dead!”
“Reports of my death have been greatly exaggerated. Shall we,
Stanley? We can chat on the way. Do you have a bit to eat?”
Stanley came to it quickly. “Oh, yes, of course.” He stepped to the area
at the medical clinic where vehicles parked. “This way.” As I followed him he
turned back “Al? Is that it? Call you Al?” He laughed.
“I'm sure Paul Simon will get a kick.”
Stanley Bartlett is a physician who was on his humanitarian mission in
Africa and on his way to pick up medical supplies waiting in Bamako for the
medical clinic in Gao. He had come to the small medical clinic after I had
disappeared to the consternation and against the sternest advice from his
friends in his homeland, England. He thought about calling a friend in England
to give the news I had been found but I dissuaded him. “I need to see someone
at the garden first, Stanley,” I said as I looked to him pleadingly. “Once you
reach Bamako, make your call then.” He readily agreed.
Stanley gave me some of the scoop which much of the world had been
considering about my disappearance. He advised shortly after I disappeared
there had been another video of a beheading released and some thought it was
me, despite the man stating his name prior to the deadly act. He looked a bit
like me, Stanley said, and some thought it might be me stating a name I made
up, like one of my alter egos. This particular sentiment of my supposed
execution had never diminished. It was constant speculation. I sat in Stanley's
wagon-type vehicle in the passenger seat quiet but attentive.
“What did happen, Mister Hess?”
“Al-Barrak, please, Stanley. Gregory Hess is dead. I killed him.” I
stared out the windshield blankly. Stanley glanced in my direction in disbelief.
“Except for the first week or so, I was treated well. At one time I was not
allowed to leave,” and I turned to gaze into his disbelief, “and then I could not,
not until I was ready.” I smiled and Stanley smiled as he looked ahead. “Now
that I'm ready I have returned to this world, though I do not exist in it. I live, I
breathe, Stanley, in another world, one which you cannot sense, though it
surrounds you.”
“How long ago did you leave?”
“A week, or thousand of years ago. Does it matter?”
“I think what matters now, Al-Barrak, is the reaction when everyone
knows you're still alive. Your garden, so to speak, has been perceived a
complete failure. You came to Africa for this great experiment and it cost you
your life. No one considers it success.”
“This is why humans are not capable of judging anything. They lack the
equipment. They lack the resources. They lack the knowledge. The sleeping
know not what the awakened do. Humans have been sleeping for tens of

thousands of years. One must awaken and see before one may even consider,
let alone judge.”
Stanley drove me to the south portion of the garden, where much of it
was still open with no fencing, just patches of fence. There was a visible drive
toward what I knew from Nassira's architectural drawings was the living
facility, now complete, and I smiled at the mosque, glorious in its sublime
simplicity, its delicate curvature to the dome and each piece of the roof to the
one next to it. We passed the huge tract of greenhouses, far more than eight as
we had started, and beyond the living facility was the large expanse of plants in
the cropland. There was even a parking area at the living facility and Stanley
drove straight to it and stopped. “Well, this is your garden,” Stanley advised,
turning to me with a smile. “Welcome back, Al.” I smiled warmly. “I have read
everything you've published, when you were Gregory Hess, have seen both
your movies several times, and I have always admired you, you and your
work. I only considered coming here to this part of the world because you did
and when you disappeared, I wanted to come here even more. I thought,
maybe I can't help make your garden a success because that's not what I'm
good at doing, but maybe I can make a success doing that which I am good
at.” Stanley smiled even wider. “I couldn't even get into the medical facility
here because there were already a hundred physicians waiting, and I always
thought, how could anyone say this was a failure when so many doctors all
over the world were begging to come here?”
“It takes but one, Stanley, to point the way. It doesn't matter whether
that one makes it all the way. Moses himself never reached the end. He merely
pointed in the direction.”
Leaving the engine running, Stanley and I exited his wagon and I
hugged him as tightly as before. “Will you be here for a while, Al-Barrak?”
“Come see us any time, Stanley. You will always be welcome.”
I clasped my hands together as we parted and turned to the facility
before Stanley backed away, entered through the door with surrounding
mosquito netting and inside. They had constructed the facility with no
deviations from Nassira's drawings I could recognize from memory and I made
my way through corridors, past stairs to basements, past dormitories, and
everyone whom I passed stared briefly but curiously at me, while I merely
clasped my hands together and nodded with a smile. I walked slowly and
calmly through the facility of which I had only dreamed but others had made
real. I was warmed exceedingly. I felt at home. I was in my home. I belonged
here and no one else knew. Fitting.
I reached the large cafeteria and kitchen, all one section. There was a
bustle and several sat and drank or ate at various tables while staff worked
ceaselessly around the kitchen. I sat down in a simple but comfortable chair at
a table in the middle of the cafeteria while a woman wrapped in a beautiful
light blue boubou and a matching blue scarf around her head falling halfway
down her back saw me and moved toward me. She spoke in three different
tribal dialects but I made no movement other than to smile, clasping my hands
and nodding. Once she reached about ten feet I said loudly, “Kitana.” The

woman, a young woman maybe of twenty or so, looked at me strangely, said
something, but I repeated, “Kitana.” She suddenly smiled, nodded and
disappeared along the kitchen into a corridor, which I knew would lead to the
facility office. I looked about me noting the curious looks of all those in the
cafeteria, even the staff working in the kitchen, all wondering about this man
wearing a simple robe, sandals with a single strap on top and one in the back,
and white turban wrapped around his head. I sat motionless with my hands
clasped atop the table next to my books and waited calmly.
A few minutes later from the corridor, Kitana walked calmly into the
cafeteria followed by the young woman, who said something and pointed to
me. Kitana came to the edge of the table where I sat and I turned to her, hands
clasped, nodded and softly asked, “Would you share a bit to eat and drink with
a humble traveler?”
Immediately, Kitana shrieked loudly, ran behind me and threw her arms
around my neck while she bent over and proceeded to nearly strangle me. She
could barely squeeze out one word, “Gregory!”
“You are hugging one who is not your husband, woman.”
“Because your mouth may have been a mirage, Gregory. We do live
near the desert.”
“And you cannot hug a mirage, can you?” I patted her right hand under
my neck.
Kitana released me, ran around the table to sit in a chair directly across
from me, staring wide-eyed into my eyes, and put out her hands to me. I
grasped her hands in mine lightly, smiling while she still wore an expression of
shock. “This is the happiest day of my life, Gregory! All of the days since you
left have been barren and I have been numb. Only work has kept me from total
despair. You don't know what I have been through!”
“I am Gregory no more, Kitana.”
“What? What do you mean?”
“I am Al-Barrak. That is my name now.”
The shock passed from Kitana's face, replaced by an uncertain
inquisitiveness. “But you are Gregory, my Gregory.”
“No, my child, I am Al-Barrak now. Gregory is dead. I killed him.”
“You don't look the same.”
“I am not the same.”
Kitana took a deep breath and squeezed my hands tightly. “You are
alive. You are not a phantom. Your hands are warm.”
“Your heart is warm. I can feel it beating. I can count the beats.”
Kitana turned her head to the side and narrowed her eyelids. “You are
not Gregory. It is your voice but you are not the same.” She looked to me with
a vulnerability I had never seen from her before. “Must I call you Al-Barrak?”
“It is who I am, Mademoiselle Farabé.”
The vulnerability disappeared and a huge smile crossed her face. “You
will not be able to call me that much longer...Al-Barrak.”
“Not after you marry Alfred, no.”
Kitana's face burst with surprise. “How could you know that?”

“I expected you two to marry before I left, Kitana.” I smiled with her
smile. “As I grow older I will smile as I see your children running around
doing their chores in the garden they love.”
Kitana tried to frown, but, like Serena's mock frown, the corners of her
lips lifted up. “I thought if you ever came back, and I always thought you
would, I would surprise you again.” She studied my face for a few moments. “I
suppose I shall never surprise you again.”
“Perhaps. The future is not completely written...for us.”
Kitana instantly pulled her hands away and stood up quickly. “Are you
hungry, thirsty?” She did not wait for an answer and turned to swiftly walk to
the kitchen. “I will bring you something.”
“Water and coffee, too, please. I forgot to lift my zipper this morning,
young woman.” When I said it, Kitana stopped, turned to me and laughed
heartily. “But I have none either. I wear a simple robe now so I don't even think
of a zipper any more.”
Kitana laughed again. “Yes, that's what it is. You are zipperless!” She
turned and walked to the kitchen laughing at her own joke. Some of the other
women were laughing with her.
In seconds Kitana reached the coffee dispenser, a large tank one would
find in a cafeteria setting, and poured a cup and handed it to the young woman
in the blue boubou. She grabbed a glass and filled it with water from another
dispenser, which I assumed was fed through a filter as we had discussed for
drinking water, handed the glass to the woman, said something to her, and the
young woman brought the coffee and water to my seat. After she set them
down before me, she took a step away as I clasped my hands and nodded my
head, still watching her smiling face, so she pointed to herself and said, “Sareem.”
“You are Sa-reem?” I asked.
She nodded her head enthusiastically and struggled to say, “Yes.”
“Thank you, Sarim,” I said and again clasped my hands and nodded.
She smiled, turned and walked back to the kitchen area. Kitana passed her
carrying a bowl and spoon and set it before me. It was some soup concoction,
thick like porridge, but fresh with vegetables and herbs from the garden. It was
hearty and had a wonderful taste. I thanked her as she sat down across from
me, her eyes fixed on my face. As I ate I commented, “The man who brought
me here said many think your garden is a complete failure, Kitana, but if this is
the typical fare you serve everyone, they have a strange idea of what succeeds
and what fails.”
“Thank you, Greg-” Kitana caught herself. She was still struggling with
it. “Al-Barrak, but this is not my garden. It is your garden. You made it
possible.”
“No, it is your garden now, you and all the others. Together, it is yours.”
“It is ours.”
I smiled at her persistence, sipped from the coffee cup and studied her
face. It seemed she had bags under her eyes, though her smile was ever
present. “You have not been sleeping well.”

Kitana dropped her gaze, then her head. Softly and slowly she said,
“No. It has been hard for me to sleep for months.” I said nothing during her
long pause as she slowly lifted her head and focused on my eyes. “Do you
know how many months you've been away?”
“Twenty-six weeks. Did our mosque serve well during Ramadan?”
She smiled. “Yes.” Her face displayed disbelief and she shook her head
slightly. “Twenty-six weeks? Six months, Al-Barrak, is how long it has been
since I slept well and how could I? Do you not remember-”
“Where is Hama now?”
“Hama?” She shook her head furiously. “Hama is not part of this any
more.”
“I shall bring him back.”
“Hama delivered you to those who would kill you, Gregory!”
Before I could answer Bernard suddenly entered the cafeteria and
shouted, “Gregory!”
I turned quickly to Bernard and shouted, “Bernard, come sit and hear
me!” His smile instantly disappeared as he looked to Kitana mystified. I
glanced to her, and her expression displayed the same mystification. Bernard
reached me, waiting for me to rise and hug him, but I turned to him and calmly
advised, “I will hug you in a moment, Bernard. Please sit and hear me, both of
you.” I waited for him to walk past me and he sat to my right. “Hama did not
deliver me to those who would kill me. Hama delivered me to my Master. This
was why he was here all along. You have accused him of a wrong he never
committed. Thus, you have wronged him. I will undo it today.” I glanced from
one to the other constantly as I spoke. After I paused I commanded, “You will
always address me as Al-Barrak.” I had stared at Bernard, looking shocked,
and I turned to Kitana. “Should you call me 'Gregory' I shall ignore you since
you do not know whom you address. Do you understand?” I waited for Kitana
to nod. Her expression was like that of a child caught in the act and she
nodded, keeping her head bowed. I turned to Bernard, noting his wide-eyed
stare. Less severely I repeated, “Do you understand?”
With no hesitancy, Bernard uttered, “Yes. Al-Barrak. I understand.”
I turned my head back to Kitana, whose head was still bowed. “Look to
me, Kitana,” I commanded softly. I waited until our eyes were locked. “You
have done well but I expected you to do so because you are so able. You have
not slept well but this is due to your inability to understand. I myself did not
understand, so you had company in your inability to understand but it will
come to you. It will comfort you and you will soon find you will sleep better.”
I laughed. “You will awaken and sleep better at the same time, woman. We will
see your smile far more frequently and from your smile will come great
achievement, because you will inspire with your smile as you cannot in any
other manner!”
I watched Kitana's eyes flick back and forth to my eyes. Cautiously she
said, “You are not the same, Al-Barrak. I don't know what to think or feel about
you.”
“My words are but a shadow, my child, yet you have always felt an

inner bond between us, even from the very first moment I walked in to
Esperanza's office and saw you sitting in your elegant robe. I felt it. I know you
did, too. You may think it has broken now, the bond is broken, but it has not
broken, Kitana. It has loosened since it passed through Gregory, but I am, even
as I speak, tightening it, pulling it closer and you will feel the bond again.” I
turned to Bernard. “You will feel the bond again, because what has not
changed is my love for you.”
“What should I do, Al-Barrak?” Bernard asked me.
“Continue to be yourself, Bernard, and I will guide you to your Self.” I
turned to Kitana. “Continue to be yourself, Kitana, and I will guide you to your
Self.”
Both were quiet and I scooped the rest of the soup and ate it over the
next few minutes. I sipped some water from the glass when the three of us
heard commotion and shouting from the other end of the hallway connecting to
the cafeteria and moments later Alfred, all of the movie crew, and some of the
others who were here before I left burst into the cafeteria. There were shouts of
joy and disbelief that I was alive, but I lifted my arms to quiet them. When all
were quiet, I shouted, “I am happy to see all of you. Come, gather around, and
listen.” As they all took seats at the table or tables next to it, I reached for
Kitana and she put her hands in mine. “I am happy to see you.” I stared into her
eyes, watching them moisten. “When I left to return here, Kitana, I wanted to
see one very much. That would be you.” She smiled but lowered her head in
some embarrassment. I smiled and turned to Bernard as I pulled away my right
hand from Kitana's grip. I dropped my hand on Bernard's left shoulder and
squeezed it. “I am happy to see you, Bernard. It is like feeling a jolt from a
lightning bolt.” Bernard smiled wide.
I addressed the others and doing so I glanced from one to the next,
holding the gaze of each until our eyes locked and I saw an acknowledgment.
“All of you are surely wondering where I have been and, perhaps, who I am
now, based on my appearance. I am not who I was. Gregory Hess the writer is
no more. That man is dead. I killed him. I am Al-Barrak, the miller now. I will
need stones and crushers, perhaps we'll build a small mill, to grind grain and
herbs and leaves from our garden. This is what I do now. This is my work,
what I wish to do. There is plenty of work here and I will help you as needed,
but at all times you will address me as Al-Barrak.” I smiled at the looks of
confusion, dismay, disbelief. I focused on Chuck and watched his smile open.
“You may, should you need to get my attention quickly, call me Al.” I smiled at
the resulting laughter. “It will suffice, too.”
Chuck looked at me with an expression of understanding. “So, Al, you
are the miller, now? You will not write any more?”
“Not as I have, Chuck, no. There may be a need for me to write but not
as I have in the past.”
“Where have you been, Al-Barrak?” Alfred asked. He never hesitated in
addressing me as such.
“Who shall serve as best man for the groom?”
Alfred smiled as others laughed and Kitana seemed to blush. “You

know about it already?” Alfred asked me, shaking his head.
I returned my right hand to Kitana's grip. She had never released my
left hand, and her embarrassment, if such, vanished, her smile replacing it. “I
admit I had thoughts at times that I could be her husband, Alfred, for I always
knew Kitana would be a marvelous wife with all she possesses inside her. I am
not a Muslim, though, so I knew I never would be. I knew it would be you,
Alfred, which is why I told you when I last saw you to be strong for her. She
would need your strength, because, as you recall, I told you she had a breaking
point and she reached it, didn't she?” All were quiet as Kitana bowed her head,
squeezing my hands tightly, and Alfred simply nodded. “There you have it, my
friend, so when is the blessed event to take place?” All laughed again and
Kitana looked up quickly and smiled wide.
Alfred replied, “Soon, though we haven't set a date.”
“Then do so,” I commanded and squeezed Kitana's hands. “This I
know, young woman. Silently, you have watched Alfred for years and admired
how he is always ready to do anything necessary to get the job done, even
those things he has no experience doing, even those things beneath most men.
It never hindered him and you have admired it, secretly, silently. Alfred has
always admired you, young woman, admired what is inside you as he has
always considered it something which surpasses him, yet something which
inspires him, too. You belong to each other and you shall serve each other well.
Set the date!”
Kitana smiled teasingly to me. “I'll have to think about when I can
gather everyone who should be here, Al-Barrak.”
“There should be little to think about, young woman. Contact your
parents and all those who should be here, immediately advising them you wish
to marry as soon as all of you can gather, so when can you? Simple. Start
today!”
Finally, the old Kitana came out, the one who would readily challenge
me. “I want to show you the office first, Al-Barrak, show you what I've done in
your most convenient absence.”
I squeezed her hands one last time and pulled them away. “A matter of
a few minutes, then you shall begin planning your wedding. I am the
matchmaker now, not just a miller.” I rose from the table and all rose from their
seats with me. “Come, let us all look at this office together. It pleases me
greatly to have all of you with me again.” I noted Kitana's displeasure but it
passed quickly. Alfred waited for her to reach him, smiling large, and, as I
followed Kitana, I watched as her left arm reached for Alfred's right arm, their
hands weaving together and they walked side by side, hand in hand through the
kitchen, down the hall and to the office.
Without turning back Kitana explained they had to dip into the nonprofit fund occasionally over the first three months I was gone, but the fund
now stood at over ten million U.S. dollars. When we stepped inside the office,
which was only about a twenty foot by twenty foot room with one desk and
four chairs but plenty of cabinets and shelving and a small safe on the floor,
Kitana walked around the desk, turned to face me, and leaned against it. “I

don't know how we would have survived without access to your fund, AlBarrak.”
“It's why I gave you and your father access, Kitana. I anticipated this.”
“It is your fund, though.”
“Founded to make something like this possible. No less.”
Kitana smiled as she sat in the chair behind the desk. “We have done
well with our winter crop and the greenhouses.” She pulled open the middle
drawer of the desk and removed a ring binder. She handed it to me across the
desk. “Here. See for yourself.”
I opened the binder and read the first line which started with a date
from a week prior, a crop by name, number of baskets, amount of sale, and to
whom, if known. I read a few more lines, flipped the page, saw it was filled
and at the very bottom was the total amount of sale for the page. It was listed
for Mali currency and U.S. dollars. The total in dollars for this page was shy of
ten thousand. I closed it and handed it to Kitana. “I saw the stand along the
highway when I arrived and the large number of people checking the produce.
You have done well. You have all done well.” I glanced around the office at
everyone smiling. “How many live in the garden now?”
“A little over eighty, Al-Barrak,” Kitana replied, “but we have more
than thirty women who weave baskets, more than anything else. We sell the
baskets separately but we also sell some of the produce in baskets which are
sold along with the produce and we share the profits from the baskets with the
women.”
“There are women who weave material which they fashion into
clothing,” Alfred added, “or as bags for items like herbs, spices, or other
produce and we sell and share it, too.”
“I'm sure this makes Claudia smile,” I responded. “Have you heard
from her?”
Kitana smiled. “She was here for the new year celebration and she was
smiling,” but Kitana's face saddened, “until she remembered you were
missing.”
Bernard spoke. “Claudia cried, Al-Barrak. She said all this came from
your life and now you were probably dead and it should not be that way.”
“It was the only somber moment, Al-Barrak,” Chuck offered, “but I
stood and reminded everyone you would not approve. You always said a
human life is temporary, so in a short time, perform good works, love those
who surround one, leave a positive influence, one which should be embraced,
and when one leaves the world, those left behind should celebrate, for the one
is truly at peace.”
“And Claudia immediately toasted you, Al-Barrak,” Kitana said,
smiling, “and smiled again.”
“She has a beautiful smile. That's what I thought when we left our
meeting with her last year. A beautiful smile.”
“She has done much to help us, Al-Barrak,” Alfred advised. “She put
me in touch with many aid organizations and they buy or trade for much of our
excess, crops, baskets, cloth, even clay bricks.”

“We even cook and sell food,” Kitana added, again with a huge smile.
“And we've already started planting summer crops.”
“We load three trucks and drive to Gao one day, Timbuktu another day,
and Bamako, a third day, every week,” Alfred stated, “and we never bring
anything back. We sell most because no one can get it from any other source,
and what's left we give away. Esperanza anticipated it, Al-Barrak, and she is
celebrated on campus. They have already offered her tenure to begin at the end
of the semester.”
“I told her she would pick up and get on with life if something
happened to me.”
Kitana frowned. “She has not taken it well, Gregory.” She dropped her
head, lifted it, and looked to me apologetically. “Al-Barrak. I'm sorry, but she
hurts so. I could not bear to tell her when I knew you drove away, but I had to.
She was strong at first, but there were many times when we talked and both of
us would cry. You must talk to her soon.”
“I will,” I responded, and leaned forward, grasped her right hand and
squeezed it. “Well, you all have done well without me, so it seems unnecessary
for me to stay. I should be leaving soon.” There were instant groans and
exclamations of disapproval. I smiled. “You see? I shall still tease you,
sometimes mercilessly. It is still in me.” Since I hadn't done so, I now took the
time to step around the room and into the hallway to hug all the men. Once I
finished I asked, “So, is it safe to ask our leader, Kitana, if we have reached
some reasonable level of self-sufficiency, self-sustenance, in that what we lack
and must secure with other means, is outdone by what we produce in return for
those means?”
Kitana focused on my eyes with her most sly expression. “It's all in the
binder, but I'll summarize. We have nearly replaced all we pulled from your
fund after you left, and I fully expect we'll be adding to your fund with the
summer crop.” She stood, turned to the shelf behind her and removed an open
box from the shelf. She turned back to face me and set the open box on the
edge of the desk closest to me. “These are the items you left.”
I looked in the box. There was my wallet, my passport, my cell phone,
my multi-tool, and my glasses in their case. I lifted the glass case out of the
box. “I won't be using these any more. I won't be able to see wearing them.”
“What are you talking about, cuz?” Chuck asked, and immediately
added, “May I call you cousin?”
“You may, my cousin. I can see quite well now, can read fine print in
contracts, for example, which I could not before. Do you have a contract with
fine print, Kitana?”
Kitana pulled open the top drawer on her left and removed a paper from
an open box and handed it to me. It was one of the contracts Jardin de la Paix,
and thus Kitana and the others, had written for exchange with individuals or
organizations receiving something from us and they were under obligation to
identify what they received as a product of Mali and Jardin de la Paix. I read
all the first paragraph of the fine print on the contract without my glasses.
“How did you do that, Al-Barrak?” Kitana asked me as I handed the

paper back to her.
“You would not believe it if I told you, Kitana, and you would not be
able to grasp or comprehend what it took, but I could not have done it without
the help of my Master, and, of course, without the One. With the One, all
things are possible.”
The phone rang in the office and Kitana lifted the receiver and
answered it. She spoke briefly, looking to me the entire time, and put her hand
over the receiver. “It's someone from the Minister of Defense. They have heard
you are alive, you were seen in Gao, and they thought you might be here. He
wants to know if it's true, and, if so, he wants to speak with you.”
“Tell him it's all true but I will not speak with him over the phone. I am
far too busy but I expect representatives from his office and from the U.S.
embassy at any time, since I'm sure they have many questions. I expect it.”
Kitana relayed my sentiment, arguing stringently with the persistent
request to speak with me, but put him off by assuring him I was here and not
going anywhere. Once she placed the receiver on hook, she advised, “He said
there would be a large contingent on their way here soon.” Kitana sat again in
the chair, pushing some hair which had fallen over her forehead out of the way,
and gazed at me sadly. “What did happen to you? Will you tell me, tell us,
please?”
I stepped to my right beyond the desk so I could turn and face all who
stood in the office and in the hallway. “After the first week or so, I was treated
well. For a month I was held by a 'host,' for both he and I considered him as
such, at a compound I knew not where. I was under constant armed guard but it
was never threatening. I had my own room to myself and I could close the door
if I wished. I was told by my host should I attempt to leave my armed guards
were under orders to shoot me.
“I took with me, Kitana, in case Alfred did not tell you, the copy of The
Sufis I own and my copy of the Quran in English. My host and I would have
discussions daily except Friday, when he would tell me the night preceding he
would be predisposed all day. I knew it was Friday because one day every
week the activity would be dramatically different with men constantly moving
about, appearing, disappearing, re-appearing, all day and night. Shortly before
I left my host told me he had a dream which awakened him so he could not
return to sleep for hours. In this dream, I was his older brother, who had left
the family to make my own miserable and impoverished way in the world, but
came back and united the tribes of the desert. He then called me his long-lost
brother, come to astound him and leave him in awe.
“Early one morning before it was light out, my door was opened and a
man entered who had never been there before and who told me I must rise for
it was time to die.” I paused for a moment, letting those in the room deal with
their shock as I had dealt with mine. I lifted my right hand to halt further
inquiry. “He knew exactly what I had thought and instantly told me, yes, I must
die three times and he would see that I did so. This man was my Master, who I
had thought came to me. Instead he assured me I had come to him, through
Hama, who would not take me to those who eventually subdued me until he

knew I was ready to die.” I turned to gaze at Kitana. “Hama is still in the
village?”
“Yes.”
“We will bring him back once I finish.” I paused and drew a deep
breath. “My Master's name, as he told me, is Ali el-Nushara, Ali of sawdust,
but I was to address him as Pir, the Elder, even though he is decades younger
than me. Pir taught me the Way, which was neither hard nor easy, but
challenging every baby step, for I was a big baby when I started, as he and I
both knew. I died the three deaths, and we laughed with each one. When I
completed the necessary stage where I was adept enough to choose my
clothing, this I wear now is what I chose. Reaching another stage, the last, I
chose my occupation, my work, the work which I shall perform until I die, and
with it, the name all will use to address me, Al-Barrak, the miller. This is who I
am. This is what I am. And it shall be thus forever.” I dropped my head and
stroked my beard before I looked back up and around at the faces staring at me
in innocent disbelief. “Pir knew me so well before I started he told me what I
had always thought true. He said, 'You are not of the four thousand. You do not
possess the grace they do, nor did I. You will learn as I did and I will guide you
and you will know more than any of the four thousand will ever know.' I will
never go back for I have passed through the three deaths and backwards is
death. Forward is the only direction for I can see my direction as easily as you
would see a walk illumined with lights to guide you along the right way. I can
see those lights on my path. You cannot.” I engaged Alfred's attention and
stepped toward him, motioning out the door. “You have one of the vehicles
owned by the garden at your disposal, Alfred?”
“Yes,” Alfred replied and began to follow me as the others moved out
of our way.
I led him out the hallway, moving in the direction in which I had
entered the living facility. Without turning back I advised, “We will bring
Hama and his whole family here, and we will set them up with their own
private tent and living area, and we will provide for him as he will provide for
us.”
“I was always against sending Hama away, Al-Barrak, but everyone
was under a great deal of pressure when you left. The military interrogated
Hama for days.”
Still moving briskly, we reached the hallway leading to the door to the
parking area. “This is why I embraced you before I left, Alfred. I had to assure
you I trusted you and the events immediately to come would be difficult for
everyone, but I could depend on your strength. Even the big baby I was, I
could still recognize those who can from those who cannot. You can, you
could, and you did. You could not win every battle, but the damage done from
this lost battle can be undone. We shall undo it now.”
Alfred drove us into the village right to Hama's dwelling. Hama stood
outside the door to his dwelling waiting for us. He knew we were coming and I
knew that he knew. When I exited our motorized wagon, we greeted each other
with big smiles, and walked to each other slowly, calmly, until we stood before

the other and hugged warmly. “Welcome back, Al-Barrak.”
“Gather, you and your wife, Hama, what you need now, and Alfred and
I will take you to your new home.” Hama moved toward the entrance into his
tiny dwelling. “Only what you need today, Hama. We will come back for the
rest soon.”
“We will do as you request, Al-Barrak,” Hama said, disappearing into
his mud hut dwelling and addressing his wife. They and the three little ones
gathered their clothes and cooking items and put it all in our wagon. We drove
them back to the garden and all entered the living facility to the cafeteria,
where Kitana apologized to Hama and immediately served all a meal. While
they ate with Kitana humbly doting on them, and with the help of Sarim—who
had become over the months the leader in the kitchen and cafeteria—Alfred
and I walked to where the tents had been erected for couples and families near
the living facility. One was open and available, a larger one suitable for a
family, and I looked inside, proclaiming this would do temporarily.
“Temporarily?” Alfred asked.
“We have always considered we should eventually build permanent,
solid housing for families and couples, have we not, Alfred?”
“We have.”
“So, we will get Nassira out here soon to start drawing up our housing
subdivision and we will build our first house for Hama and his family, and
without delay.”
“That we will do, Al-Barrak, for I know how many you will have to argue with, and you do, too.” Alfred paused with a big grin on his face. “No one.
No one will argue with you.” As we walked back to the living facility, Alfred
confided, “Hama always said you would return and we did not understand.” I
merely nodded to what I already knew.

Segment Twenty-Nine
Once they concluded their
meal, we drove Hama and his
family in the wagon to the tent
we had considered. Hama and
his wife were all smiles of acceptance, since the area inside
the tent was nearly the size of
their mud hut in the village,
and the covering at the front of
the tent provided a sufficient
area to cook outside. The cover
was surrounded by netting and
another area a few feet away to the left side was also covered and surrounded
with netting which they could use for cleaning or some other activity. I suggested we could get them a table and chairs for the side covering and they
could use it as a dining room. “Nassira, the architect, will be here soon to draw
up plans for permanent housing, Hama, and we shall build your house first.

You shall participate in those plans from the beginning, though I am certain
you are anxious to re-start the journey you interrupted years ago. Pir, of course,
is expecting you.”
Hama smiled and nodded. “I look forward to seeing him again soon,
Al-Barrak. I will stay for the plans and consult with my wife so it meets her
wishes, then I will journey.”
I nodded with a smile. This I knew, too. Once Nassira arrived later in
the week and we all discussed plans for the housing subdivision, which would
sprawl to the western open area and south, with Hama and his wife ever
present, we designed their house to meet their needs and wishes. We dug a water trench to the first lot, barely thirty meters from the living facility, and connected pipe from the living facility pump to the first lot. From the electric facility we opened the trenches which led to the living facility and ran service cable
which would be shared between several houses. Permanent housing built at the
garden was extremely modest, with kitchen and shared dining room, living and
study combined, some with three small bedrooms and two bathrooms, others
with two bedrooms and two bathrooms, and the remainder for childless couples, with one bedroom and bathroom. All those living in permanent housing at
the garden had areas for storage assigned in the living facility, so a larger residence was unnecessary. Most kept their modest dwelling in the village, too.
Eventually, the garden drilled wells in the western and southern areas which
served the residents in permanent housing.
Once the planning for Hama's house was complete and we broke
ground for construction, Hama donned his traveling clothes and rode with the
next caravan from the garden to Gao, on his way to the Master. Hama did not
return permanently to Jardin de la Paix for six years. When he did return, as so
many had before him, he started a school in the usual loose manner. His students came to him and only those who knew considered it a school. Those of
officialdom did not. They knew not.
With everything from the wagon moved inside Hama's new home and
Alfred and Hama agreeing on plans to move what remained in the village early
the following morning, I advised everyone I wanted to see all the progress each
had completed to date, but it will have to wait until after the deluge of the government types is over. They are coming here rapidly, I assured all, and will
probably arrive soon and I will be under constant inquiry for days, I imagined,
so bear with me.
Before the deluge began I had a phone call to make and I used the living facility office while my cell phone charged. I didn't have to look up her
number because Kitana had it programmed on the office phone, so I punched
in the combination and listened to it ring three times. “It's early for you to call
me, Kitana,” Esperanza advised. “Can it wait?”
“Representatives from Mali and the U.S. are on their way to talk to me
endlessly, so, no, Esperanza, it cannot wait.”
“Gregory! O God!” Esperanza screamed through the phone. “O God! O
God! O God! You are alive! Where have you been?!”
“In a place of honor and love, guided by my Master.”

“What are you talking about?! I thought you were dead! I have been
devastated, Gregory, devastated! I told you I would be! What are you talking
about?! You owe me!”
“Calm down, my child, so you may hear and I may speak.”
“You're gone for months?! No one hears a word from you?! And you
talk to me now like a child?!”
“Perhaps you do not want to listen. You wish to scream at me instead.
We'll have a civil discussion later.”
“No! Gregory! Please!” Esperanza sounded desperate but her next uttering was much more calm. “I want to hear you. Please. I'm sorry. Talk to me,
please.”
“That is much better, Professor...What you must know first is my name
is Al-Barrak. Gregory Hess is no more. I killed him. He is dead now. You will
address me as Al-Barrak.”
“O God, Gregory-”
“Al-Barrak. Same body, different Self, thus different label. Al-Barrak.”
“Al-Barrak,” Esperanza struggled to say it and struggled further to follow it. “Have you been brainwashed?”
“Cleansed from the useless rubbish I previously carried. In your state of
understanding, Esperanza, you may consider it brainwashing, but I am unconcerned what you think it is. You are asleep. I have awakened.”
“They have brainwashed you.”
“In this garden of peace, this which you above most others helped
guide to what it is now and will continue to help guide it to what it can become, all would be impossible without the honor and love which came with
that guidance, guidance which you gave willingly. Did we not have this discussion, that it must come from you willingly?”
“Yes, but-”
“And you added, 'I still love you.' Did you not?”
“Yes.”
“Your love for me has transferred to your love for all. Your honor and
love has grown, but you wish to focus on brainwashing? Do you not see, do
you not hear, the futility of your argument, the waste of it?”
“What do you expect from me, Gregory?” Esperanza paused. “Al-Barrak? Please! It is very early in the morning, I haven't heard your voice in
months, months thinking you are surely dead and I will never hear your voice
again. What do you expect from me?”
“To love me as you have, even more. To honor me as you have, even
more. Al-Barrak. This is the one with whom you will do so forever.”
Esperanza was quiet for many moments. “This is the way, what you
talked about before you left?”
“The Way to the One, with the One...It is as though I do not exist, and,
in truth, I do not exist, not in this world but in another world. I exist in that
world and in this one. When I do exist in this world, I do so because I love
you, my child, I honor you, my child. I want you to see me, to hear me, to have
you sense me completely. To show you love and honor transcend all worlds.”

“It would be much easier for me if I could...if I could-”
“If you could have Gregory?”
“Yes.” I heard her emit a deep sigh. “My heart was racing when I heard
your voice. I love you and I had lost you. You understand that, don't you?”
“You have not stopped loving me, even now. You love Al-Barrak, even
now.”
Esperanza hesitated. “If you are Al-Barrak now, yes, I love Al-Barrak.
You must know, though, I miss Gregory. You can't expect me to discard him.”
“Life can be viewed as a series of steps, of stages. When one with
whom you are familiar succeeds to the next step, the next stage, do you start
your love and honor all over again, from the beginning, like you would a
stranger? You may consider me a stranger now, but your love and honor for the
one who was still exists. You transfer your love and honor to the stranger and
your love and honor are recognized as such from you. I know you. You know
me. I have completed a step, a stage. Here, in me, is my Self, the same Self
which you know, but I know my Self now, a subtle, yet thunderous,
cataclysmic change. My Self knows you, Esperanza. My love, my honor, for
you now has a purpose that I understand, that I cherish. This from my Self. You
will grow to appreciate it. You are capable of appreciating it. It is inside you
and has been all along.”
“I need to see you. I need to see...Al-Barrak. I need to touch...AlBarrak.”
“In a matter of hours, word will reach everywhere the one previously
known as Gregory Hess is not dead. He is alive, but I will have to spend some
time disentangling all of the notion. In this confused state as the rest of the
world ponders, take the time to arrange your tasks to those who can supervise
them properly and come to this Garden of Peace. Tell them with my return
your presence is required as things have changed dramatically, the success of
the experiment requires your presence for a short while. The university's
prestige is at stake. Who will argue?”
“Well, I like hearing that. You make it sound like what I remember,
your deviousness.”
“Gregory Hess may be buried but he cannot be squelched completely.
From him I have kept that which is worthy, of love and honor. He was not
incapable of it.”
“Alright, I will. I must see you and touch you...Maybe Serena will
come with me. She has been all but dead, Al-Barrak. She does not leave her
house. They come down on her like a barrage constantly. She has had no life
for months now.”
“Call and talk to her, Esperanza. Soften the path for her. With all
coming at me right now, it is too much for her and I won't have the time I will
need to help her understand. Start it for me, please.”
“I will.” Esperanza waited a moment. “I love you.”
“My love for you, my child, has grown and is anxious. Your presence
will be soothing.”
I could hear the helicopters. Not much time now. I turned on my cell

phone while it charged and looked up Magdalena's cell phone. I called it from
the office phone. Lena answered the first ring. “Ya?”
“Lena, my beloved, I don't have much time, so listen. The government's
coming. I can hear the helicopters. I am fine. I am aching to see you, to hear
you, to touch you. When their questioning is through I will contact you. You
are in my love. I wish only the opposite be true.”
“You know that it is, Gregory. I will wait for you.”
Both helicopters landed in the open area between the living facility and
the cropland. American and Mali soldiers in full gear and rifles at the ready
jumped out and spread like swarms as I stepped through the west door of the
living facility next to the office. Out came the Colonel from the Mali military,
his right hand on the pistol grip in his holster. I walked calmly with my right
hand raised in greeting to the scattering contingent, angry ants whose nest had
been disturbed. The first American soldier who reached me yelled, “Gregory
Hess?” I nodded without correcting. I would have plenty of time for it over the
next few hours and days. He raised his rifle, grasped my right arm with his left
and commanded, “Come with us, please.” He wanted to run, as they all
constantly swung their heads around and around, rifles poised for an instant
shot, and many from the garden shrank in terror, mothers gathering children to
run away. It was a scene of unnecessary chaos.
As the soldier gripped my arm tighter to pull me with him, I caught his
gaze. “Let us walk calmly, my child. Your high alert is unnecessary.”
Holding my gaze the soldier frowned. “We are in hostile territory,
Mister Hess.”
“Not here, you're not.” When he stopped briefly, I smiled. “Release my
arm, soldier, and we shall walk together.” He studied me for a moment. He was
considering it, but I didn't wait. I looked to the Colonel approaching. “Colonel,
it is a pleasure to see you again. Would you please advise our visiting soldiers
to stand down and regain their sense of calm?”
The Colonel laughed as he reached a few feet away. “You still possess
your sense of humor, Mister Hess. We have some questions for you. Will you
come with us, please?”
The American soldier released his grip on my right arm. “Let us attend
to it but without the military exercises, shall we?”
`
The Colonel laughed again, barked some orders and all the soldiers
from both copters stopped running around furiously, many moving back to the
copters. I was escorted by the soldier, the Colonel and two others, walking at a
comfortable pace as the rest drew close around us, their rifles still at the ready.
Before I climbed in I saw Kitana and Alfred some distance away and waved to
them, watching them wave back. I climbed into one of the copters, all the rest
jumped into one or the other, and both lifted off the ground, blades chopping
the air until we reached the military base in Bamako.
Before I was escorted inside one of the many buildings on the base, I
endured a thorough, even rough at times, frisk for weapons, and the confluent
and unapologetic explanation to accompany it. I grinned at the uselessness.
Brought to a room large enough for twenty to sit or stand and room for another

twenty, my debriefing began. As you would expect I ground the process to an
immediate halt for the next ten minutes when I refused to be addressed as
Gregory Hess. The man serving as the second in rank under the American
ambassador provided most of the questions in this first flurry, and he was
determined to get to the bottom of my name change, especially if it proved
sinister.
“You must understand, Mister Hess,” he gently persuaded, “kidnapping
by armed terrorists can quite often result in those captured becoming
sympathetic to the kidnappers, even joining their groups. You wish to be called
Al-Barrak. Is this the name your kidnappers gave you and are you one of
them?”
“Is it because of my uniform, Mister Beale?” I smiled deviously. “Does
it give it away?”
“While we are pleased you have come to no harm, we also have to
consider whether you wish to harm us now? Part of this, unfortunately, is to
determine if you are an enemy of the United States.”
“As a terrorist?”
“Are you a terrorist, Al-Barrak?”
“These terrorists which concern you, they often wear robes, do they
not? Do you not consider it a uniform?”
“Are you a terrorist, Mister Hess? Just answer the question.”
“Uniform is a curious word. Its base is 'form.' Its prefix is 'uni,'
meaning 'one.' How easy it would be for you should every one of your enemy
be of the same form. That all wearing a robe were terrorists.” I lifted the glass
of water before me and took a sip. “Terrorist and terror are curious words now,
too. Those in positions of official service regularly throw those words about
casually, regardless of their truth or consequences, without even understanding
the words, their meanings, their definitions. Any word used so casually,
without regard to its true and accepted definition, becomes itself a weapon.
Terrorist and terror. A terrorist is one who invokes terror. With your soldiers
swarming about our garden of peace like angry ants, I saw in the faces of my
cousins there, terror. Terror, then, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder, and
should you, Mister Beale, invoke terror, why, this would make you a terrorist,
by the truest and accepted definition.”
“Is it your intention to invoke terror?”
“It would depend on what I wish the terrified to be the focus of their
terror. It would seem I could invoke terror easily by pointing at many around
me, since there are so many around me invoking terror, but perhaps few of you
can conceive of the terror the One can invoke, with the power to punish
eternally. If you could conceive of that terror, you would drop to your knees as
a beggar.”
“Then you are a terrorist, Al-Barrak?”
“In the truest and accepted definition of the word.”
“You do understand we can indefinitely detain you. The law provides
that now.”
“Laws are dreamed up by men, perhaps women, too. Only the most

powerful enforce the laws. A great Master was captured by the invading
Mongols, who were performing nothing less than expanding their empire, as
the United States does today, nothing less. One of the Master's captors
suggested the Master be beheaded for a large reward. The Master suggested,
though, that his main captor hold out for an even greater reward. It was certain
to come for the Master was a great man. After a while another offered a load of
straw to send the Master to his proper death. The main captor consulted the
Master. The Master replied he had found his greater reward. In anger his main
captor beheaded him on the spot, for a load of straw. Capture me, hold me,
detain me until my death, it means nothing to me. Do what you will. Whether
you know it or not, you still serve the One, no matter what you do. Your
actions are in complete agreement with the One. I applaud you, should you
detain me forever, should you kill me. You have served the One. Bravo!”
Mister Beale, as did most in the room, dropped his head, shaking it
emphatically. “I am Al-Barrak, the miller. This is who I am. This is what I am.
Sentence me to death for grinding grain to a fineness which aids digestion, for
grinding the most coarse thoughts into a fineness which aids in understanding,
in knowing. Perform the will of the One! It is before you now and demands
your action! Do nothing and you still perform the will of the One. It is a
mighty task, is it not? Only the mighty can perform it!”
The Colonel, though, wore a smile firmly planted. “You are pursuing a
path, Mister Beale, which will yield you nothing. Al-Barrak is no more a
terrorist, as you and I understand it, than a child. He is not inclined to it. He is,
instead, a man of the Way.”
“A child, Colonel, can still carry a bomb.”
“You see, Colonel,” Mister Beale remarked, “that is not a statement one
would expect from one whose inclination was of innocence.”
“He's got you there, Colonel.”
“Perhaps he does not understand religion as you and I do, Al-Barrak.”
“Oh, he understands religion, Colonel. He's a Bible-thumper who never
misses church attendance on Sunday, thus he's an expert. True, Mister Beale?”
I meant it as no offense, merely a statement of truth. I was unveiling his ritual
combined with his lack of understanding.
Mister Beale rubbed his forehead. “We are not getting anywhere.”
“Not while we remain in this room, Mister Beale, and we'll be here for
quite a while, you and me.” When Mister Beale lifted his head to catch my
gaze, I winked my left eyelid.
It was the end of this round, though anyone who slipped back into
addressing me as Gregory Hess received my immediate reply. “I do not know
this Gregory Hess. He is not in this room. Should you be addressing me
instead, I am Al-Barrak. Why the confusion? It is a simple matter.”
Over the next two days I answered the same questions the same way
countless times. They wanted to know about the Phoenix. I told them what I
knew, what you know now, no more, no less. They wanted to know about the
“companion.” Again, I told them all I knew. They wanted to know about the
others. I described all the others. I withheld the name of the man with the gun

belt and pistol around his robed waist. It was a nickname with no substance for
knowledge. It had no bearing. I described the compounds where I was held.
Again and again I answered the same questions in the same manner. When we
finally got to Pir, my Master, that's when the real fun began.
“Why do you call this Pir your Master?”
“If you met a Master why would you call this one less?”
“In what is he a Master?”
“In dispelling and dispatching the distractions and thoughts which hold
one captive to this world, to remain asleep, thus unable to see the light of the
One. To do so in stages so the student is not overwhelmed, so the student can
release all but the Self, to recognize the Self only when able, and the Master
always knows when one is able, always knows at what stage each has reached,
not only students, but every one of us, what we are capable of understanding
and what we are not. This is a Master, for they know every one. Of the billions,
they know every single one.”
“Are you a Master, Al Barrak?”
“A Master is a teacher. I do not teach. It is not what I can do, for I
cannot see what a Master can see, know what a Master can know. For me to do
so, I would cause more harm than good. I am not a Master. I am a miller. This
is who I am. This is what I am.”
The questions about my stages were exceedingly humorous, or more
appropriately, the answers which flashed in my thoughts were exceedingly
humorous to me. To protect all in attendance, to protect the process itself, the
stages which must be reached, the instruction which can only be revealed to
those who are ready and no others, I invented answers. It is allowed, for the
truth is like a lit firebomb when presented to those who are not ready. Better to
keep the firebomb away from the uninitiated, or they will carry the firebomb
with them wherever they go, and it explodes here, explodes there. It's like a
nuclear reaction, once it hits “critical mass.” The resulting explosions are
impossible to stop until everything is obliterated. There are hundreds of
worlds. You do not know this, therefor you must not carry the firebomb, for
you do not know where it is from and what it can do. Destroy this world? Of
course, and those who seep into the other worlds “escape.” This is not the
point. Destroy that which impedes your Self, for it never requires destruction
of any world but your own. Only your ignorance suggests otherwise. The
ignorant cannot be given a firebomb of unlimited destruction. They don't know
what to do with it, except perform their own unintended extinction. I knew this
before I met my Master. I have been trying to shed that which has blinded me,
that which has deafened me, that which has kept me asleep, for sixty years and
more, yet I still needed a guide to stop crawling like a baby. For most of you:
you haven't even left your baby crib.
The Ambassador to Mali came to see me. A great and learned man is
the Ambassador, though his entire sensory output suggested he was
undeserving of a post with such lack of prestige.
When we were introduced, I suggested, “Mister Ambassador, when do
you think your appointment to the People's Republic of China will come

through? Wouldn't such an appointment be more suitable to your tastes and
abilities?”
“Did your humor serve you well during your captivity, Al-Barrak, is
it?” he replied with a teasing smile.
“Only when I could feebly recognize its place. I laughed a lot with my
Master. He was funny!”
“Should you care to know: none of us consider you a terrorist, even
though we all heard you say you could be one. I agree with you, Al-Barrak,
should any of us conceive of the terror which could be invoked by the One, we
would all drop to our knees like beggars. I understood. What I don't understand
is how you can claim you are not a teacher, not a Master, because you are
teaching, are you not?”
“Only to your capacity to understand, Ambassador. I grind your coarse
thoughts into a fineness which allows the understanding, the knowing. It's what
a miller does. Should you demonstrate to me your readiness to go further, your
desire to shed desire, I will take you to Pir, my Master. He is capable of guiding
you the rest of your journey. That is his work. I have mine.”
The Ambassador to Mali had come to ask me pointed questions about
my work, as to what it possibly revealed to those concerned with U.S. interests
everywhere, and what I intended to do once I was released from their custody,
both short and long term. I was the mouse being tracked by the Ambassador's
cat. Since I had no desire for any of it any more it was easy for me to formulate
answers. This one concluded the Ambassador's desire for further participation.
“I used to think, Ambassador, the goal was to mold, to shape this world
into one of egalitarianism, but what is it? Are we all capable of conquering
every desire, some of which drives us to discover answers which serve as
improvement of a condition? No desire? Then, no improvement. Desire has its
place in this world, as do good and evil, right and wrong, rich and poor. I can
explain it with the old eastern understanding, the yin and yang, light and dark,
white and black, they all have a place, pain and pleasure. One is impossible to
exist without the other, at least not in this world. What I do as a miller is
fashion my world. In my world, there is still good and evil, right and wrong,
rich and poor, yin and yang, light and dark, black and white, pain and pleasure,
all of it enveloped in honor and love. Enter my world where I will embrace you
as you are, for I can see your true Self, along with that which blinds you. I
won't hold it against you, for once you choose to stay in my world, you have
actively chosen to wage the Greater Holy War. You may not always win each
battle, but at least you will know where the battle is fought, and it allows you
to face your true enemy. All those other battle grounds your enemy chose to
avoid, so you have been fighting ghosts.”
For parts of three days I was grilled, short breaks for meals or for the
inquisitors to regain their composure. For two nights I slept in a small room
with armed guard immediately outside. You can imagine I was discouraged
from leaving. Sound familiar? When the last of the questions was finally over, I
was escorted to the entrance, which was a large waiting room itself. Waiting in
this room was a small group of four people representing Germany, the country

of my previous residence, all of them there to display their concern for my
well-being. Since they all sat together it's what I figured the other three were
doing sitting with Tanya. When she stood as I walked into the large room and
was informed I was free to leave, Tanya looked to me with a lack of ease, a
look of careful concern. I still wore the robe, the sandals and the turban which
had not been cleaned and, except for the sandals, had not been removed from
my body for days. Still, despite her reserve, Tanya approached me. “At least
you're still in one piece, Gregory, or is it, Al-Barrak?”
“Gregory Hess is no more.”
“Are we no more?” Tanya had reached me and we embraced. Her hug
was tight. I sensed should she release me, we were no more.
“Introduce me to your colleagues, Tanya, and when we have
opportunity we will talk privately, or are you in some sort of diplomatic
haste?” I felt her laugh through her body.
“No, I have time.” Her arms loosened, swinging to her sides. She
introduced me to the German Ambassador to Mali, his immediate assistant, a
slight woman of officious manner, and the head of security for the German
ambassadorial group. They had arranged with both the Mali government and
the U.S. government to drive me back to Gossi with their own security
arrangements.
I told Tanya I liked the idea, not that I disliked any representatives of
the other governments based on my recent treatment, since I had been welltreated. I didn't mind the grilling to which I had been subjected. I considered it
necessary from their point of view. After all, no one expected Al-Barrak. “And
according to Monty Python, no one expects the Spanish Inquisition either, at
least, not in the twenty-first century. It is true. There is a time and place for
everything. The One plans it this way.”
We drove to the German embassy where I would stay the night as their
guest. In the morning we would all leave for Gossi, so they would have time to
drive back to Bamako while it was still light. Once I was shown my room on
the top floor, Tanya asked everyone if she could have some time to talk with
me alone. All excused themselves and the Ambassador's assistant closed the
door behind her, being the last to leave. “I suppose I can't do with you what I
really want to do, can I?”
“I know what you want to do, Tanya, and you're thinking it will offend
me. A kiss is but a kiss. An embrace is but an embrace. To go beyond, though,
you must be my wife. You must be my beloved, engulfed with the same honor,
trust and love for me with which I would be engulfed. You are not my wife,
Tanya. I am not your husband. We are not beloved to each other in this
manner.”
We sat in separate chairs, the entire room between us. Tanya appeared
defeated. “You have taken your next step, your direction has swerved, AlBarrak. Though I know your direction is true, there is no room for me any
more.”
I stared at Tanya as she sat in the chair across from me, her right leg
crossed above her left thigh, her skirt tightly drawn over her thighs to just

inches from her knees, the rest of her legs bare and smooth as silk. Her beauty
in my presence surpassed what I could remember. I took a long time to gaze
over her entire appearance, focusing on this small area, that small area, every
protrusion, curve, and subtlety. I could see her minute movements, of
discomfort, of pain. “Majnun and Laila, have you heard the story?”
Her eyes flashed and locked on mine. “No.”
“Laila was the most beautiful of all to Majnun, surpassing even his
imagination. When he finally gazed upon her whole and true beauty, it killed
him. He could not live once he was confronted with such beauty.” I watched
Tanya slowly lift her mouth into a smile, and she shifted a bit in her coil. “Your
beauty, Tanya, surpasses all, even my most vivid imagination. I am dead when
confronted with it. I cannot ignore, though, that your beauty comes attached to
a wondrous woman, a human being with thoughts and motives and ideas and
love which is unlike any other, too. No one is like you, Tanya. No one can
surpass you. I am your beloved, whether you know this or not. I will love you
always and you will be the object of my undying affection. Do not mistake me.
You are not an object to me. You are Tanya, a woman, a beautiful woman, a
whole human being, but my affection must attach to an object, or it has no
meaning. I can attach my affection to a tree, for even a simple thing as a tree
can display exquisite beauty, worthy of affection. As a woman, though, Tanya,
desire must come with an honor and a love which is pure and worthy and
above all. To allow such desire to flow untethered is to invite disaster. Let not
our meeting each other result in disaster.”
“I cannot marry you.”
“You can. What you mean is that you will not.”
“You are going to make this extremely difficult.”
“Tanya will make this extremely difficult, because Tanya thinks—these
are her thoughts—that she must devote herself to me in all ways. She cannot
leave me. She cannot have any life beyond some perimeter I set for her. She
must surrender to me completely. This is what Tanya thinks a wife must do.
Tanya does not understand a wife has a path which meanders in as many ways
as there are human beings, because she does not understand the true height,
breadth and depth of honor, love and trust. Until then, she is stuck, and she will
remain beyond my grasp, for I cannot grasp her until she grasps my hand
willfully.”
“But I can kiss you, embrace you? Is that true, Al-Barrak?”
“Don't put your tongue in my mouth.”
Out came the sound of Tanya's full and deep laugh, a welcome sound.
She kissed me, which meant I kissed her. She embraced me, which meant I
embraced her. Stepping apart, with her full and relieved smile stuck on her
face, I asked her to tell the others I was tired and wished to sleep. Before she
left I asked, should I awaken before the others, was there some place in the
embassy I could go to retrieve a cup of coffee? She advised the cafeteria on the
second floor never closed. Go there. I would, I assured her, and thanked her.
Four vehicles left the German embassy early the next morning, the two
at the ends bearing the military escort. Tanya sat beside me in the back of the

third vehicle, occasionally wrapping her hand around mine and releasing, often
without consciously thinking about it. We were all generally quiet, though the
Ambassador often attempted small talk. His curiosity was greatest concerning
my chosen occupation. “The work we choose, Ambassador, always has more
than one meaning and the name we choose is tied to it, also with more than one
meaning. What you must understand is we are everywhere, scattered all around
you. We wear your same clothes, we observe and respect your customs, when
they have value, we appear like you, work like you, raise families like you, but
in many other ways we are not like you at all. You do not sense what we sense,
you do not understand what we understand, what we know. We are among you
because you seek guidance, too, and something inside you gnaws at you, to
ask. You will ask one of us and we will provide the guidance proper for you.
Often it will make no sense to you, because we don't speak to your intellect,
your rational mind. We speak to the Self buried inside you, the little spark from
the One which everyone carries. We do not withdraw from this world, unless
there is a necessity, and we know how to recognize the necessity. It is a
temporary withdrawal. Think of it as a gathering of forces to begin the battle
again. And we return, here in this world, there in another. The work is what we
do outwardly to shape this world. This is simply what everyone must do. You
could be one of us, Ambassador, and still remain an Ambassador. What you
would know then would serve you well, for an ambassador serves as a liaison
between two peoples, and as one of us you would serve as a liaison between
the One and all. It is a fitting occupation, I would say.”
We arrived at the garden early afternoon. Kitana, Alfred, and Bernard
welcomed the entire party warmly and all were brought to the cafeteria for
lunch with many of the residents and working members. Kitana's pride was
clearly evident as she advised all what they were eating for lunch were
vegetables and herbs pulled from the garden that morning. Delicious! She also
said, as much for me as everyone else, they only served meat at supper, and
many suppers they served no meat at all. Every meal was planned carefully for
its nutritional value, calories, protein, even amino acids, but in as traditional an
African manner as possible. “Of course, with brussels sprouts,” Kitana
laughed, “it's hard to find a traditional African meal where it may belong so we
do improvise.” She rattled off all the ingredients in our meal, each except for a
small number, directly from the land where our little garden had been erected.
“But what pleases me greatly,” Kitana concluded, “is my most trusted friend is
here to share in our bounty.” Kitana's focus was fixed on my face.
“Come and sit down with me, show-off,” I demanded. Laughing, she
walked to my seat and sat next to me, and I squeezed her hands.
Kitana looked me up and down intensely. “When was the last time your
robe and turban were cleaned, Al-Barrak?”
“It's about time, young woman.”
“You prefer a robe?”
“Here, yes. It is much cooler than wearing my other clothes.”
“We will make you a new robe and turban. After lunch I will ask Janay
to measure you and begin.” 'Janet' was how the woman's name was spelled, but

Kitana pronounced it in a French manner.
“Thank you. Have you set the date, young woman?”
Alfred laughed and Kitana frowned slightly. Alfred replied, “We have,
Al-Barrak. Three weeks from next Thursday. We can then attend Friday
prayers at the mosque as a married couple.”
“Excellent,” I announced amid the congratulations from all, especially
our German guests. Loudly I proclaimed, “So, you see, I am the matchmaker
here. Your attempts, Kitana, still bear no fruit for me!” I glanced to Kitana's
frown, caught Tanya staring at me smiling and nodded my head to her. She
dropped her head, trying to frown, but the corners of her lips pointed up.
We took a quick tour of the grounds with Alfred driving an open jeep,
Tanya, the Ambassador, his assistant and I with him. They were astounded at
the sheer size of the cropland. “Yes, Alfred has a pretty big garden. We have
laughed many times, since we measure it in miles.” Alfred joined me, once
again, laughing.
We ventured to the animal pens and I opened the sheep pen so Tanya
could touch the sheep. They came up to her. Since we were far enough from
the others, I softly observed, “They do see something in you.”
“You would like nothing better than to have me here with you.”
“I myself will not be here soon.” We walked back to the others with
sheep constantly nudging either of us and we would bend down and rub them.
“I don't want you to think about what I said much, Tanya. It will simmer inside
you. What I want you to always know, is that you have your work to do. I will
never interfere or impede your work, for you must do it. As your husband I
will always hold for you honor, love and trust, whether I am next to you or
thousands of miles away, and years since I have gazed upon your grace. Once
you grasp my hand with yours I will always know it to be true on your side,
too. This I know. When you know it, too, you will reach for me and my grasp
will be firm.”
“What about the others, Al-Barrak?” Tanya looked at me intensely,
perhaps severely. “I think you intend to marry all of us. That is true, isn't it?”
“Each of you gives me great pleasure from your company and your
love which comes only from deep inside you. When one grasps my hand, she
will know others will grasp it, too. The desire which can cause all the stress
and disappointment will diminish. It is diminishing in me. It will diminish in
all the others. Only the love and honor and trust will grow. It will expand to
envelope all of us. This is what you will know, that to be my beloved is to be
life-long friends with my beloved. Your choice, then, is alone, or meeting, with
great hope, one who will love and honor and trust you as you would in return,
or be beloved by all my beloved. You will choose. I will never make you
choose. You will choose.”
We drove back to the facility and my German friends gathered to ready
for departure. Tanya embraced me as I embraced her. She kissed me as I kissed
her. She stared deeply into my eyes, back and forth, back and forth. “I will
think of this. I have no choice. You have made me.”
“You will choose, Tanya, and it will be the right choice. Even should

we remain apart, you will always retain your love and honor and trust for me.
The One will guide you then. Your path will be clear so have no regret.” I
leaned to her ear and whispered, “Though I will regret not receiving the adult
portion.” I felt my heart pound heavily as I listened to Tanya's deep and full
laugh once again.
Janet waited for me with Kitana in the office. In a few minutes she had
all the measurements she needed and promised me my new robe and turban
would be ready in a few days. I thanked her, clasping my hands together with
my nod. Kitana, with Alfred sitting in a chair with her in the office, asked,
“Would you like a more thorough tour of the grounds, Al-Barrak, to get caught
up?”
“I think I must speak with Serena first.”
Alfred asked, “Should we leave so you have some privacy?”
“No, Alfred. We will not be having that conversation.”
I reached for my cell phone on the shelf, turned it on and immediately
noted my voice mail was full. So far I had avoided the deluge from the outside
world but knew it was coming. I resolved to call Jens in Munich, the leader of
the eight wizards of the production company, to clean up my voice mail, just as
he had faithfully been paying for it all along. Well, he's young, with young
responsibilities, even a family of his own, though he was barely twenty-four. In
many ways Jens was much older beyond his years, and in others, not so. I had
great appreciation for him. Many of my professional endeavors would have
been impossible without him and the other seven. Since they all lived
comfortably, this was a source of comfort to me.
Serena answered on the first ring. “Gregory! What is this Al-Barrak
thing? What has happened to you? Where is the love of my life? Why have I
had to wait days to hear from you? What do you have to say about that? Well?
Why don't you speak? Speak to me!”
I waited for several more moments. “May I answer or is there more?”
“Will you please speak to me, Gregory, because I have considered you
dead for six months!”
“And when I tell you Gregory is dead, what do you say now?”
“That it is over...I love Gregory. Gregory loves me. I am in love with
Gregory. Gregory is in love with me. I don't know this Al-Barrak. Who is he?”
“And if I tell you Al-Barrak is one who rose from the ashes of Gregory,
one with the understanding and knowledge Gregory could never possess,
would it matter to you?”
“Is this what you bring me, gone these many months, when I thought
you were dead? I will have to play these guessing games with you again, like
you did the first day? I will have to play these ifs and thens?...Do you know
what I have been through, what I have felt? I could not even get out of bed
some days. And what do you think Sofia has been through? Do you know what
it's like for a child her age to think about death, to have to confront the death of
one she loves deeply?”
“This is what I have done to you. I did this willfully to hurt you. This
was my intention all along, to destroy you, to destroy us. So I am in complete

agreement, Serena. This was my very thoughtful and considerate intention.
Since Gregory is now dead, there can be no Serena and Gregory. It is
destroyed, gone forever. Would you like to try it with Al-Barrak, or should he
simply ignore the poisonous world which revolves only around you? Before
you answer, consider also: Serena is my beloved and will always be so, the
Serena who displayed true devotion to my former self, not the Serena who is
now intent on taking steps backwards like Jana.”
“O! You!” Serena was seething. I let her seethe. She needed it. “You
wear a robe, a turban, sandals now. I saw it! It was on the news this morning,
showing you leaving the German embassy. You're an Arab now?!”
“I am Al-Barrak, the miller. This is who I am. This is what I am...I will
say this, Senorita Dominguez. Should you fail to listen to me now and instead
hang up on me in anger, resentment, and misunderstanding, we will never have
another conversation ever. I will never tolerate you in my presence. Am I
understood?”
“You call me and make demands-”
I interrupted with my voice raised loudly. “Am I understood!!?”
Softly, she responded, “I have to...because I have no life now...Can you
give me my life back?”
“Thank you. You have taken the most important step. Yes, I can give
you your life back. I never took away your life. Your life is right where you sit,
Serena. Would you like me to show you where your life is? And address me as
Al-Barrak.” I waited a few moments. “If it be easier, call me Al.”
Serena laughed. It was her deep and full one and encouraging. “Call
you Al. Yes, that would be easier, Al.”
“There is your next step. Very good. I knew you could walk with me.
You have it in you.”
Serena laughed again. “That sounds good. It sounds like you.”
“You will discover the new and re-discover some of the old. You will
recognize them both for what they are, my beloved.”
“Beloved? What is this, Al? You would often call me, 'my love.' I would
call you that, too.”
“It is to distinguish between love, the thread which encircles all of us,
from my beloved, when you are my wife and I am your husband.”
Sarcastically, Serena remarked, “Yes, that's what I need after your
months of disappearance and not a word from you. I need to rush right out and
marry you!”
“In your heart, Serena, you have been married to me for two and a half
years.”
“So why change? What's the big deal? We're married now.”
“Because if we are not married, you will not be my beloved, for there
will be no honor between us. You will simply not be with me.”
“Oh, so now you're daring me! Playing out your poker hand. I should
call your bluff. You are bluffing.”
“Because of the hole in my heart which you will bring to explosion?”
“You think you can live with it, my husband?!”

“I lived with it for ten years. I can live with it for ten eternities, since it
will be your choice. I made one demand of you. Do you recall?”
“Yes.”
“I demanded you tread carefully and cautiously with me, but I rescind
it. Tread with me however you will. I shall always love and honor and trust
you, Serena. Always. Should you wish to continue to walk with me, you will
love and honor and trust me, as my beloved, as I am your beloved. It is your
choice. Do as you wish. It is your will.”
“I cannot continue this now. Please, it's too much for me right now,
Al...Gregory, Al...God, I'm in love with an Arab now.”
I laughed loudly. “Oh, the sheer agony!” Serena laughed loudly. “No
more talk of beloved, not today...I listen to your voice, Serena, its deep and
sultry tone which I have not heard for so long, and I see you in my mind, and
what I see is this beautiful, gorgeous, womanly figure standing before a mirror
wiping her delicate face softly, unveiling her face, until all that's left is
profound beauty and the truth of it. I long to see your face, to gaze upon the
beauty, the truth of your face.”
“Now I want you here and you know what I would want if you were
here, don't you? But I would have to be married, wouldn't I?”
“Well, you would have to be married to me, not to someone else.”
“You know what I meant!” Serena sighed loudly. “I would have to
marry you for that?”
“There would be no honor without it.”
“It didn't bother you before!”
“I was ignorant and didn't know before.”
“Well, maybe I won't get wet. That will take care of it.”
“Problem solved!”
“You are enjoying this, aren't you?”
“You are enjoying it now, too. You're sparring with me again, like the
Mexican flirt you are.”
Serena couldn't speak for some time. She was laughing too hard and
couldn't stop. “You still like that in me, Al?”
“I never said I didn't. You may change some as we meander together,
Serena. We all do because nothing stays the same. I think you will always have
that in you and I will never send it away.”
“When will I see you again, Al? Al-Barrak! I am in love with an Arab.”
“Come here with Esperanza when she leaves.”
“It's too dangerous there in Africa.”
“It's not dangerous if you observe proper precaution. Bring Lance. He
will be quite helpful and knows what to do. You don't have to stay long. You
probably won't if we're not married.”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah. Keep talking up your losing hand! I'll call and crush
you, little boy.”
“Call me what you will, Serena. Unless it's Al or Al-Barrak, I ignore it,
because you don't know whom you are addressing. As for a losing hand, you
may recall what I said to you and Esperanza about desire and love. Believe it

or not, I actually had it pretty much right...Bring me your love, Serena. Marry
me and I will welcome your desire, privately, of course.”
“Call me every day, Al-Barrak. You owe me for six months silence. You
got catching up to do.”
“I will. Every day. And practice your deep, sultry tone for me. My
imagination runs with it.”
I closed the phone. “I thought you were losing it for a while there, AlBarrak,” Alfred commented with a smirk, which was highly unusual for him.
“Battle hardened, from the Master.”
“You have talked about marriage more than you ever have before. Are
you getting desperate? It sounds like desperation.” Kitana turned to Alfred and
the two laughed heartily.
“It does have a certain ring of desperation, but they've all been in my
life long enough. I know each one well and each belongs in my life should
each wish to stay. Each has a will. Each will make a choice. Some will choose
to stay. Some will choose to leave. So be it.”
“How many wives do you need?” Kitana asked me, with incredible
disbelief.
“I need no wife. I need those who surround me to be lovers and all
whom I love and honor and trust. If I have to marry them all, so be it.”
If you can imagine both shaking their heads strenuously with
incomprehensible disbelief, you get the picture. So be it.
I asked to see the living facility, so Kitana and Alfred escorted me
through its wide and deep clutches. From the kitchen and cafeteria we passed
the four dormitories, only two in partial use. “Room to expand.”
“You may have the other male dormitory to yourself, Al-Barrak, if you
wish.”
“I don't mind sharing with all the rest, but I will accept your offer,
Kitana. There are times throughout each day when I am moved to perform an
act which I wish to be private, so I am alone. When I honor the One, I do not
wish it misconstrued as a public act. It is a re-uniting of my Self with the spark,
for I have strayed once again. This world, my children, has a powerful tug, as
the One designed. I am forever humbled when I consider the infinite and
ceaseless compassion and mercy from the One as I often consider myself
unworthy. I seek forgiveness privately and receive it privately. This gives me
the strength to step into this world again for I fear the One.”
Alfred gazed upon me with a subtle light about him, yet his face
displayed no comprehension. “How can you fear complete compassion, AlBarrak, complete mercy?”
“Only when your Self is dead will you know complete compassion,
complete mercy. Even then, you have no thought, not one which is yours, but
you do know the truth, and the truth is: when your whole being is merged
infinitely with the One, you are not the One. Though there is no separation
between you and the One, there can be, and that is your fear. You fear the truth
that the One can separate any or all. That is what you fear.”
“But it would not be complete compassion, complete mercy, would it?”

“You are not endowed with infinite wisdom. Would you argue?” I
waited for Alfred's head shake. “Should you be punished by the One, would
you argue against the wisdom of the punishment? How could you? You would
be arguing with your limited faculties against the infinite. Everyone has a path
to reach the One, some illumined more clearly than others. This is the design.
Do not argue. Those more clearly illumined, the paths of the saints and
prophets, are no more easy to walk than yours, for example. This is why they
all fear the One. A single misstep, the wrong step. Not always is the path so
clearly illumined either. This is the design. Do not argue. Instead, seek
guidance when the path becomes cloudy or obscured. Seek and you shall be
rewarded and the direction made clear again. This is what they fear, that
guidance was not sought when it should have been sought, that they separated
in foolishness. They fear to be fools, to separate from the One. They know the
punishment and they fear it. They never stop fearing it.”
“You make it seem extremely difficult, Al-Barrak, that it almost cannot
be accomplished.” Alfred's face conveyed helplessness, but I glanced to Kitana
wearing her smile of knowledge.
“Look to the one who shall be your wife soon, Alfred.” I paused for a
moment to let him gaze upon her silently. “She knows what I mean. Let me
explain it and put it in terms which you can grasp. You knew when you began
your studies, and think back to the time you told me, Alfred, when you met
Kitana with all the other students for the first time, you knew it would not be
easy. It would be difficult. As you progressed, absorbing a knowledge of
sciences, this knowledge became like building blocks, and the more you
progressed, the easier it became, despite the growing complexity of each new
study. Yet now you have an even greater complexity, for now you must apply
your study to the world around you, and you are discovering not everything
goes as planned. You make adjustments and try to learn from both what
succeeds and what fails, and as you go further you are beginning to see it is
now difficult again, though you are also expecting it will get easier. This is
what you hope and there is nothing wrong with it. What you fail to see is this is
merely life as designed. Difficulty, then ease, more difficulty, then ease, more
difficulty, then ease. Quit when it's too difficult, what should you receive in
return? This is what you need to consider when it seems too difficult. If it was
easy everyone would be doing it, but no one is doing your work because it's
not their job. It's your job. Your job is to perform your work since no one else
will do it. If it seems too difficult, seek guidance, and you will be guided. Then
it gets easy again. Difficulty awaits. This is true. If it was easy, everyone would
be doing it, but they are not, are they, Alfred?”
“No.”
“Enough. Contemplate.” I turned to Kitana. “When we finish, young
woman, I will shower and take up residence in the unused dormitory. Please
show me the basements.”
In the first basement was the laundry room—large and quite
accommodating for even a very sizable community—and the showers,
separated by gender, with each shower room locking from the inside. Kitana

explained the women showered or bathed only at regular times and she
accompanied all and locked the door from the inside herself with the key she
kept in the safe during all other times. The door could only be locked from the
inside with the key and the door closed. It could not be locked any other way
and once locked from the inside there was no method to unlock it other than
the inside key. “Smart. We hadn't discussed it before I left but I thought we
would need to arrange something like that. With you in charge, though, I
figured you would come up with something everyone would accept.”
Kitana smiled. “Thank you, Al-Barrak.” I clasped my hands and
nodded.
“Those outside showers and baths were a bit cumbersome at times, AlBarrak, but it never got out of hand for the women at least.”
“N'golo and the others saw to it,” Kitana added.
“Of course. Protect the women. For N'golo and the other Muslim men,
this is merely their heritage.”
The rest of the first basement contained the central cooling and heating
equipment, storage, both of materials, equipment and items of many sorts, and
food which was not as susceptible to temperature extremes. Finally, there was
the canning room, with commercial canning equipment, a very large number of
cans with re-usable lids and in two sizes, 1-liter and 2-liter, and a large “bath”
for pasteurizing canned food. We rejected glass for canning because of
inevitable breakage, we chose large cans because we would be regularly
feeding thirty or more every meal, and the hot bath was automatic. Submerge
the cans in the water, set it for the correct temperature with the minimum
clearly marked on the gauge, set the timer with its minimum clearly marked
and it shut off automatically when finished. Cans already prepared were kept in
various places including wall shelving in the first basement and in the kitchen.
They were labeled and dated, the newest usually moved to the bottom
basement through our small dumbwaiter, which connected the kitchen to both
basements. In the kitchen was a small, modified vise-like item to open cans
and could be operated by any of the women.
Once we reached the second and deepest basement, the entire area—as
long and wide as the complete living facility, but set into various rooms to
allow structural walls necessary to support the entire building—was dedicated
to food storage. Each room had a temperature gauge and I asked Alfred what
the temperature was in the room in which we stood. Alfred walked to a nearby
wall and inspected the temperature gauge mounted on it. “Sixty-two, AlBarrak,” Alfred advised. It felt that chilly. He added, “Each room has a
separate temperature gauge, along with a separate electronic monitor, which
sounds an alarm whenever the room reaches sixty-eight degrees. We can turn
on the cooling equipment and close the ducts so only that room is cooled. We
tested it, Al-Barrak, by putting a portable heater in one room, heating it until
the alarm went off, turned on the cooling equipment and the alarm turned off
thirty minutes later, even though we left the heater on.”
“Well, it helps when we all put our minds to these things and plan
ahead, doesn't it?”

Kitana put her right arm around my left and gently pulled me out of the
room, saying, “Yes, we never stopped thinking it was your idea to begin with,
Al-Barrak. Don't let it go to your head, though.”
Alfred laughed. “It was your idea, but you should have seen your movie
crew, that is what we call them, too, when we started work on the interior.” He
laughed again as we strolled along the second basement, glancing into the
rooms with vegetable storage on shelves, some in baskets, lots of vegetables,
all from the winter crop or the greenhouses and in barely seven months. One
room was nearly completely filled with tomatoes. I was hugely impressed but I
was also listening to both Kitana and Alfred discuss how the facility was built,
watching it go up over the months it took to complete.
“First, Sammy and his apprentice,” Kitana explained, “we now had two
tractors, dug the foundation. It was amazing because you could walk fifty feet
from the hole and not see the tractor. You could hear it. You couldn't see it.”
“We had to be very careful, Al-Barrak, as we dug deeper,” Alfred
stated, “to reinforce the walls from collapse. We did have a portion of one wall
collapse. No one was hurt, but we had to dig a slope for this wall and it meant,
of course, it would take longer, but we finally got it to depth, and set the
structural columns, and the concrete, followed by the bricks of the outer walls,
each brick brushed thoroughly with waterproofing and then the entire wall
brushed again. It was impressive, Al-Barrak. It was truly a major construction
site, but it looks now like a large, clay brick African building from the outside.
You have seen it. What do you think?”
“I think you should all be proud. This is what we intended all along.
What was the reaction in the village when they saw what you were doing in the
huge hole?”
Kitana smiled deeply. “They all thought, initially, this was yet another
Western intrusion into Africa. They simply were not impressed with Nassira's
drawings of the facility. One of the leaders told me, 'This is fantasy. We wait
for reality. Show us then.'”
As I laughed I managed to ask, “And what does he think now?”
“As you envisioned, Al-Barrak,” Alfred replied, “they all want to use
our expertise in constructing buildings for them.”
“And we will share our expertise with them and receive something
worthy in return.”
Kitana squeezed my arm tightly. “Your idea with the food storage
rooms, though, became only a reality with the movie crew. They knew exactly
how to put everything in its place when we started work on the interior.
Electric cable, duct work, water piping, everything exactly where it should be.
Putting up the structural elements, followed by the roof, all of this progressed
smoothly, but when they took Nassira's drawings and your ideas, they designed
where everything would go.”
“We have separate ducts for heating, cooling, and return,” Alfred
explained. “Each room has valves for closing for each system, cooling, heating
and return, and there are valves in the basement for whole sections of rooms.
There are more valves for water than the rooms where water is used, so we can

turn on or off any section. Bernard drafted entire schematics, where every
electric cable is located and its destination. The two boxes in the first basement
are labeled in general and next to each box mounted on the wall is a casement,
which, when opened, has the entire schematic as it relates to the box, every
outlet, switch, everything.”
“Each room has a casement mounted which contains the heating,
cooling and return valves and their locations,” Kitana expounded, “along with
a schematic of the room showing where each duct is located in the room, all
the water items for the room, and all the electric. Each room, Al-Barrak.”
“Whenever anything changes in any room,” Alfred concluded, “the
change is not complete until all the documentation is updated. The process for
all the documentation and where each is kept is in the office and everyone, at
least all who need to know, have a copy of the process, too. I think that's what
you always stressed, Al-Barrak. Everything should be documented, including
the process.”
As we reached the main floor, Kitana released my arm, and stopped to
engage my attention. I stood looking at her admiringly, my smile firmly fixed.
“Whenever we discussed or worked on the documentation or the process, AlBarrak, it always reminded me when you drew the design for the trenches.
How you knew what to do, where it should all go, and how it should be done,
and yet, you didn't think of everything, but we still had the process you started,
so all the changes got put where they needed to be. As we've moved along, and
while you were gone and no one knew your fate, I was so deeply impressed by
that, how you set everything to proceed in the proper manner, so...you didn't
even need to be here. We could follow what you started.”
“I used to call it 'something bigger.' Remember when I would talk about
it?” I glanced to both as they nodded. “I knew it was inside me, with me,
surrounding me and all, at least, those around me. It was what guided me. It
was the One. The One guided me, is guiding me. Thank the One. I am of the
feeble variety. Thank the One. There is your guide. And here, too.” I reached
slowly and gently tapped Kitana's temple. “Here you will find your guide.”
Once I cleaned up Alfred drove me around the greenhouses and the
cropland to show me the changes they had introduced. In the many meetings
we conducted concerning watering and irrigation before I left, we had
discussed much but there had been no firm agreement and it was secondary to
planting crops, whether in greenhouses or in the cropland. All of the
greenhouses now had sprinklers attached to the braces above the planters and
barrels and had been adjusted so little water was wasted. All plants in any
greenhouse had similar water needs, so there were some greenhouses which
only needed watering every three days or longer, others every other day, and
the rest every day. All were watered for thirty minutes or less.
The beauty of the system Alfred designed put every greenhouse on a
separate valve in the following manner. From each valve rising from the buried
greenhouse water pipe, he attached a common T-connector. To each end he
connected hose which ran to the nearest greenhouse. Here he attached another
T-connector with a valve for the end which connected to a hose reaching inside

the greenhouse and connected to the sprinklers. The straight-through end
connected to a hose to the next greenhouse and the entire arrangement was
repeated. Of course the valve from the water pipe could be turned on or off but
they were usually on, so that whoever was assigned to turn on the greenhouse
sprinklers merely followed the numbered list—each greenhouse was numbered
—and turned on the T-connector valve for each on the list. Thirty minutes later
or less they came back and turned them off in the same order. To further reduce
watering demands for the entire compound, half on any day were watered
thirty minutes after sunrise, the other half an hour before sunset, and Alfred
created a list for every calendar day so that the greenhouses were watered
according to each one's need.
“Who did the installation work in the greenhouses for the sprinklers,
Alfred?”
“It varied, Al-Barrak. Some were installed by those from the movie
crew. Others were installed by N'golo and his men. Some were installed by
some of my workers. It came down to who was available.”
“I am impressed. You have done well, Alfred. A very simple design
which yields maximum efficiency and effectiveness. Excellent job!” I clasped
my hands and bowed to our planting leader.
“Thank you. Let's drive over to the cropland and I'll show you what
we've done there.”
What was done in the cropland was very similar to the greenhouses
with one major difference. The hoses into the cropland created some gigantic
lengths, with some hose connections stretching up to a mile in length. Every
hose was attached by a T-connector with a valve on the end which was aimed
into an irrigation furrow. Alfred learned quickly trying to irrigate a large crop
area from these long hoses would not distribute the water sufficiently at the
end. The irrigating system, therefor, was much more complex and demanding,
since irrigating during daylight hours would lead to unnecessary evaporation,
so all irrigation was performed after dark. On the other hand it was interesting
to look out across the cropland at night and see these fluorescent tubes sticking
up at regular intervals throughout the cropland. “That's where all the valves
are, Al-Barrak. Whoever has night irrigation duty, and usually there are
several, take high-powered lights and turn on and off valves on the posted
schedule. Each tube has a number. They're turned on and off depending on the
number. Sometimes it takes almost all night to irrigate everything.”
“That's a lot of hose, a lot of valves, and a lot of work.”
“Can't avoid it. Irrigating in this manner wastes the least water and it's
the least expensive operation versus commercial farm irrigating and watering
methods. If we wanted to create a sprinkler system which would be mobile and
flexible, the cost for the size of our garden here, Al-Barrak, would be in the
millions of dollars and it would waste far more water than this method. With
those types of watering systems you have to run them during the daytime. You
can't move them at night, thus you are susceptible to more evaporation.” Alfred
suddenly laughed. “I didn't plan this. It was mostly trial and error until we got
it right but we had to sacrifice some of the plants. It's much easier to walk to

each valve without having to step over growing plants so we created paths and
they'll change with each planting season. Those paths are pretty worn now.” He
laughed again and I joined him. “There is one section of the cropland where we
installed permanent rain bird sprinklers.”
“I saw them standing high above the asparagus.”
“There are no furrows in the asparagus patch so we ran commercial
hose and posted the stands about ten feet high with the rain birds on top. I used
a software program to design where the rain birds should be placed for
optimum watering based on maximum flow. We've used them a few times with
no other watering usage for any crops, only asparagus. They don't need much
water anyway.”
When we returned to the living facility Kitana asked if Alfred showed
me how they watered the greenhouses and the cropland. When I confirmed
Kitana remarked, “That was one of our largest expenses and why we had to
access your fund. When we discussed it with Esperanza, she advised us to put
a list of each item we would need and she would price it through the university,
which saved us some money. Neither our government nor any aid organization
here would help us with any of it.”
“I think you should all be proud. Look at what you're on target to
accomplish. All of the expense for planting: seed, water, fertilizer and anything
else related to any of the planting, you will recover and post a large profit in
one year with all the activity from this compound. There are farm operations
all over the world which never post a profit in any year. They continue
operating from government subsidies. Remove the subsidies and they all go
bankrupt.”
“We enjoy subsidies, too, Al-Barrak,” Alfred argued.
“We are a non-profit cooperative, Alfred. First, we provide food,
clothing and housing to all who commit to working full-time for the
cooperative. This reduces a burden for the community and the government.
Second, we pay taxes to the government based on our sales activity, so we
contribute to the tax rolls which allows the government to expand their benefits
to all citizens. Third, what profit we do realize first goes toward the balance of
the cooperative so that we have the funds for our continued operating expenses
and whatever is left goes back to my fund, thus allowing me, and by extension
all of you, to fund more operations like this one. Everybody wins, Alfred. The
government's happy. They have fewer expenses and a larger tax roll. The aid
groups are happy. They get items from us cheaper than they get them almost
anywhere else. We're happy because we're doing what we want without being
dictated to and in many cases we're blazing new trails. I can assure you of one
truth. Before we started the majority of experts claimed we would fail. We
couldn't get enough water, the soil would be poor, the environment
unforgiving. I know from my recent discussions with both Ambassadors, most
of the critics worldwide don't talk about us any more. They shut up because we
shut them up. Take some pride in that. I do.”
The first week of my return I answered the incessant questions from
those who were familiar previously with Gregory Hess. “I don't know this Al-

Barrak. Who are you now?” I heard it from those who had worked with me on
both movies, from every one of the boys, from those I had met and forged
many varying relationships in California, in Germany, in Africa, throughout
my travels and stays while I performed on the west and east sides of America,
and all of those from Gregory's life prior to his ever writing The True Cross.
Over and over they asked.
“Al-Barrak has replaced the dead one. Would you rather I be awake and
alive or asleep and dead? Choose one and know your choice shall be honored.”
Most dealt with it, though some could not. I expected it. Those who would fall
away deserved my discarding. It is a known prospect, well understood by those
of the Way, that the company you keep is extremely important and a reflection
of progress. Those who cannot understand must be discarded. Those on the
Way know the futility of leading the blind, deaf and asleep wandering
aimlessly in the desert out of the desert only to wander aimlessly, still blind,
deaf and asleep. Those of you asleep, wake up! Only then can you even open
your eyes to see, unclog your ears to hear. Wandering aimlessly in the desert or
anywhere else is still wandering aimlessly. Better to stay in the desert for you
while we help those who will try to awaken.
Though I had only talked with her very briefly and had not made an
effort to correct her when she addressed me as “Gregory” in our first
conversation, my next discussion with Magdalena, which occurred the same
day I returned from Bamako, was more relaxed, playful and exhilarating. By
then Lena had already heard about the name change. When she answered her
phone she addressed me as “Al-Barrak.”
“It does not bother you, cause you discomfort or trepidation,
Magdalena?”
“You are still here in this world, Al-Barrak, and your love and honor for
me is as complete, if not more complete, is it not?”
“Am I not your beloved?”
“Am I not yours? When will you marry me, Al-Barrak?”
“When I know what your parents expect from me so they will not
hesitate to give you to me.”
“I am my own woman, Al-Barrak. I respect my parents but they know
this choice is mine alone.”
“You will always be my beloved, Lena, but I wish to receive the
blessing from your parents before I proceed.”
“Expect to hear from me in a matter of days when I call from their
home.”
There was more as she explained what her days and weeks and months
had become, how she struggled to keep focused on her work while also
struggling with the thought I would never return. Lena confessed both her
work and her health had suffered. Her professional reputation had dropped
some, perhaps irreversibly, and her tone when she spoke was at times less
confident, almost listless. I spoke, as she told me all of this, only to console
her. I knew her struggles had been mighty. I knew her strength, her resolve, her
calm all had limits. Everyone has limits.

When she heard my tale, having placed myself in the hands of those
who would kill me, she softly asked, “Is it selfish for me to think you were
ready to leave me, Al-Barrak?”
“In the shortest of moments, Magdalena, I thought of all of you, every
one of you, as though in the blink of an eyelid. What I knew even then was it
was impossible to leave you, that I could only leave you once you sent me
away...You, Lena, perhaps more than anyone else, will never send me away.” I
listened to her gentle sobs through the phone. “I have something for you to
read, my beloved, and I will send it to you by email. It is called Fihi ma Fihi,
or Discourses of Rumi, or It Is What It Is. I want you to read, especially, 18, 19,
20, 66, 25, 52, 57, 58, 60 and 65. Read those first. I will remind you in my
email and also remind you that you could do worse than reading all of it. Read
those first ones, though, and call me from your parents. Let us be bound
inextricably.”
The next phone call I made, since I was receiving incessant requests by
phone, was to call Roland Hodges, quite possibly the only media representative
in the world who had not called me. When I got through to him, which took a
bit of perseverance on my part, I asked him why he hadn't bothered to contact
me. “Because I was expecting this call, Al-Barrak. You told me you would and
I imagine you have mountains to say now. Correct?”
“Long-winded becomes the purpose, Mister Hodges, and the message
is lost. Come to Mali and we shall have a short verbal exchange.”
“You cannot come here?”
“You will not venture into harm's way for me, Roland? Did you not tell
me you would die honoring it?”
I heard Roland laugh through the phone. “I'll call you from Bamako
soon.”
I showered in the facility and donned some old clothes. Kitana had
placed all my belongings, other than what she had kept in the office, into the
unused dormitory. To all who asked about the clothes, I responded that once
my new robe and turban were complete, I would wear them as a sign of honor
to those of this garden. Until then I should wear clean clothes, in keeping with
a spirit of cleanliness throughout.
Kendall had left several messages. I had called Jens and he had
electronically copied all my voice mails to email with varying success in the
voice to word translations. It was good enough I figured it out. Kendall was
extremely relieved to hear I was not dead and was anxious to hear from me. I
had to leave him two voice mails myself, both times advising him not to call
back, but instead wait until I called again. The third time I got through.
“You are now Al-Barrak. Is that correct?”
“That is correct. Thank you for addressing me in the correct manner.”
“I have heard you say you will not write any more. Is that correct?”
“What I write now must have a clearer purpose and I am not certain yet
whether that clearer purpose can be achieved in the manner we had discussed
earlier, Kendall, but it is not something I will even consider until I reach India,
which is also what we discussed and you accepted. Is that not how I left it with

you?”
“No, it was my understanding, too. What should I do, Al-Barrak?”
“Wait patiently for me to reach India and we will discuss at length.
Until then, though, I have something for you to read. It is Fihi ma Fihi. They
are discourses from the great Master Rumi. I want you to first read 22, 23, 39,
49, 54, and 59. These pertain directly to you in your relation to me. Others,
then, are 25, 52, 57, 58, 60 and 65. They pertain more directly to your life and
your perception. Read it all, though, and you could do a lot worse. I will send it
to you by email with everything I said as a reminder. Do this for me, Kendall,
as I expect it will clear some doubt you may have about me and your Self.”
The following day I called Serena, as I would every day, as she had
requested and I had promised. Often they were very short conversations, but
Serena was becoming more comfortable with Al-Barrak, the Arab, and she had
talked with Esperanza and they would both come to Africa together soon. My
call this day was to introduce her to Fihi ma Fihi, for I wished to speak to
Serena's Self through Rumi, just as I was doing slowly with everyone with
whom I could consider ready. For Serena to read first I chose 26, 29 through
33, 37, 41, 42, 44 and 45. In general, as with all others, 25, 52, 57, 58, 60 and
65. Again, as with all others, I advised her she could do a lot worse than
reading every one of the discourses. I received her email reply to my email
later that night.
Since I was on my email page for Serena, I looked up Tanya's email and
sent her the document. Her personal discourses were 51 and 56. It was her
work email and I wasn't sure it would get through her government filters, but
the following morning I received Tanya's reply. She wrote, “Received your
document and will print it here so I may read it at leisure. Since I know this
must be of great import to you, I will send you my thoughts...You are
beginning to intimidate me, Al-Barrak, something I thought no man capable.
But you are not a man to me any more, are you? You are, instead, some human
whom I have never considered...You are making it difficult for me to sleep.
Have that on your conscience, along with my love and honor, too. I give you
those willingly. Tanya.”
I sent the document by email to Gloria and Jennifer and finally to all
the boys. Last, I printed copies of certain discourses and sent them by mail to
Jana's address. I had no clear idea of my reception but I sent her my personal
recommendations anyway, those being 45, 46, 48 and 50. For 50 I wrote right
on the document itself, “You once had a pearl, Jana, which was on display for
all, but that pearl has receded into your heart. No one can see it any more.
Look deeply into your mirror, re-discover that pearl and command it to come
forth. It is your pearl, Jana. It serves only you. When you have read this
discourse eight times, seek Kendall to give him your copy. You will have no
more use for it.”
I also printed two copies of the entire document on the printer in the
facility office. I gave one copy to Kitana, with the advice to share with Alfred,
too. I left the other copy in the office for anyone to read, telling everyone they
could do a lot worse than reading Rumi's discourses. My intent was to save it

for Esperanza to give to her when she arrived. Everyone has to start
somewhere. Our great Master Rumi was certainly an excellent guide, leaving
behind his gifts to shake one's aimless wandering.
Once the Mali military had concluded their interrogations with Hama,
which lasted for days, the government actively dissuaded foreigners from
traveling the highway between Bamako and Gao, and the U.S. encouraged all
American travelers to stay out of that area of Mali. In the six months of my
absence few foreigners ventured to Gossi or Gao, almost all being
humanitarian aid, usually of food or medical. That's how Stanley got through
and the other doctors who worked or were continuing to work at the Gossi
medical facility, nearly complete. What it allowed me to avoid was a deluge of
reporters and media people descending upon my location. The Mali
government simply dissuaded them, even to the extent of threatening to
withhold military assistance. The military now regularly patrolled the highway,
but they would advise media representatives they would have to temporarily
reassign these patrols. There weren't a whole lot of Western media folks brave
enough to venture to Gossi or Gao with no armed support, since the
government refused to allow their mercenaries to accompany them. It meant
they never got closer to me than Bamako and I would have to come to them.
Easy enough. I never came to them, except Roland, when he called me from
Bamako.
Jeremy and the six members of Chuck's movie crew had stayed on at
Jardin de la Paix, renewing with some difficulty their visas with the Mali
government, which caved only at their united persistence by allowing them
one-month extensions. They were all in the process of renewing once again,
but I asked Kitana's father to give me the contact in the government to discuss
all of this personally. During a very short and cordial phone call with the
representative all had their visas extended for another month with the promise I
could intervene the next time. I advised him before I ended our discussion by
expressing my deepest appreciation and Chuck's movie crew was becoming
less necessary as there was little construction remaining. They would be
leaving Mali soon but Jeremy may want to stay to complete his first year in
order to produce a more compelling documentary. The government
representative understood the significance to his country and would attempt to
make Jeremy's visa extension more lengthy. He would have to contact me later.
It eased Jeremy's mind enormously and he hopped aboard with his camera
while our two vehicles drove to Bamako to escort the first media person who
would set foot in our little garden, Roland and his small crew.
Arriving at his hotel Roland was initially disappointed I appeared in
standard T-shirt and jeans, though I wore my modest sandals. “Then, you and
your crew can wait at the garden until my new robe and turban are completed
by Janet and I will wear them for your interview. You can do some shooting
around the grounds at will. No one will interfere, but I will not wear the robe
and turban I wore when I returned. Those are my traveling clothes. Janet is
sewing my garden clothes, so I wear these until then. You're not afraid of
waiting are you? You're not in some reporting haste, are you?”

Roland laughed. “No, I work for BBC. Harm's way is a required job
description.”
“Why do you think I talk with you and not the Americans?”
“I think I should not comment on that statement, Al-Barrak.”
“As well you should not, Roland, out of required media diplomacy.
Come. We have a long drive and we'll talk, off the record of course, but it will
allow you to formulate your interview more completely. You may ask me
anything, other than what is a matter of confidentiality, as we discussed last
time. Have they changed the plural of penis yet?” It brought the entire group
into fits of laughter.
Before we left Bamako we picked up grinding stones and grinders to go
with them, with plans to build a small milling operation. There was grinding
for herbs and leaves but we hadn't received any wheat kernels yet. It would
arrive soon, even though we would have our own common wheat when
harvested. As large as the area planted for wheat, it would never meet our
annual flour and bread needs and we knew it when we planted. We wanted our
own organic wheat because it was a crop easily produced in our environment,
we could run ongoing experiments with it, and it allowed us to dedicate a large
area of our cropland which would produce a viable crop with extremely
minimal water needs.
I devised with Jens—who had long ago taken on the responsibility of
all my web sites—to appeal through my cooperative fund web site for organic
wheat, what would remain once the crop had the chaff removed. I knew this
was an activity most wheat farmers still performed themselves, since it made
their wheat crop more attractive for sale and raised the price appropriately.
Jardin de la Paix, through our official announcement, preferred to purchase
unprocessed wheat, which we intended to grind ourselves into flour. We also
preferred to purchase from smaller farmers who could certify their crop with
our own inspectors, for which we promised to pay at least twenty-five percent
above the current wheat price in whichever country we were considering. We
further promised, should their wheat crop meet or exceed our expectations, we
would contract with each farmer/owner exclusively in the foreseeable future
with our promise to pay fifty percent above the current wheat price. I knew I
could find responsible and trustworthy people all over the world who could
inspect a farmer's crop and investigate reliably any farm operation—to certify
its organic component—and aid organizations all over the world could bag and
ship it. Direct with the farmer/owner meant cutting out middle-men, from
commodity brokers to money-lenders. Their contributions, as far as I was
concerned, were zero.
Magdalena's phone call from her parents' residence was amusing. I had
to gently persuade Lena to put them all on speaker, so all of us could hear.
Lena was less than enthusiastic. I had never met nor talked with either parent
before this call, yet her father surprised me when he said, “Al-Barrak, the
former Herr Hess, I have watched and listened to you several years now, so
your recent name change means little to me, simply because you continue to
bring the many with you. I am not the only one who admires your abilities.”

Lena's mother immediately added, “When Lena told us about meeting you, I
thought, she could certainly do worse.”
“That is a vote of confidence if I ever heard one...You know as well as I
do a child absorbs its prevailing influences, so it will not surprise me when I
see some of her mother and some of her father in her the more I learn about her
parents. What I have come to appreciate from Lena, more than anything else, is
her unshakable calm and poise in all situations, something I have seen in
myself lacking. Nothing shakes her. Nothing breaks her, and I am sure much of
it comes from both of you.”
“Magadalena has told us she has accepted your marriage proposal,”
Lena's father explained, “and we would never stand in her way, but she came
here today because you insisted in receiving our blessing. Al-Barrak, you
already have it. We want nothing more for her than to be happy and we know
she has been happy with you and I am certain she will continue to be so.”
“You should know she speaks of you constantly,” her mother added
with a laugh.
“I thank you for your blessing. It means a great deal to me...This is a
big step for me, but not considering Magdalena. She has been my full and
understanding partner from the day I met her and I have known from that day
how blessed I have been meeting her...Because I have been blessed, in many
ways, I want to do something for you, since I have the means to do it...Lena
has told me about your home in Africa, how you left in part to escape the
turmoil around you and you have always considered going back. In all truth I
am nearly your age. Cold weather does not agree with me. I imagine as you
both grow older, since none of us can escape it, you may find the yearly cold
spell in Germany disagreeable, too. I want to find you a new home anywhere
in the world where it's temperate all year and you may enjoy your advancing
years. I have the means to do this and the desire.”
“It is unnecessary, Al-Barrak,” Lena's father admonished me. “We
could not accept a gift of this magnitude, especially as a dowry for our
daughter.” I heard him chuckle. “We don't do it here, as you may know.”
“I am not buying your daughter. I need not. Lena recalls I have always
insisted she must give herself to me willfully and she has...I knew you would
marry me before I left, Lena.”
Lena laughed. “You could see that, could you?”
“You didn't leave much doubt. Do you have the resources to move now
should you wish?”
“Well,” Lena's mother slowly replied, “it would probably take
everything we have. We have looked around at times and we both realize we
would probably have to sell our home here first and it still might not be
enough.”
“Consider this, please. Pick some places in the world you know you
would enjoy residing. I'll hire someone to find prospective homes for you.
Look them over, ask whatever questions you wish. I'll ensure you receive the
answers. I'll pay for you to inspect them personally and choose one. Don't
settle. Choose one which meets your needs and wants. I will buy it for you.

Then, sell your home in Germany and give some or all of the proceeds to
Magdalena...I suggest this because I foresee trouble soon in your work life,
Lena. Don't ask me how I see it or know it. What you do know is there will be
a long period of time when we are apart while I leave Africa to journey to
India. No one will accompany me on that journey. Should you lose your job,
what your parents share with you from the sale of their home will help
you...Let us do this together and help each other. I can afford it. Apparently
being absent for six months and no word from me does wonders for book and
video sales.” Despite the obvious anxiety they all experienced recently, we
laughed together. When the more innocent chatter of our conversation
concluded, Magdalena's parents agreed to begin the process to find them a new
home.
They chose Zimbabwe, Madagascar and Trinidad and Tobago. They
had vacationed in the Caribbean several times and had friends living there now.
It was their first choice. I contacted my accountant and enlisted her to find a
realtor willing to search for a home for the parents and the youngest daughter
in Trinidad and Tobago, whom I would pay on commission once the sale was
complete. I agreed to pay expenses up front. My accountant found a woman
realtor through various contacts willing to accept my terms. This woman had
no qualms about searching for a home in Trinidad and Tobago since she herself
owned a vacation home near the beach on the bigger island. The search and
sale were completed to everyone's satisfaction less than thirty days later. I
never left Mali.
Somehow in my small network of friends and acquaintances, John
Drury heard through this tiny grapevine some man with whom he was
reasonably familiar—this man having recently changed his name, though not
legally, John was quick to point out to me—was soon to be married. “You can
imagine my surprise and disappointment knowing I wasn't even invited to the
wedding!”
“I suppose should you fail to receive said invitation, the very next time
we run into each other you will not fail to break my nose? Is that your gist,
Mister Drury?”
“After all we've been through nothing would give me greater pleasure.”
“Since I would have to depend on medical people to re-straighten my
nose, and who in their right mind could depend on that? You're invited. Bring
Pamela. This way your invitation will add beauty to the entire affair!”
“I would have thought at least that part of you would have been tossed
aside during this training of yours for the Way!”
“I only learned the true exhilaration to be experienced when confronted
with a natural beauty surrounding me, and compared to you, Pamela bears that
natural beauty. You wouldn't argue with me, would you, John Drury?”
“You do understand that everyone is talking about your numerous
marriage proposals, all in the few days since you returned. Serena, Lena, even
a German diplomat! I'd have to be insane to take my wife to meet you. It's
never going to end with you!”
“So you'd better hold on to your better half, John, since you know that

woman kisses me on my cheek every time we meet now. If you two split up,
she knows where she can go where she'll be appreciated.”
“Al-Barrak! The man who will say anything! Do you know who you're
talking to?”
“Only one of my best friends ever!”
“That's better.”
With all the activity swirling around me, I reacted in a manner
consistent with my Self. I remained constantly amused. Janet completed my
robe and turban, a robe of light blue like a calm body of water, and golden
yellow turban wrapped atop my head, like the sun high in the sky. Roland had
stayed, he and his crew often together with Jeremy, each shooting the other.
When he saw the new addition to my apparel, he made that comparison, the
sun atop the water. His astonishment was hardly complete. One wedding was
rapidly approaching, Serena and the Professor most responsible for the
garden's success would arrive soon, others were also expected to arrive soon,
Kitana and Alfred would be married in weeks. Roland called his superiors at
BBC. “I have to stay here for a few weeks. You can't believe what's going on
here.” He must have been persuasive, because he remained at Jardin de la Paix
for over a month, his whole entourage welcome to interact with all of us,
though they all shared a tent together. “I've done it before, Al-Barrak,” Roland
advised me, “for months at a time.”
Chuck was standing next to me so I turned to him. “Just like the Boy
Scouts, huh, Chuck?”
“Except ten times better!”
Within days of my return I was to be married, I had a new robe and
turban fashioned for me by Janet, a woman whose talents were brought to use
only by the garden and Kitana's able leadership, I was regularly conducting
short interviews broadcast almost daily on BBC, and Al Jazeera, the
international news organization begun in the Middle East, ran an interview
with a confirmed spokesman tied to Islamic insurgents spread around central
Africa, and considered separate from the more unpredictable group based in
and around Nigeria, the one which kidnapped some 200 schoolgirls (and sold
many as slaves) a few years before. This one, through its spokesman, was
asked a number of questions on camera, and the interviewer had the temerity to
ask what this group considered threats to its cause and casually hinted at Jardin
de la Paix. The disguised spokesman responded, “There are many threats to
Islam in Africa, but now that Jardin de la Paix is back under the guidance of
Al-Barrak, the miller, we are convinced it has become a respectable Islamic
community with true African origin.” The government in Mali was quite aware
that violent actions, even the threats of such, had diminished in my absence,
but this very public statement, referring to me by my new name and
occupation, threw everyone in governments all over the world in disarray.
Most official responses were, in summary, “one cannot take these people at
their word.” I expected both the statement and the reaction to it.
Despite the advice specifically from American diplomatic channels, I
managed to convince the appropriate representatives from the Mali govern-

ment to ease travel restrictions to Gossi for those traveling to Gossi to visit the
Garden of Peace. I didn't have to argue much. The U.S. State Department practically blew a fuse when they received a number of travel visas by renowned
movie people, including the previous year's Oscar winner for best actress, all
traveling shortly after this year's Oscar presentations. Many were aghast and,
I'm sure, had nightmares about the disastrous headlines. Will, Ken, Drake,
John, their spouses, Serena, Jennifer, Carey, our intrepid director, Gary, their
spouses, two producers from My Brother's Keeper, both now separated from
their previous studio employer—wonder how that happened—and a small
number of crew people, all applied, and many of them appeared briefly on
camera to express their dismay that the U.S. was delaying the process. I liked
Will's response. “My wife and I will attend the wedding of Al-Barrak and no
one is going to stop us. This is a man I have known and loved for some time
now and should have been married long ago, but then he wouldn't have met
Magdalena, which would be regrettable, since those two belong with each
other.”
They may not have been convinced in Washington, D.C., but they were
convinced in Bamako. The short appearances almost daily on BBC, much of
which was never shown in America, convinced the rest of the world. The
constant hustle and bustle around the garden grounds and in the village,
Roland's footage of our market trips to Gao, Timbuktu and Bamako, and an oncamera interview with a village resident now living at the garden sealed it.
With all the activity taking place around the grounds and the village, Seku,
who could barely speak English and so spoke his native tongue to Roland's
question about what it was like in Gossi before Jardin de la Paix was founded,
responded, “Nothing. There was nothing here. Most traveled and were away
looking for work, even something to eat. There was no activity in Gossi.” Well,
that was one of the reasons why we picked the old factory site. The price was
appealing, too, once the official, and very silent, arm wrestling concluded.
The Mali government offered a small military presence, led by the
Colonel, an acquaintance I had grown to respect and trust. We declined, though
I invited them all provided they refrained moving about with their weapons on
display. The Colonel actually accepted the invitation and arrived in two
military vehicles with a dozen soldiers accompanying him. They moved their
weapons out of sight in respect to my offer.
I made many trips to Bamako, sometimes twice a day, as I promised I
would escort each of our guests personally. Magdalena and her parents and
sister were one of the first to arrive and once they were settled, Lena would
accompany me on every trip. When we arrived at the airport I would always
demand the printed invitations—they never existed—and upon receiving the
expected negative response, I would reply, “Then we cannot escort you to the
garden and we will bar your entry. This is a formal event, you understand.” I
enjoyed the shock on some of the faces. I was amused. When we picked up
Carey and his wife I made the effort to walk with him out of the airport so I
could advise him, “And when you're standing watching the proceedings with
all the others, should you expect me to remove my robe, Carey, you'll be

waiting a long time, closer to the end of the universe than any time soon.” I
enjoyed hearing Carey's laugh again. He has a deep, booming guffaw, when
confronted with something he thinks is genuinely funny. I can tell the
difference. I've heard them both.
Jennifer brought the new man in her life, another actor, though he had a
great laugh, too, especially when I asked him if he had a chance to see
Jennifer's special closet. He wanted to know what I meant by “special.”
Jennifer immediately intervened. “I use that closet for other things now,
Gregory!” Jennifer blurted her response so quickly and necessarily she forgot
my name.
“First, it's Al-Barrak, you little Spanish flirt! Second, you're trying to
convince me you have no penis substitutes any more? I invited Jennifer
Montez to this wedding. Who are you?” That was followed by Jennifer's actor
friend's great and booming laugh, especially when he noticed her face turning
red, since she knew I could add other items at a moment's notice.
Esperanza arrived with Serena, who also brought Sofia, Lance and
Carla. When we arrived at the garden and everyone was exiting from the
vehicles and checking the grounds I loudly announced, “And if you put on that
bikini thong nothing I've seen you wear, Carla, we will have you flogged.”
That brought an enormous uproar from everyone and Carla's expected
embarrassment. I turned to Serena and added, “This is not your private pool,
my beloved!” I ignored any protests and walked toward the living facility
entrance, and commanded, “Come! Getting you settled can wait. The kitchen is
open so let us wash up and eat and drink to your arrival.”
The big, blessed day came. Because this was not to be a formal Muslim
wedding, since neither I nor Magdalena were Muslim, we couldn't have any
devout Muslims preside, or so we thought. We both had long ago agreed we
couldn't have any other religious representative preside either. Monsieur
Farabé approached me to ask me how we intended to conduct this wedding.
“Well, Monsieur Farabé, we have written our own vows, our promises of
devotion to the other and to the One, but I have no idea yet who would preside.
This is not intended to be some legal marriage. We both want the legal types,
states, governments, institutions to stay out of this. It doesn't pertain to them.
This is a uniting of Magdalena and I to each other under the watchful eye of
the One. Nothing more. I believe should the One approve, who else can
object?”
“Do you have these vows so I may review them?” Monsieur Farabé
inquired.
I retrieved both and showed them to him. He read both as I stood and
watched him patiently. Once he had finished he handed them to me carefully,
smiling. “Al-Barrak, the way in which both of you have proceeded is sufficient
in the opinion of most Muslims that the two of you could be considered
married now. You have conducted yourselves honorably and await only to
produce a more traditional event for friends, family and guests. I believe as you
do should the One approve who can object? Nothing either of you have done
since you became mutually pledged could be considered dishonorable and

should be considered as approved by the One, so let me preside, and together
we'll compose something worthy.” I had no objection and we spent the next
hour drafting what our presider, Monsieur Farabé, would say. That's how we
did it, though we had an equivalent Best Man, John, and Maid of Honor, Lena's
sister, hold onto the written vows for “prompting” in case either of us forgot.
Magdalena was nervous and forgot once but it was overlooked. I added some
quotes from a Master.
“Those loves which are for the sake of a colour, an outward beauty, are
not love: in the end they are a disgrace. But love of the living is every moment
fresher than a bud in the spirit and in the sight. Choose the love of that Living
One who is everlasting, who gives thee to drink of the wine that increases life.”
Monsieur Farabé concluded, “It is not my place to declare this union
complete, but these two before us today have conducted themselves honorably,
openly, for all to see and witness. Let the Living One see and witness and
approve, and let no man or woman object.”
I was now married, in the eyes of the One, and everyone else. I had a
wife now and Magdalena had a husband. She had come a long way from the
day I first met her. She took every step along the way willfully, knowing everything about me. It wasn't legal which was our intention. Neither Lena nor I had
any desire to deal with legalities, tax returns, contracts, that crap. Everything I
owned, Lena owned. Everything Lena owned, I owned. We didn't need paper
legality to honor it. Of course, there was the other matter, the full expectation I
would take another as my beloved, maybe even more than one other. Being a
full citizen of the United States, uniting to more than one beloved raises—you
guessed it—more legal issues, though it would be difficult for those legal issues to be raised if any of these unitings were not recognized legally. I would
have to dance around this crap the rest of my life. Fortunately my lessons with
the Master had improved my dancing. Both of us had anticipated my need for
improvement.

Segment Thirty
Esperanza had spoken several times with
Magdalena during my absence, often with Serena,
and the three would discuss
anything they might have
heard about me, talk to
each other, console each
other. This was as I had
hoped in guiding them to
each other. I had already
listened to each tell me
about the others. Often during the days approaching the wedding I would walk alone with one of the
three, usually grasping her hand. It was both a renewal of our relations and an

introduction to Al-Barrak. I showed all three everything on the grounds, taking
all the time necessary to explain every one, how it was designed, constructed,
operated. The affection from Esperanza since she arrived at the garden was
open and appreciated by me. Showing her the living facility—which impressed
her so much when she first arrived she chose to stay in the dormitory with the
other women who lived at the garden, including Kitana—I took her through the
entire building. I showed her the casements with all the schematics and drawings, all the valves which could be turned on and off, noting the entire building
was completely self-sufficient, since we produced our own electricity and
pumped our own treated well water. “Of course, I never saw any of it constructed. I have to watch Jeremy's footage to see how it progressed.”
Esperanza stopped and raised her hand to my shoulder. She turned before me to face me, reaching for my hands with hers. I took hold of her hands
and squeezed them lightly. “I remember when a man named Gregory came to
my house, a man I had known only briefly in my life, and he came with the
woman who I thought was the love of his life.” She stared unblinkingly in my
eyes, never wavering. “We both knew him intimately and we were all nervous.” Esperanza smiled and I returned her smile with my own. “Serena and I
talked alone but we liked each other. I was surprised because I thought she
should easily be jealous and upset with me. I thought I might be jealous and
upset but I wasn't. There was no anger, no jealousy. We talked about this man,
this Gregory, this complete stranger in both our lives only a couple years before who suddenly appeared and changed them completely.” Esperanza
glanced briefly to the floor and looked up, her smile widening. “He told us
about a dream he had for Africa and told me it was why he was so reluctant to
become intimate with me and I thought, he's been planning this for years and
met me and wanted me to be included in these plans more than anything else,
even giving up any romantic entanglement so it wouldn't interfere with the
plans in which he wanted to include me. I was touched, deeply, and I listened
and couldn't imagine how he could achieve it.” She glanced around the bottom
basement where we stood, various rooms full of vegetables grown from our
own land and water and effort. When her gaze returned to lock on my eyes, she
raised her right hand to rest it against my cheek, holding it steady. “You didn't
do this, Al-Barrak. You shared your dreams and visions and inspired all these
others to build it. Even Kitana has changed. She now looks at everyone with
true appreciation, knowing she cannot do this by herself, she has to depend on
others and is learning her dependence and trust will be rewarded. One person is
responsible and you knew it all along.”
“No, my beloved,” I responded, watching her smile widen further and
feeling her hand stroke and rub my beard, “I did not know. I cannot predict the
future. What I did know was I had to leave for a time to ensure success here. I
did not know how it would turn out for me but I didn't care either.”
Esperanza frowned and immediately slipped her arms around my back
and buried her head against my shoulder, squeezing me tightly. “I knew you
were gone forever. I would never see you again, never talk to you again.” Still
with her arms around my back Esperanza lifted her head from my shoulder and

leaned back to search one eye, then the other, back and forth. “The only way I
could get through it was to talk with Serena, then to talk with Lena. You knew
it, too.”
“Love is a very powerful inspiration, Esperanza, and each of you
shared it in common with the others. You all loved one man and from that bond
grew your love for the others. I expected it, from all of you. You talked with
Serena for hours about her experiences on the set, when we rolled out the
movie, when I came back from Europe for the Oscars, all of it.” I watched her
nod her head and smile at the memory. I had already heard Serena tell me they
would talk for hours, Lena, too. “You talked with Lena for hours about her experiences, about Pia, about how she would strip off her clothes as soon as she
closed my door and never put them on until they cleaned my room, then they
were off again. And you talked about Little Boy and how I connived you into
watching my cat.” Esperanza laughed. “For hours you shared your experiences
and the wound you all felt healed a little.”
Her smile was large. It nearly filled her face. “Rest your head against
my shoulder again,” I softly commanded and she did. “You are a professor, Esperanza, one with full tenure in only months. This is because you are a smart,
intelligent, compassionate woman. You have a supremely innate ability to analyze and interpret situations and circumstances and take the right course of action. You knew, before we took our steps into intimacy, you would have to
share me, but you took your action anyway, under some pretense it was all
right to do so for a short time, that we could both love and desire each other for
a short time, since it was better than the alternative, and when it was over we
could walk away from each other.” Esperanza laughed lightly and I squeezed
her tighter and loosened my hold. “But you can't walk away from me, can you?
It means you have to walk away from all of us, and this prospect frightens you
even more than my certain and inevitable departure, doesn't it, my beloved?”
Esperanza took a step back and crossed her arms in a motherly stance.
Her head cocked to one side, she declared, “I will have to marry Al-Barrak.
True?”
I smiled. “You have crossed your arms, my child, as a challenge, but
you already know the answer.” Esperanza smiled. I reached for her hand.
“Come. Let us rejoin the others.” We began the long walk to the stairs. “Take
all the time you need, Esperanza. Consider what you will have. You will still
have your career, your home, your lifestyle while you're away from me, your
family, your friends. You will sail through those months of teaching, of consulting, of composing academic papers, and during breaks, you will rejoin us,
rejoin me. You will be welcomed as though you were never away, and it will
renew you, rejuvenate you, for you will always know you will be welcomed
like this no matter how long you have been absent. It will be like this always
because you are a part of my family and as such you will be accepted as family.
No matter how large it grows, you will have a place. Your future, should you
decide to remain completely independent, is unknown, uncertain, but you will
choose what appeals to you the most, and your decision will be honored by me
at all times. Should you bring your love to me it must be willful or I will refuse

it. Lovers shall surround me, Esperanza, or each shall be sent away, so you already know I shall be surrounded by a loving family. You choose.”
Most of our guests arriving for the wedding were disappointed I never
wore either robe. Except for the few times I wore both the new robe and turban
before we set the date, and only those times when I was not working around
the grounds, I wore some of my older clothes, often a T-shirt and shorts. When
the wedding began I appeared in the blue robe and yellow turban and Lena appeared in a sparkling white robe and white scarf. It was effective.
Esperanza sat with all the guests during the ceremony. Once the formal
proceedings concluded, as we were receiving congratulations, Esperanza and I
hugged warmly and I kissed her cheek as she kissed mine. I gazed lovingly
across her face, watching a tear roll down her right cheek, so I wiped it gently,
wearing my warm smile. Esperanza leaned to my ear and whispered, “I will
stay to see Kitana and Alfred marry, Al-Barrak. While you and I both wait for
that, we will have to begin planning our wedding, for you are going to marry
me before I leave, my beloved.”
She leaned away, gazing at me with her unique deviance. “Let me attend to my wife today and we will discuss this in further detail tomorrow.”
Now I smiled with my unique deviance.
Before Esperanza could move, Lena, standing right next to me, leaned
to my ear and whispered, “Are you going to marry Esperanza, too?”
I waited a moment for Lena to stand upright and I turned to her. “I don't
think I have any choice in the matter, my beloved.”
Lena smiled to Esperanza, whose expression was a bit nervous and
tense, then leaned toward Esperanza with her hands outstretched and waited
for her to grasp them. “Welcome to the family, Esperanza, where we shall all
be surrounded by lovers. True?”
“True,” Esperanza agreed. She stepped to Lena and the two hugged
each other tightly.
I would not make any announcement until the following day. On the
other hand, I could tell from Serena's expression and posture she already knew.
Throughout the rest of the day and evening, while all in attendance celebrated,
Serena appeared uncomfortable and awkward. Contrast that with Sofia, who
was excited all day. In fact Sofia's excitement never wavered from the moment
she arrived at the garden. She was often out in the cropland helping and she
made a point to visit all the animals in their pens daily, even naming some of
them. Her only difficulty was understanding what my marriage, her Papi—
which she still used to address me and I never corrected her—meant to her and
her mother. “You will never marry Mama, will you, Papi?”
“I can marry your mother, Sofia, but only when she is ready to marry
me.”
“But you will already have a wife, Papi. You can't have two wives.”
“Who says? You say?”
“Well, how can you?”
We were both sitting on the outside stairs on the north side of the living
facility, where we could look around the garden and see most of its sights. Ev-

ery day until my wedding with Lena we would both sit on the stairs together
and talk. I scanned slowly our surroundings. “I can have many wives, Sofia,
but only when each loves me and loves all others, too. Should your mother
wish to marry me, I will love her as she loves me. She will love all the others
around me as they love her. You will love the others, too, Sofia, for you will
think of them not as my wives but as your older sisters, sisters who love you
and respect you for who you are and whom you respect. You will all love each
other and work together and cooperate and it will feel normal to you. You will
accept it because you will always feel the love around you.” I turned to Sofia
as she looked at me inquisitively. “You will learn your big sisters will love and
protect you as much as your mother, as much as me, and there won't be any big
deal about it. It will quickly grow into something normal and natural. You'll
have a bigger family, a family who will easily make room for you, make room
for your mother.”
“What if Mama doesn't want to marry you? What are you going to do
then?”
“You know, little squirt,” and Sofia smiled, “your mother does not have
to marry me to be a part of my family and to bring you to my family, too. She
is always welcome in my house and you will be, too. She would not be my
wife, though, and it means she would never sleep with me.”
Sofia's face turned into a deep, thoughtful, intellectual expression. “I
think it would be hard for her, Papi. Whenever you have been with us and I ask
Mama how she slept, she always says she slept well because you were next to
her.” She turned to look to me. “I think it would be hard for her.”
“Your mother is a grown woman. She knows what's best for her and
what's best for you. She will make the right decision for her and for you.”
“Are you sure, Papi?”
“You have doubts about your mother?”
In truth, I had doubts about Serena, and her demeanor all throughout
the wedding day and evening reinforced those doubts. I had, once again,
thrown a monkey wrench into the smoothly spinning wheel of the life of Serena Dominguez, and I knew it hurt her. The boys all made the expected effort
to express their observation that Serena certainly appeared aloof if not outright
hurt and abandoned. When John expressed this sentiment, I responded, “John,
people get hurt all the time in this world. Expectations are dashed. Things don't
go as planned, and when it veers off the plan, it results, at the very least, in disappointment. So, I'll ask you once again, do you think I planned this all along
as you watched me walk around my car in Serena's driveway the first day?”
John dropped his head initially, raised it as he shook it. “No, Al, there's
no way you planned this. There's no way any of us could have planned this, including Serena.”
I rested my hand on John's shoulder, slipping it behind his neck, and I
squeezed his neck once but left my arm on his shoulder. “You and I were both
born and raised in the perspective of a Western world already fracturing into
what's called a nuclear family. You, like me, lived with your parents, but they
had parents, too, and you met them and you interacted with them and you

loved them, because they were family. Don't ever tell me you didn't think at
some point, if my parents' parents are family, why do we live apart? We're family. Why don't all family members live together? And if you think about it,
John, think about your life now, you look around the world and most family
members live together. It's not like the West around the rest of the world. I
don't live in the Western world any more because it's true. There is strength in
numbers and the strength comes from the love invoked and shared by every
member of the family. Each member supports all others, lifts every other member, and with that amount of support, providing that amount of lift, any member can touch the sky...Nimrod was an idiot. He thought by building some contraption and commanding like God, like the One, that he was God, but he was
an idiot, because what he accomplished never came from love, John, so he
could never touch the sky. His way is forbidden. The way of love, John, comes
from the One. Why would that be forbidden? Why would that ever be forbidden?”
“Well, that's fine for family. Those are extended families. Often they do
that, live together, because they have to.”
“Strength in numbers, John, but you're forgetting the point I have always made, one that was true then as it is now. I walked onto the set of our
movie and without discussing it with anyone, I addressed everyone as family,
my cousin, and the bad boys, all of them, picked up on my truth from the very
beginning. Some of them have been right here building this garden both with
me and without me, only because we're family...I know you remember when I
spoke about fingers pointing at me and how I reminded everyone you either get
it now or you will never get it?” John nodded his head. “You will get the idea I
have expressed to you about family, John, or you will never get it.” John
glanced around with an expression of disappointment, even frustration. I knew
I was making him consider things for which he had no perspective and certainly no practical experience, other than serving as an executive producer on a
movie. “I'm going to blow your mind now, John, because I'm going to tell you
that you already have created, successfully, wildly successfully, an extended
family, and you're very good at it.” I watched him smile in acknowledgment. I
saw the look of understanding cross his face. “That's right! You've been creating extended families for years, long before you met me, John, successful extended families. You thought of them as movie projects. You can't get past the
idea you can extend an extended family into the very life which surrounds you.
Once you do get past it, there is absolutely nothing stopping all of you. Reach
for it! Grasp it! Hold onto it!”
For the celebration there was champagne from, naturally, Champagne
province in France, Gewürztraminer wine from Germany, Serena's favorite red
wine from France—I bought several cases with rush shipping for all of it—and
a few beer varieties, including Pacifico. I drank a glass of champagne in a toast
with all our guests and kissed Lena, drank a glass of the sweet wine from Germany with Esperanza and kissed her, drank a glass of red wine with Serena and
kissed her, despite her reluctance, and drank a bottle of Pacifico with all the
boys. It was the only alcohol I consumed since I arrived in Africa to begin our

little experiment. Kitana noted this was the first time she witnessed me drinking alcohol and reminded me she was not.
“I may do this again, Kitana, and for the same reason, as a celebration.
Before I left, though, young woman, I saw your admiration and appreciation
that I was not drinking alcohol, since I'm sure you had wondered whether I was
capable.” Kitana smiled and was about to say something in reply but I raised
my hand to stop her. “This is a celebration for the uniting of Lena and me, and
how we celebrate the uniting of Kitana and Alfred is your decision and we all
shall abide by it, but there is one here who is not celebrating like the rest of us
and I think I must have a talk with her.”
Kitana knew instantly to whom I was referring and adroitly stepped
away. I gazed at the table where Serena sat with the rest of the producers from
The True Cross and their spouses, all smiling, laughing, celebrating, all except
Serena. Instead Serena held on tightly to Sofia sitting in her lap. I approached
the table to stand slightly behind and to the side of Serena but looked into
Sofia's beaming face. “Are you enjoying yourself, Sofia, knowing this is one of
the few times you can stay up past your bedtime?”
Sofia put her hands on her hips defiantly. “Why is it always you who reminds me about my bedtime, Papi?”
“Because your mother hates seeing a frown on your face, little squirt,
but it never stopped me.”
“Papi?!”
I bent down and reached for Sofia. “Let me lift you and hug you, little
one, and sit here with your friends who love you while your mother and I take
a walk together.” Sofia set her arms above mine and I lifted her from her
mother's lap and squeezed hard while Sofia squealed. I looked down to Serena
sitting unsmiling until she finally looked to me. “Accompany me, please, Serena.” She frowned briefly but a few moments later rose from her seat and I put
Sofia's feet on the chair when Serena stepped around us. I glanced around the
table wearing an easy smile. “I would ask you to entertain our youngest member but I think she is a better entertainer than all of you. She can certainly
speak more languages.” It drew a few laughs. More importantly to me it caused
Serena to smile. I turned to Serena and reached for her hand gently. “Walk with
me, please.” I gazed into her eyes until her head lowered but she stepped with
me as we walked out through the netting and outside the big tent.
We walked silently for several minutes away from the celebration, the
living facility, out in the open area of the grounds, all the while my hand resting around hers and gently pumping it. Softly, Serena asked, “Are you enjoying your wedding day?”
“When I look at anyone but Serena. When I look at Serena, I am not
joyful.”
Serena stopped, pulled her hand away from mine, and looked to me
with obvious challenge. “So I am ruining your little party, am I?”
I stopped and turned to face her directly. “Tell me what you feel, Serena. Tell me how much I have hurt you. Keeping it inside with your sullen and
morose look accomplishes nothing.”

“I wanted to be married. There was a man I wanted as my husband, but
his name was Gregory. I loved Gregory and he loved me. I wanted Gregory
and he sure wanted me. But he is gone from my life, Al-Barrak, and he will
never return.” Serena turned her head from me. When she turned back and reestablished her fixed focus on my eyes, she added, “Do you understand? Will
you ever understand? Gregory is gone and will never return, but he was the
man I wanted, he was the man I loved, and I would have married him. I would
have married him with all his company. I told him that and I meant it, but I
can't marry him, because he's gone!”
I held her gaze and she retained her focus, watching my eyes diligently.
“You once told this Gregory, 'Your eyes are so expressive. I can tell what
you're thinking.' Do you remember?”
Briefly, Serena smiled. “Of course I remember. You were sitting in the
lounge chair by the indoor pool and you made room for me to sit with you.”
Her smile had evaporated as she spoke, but a little sliver of a smile reappeared.
“Gregory and I had a long conversation about sex, since I knew he was thinking about it through his eyes, but he told me something I didn't expect, that
women are selfless when it comes to sex, and then he told me how he knew it,
and I didn't expect a man I had just met to know and understand it.” Serena
lowered her head, lifted it to engage my gaze again. “Gregory could surprise
me like that, but not with his eyes.”
“Are these not the same eyes, Serena?”
I watched her eyes dart back and forth to focus on one eye, then the
other. She struggled to say it. “I don't think they are. They don't look the
same.”
“Very good, Serena, because they are not the same eyes. They do not
look at you the way they did.” I turned away from her and softly commanded,
“Come.” I took a step but waited a moment until Serena began to walk with me
again, separately. “Some things remain the same, Serena. I feel comfortable
talking as I pace, as I walk. Is it not the same as Gregory?”
Serena chuckled. “He did put on a pretty good show selling his screenplay.”
“But his eyes have changed, his clothes, too. His demeanor and behavior are foreign to you, so you do not know who this man is beside you. He cannot look at you the same way, Serena, because he must struggle with that
thought. It is limiting to you. It is demeaning to you. Instead he thinks of all the
moments in your shining presence, the radiance and brilliance of your simple
smile of acceptance, of what he knows lives inside you, so he cannot look at
you the same way, because he is not the same man.” I stopped and turned to
face her. “If this man before you had been at your home in the beginning you
would never have sneaked into his bedroom because you would have known
he would send you away. No married woman would he accept. And you know
it to be true.”
Serena narrowed her eyelids. “It's why I say Gregory is gone, because
Gregory accepted me. Al-Barrak? I would never have wanted him.”
I smiled. “Good. As you once said, 'Now you know where you stand

with me.'”
“What do you want from me? To be just another of your wives?”
“I want your love, Serena Dominguez. You need not marry me to give it
to me. You need not marry anyone to give it to them.”
“But I don't know you, Al-Barrak. I don't know who you are. You can't
expect me to love someone unknown to me, can you? Honestly! Can you?”
“You are at war, Serena. Love versus desire. You do love Al-Barrak, because you would never have come all this way if you didn't, but you cannot
take one step closer, because you do not have desire for him, as you did with
Gregory. This is exactly how it should be, Serena, because I can assure you AlBarrak will not accept you should you attempt to come closer without love.
Bring only desire to me and I will send you packing.”
Serena crossed her arms and frowned mightily. “Back to that again.”
“Why would you expect any different? It's a battle every human has
waged for thousands of years. Why would you think you are any different?”
Serena stared at the ground. “I miss Gregory. I want him back.”
“Then you will live the rest of your life as Cecilia did, knowing all it
would have taken was Gustavo to get over his stubbornness, but he never
would. You will be in love with a ghost, while I, still quite alive, still full of
love for you, will mourn for you, will mourn for Cecilia, stubborn Cecilia, who
will take care of Cecilia?”
She looked up at me with some fire. “That's not fair or right for you to
say. You're playing with me now!”
“You started it, you little firecracker!” I admonished, laughing. “Time
to eat your words. Remember those? 'My feelings for you will never change.'
Now, they'll have to change, or your future is set and you already know what
that future looks like.” Serena stood a foot from me but she seemed miles
away. I moved up against her, slipped my arms around her waist, and tightened
my hold on her. “Put your arms around me, Serena Dominguez, and hug me.”
Serena did so, quietly. “I have heard you and I know what you feel and I understand. I have said what I wanted to say.” I released her, stepped back and
looked into her eyes. A thin smile formed on her mouth. “Please celebrate my
uniting with Magdalena, so let us rejoin our friends. This is something we still
share, Serena. They are your friends as they are my friends. This has not
changed.” We turned and started walking back to the big tent. “I find it amusing. When Gregory first met Serena, Serena was all smiles. When Gregory first
met Serena's daughter, Sofia, Sofia was standoffish. But when Serena first met
Al-Barrak, Serena was standoffish, yet when Sofia first met Al-Barrak, Sofia
was all smiles. I find it amusing.”
“It's because Sofia hasn't shared as much with Gregory as Serena has.”
“So she had little to discard. My advice to Serena? Discard it.”
When we returned to the big tent and the continuing celebration, some
were moving tables together to make essentially one big table and gathering.
Drake got the attention of everyone, staring at Magdalena, and announced,
“This has to be the most unusual uniting of two people I have ever heard. I
mean, it starts with his insistence to lick your underarm and leads to this? What

were you thinking, Lena?” There were howls everywhere and wouldn't stop.
“I had to see if he would go through with it.”
“I knew her underarm was ticklish. That's not flyin' with me. I only had
to get to it.”
“I would have wanted to see it!” Ken shouted.
“Well, there was not going to be an audience, because I did have a condition.”
“What condition?” Will shouted.
Lena and I looked to each other and I smiled as if to say, “It's up to
you.” It grew quiet until Lena loudly stated, “His condition was I had to remove my bra along with my shirt!” There were more howls.
John loudly shouted, “Yeah, that's the condition I would expect he'd
dream up!”
I focused on Lena's father, who looked back to me with a stern countenance. I kept my focus on him until the ruckus died down. “She agreed to it. I
didn't twist her arm.” Lena's father quickly looked to his daughter. Lena wore
her disarming smile and, reluctantly, both he and Lena's mother smiled, though
both shook their heads in disbelief. “Well, I guessed right. She likes to take her
clothes off when she's home. You know it. I didn't think she would feel so at
home that quickly. I blame the Schekters and their excellent accommodations,
so don't blame me!”
The celebration went on late into the night and into the early morning.
Lena and I remained with all who wished to continue, until everyone retired
for slumber. We retired to our marriage tent, a small one, its floor covered with
blankets and rugs. What took place in the tent is private, confidential, and completely informal. Our formality was outward. When there are no secrets between any two humans there is never a sense of formality. There are no secrets
between Lena and me.
Three days later Kendall called. He had already expressed his regret for
not being able to attend our wedding. He was committed to several Academy
functions and other matters. He called to tell me he would attend Kitana's wedding and had already heard about my plans to marry Esperanza. He was going
to be there for both. “But that's only part of why I called, Al-Barrak. What I really wanted to tell you concerns the huge surprise I had yesterday!”
“It concerns a woman of whom we are both familiar.”
“How could you possibly know?” I could tell by Kendall's excited tone
I had provided another surprise.
“Relate to me the details, my friend.”
I waited for him to calm some. “I get a call out of the blue. Jana called
me to congratulate me about the Oscars, and what I did, and I thanked her. She
said she had something for me and wanted to bring it to me as soon as possible,
even to my house if I would accept her, and she immediately apologized for
how she treated me when we last met. I told her I don't bear hard feelings and
she can come here. When? She said in about an hour...An hour later, Al-Barrak,
I greet her at my door and she's holding some papers in her hand, which she
lifts to me. I asked her what is it? Jana said she was to give them to me, they're

from our friend. I took them and looked on the first page and read what you
had printed on it about the pearl. When I looked back to Jana she had tears running down her cheeks and she said, 'Please, Kendall, do not stop looking for
my pearl. It is inside me and I am trying to make it visible for you, for everyone. Please do not stop looking.'”
When Kendall paused here, I stated, “It wasn't the end of it, was it,
Kendall?”
With a boisterous tone Kendall proclaimed, “Hardly! My wife is standing behind me, listening to all this, and Jana suddenly steps to me and puts her
arms around me and hugs me tightly. My wife comes around us and starts to
rub Jana's back, and she urges Jana to come inside, and the three of us talked
together for quite some time, although, to be honest, Al-Barrak, I hardly said
anything. I sat there listening to those two go at it on and on. You know me! I
can hold up my end of a conversation but most of the time I didn't know what
to say.”
“Did Jana tell you she read it eight times?”
“She did, and she threw that man out. They're history! And did she ever
talk about you! And called you Al-Barrak, too! Not once did she call you Gregory!”
“Words are the shadow of reality, Kendall. Words are a pretext. It is the
inner bond which draws one person to another. Jana is now confronting reality
and discarding her fantasies.”
“That she is...She asked me if I had the rest, so I gave her a copy of the
file you sent me. She asked me to ask why you only sent her those four?”
“I sent her those four on hard copy, printed on paper, because I suspected that, should I send an email, she would simply ignore it. If I sent them
in a letter from Africa, she wouldn't be able to ignore it so easily, and I printed
the instructions to convince her not to ignore them.”
“Well, you reached her, my cousin...I still can't get over it. My wife can't
get over it. Like she said, Jana drove all that way to apologize for one small
slight.”
“Not in her eyes, Kendall. It was never slight in her eyes. She only
needed to see it as the slight it was. And it wasn't me who reached her. The
Master did.”
“Jana has not been doing well. She's had no work for a while now. No
one will even consider her any more...She said she wanted to see you, Al-Barrak.”
“Since you're on your way here, bringing your lovely, beautiful wife,
will Jana come with you if you ask her?”
“If I tell her it was your suggestion, she probably would.”
“Tell her I'll pay for her travel if she's tight for money. I think she needs
to get away from Hollywood and the movie business for a while, even if it's a
short while.”
“I'll call her and talk to her and get back with you.”
Esperanza and I called her parents together. They expressed, through
Esperanza's mother, one large reservation, troubling to them. “How can you

love a man and expect him to love you completely when he is already married,
Esperanza? This is not how you were raised. This is not how we raised you. It
should be one wife to one husband. That is what Mormons do, my daughter!” I
remained quiet. The question was not addressed to me.
“The man whom I wish to marry, Mother, loves me completely and has
always loved me completely. I love him completely, have always loved him
completely, but I never considered marrying him because I was looking at marriage as you do. I could only think I would be a woman near your age, Mother,
and he would be gone, and I would have nothing left, because I could only
think of it as one wife to one husband. I don't think of it that way any more, because there will always be many around him, his family, and they will be my
family. I will always have you and my brothers and sisters. You are my family,
too, but now I'll have two families and I can be with either. I want as much
time with my husband as I can have, all the while with two families, Mother,
two very loving families. I lose nothing when I marry Al-Barrak. Instead I gain
a second family, and the members of this family now I love and appreciate as
they love and appreciate me. Come here and see and hear it yourself. Do not
shun me, shun the daughter who loves you and will always love you. Come
and see and hear it yourself.”
Both of Esperanza's parents were working folks and it took some effort
from both to get a week off but they managed. Since they would have no expenses it certainly made it easier for them to consider it in the first place. Esperanza and I laughed frequently while all this was taking place, reminding
ourselves her parents were deeply rooted in Catholicism. I was certain it was a
mighty struggle for them. “My beloved, should you wait for the Pope to condone our marriage, you'll be waiting a long time.”
Esperanza laughed. “I won't even bother!”
“That saves me the time in drafting the request.”
Kendall shared with many his plans to fly to Mali for two weddings and
before he could even set his plans in motion, twenty others, all of whom were
at Kendall's shack when I was there, expressed their firm desire to fly and attend both, should I invite them. “All are welcome, Kendall. We have the room,
though all will sleep in tents or dormitories. If they have no objection, they're
all welcome. I would not advise staying in Bamako and driving.”
“Yeah, but I didn't expect this, Al-Barrak. I'm trying to figure out how
we're going to get everyone there.”
“Charter a jet, Kendall. I'll foot some of the bill. There will be plenty of
room and I can get Esperanza's parents and any of her siblings who want to attend on the same jet. You won't mind flying with them, will you?”
“That's a good idea. I think most will foot some of the expense, too.”
“You'll all fly out of L.A. and, being a charter, you fly straight to Bamako. No stops. We've got plenty of vehicles here and we can get extra security, maybe even a military escort. You charter the jet, let me know the date and
time, and I'll work with Esperanza's family coordinating their end. Done. It
doesn't seem too difficult, does it?”
“No, you're right. That's the thing to do.”

“How's Jana? Does she want to come here, too?”
“She's anxious about it. She wants to see you, but she doesn't know
how she can afford it and she said she doesn't know how she'd react to all the
weddings.”
“Her reactions will be appropriate. There are many who would enjoy
seeing her again. Tell her to pack her bags and be at the airport on time. Everything else is covered.”
I had one more phone call. It was extremely urgent, as I told reception.
I did not tell reception the urgency was due to a gigantic need for amends.
“Not only do I receive little in return from you for defending you when it's not
my task to do so, but then you go off and get married and I'm not even invited!”
I could sense a level of rage from Nancy in her tone when she answered.
“Which is why I'm inviting you to two weddings, to make up for my error. And should your employer hesitate in giving you paid time off, you will
simply advise them when you return you'll be shuffling off to Knopf and taking
me with you.”
I hadn't heard Nancy's deep and full laugh for a while. I certainly enjoyed it. “You would do it, wouldn't you?”
“Don't you ever try to convince me, Nancy, the House has some loyalty
to me which will survive continued losses with published work after published
work. They'll reach a point easily when they'll send me off with no hesitation.
My loyalty to the House is through you, girl, so you march right in and tell 'em
you're gone from this date to this date and bring your love with you, too, and
for that matter, you can tell anyone at the House, they're invited. Got the room,
the food, drinks, everything. You cover the expense here and back and all are
welcome.”
“You make it sound easy, but there's that girl again, Al.”
“Woman! I have not laid eyes on your face in so long! Come here and
make me smile!”
It was a huge affair or two affairs, both combined. Kitana and Alfred
would be married Thursday. Two days later Esperanza and I would marry.
There would be hundreds in attendance for both. We had to scramble some to
find enough tents to handle the mob descending on our little garden. That everyone did with ever-present smiles was not lost. Everybody pitched in, doing
something to keep it all moving smoothly. Often I could only sit or stand in a
constant state of amusement. Even Serena began smiling more frequently.
Nancy finagled two weeks off and arrived with five others, one her
lover of many years, and one New Yorker who sat on the Board of Directors.
“Dormitory or tent, Clifford?”
“I suppose five star hotel is out of the question?” Clifford teased me.
“Five star tent. We can rig it with a separate sound system so you can
listen to Maria Muldaur sing Midnight at the Oasis. 'Send your camel to bed!'”
The largest party, from Los Angeles, arrived Sunday afternoon. Many
were a little haggard from the all-night flight, but once all were in the terminal
greeting our contingent to take them to the garden, spirits perked up quickly.
There were, of course, a large group of reporters and media people at the air-

port. All did their best to ignore them but some were obnoxious and intrusive.
“Let me take care of this,” I announced to our guests, “and you move your
things to the convoy and we shall all leave soon.”
I immediately shouted loudly, “All media will meet with me over in this
corner. Now!” As if to make the point that I commanded the attention of airport
and Mali authorities, the small but dominating military presence inside the airport began slowly urging all the media representatives toward the corner. Once
they were all effectively rounded up, I began our makeshift press conference.
“Ask away boys and girls.”
How did you manage such a large group of folks of entertainment
renown to attend these ceremonies at the garden? “Since I don't command anyone, I think you have to chalk it up to influence. If you want to influence humans in the right way, I suggest you start by providing a high level of respect
to each and every one. Once you do so, you discover genuine and sincere respect tends to generate genuine and sincere respect in return.”
So, all these people are here because they respect you? “No. They're
here because I respect them and they merely are returning my respect in kind. I
think I shouldn't have to explain if I had no respect for any of them, where they
would be now, do I?”
Are you going to make another movie? “When I announce I am making
another movie, then you will know. Until that announcement, no.”
When will you make that announcement? “When it comes out of my
mouth, not before.”
How many are attending the ceremonies? “Not more than we can handle.”
You don't know how many exactly? “We organize our marriage ceremonies the way we want. We don't count. All here were invited, except you
from the media. Sorry. I hope I didn't hurt your feelings.”
Aren't you concerned for the safety of your guests? “Yes. We are concerned and we have taken our concern and are providing the appropriate level
of security to ensure our guests' safety.”
How many more wives will you marry? “I don't count them. Each is my
beloved. There is room in my heart, my love, for many. I don't treat wives like
you do. Each is a loving human being, not property or some trophy.”
Can you really consider your garden a success? “Jardin de la Paix is an
ongoing endeavor, as it was always intended to be. There will be times when
our fullest efforts will be more successful than others, almost by any measure
you can devise. That we can accommodate hundreds at the garden indefinitely
in comfort and safety speaks volumes, or can you not hear?”
Will you talk about your capture, the time you were held captive? “I
was unavailable for a while. I have returned.”
Can you elaborate? “No. Perhaps at another time. Not now.”
You make it very difficult for us, Al-Barrak. You certainly won't convince me you're cooperative with us, and you're the one always proclaiming
how important it is to cooperate. “Do you have a question?”
Why won't you cooperate with the media? “You have a job to do. I have

a job to do. I am a miller. It is what I do. A miller typically does not meet regularly with correspondents and reporters and talk-show hosts. A miller grinds
grain. Occasionally, as a public figure, I meet with representatives like you, listen to your questions and answer them. Is that not cooperation with the media?”
Well, sometimes your answers do not address the questions. Is that not
true? “Ask an appropriate question and you receive from me an appropriate response. Would you want me to respond to every question the way you wish
them to be responded? If that were the case, why bother asking me a question?
Simply ask yourselves that question and supply the answer you wish. Then,
you could eliminate me from the entire process and receive no objection. Ask
me a question, you receive my response. You don't have to like it. I don't have
to provide a response you like. This may disappoint some of you. Welcome to
a small part of life overall. You will be disappointed at times. Lift your sullen
and morose life and fashion it into one which you like. Leave the rest to the
One.”
When will you leave Africa? “When the time comes, neither sooner,
nor later.”
Don't you have a time table to leave? “I have a rough idea but nothing
is set. I never said I would stay here permanently. Jardin de la Paix is African.
It belongs to Africans. I do not, even at this very moment, own any of it. It
does not belong to me, even as I speak to you now. This is what I intended all
along. I am as much a guest at the garden as our wedding guests. Take it for the
truth it is, that the Garden of Peace is African and will always be African.”
I have heard you are now a man of the Way. What does that mean? “If
you could understand it, if any of you could understand it and know who you
are and what you are, you would never even consider asking the question. You,
too, would be a man or woman of the Way. I will tell you this. Should you consider, at all times, that honor and love, combined, is the absolute pinnacle of
human aspiration, you are, often and without conscious effort, walking on or
near the path of the Way. There is more to it, much more, but if you truly held
honor and love in the exalted positions they deserve, you would throw away
your microphones and pencils and join us, and never miss what you threw
away, because you would understand its complete insignificance.”
All had gathered their luggage and items and had left the airport without incident, so I announced I would take no more questions. I promised I
would return to Bamako soon, they all would receive plenty of advance notice,
and I will answer questions once again. “Let me and our guests enjoy our time
together. Please respect it, and I will continue to respect your duties and responsibilities and take time to meet with you. Thank you.” I slipped through
the throng, out the airport exit. I introduced all the guests to Magdalena and
Esperanza. Esperanza's parents managed to accept a welcoming hug from me
and her family climbed into one vehicle together. Lena and I joined Kendall
and his wife in another and we all drove to Gossi unhurriedly and without anyone trying to follow us.
“I am very impressed, Al-Barrak,” Kendall told me as we drove away

from the airport. “There are several dignitaries from the government with their
security, we have a military escort, and we all have our security people, too. I
certainly feel safe and welcome.”
“You should consider, Kendall, how often the Mali government allows
a dozen foreign security folks into the country bearing their own arms. It
doesn't happen every day.”
Kendall smiled deviously. “How did you do it?”
“People listen to me here now. I am no longer considered a threat or an
annoyance. I have been welcomed.” I smiled. “I took the trouble to have some
items delivered for everyone's entertainment.”
“Oh, really. Such as?”
“We have a dozen baseball gloves, bats and softballs, so you can play
softball. Something like a half-dozen footballs, a few basketballs and a
makeshift half-court, some frisbees, volleyballs with a net and we trucked in
some sand so you can play ‘beach’ volleyball in Africa, and we added in the
living facility a workout room, plus we have cards and games, so there should
be plenty to keep everyone busy and avoid boredom.” I looked to his beautiful
wife sitting next to him and smiled. “There's also plenty of work to do at the
garden at all times and we won't object should you or your lovely wife wish to
help. We won't demand it, of course.”
She smiled. “I understand you have computer facilities so I can stay in
touch?”
“All over. We have laptops, tablets, smartphones you're welcome to
use. We're not isolated and the students living there will complete their Masters
this semester without ever leaving Mali.”
Kendall laughed heartily. “We have all been wondering what we would
do for a week to keep from being bored.” He turned serious. “Why didn't you
share this with me, my friend?”
“Surprise!” All laughed. “I even had three regulation bases and a home
plate and a chalk roller delivered, too. We already have the softball field laid
out. We have plenty of room. I even had a dozen soccer balls delivered and we
gave half of them to children in the village and they play games frequently
now.”
Lena added, “The men went over to the village one day and set up
goals for them with extra netting from the garden. Boys and girls play together,
too, and that doesn't happen very often here.”
“Garden of Peace,” Kendall thought out loud. “I've seen some of the
footage from BBC and your web site and been very impressed.”
“Wait until you meet all the residents, Kendall. They're all looking forward to meeting you and all who came with you.”
Kendall focused on Lena. “May I ask you a personal question, Magdalena?”
“Oh, I know what you're going to ask.”
“Your husband is soon to marry another woman. How does it make you
feel?”
Lena's smile was big and contagious. Kendall and his wife, their mutual

expressions of disbelief wiped away in her glow, both smiled warmly in return.
“When I first met Gregory, as he was then, I was already sharing him. I never
knew it because I was always his center of attention and the object of his affection. When he had to expose to me that I was, in fact, sharing him, we talked
about it and I appreciated his honesty. At one time he was living in two separate places. When he was in Germany I saw him regularly and he was focused
on me and I knew it. When he was back in America he was with Serena and he
would be focused on her, even Jana. I knew about them. He would call me frequently. He never forgot about me or ignored me and when he was with me he
would call Serena frequently for the same reason. I found out later about Esperanza, whom you just met, and what a woman she is, so I've known for some
time now I have been sharing him all along. I never considered it a betrayal
that I didn't learn about it right away and for one very important reason. His
personal life includes everyone, Kendall. No one is excluded, but if you're not
in his personal life at any time, he's not obligated to share it. He is absolutely
correct when he says it's none of your business. If you don't like it, leave.”
“So why didn't you...leave him, Lena?” Kendall's wife asked delicately.
“Because I receive all the love and attention I crave from him. He satisfies me when I selfishly want him to myself and since I met him I have recognized my selfishness, that it is merely desire. Gregory's love, which is now the
love from Al-Barrak, is constant, never flagging. It is always there, regardless
of who else is present. It was what we first discussed. How would this love
manifest itself in the presence of others? We didn't know because the first
month it was always only the two of us.”
“When she would come to my flat, Kendall, neither of us left. We spent
hours and days together without seeing anyone else, not even my hosts where I
lived. I didn't bother introducing them, because I wanted to know everything I
possibly could discover about Lena and when I had reached that level of knowing I could not let her leave me. I was going to do whatever I had to to keep
her in my life.”
“When he left Germany he always came back to me and it was always
as before. I have spoken with Esperanza many, many times and we have grown
to become dear friends. We are open and honest with each other and the same
is true with Serena. Serena, though, has taken it the hardest since Al-Barrak returned. She is still deeply in love with Gregory. Because Gregory is Al-Barrak
now, Serena hasn't been able to get over the shock. The three of us, Kendall,
would talk for hours while Gregory was gone and no one knew what happened
to him. We all loved him. We all missed him terribly. To be able to talk about
him with each other was consoling, comforting, but Serena expected Gregory
when he returned. Esperanza and I have both recognized the man who replaced
him is a better man than Gregory, a better human than Gregory. If Serena can
ever see it and accept it, she'll want to be with him always, too, and Esperanza
and I will accept her. We will gladly make room for her and make her welcome
since we both think she belongs with all of us anyway.”
Kendall smiled wickedly as he focused his gaze on me. “Your reputation continues to grow, Al-Barrak. You know it, don't you? You should hear all

the talk about you now. It's Gregory or Al-Barrak all the time.” He laughed. “It
won't stop!”
“And the typical reaction, Kendall, I'm sure, is everyone shaking their
heads in disbelief. It's because no one can truly understand how love can transcend everything when humans are literally driven by desire. How does love
conquer desire? How can you make love grow without limit and kill desire?
Since so few can ever do it and so few have ever experienced it, only those few
can understand it. To be honest, I don't even bother explaining it, except to
those who try to understand. I knew Lena would try. I knew Esperanza would
try. Both still struggle trying to kill the desire. What you should understand,
Kendall, is each now recognizes the love or the desire, usually without me having to remind either. When I have to remind either, both stop, listen to me, and
search inside themselves to recognize it and drive it away. There are desires
which should stay in this world, which serve to improve this world. This is also
hard for most to understand and to recognize whether it serves to improve or
not. Uncontrollable sexual desire, Kendall, is rarely one of them.”
Kendall's wife smiled slyly to me. “So, how do you recognize the difference, Al-Barrak?”
“When you can begin to truthfully recognize what you want versus
what you give willfully, you're farther along than most. Most confuse their acts
with which they believe to be giving willfully as merely concealed obligations.
The Self has concealed the obligation so you consider the act a matter of willful giving, but the concealment has wrapped around your act in a skillful attempt to get what you want. This, unfortunately, is not giving willfully. You are
simply giving to get what you want. Your Self is hiding this from you, protecting your fragility, because you want to think you're above it, when you're truly
not. It hurts when you do recognize it for what it is, that it wasn't giving willfully, that it was wrapped with a desire, a want. It hurts to know that what you
thought was an act of love was instead a blatant, though devious and obscured,
act of desire. We humans possess the ability. We have a towering ability for
self-deception far above and away from any other creature. Serena is struggling with this aspect more than any other. She is finding it exceedingly difficult to recognize which act is driven by love and which act is driven by desire.
In her defense, though, since she arrived in Africa, even with my marriages
taking place right before her, and I know it hurts her to witness them, she is beginning to call a truce, so to speak, with her Self. She is beginning to recognize
what is a desire for me and what is a love directed to me, and both of these
with others, including Esperanza and Magdalena. It has not been easy for her
because she still wants Gregory. She cannot let him go.”
Over the weeks since I returned to the garden, there were times when I
would seem to be unreachable. If you were to witness it, it would seem to you I
was frozen, and you might consider it akin to a catatonic fit. No matter what
you would do or say I would be completely unresponsive. This would always
occur while I was in another world, though I was still in this world, too, so I
was, in truth, in two places at once. Some would think I was lost in contemplation or meditation and I would contemplate or meditate, too, and it would seem

to be the same unresponsiveness, but they're not the same. There would always
be a need for me to be in both worlds. You can not understand the need since
you cannot recognize the other worlds around you, the true worlds which surround you against the illusion which permeates your senses to render this
world as your only reality. Since so many had already witnessed it from me,
their initial reaction was, sometimes, frantic. Only when my need to be in both
was complete would I return wholly to this world. Since I could always see
you, hear you, feel you, smell you, even taste you, while in both, I would simply respond, “I have returned.” I would then respond to whatever had been
brought to me while I was in both, calmly, deliberately, with an ever-present
smile. So many had already witnessed it by the time Kendall and his group arrived, they were all quickly brought up to speed. This was, as you would expect, a topic frequently asked of me.
“You will not understand it for what it is. You will experience it as
though I am lost in contemplation or perhaps I am merely tricking you. There
is nothing to be gained by me attempting to explain it to you. Your inherent
skepticism cannot deal with it, but if you could sense the other worlds around
you, and see what in all truth was occurring all around you when I seem to be
out of it, you would be greatly relieved I stepped into the other world. There
was a need for me to be there and you would be relieved I knew it and did so
and would wait patiently for me to return.”
I would rarely participate in any of the games. There was far too much
work for the miller, since there was a great deal of grinding to be done daily.
Once, I was visiting the softball game and I again declined to play. Kendall
was due up but he insisted I have a turn at bat, that I simply take his turn at bat
and he would continue on in the game. Everyone agreed, both sides, and there
was considerable baiting and teasing me once I accepted. John was there and
said to Kendall, “Watch this, Kendall.”
Kendall's team had the bases loaded. The chatter was deafening. I let
two pitches go by, one called a strike. The third I liked and caught it flush on
its long descent to the plate, lifting it to dead center. I heard Bokeem shout,
“There's the third out...or...is it?” I flicked the bat to the right and strolled to
first base while the batted ball cleared the center fielder and landed thirty yards
beyond him. Of course all the bases were cleared in short order, yet I continued
to stroll around the bases, reaching third base while continuing my stroll as the
ball reached the mid-fielder, who twirled and sailed the softball toward home.
Kendall's side was screaming at me to run. The opposition was cheering I
would be called out at home plate. Instead the throw from the mid-fielder
soared three feet over the catcher and I strolled until I tapped home plate with
my right foot.
John yelled, “Safe! Did I not tell you, Kendall? He did the same thing
when we played last week, except he hit it over the right fielder.”
Kendall screamed back at John, “He just walks the bases?”
“He won't run. He says it's beneath him and they'll never get him out
anyway.”
Kendall screamed at me. “I want you on my team!”

I smiled at everyone. “Can't, Kendall. You want some bread tonight,
don't you?”
“You don't have time for a game? It wouldn't hurt to have your bat on
our team, ya know.”
“If you want to have bread with supper, I don't have the time.”
“You're no fun, Al-Barrak!” Serena yelled. “Gregory would take the
time.”
“It wouldn't be fun for long,” John advised. “The opposition would
wave him to first and wouldn't let him swing at all, Kendall, even with the
bases loaded.”
The pitcher yelled, “Kendall, I'd never throw him another pitch again.”
“You're no fun, either!” Kendall yelled back, laughing.
Bokeem stared at me in utter disbelief. “How does a skinny old man
like you hit a ball that far?”
I focused on John. “Muscle memory,” I calmly responded and winked.
Not all played games forever. In fact all the guests at one time or another helped with the work to be done. Two days before the wedding for Kitana and Alfred, we received much of the seed for the next summer crop to be
planted. Everyone pitched in to plant and since we didn't have enough marked
tape measures, we had two planters for every tape measure. The planting went
twice as fast and those not planting pulled weeds or delivered seed or pulled
vegetables from the field or the greenhouses and cleaned and prepared them
for storage or supper. No one complained, not a single actor, producer, director,
the Board member at the House, Clifford, Sofia, Serena, Carla, no one. Only
the security folks refrained, and not all of them. I caught Lance planting. He
did all right. Kitana got out there planting, too. I enjoyed watching her as did
Alfred, since she would often stop to watch one of those who were in an exalted position of this human world and tell them encouragingly, “That's very
good. You're doing great. Thank you!” They would all stop for a moment to respond, “You're entirely welcome, young woman.” Kitana would immediately
break out her enchanting smile and Alfred would simply shake his head in disbelief. I was, as you can imagine, greatly amused.
Now that we had such a large number of movie people at the garden
combined with the emergence of Al-Barrak, there would often be frank discussions about the enormous changes in the business, not what John and all of us
accomplished, but the personal relationship changes. Everyone wanted to talk
about the monsters in the business now publicly exposed. I knew who they
were long before I reached Africa. Word gets around. Hollywood is a small
slice and rumors are traded like stock shares. I had a reputation, too, concerning my personal relationships, but I had also defined my position both privately
and publicly during many of my ten shows. My position was fairly solid and
well-respected by most, but during our short exchanges I refused to discuss my
opinion. “When Kendall's group arrives we'll all gather in the cafeteria and I'll
explain what I think about all of it and why.”
Before John arrived we had both discussed this in a very loose and curious manner because he had already alerted me to Serena's published article in a

New York paper about her monster. It never surprised me, the one whom Serena publicly proclaimed as her monster, because she had told me some of the
details of the turmoil which accompanied her attempt to make the painter
movie. We had several disagreements about her painter. Serena despised my
discarding her painter and, maybe, she used it as an opportunity to avoid discussing further details, but I read her essay (obviously rewritten into proper
English from its original Spanish), and I had a greater understanding of her travail. Since her ordeal occurred before we met—when I considered Serena
Dominguez to be beyond the capacity to appease or capitulate to anyone—it
hurt me to read it.
The day before Kitana's wedding we gathered in the cafeteria for lunch.
When I stood up and loudly requested, “If I may have your attention,” it became quiet. “All revealed since I drove to Gao and disappeared, I have only
wanted to discuss once and with as many of you as possible. If I have a short
exchange with one, then another, and on and on, there will never be consistency in how it is expressed further. Thus my opinion becomes muddled. This
is unacceptable to me, especially when you all know my unwavering opinion
of the monsters who prey on women in any avenue of life. I have a reputation,
deserved or not, but it is well-known that I am capable of loving and honoring
more than one woman and my marriage in three days to Esperanza while my
marriage to Magdalena will continue indefinitely is, I believe, sufficient proof.
Do I need more?” I allowed the polite chuckles to subside.
“Everyone, man or woman, has a reputation in the movie business and I
can talk about it frankly because I still consider myself an outsider and relatively immune from retribution. These reputations are so varied the possibilities are considerable. Not all are heterosexual. Some are homosexual and others are bi-sexual. Some cannot have a sexual relationship except with one person, but they never marry. Some only want partners who are married to someone else. Some are philanderers, some are promiscuous, and some are completely honorable. Many unmarried still do the boyfriend-girlfriend thing,
which I have explained so thoroughly the entire world understands it. All of
you here have your reputations and not all of you are married and some of you
have been married more than once, but not simultaneously...” I smiled as I
gazed around during the laughter, but settled my focus on Serena. “What I
have been able to determine about all of you is that you all share one driving
aspect of your lives: love and honor matter. I think I can proclaim it convincingly because each and every one of you know, without a sliver of doubt, that
love and honor is the highest pinnacle of human achievement and if you want
to remain close to me love and honor better be your highest pinnacle or I'll
send you packing.” I paused while still focused on Serena.
“I once told you, Serena, I would commit to you and only you. Do you
recall?”
“Yes, Al, but things changed, you changed, I changed. I understand.”
“No, you don't. You don't...” I drew a deep breath loudly. “When you
returned to France, you promised me you would call every week, but it didn't
happen, did it?” Serena shook her head and dropped her gaze to the table.

“What was even worse was when I asked why, you simply mumbled some answer which turned out to be inaccurate. In short you would not confide in me,
Serena. Instead, you kept it from me, kept a secret from me, and it wasn't confidential because it involved the two of us, and we had both promised to love
and honor each other. Keeping secrets from one is not honorable, so it released
me from my commitment promise to you, Serena, even though I still love and
honor you. You need to curb your desire.” There was intense focus throughout
the room.
“As for John...” John immediately protested to be left out. I waited for
the room to calm down. “I'm going to pick on John because he's the one in this
room whose reputation I know very well and thoroughly and I know it because
I have met so many women in the movie business, John, who dated you, all
willingly without coercion, and each would tell me to my face exactly what
they thought of you.” I paused to watch John shake his head and rub his forehead. “They would all tell me, 'John was always sensitive, considerate, kind,
thoughtful, honest, and he would not commit!'” I waited for the laughs to subside. “Although Pamela busted your balls, didn't you, dear?” I smiled to
Pamela as she nodded her head and John joined her.
“Now, back to Serena...” I focused on her. “You told me, during one of
our many conversations, there was 'turmoil' during the making of your painter
movie but you would not share details, other than it concerned one of the monsters in our little business. You claimed it was confidential so I never questioned it and I still don't...Now, though, the whole world knows about this
monster and others are starting to be unveiled...and my name, my former name,
is being mentioned as someone who may be in the same vein. I've heard it. I've
read it and all of you have, too, but you all came here anyway...” I paused
while many expressed their belief in me and I nodded.
“I don't put any stock in it because it has all come from people who
don't know and are depending on others, always unnamed others, who should
know. So what should they know? Even though I have been consistent in my
confidentiality persistence, I cannot possibly stop anyone from presuming,
which includes all of you. When we finished The True Cross, only John knew
the full extent of my relationship with Serena. Serena was the only one who
knew the full extent of my relationship with Jennifer. No one knew anything
about Esperanza, even though she claimed I was too old for her...” Laughs and
I waited. “Meeting Jana at a New Year's Eve party held at an actor's private
residence with most knowing we left together got tongues wagging, right,
Jana?” When I focused on Jana, she was laughing like many others, and she
nodded. “Most soon learned I spent two weeks before my show in San Francisco on a farm-ranch in Gilroy with an older woman, Mildred. There were a
lot of presumptions being made about me and Jana and Mildred, but I never
worried about any of it, because I knew what I did...and none of you
knew...and I considered it perfectly correct because it was none of your business anyway.
“Here's what many claim is the unveiling of my true self: what happened in Portland and Seattle. I've heard it. You've all heard it! I don't talk

about it because I never considered it anyone's business, but with all that's
come out lately, I think all of you, those close to me from this business, should
know without revealing the unnecessary details. So...I have always enjoyed,
even treasured, a woman's company, a woman, yes, to whom I am attracted. It
was true in Portland and I invited that woman to my hotel room and she accepted and all which took place was with her expressed consent, because I
wouldn't do anything without it. The three women in Seattle were all mutual
friends, they were all very congenial, spirited, teasing and I invited all three to
my hotel room and they all accompanied me. I had no concern about anything
which might be detrimental or hurtful to me and I learned a very worthy lesson
from all of it, but it was the same as in Portland. I required expressed
consent...and I hear very few of my detractors stating this fact, if ever!
“I can talk about Gloria, though most of you already know the significant details from Gloria herself...To make a long story shorter, once my commitment promise to Serena was what I considered undone, I was philandering,
I was promiscuous, but I always required one thing: an invitation. That's what I
told Greta in Germany when she asked why I didn't follow her to the bedroom.
I told her I wasn't invited and I require it...” I now focused on Serena for this
last part. “So you've learned, Serena, I won't fight for honor only, but we're all
learning about the monsters among us and it's different. John and Tarantula
may have intervened between you and your monster, which was certainly helpful, but it is a good thing you kept details from me. I would have recognized
the monster he is and my intervention would have been painful for him. That's
what's different from those who insult me. They're only stupid. Stupid people
don't deserve the effort it takes to punish them. Stupid people will shoot themselves in the foot. You don't need to do anything! Monsters, however, perform
in this manner because it's their lifestyle, how they wish to live, without regard
for any of the weaker. Monsters deserve to be punished because they will not
stop until they are severely punished. Serial rapists, in my opinion, all qualify
for a severe punishment and I think you all know what I would do.” There was
actual applause and Serena stared at me with surprise. “Obviously, Serena, you
may not have wanted that nor some of you, including John.” Both were looking at me with very pained expressions. “So he didn't rape you, Serena. It only
means to me you were one who escaped. In my mind there is no doubt others
did not escape, thus castration is deserved for monsters, rapists, like that one.
And I will never back down from this opinion. I would have castrated him,
Serena.”
The reaction to my declaration was mixed and quite noisy, until John
suddenly announced, “I want to say something about that!” It grew quiet
rapidly. “First, Al, I know what you've said about rapists previously. I don't
agree with you because I think it's barbaric.” John was focused on my face and
expression, with a severe expression himself, and I nodded to acknowledge his
statement. Since he had started it with the word “first,” I deferred and waited
like all others. “The monster to which you referred, Al, has received sufficient
punishment and will probably receive even more. Cutting off his penis would
make you satisfied and provide nothing else.” John's expression became even

more severe. I kept smiling. “Second, you said nothing about the New York
show, the Oscars or the week in Chicago, which has led to your reputation, too.
Why not?”
I smiled. John and I performing verbal, spontaneous debate? It was
amusing to me since we almost never engaged with each other like this. “I
want to clarify my position on your first point, John. I wouldn't bother castrating the monster now because he is being punished. Years ago is when Serena
spoke to me about the 'turmoil' which took place making the movie and he
wasn't being punished then. Everyone was letting him slide along unchallenged. Since I didn't know the extent of his injuries to Serena or any others,
only that he was a particularly nasty person when he didn't get his way, I punished him as best I could by refusing to be involved in anything in which he
was involved. I had opportunity, John. My Brother's Keeper wasn't the only
movie opportunity tossed to me, especially as a consequence of my shows. I always asked myself: Is 'he' involved? Of course if it involved a certain studio I
wouldn't even listen to the pitch since it was from his studio. Nobody ever
talks about that fact, John. Even you don't know it! I never broadcast it and,
generally, in this little business of ours, when they're refused they don't broadcast it either. I also attended parties, a small handful, which he also attended. I
spoke with him in a civil manner. He could be civil, but that was the extent. He
once asked me why I wouldn't consider a movie project of his. I told him I already had other plans and commitments which would extend beyond the next
few years and I would change them for no one. Guess what, John?” I waited
for John to engage my focus. “He accepted my answer as intended and we
never spoke about working together again. I shut him out and without incurring
his wrath.
“But to your second point! I don't have to say anything...yet I will!” For
this next part I scanned my audience, engaging one, then another, then another,
all the way until I was through. “Your reference, John, to the New York show
includes, or implies, both Serena and Jana. By sheer coincidence, both are
here, in my presence, and came here at my invitation. I won't say anything
about what took place after the New York show, other than to confirm that
both left my hotel room late the following morning since each was seen leaving my room, so I certainly can't hide it. Don't ask either what happened. Instead ask either why they're here, in Mali, for my wedding in three days, especially since I'm not marrying either one!” Now I glared at John, amid the
laughter.
“How many media stories posed the query, 'could there really be three
different women sharing the same hotel room with an Oscar-winning screenwriter?'” Over the loud laughter I focused on Alfred, the groom to be married
the following day. He was riveted. “This was all before I met you or your
bride, Alfred!” He smiled, shaking his head. “Apparently, three women shared
the same hotel room with me those two weeks, and, by simple and mere coincidence, all three of those women who reputedly shared the same room with
me are here. My! My! The coincidences never end!” All laughed, especially
John. “You know what I love about all of it?” Lots of heads shook. “Entertain-

ment Tonight cornered Serena during the launch of her new makeup products
and asked her, all on camera. I loved Serena's answer. 'Yes, we were all seen
coming and going from the one room. So what? We could have been playing
board games for all you know! And it's all you will ever know because it was
behind closed doors and none of your business!'” The entire cafeteria erupted
and I enjoyed Serena's beaming smile. “You truly do understand confidentiality
now, Serena. Maybe I did teach you something but I think you were moving
that way all along. I only gave you a little boost.” I scanned around the room
and focused on Jennifer. “You, too, you little Spanish flirt. I've heard most of it
and read all of what you have said. All three of you will never betray me.” I focused on John but with an open, attracting expression. “I trust all of them,
John. I have no objection to what any one of them will say or write about me
and all throughout their entire lives. That's how much I trust them...It's possible
they may not remember events as how I remember them, but that's normal.
What you're never gonna hear is how I abused them. I treated each at all times
with love and honor as best I could. Each knew I would be shared and there
was no getting around it. Each accepted this inevitability and made it work. It
was their combined efforts and little of mine.”
The wedding day arrived and there would be nothing which Kitana or
Alfred would do or supervise, other than preparing for their betrothal. I ran
things around the garden, which is to say I delegated responsibility and the
needs around our little garden were met. The couples' families, parents and all,
took charge when necessary and it was a solemn affair once it began. All the
guests unfamiliar with the ceremony's intricacies, which was almost everyone
not originally from Africa, were quiet and respectful. It proceeded as it should
and when all was concluded, congratulations came from all quarters. I hugged
Alfred heartily when it was my turn and he hugged me as warmly and tightly.
“You make me proud, Alfred, that you have so warmly and openly accepted
me into your life. I am humbled and appreciative, because you could have always thought differently.”
“But you never gave me cause, Al-Barrak, even when I knew you by
another name. You may think differently, but your heart has never changed in
my mind. It's the same heart.”
There was no alcohol but there were traditional drinks and refreshments
and a banquet to welcome this uniting. When all the traditional, obligatory proceedings had reached the end, the new couple retired to their tent with blessings from all, led, as one would expect, by the families of both. I hugged Monsieur Farabé, Alfred's father, grasped the hands of Madame Farabé and Alfred's
mother. All were enamored. It was a truly joyous occasion.
It broke apart eventually, some retiring for the evening, and many of the
guests wanted to continue the celebration and festivities, in a reasonably respectful manner. The garden brought out some alcohol for the remaining
guests, though I never engaged in any, and there was music and dancing and
talk. It was a fine night, a fitting way to end a day which would never occur
again, at least for the two humans at the center. At times I danced with Lena,

with Esperanza, with Serena. There was a slow tempo song which played and I
pulled Sofia from her chair and swayed with her. Jana, who constantly remained in the background the entire time she stayed—she would explain to me
later she still felt out of place, still embarrassed from her behavior of months
before—danced with me, too. She, as I expected, was compelled to talk to me
about her experiences and feelings from summer last.
“You are not the same man who met with me, who insisted to come to
talk with me about what I was going through. I think I knew even then I had to
let you, in a way I fell into it because of you. You were never going to be in my
life like before, and I had to do something to make my way, I had to fill the
hole in my life with something, because you made this hole in me. I did think,
at times working on the movie, you made the hole, it was your fault, and you
were tossing me aside. I remembered what you said to Serena and me, you
would always be loyal to Serena, and I was never going to be anything beyond
a convenient substitute. Do you know how it made me feel?” Jana stood immobile while we were supposed to be dancing and I stopped, too. Suddenly she
began to cry softly, silently. “But you were the only one who wouldn't let me
go away without talking to me, seeing me. Everyone else let me tear them
away, let me tear up myself, but you wouldn't let me go without fighting to
bring me back. I know this, Al-Barrak, but you did all of this as Gregory
months ago, for me, as my friend, the one who would never abandon me...And
you still accept me in your world, in your life, like none of it happened, or that
it is, at least, forgiven...How can I go on without you? You're the only one who
will stand with me no matter what.”
Still amid the dancing and swirling around us, I responded, “Listen to
me, my child, with all your sense and then some. You were, at one time, the
one who had come the farthest with me, the one who never considered the position in my life high or low, that it was all welcome, that whatever position
was worthwhile. Few thought it then, Jana, and few think it today, but the time
I spent at Serena's place with you there, I thought it didn't matter to you, you
treasured the time you could spend with me, with those around me. I was very
attached to you. You would never let me down, even when it started with me
staying overnight with Esperanza. You wanted me to explain it. You wouldn't
condemn me. I had to explain it because you and Serena did not know what
Esperanza meant to me and you needed to know. I told you about my feeling
loyal to Serena and I wondered how you would deal with it. It didn't seem to
affect our relationship, you seemed to accept it, but I should have known. No
one wants to end up in second place.”
“But you wouldn't let me go down. You wouldn't let me burn up my life
and just turn away like it wasn't your problem. You were the one who insisted,
would not take no for an answer, and came to my house and talked to me, to
show me what my problem really was. Only you did. No one else would do
that for me. Only you did.”
“And where were you when I returned, Jana? Were you still not in the
throes of self-destruction? What did turn you around?”
“It was the papers you sent me to read, Al-Barrak, but you sent them.

No one else would bother. You were gone for months, you came back, and you
took the time to send those papers to me, to have me read them and think about
them.” Jana began to gather her strength and poise. “You would not quit on
me, even when everyone else had already done so and you had already come to
my house to make your appeal to me. You still wouldn't quit on me. Why?”
“Because I wanted you to read the Master. The Master reached you,
Jana. No one else could, not even me. The Master reached you and turned you
around.”
“But you bring with you the Master, don't you? The Master, and others,
are with you even now, always?”
“Those who have paved the Way know. The others are pretenders.”
“Will you help guide me to the Way, Al-Barrak? My life before means
nothing to me.”
“To my capacity and to your ability to understand, I can guide you.
Should you be ready for the next step, you will need to seek a guide, though
this is your choice. You may stay here as long as you wish, Jana. I said you are
always welcome in my life. This has never changed, not from Gregory, not
from Al-Barrak. There is plenty of room for you here.”
Jana never left with the other guests on the charter a few days later. She
stayed at the garden working like all others and never shirked her duty. She left
when I left, though she went back to Los Angeles and within a month landed a
job with a movie, an independent variety, low-budget. She accepted it willingly, knowing exactly what it entailed, and never complained about anything.
Kitana and Alfred appeared at the mosque together for morning prayer
as the first pink of the day streaked across the sky in finger strokes, Alfred near
the front, and Kitana near the back. The women are always in the back. Both
left together for each prayer call Friday, always meeting at the living facility
and walking hand in hand to the mosque. It was touching to me watching them
walk together, the one with such visible strength, courage and conviction and
the other with such quiet determination and devotion. Every time the determination and devotion appeared, the first would stop and place her hand so carefully and tenderly on his cheek and stare right through him, wearing a smile of
appreciation which dazzled all onlookers.
Kendall caught me watching them in the afternoon. “I remember Will
telling the reporter that you and Magdalena belonged together,” he softly remarked, as I listened while watching the two newlyweds arrive at the door of
the mosque, “but I'd say those two belong together just as much.”
As the two disappeared inside the mosque, I turned to Kendall, slipped
my arm across his back to his opposite shoulder, creating possibly a humorous
scene since Kendall commanded a few inches in height compared to the skinny
runt whose arm rose almost above his head. We walked back inside the facility
together, Kendall's arm slipping across my back, and I remarked, “Occasionally I catch you and your wonderful wife together, Kendall, and I see the attention, the appreciation and the devotion you each instantly provide the other,
and I'd say you two belong together just as much.”
Kendall laughed. “You know, Al-Barrak, for a white man, you're pretty

cool.”
Facetiously, I responded, “You don't hold it against me?”
He laughed again and squeezed my shoulder. “Arm in arm, I do. Then, I
hold it against you.”
Saturday afternoon arrived and the scene in the big tent was another of
formality and ritual, another uniting of two more. My contingent, all wearing
black suit and black bow-tie, consisted of John, as equivalent best man, Drake,
Will and Ken. I had no say in the matter. The boys wouldn't let me. As Drake
told me, “That's why we brought our suits, Al-Barrak. You have to have some
men stand up on your side, ya know?”
Esperanza did me one better. She spent all week with her family and
Magdalena and Serena, and those standing with her were her younger sister,
Kitana, Magdalena and Serena, as maid of honor. When Esperanza told me
who her maids would be, I asked her how she connived Serena to be maid of
honor. “Serena asked me if I had decided on maid of honor and I said I hadn't
yet. I looked right into her eyes and wouldn't stop until she smiled back. She
asked, 'May I be your maid of honor?' I replied, 'I would love nothing more.'
Serena knew it's what I wanted, more than anything else. I wanted Serena to be
my maid of honor, to stand right next to me throughout the whole ceremony.”
Esperanza leaned conspiratorially. “Once she agreed I told her, 'And when you
marry Al-Barrak, I want to stand right next to you throughout the whole ceremony, too.'”
“You didn't?!”
“I did,” Esperanza replied, wearing her sly expression, “and Serena
laughed and hugged me.”
I stepped into the tent wearing the blue robe and yellow turban, which
the newest arrivals had never seen, and I stood with the boys as we enjoyed
watching Esperanza's kid brother as the usher for the bride's side standing next
to Kendall as the usher for the groom's side, and Esperanza's brother was in
awe the entire time. Kendall would always be the first to ask and if they were
with the bride, he would turn to Geraldo, and proclaim loudly, “This fine
young man, Geraldo, will see you to your seats, ladies and gentlemen.” He
would magnanimously sweep his arm toward Geraldo, who was all of fourteen,
and it would snap Geraldo out of his daze. Kendall would turn to me and the
boys and wink mischievously. We would all chuckle. It was charming.
The bride arrived in a gleaming white robe and scarf, escorted by her
father, and Monsieur Farabé once again presided. I changed my vows only to
reference the Professor in my presence, but Esperanza's vows were spectacular,
though she often had to pause to keep from choking on the words. When it was
all complete and I turned to kiss her, Esperanza really was crying. I stopped for
a moment and raised my right hand to gently swipe under each eye, Esperanza
emitted her deep and full laugh, and I quickly kissed her right in the middle.
She briefly pushed my shoulders away, immediately slipped her arms around
me and we hugged tightly, and the celebration was on.
I thanked all the maids while Esperanza thanked all the groomsmen.
Magdalena and Esperanza stopped to watch as I hugged Serena when I thanked

her. Serena said, only loud enough for those at the front, “How many more of
these am I going to attend, Al-Barrak?”
At the same level I replied, “I would prefer one more, Senorita
Dominguez, one where you are my co-star, and I'm certain it will have to be a
lavish and heralded production since it will include members of your family,
with Sofia in the commanding position of ring-bearer.”
Serena played along. “Co-star? There can only be one lead, Al-Barrak.”
I smiled looking deep into her eyes. They were twinkling. “The woman
should always receive top billing, Senorita.” I leaned closer to kiss her and Serena slipped her arms to the back of my neck and held my head tight while we
kissed.
We leaned back, Serena's arms still behind my head. “Yes, a woman
should always receive top billing. Remember it, Al.” There were smiles and
heads shaking all around.
This celebration was different only to the extent that everyone smiled
and laughed frequently and especially Serena. I thought briefly how it had
started with Esperanza's parents needing so much convincing but they were
now smiling and laughing as much as everyone. John stepped next to me and I
quietly remarked, “You know, John, it started with a bit of contention on her
side and sometimes that never evaporates. I've been to weddings where both
sides still had animosity, some would get blasted at the reception, and a fight
would break out. Some even had to pay extra for rentals torn. I wondered because you never know.”
“Well, they're outnumbered, Al-Barrak. There's more on your side, you
know.”
“Yeah, but they're not family.”
“Oh, they're better than family, my friend. They're all here because of
your love and they all love you as much. With family you don't get a choice.
This is better, Al-Barrak, and her family knows it, too. I can't speak for the
mother, but Esperanza's father has been greatly impressed with what he's seen
and heard since he arrived here. I know because he just told me a few minutes
ago.” John slapped my back, raised his glass of champagne and shouted,
“Cheers to Esperanza and Al-Barrak!” Shouts of “Cheers!” were heard everywhere. Esperanza stood next to her mother and watched her mother raise her
glass of champagne, shouting, “Cheers!” Mother then hugged daughter tightly.
If there had been any animosity, any contention, it evaporated.
Like the last one, I drank a glass of champagne to toast Esperanza and
kissed her. I drank a glass of sweet wine and toasted Magdalena and kissed her.
I drank a glass of red wine and toasted Serena, our maid of honor, and kissed
her. I drank one bottle of Pacifico and toasted five people individually and with
each toast I hugged each one, starting with Ken, then Will, then Drake, then
John, and shouting, “Saving the best for last,” I toasted and hugged Serena. I
set the bottle of beer on a table and raised my arms. The tent became very
quiet.
“I toasted these five people for a reason maybe some of you already
know, but let me explain...There was a day when these five were sitting around

together, waiting for the laggard to show up...” laughs, “this laggard having
stopped overnight to sleep in his car at a rest stop on I-5!” Laughs. “So the
whole group finally meets the laggard the following day, and the only woman
of the bunch, who may have more balls than all five males combined,” laughs,
“stops the laggard away from the others and very pointedly tells the laggard, 'If
you want to be a professional, you don't make people wait in this business so
you can sleep at a rest stop on I-5! You get me?'” Laughs. “And that's when
she gets to meet...the incorrigible one!” Laughs. “Because she soon learns the
laggard has been in love with her for ten years and he will always be in love
with her, and soon after they all learned it, but not one of them ever thought it
would be a problem and it never was, maybe because she was in love with him,
too, although,” laughs, “if there were any problems while shooting the movie,
it was Carey's fault!” Laughs, Carey's booming laugh being the loudest.
“That's right! I blame Carey!” Laughs. “And why not? It was his movie. He's
responsible and his shoulders are broad enough to carry the burden. I am wondering how much more he can take because he looks like he's aged ten years
since I last saw him!” Laughs and I winked at Carey. “The five of you and a
laggard, an incorrigible one at that!” Laughs. “From that day, my life has never
been the same, and each one of you, the five of you, know the same is true for
all of you. Your lives have never been the same...
“So! I have an idea!” Laughs and shouts of “What is it?”
“Soon, Andrea, and it won't be long, I promise you, I will write our
story, and it will be funny, even twisted at times, but it will be touching and
poignant, too, because our characters will come to know the only outcome for
each is to surrender, as you claimed it should be, Andrea. The audience will
leave the theater having seen and heard what 'mutual surrender' means, what it
feels like, how deep it can go and how far it can reach. We'll be able to do it
because you and I will both surrender to each other while we make this movie
together and everyone will know it.” It was quiet as Andrea walked to me and
hugged me tightly, kissing my cheek. No one said a word.
“But I have another idea, too!” I shouted. A few shouted, “Not another
idea!”
“Oh, yes! Another idea, because Kendall has waited patiently, and I
promise you, I will write our story soon, and I will call it, In Another World. In
this world there are six separate regions, each region dominated by a combination of gender-race, so one is dominated by black men, one of black women,
one of white men, one of white women, one of Asian men, one of Asian
women. Your character, Kendall, will live on the outskirts of the region dominated by black women, and yours is disillusioned, even contemptuous of those
who dominate.” Laughs. “It has driven you away to your little oasis, for you
live on the edge of the desert, alone, living an adequate but poor and meager
existence, yet you are free and independent, beholding to no one. O! You have
a history!” Laughs. “One which shines neither on your side nor on the other
but it has wounded you and you make every effort to remain alone, uncommitted, so there is little to complicate your simple life. Until,” laughs, “you return
on your horse, having visited a friend as discouraged and uncommitted as you

out in the desert, when you see something, some package, or baggage, something, maybe a mirage, out in the desert, so you ride toward it to discover it's
not a something, not a package or baggage, it's a woman sprawled across the
burning sand, near death from dehydration. You step slowly to her with your
canteen and gently lift her, she is near delirium, and you carefully pour water
into her mouth. Soon she revives some, so you lift her in your arms and carry
her the entire distance to the virtual squalor of your hut on the edge of the
desert as your horse follows you faithfully. You nurse her back to health so you
can ask her, 'Who are you? Where did you come from?' But she cannot answer
through speech, for she is a mute. Through signals you figure out to get her
something to write upon, a small chalkboard and chalk, and she writes, 'I am
no body from no where.' And you wonder, who is this woman?” It was eerily
silent. “I won't tell you who this woman is, just yet,” laughs, “but I will tell you
the actress who will portray her.”
Kendall shouted, “The suspense is killing me, Al-Barrak. Get to it!”
Laughs.
“The actress will be Serena.” Howls and shouts and laughter were everywhere. I turned to Serena, who was shaking her head, smiling, but trying to
deflect the attention. However, she said nothing for in a sense she was in rapture. “You will say not a single word in this movie, Serena, but your character
will serve as both the inspiration and the influence for Kendall's character forever. At one point he will take you to his doctor. Does that sound familiar?”
Everyone was laughing and Serena was beaming. “You make it increasingly impossible for me to determine whether you are Al-Barrak or Gregory,
old man! You know that, do you not?”
“It's my design, my beloved.” Lots of laughs. “You are, true to your
written word, no body and from no where, for you are Kendall's Self, the part
of his being he has ignored his entire existence, until you force him to confront
it. There will never be a sexual relationship, because it is impossible. You are
there simply to teach Kendall, for he has nothing of value to teach you. And I
will get the performance from you, Serena, you will give me what I must have
through your eyes, your facial expressions, your body language, everything I
must have. I will get it from you, every bit of it, if I have to shoot for days and
days. I won't let you leave the set until I get it from you.”
All were in great laughter and Serena pursed her lips in a challenge. “I
haven't accepted the part, Al-Barrak.”
“You will, my beloved, for your love for me, Al-Barrak, is like no other,
and you know should you refuse me, not only will it disappoint and hurt me,
but you'll also know I'll have to choose someone else whom I am not quite certain can do it, because I know you can.” There was a bit of jesting and teasing,
but when I spoke again it became quiet. “When the time comes, Serena, you
will make your decision, about the role, about anything which involves you
and me. I will honor each one, but let me finish...The doctor advises you,
Kendall, she cannot speak because she has no vocal chords. They were not removed. She was simply created without them. Over time she writes for you
some truly profound statements, not on the chalkboard, but in a manner you

can always keep close. She also becomes a source of rancor and resentment,
when you both travel to the city. You hear often, 'Why can't you choose someone of your own kind?' Does that sound familiar, Kendall?”
Kendall smiled widely and shouted, “I love this story. Is there more?”
“Eventually, when she watches you defend her, defend your Self, that is
the moment she knows it's time to leave you. You are almost there, but you will
have to get there when you realize there is no separation, you and your Self are
one. And you let her, you watch her walk off into the desert until she is not
even a pinprick of existence. And that's the part of the story where you shine,
Kendall. The first half is you and Serena, where you learn about your Self, and
the last half is where you tangle with everyone, where you leave your influence, your inspiration. How we do it, Kendall, I'll frequently discuss with you,
but you better be reading, boning up, young man. Keep up with me, Kendall,
so you and I can create the movie both of us have always wanted to make, the
one where the audience walks away affected like no other, psychologically, intellectually, rationally, and one which speaks directly to their own Selves, because most won't even know.” All throughout the tent were many and varied
comments, but for one last time I raised my arms and it grew quiet. I had
moved close to Kendall and I slipped my right arm across his back in the humorous posture. “Again, I ask no commitment from you now, Serena, but
should you commit, I will secure a solemn promise from Kendall,” and I
squeezed his right shoulder, “that he absolutely will not drop you while he carries you in the desert,” laughs, “and it should suffice, because, after all,
Kendall's a bigger man than I am!”
There was more laughter and I heard the boys shout, “But can he split
wood manually?”
Kendall and I both glanced to each other, smiling. “Once I teach him
how to do it the right way!” Kendall draped his left arm around my back and
pulled me against him as we all laughed.
Once the ruckus died down, Kendall announced, “It's funny you should
mention it, Al-Barrak. There were quite a few who wondered if you would
carry Magdalena the length of a football field like you did with Serena!”
Serena stood only a few feet away so I walked to her and put out my
hands and waited for her to grasp them. A moment later she did. “What you
have to understand, Kendall, is Serena had some wild idea about drinks and
chatting when we reached her spread, but I had a better idea.” Serena tried to
suppress her smile, unsuccessfully, and her hands squeezed mine. I turned to
Lena. “As for Magdalena, she wished only to walk with me. It was her desire.
And for this uniting, I let Esperanza decide. What she wants I will do.”
Kendall proclaimed, “And we are back to why we're all here, this uniting. Cheers to Esperanza and Al-Barrak!” All cheered and I smiled as I released Serena's hands and walked to Esperanza and took her hands in mine.
“May you both live long, smile and laugh often, and treat each other as the
treasures you both are!”
As with Magdalena, Esperanza and I waited with all in attendance, seeing each off to their places of rest and sleep, until it was only the two of us. We

walked hand in hand to our wedding tent, the same tent which Magdalena and I
had shared until the night before. Lena, Esperanza and I had all slept in our respective dormitories inside the living facility the previous night and Lena
would sleep there again this night. Esperanza smiled when we reached the tent
and asked if I would carry her inside. I opened the tent, lifted her in my arms
and managed to get us through the netting and inside and I laid her down in the
spread of blankets on the floor. I closed the tent which concluded formality and
ritual. In private all which took place between Esperanza and I was informal.
Formality and ritual are for the sake of others. It will always be informal between us. There are no secrets between Esperanza and me.
The charter jet which brought the L.A. contingent arrived in Bamako
late Sunday afternoon, so there was considerable packing up and goodbyes. Esperanza, with the university's great patience and understanding, would fly back
with her family and resume her classes and work. She was reluctant to leave,
as I knew she would be, but I reminded her it was but a small number of
months, and she would be here again. “There is Serena, your maid of honor,
my beloved. Be with each other frequently and know I think about you often.
We'll have conference calls if you like and you can both tease me incessantly. I
love it when you do. This is the burden I assume as your husband, to be treated
disparagingly and to have to take it like a man.”
“I'm sure both Serena and I will be saving up those disparaging remarks. Maybe we'll have to write them down so we don't forget them.”
“Do so.”
Magdalena stayed until early Thursday morning, ready to begin her tenday work stint that Friday. Her parents and sister had already left for Trinidad
and Tobago, where they lived now. They were in the process of selling their
home in Germany. As always, in those last moments before we parted, Lena
was the rock of positivity. “I will wait for you to come to see me this summer,
my beloved,” Lena calmly stated. “Patiently, I will wait for you to come back
to me.”
“We will speak often, my beloved. I made you wait twenty-six weeks
with no word from me and I know it was an ordeal for you. I will never make
you undergo an ordeal like that ever again.”
“It was worth the wait. Al-Barrak is now my husband. You will never
be far from me, will you?”
“No, because my wife will then have a few choice, clinical, calm words
to enlighten me about her extreme disappointment, for which I will have no response except to readily agree.”
With the departures of all the Los Angeles folks, Esperanza included,
and Lena's departure, all who remained who weren't truly a lasting part of
Peace Garden were the boys and their spouses, all who came with Serena,
Nancy's group, and Chuck's group. Jana had already stated her intention to stay
and all at the garden welcomed her decision. Friday, after Lena left, all were
gathered in the cafeteria for lunch.
“You all know Jana is staying behind, and she is welcome to stay. I
know she will pull her weight, since she has ever since she arrived.” All rea-

sonably familiar with Jana teased her and she took it as the champ she was becoming, again. “It pleases me, pleases all of us, to have her with us.
“Each and every one of you may stay as long as you like as our guests,
and as guests, it means we do not expect you to work in order to stay. There is
room for all of you, as you've heard all of us express, Kitana, Alfred, Bernard,
all of us. It goes for you, too, Chuck, Matthew, Benjy, all of you. I also know
this is far away from your normal, regular lives, to which you'll want to return,
to the familiar. I say this to you, I extend to you this invitation because I always want you to know through all of us here you will always be welcome,
even should you simply show up with no notice. It won't matter. It will never
matter.”
Clifford, the Board Director at the House, who was a well-respected entrepreneur and capitalist in financial circles of the U.S. and other nations,
caught my attention as I looked about at everyone. His smile and his demeanor
were genuine, sincere, appreciative. He stated loudly, “I have been impressed,
Al-Barrak, with all of you. The way you conduct yourselves, the way everything is taken care of and provided, not once have I been a witness to disharmony, a lack of civility or consideration, and everything is accomplished, often, it seems to me, with little or no effort. Knowing your absence from this
garden has occurred longer than your presence, I attribute this to the mere students who keep everything running efficiently, students! Kitana, Alfred and
Bernard, guided by their professor, Esperanza, now your wife.” He paused for a
moment, maybe to let it sink in. “If anything, Al-Barrak, I will say, you know
how to pick 'em!” It encouraged a great deal of commentary.
I smiled to Clifford. “Well, you should be enamored, Clifford. You slept
in the only five-star tent we have!” Clifford, along with everyone, roared with
laughter. “Keep this in mind, all of you. You all take vacations regularly. Everyone has a need to get out from under the vice gripping your head. You are
discovering, during your time here, there are places in Africa which have become islands of oasis in the midst of seas of turmoil, discontent and uncertainty. Jardin de la Paix is one of those islands of oasis and will always remain
so as long as I live, for should it ever be threatened again, I will return to help
set it right. Until then, consider it the vacation spot of your dreams, for you
will be treated and accommodated like no other place in the world, although,”
laughs, “if you don't like it too hot, don't come then! As they say, if you can't
stand the heat, stay out of the kitchen! Pick a more appropriate time of the
year, when it's a bit cooler!”
Talk broke up into smaller groups, discussing arrangements, time tables, who was going back with whom. John suddenly grabbed my attention and
commented, “I am truly going to miss you, my brother, my cousin, hell, I don't
even know how to address you any more, Al-Barrak!”
“Try as one of my dearest friends. That will suffice.” I smiled. “May I
make a suggestion to you all?” I waited until most expressed their approval. “I
think you are all anxious to get back to your previous lives, and while we will
miss you, I think it is the right thing to do. Return to your work. You have
work to do. We all do and it is what everyone should do, perform the work

which all were blessed to be able to perform well. However,” I paused to let it
gain attention, “if any of you have commercial flights, you should all cancel
them. Instead, charter a jet for all of you, one which will fly to Boston, then
New York, then Helena, then Los Angeles. Do it so you all shoulder the expense equally, and you can depart from here in comfort and safety together. I'm
certain we can arrange appropriate security to Bamako for all of you. You
should all leave together and on a flight where you're not cramped and have to
abide by airlines security and their time tables. If I were going with you, I
would truly insist.”
John and Clifford immediately took the lead, determining they could
easily arrange the charter between the two of them. There was some contention
about how to distribute the cost equitably. It was discussion, not cantankerous
bickering.
“May I intercede?” I asked everyone. All agreed quickly. “How many
of you are there?” We all counted together. The boys and their wives were
eight, Serena had four, Nancy had six, and Chuck had six, and there were four
more security men, one for each of the boys. “Okay, that's twenty-eight.” I
looked to Kitana. “Kitana, you have the calculator handy?” She walked back to
the kitchen and returned with her small calculator. “Divide one hundred by
twenty-eight and read to me the first four decimals.” The numbers she stated
were “three point five seven one four.” “Okay, the percentage of every person
is three point five eight, we'll round it up so someone doesn't get shorted. Decide your parties and each party is responsible for three point five eight percent
for each person in the party. Fair?” There was universal agreement. “As for
Chuck and the movie crew, who have been here longer than I have and I know
none of you have any travel booked, you're all flying back on my dime, so how
much is six times three point five eight, Kitana?” Kitana punched it in and
came back with “twenty-one point forty-eight.” “So, I'll assume responsibility
for twenty-one point forty-eight per cent of the total, and I'll give each of you
some money for meals, drinks, and whatever.”
Chuck bowed his head as he calmly stated, “It's not necessary, Al. We
can cover our end.” All of the movie crew nodded their heads in agreement.
“I know you can, Chuck. I know all of you can, and I'm not paying you
back. Honestly, I can never pay you back, but you're not flying back at your
expense. You've done enough. I can cover this small expense, so please take it
and don't argue with me.”
It dispelled the contention. Quickly came the date and I suggested I
would call to arrange a convoy on the appropriate date and time. No problem.
Ken smiled at me and let out a loud, “Whew! I sure am glad you came
back, cousin. You slice through everything like a dull knife through butter, you
know that?”
“I'm gonna miss you around, you handsome devil, you!”
“Not that again!”
“I still don't believe no one calls you that, except Penelope. She calls
you that!”
Penelope smiled. “That takes place behind closed doors, Al-Barrak.

You know the rules!”
“Like I can't deduce what goes on behind those closed doors, Penelope!
With the two of you so smitten with each other? Heck! It's the same with all of
you! This is why I love all of you so much!”
Serena smiled but her face registered some regret when she remarked,
“It's been a long time since I was behind closed doors with Gregory. I miss it,
Al-Barrak.”
“Well, you and Gregory had quite a few parcheesi skirmishes behind
closed doors, Serena.” I stood because I had work to do, amid the laughter.
“You should return to your sanctuary outside Los Angeles, put your life back
on track, gather those closest to you tightly, and begin sailing through your life
again, Serena. This last year has been rough on you, with all the changes, and
one of the biggest is there's no more Gregory. He was the one you wanted. No
one even knew how much you wanted him, for he was only a dream, and all of
a sudden, the dream walked right into your life in flesh and blood. Do you
think I don't appreciate what you are missing, the longing you had once, so
briefly, and now it's gone? It sometimes aches inside me to think about what
you are missing. But I knew Gregory, and you were merely peeling an onion
back and you hadn't reached the diseased and disgusting part yet, but Gregory
knew it was there. He knew you would reach it. There are many parts of Gregory which Al-Barrak destroyed. The diseased and disgusting part of the onion,
Serena, Al-Barrak destroyed completely, before you ever reached it. What you
miss is a small sample of one man, and all the rest of him he hid from you successfully. You will never know it, only I will know it for certainty. What you
decide is your right. I won't argue. You will know it in your heart when the
time comes.”
Kevin rose as others began to rise and disperse, but stated loud so all
could hear, “It's going to be hard returning to my old life, especially since you
came back, Al-Barrak. I had no idea what to expect coming here, except it was
Chuck's suggestion, and since he was right about what would happen on the set
of My Brother's Keeper, especially with you and Drake together, I knew it
would be special coming here, but really! Fresh, warm biscuits for breakfast?
Fresh, warm bread for lunch and supper? All since you came back. Where am I
gonna get that every day?”
I had walked into the kitchen area to my little station for grinding.
Many of the half-dozen women, most from Gossi, the youngest from Bamako
right out of the equivalent of high school, understood English well enough they
understood what Kevin said and smiled for him. I smiled at each one for they
were the planners and cooks who made the meals at the garden possible.
Sarim, especially, smiled broadly, and I bowed with my hands clasped to each.
“I am a humble miller, Kevin. Every one of these beautiful women here are responsible. They knead those biscuits, they knead the bread, they bake it all at
the right time, and turn it all into heaven. They bring you manna from heaven.
It is simply what they do, so, yes, Kevin, I would imagine you'll miss it, but
you won't get even one of them to come with you, because Kitana keeps every
one of them happy. It's what she does. She knows heaven when she sees it,

feels it. Kitana will not let heaven escape through her fingers.”
What was left, once the date and time was set for the departure, was arranging an escort to Bamako. The Colonel, during his lengthy stays of late, had
developed a weakness, which I, along with everyone else at the garden, was
aware. He and his men had taken a liking to the asparagus we served in various
recipes, the asparagus patch doing quite well. The patch, though, was small for
the size of the garden, since we hedged against the uncertainty of a sometimes
brutal central African environment, and we had yet to get through the searing
heat of summer and drought season. What we did have in abundance were
brussels sprouts, a vegetable practically unknown in Africa, and with Kitana's
able direction, the garden's kitchen prepared it with more than two dozen variations. This was the Colonel's weakness. Once he had a taste of the many
recipes for brussels sprouts, with those tender, moist and surprisingly delicious
buds, he had to have more. We were selling some of our excess to the military
base in Bamako and sharing our recipes, all at the Colonel's insistence. Their
only alternative was ordering and receiving it from thousands of miles away,
which tends to have a negative impact on freshness. I called the Colonel and
posed one simple question. “How would you like to have a truckload of brussels sprouts, Colonel?” Five minutes later the escort was arranged.
When Nancy heard it, she had one simple question. “You arranged a
military escort with brussels sprouts?” Of course, Nancy had to ask it in the
cafeteria where everyone could hear, including Kitana. Kitana couldn't stop
laughing for minutes.
“You have something against brussels sprouts, my dear woman?”
Nancy only shook her head with incredible disbelief, and I rose to walk to the
kitchen. “I have grinding to do, so you'll excuse me, please.” I took a few
steps, stopped and turned back. “Soon, Nancy, they'll be trying rutabaga and
turnips. They're considering cucumbers, cabbage, swiss chard, kale, all from
the largest agricultural operation in a hundred miles, since we take up three
miles in most any direction.” I focused on Nancy's smiling face sitting at one
of the cafeteria tables.
“Since you're all leaving tomorrow, I was thinking last night, going
through some of my adventures with you, and I remembered how Nancy and I
sat in my tiny apartment in West Hollywood twirling around and around in my
chairs, drinking beer after beer, and I had to hold onto her and walk her all the
way to her cab at two in the morning.” I watched Nancy blush. “That's why I'm
still with the House. It's one of my fondest memories, the evening when you
buzzed my apartment unexpectedly. You were the only one, Nancy, out of the
entire entertainment world who had the guts to show up at my sanctuary, spend
an entire evening with me, match me beer for beer, and get so loaded you
couldn't walk on your own, yet you never showed a single worry about it. You
had complete trust in me that I would never take advantage of you and you
knew I could. You were almost like a little girl that night, so trusting, but I will
never have another editor except you. If you ever leave the publishing business, I'll never write anything for publication again. That's how much I appreciate you, young woman, and I challenged you to come here and make me

smile. I wondered how you would do it without twirling in a chair and getting
hammered, but you keep surprising me with your little girl charms. Don't you
ever send that little girl inside you away. I love it when she comes out to play.”
Nancy smiled big and wide. “Any other man, Al-Barrak, I would have
risen from this seat and smashed his face with that little girl talk.” The entire
room was awash in laughter. “I can't fight it with you, though. I love you so
dearly. It comes out of you so innocent and sincere. You never have any regard
for consequences, since it always comes from your heart.”
“You knew all of it that night, didn't you?”
“Of course I did. My head was swimming on the cab ride back to the
hotel!”
“Well,” I said with a short delay, “that was self-inflicted.”
Word spread about the charter jet flying to Bamako. It was difficult to
hide it since there were so many who had to declare their trip intentions. When
we arrived at the airport I got out of my vehicle and rounded up the various
media folks staking out the terminal to hold another impromptu press conference as a diversion for the entire group to unload baggage, get through security
and wait beyond a roped-off area of the airport for boarding. Jana and I walked
over to the area to say goodbye. At one point during our stroll, I felt Jana's
hand reach mine, feeling it to see if I would grasp it, and I wrapped my fingers
around her hand and held it tightly. I looked to her as she walked beside me
and watched her smile, warm and sure. She softly observed, “The only thing
that's different about you since I arrived here, Al, is the night, and I don't really
miss it. I thought I would but I don't.”
“What happens at night, in private, is such a small part of a lifetime.
When you put too much into it, you spend too much time on it, and it begins to
affect all the other time. When you assign it its correct proportion, you begin to
see its true lack of significance in every interaction you conduct, and you stop
missing it. Then, you begin to recognize the true depth of the interactions you
have with all those around you. Stop being a slave to the night and you start to
see during the day.”
We saw everyone off. We couldn't touch anyone. Since we weren't on
the flight manifest, we were not allowed entry to the roped-off area. Some
things you can't overcome. Still, everyone was of an upbeat nature, except
Sofia. She was trying to keep it together, but she would suddenly be overtaken,
and the tears, along with her shuddering head, would begin again. I tried to
comfort her, to remind her she had to try to be strong for her mother, her
mother is certainly a strong woman, but she has her limits. Everyone has limits. It helped for a while but Sofia's head would shudder and the tears would
follow. John came to her, sat and lifted Sofia onto his lap. “Pamela and I, Sofia,
are coming with you and your mother so we can swim. We haven't been swimming together in quite a while. I miss it.”
Sofia nodded her head but looked to me and her head shuddered again.
“You're the swimming expert now, Sofia!” I loudly proclaimed. “I'm sorry we
didn't have a pool for you to teach us all you've learned, but we'll swim again
soon, you and me, and we'll get your mother in the pool and together we'll

teach her the butterfly stroke, though we'll make her wear an appropriate
bathing suit. You'll help with that, right?” Sofia laughed. Everyone laughed.
Serena smiled.
They all boarded soon after with many goodbyes, some tearful. Jana
and I waited until the jet crawled to the runway, fired up the engines down the
pavement and lifted off for its first destination, Bangor, Maine. It was only the
one vehicle on the drive back to Jardin de la Paix, Baku at the wheel. All had to
rise early, the escort and the six vehicles with a driver each, having arrived the
night before, but it was only our lone vehicle going back. Jana leaned her head
against my shoulder and napped in that manner most of the drive. I put my arm
over her shoulders and rested it there. She felt warm.

Segment Thirty-One
I talked to Esperanza and Magdalena every day, Esperanza by phone until Magdalena left.
With both away, I established a routine
for each, calling Esperanza early in the
morning when it was
late at night in Los
Angeles. I would call
Magdalena after supper when she had returned home from
work. It was never
strained nor did it
ever feel a burden.
The conversation flowed freely on each side with no thought of duration. Each
call ended when appropriate and I always finished with the same expression.
“Besides the love I always receive from you, which I gather in some measure
when I speak with you over this long distance, I miss gazing upon your beauty.
It is a sight which brightens even the most radiant and brilliant, an experience
to which I shall always submit freely and humbly. Your beauty and your love
are not possessions of mine. They do not belong to me. Instead, you share them
with me willfully and this truth I never ignore.”
Esperanza spent two months during the summer at the garden and returned to her duties at Northridge, a full-tenured, in some cases, celebrated
Professor. Her presence at the garden, of course, was greatly appreciated by the
miller, who silently reveled as she told him of her most recent exploits in
academia. His heart soared during one late night conversation, as the Professor
explained, “When I left in the spring, I still had doubt how I would feel, how I
could simply get through day after day without you close to me, but I managed, my beloved. And now I know why I married you. There is no place in the
world where you can escape me, where you can get away from me. I will know
where you are and go there and it will be like that first night. Remember that
first night, Al-Barrak? Remember how reluctant you were?”
“Well, why shouldn't I be reluctant? Look what you helped accomplish.
I knew then how instrumental you could be in my dream, but you wanted to
take us some place where we might both leave with little regard for the other,
and it would certainly crush my hope of having your help. It scared me. I
thought I was beyond it but I had doubts.”

“I knew who you were then and I was right, but you kept growing and
taking me places I'd never been. I went with you to every one of those places
willingly and you never disappointed. Now you're my husband. As long as I
bring my love, there is no way you can make me leave you, and it's what you
get from me. Isn't it true?”
“When I think about us going back to the very beginning, I can't dismiss the thought if it hadn't been for a little black cat, none of this would have
been possible.” Esperanza laughed from deep below. “What a matchmaker he
was! Gregory took one look at you and he wanted you! No doubt about it, but
Gregory wasn't going to have you. No way! A little black cat won your heart,
then he handed it to me, and I've tried, as best I can, to keep it warm and close.
Because of that, my beloved, I think every man should have a little black cat. It
can't hurt.”
The days, weeks, months fell into a consistent routine with a persistent
rhythm. There were the usual and frequent breaks for preparation and planting
and cultivating and harvesting. We would occasionally be approached by some
in the village, always those whose homes were particularly dilapidated or
squalid. We all knew who needed help the most. We were not isolated and
there was constant interaction between those of the garden and those of the surrounding communities. Slowly, over time, we built more sturdy structures, we
added electricity generation, mostly solar panels, running water and treatment
containers, one structure at a time, every one drawn by Nassira with the intended residents' full participation. The recipients of our help would arrive for
planting, or harvest, or anything else which needed a large number of man
hours to accomplish, and it would be done in short order. Often, relatives,
friends, guests even, would arrive and help, too.
We would hold meetings regularly to discuss and plan and prepare and
one meeting produced the idea we should establish some type of school, maybe
more than one, so we began planning for the coming fall. Kitana heard from
some at the university in Bamako about a doctorate aimed at administration of
community operations, something like what we were already doing. You can
imagine she was accepted. When she completed her thesis, a couple years later,
she practically designed the entire program, although she had plenty of help,
Bernard and Nassira providing necessary detail and her husband providing her
his unfailing encouragement and support. I looked around one day, one hot, stifling day, and reached the conclusion my presence was unnecessary, that it had,
in fact, become unnecessary months before. There were now several of us
grinding grain so the miller already had appropriate replacements. His work
here was done.
At the last meeting I attended, when all the business and discussion and
concerns had all been voiced, I announced, “I will be leaving soon. You have
all made this experiment, this endeavor, now run so smoothly, so cooperatively,
I can step away and you will not miss a heartbeat. I have other things to do, to
accomplish, the miller shall grind in other places which need it. I'm going to
visit my beloved Magdalena first, come back, and prepare to leave.”
Kitana smiled deeply. “I have been expecting this, Al-Barrak. For

weeks now you have spent little time in the kitchen grinding. You have trained
your replacements, but I knew it when you pulled out your first bulb of garlic,
opened it, rubbed it on your finger to smell it, then put your finger in your
mouth to taste it. You had such a little boy smile on your face. That's when I
knew you would leave soon. You wanted to see how the garlic turned out since
you didn't get to plant any of it.”
I thought, when Kitana spoke this, about the moments I returned and
she saw me for the first time in six months, twenty-six weeks, and she had
called me “my Gregory.” I knew when she said it what she meant. In the same
way she was “my Kitana,” for the two of us had truly led this little experiment
from the start, Kitana leading what she was capable, and I leading what I was
capable. I had watched her grow from a head-strong, self-confident, but brash
young female to a self-assured, empathetic, soothing and nurturing full adult
woman. The most striking change in Kitana, as far as our relations, was the
complete dissolution of her natural skepticism, first with me, eventually with
everyone. Despite all this progress, Kitana still struggled occasionally with the
miller, only in her understanding. She never was quite certain what to think
when the miller became “unresponsive,” as she had witnessed. His calm repose
and simple statement, “I have returned,” did little to assuage her concern, her
natural skepticism. The miller told her once, “This is why it is so regrettable I
cannot hug you, Kitana, cannot hold you against my body, my very being, and
reach you in a manner I cannot any other way. You would, quite literally,
woman, feel my heartbeat, my life blood coursing through my body, calm,
restive, serene, and it, in turn, would calm and assure you, but we cannot hold
each other in this manner in our current circumstances, and it is regrettable, for
you would never question it again.”
Three days later I left for Bamako and a flight which would take me to
Casablanca with a switch to Munich. I rode with Nassira, Bernard at the wheel.
Nassira had completed another residential design in Gossi, construction to begin days later, and she and Bernard had a meeting to design a residence in Bamako, complete with electricity generation and water treatment from a well.
Bernard was spending much of his time away from Jardin de la Paix in company with Nassira, since their combined efforts were increasing in demand,
even beyond Mali borders. The government in Mali took great pride in showing the world some of the accomplishments from the Garden, and especially
the living facility, designed and built mostly by its very own citizens. Since
they were both extremely comfortable with each other and respectful of the
other's opinion, I really considered it a mere matter of time and these two
would become inextricably bound. Professionally and personally they already
were.
I intended to spend two weeks with Lena, though I brought only a small
bag and my computer. I thought I might start Andrea's story. I wore my traveling robe and turban, with a length of cloth around my groin, for obvious reasons. I carried both bags onto the plane and getting through security was a
challenge at times. One peculiar “inspector” was insistent he determine what
was underneath the cloth around my groin. Fortunately the other “inspector”

became convinced it was nothing more than a wrap around my groin, since I
wore nothing else under the robe. On the other hand I did offer to walk with
both to their “inspecting” room where they could get a good look at my penis
up close and personal. Of course, it's exactly how I phrased it. The other “inspector” had no real desire to see that and soon curbed the zeal of the peculiar
“inspector.”
From the Munich airport I rode the shuttle to the station for the train to
Baden Baden, where Lena would await my arrival. I had called Heinz so he
knew I would be in Germany and I wanted to talk to him about his services,
but I only wanted to contemplate on the train ride and devote my first meeting
of anyone to Lena. I knew I should do it this way from my regular conversations with her right up to the day of my travel. As I predicted Lena's reputation
as a criminal psychologist was continuing to suffer. I knew she would never
turn it around and her services would inevitably be shunned by the law enforcement authorities with whom she typically worked. I did not share this
with Lena because I viewed it as a positive development in her life. With her
family living in the Caribbean and no immediate employment prospects in her
adopted country, leaving her home of more than thirty years would be much
easier for her to consider. Then I would beckon her to India, knowing she
would follow. I also assumed, should I reach India alive and in one reasonable
piece, I would probably have need for a driver. This would be Heinz's expertise, and I had a plan for compensating him, one I expected he would not
refuse. Again, I would need no severed head of a horse to accomplish it. I simply knew how to make it enticing enough so that not only would Heinz consider it a win, so would I.
When I stepped off the train at Baden Baden and caught the first
glimpse of my African queen, I could not ignore how gaunt and spent she appeared. She smiled big and warmly when her eyes caught mine but her whole
appearance and demeanor were alarming. This was my task for the trip. I must
turn it around and I did. It didn't take long. My love and compassion are deep.
Those most close to me understand it since it's why they still remain close, but
they also possess the propensity to receive it without cynicism or skepticism.
Those who continue to harbor either never stay close to me. It always becomes
a mutual decision. They can't trust me and I don't want them around me, so we
part ways as amicably as possible. I never look back. It's pointless.
This was my introduction to Lena's world and her residence. I had
never been there until this trip. It was some of her worry but her residence, as
small as it was, was quite comfortable, a small cottage far outside the city limit
of Baden Baden. It came with a rather large expanse of meadow and woodland,
so it enticed me to take meandering walks and I usually succeeded in convincing Lena to accompany me. Those first two or three days with both of us walking and talking together made an impact and Lena soon began to renew and rejuvenate and reinvigorate, to become more as I remembered her, as I always
think of her. Our moments of informality were those she orchestrated as I insisted. “Have me as you want me, my beloved. You have waited patiently for
me, longer than you should have. We are inextricably bound. You shall be the

master.” It is Lena's nature that she cannot bring herself to be the master so frequently, that she is compelled most often to be subservient and submissive. I
knew it but I also knew how to proceed with it. I suggested, should she hand
the reins back to me, and refused to proceed without her willful acceptance. It
would come. Lena knew, above all else, how patient I am. It's what she appreciated in me so much, that I would simply wait out her own uncertainty, confusion, and timidity. You would think this woman, from what you have gathered
so far, was anything but timid and unsure. The closer you get to Lena, though,
the boundaries and walls begin to crumble and the little girl emerges, wideeyed and apprehensive. What always intrigued me, and continues to this day
concerning Magdalena, is how she could openly talk to me about all of it in
such a detached and clinical method, yet still fall into it consistently. As wideeyed and apprehensive as the little girl was when she emerged, she still trusted
me, so I never pushed Lena to try to overcome what deficiency it might mean.
As I told her, time and again, “Once the little girl stops trusting me, Lena, then
we're going to deal with her. We all have our flaws, inconsistencies, and defects, and you know I have mine. Should these failures start to push us apart,
you and I are going to deal with them. I will never let you drift away from me.”
Lena would laugh and remind me all she had to do was say “I divorce you”
four times and we were through. I would always remind her she could say it
three times easily, but the fourth time she would have my full attention as I
would be staring right through her jet black pearls, daring her. She knew if I
heard it four times in one sitting, I would walk right out the door and never return. Sometimes you have to be honest and lay it all on the line with psychologists. They bluff more often than anyone.
The first full day, while Lena was at work, I called Mathieu, my cousin,
to discover if and when he would be available. He invited me for supper in the
early evening but I declined, explaining I thought I might instead have supper
with Heinz and his family, on my dime of course, and have him drive me to
Mathieu's place and the three of us could make a short evening of it. I could
pick up those items of our mutual family members and spend some time at
Lena's using her flat-bed scanner and return them before I leave for Africa. I
called Heinz and he readily agreed to my suggestions. As he told me he was
happy to see and hear me again. “You have no idea, Herr Hess,” Heinz said
over the phone, “what I felt those months you were missing.”
“We're going to discuss my offer for employment, Heinz, but you will
have to do one thing for me beginning now.”
“What's that, Herr Hess?”
“You must address me as Al-Barrak.”
Heinz let out a gregarious laugh. “I think I shall enjoy working for AlBarrak. It is my understanding he possesses the same playfulness and humor of
the now deceased Gregory Hess. Or am I mistaken, Al-Barrak?”
“Since you have made me consider I must have a driver on whom I can
depend, Heinz, what do you think?”
The supper with Heinz, Hilda and their brood was enjoyable, though
the children were disappointed I wore no robe, thus appearing to them like the

old man they remembered from earlier, with longer hair, now mostly white, but
still tied in the back in a pony tail. The supper was nothing flamboyant, just delicious and charming. Heinz and I drove off after I called Mathieu so he knew
when to expect us.
At the doorway when he bid us inside, Mathieu smiled slyly and remarked, “So, I suppose I will have to call you Al-Barrak now, just as you have
become, perhaps, the most famous member of our humble family?”
“You may always address me as my cousin, Mathieu, for it is the truth,
and truth is what I appreciate above all else.”
I shared with Mathieu the genealogy compiled by my aunt so he would
know the names of many of the relatives from the other side of the big pond.
Mathieu had also discovered some other items of family interest and gave it all
to me in the satchel he had the first time.
We talked with Heinz about the news of the last few months, our personal kind and the world in general. Things were heating up in the Middle
East, specifically Israel and the “occupied” territories of primarily Palestinians.
I didn't bring it up. Curiously, Heinz did. Heinz looked at me quite severely.
“Do you understand, Al-Barrak, that I see far too many parallels with the history of the Nazis and what they, we, my fellow country men and women, did to
the Jews all over Europe and what continues to take place, what has taken
place for decades in Palestine and what is now Israel? It disturbs me greatly
because I have lived with the decades of shame that all of Germany has had to
endure for those inexcusable actions and in Palestine, the survivors of the
genocidal atrocity and their children are committing the same type of atrocity
all over again. Yet, everywhere in the Western world it is accepted. Is it because the victims are Arabs, perhaps those descended from Esau? Does that
now make it acceptable? Then, perhaps, it was acceptable what we did to Jews,
those descended from Jacob. For isn't this the argument we are pushing here?
That it is acceptable when it is performed with a conspicuous respect to genealogy, with a strict adherence to whom one is descended? When I think of things
like this I am sickened to be human, Al-Barrak. We are humans in name only
for we are still animals!”
Though I spoke in response to Heinz, I looked only to my cousin. “I
will assure you of this, Heinz. Should you ever hear me give up, to lose faith in
all of you, to condemn all of you, that will be the moment when you better
duck and cover, because here comes the wrath of the One! And it will be a terror you can never imagine!”
On the drive back to Lena's my phone rang. On the other end was Conrad. “You are back in Germany?”
“I am. How are you and your wonderful family, young man?”
“We are doing well. We all are quite relieved since your return. I'm sure
you can imagine. Mother and Father would like to have you visit before you
leave again.” Conrad paused. “I would, too. I...have always...thought very
highly of you...Al-Barrak, is it, now?”
“It would please me greatly, Conrad, when you call me Al-Barrak.”
“Well, we all miss you. You know that, don't you?”

“I miss you all, too, and we will all gather together before I leave again.
I promise you.”
“Good. I'll look forward to it...Anyway, I was asked by a mutual acquaintance that I must call you and speak with you, since he had heard you
were coming to Germany.”
“How is Bruno?”
Conrad laughed heartily. “You are like they say. You already know what
others are thinking.”
“It has been quite a while since I saw the mates, Conrad, especially
Bruno. I would enjoy catching up with them. What do you suggest?”
“Bruno wanted me to ask you to meet with them at Josef's warehouse.
He wanted me to assure you he still has your Fender guitar and amp.”
“What's your schedule tomorrow, Conrad?” I wanted to discuss with
Lena what her immediate plans were, try to coordinate everyone, including
meeting with Matty, Wilhelm, Anna, and Conrad, and cruising over to Josef's
warehouse to meet up with the mates. Conrad promised me he would first discuss with his family their schedule while I would discuss with Lena hers. I
wanted Lena to be with me for all of it. I wanted to include her. She only knew
about the band second-hand and had seen the videos. She liked the band's
sound. Lena enjoyed rock and roll as much as anyone and had, at times, expressed a regret she had not been in my life then. Now that she was firmly entrenched there, I wanted her to experience this, too.
At night as I slept—which is quite different from what you experience
as sleep since I am still at a level of consciousness you sometimes experience
briefly—I had a thought. This thought concerned a performance, one mostly
musical, but with theatrics, lights, costumes, visualizations behind the performers on a backdrop. This performance would create an aura which would sweep
over the audience, pull them into the performance to become an unmistakable
part of the entire presentation. As I slept I was reminded of Nietzsche and
Wagner. We would stage this performance, me and the mates from Duck and
Cover, to create a Greek festival, a duality play with Apollo and Dionysus, except we would make it only a performance. The rest of the morning after Lena
left for work I considered this performance, refining it, adding more details,
and began to think of songs the band would play in our unique bang-bang
style, starting up the next song when the previous ends with little dead time.
We would present an entire sensory explosion for unrelenting hours, two, three,
maybe more. I wondered what the mates would think. They would have to
commit fully so I wondered if they had it in them.
I received a thought from Pir—he knew exactly what I was contemplating—and he warned me about music. Music is a language all its own and can
be “understood” even by illiterates. It is notes, keys, chords, time, a blend of
rhythm and melody, a continuous mix of the familiar with the unfamiliar, and it
can elevate as well as sink. You are considering taking a step on dangerous
ground, Al-Barrak.
If I participate in this I have every intention of proceeding carefully and
cautiously. I know what music can do. You do too.

Conrad called me late morning. “Mother has asked to have you and
Magdalena for supper tonight about seven. Is that agreeable?”
“I think Lena would enjoy and appreciate it but I'll talk with her first.”
Shortly after, I called Conrad and advised him we would arrive about
six-thirty. “After supper, we'll drive to Josef's warehouse. Most of the band
mates will be there and are looking forward to seeing you again.”
I brought along my computer, on which I had saved some research,
along with a list of songs. No one, other than Lena, had any idea what I was
considering and I had no intention of sharing my thought until the time arrived.
Supper with Matilde, Wilhelm, Conrad and Anna was superb. Lena
drank wine with everyone but I declined. I only drank alcohol during an appropriate celebration and while this could be construed as a celebration, as I explained to everyone, it was to me more of a reuniting. Matty observed I had
certainly changed quite a bit and she was disappointed I did not wear my robe
and turban which she had seen me wear during news shows and some of my
interviews with Roland broadcast on BBC. “I have two robes, Matty, one I
wear when I travel and one I wear for special occasions, the blue robe which I
also don wearing the yellow turban. An example of a special occasion would
be the uniting of a wife and husband, such as our union, Lena to me, me to
Lena.”
Lena proudly showed some of the photographs from our wedding, most
taken by her father. All were impressed. Matty remarked, “Yes, you have
changed, Al-Barrak. Now you are a married man and with two wives. How
many more will you marry?” It brought some laughter, even from Lena.
“In a world of rationality and scientific method, I suppose there would
be some theoretical limit,” I proposed with an overly dramatic tone. “Since I
am so well known stating comments of an outrageous and unconventional
mode, I could follow in such fashion and shock you when I state I would certainly not place your own daughter, Anna, outside the purview of betrothal.”
As I said it I raised my eyebrows while staring straight at Matty as though to
challenge her.
Wilhelm raised a very loud objection but Matty simply lifted her right
arm toward him and stated, “Quiet, Willy!” She smiled in her impassive manner while I continued to stare into her eyes unbroken. “You will say the most
outrageous things, Al-Barrak, perhaps even more than you once did as Gregory, and you know it would cause us great concern-”
“Mother!” interrupted Anna. “Our former boarder understands this: he
is much too old for me to consider as a husband!” Anna smiled a supremely
victorious grin. All smiled, even Lena.
“There you have it, Mother, Father,” I proclaimed. “It takes two to be
inextricably bound, but your daughter is trapped within the bounds of desire as
she understands it, so much that should her desire change toward me, she could
never hope, as beautiful and spirited as she is, to be more than my prospective
wife. It would never progress beyond a prospect, for should anyone bring me
only desire, that one shall never be inextricably bound to me.” I turned to
Anna, who seemed a bit shocked when I finished. “My wives, young woman,

deserve rights and privileges above all others, for they have brought to me love
first and foremost, and they understand their love must grow as their desire
must wither, so they hold a place of reverence from me, such that their opinions and suggestions are ranked higher than all others in how I conduct myself.” I took a sip from my glass of water and turned back to Anna, who now
appeared indecisive and uncertain. Until this moment she had been convinced I
harbored a high level of desire for her but the thought had just been dashed.
Gregory did have such a level. Al-Barrak did not. “You may take heart as an
undeniable truth, Anna, as can any member of your family. No matter what
turn your life takes, no matter where I am or what I'm doing, should you come
to me with an innocent spirit of cooperation, I will never make you leave. You
will always have a home with me as long as you continue to engage in sincere
cooperation with all around me. You will never be sent away.”
Lena immediately added, “Our family is your family.”
Soon Conrad announced we should go meet the band mates since it was
a drive of nearly an hour. Surprising everyone, Anna asked if she could come
with us. I teased her in a mocking but gentle tone. “There will be a number of
young men there, Anna, but they're all taken.”
Wilhelm laughed while everyone turned their attention to him. “So, my
daughter, what ever will you do now?”
“Father!” Anna chided. “I like their music,” she turned to me, “the way
you used to play. I'm curious what you're going to do now. I've heard what
Bruno wants.”
“Bruno never got over the gig in France, Al-Barrak. Whenever we
watch it together, he always points out the things you did and tells me, 'Until
then I thought I was the leader but that night Gregory led everyone.'”
“I know, Conrad. When the three came here to try to keep me in the
band, Bruno pulled me aside and told me himself: everyone would follow me,
but if I left he would have to lead again and he didn't think they would follow.
They have and they're still together, so let's meet Ernst, my replacement.” I
turned to Anna. “If you're coming, Anna, you'll learn about the dream, the
thought I had last night. I want to do one more show, something no one has
done in a long, long time, if ever, and I want to see how receptive they are to
it.” I suggested to Conrad he bring his recorder, which he immediately retrieved, and I drove Lena's sedan to Stuttgart and Josef's warehouse.
Everyone was there. Instantly I hugged Ernst, late twenties, energetic
but respectful, with a reputation on guitar reasonably equivalent to Bruno. His
respect was such he never challenged Bruno and was content to play mostly
behind him, which soon became evident when both told me the same. They
had developed the original songs we had been working on when I left, all the
lyrics had been written by me, so I knew how to sing them, and that's what the
band had been considering, one final get together to do the original songs the
way we had always intended. That's nice, I said, as I looked around at all in attendance. Greta was there—Josef and Greta very cordial and deferring to me—
Lorna and Dora, and the wife of Ernst, Kosima, who was born and raised in
Japan, spoke five languages fluently, and had come with her parents when her

father took a high-level research position with one of the German telecom corporations. Ernst met Kosima at university, where they were naturally drawn to
each other from their initial meeting while living in the same dormitory. They
had a son of two years, Friedrich, who was running around as the ultimate center of attention. It was, in a very real sense, quite familial, as I mentioned to
Lena, who smiled widely knowing something of what I was about to propose.
I stepped over to a table and sat on it. “Okay, Ernst, Kosima, grab the
bundle of energy you brought into this world, and all of you hear me.” Immediately, Kosima wrapped up little Friedrich in her arms. “I had a thought last
night, a dream you might think, though I almost never have dreams any more,
about what I'd like to do as a show with all of you, and I do mean all of you.
There was a time right in this little corner of the world, a very short time from
years ago, an idea was proposed about art and theater and music, especially as
it was conceived and performed thousands of years ago, as the Greeks performed it. It was given a textual basis by Nietzsche and it was attempted as a
performance by Wagner, though it was executed poorly due to Wagner's irrepressible narcissism, its interminable length and his courting of kings. This
type of performance was given a duality of representation which were called
Appollonian, for the god, Apollo, and Dionysian, for the god, Dionysus.
Apollo represented the lyrical, rational, logical, knowledge-seeking side of humanity, while Dionysus represented the surrender of individuality, mania, and
the union of all under the umbrella of tragedy. Nietzsche composed it through
The Birth of Tragedy.”
Greta interrupted. “Many of us are familiar with it, Al-Barrak. I've read
it, I know Conrad and Bruno have read it. I've studied Nietzsche.”
Anna burst in. “I've read it, too, many of Nietzsche's compositions.”
“Now my curiosity is really piqued, Al-Barrak,” Bruno said, smiling
but shaking his head. “It's hard for me to think of you other than Gregory, and
now you're talking about Nietzsche! What have you got in mind, old man? May
I call you 'old man'?”
I smiled. “I would prefer 'Al-Barrak,' young man, but I'll let it slide due
to your youthful exuberance.”
“Al-Barrak, then!” Bruno surrendered.
“This is what I have in mind. One of us will play the part of Apollo,
considered the lyricist. Between the two of us, Bruno, that should be me. You,
then, will play the part of Dionysus, the one of barely-controlled mania, of
tragedy, the one who brings with music a union of all, including the audience,
the spectators as it were. Together, we rock the entire theater and without pause
for we will perform it like theater, with costumes, drama, a screen above or behind us with visualizations, occasionally of any of us on stage, and occasionally of dramatic visualizations, and those on stage with us will also occasionally perform drama, tragedy, theater, on stage, with a large chorus. With a
backdrop of visual images with performers, it should all be recorded. You,
then, Conrad, will be a part of it but you'll also have help, professional help,
since I'm confident I can persuade Jeremy, who recorded all my performances
in America, to be part of this, too.” Now I smiled widely because I was only

getting started.
“All right, let me lay out what we look like on stage. We start the show
in total darkness until a single spotlight focuses on me and only me at the microphone. I will have my guitar strapped and ready as I explain that Duck and
Cover couldn't make it but I brought some friends to dance in their stead. 'I AM
APOLLO! And I have commanded Dionysus to appear with me. He has
brought his woodland elves and he always travels with the Maenads. I only ask
you to join us in an evening of revelry and mania.' That's when we start the
first song as the lights on stage go up and this is what the audience sees. All the
band mates wear togas. The Maenads, who are both chorus and actors are also
on stage wearing deer skins, fawn skin is deer skin, and there will be other men
in the chorus, also wearing togas, and that's what the audience sees when the
very first notes begin. The backdrop of images begins and never stops throughout the entire performance. The entire stage is theater, at times, the Maenads
dancing all over, acting in scenes of drama corresponding to each song, the
male part of the chorus doing so, too. We should also have an entire woodwind/brass ensemble, saxophone, trumpet, trombone, whatever else we can
get, to make a spectacle of sight, sound, feeling, which hasn't been done, not
like this, in thousands of years, perhaps never. It's not opera, or theater, or
drama, or music, or tragedy, it's all of them combined, on one stage, a literal
orgy of sensory explosion.”
There were doubters, detractors, and questions, questions from all, it
seemed. I glanced to Lena and her smile was enthusiastic. I focused first on
Greta, who had asked about the Maenads. “I recall many things about you,
Greta, but the only surprise you could offer me was if you were embarrassed
by any of it. True, my child?” Greta smiled widely as she knew exactly to what
I referred. “I had heard both you and Lorna sing and hum, before we did either
of our shows, and I had always wondered how we could get you on the stage as
backups, but we all had our hands full dealing with the songs as they were,
right mates?” All the band mates affirmed and I glanced to Ernst wearing his
huge grin. I knew he was liking the idea. “I want you up on stage, representing
the Maenads, dressed in deer skin, dancing and acting and singing, all as an integral part of the performance. I want all of you up there, Lorna, Dora, Kosima,
Lena, Anna, all of you as our Maenads, an essential part of our whole performance. The band will perform the songs, so, yes, everyone follows the band,
but our sound becomes both the focus and the background. The Maenads and
the male chorus are the theater, the drama, the tragedy. The band mates, all of
us, we also perform theater, theatrics, drama, tragedy, at times any one of us is
the center of attention. The most important aspect is we never stop until the last
song, the last musical beat concludes. The lights go down to total darkness,
since we will finish in a frenzy, and the show's over. I don't know, yet, whether
I or anyone else will say something, or even if we show something visually
with audio as some sort of anti-climax. I haven't considered it, but what I want
is your commitment, all of you. I'll secure the theater. We'll need to rehearse,
we'll need costumes created, but I need your commitment. For the ladies, your
beauty on the stage as the uninhibited dancing maidens will set the tone for the

entire production. Without you I won't even consider it.”
Some women expressed their reservations and there was a considerable
amount of talk since most were simply lost in how we could possibly have
anything as huge in scope like this ready in mere weeks. When it finally died
down some, I addressed the women. “Ladies, have I not always treated you
with the utmost respect?” All, except Kosima, nodded in their acknowledgment. “I ask all of you to do one thing for me now, and that is to come before
me, stand before me so I may address all of you together, Anna, Lena, and
Kosima, too, please, because I won't do this without you.” With some reluctance all came to stand before me, some teasing, some questioning, some kidding. “I want you to look at yourselves first, look at each one of you, and think,
as women tend to do, that while each one of you certainly considers your individual selves beautiful, women always manage to see the part of another
woman more beautiful, that you concentrate on what you lack versus what the
other woman seems to possess. I have heard it expressed in some manner like
this from all of you except Kosima and Anna, but being women, Kosima,
Anna, you've thought it, too, perhaps are even thinking it now as you look
around at your female counterparts beside you...You are all beautiful, every
one of you, and what I'm asking you to consider is not perfection. You are going to make mistakes. It's okay! What I want you to think about is what your
combined appearance is going to project. Each of you will be wearing a dress
of deer skin, your legs and arms and feet will be bare, your beauty on stage
will be inescapable, and your combined appearance will provide a shared confidence from each of you, so any self-doubts any of you have will be more than
overcome by your shared appearance. All of you will support each of the individuals. I know that you, Anna, and you, Lena, will overcome your reluctance
when I appeal to the confidence in your beauty as its impact, but you, Kosima,
are the one with whom I am least familiar, yet I want you up there, too, for you
will have an impact of your own. What I have already witnessed from you,
Kosima, is you do possess a self-confidence in your inherent beauty, you do
not consider yourself outshone in the company of all the other women, so as
my last appeal to all of you, consider my band mates. We all do this, to an extent, for each of you. I know as a fact having heard from Bruno's own lips,
Lorna, often the only consideration he has comes from your satisfaction in how
he has performed musically. It comforts him greatly when you are satisfied.
Not one of us would have an objection to sharing the stage with you. From my
perspective, I would greatly enjoy having Lena on stage with me, since I already have ideas of how I want to incorporate you into the performance. Give
me, give us, the commitment as our Maenads so we can start to put this all together.”
“Oh, I'll do it!” Anna exclaimed. “I want to be a part of this!”
Ernst loudly stated, “You've always wanted to be on stage with me,
Kosima. You should do this. I will enjoy it!”
The first, and biggest, hurdle was overrun. All of the women agreed
and we began discussing other aspects with my growing suggestions. I pulled
out my computer and showed some of the pictures and visual images I had al-

ready considered. We would need tailors or seamstresses to measure each
woman and create the faux deer skin dresses, since we all agreed real deer skin
would bring loud objection from the animal rights folks. We would need toga
robes and each measured for those. Josef expressed the desire to wear shoes as
a necessity for his percussion. It was readily agreed. We would need four to
eight male chorus members with their togas, and a woodwind ensemble with
togas also. I already had a theater in mind in Basel, Switzerland. Any work permits would have to be produced. I knew where I could get those. I would compile a song lineup and try to have it completed the next day. We would need a
sound engineer, two or three to run lights as needed, a producer for visual media on the backdrop, and a large screen for such backdrop. We had our work
cut out for us in only the next few days, because we would need to start putting
it all together and rehearse. Still, I was extremely satisfied. What I considered
the largest hurdle was behind us. I wanted all the women in our little group up
on stage with us because their inclusion would make the performance astonishing.
Before we all left, before any could express a promise, besides what I
promised I would accomplish in the very tasks confronting us, I wanted to convey some aspect of the performance I imagined. “Let me give you an example
of what I want our performance, our theater, to appear and sound like. You
heard me say how we would start with my introduction as Apollo and Bruno as
Dionysus and the first song begins. I want to start, as I am conceiving it now,
with Hot N' Cold, and-”
“I love that song,” Bruno interrupted. “We all do. We still do it.”
I smiled widely at Bruno. “So, you remember we traded halves of the
first two lines, Bruno?” I saw him nod emphatically. “Here's what we change
in our performance, putting all of our other actors and singers to work on the
stage. I still sing those halves by myself. Everyone, all the band with mikes, all
the Maenads and male chorus, all sing the last halves and the last half line, 'another day.' Again, I sing the chorus alone until 'hot and cold,' when all join in
again, and for every time that line is sung, all join in together. We create the
duality we are establishing with this performance right from the beginning. Hot
and cold, a duality of life. Life cannot be only hot, only cold. Life is a duality. I
sing the next verse alone and the chorus, except for 'hot and cold.' Then comes
the bridge. Here's where the Maenads and the male chorus act. First, they stab
each other in the back, over and over, for the first two lines. Then, on the last,
with the 'fall into your grave,' they all fall over and lie motionless. None of
them move. They are still and dead. Dionysus is the representation, in Greek
mythology, of reincarnation, renewal, so, all remain immobile sprawled out
over the stage wherever they have fallen until Dionysus, Bruno, begins his guitar solo. Suddenly, they all stand and are alive again. This is what I want to accomplish, that we stage every song, using both its lyrics and its musical renditions to create a story which can be understood by spectators watching, listening, feeling closely. I want this to be an intimacy of surrender for all who experience it, because we will record the entire performance, and this is how I hope
you all will be compensated. We will all share in it equally and forever...And I

don't care about perfection. Maybe some of the women as Maenads forget they
have to fall down dead in our first song. So what? All I ask you to do is if you
realize you messed up, you forgot to fall dead, stay standing and dancing, like
it's exactly what we intended. If you mess up continue to twirl and swirl and
dance. Do it and no one will ever know. Stick to that as your ultimate fall back
and you will still create the performance, the attitude and feeling we want to
convey. Dance, throw your arms up and move around like you are under a
spell. That's what I want to convey throughout the entire show.”
“You only thought of this last night?” Bruno asked.
“Most of it, yes. Now you know why I wanted the women, the ladies,
the girls, included and involved in the entire production. Without them, Bruno,
all of this would be pointless, lacking in definition. The women define this theater, this duality of presentation. Life is a duality, yes, and it was always defined, from the beginning, male, female. Duality. Without the female, we cannot possibly present a theater of duality convincingly, and the Greeks, as you
may recall, never allowed females on stage, which allows us to do something
never been done before anywhere! All I want the women to understand is that,
as huge as your roles are in appearance, none of you should be nervous about
your actual performance. Remember your fall back should you notice all the
others doing something else. As long as you continue to swirl and twirl and
dance you're fine. You will be perfect. Don't even worry about your lines, your
lyrics. There will be enough of you at any time to deliver them. Keep this burden off your back. Everyone will cover for everyone else. In fact, it may be
even better when things are not followed exactly. It will seem more chaotic,
tragic, when it isn't all so obviously scripted.”
Lena and I returned to her home late and I set up my computer, connecting to the internet. We had around thirty songs ready and we would need
close to thirty more. Reluctantly Lena went to bed alone while I stayed up all
night listening to songs, arranging an order and printing lyrics for the vocalists
and also to consider the action on stage. For songs with no lyrics available I
made them up, especially since you can't always hear the words clearly in
some recordings. I didn't care about delivering any song in a genuinely faithful
manner. This was our interpretation. The song Louie, Louie is a perfect example. If you listen to the dozen or more versions of this one song, none of them
are sung with the same lyrics, the same words. That is an example of creative
difference, a concept familiar to anyone who follows who's in and who's out of
any movie production. Those on the out are often explained away with creative
differences, although, from experience, this is generally inaccurate.
I chose the lineup by morning, always keeping in mind the end of every
song with the beginning of the song which follows, so that each break would
be ended by certain band mates and begun by different band mates as much as
possible, though we would all have to agree on each song. I had also contemplated the backdrop visualization and realized it would simply be easier to
have two large screens instead of one. One screen would show a continuous
visual while the other would show the live feed from any of the cameras
recording the event, and we could switch them occasionally. That would be

easiest for an engineer, who I imagined would have no knowledge of most of
the songs performed. With two screens of continuous visual, but from different
sources, such an engineer wouldn't need any knowledge of the songs. While
Lena was working I took the printed lyrics to a copy shop for a dozen copies.
Bruno rang me in the afternoon. “Lorna called. She and Greta asked
around at university about putting on our performance with costumes and the
like and they were told to go to the Arts school and speak with a drama professor. You won't believe what they found out!”
What Lorna and Greta “found out” was the Professor didn't want to
take the time but she did ask the women what they had in mind. Out came my
name, both, and Appollonian versus Dionysian theater. Immediately, the Professor was interested, so interested she wanted to meet all of us this night.
“I hope the Professor has a solid idea about discretion, Bruno,” I stated,
my disappointment unconcealed. “Our performance will have its greatest impact when the spectators are not expecting it.”
“They both asked her not to talk about it, Al-Barrak. Let's see what she
has to say.”
I had supper ready when Lena arrived back from work and we drove
out to the warehouse an hour later. Everyone was in attendance and I distributed lyrics to all the groups, with a copy for each of the mates except Josef,
who never sang. I advised everyone make a copy from one of the existing
copies for their individual use. The Professor was already there but, while I
didn't ignore her, I wanted to get the lyrics and song lineup distributed first.
Professor Dietrich was, in my humble opinion, quite an attractive woman, mid
to late thirties, blond hair falling just below her shoulders, with an air of, well,
drama. She was also an admirer of the former Gregory Hess, whom she called
a fine storyteller.
“Why would you consider this, Al-Barrak?” Professor Dietrich posed,
adding, “From what I've heard this is not in conjunction with the Way, is it?”
“It's off the beaten path, but the Way is as many and varied as there are
lights in the night sky. I need only be concerned that I do this carefully and
cautiously and with my friends' eager cooperation, I'll be able to achieve it.
Now, Professor, what's your angle?”
She smiled at my less than impressed demeanor. “As I see it, you need
many costumes, a full chorus, additional musicians for a woodwind section,
lights, some sound equipment, perhaps even choreographing for dance, and
considerable rehearsal with, of course, a place to rehearse.”
“We can rehearse here.”
“Why not rehearse on a real stage?” The Professor crossed her arms.
I walked over to the table and sat on it, slipping my hands under my
thighs and leaned forward, smiling my most deviant smile. “Professor Dietrich,
I must tell you, every time I see a woman adopt that particular pose, especially
a woman of an attractive dimension, I cannot suppress addressing her by her
very appearance, so, Mother, what do you have in mind, since you have given
me every indication you want to be involved in all of this?” Of course,
“Mother” resulted in careful laughter.

Professor Dietrich opened her mouth wide into an enchanting smile.
“You are certainly consistent with your reputation.”
“Incorrigible is how one would describe it, my dear woman,” I responded, with my unfailing smile of deviance, “and I deduce things quickly
and get to the point. And the point is you envision yourself on stage as one of
our Maenads, true, Professor?”
“And to serve as choreographer, voice and drama coach, and adviser,
should you allow me to be involved as such.”
I pushed off the table and walked to within a few feet of her. “Professor,
I have no objection observing you whirling delicately, confidently all around
me with your legs, arms and feet bare and fully exposed. No objection at all.” I
smiled widely, and crossed my arms. “Your turn.”
The laughter filled the warehouse and the Professor laughed and smiled
widely at my challenge. “You do have quite the reputation, Al-Barrak. I suppose this is when you expect the woman to melt?”
I turned to walk toward Lena and when I reached her I slipped my arms
around her arm. “I never expect the woman to melt, Professor. My beautiful
wife, Magdalena, when I first met her, did not melt. She simply recognized the
playful child right out in the open confronting her and decided, all on her own,
to come out and play. So, Professor, would you like to come out and play with
me?”
Professor Dietrich smiled deviously. “I think I would enjoy it, and I
also think a number of my students would like to come out and play with you,
too.”
“We'll make room and let's get those costumes designed and made
soon. I'm anxious to watch you rehearse.”
I suggested to Bruno we should go over the beginning and play the first
song as I would need to revisit my calloused fingers soon. Let's start now. We
should have the Maenads run through their routine and invite the Professor to
offer her expertise. We didn't play loud but it was loud enough so it was difficult to be heard above the music. The professor suggested everyone on stage
should wear ear plugs. I hadn't suggested it yet but the Professor had her playful response ready. “I'm not expecting you to think of everything, Al-Barrak.
I'm honestly expecting I will soon become indispensable.”
“You know, Professor,” I retorted, “I like it when the little girl comes
out to play. I think I'm going to enjoy interacting with her.”
“And like your reputation, you never shut it off, do you?”
“And gaze upon your face of utter disappointment? Never!”
The professor, as the evening progressed, was a source of energy, enthusiasm and encouragement, with an unmistakable tinge of tease and playfulness. Soon, she had the women swirling and dancing and projecting, as she
studied the lyrics and designed dance movements to correspond with the songs
while we played. We took a break after an hour and she sat in a chair next to
mine, perspiration beading on her forehead, but with a warm and satisfied
smile.
“So, Professor, tell me why you want to do this.”

“I've seen every one of your shows, the whole set. I have both of your
movies. I watch them with my eye on the theatrical, projection, movement,
tone, timing. You hit them all so frequently I am often astonished watching
your shows because you're performing them, usually, all alone on stage, but
when I watch your movies, I view them critically in regard to how you interact
with all the others in the scene. You always seem so poised and natural it never
appears like you're acting. It always appears you're merely interacting, acting
in a manner to bring about this response, to generate your next response, and
so on. Between your two movies, the characters you portray are very different,
but you bring a very subtle similarity to each, and it surprises me that all the
other actors pick up on it. Should you bring that style and subtlety to this performance, it will be memorable...Of course, it's been done before, Al-Barrak.”
“True, Professor.”
“Please, call me Rebekka.”
“Rebekka, I agree it has been done before, though never with the obvious reference to Apollo and Dionysus and the conflict, the duality. All other
times fell short, each with its own unique reason. Wagner set the Ring to be
overreaching and interminable and he couldn't remove himself from the center
of attention. Everyone else failed, most often, from a lack of focus, and therefor few got it. If it had been done right by anyone, everyone would still be talking about it. No one is. That's the definition of failure. If I had presented The
True Cross to every studio, they all would have turned it down. There are so
very few in the visual arts world who have focus. Many have vision. They simply don't know how to present it effectively. They get swept away by the distractions in the business part of it, the part that, should it have any artistic
merit, is mostly a jumbled, dismembered one. It has no focus and therefor
nothing to say. Most want to throw a huge sensory shock at the audience and
claim it's true creativity, true art. 'Look, I have shocked people!' It's true, they
shocked people, and when the shock wore off, there was no message, nothing,
only mere entertainment, a method to counteract boredom. You can go out into
the desert and explode a huge bomb and when people see it, they're shocked.
When the shock wears off, there's a hole in the desert. What a message! 'Look,
I can make a hole.'”
Rebekka smiled like she knew. “Then what is the message from this
performance?”
“Life is duality. It always has been and always will be. Detached, cold
rationality versus attached, manic union. Male versus female. Hot versus cold.
Good versus bad. Light versus dark. Yin versus yang. On and on. Duality. One
cannot exist without the other. I am not proposing how one should live and interact. I demand, though, that one be able to recognize what is what, which duality is revealed and why, and judge it then on how effective it is. It is a fallacy
that one must not judge. If one cannot judge one can never decide any course
of action. To refuse to judge means to relegate one's self to perpetual slumber,
without motion or action. It is to be a nothing. Yet, should one judge, one must
understand how to recognize and analyze. If all you want to do is sleep, you
are incapable of judging. Wake up!”

“Do you think anyone will get the message?”
I smiled. “We shall see, won't we, you and me?” Rebekka smiled. I was
liking her and thinking Rebekka, perhaps more than anyone, would make the
message stand out, but I wanted to know more about her. “Tell me about yourself, Rebekka, your history.”
“What history?”
“Skip your romantic history. I don't care about it.”
“Why not?” Rebekka's smile was sinful. I'd seen that smile before.
“Isn't it what you want to know more than anything else from every woman
you meet, based on your history?”
“From a previous life? You can't get anything romantically from me unless you're my wife.” I gave her my teasing smirk.
“How many wives do you need, Al-Barrak? You couldn't marry me.”
“No. I wouldn't marry you. You have not demonstrated to me you could
bring me your love foremost above everything else.”
“You're an old man, Al-Barrak. You live a life of illusion.”
“True and true, and you enjoy flirting like a teenage girl. I like it. You'll
come out and play.”
Rebekka laughed. “Can anyone stay mad at you?”
“Those who live lives of delusion. They worship anything undeserving,
thus deluding themselves.” I smiled at her enjoyment. She was sparring with
me and I had a brief flashback of a cute Mexican actress. “Tell me how you got
to where you are. What did you dream about, what inspired you as a girl, Rebekka? Tell me that.”
Rebekka smiled warmly. “I wanted to dance. I loved to dance. I
dreamed of dancing as a ballerina. It is very demanding, though, with a great
deal of competition...” She glanced briefly at her chest. “And I filled out. Not
exactly the body type.” Rebekka laughed lightly and smiled when I returned
her smile. “I never gave up dancing, on stage, in nightclubs. I love to dance,
but I also had to make a living, so I did acting, drama, even comedy, and I followed that route, through Drama, combining dance, music and theater, earned
my doctorate in Heidelberg, and received an offer to teach Drama, but also
Dance and settled here eight years ago.” Her face opened up into her deviousness, her smile from before. “As for my romantic history, well...I tend to experiment. I'm not afraid of following my attraction, and I have been attracted to
many types, both genders. Does that shock you?”
“Hardly. I could tell you a few things but I won't. When it's behind
closed doors it should remain so, even if I don't identify anyone in particular.
The inference is made and then someone can deduce. I have, in the past, done
some pretty wild things, but there were some things I would not do.”
“Such as, with another man?”
I rose from my chair. “Would it offend you, Rebekka, if I reach to your
shoulder and squeeze it?” Rebekka shook her head. I stepped toward her,
placed my right hand gently on her left shoulder and softly squeezed it.
“Throughout my entire adult life, women have provided me much variety, and
each one in her own way beautiful and intriguing, so they had my complete at-

tention. I have been in the company of beautiful men, too, but I was never attracted to any in the same manner. I never was. I never will be. I will always be
attracted to a beautiful woman, in whatever way I determine her beauty. You
possess such beauty to me, and your appearance, your presence, the very sight
of you, is pleasing to me. I look forward to your revealing to me all of your
other human aspects, allowing me to build my idea of the full woman you are.”
I released her shoulder and stepped back to the band mates gathering for another session before we called it a night.
Rebekka rose from her chair and followed me. “I read what one woman
said about you. I don't remember who, but she said you had the most romantic
soul she had ever known, and I think she was right. You are truly romantic in
everything you do and say.”
“Incorrigible would be a more accurate description.”
“No, Al-Barrak, incorrigible doesn't fit any more. Bad beyond correction or reform doesn't apply, for you are not who I would have expected as
Gregory Hess, so you have reformed.”
I glanced to her appealing, victorious smile. I squeezed her arm above
her elbow and released it. “You may consider it reformation. I consider it scaling another height. If I've reformed, Rebekka, it's due more to the fact I now
exist at a higher altitude. Something in me had to change simply to reach a new
height.”
Before we broke for the night Rebekka wanted one more discussion
concerning the objective of the performance. “The point Nietzsche was trying
to make was the Greeks produced the format of a Dionysian influence, through
appropriate music, and an Appollonian influence, through the story, which was
effective only through the creation of tragic myth. If you want it to be a central
theme, you're going to miss the mark and people will know.”
“Through their training as critical interpreters of art, thus destroying
their ability to be absorbed in the pure aestheticism of the art as a spectator?”
“True, but if you begin with Apollo and Dionysus, you have taken the
step to link them, yet if you don't deliver tragic myth, won't it also destroy the
aesthetic pleasure to be derived?”
“You obviously have some ideas, Rebekka. Please, let's hear them.”
“I have a copy of the lyrics. I need to hear the songs. With both, let me
try to introduce a tragic myth, Greek and other cultures, which will fit each
song, or most of them. We could also use the screen by showing pictures in
support of the tragic myth, and use actors on the stage to re-create the myth,
and retain the rest as the chorus. That's as close to what Nietzsche proposed as
you're going to get without creating your own original music and theatrical
tragic myth.”
“Would you rather have the songs on CD or DVD?
“Either is fine.”
“All right. I'll insert at the beginning of each title a number, starting
with “zero-one” to the last so they'll be in the correct order when you list
them.”
“When?”

“Tomorrow. I'll bring it to your office.”
Before I could call Heinz on the morrow, since Lena had three more
work days until her days off, I received a call from Kitana. She wanted me to
know a woman had arrived at the Garden wearing a full-length robe and a scarf
wrapped around her face so only her eyes and eyebrows were visible and had
asked to see me. “She carried a bag, Al-Barrak,” Kitana explained further, “and
said she had something for you. I explained you were away but would be back
soon, two weeks or less, and I offered her a private tent with someone to guard
it, but she refused.”
“Is she still there?”
“Yes. She said she wouldn't leave until I talked to you.”
“Is she with you? Where are you now?”
“She's here with me in the office.”
“The second female dormitory is unused still. Correct?”
“Yes.”
“Tell her you will take her to a separate room she can use all to herself,
it locks on the inside for her security, if it will be agreeable to her. Tell her now
while I'm on the phone.” I heard Kitana talking to her and a very soft voice respond. Kitana said she would need to see it. “Take her there now and keep me
on the phone.” Kitana spoke to her and the woman responded. “If she finds it
acceptable, Kitana, tell her you will accompany her to the shower facility and
restrooms whenever she needs to use them. Please be accommodating to her in
this manner, as I suspect she will be quite uncomfortable using facilities with a
number of women with whom she is completely unfamiliar.”
“I have other duties here, Al-Barrak.”
“Please, Kitana, do this for me. She has come looking for me to give
me something and she has certainly come a long way. Please imagine she herself has other duties also, but this bears great importance to her. Please.”
Kitana soon relayed to me the woman's acceptance of all we proposed
and Kitana agreed to be the charming hostess for our guest. I asked Kitana if
she had spoken about what she had for me.
“No. She won't tell me. She said it is not for me. It is for you and she
has to give it to you personally. When will you be back?”
“Won't leave until week from Monday, flying overnight, into Bamako
early Tuesday morning.”
While Heinz drove me to university we continued our discussion about
my employment offer, which he had not accepted yet. “Should you be my
driver, Heinz, I would need your services once I reach India, and off and on,
from there.”
“Do you have an idea of how long you would need me once you reach
India, Al-Barrak?”
“It could be months, Heinz, perhaps even a year or longer. From that
time I will pay you your monthly salary, as we agreed, and while you're with
me available as my driver, all of your expenses will be my responsibility,
meals, housing, entertainment, clothes, anything. I'll provide you an allowance
so you'll always have money to do whatever you wish when your services are

not required.”
“Being away from my family for months, years, will be very difficult,
even though your offer would easily provide for all of us. You understand,
don't you, Al-Barrak?”
“I have anticipated it, Heinz, so, occasionally, when the children can be
away from school, we'll bring them wherever we are and I'll put them up under
my roof, or a hotel or other housing arrangement suitable for all at my expense.
I cannot honestly expect you to be away from your family for that length of
time only to work for me. My conscience will not let me...Do you have someone who can watch your home and take care of expenses and the like while
your family is away, Heinz?”
“My brother could do it for me.” Heinz looked at me in the rear-view
mirror. Suddenly he smiled. “You would pay all of that on top of my salary?”
“For a driver on whom I can completely depend? Who will always ensure my car is in perfect shape so I never have to consider it at all? I get the
better of the deal here, Heinz, and the bonus you and your family receive is
you all get to see some of the rest of the world, too. You'll never take another
vacation at your expense.”
Heinz looked again in the rear-view mirror with a smile big and wide.
“Do you expect to reach India before the end of the year?”
“Unless I encounter some obstacle or bureaucratic delay, yes.”
“Christmas and New Years in India. I never thought of that as a vacation.”
“If you want, since the children will probably be out of school, we'll fly
them in as soon as possible so they can see what you've gotten yourself into,
and they can spend Christmas and New Years with you in India. Bet they never
thought of that as a vacation, either.”
“When Hilda hears it and you'll be paying for all of it, what objection
could she have?” Heinz laughed. “Call me when you're ready, Al-Barrak, and
I'll be on the next flight out.”
With Heinz waiting I wandered through the building looking for the
professor's office. Professor Dietrich was not in her office but there was an assistant waiting for me to bring a disk. “Where is Professor Dietrich?”
“At the theater rehearsing with students for our next theatrical presentation,” the young woman responded.
“Take me to the theater. I want to see Rebekka at work. She's seen me at
work.”
“Well, it's supposed to be...” The young woman paused when she saw
my sternest expression. She flashed a thin smile and rose from her chair.
“Come with me.”
The assistant wanted to take me through the rear to enter from back
stage, but I asked her if the rehearsing was taking place on the stage of the theater. When she confirmed that it was I asked if the main theater entrance was
locked. She said it wasn't. “Then, we shall sneak in, young woman, so I can
watch our professor work with her students. You don't have any serious objection to the idea, do you?”

My devious smile aroused the young woman's similar devious smile.
Quietly she opened one of the doors to the theater and we walked softly across
the lobby to one of the open doors into the theater itself. I stood halfway inside
the open door and watched Rebekka dance across the stage, stop, speak to one
of the female students on stage with her in German, and watch the student attempt the same movements. There were about a dozen young people on the
stage with the professor, a couple of whom soon mumbled something in German, Rebekka replied in German, and turned to me still standing partially in
the doorway. Loudly, in English, Rebekka asked, “Are you spying on me, AlBarrak?!”
There was some nervous laughter and the assistant next to me bowed
her head with some minor embarrassment. “Should you wish to do anything in
private at any time in the future, Professor, let me give you a word of advice.
Close and lock your doors, then draw all the curtains. Thus, what you say and
do will be heeded only by those in your private company.” The laughter was
loud and Rebekka's face opened into a most engaging smile. I started to walk
down the aisle to the stage as she walked to the front and down the steps at
center.
“I suppose I would have to draw those curtains if you were in the vicinity.” There was even greater laughter.
Halfway down the aisle I remarked, “If I can see through your open
window, Professor Dietrich, you haven't done a very good job of maintaining
confidentiality.”
“Maybe I don't have anything to hide.”
“There's only one of us here who can say that in truth, or did any of you
miss The True Cross?” Now the laughter was really loud. Rebekka tried to
frown, but the corners of her lips were lifted. She reached me a few rows before the end of the aisle and I handed her the disk.
Rebekka beckoned the assistant who took the disk and walked out of
the theater. Rebekka turned to me. “I tried to make it as easy as possible for
you, but now I see you're determined to do some things the hard way, such as
interrupting our rehearsal.”
“And you'll recall I told you I look forward to your revealing to me all
your human aspects which allows me to build my idea of the full woman you
are. Should you fail to bar my entry you are revealing those aspects,
Rebekka...” I started to turn away. “But I am interrupting...”
Softly, so only I could hear, Rebekka said, “You are flirting with me.
Where do you think it will take you, old man?”
I stopped and turned back to face her. “We have a commitment, you and
me, to work together on this performance idea of mine, and you made this
commitment to me willfully, did you not?”
Rebekka's head nodded. “I did.”
“Whatever comes from it, neither of us can predict, but I can offer a
probable consequence. I will want to work with you again, perhaps in a movie
I put together, and I'll enjoy our collaboration, too, and perhaps in some distant
time I'll call on you to do something else for me, and you'll do it, not because

you have developed some desire for me. You'll do it because all of our previous
time together proved to you that you can trust me completely, and you will
have created a love for me, freely and purely, as I have for you, so you'll do it,
knowing one other indisputable truth. Should you ever call on me, I will do it
for you, for all those same reasons. You will learn, Professor, desire is but a
distraction. Love and honor are what matter, since those aspects will have always been readily apparent in every interaction we conduct. When I indulge a
fleeting reference to desire, I am merely trying to reach the teenage girl inside
you, Rebekka, the one who gives me a more direct route to your Self, who will
listen to me without throwing up a wall of rationality and reasoning and adult
skepticism and cynicism. When I reach her, I reach you.” I turned around to
walk up the aisle and out of the theater.
Rebekka stepped quickly to me from behind, pulling my arm, and I
stopped. She moved close and leaned to whisper. “What if I develop an unquenchable desire? What will you do? What can I do?”
I made a quarter turn to stare into her eyes only inches away. Softly so
only Rebekka could hear, I replied, “I will teach you to conquer your unquenchable desire, because if you can't, I will cast you out of my life forever,
and you will despise me. So be it. I would never consider you as a wife if your
desire for me is greater than your love for me, greater than your love for all.
Conquering your desire for me would be all you can do, or you will soon hate
me...” I displayed a determined expression but I lifted my lips into a smile and
added, “Let us declare a truce to the drama in the seats, so you can return to
your stage and teach your students the drama and dance you originally intended, and I'll look forward to seeing your shining, smiling face tonight.” I
turned and walked up the aisle, through the door, and back to my waiting taxi
driver. I didn't hear Rebekka's footsteps back to the stage, though she was
wearing ballet slippers. On the walk I hoped there wasn't more drama in store.
Well, it would be another tragedy, the heart-broken woman left behind when
the man she desires sails away. I'm not getting a reputation, am I? I'm a short,
skinny old runt. How can I be desirable? This isn't some little-known side-effect from fluoride in the water, is it?
Rebekka's shining, smiling face was in great abundance later and teasing was averted by all parties. Professor Dietrich assured us a large group of
students would attend our next rehearsal, including a brass/woodwind section.
With this group of students would also be costumers to measure everyone to
begin fashioning the costumes. “We'll need money for the material and to pay
them since they can't do this work for free, Al-Barrak.”
“Shall I transfer ten thousand dollars to your account, Professor?”
“To start with.”
“Provide me the account information before you leave and you'll have
it in the morning...On a professional note, I am very impressed with what
you've already created, Rebekka, so if this is an indication of what you can arrange with our music, the performance is going to turn out far better than I
imagined. Thank you.”
“Gern geschehen!” Rebekka replied, with her warm smile. I clasped my

hands together and bowed.
Martin was getting a bit strung out driving back and forth from Munich
and wondered aloud before the mates how he could keep up. He had to work,
he reminded everyone.
“Can you convince your supervisors to grant you an emergency leave
of absence for, say, two months, Martin?”
“I could, if I provided a compelling emergency.”
“How about a family emergency? We're family. We're all cousins, just
an indeterminate number of generations removed.”
“I think I could get a leave for family emergency. I could phrase it that
way and explain I'd rather not give any details. It's family, you know.”
“It's not a lie, Martin. We are family and need you here. Josef, will you
put up Martin if I pay for it?”
Josef laughed. “Of course. He's stayed here many times. Martin's always welcome.”
“Can you get the leave started with a phone call, Martin?”
“Yes, but I'll have to file a paper eventually or they won't hold my position.”
“Stay here this weekend so we can get as much practice on these new
songs as possible, make your call, and drive to Munich Monday or Tuesday to
file the paper. We're going to need a lot of rehearsal before I fly back to Africa
and that interruption. We need you here, Martin. You're the one who holds
down the low end for us. Without you we're only another rock band.”
Martin beamed. He liked the whole idea of what we were trying to accomplish but had been concerned his absence would slow us down. With that
demolished, Martin offered, “Ill call my supervisor tomorrow. I can reach him
and he'll give me the leave and I'll drive in Monday and file the paper and get it
out of the way. Think two months is enough?”
“Depends on Rebekka, the Maenads, the chorus and horn section. We'll
know better by the time I leave.” I turned to Josef behind his drum kit. “I
talked to Lena before we came over about staying here. Mind if I crash here indefinitely, Mister Percussion?”
Josef started a drum roll and finished with a smash of the cymbals.
“Like old times, old man,” he stated calmly, smiling large.
“That's what I love about you, Josef. I can completely disrupt your personal life and you grin and bear it without missing a beat.”
“Been doing it for years, Al,” Josef responded, grinning.
“I'll ignore your wife, of course. I got old for her is how she phrased it.”
This comment, naturally, caused all the band mates to roar with laughter, so
loud Greta asked what that was about.
“Talking about old times, darling,” Josef assured her and we all laughed
again.
The next day, Saturday, was total mania. People were coming and going
all day, night and well into the morning. Bruno, Klaus and Ernst, with their respective ladies, arrived before nine and we were at it soon after. Greta, of
course, never left and Lena arrived in the evening after work. Anna and Conrad

walked in before noon, and the Professor arrived shortly after noon with four
vehicles of human cargo, including a male chorus of eight, additional Maenads, a woodwind/brass section with trumpet, saxophone, coronet, trombone,
tuba, oboe, French horn, clarinet and flute, and another musician bringing his
own percussion ensemble. Rebekka smiled deviously when she unveiled brand
new microphones, tambourines, maracas, castanets. She was really into it.
There were three costumers and we had to quickly decide who was in and who
was out, because we were unbalanced on the male side, as I saw it. Five minutes later, following a clever appeal from the professor, all three female costumers were in the show, too. When it was announced and the chortling and exclamations and peanut gallery commentary died away, I shouted, “I only have
one thing to say...That's better!”
There were eight comprising the brass/woodwind section, six men and
two women, and they already had a leader, Jan, on trumpet, a grad student in
music who at times sat in with orchestras all over southwest Germany and Austria. Bruno, Jan and I discussed the brass/woodwind arrangements in general
and we all agreed they could probably be added to every song. Jan offered,
once he listened to the songs, to write these arrangements, assuring us he had
the software to compose the music. He would only need copies of the songs. I
already had several more disks burned and I handed him a copy. “Feel free to
share the songs with everyone in the section, Jan. The more everybody knows,
the better.” Last, we needed to agree on the costumes for the two women. My
contention was only the Maenads, our uninhibited dancing maidens, wore the
fawn skin dresses. All others wore togas. The two women from the horn section raised objections. “Look, if you're not dancing at all, or contributing to
Professor Dietrich's tragedy and dramatic interpretations, you should wear togas.”
The more extroverted of the two replied, “We've both worked on stage
under the professor's direction in theatrical presentations. We've danced. We've
acted. We won't be playing music the whole performance, so when we're not
playing, we want to be a part of the tragedy and drama and be able to dance
around like all the other women.”
The professor interjected. “I think all the women should wear fawn
skin. Isn't it the visual objective you want to accomplish, Al?”
I gazed around at all the band mates. “Wow! That's more than a dozen
beautiful women slithering around us all night in skimpy little dresses. I'm
torn. I can't make up my mind!”
As big as Josef's warehouse was, it could barely hold the entire group,
more than thirty. That was a lot of costume creation but one of the costumers
had already found suitable faux deer skin material and they thought they'd be
able to paint fawn spots on the material once each costume was cut and
stitched. The women agreed to split roughly half between a right or left strap
and each would decide. The dresses would reach only a couple inches below
the hips. The togas would all wrap over the left shoulder. Everyone was measured and the costumers kept it all in a notebook.
With most of the cast in attendance, we practiced the songs with which

we were already comfortable as a band, let Jan improvise with his section, and
let Rebekka work with the Maenads and male chorus on the drama. It was, at
times, a little frustrating for the mates to stop when Rebekka needed to direct
stage action, but we all agreed this would be a regular occurrence while we
were rehearsing with everyone. When it was only the band, it would get back
to normal. It was fun for me, though, to watch and listen to Ernst wail on the
harmonica. He had a whole set and it's what he brought to our sound beyond
Bruno. “Ernst can play some damn good guitar licks, Al-Barrak,” Bruno told
me, “but when I heard him wail on harmonica, I said to everyone, 'We need
that guy in our band.' Funny how everyone agreed with me.”
“Yeah, I don't know how it happened.”
When the professor and her students left some time after midnight after
our first full day of rehearsal we had close to an hour of presentation well established. The only blanks to solidify were Jan's arrangements and the visualizations, though we might change some things. We were all trying to keep an
open mind. I urged everyone to consult Rebekka for her considerations of the
tragic myths for each song which might have one attached to it and check the
internet for any open source pictures we could use for visualizations. “You'll
have to provide the source attribution for any pictures you bring us. In the
credits we have to attribute each source. That will be our sole legal responsibility.”
“What about the copies of the songs you've made, Al-Barrak?”
“Good question, Jan. Here's my plan. Over the days before I leave for
Africa, when I have the time, I'll get on the internet and purchase a dozen
copies of each song I can find. I haven't made a dozen copies, but I'll do it for
the original musicians, or, more appropriately, for the copyright holders. Let
me remind you, though, I don't have to do it. My copies of these songs are for
private use, not public presentation, so I don't have to do it under fair use. I'll
do it because I can afford it and in support of the original musicians, since I
wouldn't want to screw musicians. As a musician, you haven't been screwed,
have you, Jan?” Jan laughed and shook his head.
Sunday, we all met from the early afternoon through early evening. The
band, like the day before, gathered in the morning and we had more than fortyfive songs steady in the line-up. Some brought recorded media of open source
pictures with attributions. Things were coming along, and the more we rehearsed as a whole, I could see the radiance and enthusiasm coming from Rebekka, bathing virtually everyone. Despite more than thirty of us, before this
day was over nearly everyone was on a first-name basis with everyone else. I
couldn't keep track of all the conversations and discussions and comments between everyone when there was the shortest break.
During one such break, as I sat on a sofa cross-legged next to Lena, Rebekka sat in a chair toweling off the sweat on her face and arms, and asked,
“So, Al-Barrak, who's the leader of our little group here?” She smiled in a challenging manner.
“I'm not so sure there is a leader, Rebekka, at least, not all the time.
Sometimes, Bruno leads, or I lead, or Klaus leads, Ernst, or Martin, or Josef.

We all listen to each other. Sometimes you lead the Maenads, but I've heard
Anna make suggestions, Lena, too, probably all the women have spoken up.
Jan drives the horns, but they all contribute and make suggestions. This is really how I wanted it to take shape, everyone contributes, we all put our personal matters aside, and consult with each other like adults. When everyone
has ideas and we keep it open-minded so everyone can air their ideas, it will
make for a better performance. Having some experience performing, both
stage and screen, I can assure you it's pretty much how it got done for all of
them. Everyone kept an open mind and all ideas were shared. I think it worked
out pretty well.”
Rebekka smiled but shook her head. “What I meant was-”
“I know what you meant, Professor,” I interrupted and rose from the
sofa. “You wanted a little appreciation. We all do. We all want appreciation and
from me, you all are appreciated, but our professor here has, in my opinion,
contributed quite a bit, so I think it's not enough to only speak my appreciation.
I should show it.” Standing before her sitting in her chair, I commanded,
“Stand up and I'll show you my appreciation, Professor.” There were some
hoots and laughter and the professor finally rose from her chair trying, unsuccessfully, to hide her smile. I put out my arms wide and let Rebekka step into
them and I closed them around her and hugged her tightly. She let out a soft
moan and I rubbed my arms across her back and said, “Thank you.” Rebekka
slipped her arms over my back and squeezed me tightly.
All the band met early every morning and before I left for Africa we
had all the songs ready for the entire performance. All were especially impressed at how easily I could slip my parts into every song and how quickly I
could express the lyrics of each, since I would sing the most. We were so tight
by the end we could add a new song in fifteen minutes after hearing it once together. The lyrics took more time, of course, but we had the entire musical part
of the performance, from the band's perspective, complete when I caught the
plane out of Munich to Casablanca to Bamako.
When I gathered my few belongings and walked off the plane there was
only one person to meet me, Baku. I hugged him when we reached and, having
all in hand, we walked right out the airport to the vehicle waiting and drove the
hours to Gossi without incident.
Within minutes of walking into the facility and depositing my belongings in the dormitory, I met the woman of mystery, wrapped in her robe, scarf
over her head and across her face. When we first met I couldn't help thinking
her eyes, which were all I could see of her, were anxious, excited. She had a
bag with her and retrieved from it an envelope addressed to “Al-Barrak.”
We had spoken only the obligatory greetings. I did not even know her
name, but I tore open the envelope and read it. “My brother, both you and I
know, between us, only you can unite the tribes. We have spoken at length
about the four schools and this regrettable situation, but the woman who brings
you this came to me with little hope. She has her tribes to unite while each
tribe's home is destroyed in the process. I could think of no other besides the
one from my dream, for you, my brother, were the first and only one I could

conceive to help her. The People of the Book need to be reminded they, too, are
of the tribes, but only one can unite us. Ali El-Nushara knows this to be true.
Listen to her and let you both come of one mind. Peace be upon you, my
brother.” It was unsigned. It didn't need to be signed. I knew who wrote it.
I looked in the eyes of the woman standing a few feet before me and
calmly asked, “What is your name, my child?”
In a soft and most exquisite voice, she replied, “Laila.”
I knew I was no Majnun and as far as she was concerned I would never
be. My immediate thought, though, was, this is no coincidence. We stood in the
cafeteria and I motioned for her to sit at one of the tables opposite me. When
we both had seated and reached some level of comfort, I gazed into her black
and strikingly expressive pupils. “Laila, tell me why you sought the counsel of
the Phoenix, and why both you and he think I can help you.”
Born and raised in the battlespace which the Gaza Strip had become in
seventy years, I was in for a heart-wrenching story. Laila was luckier than
most, born of a father better off than most, who became another victim of this
perpetual and undeclared war, and who, just as fortunately, was born to a
mother who didn't squander the advantages her husband left her. Three older
brothers, her sister next, and Laila was the youngest. Soon, two brothers were
dead and her sister was crippled, virtually house-ridden, which was a severe restriction with the incessant war all around them. In one five-year period they
lived in five separate residences, each one bombed or blown away to rubble,
followed by the necessity to move. I listened to her tell me this tale of utter
woe, I myself being “Thursday's child,” the child of woe in western culture,
and simply hung my head. When she finished, and before she talked of her accomplishments, I held up my hand and she stopped. I had to think. This is what
we strive to be? This is what we consider humane and right? I want to leave
this place. I want it decimated. There is no cleansing to be accomplished here.
Destroy it all!
“Your mother believed in you, Laila. Tell me why and what have you
done to reward her belief.”
Between friends and family scattered all over, her mother opened the
doors to higher education, first in Europe, briefly in the United States, and
Laila completed her pre-med, followed by further studies, until all which remained was a residency requirement. Conditions in her homeland had deteriorated so badly by then she could not ignore them and had returned to do whatever she could. For a long time Laila provided the only immediate medical assistance for those in Gaza injured in any skirmish or unexpected demolition.
Things were only getting worse. Heat and emotion, on both sides, were growing uncontrollably. There was no living in Gaza. There was mere subsistence
or death. Death was most likely for all who resided in Gaza. It was increasingly becoming the end game, or just the end.
“What do you think I can do to change it, Laila?”
“I don't know, Al-Barrak, but the Phoenix believes in you. If he believes in you, so do I.”
All which Laila shared made me cry with no regard. I made no attempt

to wipe my tears and my nostrils filled as one would expect. I fixed my focus
on the sliver of eyes between the wrap of scarf above and below. “Let me consult the One for guidance. While I do so, please pray for your own guidance
and recite the Fattiha.”
“Yes, Al-Barrak, I will do as you suggest.”
I knew before I stood from the table what guidance I would receive. Of
what belief do you possess, O insignificant one? Of what faith do you hold?
We had agreed to meet in the cafeteria early the following morning.
“What guidance did you receive, my child?”
“I should bring you with me to perform a miracle, peace be upon you,
my blessed one.”
“Let us leave together, my child, and along the way we shall discuss
this miracle.” I advised Laila I must inform my wives of this development.
Though I could not see her mouth under the scarf, I could tell she was smiling.
“They must know what I am planning. They are beloved to me, but I do this
for our Beloved. If this should result in my leaving this world, so be it. It is the
will of Allah, the will of the One.”
“You are, Al-Barrak, a Master, as I hoped. The Phoenix said you were
not but I think he was mistaken.”
“My child, you are young in this world, so you do not know. Once you
meet a Master, you will never mistake another. Know that I know of what I
speak.”
A call to Esperanza in the next hour required me to remind her my presence surrounded her, except the physical. “Am I not in your presence now?”
“But I can hear you, my beloved.”
“Was I not in your thoughts yesterday? Was I not in your dreams last
night?”
“Yes.”
“When I am no longer in your thoughts, when I am no longer in your
dreams, this is when you have excluded me, Esperanza. Once you have excluded me, you can never claim to love me, can you?”
“You know I can't.”
“Let me do what I must do. I am compelled, as I was in my dream for
Africa. Whatever the outcome, so be it. It has no effect on my love for you. I
know what you desire and I have desires too. I cannot live with myself and do
what's safe for mere desire.”
In contrast I needed not make the same explanation to Magdalena.
When I called the most alluring of Woman, of the darkest skin I had ever witnessed, she calmly stated, “Do what you must do and I will pray separately that
I see you once again, for I cannot live with myself having dissuaded you. You
are compelled and this I respect. It's what defines you, my beloved. It separates
you from all others, those who pretend only.”
When Jana returned to the facility from her chores she wanted to know
my plans. “I will be leaving in days, perhaps as early as tomorrow. Are you
ready to return?”
“I should leave when you leave, Al-Barrak, not that I don't-”

“We know this, Jana. You have been a great source of pleasure and inspiration here. Everyone has appreciated your contributions, since you never
complain while soaring above all, like the Jana I have known for quite some
time. Let's use the computer in the office and get your passage booked.”
A half-hour later all her flights were booked and confirmed, the first
leaving early in the afternoon the following day. Jana would spend nearly
twenty-four hours in airplanes and airports before arriving in Los Angeles. I
opened the safe in the office and removed five hundred dollars in U.S. currency and handed it to her. “That's way more than enough, Al-Barrak,” she admonished.
With my warmest smile I countered, “Not for every contingency, but it
will cover most surprises and it comes with our deepest appreciation, my dear.”
She stuffed the money in her jeans pocket, smiled, and asked, “When
will I see you again?”
“It's quite possible you may never see me again.”
“Please, do not say that, Al-Barrak. Don't break my heart, not after
you've guided me this far. Please!” Jana took one step to me and wrapped herself around me, holding me tightly.
“No one is promised tomorrow. Should it be the will of the One, I shall
gaze upon your shining radiance soon.”
“The will of the One could as easily call you away, Al-Barrak.”
“The All Merciful, the All Compassionate will then provide you comfort and peace in another manner, one you could never predict or expect. You
will not be left stranded in the desert unless this is your own decision. You
have come too far, Jana, to wander aimlessly again.” I felt her arms squeeze
me tighter, as though doing so would keep me close forever. I held her embrace
for several minutes until Jana relinquished her bodily grip. “I believe Alfred
has scheduled a trip to Bamako in the morning. We'll arrange with him to get
you to the airport in time for your flight.” When she stepped away, putting a
few feet between us, I fixed on her eyes. “Know that I love you now even more
than I ever did before. Should you ever choose to visit me, stay with me, live
with me, for the rest of your life, Jana, you will always have a home.” Jana
closed the distance between us, placed her hands swiftly on either of my
cheeks and kissed me. Without looking at me she turned and instantly walked
out of the office, away from me, to be alone with her thoughts. As I watched
her disappear down the corridor, it was the last time I saw Jana at the Garden
of Peace.
Early the next morning Laila and I rolled out with the three trucks on
their way to Gao and the market there. We were driven to a very small vehicle
sales establishment. There aren't many in this part of the world, they're usually
very small, they never have new vehicles, and the used ones they do have
come into their possession for sale in almost any manner of which one may
think: death, war, skirmish, government seizure, a family desperate for money,
but a few samples. I liked a sport-type from an Asian manufacturer with fourwheel drive and deep rutted tires for better travel over sand or desert, and an
hour later the purchase price sat in the dealer's bank account, while I drove out

of Gao for our long journey to Egypt, Laila sitting comfortably in the passenger seat wrapped to her eyes.
When it would get late in the afternoon we planned for nightly accommodations, Laila doing most of the discovery in towns we reached and the negotiations with proprietors. We never shared a room. I always paid for two
rooms, although one night we couldn't find two rooms, so I slept in the vehicle.
We reached the outskirts of Cairo five days after we left Gossi, passing through
each border crossing without any real difficulty. I paid one bribe. The guard
was quite insistent.
Once we reached Cairo we searched for her friends. Finding them outside a small cafe, we all retreated to a residence shared by several families, and
to one of the rooms. Out came the plans and discussion. With the friends' help I
sold the vehicle since we had no further use for it. Now came the tricky maneuvers. We needed to get from Cairo inside the Gaza Strip without detection
or alerting of the authorities, those being mostly Egyptian, but there were also
Americans and Israelis scattered about, and most of them in your typical unofficial manner, undercover.
Three days later I sat on the floor of a ramshackle house in Gaza with
five others besides Laila. Now came the discussion concerning my presence.
“What can you possibly accomplish, Al-Barrak?”
In the latest outbreak between the two combatants, Israeli soldiers had
smashed the border and driven inside Gaza five or six street blocks, essentially
destroying the few remaining living quarters there might be, always declaring
them safe houses or terrorist hide-outs. No one anywhere in the world questioned them except the few voices perpetually ignored. “We are going to march
to the line the Israeli army has established in Gaza. You will all stay behind the
buildings, out of sight, with no weapons of any kind. I will march into the
street and sit amid the rubble and live in the street for at least three days. When
I am demanded to explain what I'm doing, I will explain, 'I am sitting in my
home, for this is my home. Since it is a spot of Earth and all of Earth is my
home, I shall sit in my home, for I belong here or I belong nowhere. What I
suggest to you, to all of you, both sides, is to go home. Go back to your separate homes and stop this madness. Go home!'”
No one thought it would have any effect except to almost assuredly result in a rifle bullet to my brain. “Then it is the will of Allah, for does not the
will of Allah extend to all?” There was no real argument, as I expected. “Only
one of you, while I stay on the street for all to see, will come to bring me sustenance.” I turned to Laila. “What courage do you possess, my child?”
“Ask and you shall receive, Al-Barrak.”
“Bring me a pitcher of water five times every day for prayer. Take a
large white scarf in your other hand and hold it high as you step out from behind the buildings to come to me. Let me wash myself for prayer, drink as I
need to, then walk back behind the buildings and out of sight. You, Laila, must
be the only one on your side to be seen by their side. The only one!” Now I
gazed around at the other five, all men. “Do you understand me?” There was
some argument, mostly again about the effectiveness of my suggestion. “Let

me assure you that you shall abide by my commands or I shall accomplish
nothing. Only Laila will ever be seen by the Israelis and none of you will possess a weapon of any kind. Should I be successful in convincing the Israelis to
go home, then I shall arise from the street and go home with all of you. Do you
understand?”
“It would be a miracle should you convince Israelis to go home and
leave Gaza!” Laila proclaimed.
“I assure you, my child, it is rare one should perform a miracle with
any other's help. You, Laila, are imbued with that most rare. Your heart is pure
and your love is great. This I know.” I turned to Laila's only surviving brother,
the oldest, Ahmad, and rose from my cross-legged position on the floor. “Accompany me for a few minutes outside, Ahmad. All of you stay here until we
return.” I waited for Ahmad to rise from his pillow on the floor to walk with
me.
Ahmad had met us outside Gaza to escort us into Gaza, a feat of which
I took great note. Once inside the Gaza Strip I also took note of the many who
greeted Ahmad or to whom he gave greetings, and explanations from the many,
both our group, and those we met, led me to form the unshakable opinion Ahmad was well-known all over Gaza and his reputation and opinion were of
high regard at the highest levels. His greatest hope was for peace in his homeland but not at the expense of bowing down in submission to appease the Israelis. He was most correct in stating, “This is not their home. They have no
right to it.” Still, I considered his advice would, at the very least, be seriously
deliberated by all who heard it.
Once outside and away from prying ears, I spoke to Ahmad. “The Israelis, Ahmad, use the most flimsy of violent action in Gaza as justification for
their continuing aggression. A rifle shot, a bomb, a rocket launch, every one of
these allows them to claim their violent responses, often far beyond the violent
action which triggered their response, are necessary and no one of leadership
standing raises any meaningful objection. I will walk out in front of the world
to their own battle line and demand they go home, but they will not heed me
should your side continue violent action. The Israelis will use it to dig in and
stay, at best, and I will fail. Worst, they will execute me. My death in this manner is not what concerns me. What concerns me is it will accomplish nothing.
It will be viewed as a failure and the violence from both sides will continue unabated. Thus, no one wins! People will listen to you, Ahmad, and I only ask
them to restrain completely for three days. No shooting, no bombs, no rocket
launches, nothing, for three days! Give this to me so I can reach the conscience
of Israelis. You may think none have consciences, but many do. Give me the
chance to reach them, or all I propose will be useless, and more will die. That I
can guarantee you. More will die.”
“Your proposal, Al-Barrak, places my own sister in jeopardy. You have
asked her to walk out in full view and with no safety at all in front of guns
most certainly pointed at her. I'm sure you understand how little that idea
pleases me.”
“By the first time she walks out, cameras will be recording. Should the

Israelis assassinate both of us they cannot hide it from the world. They almost
certainly will assassinate both of us while the violence continues as we stand
together with no protection. Thus, Ahmad, our only protection is the cessation
of violence from this side. Fail to stop the violence and you may be forced to
retrieve two more lifeless bodies.”
Ahmad fidgeted a bit, taking small steps around and around in a circle
before me. He stopped to stare at me severely. “I will do what I can. I assure
you of this, Al-Barrak. Should I bring back my sister's lifeless body while you
survive, it will take every effort from Allah to keep me from killing you myself.”
“Should that be the result of this, Ahmad, I would welcome your execution. I would have no reason to live.”
We returned to the room and within minutes all disbanded. The five
men left to spread the word, Laila retired to a room where other women were
gathered, and I sat alone on the floor cross-legged and recited the Fattiha.
There were no reports of violence from the Gaza side for the remainder
of the day, except for conflicting reports which could not be “confirmed.” The
following day nothing of a violent nature ensued from Gaza other than nervous
shooting, all from Israelis. That was confirmed. I told Laila we will begin tomorrow so I reach the Israeli line about two hours before noon prayer.
I washed my traveling robe and turban, borrowing another robe in the
process. The next morning, wearing my traveling robe and turban, several of
us, with Laila of course, walked down the cross street leading to the deepest
line the Israelis had set. When I could see several Israeli soldiers, I asked all to
stay behind the structures and rubble around us, to remain hidden. I peeked
around at the scene, the street where on the opposite side sand bags, barbed
wire and soldiers were in great abundance. Near the middle of the street, which
was strewn with building rubble everywhere, was a large scattering of concrete
demolition, blasted from several of the buildings which were shells of structure, only concrete, brick, wood, and holes. In this section was a large concrete
slab set at an angle unprotected toward the Israeli side. For about a twenty foot
square perimeter were all manner of blocks and slabs, but the immediate area
of this angled slab was clear of obstruction. I conceived I would sit most of the
time leaning against the slab in full view of the Israeli soldiers and should I
need to relieve myself I would move behind some of the near obstruction and
do so. I fully intended to announce loudly what I was doing. Let the Israelis
shoot me while I'm peeing. What does that say?
Holding a white scarf in my right hand, I drew a deep breath, keeping
the scarf high, and stepped out from behind the buildings into the end of the
cross street, walking toward the angled slab, which would put me roughly forty
feet away from the Israeli soldiers. Barely five steps had I taken when I heard a
rifle shot from across the street and the bullet whizzed feet from my left ear. I
stopped to gather my composure, still holding the scarf high, and considered
the soldier who had pulled that trigger was certainly a marksman of greater
renown and this was a warning shot. With a very slow movement I stepped
again toward the angled slab. There now came many and varied shouts from

soldiers but I continued taking short, slow steps. I was not stopping or acknowledging anyone until I heard English spoken. I could see six or seven
stepping out from their cover, all their rifles pointed directly at me, all shouting
at various times, until one suddenly yelled, more in frustration I thought than
any other reason, “Stop or we will kill you, old man!”
I stopped and smiled at the young soldier who had shouted at me in
English. “Finally! Someone who will address me in English! I suppose it's not
spoken often in this part of the world!”
The young soldier gazed at his fellows around him, and motioned with
his arm to hold fire. The rifles of the others pointed down or somewhere other
than at me, as the young soldier turned to me with his rifle pointed directly at
me. “What do you think you're doing, old man? Go back! There is nothing for
you here!”
“You are mistaken. There is something here for me. See the angled slab
in front of you?” I looked at it, looked back at the young soldier, and saw he
was looking at it but his grip on his rifle tensed and I was certain his finger on
the trigger was readying. “That is my home! I have come to reclaim my
home!”
Some of the soldiers laughed. The young soldier shouted, “No one lives
here, old man! There is a war going on all around here, one your people
started!”
“You call me 'old man' derisively! You do not know whom you address,
so I will correct your lack of knowledge. I am Al-Barrak, come to reclaim my
home!” I took another step. The young soldier raised his rifle to eye-level. I
stopped, keeping my gaze fixed only on his face. “You now know my name.
What is your name, my child?”
Down came his rifle. “I am not your child! I am not the child of Palestinians!”
Trying to remain as immobile as possible, I responded, “What is the
name your parents bestowed upon you in celebration of your coming into this
world, young man? Please tell me to whom I may address?”
I could see him pondering his next course of action. Some of his fellows made comments, in Hebrew or Yiddish I considered, but the young man
merely stared at me for some moments. I lifted my mouth into a smile. “Yakob.
My parents named me Yakob.” He still held his rifle pointed at me.
“Yakob is a fine name, young man, in English 'Jacob,' whom the Lord
named Israel, and from whom the twelve brothers, the twelve tribes of Israel
descended.” I smiled even wider as his attention was now riveted. Yakob's rifle
was still pointed at me but his demeanor relaxed. “What do you know of the
Book, Yakob? Did not Jacob have a twin brother?”
His rifle grew more rigid. “Is this some kind of trick, old man?”
Now I was outraged. “Al-Barrak, Yakob! You shall address me as AlBarrak!” I paused for a moment. “Or should you consider me an imminent
danger, then kill me, Yakob. Kill me right now with the world as your witness!
For you are right, are you not? Do you not believe in your righteousness, that
you possess every right to kill me?”

“Go home, old man!”
I began to walk toward the angled slab. “Here I walk between the descendants of twin brothers,” I pointed to the Israeli side, “Israel,” and pointed
behind me, “and Edom, yet the brothers did not fight each other. No! Only
their descendants did so, evolving to be deadly, mortal enemies under the one
God. My, how all of you have progressed! You must kill me, Yakob! Defend
your birthright, for isn't it all you live for? Isn't it the totality of your entire existence? Defend what is Israel's against what is Edom's? Fight and kill, Yakob!
Fight and kill! Let there not be one survivor!” I had reached the slab but had
yet to move around it to where I wanted to sit. “I come here, Yakob, to reclaim
my home, for this slab and what surrounds it, this mound of rubble, is a spot of
Earth and the Earth is my home, all of it is my home. I belong here! Or I belong nowhere!” I raised both arms high above my head and gazed upwards. “O
Merciful One! O Compassionate One! I beseech you! Give this young man,
this Yakob, the strength to pull his trigger and defend his birthright!”
“You are crazy, old man!”
As loud as I could possibly shout, still staring at the heavens, I yelled,
“I am Al-Barrak!” I dropped my head to gaze at Yakob, who had lowered his
rifle, and I lowered my arms to my sides. In a low tone so Yakob could barely
hear I added, “If it be easier for you, Yakob, you may call me Al.” There was
muffled laughter.
Yakob stared at me, shaking his head. “What do you want,” he paused
for a moment, “Al?”
“Would you mind, Yakob, if I step around this slab and sit so I may relax in my home while we continue this conversation, for isn't this how a civilized people conduct themselves, and Israelis consider themselves a civilized
people, do they not?” I glanced all around the line of soldiers and seeing nothing of a threatening gesture or movement, I stepped around the slab to the side
providing the fullest view, bent over to sweep away the dust and dirt and small
bits of detritus, and sat in the street, crossing my legs. I leaned back against the
slab, my entire posture in full view of the soldiers yards away. Someone
brought a phone quickly to Yakob, beckoning him with urgency. Yakob took
the phone and there was considerable talk between Yakob and whomever on
the other end.
When the phone conversation concluded, Yakob handed the phone back
to the soldier and gazed at me. “So you are the former Gregory Hess. What do
you hope to accomplish, Mister Hess?”
“I do not know to whom you address, Yakob. Gregory Hess is dead. I
killed him.” As if to demonstrate I was now both comfortable and I was not going anywhere soon, I lifted my arms, after dropping the scarf beside me, and
locked my hands behind my head.
“You must understand, Al-Barrak, we can kill you. We have declared
this area off limits and have announced we will use force to keep it so, and we
have been doing so-”
“Yes, yes, yes, Yakob!” I interrupted, “I am quite aware of it. Yet, I
have come to this squalid area of Earth in peace, have demonstrated my peace-

ful intentions in every possible manner, and you can kill me and explain it
away. Maybe the explanation will suffice. Maybe it won't. One thing will be
certain. You will have dispatched me from this Earth forever, from my home,
so I will never have to tangle with any of the ignorant belligerent any more,
and you will have removed one more of peace in your midst with the same
number of belligerent. Good luck on that future!!”
“You must have come here wanting something, Al-Barrak, so what is
it? Get to the point!” Yakob was a bit aggravated, probably from what had been
conveyed to him from the mystery person or persons on the other end of the
phone.
“I will stay here in my home, Yakob, for this is my home. I have reclaimed it and I will stay here until the descendants of Jacob go home! I will
stay here until the descendants of Esau go home! You are, as you can readily
deduce, standing on my proverbial doorstep with weapons, and while I am as
hospitable as one can be, I don't appreciate weapons drawn in my household!”
“This is not your home! You can be killed for ignoring our warning, AlBarrak! It is you who should go home!”
“Then you must kill me, Yakob. This is your quandary, your dilemma. I
shall not leave of my own accord, so you must kill me to make me leave. Take
my advice, young man. Get back on your phone and talk to your superiors and
get their commandment to kill me. Get it in writing! Have them deliver it in
stone, so when you do kill me, it was only because you were serving your masters. You were only following orders. Hang it on their heads! If I were you,
Yakob, I would insist!”
At that, Yakob ordered his fellows, and rifles were once again leveled at
me. He walked out of view past the sand bags and barbed wire and disappeared, but his gait, I noticed, was one close to stomping. I imagined Yakob
was quite unhappy. A great deal of time passed, all the soldiers watching me
closely or looking around the deserted street. Other than their movements it
was eerily quiet. By this time—though we had previously discussed it, yet I
was unaware—there were a half-dozen people scattered on as many rooftops
recording the entire event. Word had also reached quite a few news agencies,
all of whom were being refused access, and the Israeli government was refusing to provide any information other than an “unknown man” had violated the
announced curfew of entry to the area of Gaza where I now sat. No one of any
authority wanted it known Al-Barrak was the man sitting in the disallowed
zone of control they had persuaded the rest of the world they needed once this
whole skirmish had begun weeks before. It was of no matter to me. I sat right
where I was, quiet and motionless, my hands still locked behind my head.
Yakob suddenly reappeared at the line. “We will come to you and remove you from here, Al-Barrak. You are in violation of our control zone. You
have no right to be here so we shall remove you.” Yakob turned to the others.
Before he could say or do anything further I proclaimed, “Should you
forcibly remove me from here, Yakob, the violence will begin anew. You are
standing in the homes of Esau's descendants. You have no right to be here.
They are defending their homes which you are constantly destroying. They

came to me to ask for my help. I pledged my help with their assurance they
would stop the violence from their side. They have, you know it and your superiors know it. When it starts again the whole world will know from my own
lips: I came here to bring peace and the Israelis refused it. Do what you have to
do, Yakob, but you can never hope to silence me.”
At this very moment the call for prayer, from a very long distance because it could barely be heard, reached our ears. “Wait, Yakob! There is the call
to prayer! I must pray, and there is a woman who will come from around the
buildings to assist me. Let me pray, please! I beseech you!” Yakob had restrained from moving toward me and moments later, Laila emerged from behind the buildings bearing a metal pitcher in her left hand and a pure white
scarf held up at an angle in her right. I watched Yakob put out his arms to the
other men.
“Pray, then, Al-Barrak. Make it quick.”
In a most dignified and poised manner, Laila stepped around and over
the rubble and reached me, her eyes wide but her demeanor calm. I cupped my
hands to her and she filled them with water and I rubbed my bearded face.
Cupping my hands she filled them with water and I rubbed my hands. Again
and I rubbed my left arm to my shoulder. Once more and I rubbed my right
arm to my shoulder. Softly, staring into her wide eyes, I whispered, “Stay here
with me, my child, until I finish.” Laila merely nodded her head once, stood
quiet and didn’t move.
I turned toward the soldiers, lifted my arms toward them and nodded
once. I lifted my arms up high and prayed for all to the One. I dropped slowly
to my knees, leaned forward with my eyes closed and silently recited the Fattiha. I opened my eyes, lifted my arms up high, prayed to the One, and dropped
my head until my face reached the rubble of destruction all around me. I rose
to stand, my face covered with the pulverized rubble covering the street, made
a quarter turn and repeated the entire process. To any witness, this was not the
way of prayer for a typical Muslim. I did not pray in the direction of Mecca,
and I soon repeated the process after another quarter-turn, and again with another quarter-turn. I was not a Muslim. I would submit to the One my way, for
the only one to whose judgment I would submit is the One. The One shall
judge me accordingly. What I was clearly demonstrating was my beseeching to
the four corners of the Earth, our only home. Let this prayer be heard. Laila
stood in solemn reverence watching me, knowing my actions were not in
agreement with her accepted faith but she stood immobile in a manner spellbound.
When I finished my prayers, a loud voice with an unmistakable British
accent, shouted from behind me and to my left, “Al-Barrak! You know the Israelis have every right to kill you! You must be insane to step into harm's way
so often!”
“Mister Hodges, you understand the Israelis shall never provide a tent
for you and your crew, but you're resourceful. Did you bring one of your
own?” Roland and his two crew members provided a resounding bit of laughter, standing in the rubble-strewn street nearly a football field away. I glanced

at the consternation now clearly visible on the face of Yakob. “Please let this
woman return from where she came, Yakob.” It snapped him somewhat out of
his daze and he merely nodded. I turned to Laila and softly commanded, “Go,
but wait with the others until the next prayer call.” She nodded and walked
away as dignified and poised as before.
“You have more company, Al-Barrak,” Roland shouted and nodded his
head to me. I turned from him and saw another film crew, this time emerging
from the Israeli side. They were much more cautious and nervous.
I turned to Yakob. “Your turn, Yakob.” In the same stomping manner he
walked around the line and disappeared behind the sand bags and barbed wire.
“For your own safety, you and your crew, Roland, I suggest you come no further.”
“I'll heed your advice, Al. We can see and hear fine from here.”
From the other crew, who were a considerable distance away, I heard,
“Why are you here? What are your demands?”
“As you can easily see, this is an area of Earth which is scorched and of
utter destruction! No one wants to live here in this street! Only I! I claim this
as my home, for all of the Earth is my home, and I can claim what no one desires! Now that I have claimed this as my home, I demand the descendants of
Jacob take their weapons of perpetual destruction and go home! In the same
manner I demand the descendants of Esau take their weapons of perpetual destruction and go home! Let me claim this as my home, for I shall not allow further destruction of my home! I demand you all go home and let me rebuild my
home!”
To steal from Shakespeare, “All the world is a stage and all the people
merely players.” I set the stage and pulled in a huge number of people to be
merely players, all unwittingly, many unwillingly. Once Roland and his crew—
who so deviously had sneaked into Gaza, having so equally deviously sneaked
all their equipment inside through other means—arrived it was all broadcast
live through an international network. With two international news crews on
site and an unknown number of recorders scattered all around, nothing could
be hidden, especially when there could be, at any time, a break of normal programming to show the newest developments in the Gaza Strip. All knew my
demands, and while many of the highest all over the world, and most frequently in Israel, mocked my demands, the rest of the world considered their
true legitimacy. This was not the home of Israelis. They had no legitimate demand to force me to leave, someone who had developed an international reputation as a man of peace and accomplishment. If I truly considered the rubble
in this street my home—as I had once lived in the streets of America, albeit in
a trusty Sentra—and I could rebuild it from its current state of utter destruction, who should argue? Ultimately, the mockery backfired, and the mockers
themselves were incessantly mocked, which did little to support their own suspect claims of authority and legitimacy. Once the Premiere of the People's Republic of China issued a statement—in his own Eastern manner of restrained
mockery—asserting that Israel had no threats with which to use for continuing
their current campaign of occupation, and to do so would strain the relations

between the two countries, the Israelis blinked.
Everyone recalls the stage. They recall the mysterious woman wrapped
completely in a blue robe and scarf covering all but her eyes walk to me five
times a day and night, poised and dignified, to bring me a pitcher of water, my
inveterate and captivating co-star. They recall the station leader of the Israelis,
Yakob, and his frequent frustration with the events unfolding before him, much
of his frustration with his own superiors. He soon knew there were a large
number of unarmed Palestinians waiting behind the destroyed buildings to rush
toward me and bodily fight, with multiple cameras recording, should the soldiers attempt to remove me forcefully. I hadn't truly considered this option, but
I expressed it to Yakob and he took it to heart. I would, as I promised, tell
Yakob I must relieve myself, and I would do it in the most discreet manner
possible, and you would hear Roland, over the live broadcast, state what I was
doing explicitly. The stage was set, and three days later, Yakob and his fellow
soldiers, along with every Israeli soldier along the latest battle line into Gaza
withdrew, and went home. I, then, walked to the Gaza side, hugged all but
Laila waiting hidden behind the buildings and all of us together walked home.
Roland told me later he had been in Gaza while I was there purely by
coincidence. The conflict had become such he felt compelled to get inside. I, as
you would imagine, told him there is no such thing as a coincidence, that Laila
coming to me was no coincidence. Laila, who had now become one of veneration in her homeland and could reasonably assert herself and no one would
consider it out of place, would speak often and authoritatively once we began
our walk back home.
Since it almost never occurs in a residence where all strictly adhere to
Muslim ways, I was surprised when she asked everyone to leave the room so
she could express her thanks and appreciation to me alone, only two days later,
and no one objected.
When the room was empty except for the two of us, Laila stated, “I
want to show you something, Al-Barrak, something I would never show any
man other than my husband.”
“It is unnecessary, Laila.”
“No, I want you to see my face, to see the smile on my face, one of appreciation, one of thanks to you. The Phoenix has belief in you for a very good
reason, and now I believe in you. You should see my face for you are one of
the few who will appreciate it.” Laila slowly peeled away the scarf which had
hidden her face and when she lifted her head to see my gaze upon her, she
smiled openly, beautifully, warmly, with no concern. She was unconcerned she
wore not a speck of make-up. Hers was a face of unadorned beauty, each sheer
angle merging into a gentle and attractive slope, her eyes piercing and brilliant,
her brows thick and adorable, as I had already borne witness. Her smile was
gentle, soothing, with lips full and sensual. I scanned the face of one of the
most adorable women I had ever encountered. Laila's face was not the most
beautiful of women—Tanya still stands above all others and in more than one
sense—but Laila's was truly one of the most sensual and expressive and, in this
moment, one of the most uninhibited. “You have never touched me, Al-Barrak,

never even tried to lay your hands on me in any manner. Do you know how it
makes me feel?”
“Do you know how your face, your unveiling to me, makes me feel?”
I received an even deeper smile from this enchantress. “Tell me, AlBarrak, please.”
“I stand before you, my child, struck in numbing awe at how deserving
you are of your name sake. I am a woeful Majnun with a heart which refuses to
beat, having witnessed the vision of a face more stunning, attractive and innocent than I will ever witness the rest of my life. I can not consider placing my
hands on such perfection for I am so unworthy. The smile on your face,
though, will remain with me forever, for I do know what made it smile like
that. Let me leave you with this vision forever in my mind and know should
you ever ask for my help again, you shall receive it with my blessing.”
Laila attempted to step toward me and put out her hands but I moved
back from her. “You will not take my hands in thanks?” Laila asked with no
frustration or sense of rejection.
“No, my child. I wish to remember you as you have shown me to this
moment, for I honestly question whether I can survive the shock. Let this be
the extent of our intimacy and know I shall heed your call to me at any time in
the future. I will drop it all and come to you, for there is one truth I know about
you, Laila. You will instantly reciprocate.” Her smile grew even larger. I soon
excused myself and waited for her to wrap her scarf around her face so I could
leave the room.
I left Gaza the following day, constantly dismissing the continuous
thought I should have this woman as my wife, too. She could never be such,
though, for she was wedded to Gaza, her homeland and home, and the tribes
with which she had spent so many years and so many relationships trying to
carve a life strife with perpetual destruction. She would never leave her home
to be with me and I knew it. I didn't deserve such a full and enriching representation in human form of compassionate perfection. Not that I'm slighting any
one. I'm not writing anything like that. Each has had mountains to climb. Laila
simply had climbed her mountains so effortlessly to be inextricably bound to
me would constitute an obvious statement of under-achievement.

Segment Thirty-Two
While the boldest for days,
weeks, months reported, pondered,
proclaimed and pronounced the opinion that Al-Barrak, singlehandedly,
pushed an entire nation to stand
down, before I left the rubble-strewn
Israeli station to go home with my
Gaza colleagues, I knew there was
no truth to it and there never would
be any truth to it. As the celebration engulfed us all and we reached the doorway of those putting us up, I had already received a thought from the Master.

Now there can be no denial whom the One favors. Favor is fleeting, AlBarrak. Always remember this.
I try never to forget the One favors the deserving and one must earn it.
It is of great comfort when I am often provided a gentle reminder from a Master, to whom I am always receptive.
Fear the One who favors you and your path will be proper, as will your
reward.
As I slowly worked my way, with several escorts at all times, through
the celebrating jam of Gaza residents, through the secretive portal into Egypt,
and the many celebrating along the way in that part of the world, I dodged every representative of the media regardless of nationality or perceived political
stripe. I had nothing to say, not even when I ran into Roland. I had one, singular driving objective: to return to southwest Germany and stage a performance
which would astonish the entire planet. On that stage, we were going to be
loud, obnoxious, and penetrating, completely and totally relentless. There
would be no rest for the spectators. They would hear and see an act like no
other. The pieces were all falling into place and I had been busy, when opportunity was available, such as a lull in Gaza, in further defining the performance.
There would be few pictures, static, frozen pictures of tragedy. We would
record it ourselves, adding captions when appropriate, with the same actors on
stage performing the same drama or tragedy live, and the spectators could
watch either or both. Most importantly they would recognize the duality. They
could follow it. The message would not be lost.
Jeremy was already in Munich working with the eight wiz kids, who
had built a professional studio for sound and video with my encouragement
and investment. Short-length videos had already been released and several
songs had done quite well from an internet-sales perspective. The wiz kids had
developed a professional production reputation and it was still growing. Amygdala Video and Audio Productions, AVAP, already had a logo recognized internationally, and what impressed most in that line of business, of entertainment,
of art, was the fact that, while under my beginning and limited direction, the
products which emerged from this studio were almost entirely the efforts of
eight young Germans with essentially free rein. I rarely saw or heard anything
they produced until much later. It never mattered to me. I knew how capable
they all were and most found it nearly impossible to believe. Like Clifford said
before he left Africa to return to New York. “You know how to pick 'em.” Indeed.
Before I reached Cairo and the airport and a flight which would carry
me out of Africa to Munich, I had already spent many hours discussing the new
project—this performance to be staged in Basel, at one time the home of both
Nietzsche and Wagner—with Jeremy. He committed immediately in our first
discussion. Now he had the second camera-person from my original shows in
America, David, also committed and both were waiting in Munich. At my instigation I arranged for Conrad to drive to Munich and meet both Jeremy and
David personally. Jeremy had already purchased the cameras we would use
and this gave him the opportunity to teach Conrad how to use the camera and

some of the more subtle tricks of the recording trade. We would have four
cameras recording the entire event, three manned, and one fixed in the center
in the balcony above the spectators. From here on out all rehearsal would include the camera people, too. Nothing would be missed.
All my belongings had been sent to Lena. On my trip to Gaza I only
carried my phone, passport, money and nothing more. I used a credit card to
buy the car in Gao and to book my flight from Cairo over the web but I didn't
have it with me. It was all memorized because the card itself was already in
Germany. When I sold the car in Cairo I insisted on cash. I took a loss. My accountants deducted it from tax returns.
Jeremy and David met me at the Munich airport and the three of us left
the airport immediately once I stepped into the terminal, the taxi driving
straight to the AVAP studio. All eight wiz kids were in attendance. By then we
owned the entire building, which included four small bedrooms for anyone
who might need to sleep over. Jeremy and David shared one of the bedrooms
and Jeremy already had several hours of the African documentary edited and
saved. We had our own rendering farm. Think I didn't learn a lesson from The
True Cross? I hugged all eight of those kids warmly, tightly. It was the first
time we all had been together for a long while and the first time all got to see
me in my traveling robe and turban. When hugs were complete, I noted, “Well,
kids, I'm still waiting for the massive explosion to take down the entire block.
I'm beginning to think it's bluff.”
Jens was ready. “Keep your schedule open next week, Boss. Won't want
to miss it!”
“As always, young man, I look forward to it.”
I made a quick call to Bruno, who was rehearsing with Rebekka and the
company. I was on speaker phone as I explained my latest plans for the line-up.
I had songs tied to specific dramas and listed all which came to mind. “What I
want, Rebekka, should you have no objection-”
“I have no objection, Al-Barrak,” Rebekka interrupted. “I like it. I think
it's the right way to go.”
“Good. Pick your actors from the group for each drama and include you
when appropriate. Consider giving everyone a shot. It should create less confusion for the audience. I think everyone in the band should be part of the recordings, too. We should have costumes relevant to each tragedy or drama, though
we won't do it for the live rendition, so we don't break the overall effect of the
Maenads, the chorus, the horn section, and the band all wearing consistent costuming. The recordings, as I see it, help explain the tragedy or drama. Everyone on stage sets the theatrical presentation. That's how I want to do this. When
I arrive in Stuttgart, I will have each scripted for the recordings and we'll begin
shooting those while we continue to rehearse and perfect the live portion. Start
gathering costuming so we can move on the recordings. I want to spend little
time shooting. We'll need locations and sets. Please work on it when you can. I
should be in Stuttgart in two days. Jeremy, David and I have some work to do
along with the wiz kids here.”
This is fundamentally how we reached the ideas for the performance,

Myth of Man and Woman, which you may have seen. Before I reached Stuttgart from Munich, in the taxi with Jeremy, David and Sirani, one of the wiz
kids, and driven by Deutschland's finest, their gear sent separately, we had the
lights assembled on the stage at university and three more university students
to operate them. We rehearsed as often as possible on this stage to coordinate
everyone's activity. We rented a professional sound board and banks and banks
of amplifiers and speakers and two more students ran all of it.
I knew the little theater in Basel would be swamped but I didn't care.
We would set the levels at the theater during one or more closed-door rehearsals. I had already reached an agreement with those responsible for the theater that they would be excluded from all of our rehearsal—except for a very
small number to satisfy their concerns for security and who would be contractually bound to silence—which would take place beginning two days prior to
the date and time of our live performance.
Tickets went on sale and initially sales were slow. Using various means,
through media opportunities all over south central Europe and in several languages, we advertised a rock theater performance by Duck and Cover, with a
guest appearance by Al-Barrak, the former Gregory Hess. At the end of each
advertisement we promised an explosion of hard-rock music as only Duck and
Cover could present and a visual performance like nothing ever seen before.
Once this round of ads hit the public the rest of the less than sixteen hundred
tickets sold out.
Half of the fawn skin costumes were completed and the women were
wearing them from our first rehearsal after I returned. They were stunning. Rebekka, with her smooth and graceful dancing, was absolutely eye-catching in
her costume, which was the first one ready, all the costumers wanted me to
know right away. “What do you think?” Rebekka asked me, smiling seductively.
I glanced at Lena a few feet away, also in her fawn skin costume, shaking her head, but with a smile. “You look gorgeous, woman. All of you in costume look gorgeous, and the rods tipped with pine cones are perfect. I see
some of you can twirl them like majorettes and that's a great effect, too. Absolutely perfect.”
“I was thinking,” Rebekka suggested, “we should all wear small, tight
nylon panties underneath, with a color as close to each woman's natural skin
tone.” Rebekka now smiled with a true deviousness.
“Ah, yes,” I remarked, grinning with an equal deviousness, and gazing
around at all of the women on stage, “so that, should your short dress lift up,
which, of course, it will, the audience gets a little tease of naked exposure.”
Everyone laughed heartily. “Well, it's okay, because you're not truly naked. It
will work. Love it!”
One of the members of the horn section with experience playing guitar
sat in for me during my absence, so a great deal of the on-stage performance
was worked out as far as those not in the lead roles of each tragedy. Jan had
produced his section arrangements for each song so there were only minor details to be ironed out for the section's complete musical contribution. Other

than the filming and the corresponding live presentation to be added, it was
lights and sound tweaking and visual presentation left concerning the live portion. The choice, from my desire, to run the live visual presentation was Jens,
but Jens had the greatest ability to oversee all the many responsibilities of our
Munich entertainment empire, so Sirani volunteered, quite enthusiastically, to
be the visual presentation engineer. I knew she was capable. She had been one
of the wiz kids from the beginning, but the most attractive aspect was that Sirani had no personal attachments to tie her to Munich, so she could spend all
her time with us in reaching the comfort level we all wanted to achieve with
the entire live performance. Sirani, born and raised in Munich after her Indonesian parents emigrated to Germany, had already expressed to me, both privately and openly with the other wiz kids, her admiration for me once I had returned from my absence while in Africa. She wasn't a particularly devout Muslim but she continually expressed her complete inability to ignore the changes
emanating from Al-Barrak, that I was becoming her sole inspiration in life,
from how I conducted myself with every relationship I had fostered. Since I
had considered her to be quite the cerebral young woman, over the months
since I had returned, my perception of Sirani changed so I now considered her
one of the more heart-guided and compassionate women with whom I had
some experience. She was certainly welcome with us from the moment she
volunteered.
The recordings began the following day and we split into three groups,
Jeremy leading one, David the next, and I led the third with Conrad as the camera person. Before we all took off to our scattered locations to begin, I expressed my greatest expectation that each of us spend no more than one day
per drama, and ideally two per day would keep us ahead of schedule. It was a
lot of pressure for everyone, especially the actors because they had little acting
experience among them. The scripts I wrote for each were very simple and
short, allowing for a great deal of improvisation on everyone's part, which
proved to be the catalyst to complete them all in a timely fashion. Jeremy,
David, and eventually Conrad with the other two's capable guidance, edited
each drama to conform within the time constraints of each song. Each had to
be less than the song accompanying it. Sirani and I discussed how to present
the visuals live and agreed the easiest method was to freeze the last frame of
each and choose a random method to dissolve the visual. Once the next song
started, simply unfreeze the visual and the next presentation would appear on
screen. Testing it, after ten minutes, Sirani had the hang of it and was comfortable improvising different dissolve methods.
It was a lot for everyone and there was complaining along the way, but
days before we left Stuttgart to move everything to Basel, all of the visual
recordings were complete. Everyone involved in this presentation, this performance, possessed such a swagger of self-confidence and expectation of its reception, we would have shattered most testosterone levels recorded anywhere
in the world. Since close to half possessed mostly estrogen—the irony wasn't
lost on me. The last two rehearsals came off so perfect the timing of each was
merely a couple minutes in difference, meaning two separate rehearsals of a

live performance spanning more than four hours produced but a handful of
minutes in difference between the two, where the vast majority of performers
were strictly amateur. Try accomplishing that with your next community theater event!
We were ready, and while I probably shouldn't have done it—in retrospect it had no effect on the actual performance itself—the night before we
moved everything and everyone to Basel, I arranged a gathering for all of us to
celebrate. Alcohol was provided liberally and I indulged, too. I opened with
this announcement. “I know many of you have grown close over these few
weeks. It happens and I know from personal experience. Most of you are aware
of my history, especially with Jennifer, much of it driven by what you have all
experienced lately. The biggest difference, though, is we could hide behind the
generosity of a camera recording experience, with take after take, and all of
you now have that experience. A live presentation, on stage, without a single
opportunity to stop and do it again, requires you now to keep your wits and
your libido in check.” Laughs. “If you want to make this presentation, this performance, as memorable as you know we can make it, you must keep distractions to a bare minimum, and your engaging in romantic entanglements from
now until we conclude this performance will be distracting. You know I personally do not demand anyone's specific actions, I treat everyone like adults,
but if you have any regard for all of us collectively and are willing to sacrifice
everything to accomplish what we all expect to accomplish, you'll refrain,
you'll restrain yourselves for the good of all of us. Frankly, Lena and I have already agreed to restrain ourselves, although I believe she agreed to do so with
the expression, let's see, how did you phrase it, my beloved, I am an old man?
Is that how you said it?” Of course, Lena hugged and kissed me, once she confirmed.
Everyone did fine, which was a considerable amount of restraint. All
who were involved often make the point that, less than one year later, eight
marriages were a result. It pleases me greatly to say more than a decade later
all but one of those marriages continue, and the one which ended in divorce
ended amicably and former husband and wife live within three miles of each
other and the two children in the middle are doing well, at least they don't actively work to pit Mom and Dad against each other, since the kids know from
personal experience it doesn't work. “Do you know Mom and Dad actually talk
to each other?!!” the oldest once asked me, with the greatest frustration.
The following day, with only a few hangovers, we rolled all the equipment, costumes and instruments into Basel to the theater and began the unloading of several trucks. The chairwoman of the theater board was present, one of
those we allowed exception to our little secret, and she wanted to know, right
away, what we had in mind. “What exactly is your intention with this theater
presentation, Mister Barrak?”
“First above all, Chairwoman Lutz, there is no one here presently to
whom you may address as 'Mister Barrak.' I, myself, am known as 'Al-Barrak,'
and you may also address me as 'Al.' Second, you agreed to and signed our
confidentiality agreement, so you know you are bound by its terms, and should

what I tell you go any further, I will hold you personally, and legally, responsible. You do understand my position before we continue any further discussion?” I waited for her to confirm, noting the expression of great aggravation
on her face, the kind which is meant to signal she is of great prestige whereas,
in her opinion, I am not. It didn't bother me in the slightest. The woman was in
our way and I wanted her dispatched from my presence so we could proceed
accordingly. I didn't give one care what she thought. She signed the contract.
Now she was impeding our progress.
With great effort she answered, “Yes, Al-Barrak, I understand our
agreement, but you must understand-”
“We are going to perform a theatrical presentation, Chairwoman Lutz,”
I cut her off, “the like of which has never been performed anywhere at any
time. Not music, not theater, not drama, not acting, not tragedy, but every single one of them combined in one, unrelenting, four-hour performance, and the
reason you're gonna keep your mouth shut about it, is if word gets out, it will
hurt the impact this performance will truly produce. You and I will work together on one aspect. We are going to advise those seated in the balcony to refrain from dancing and instead come up with some solution, between the two
of us, to get them somewhere where they can participate in the presentation
safely, should they choose to do so. That's what you and I are going to work
on. What else do you want to know?”
“Well, we are concerned about the rock music portion-”
“So what? You've had rock music performances here before. I knew
this when I discussed booking this theater with you. I'll tell you what our true
aim is. Apollo and Dionysus, a performance as expressed by Nietzsche in The
Birth of Tragedy. We're going to do it the way, as close as we can come, to how
it should have been done. I know what you think of Wagner, Chairwoman. I've
read what you've written or said about him, and I've noted how you have never
discussed his extraordinary narcissism, his complete inability to deliver tragic
myth properly through any live performance he ever produced, and his incessant courting of kings. You ignore all of that, Chairwoman Lutz, thus rendering
yourself, to me, incapable of discussing or advising what we are going to perform here of any worth whatsoever. Instead, you shall be reduced to coming up
with a solution to get those in the balcony who wish to participate somewhere
on the main floor, so we don't have a large number of people rocking that balcony and bring it down on top of other people and have a real tragedy. Get
me?”
Chairwoman Lutz's facial expression at the moment was akin to shock
and dismay and disbelief, all on one face. Rebekka had stepped to both of us
and took the opportunity to introduce herself to the flustered Chairwoman. “I
am Professor Rebekka Dietrich. I will be responsible for the stage production,
Chairwoman Lutz.” She smiled widely at the Chairwoman. “I see you've met
Al-Barrak. He can be quite aggravating.”
“Why would you be involved in any of this, Professor?”
“Because we, simply, are going to astound the audience, Chairwoman
Lutz. We are going to provide a performance which this audience will leave

breathless.”
“We have already done that with performances of Wagner!”
“And only with the small few who came to those performances,” Rebekka responded. “The accompanying video presentations did nothing, Chairwoman Lutz, and you know it. We will eclipse anything you've done before.
You would be wise to keep your mouth shut, as Al-Barrak advised you, and let
us put on the performance truly worthy of what was promised a century and a
half ago. You've had your chance and come up short. It's our turn!”
You can imagine—you wouldn't be far from the truth—Chairwoman
Lutz stomped away from us, and out of our way, immediately after this exchange. To her immense credit she kept her mouth shut. This conduct may have
come from her enormous expectation we would fail with a loud thud. I mentioned the thought to Rebekka. She laughed loudly. She knew it was possible
and so did I. We did have the last two rehearsals on record with everyone's attendance. Our confidence was high and no second-tier theater bureaucrat was
going to stand in our way. The following day, though, there were placards
posted all over the theater that those attending in the balcony section were encouraged to move to the main floor should they care to “dance” with the music
performed by the band. I announced to everyone when we saw the placards a
large concern on my part was now relieved and everyone applauded Chairwoman Lutz, who was actually present. She forced a smile, but she did smile.
There were a large number of witnesses.
Before our first rehearsal on the Basel stage, I gathered the engineers to
go over song by song on what each would concentrate. We split the duties of
each sound engineer so one was responsible for all the mikes for the brass,
woodwinds and chorus and set each level appropriately while the performance
progressed. The other was responsible for the band, mikes and instruments,
since we set all the instruments through the sound board. Those with guitars
accepted it with one important distinction, which was also true with the keyboards Klaus played: we all could set our own levels, too. It was the sound engineer's responsibility to ensure one or more instruments were not over or under compensated and all the band mates, through our many rehearsals, were
comfortable with this understanding.
Sirani's focus was to ensure the visual for each song began when necessary and frozen when necessary, but she also had before her a bank of visual
monitors to display what was currently being captured by any of the four cameras. She could switch to any of the four for the visual displayed on either big
screen for the audience. Her fallback, as we had discussed and rehearsed, was
the fixed camera displaying the wide angle of the entire stage. Sirani had, over
all of our rehearsals, gotten so comfortable with all of the cast and where each
“actor” would be located on stage, she was getting pretty good at having the
right camera up on the big screen. Of course, Jeremy, David and Conrad each
had their own concentrations for every song and Sirani kept this with her list of
each song in order. She knew which camera would focus on which actor or actors or band members. I simply sat with them all to hear them go over each one
and was quite satisfied when we reached the last song.

I next gathered with the three running the lights, two on a spot each,
and one running the rather impressive stage lighting provided by the theater,
yet one more reason I chose this theater in Basel. The spots were easy and we
went over them quickly, song by song, each quite up to the task. The last one
emerged from the box where the lighting controls were located, having already
tested them, and we quickly went over each lighting phase, since we had created many points in the performance where the stage would be bathed in specific colors, flashing or black or white. He felt pretty comfortable with the controls and our initial rehearsal would give us an idea whether this comfort was
deserved or not.
Last, I met with one of the costumers, all three performing as Maenads,
but Fiera had ambition in production, hoping to start as a PA, and she certainly
had a good head on her shoulders. While we rehearsed I would often challenge
any of the company to tell me, start to finish, all the songs in order, who
opened each song musically and who sang lead. Fiera consistently nailed every
one and often could rattle them off so fast you had to struggle to keep up with
her, but she was the exceptional one and we all knew it. We designed the stage
with three thirty-inch monitors which could be seen from fairly severe angles
—one for the male chorus section with the horns, one for the Maenad chorus
section, and one before the band—connected together and driven by a small
smartphone which Fiera herself programmed and had strapped to her mike
stand. Each monitor would display the next song as we moved through the performance, the name(s) or group name which would open the song, the lead vocalists, and the following five songs in order, over and over until it was flipped
to the next. That was Fiera's greatest contribution to our performance and there
are some shots where you can actually see what appears on one of these monitors in the movie. I admit I deliberately included them. We would be but a few
bars into our current song and Fiera had already switched the monitor display
to the following song and I know because I saw it on the band monitor consistently.
With this acknowledgment, though, I have to add my enormous gratitude to Jan and every one of the musicians in his section. They all had sheet
music before them and each stand had the songs listed, dangling down from
the bottom of the stand. It served only as a method of consolation and comfort.
Every one of them already knew the line-up and each one's contribution and
we had encouraged each to step out from the back and wail whenever possible,
and always with a chorus member holding the mike before the instrument.
That's why you see Cornelius, who played two saxophones, tenor and alto, out
front on the stage with a chorus member holding the mike. No one does a musical performance like that, we knew no one did it like that, and it's exactly
why we did it that way. We knew, at times during this performance, certain musical contributions, both in the theater and especially in the movie, would be
mesmerizing and exhilarating when produced with such an obvious attempt to
isolate and highlight that greater contribution.
We gathered everyone in their places and chose four of the louder, more
raucous songs with all the participants to set the levels. I let several of the act-

ing portion not contributing to the sound help by being in various spots around
the theater, Rebekka being one to whom I listened carefully. With the sound
levels set we took a break, everyone had a chance to gather themselves, go
over any weaker points, and we launched into it, timing it while all the people
from the theater sat in seats scattered about watching and listening. We wore
no costumes, this was a run-through. Over four hours later we were still within
a few minutes of our previous full rehearsals.
“That's it, everyone! Well done! Let's all go back to the hotel, rest up,
and we'll all have supper at the restaurant I booked. None of you have to go,
but I suspect you all will, since you'll have to eat on your own if you don't and
we'll do it once again tomorrow.”
Before I could leave Chairwoman Lutz approached me to congratulate
us on what she had seen and heard so far but she thought the sound was too
loud. “Are your ears still ringing?”
“They are a bit, yes.”
“What time do you have now?”
She flicked up her left arm to glance at her watch. “Five-thirty.”
“If your ears are still ringing at six-thirty and mine are too, we'll turn it
down some tomorrow. Deal?”
“We'll try that then. Thank you.”
“You're welcome.
Chairwoman Lutz smiled briefly. “What costumes are you planning to
wear, may I ask?”
“Sorry, Chairwoman Lutz. It's for the paying audience only. Unfortunately, that excludes you.” Chairwoman Lutz frowned mightily. Only a very
small number of media people and two theater ushers were allowed inside the
theater during our performance, and Chairwoman Lutz would not be working
as an usher, so she would be relegated to the lobby the entire performance. On
the other hand, Rebekka, standing about ten feet away, laughed heartily. I
turned to Rebekka and winked.
Everyone attended the supper. There were no defectors. When I noted
this fact, Jan responded for everyone. “I should only speak for myself, but I already know what I have to say is true, Al-Barrak. In what should be a very
long and difficult performance, what you have done is taken every one of us
here and put them at the center of attention at least once, and each one of us
looks forward to being the center of attention. I don't know if you intended it
that way but it certainly has created among all of us a great feeling of camaraderie, that we're all in this together and none of us want to let the others
down. Failing to attend supper together would be the wrong signal for any of
us to send. I think it's why we're all here. None of us want to let down the others.”
“Thank you, Jan. This has all kind of grown since I originally conceived it, but I'll tell you who deserves the most credit for where we are now
and you know it, too. Our illustrious Professor Dietrich brought most of you
here and your respect, consideration, and training with her in the past has made
most of this possible. Does anyone disagree?” I looked around at the many ta-

bles in the restaurant and, as expected, there was none.
“Thank you, Al-Barrak,” Rebekka responded. “This has been one of the
most pleasant while simultaneously the most crazy stage productions I have
ever been associated with.” She laughed lightly and gazed all around. “If this is
any indication of how you'll make a movie, Al-Barrak, please, do not exclude
me. I will very much enjoy every moment!”
I toasted Rebekka and there were cheers all around. After a few moments, I remarked, “As for that prospect, Rebekka, and for all of you, both
Jeremy and David can attest, once you work with me, cooperate with everyone
else and deliver on your responsibilities, you're in the driver's seat for my next
project. I don't care how polished and accomplished your competition may be.
I put more value in to what you have already proven to me you can deliver than
to what I know I will have to do with someone new, which is establish a relationship, set goals, go through all of it, and I still may end up not being able to
work with them. In this business, the entertainment business, that is a huge risk
to take when you already know another can meet the requirements. I don't take
risks like that because it's stupid.”
“So if we all deliver, we'll be in the driver's seat for your next movie?”
Rebekka asked, with a combination of seriousness and facetiousness.
“Damn straight!” I responded loudly and all laughed loud with me.
“And I shouldn't have to remind you I very rarely speak in a profane manner
since I changed my name!”
Once supper was complete and before we left the restaurant I announced a suggested curfew for all. I had no intention of enforcing it but I reminded everyone I would surely hear about it later. I didn't care as long as it
had no impact on the rehearsal the next day. “Don't let it.” As it turned out
there were six in total who arrived back at the hotel later than the suggested
curfew and those six were most of those I expected would stay out later anyway. You learn about people when you spend so much time with them in some
fairly pressure-packed circumstances. I happened to be out in the hall on the
same floor when two of them, one of the couples who would eventually marry
a few months following, returned almost two hours late. They were both quite
apologetic but with their demeanor and how they spoke I could tell they still
had their wits about them. They certainly weren't plastered. “I was young once,
which may come as a shock to you. I stayed out late, sometimes very late and
got tremendously wasted, so wasted I couldn't remember much of what took
place the night before. I got up on time, though, got to my workplace on time,
and met all of my work obligations competently. Not everyone can do it and I
certainly didn't do it all the time. There are some in this production whom I
consider simply cannot do it, so I suggested my curfew time. Apparently, you
two can and that's fine. Get some adequate sleep and let's rock the theater tomorrow.” I watched as they both walked to their separate rooms, each shared
with the same gender but who also were becoming romantically entangled and
I knew who was staying in which room. In my tone of mock disbelief, I remarked, “You two are not sleeping together?”
The male chorus member turned back to me and calmly replied, “You

stated we should keep our libido in check and we both agree. Two nights from
now the show will be over and we're going to swap roommates. Think the hotel
will object, Al-Barrak?”
“Not if they don't know. You're not going to tell them, are you?” They
both laughed.
I did not counsel them on what I knew they would be doing in the hotel
room two nights later and many regard it as a failure of the Way. Not so fast,
though. Yes, the Books all warn about fornicators. If you've read the Books,
you know it's true. The Recital itself, though, makes it extremely easy to marry
and divorce. It's the only requirement to avoid being a fornicator. Look at the
obstacles we place around everyone's intentions to avoid being a fornicator
now. We have to have some ordained representative preside, it has to be legal,
and a divorce has to wend its way through some court jurisdiction. It is little
wonder to me so many are fornicators, including myself from my past. Living
together, though, which is, of course, also thrown up as an obstacle in most
cultures, is as close to how easy it was meant to marry and divorce, and I regard those who practice this method of entanglement as fulfilling the marriage
requirement. So what if they didn't follow the precepts, seeking permission
from the woman's guardian(s) and some dowry, if any, because that was never
a requirement, only a strong suggestion, and spewing the words “I divorce
you” four times from either side ends it. If that was still the accepted way,
there would hardly be any fornicators in the world anywhere. Over centuries
you and your revered ancestors all collectively threw up the obstacles and now
you condemn. You all collectively understand nothing because you snore too
loudly. I can hear you snore. You have dreadful sleep apnea. Even when you're
“awake,” you're still sleeping. Fortunately, for the rest of us, when you’re conscious your snoring is abated, which means we can get on with our work without the enormous distraction. I know what many are thinking right now, the
ones of privilege, influence and power, that my words and my actions are of insignificance, no consequence. You, the privileged, influential and powerful,
have earned the right to judge. Of course you have. You are the condescending
ones. You know what is best for all. Let me remind everyone the road to “hell”
is paved with condescension, not “good” intentions. It is the condescending
ones who lead you. Thus, you are led by the ignorant, those still asleep, like
lemmings to the sea. You need no leader, not a single one. You are collectively
lazy, but you sleep incessantly, too. When you awaken, discard the condescending ones like a dreaded cancer. Let them swim out into the middle of the
ocean. They deserve to drown in their condescension. They are not the One!
They are impostors! Shed them hastily, and live!
Immediately after we returned from the restaurant, all the band mates,
Rebekka, Lorna, Greta, Jan, Jeremy, even Anna, and, of course, Lena, all gathered in our hotel room, despite the overcrowding, to go over any concerns.
Bruno was first, along with Klaus and Josef. Their concern was looking ridiculous in togas on stage as members of a hard-rock band. “I know it's shallow,
Al-Barrak,” Bruno proposed, “but I have an image to maintain. We all do.”
“I've thought about it, too, my friend.” I rarely called Bruno “my

friend.” I used the term deliberately. “When I was your age, Bruno, it was very
difficult for anyone to get me out of my comfort zone, which included how I
projected myself in every manner, clothes, style, demeanor, all of it. Otherwise,
I would be extremely uncomfortable and I know from experience how it feels.
I have thought about this a great deal and I am not going to make any of you
wear the costume which was created for you. If you want to wear something
else I'm not going to demand otherwise.”
“That will ruin the presentation!” Rebekka strongly protested.
I held my hand to her. “Listen to me before your emotions take over, all
of you.” I waited a moment for things to settle, since no one had yet heard me
reverse myself before. I turned to Bruno but glanced around at all the band
mates constantly. “The costumes we have all considered wearing is in step with
our performance. We are not performing a rock concert. We are staging a complete theatrical, dramatic, tragic presentation. The costumes, then, are consistent with this objective. Yes, you are not going to look like a rock star wearing
a toga which doesn't even reach your knees, slung over one shoulder, and bare
feet. Here's where I divert from the norm, mates. Name a rock star, a rap star, a
pop star, who has the balls to appear on a stage wearing a toga as part of a costuming effort to set a presentational effect for a long performance. There are
none! They simply do not have the balls to do it, Bruno! Why? Because it
would have a negative effect on their career. Thus, they expose exactly what
they cherish. They have nothing to say! They only care about the money their
career can generate. Between the two of us, Bruno, you have more to lose sabotaging your career like that, so what I tell you doesn't have the depth, and to
be fair I can offer you the opportunity to back out of the costume.” Except for
Ernst and Martin, who were in for the full ride, the others were seriously considering it.
“I have one more piece of advice. Since I started this, Bruno, you have
never discussed the original songs and none of them are in this performance.
You haven't even once asked me when we, all of us including me, are going to
perform them. What's wrong with you?” I caught Bruno in one of the few
times he didn't know exactly what to say or do and all the band mates caught
on to it quickly and skewered him pretty good. Again, I raised my hand. “I
want to do them. I spent a lot of time exposing some of my most inner thoughts
to produce the lyrics and I know how to sing them. I do want to perform them
but not in this theatrical presentation. This is not a rock concert. We, all of us
together, can do another performance soon, as a rock concert and do all of the
original songs, and you may dress any way you wish. We can even record them
in Munich. If you wear the toga for the presentation in two nights, you announce to your fans this is not a rock concert, we can do more than play hard
rock on a stage. We can act, emote, and create an entire sensory, aesthetic experience, with a huge support ensemble, which is far more than what any other
rock star, rap star, pop star could ever hope to accomplish, because it's all they
would have is hope. They can't deliver because they're stuck in the confines of
their own small, insignificant worlds, and they'll die small, too. Greatness
comes only from those willing to step beyond their own puny, indistinguish-

able, meaningless orbits. These punks who all came after me are just that:
punks. They have nothing to say, not even to themselves and those who orbit
around them. When they fall back to Earth, a very funny thing occurs. Everyone abandons them. Get the picture, mates?”
“All right, I'll wear the toga,” Josef reluctantly stated, “but I'm still
wearing my shoes.”
“Which is what we agreed before, Josef. When have I gone back on my
word with you?” With his trademark goofy look of agreement, Josef acquiesced. “Keep this in mind, Bruno, Klaus. Who else has done this from the rock
side? No one. The Who, with Tommy, their 'rock opera,' merely went out on
tour and performed rock concerts, and had breaks between songs, like every
other rock concert. Bowie, with his 'grand ideas,' did nothing more than perform rock concerts with a limited amount of staged theatrics, but, oh, gee, let's
give him his due. He had wildly outrageous costumes. It only proves my point.
No one has ever done this before. Look at Wagner. The man could compose ecstatic and wild musical composition, but when it came to the full presentation,
he fell woefully short. He was stuck in his narcissistic ways because that's who
he was. Once it came to working with other people, he basked in the incessant
attention. He lost all interest in producing a performance of the most complete
kind because he simply had no interest in that. What Wagner wanted was undying adulation, adoration, worship, and when he stopped receiving it from anyone, including Nietzsche, he turned on them and insulted those former worshipers, and he would do it behind their backs, too, like any narcissist. A narcissist does not engage in direct battle with a former worshiper. They denigrate
you behind your back, because they are only interested in basking in their supposed glory directly and you have become a mere, and totally insignificant,
distraction. That is the history of Wagner and Nietzsche in summary. When Nietzsche expressed his growing disenchantment with Wagner and his relatively
new wife, both turned against him and most often expressed their disenchantment with Nietzsche in a private manner with any third party who would listen
to them. Of the three of them, the only one who came close to espousing expressions of honest and open reflection was Nietzsche. Those other two were
blatant, petty hypocrites, which is exactly why I picked on our beloved chairwoman today. She is enamored, as she should be, with Wagner's musical composition skills, ignores everything else about him, and extrapolates this one
facet, music composition, and extends it to everything about Wagner. She's a
complete idiot, and she is going to stand there and expect me to bow down to
her expertise? There isn't any expertise to bow down to. She's an idiot!”
“Do you really think we can accomplish all of that, Al-Barrak?” Klaus
asked me.
“When people hear about it, our link of Apollo with Dionysus, and that
link established by Nietzsche to tragic myth, we will come up short, I anticipate, in how it's received and the criticism which goes with it. Many of the
songs we'll perform in two nights have no tragedy at all to present and I know
people will hammer us for it. But the title of our presentation, Myth of Man
and Woman, sets the objective of our presentation: duality. We are presenting

various facets of life itself, all of which is comprised of duality. Life itself is
not all tragedy, thus we do not present all tragedy. Some people will get it.
Many won't. That's my very simple explanation of what we are attempting to
present in two nights. It helps when the presenters, all of us, appear on stage in
a united way.”
I laughed as I looked to Jan. “You two have no real clue of your musical prowess but Jan does.” Some laughed and Bruno and Klaus looked to Jan
with bafflement. Jan simply shrugged his shoulders. “There's only one person
in this entire company who has earned a conventional reputation as an accomplished and recognized musician and it's Jan. He has sat with the Vienna orchestra, gentlemen. Do either of you understand how difficult that is to
achieve, to be recognized and welcomed by that august musical body?” Both
Klaus and Bruno nodded their heads. Jan wanted to say something but I held
up my hand and he waited. “So what I do in those many moments when I can
just sling my guitar and glance around at everyone, I look to my left, back to
the horns and see Jan standing there wigging out while Bruno is soaring on
guitar, while Klaus is sliding over the keys. He'll watch you, Josef, pounding
out the beat and bopping along. He watches you, Martin, holding down the low
end and swaying with it, and often, Ernst, when you're wailing away on harmonica, I see Jan close his eyes and swing his head back and forth. Jan is a true
musician, a composer, who has put together some dynamite brass/woodwind
arrangements, but he doesn't feel like any of you are beneath him. Am I right,
Jan?”
“Man, you guys fucking rock!” Jan exclaimed. Everyone laughed and
some pounded fists together.
“We've all rehearsed several times all the way through. We've done a
complete rehearsal in costume twice already, so when we get to Gator Country,
no, we don't look like Molly Hatchett, three guitars and bass, all dressed in
jeans and flannels and long hair and thrashing away. Nope. We look like five
ancient Greeks resurrected from the dead and with Ernst on my left, me, Martin holding down the low end in the middle, Klaus next to Martin, and Bruno
on the right flank, it looks insane, and a little out of place, but Bruno steps out
and cranks, he steps back and Ernst steps forward and cranks, then you both
step out and crank together, then Klaus and I trade off, all with Martin thumping away and Josef behind everyone with a solid beat. When everyone sees it,
they won't care what we look like, they'll be hearing us wailing, and thrashing
away like any self-respecting rock band would. All with the visuals of alligators striking and eating and people running away. That's why that song is in
there, mates. Our version of that song with our visual presentation, both onscreen and on-stage, nobody would ever consider doing it like that, especially
not in Europe, but you watch the audience, guys. We'll have the entire main
theater standing and rocking with us, filling the aisles. You watch!”
I wasn't sure I had convinced them but a little of their pre-performance
jitters melted away, since I addressed it with everyone, too. “I have a few jitters
myself, though a lot has disappeared since so many of the songs are led by
those in the chorus. It takes a lot of pressure off of me and my voice, so now I

can concentrate on my instrument and watch everyone else. And it's what I enjoy when we're rehearsing, watching all of you, each of you in your own starring roles. Rebekka, with the choices we had, I would have dropped She's
Gonna Tear You Apart, because I consider it one of our weaker ones, until you
came up with the idea to flirt with all the men on stage, so you start by slipping
up next to me and rubbing your hips against me and push me away before I
even start the lyrics. Over to Bruno and the same thing, all the rest of the band,
even Josef, hugging him from behind then pushing him over almost into his
drum kit, holding and pushing away every man on stage before the song's over.
All in your skimpy little deer skin dress. I love it!” There were a lot of laughs
because everyone had already seen Rebekka do her routine in costume and it
was quite the sight. Rebekka was beaming. She absolutely adored performing
it because she portrayed quite the seductress and she would be on-screen in
close-up many times wearing her seductive, tempting smile.
“I do part of a duet with Greta, the other part with Lena, and only those
who know my history will ever get it. I look forward to Pieces on the Ground.
And you two!” I looked to Greta and Lorna. “I needed something for you,
Lorna, and came up with Sweetspot. I wanted both of you together to help each
other, reinforce each other, and to imply something else, and we all know what
we're implying,” laughs, “but every time we do that song, you two add something else. I almost can't wait to see what you're going to finish with.” All
laughed and Lorna and Greta smiled most deviously. “Yeah, I think I know, but
don't tell me. Surprise me instead!” I knew they would. I looked to Jan. “And
when you guys wail on Just Give Me One Good Reason, man, that will blow
everybody away in the theater. You guys crank on that!” Jan nodded his appreciation. “And when I think about every chorus in every song, there's twenty
separate voices, not including the band, and some of the horns sing in. It
sounds like Handel's Messiah every time! You think that's not going to create
an impression?!” All were in agreement. The jitters were dissipating and the
excitement was growing.
“Listen, when we hit Your Time Is Gonna Come, with our little tragedy
of Anna Karenina, the stage black while Klaus soars on his organ, we're forty,
fifty minutes into our performance, we still have more than three hours left,
and we will have already blown away everybody in the audience, yet not one
of them knows what is still to come. Most of them are going to miss something, because there are going to be very few of them who can watch four
hours of a stage presentation all the way through. They're going to have to go
to the bathroom and our favorite Chairwoman gets her only glimpse of the performance when members of the audience exit the theater to the lobby so they
can pee! Think I haven't thought of that?!” More laughs. “We all had to be cognizant of it, too, and it's why the songs are arranged in the order they are, so
every one of us gets a break, multiple breaks, because everyone will get thirsty,
everyone will probably have to go to the bathroom. I thought of this right from
the beginning. And wait 'til you see what we do with the movie version! It will
be nothing like the live performance. We can show, with the music, any of the
four cameras, the visual recording with any of us acting, on one screen, just

like Woodstock, only better because it's a full dramatic, theatrical, tragic presentation. One more rehearsal, and we'll step onto the stage, step off of it four
hours later, and all of Switzerland will be talking about it and that's only the
beginning.” The excitement was pretty high in the room. The door was
propped open and many of the company had congregated around the door listening, smiling, laughing with everyone.
“You know the best part of it all?” I let everyone ask or offer their
ideas. None hit it. “The best part is poor Chairwoman Lutz, if she ever wants to
see the entire performance, what took place on the stage of her theater, she'll
have to buy the disk! She doesn't get anything for free from me!”
Greta rose from her seat on the floor and spoke loudly. “I've wanted to
say this for a while, Al, and you and me, when I knew you as Gregory, we have
shared quite a bit in our past.”
“We have,” I agreed, smiling encouragingly.
“I hadn't seen or talked to you since the night I drove you home and left
you...” She looked down to the floor embarrassed. She looked back up, focused
on me. “I didn't know what to expect when you and Conrad and Anna and
Lena, especially Lena, all came out to the warehouse to meet all of us again. I
thought you, you might hate me, me and Josef, because we, I, didn't treat you
with much consideration, with any concern for you, but you smiled big and
wide when you first saw me, like I remember you. You've done nothing less
than welcome me, welcome all of us, into this idea of yours and found all of us
places where we fit, you've found me places where I fit. Sometimes when I
think about all of this and I think about you and how I treated you...” She
started to break down and I could see tears forming.
“Do you still tell anyone who will listen all about your latest sexual exploits, little girl?” It snapped her out of it and she was soon laughing.
“I am a married woman now, Al-Barrak.”
“You're not Greta?! What happened to Greta? What have you done with
her? Where is Greta?” Greta stepped up to me and hugged me warmly. “Does
Lena not love you, want only the best for you?”
“Yes. She's wonderful. You should have married her.”
“Would it surprise you she knows almost everything we've done together, that I've told her all of it, and I did so because, well, you never thought
it necessary to keep it confidential.” Lena nodded.
Greta broke out laughing again and stepped away to get a good look at
me. “You've told your wife everything about me?”
“Check this out!” I shouted for everyone. “When I told Lena you came
out the first morning at Bruno's place from the bedroom completely naked,
didn't even bother looking at me on the couch while you strolled to the bathroom, Lena exclaimed, 'Greta liked to parade around you naked like I do? I
have to meet her some day!' You two are like peas in a pod! I love you both. I
will always love you, my dear.” I put out my hands and Greta grasped them
quickly, smiling warmly. “It was hard at first, but it turned out best for everyone. If, however, you two divorce, there's a place for you in my life. I might
even marry you!” Laughs. “You have to put your desire way in the back-

ground, though, and put your love right out front.”
“You already have one more wife than I do, Al!” Josef complained with
a mock frown.
“Which is great incentive for you to keep the one you've got happy,
Josef, because, apparently, I attract 'em!”
“He even spoke with Mother and Father about marrying me!” Anna
shouted to large laughter.
I scoffed. “Her desire's too high and her love's too low, but she's young,
like a spring chicken. You gotta let 'em gain some experience, fatten up a little,
before you pluck 'em!” This brought even more laughter and I winked at
Anna's smile. Anna, understand, was not skinny. She carried a fine womanly
shape.
“You know what Lorna and I are thinking of doing, don't you?” Greta
announced while Lorna snorted trying to suppress her laugh.
“I think I do but I don't want to hear it. Surprise all of us!”
“What are you two planning?” Bruno asked suspiciously.
“You heard Al-Barrak. It's going to be a surprise.” Lorna laughed loud.
That was the plan: keep spirits and enthusiasm high and the nerves
would take care of themselves. Chairwoman Lutz advised as soon as we arrived the next day the ringing in her ears had diminished long before one hour
elapsed. I expected it because mine did, too. I advised her we would leave the
levels at their current settings and with almost sixteen hundred people packed
in the theater, their combined mass would absorb some sound, maybe not
much, but the sound level could be a little less. She was reasonably satisfied
and was actually more accommodating than she had been previously.
Other than each of us concentrating on any musical bumps we had
stumbled through before, our greatest concern was working on the stage setting
with props, theatrics, the dances from the Maenads and chorus and camera positions and angles. For the most part, Sirani, the sound engineers and the lights
crew were quite comfortable in their responsibilities. There was always someone not featured out in the seats specifically to watch the screens and listen to
the sound, so this rehearsal was not a direct run-through. There were times
when we stopped to correct things.
It was almost six in the evening when we wrapped. To another restaurant we all went and this night I established a strict curfew which was midnight. “There's no legitimate reason for you to be out after midnight. We have a
professional show to stage tomorrow so tonight you're going to behave like
you are a professional entertainer. Be back at the hotel before midnight.” Everyone was. In fact there were only a small number who did go out later and all
were back by eleven. I went around to all the rooms for a bed check, which
produced some negative comments, but at breakfast the next morning, which
included most, I thanked everyone and expressed loudly how pleased they all
made me with their professional response. “After tonight, you're not an amateur any more. You will have been up on stage and will receive compensation
for it. This makes you an entertainment pro, ladies and gentlemen.” It brought
a round of applause.

Mid-afternoon our convoy left the hotel for the theater and we parked
all the vehicles near the back entrance. Four from the theater met us and asked
how everyone was doing. Are you nervous? “We'll be fine. There will surely be
mistakes made but we've all learned how to cover for everyone else. No one
will know. We're off to the restaurant down the street. When we return we'll
run tests on everything to ensure all the equipment is in proper working order
and we'll start as promptly at seven as possible.”
Most ate a light meal at the restaurant and many were obviously nervous. “When we're ready to begin, all anyone has to do is be in their costumes,
except for Bruno and Klaus-”
“We're wearing the togas, Al,” Bruno interrupted and I saw Klaus nod
his head.
“Good. Thank you. As I was saying, be in costume, engineers and camera people, be at your stations, and everyone be on the stage in plenty of time
and be at your places when we start. Be quiet and Duck and Cover, my mates
and I, will start the show. Jan and Rebekka have been here before. Look to
them for help and encouragement. They will certainly help you. Once we get
through our first three songs your nerves will be gone. You'll be completely
into it. If you suddenly draw a brain freeze,” and I paused for laughter to subside, “whisper to the person closest to you and should it be you, whisper back
when you can. Help each other and things will be all right. Remember what I
said to all the Maenads. If you find yourself out of action with all the other
Maenads, smile wildly and keep dancing, like you're in a spell. You'll be fine.
No one will know and all of us here will ignore it like it's what we planned,
and, in truth, it is exactly how we've planned it. If you have a brain freeze,
keep your body moving. No one will ever know. As for those of you singing
lead, we have practiced forgetting lyrics. That's why everyone has a backup except me. If I mess up I'll mumble. Hey, this is rock and roll, not the Vienna Orchestra. If you stumble on your lyrics let your backup step in while you try to
get them back. If, for some reason, you can't, remember your fallback, you
have others in your group performing actions on stage and fall into that. Again,
it will look like the plan. No one will know...” I gazed around at the faces of
our company, some still quite anxious. “I'll tell you what got me through our
first gig together. We had all practiced a lot so I was comfortable with my
parts, but being up on stage in front of a paying audience can create a lot of
anxiety. I gritted my teeth, adopted a 'don't screw with me' demeanor as I
looked out at the audience, because I was there to blow them away, not the
other way around. If you try to consciously adopt that demeanor, the 'don't
mess with me' attitude, your nerves will diminish, because we will blow them
away.”
Testing every item of equipment took a little over an hour. Everyone in
the horn section wailed away, loosening their lips as part of their normal routine. Still in street clothes the Maenads and the chorus worked on last minute
questions or issues, nothing serious. Sirani and the crews all took some breaks,
staggered so there was always someone from the production watching our
equipment, while everyone else went back stage to get ready. It was very

crowded, since there were only two relatively small dressing rooms. There
were some other rooms for other purposes and we took command of those, too.
There were two guards stationed back stage to watch over our belongings and
keep anyone out not part of the company. Believe it or not there were some
who managed to get back there but all were promptly escorted to the lobby.
Before we all began to walk to the stage, I stepped into an unused rest room
and prayed to the One. Reciting the Fattiha helped to steady me. We were all
ready and walked to the stage together. Everyone got to their places and I
checked with Bruno for the time. “Two minutes to seven, Al.”
“Tell me when it's seven.”
“Will do.”
After Bruno advised me I whispered several times as I turned all the
way around, “Here we go.” I pulled out my lighter and flicked on the flame,
put it out and slipped it in my pocket, as I was already standing in place with
my guitar strapped. Five seconds later, with a loud buzz of activity from the
theater, people talking, trying to get to their seats, the spot hit me and now everyone could see me wearing a toga, bare feet, and I proclaimed, “I regret that
Duck and Cover could not make it tonight, but I came to dance in their stead...I
AM APOLLO!...I look a little older. A couple thousand years does it to you but
I still have friends, so I asked my friend, Dionysus,” and the second spot hit
Bruno, also wearing a toga, bare feet, and he nodded, “to accompany me. He
brought his woodland elves and he always travels with the Maenads. I only ask
you to join us in an evening of revelry and mania.” We glanced at each other
and then cranked into Hot N' Cold. Immediately the stage lights went up and
the entire audience, now under the din of thrashing guitars, bass, keyboards
and drums, saw thirty some people on the stage, all the women in very revealing fawn skin dresses, most holding rods with a pine cone attached at one end,
and all the men wearing togas. Shock? Conrad's beginning camera position
was up near the stage but focused on the audience. We put that shot in the
movie. You've seen it. Those people, many of them young, twenties, thirties,
didn't know what to think, and then some start bobbing along, some moving
out to the aisle. There were no dance restrictions and the entire audience knew
it. As I predicted, after This Ain't No Game and All the Way, by the third song
the entire audience was with us and they were ready to go all the way. Of
course, it helped when I leaped off-stage after the bridge, an old man nearly
sixty-five years of age, slinging a blue Fender at audience members to get 'em
up out of their seats, a little shameless encouragement from Apollo himself.
Since we had all long ago conceded the most active member of the entire band
—the one who would strut and skip and dance and sway all over the stage
throughout the performance would be Apollo—I wore a headset with mike the
entire show and slung the only guitar without cable. It was set through a wireless adapter but it allowed me the complete freedom to move anywhere on
stage, which is exactly how we rehearsed it from the first day I returned from
Gaza.
Back on stage, with “my key inside your socket,” the audience saw on

the screen keys shoved into eye sockets and we steal the image of Oedypus,
who gouged his eyes out, “blood” streaming down the face of the actors on
screen. It was only the beginning. Images of nuclear explosions, bomb blasts,
footage from the sixties and civil rights riots, storm troopers, even some shots
we borrowed from BBC, with their permission, of my trip to Gaza. This ain't
no game! It wasn't.
Hot Rails to Hell and we had Dante's inferno, eyes burning out (especially at the end with all the chorus members singing 'Ahhh!' with no eyes),
and we did a lot of it on stage, too. At times I could see the audience, bathed
from the stage lights, and there really was shock on some faces. Out came my
'don't screw with me' demeanor. When I could I strutted the stage like a cock in
the hen house, slamming down chords. Bruno and Ernst were every bit up to it.
Often we stood next to each other so we could slam chords in unison. The
Meanads danced all over the stage and those skimpy little fawn skin dresses
flew up frequently. Every full chorus rang throughout the entire theater, filling
it with loud voices all in harmony.
Friend of Mine ran our little video take-off of the France gig and my
leaving the band. “Don't you know it's gotta end?” Bruno, the band mates and I
are featured. Everyone else dances, some of the Maenads on their knees next to
Bruno. They shun me.
Our next tune, Scheissfreundlich (Shit Friendly) was the only non-English song we played, other than instrumentals of course, and the only song
which featured Bruno (Dionysus) on lead vocals. It's a fairly risque tune, lyricwise, assaulting and controversial. We loved it for that, and the fact the lyrics
are delivered in German. An English audience, we all appreciated, would have
no clue what the lyrics really meant.
Marbles, Lava, originally from Santana and Miles, followed and we
produced myth and legends from Central and South America, with Aztec sacrifices, while the Maenads danced and “prayed.” How did we do it? We had a
bucket full of beef hearts, real beef hearts. The attendant to the priest stepped
to the side curtain, pulled out a heart, keeping it behind his back, and slipped it
to the priest. The priest used a prop dagger which folded into itself for the
“plunge” and the priest raised the victim's “heart.” No, it was not blood. It was
a jelled liquid to make it thicker and dyed red. The victim is unceremoniously
shoved off the sacrificial platform, and here comes the next victim. The screen
shows essentially the same scenes except we could really make it bloody and
realistic. Then we speculated on the Mayans' disappearance, and some others.
This is our first break for the band. For a couple minutes it's only Josef at the
drums, me on congas and the percussionist from university.
Back with my guitar we launch into She's Gonna Tear You Apart and
Rebekka fires up the male members of the audience. She was shameless, which
is exactly how it had to be performed. Careful to hold me so my hands were
not impeded and I could play guitar, she rubbed her crotch hard against my
right side, pushed me, and did the same actions with Bruno, and we haven't
even started the lyrics yet. It was great. It was even more provocative on the
screen.

Greta performed her portion of our duet standing next to me during
Pieces on the Ground, and Lena finished behind me. On screen was the
“tragedy” we scripted for our break-up, with Lena towards the end in the background, finishing with me in a fetal position on the floor. Both delivered their
live portion perfectly. The stage went black, a spot wandered around on the
members of the theater, while the other spot hit Klaus as he started Your Time
Is Gonna Come. On the screen we introduced the five principals of Anna
Karenina, and when the chorus arrived, everyone sang and pointed with their
arms at Anna Karenina on stage, and she eventually died, as in Tolstoy's novel.
Her time had come, and I looked around at everyone constantly, since my musical part was small. We were nearly fifty minutes into it, the audience was
well into it, most of the balcony was bare because they were all on the main
floor dancing and singing and swaying along. When I caught anyone's gaze on
stage I smiled and I always got a big smile in return. We were blowing them
away, with more than three hours to go.
For Love Me to the Max we used clips from The True Cross, with John's
permission, and the focus became Serena and me. Friction was led by one of
the chorus and my contribution was “Friction” during the chorus, though I sang
the lead line “I don't want to grow up. It's too much contradiction.” I did so for
what I considered obvious reasons. Permanent Hurt focused on unfulfilled desire with my strained lead vocal, while both featured different Maenads and
chorus members getting their turns in the spotlight, and we launched Rock and
Roll. All the band got a break, with only Ernst on stage dazzling all with a tight
rhythm guitar solo. Next we crashed into Rock n Roll Queen, with Lena performing the Queen's role. Like everyone else, I was hypnotized watching my
wife shake it so emphatically.
Bloody Well Right featured our take on social commentary. Us and
Them focused on the tragedy of war, with our sarcastic take using members of
the chorus sitting before a table and one moving the “lines on the map” of
changing battle positions, the other two sitting in the familiar “thinker” posture. We had the screen show the close-up when the “lines on the map”
changed.
Nobody From Nowhere was presented as an entanglement from obscurity in America to Africa and included footage from Jeremy's documentary and
Roland's footage with permission from the BBC. Dance With Me featured one
of the Maenads and chorus members and Rebekka's choreography was stunning. Those two were the best dancers and they dazzled, both on stage and on
screen. With this song, followed by Down to the River, If You Wanna Get To
Heaven, and I'm a Road Runner, all featured Ernst wailing on harmonica. Fabulous!
Destination Unknown, a reminder no one can predict the future, and
Midnight Blue, both featured Klaus on various keyboards, and Lena and I were
the focus of the latter. I'm The One You Need has created confusion. It's not
about me. It's about the One. The One is the One you need. Sure, it sounds like
a love song, but it's our interpretation. Do you think the One doesn't love you?
Changes was one of the more challenging songs for us to generate but

we pulled it off. Fortunately, this was one I didn't sing. I had enough on my
plate. For this one you got some love tragedy, some lost friendship tragedy.
Well, that's change for you. Roll Right Stones was our longest song and everybody had a musical part, since Jan's liberal arrangement put the entire horn section in it. This was where Josef got his long break. The percussionist from university sat in on drums. I tried to make this interpretation illustrative of the
Way and those who follow the Way. They are the roll right stones as I see it.
I Won't Tell 'Em Your Name pushed Martin off stage with Klaus playing
bass. It started with Lena and me. She kissed me which wasn't how we rehearsed it, but I knew why she did it when I saw her devious grin as she
walked back and away, and, yes, that was a mask the Maenad was wearing of
Serena. She grew up way too fast, all in the last fifteen years in my estimation,
and she's lonely where she is. Come back down, Serena. I won't tell 'em anything. It's none of their business.
We were roughly halfway through, the next ten songs were mostly
slower tempo of the softer variety, we had provided but mere seconds of rest
for the audience, and many started to meander out to the lobby. When any of us
saw people leaving we always smiled. Sometimes you bite off more than you
can chew. The Basel audience, for the most part, experienced it on this night.
Welcome to show biz! Oh, yeah! There's more!
Free Fallin' produced more love tragedy with a predominantly redlighted stage. I got a break both singing and performing. I went to the female
rest room. This was the deal the band made with all the Maenads. If we had to
go we could use their rest room. None ever objected.
Sweetspot provided the surprise I honestly expected, though not exactly
the action. Those two, Lorna and Greta, have been friends for years, and they
delivered their vocals without a hitch, and “played” with Bruno, Dionysus, but
when they finished, they embraced and kissed and tugged at each other until
the spot died along with stage lights. I was on stage, strumming through the
chords for the next song, and Bruno looked at me dumbfounded. I shrugged
my shoulders and mouthed “Surprise.”
Wish You Were Here starts with me on rhythm guitar and we threw up
on screen shots of almost everyone of whom I had pictures who weren't there.
What have we found? The same old fears. Wish you were here.
Into Sufficiently Breathless and Easy to Slip and I got to play and not
sing. We had quite capable singers in the chorus, and when the chorus arrived
for either song, you heard more than twenty voices.
Deep As You Go, which was a duality song of tragic mythological proportion, became Rebekka's moment to shine vocally. When we began weeks
before, I wanted this song in there because of its lyrics. I expected to have to
settle on the female lead vocal. Rebekka possessed a deeper soprano than many
but she also has a strong German accent, yet she wanted to try it. Imagine everyone's surprise when her accent disappeared when she sang. “You're in on
that one, dear,” I told her. I played no instrument so this was only Rebekka and
me. She followed me around the stage wearing her headset, we danced only to
the extent that I walked away while she followed me, and often she was on her

knees pulling at my toga. We “created” a new Greek tragic myth. It would
prove controversial. My role was simple. I tried to ignore her. I didn't expect
her to pull so hard at my toga, though, but she was trying to be emotional about
it. She succeeded. Her expression, through the camera close-up, is heart-breaking. I instantly forgave her, especially since she didn't tear my costume.
Voices Carry featured Anna on lead. Her live performance still leaves
most of us astonished, though it really should not have. She had always been
very active in her routine. She belted “He said 'Shut up!' He said 'Shut up!'” to
her co-star and he about had a heart attack.
Epic Forest was another musical challenge, but with all instruments at
work, we pulled it off. It's light-hearted, forests and woodsy on stage and
screen. Castles Made of Sand, delivered by another member of the chorus, allowed us to stage our idea of best-laid plans. “Surprise attack killed him in his
sleep” was particularly effective, both stage and screen, and the Maenad in the
wheelchair at the edge of the stage pointed to the screen showing the goldenwinged ship as it sailed off into a white fade.
Light Up or Leave Me Alone was our take of the thought, if all you can
bring is negativity, go away! We threw in some points for the action to illustrate our position.
Give N Take, Aspirations, and Just Give Me One Good Reason all featured the horn section and Jan's capable arrangements. We delivered on the action for these, too, and, again, I didn't sing.
Post Toastee, the classic from Tommy Bolin right before he suffered a
fatal overdose, featured Martin, who unquestionably thumps out some wicked
bass licks. The action included drugs, as you might imagine, and not only the
illegal variety. I think we nailed that tragic myth. One of the chorus members
slipped me a real Luger pistol as we started the song. My part was small, vocals only, after which I left the stage, but with the pistol I acted the part, especially at the beginning when “my gun is cocked and loaded. I hope I get me
some sleep tonight!” I noticed some in the audience leaned back as I advised,
“so take it nice and easy,” and shook the Luger at them. It was a huge chore
getting the pistol into Switzerland from Germany, but my favorite German
consulate advisor, Tanya, vouched for the Swiss authorities the gun was meant
only to be a stage prop for a theatrical presentation in Basel and would never
be loaded. When I demonstrated it didn't matter whether it was loaded or not, it
couldn't fire because the firing pin had been removed, we were finally waved
through.
Martin got his next break with I Get By, when Klaus stood in on bass.
This was one of our more up-front performances, with the four of us on guitars
striding up to the edge. Yes, that was all of us laughing at your over-concern on
the screen. We were pretty cocky about it. I think it was how it appeared to
most.
Klaus and Martin had to do a very quick switch but they had both
worked it out and we immediately launched into Fall On You. The irony of the
action speaks for itself.
The next four featured a more country-rock influence, with Bad Girls,

followed by Drown, then Gator Country, where we delivered five guitars front
and center thrashing away, followed by Just Got Paid. They worked and now
we wound down, which meant everything from here to the end was going to
astonish and blow the audience away.
Launching Eurotrash we mocked the European Commons, but contrasted it with Siberian Khatru, our last musical challenge, which we pulled off
without a problem, with the action of a pure Russian fantasy, then Beautiful,
our salute to the Maenads, and my personal salute to Lena, who is ever present
around me, dancing. The Maenads returned the favor and delivered great vocals for What I Like About You, using the more edgy version similar to Lillix.
Down to South America for Lawyers, Guns and Money, where we treated you
to some of the less than covert activity of the CIA over the last sixty years. We
were not very flattering with the interpretation.
Empty Pages welcomed you to the world of Al-Barrak. I don't write
much any more. I just wanted to let you know. During the long instrumental interlude, since my part again was vocals only, Lena and I, with advice and guidance from Rebekka, danced all over the stage. The few songs when we performed together were especially gratifying to me. I relished singing those
songs to Lena because I was singing to her.
Boxcar slammed all with the instinctive behavior of humans based on
the four attributes. I choreographed the movements of the chorus and Maenads
as we all sang, “You really got it going, a really nice shot, a really nice shot
that's pointed at me.” Those on stage left lifted a left arm, then right, then left,
then right, squeezed their hands together and fired twice at the audience. Those
on stage right started with their right arm instead. The music was strong, loud
and the staged performance by more than twenty people, all in perfect sync,
was very effective. In the bridge there were groups of chorus overlapping,
which we would also perform on the finale, but it sure sounded impressive
when those overlapping vocals were sung in perfect harmony by almost thirty
members, all melding into the song's finish. I knew hardly anyone in the theater or who would watch the movie later had ever heard this song before and
the way we presented it on stage completed its expected impact.
Crashing the last chord we all had worked out this part meticulously because this was the big finish. The audience had for the last few songs been out
of their seats for the most part, and when we slammed into Defy You immediately, we had an earned swagger. With each verse the chorus ended with “We
are alive!” You heard those twenty-plus voices shouting those three words with
arms uplifted to heaven. It was effective especially when we finished with the
last three chords, synchronized with the stage explosions up front. Of course
we never did it for the rehearsals in Basel but we had rehearsed it at university.
If you look closely at the stage you can see three small round cylinders taped
with electric tape to the stage floor, and from each runs electric tape all the way
to the horn section. Jan set them off with two visual checks. No one from the
company could be within ten feet and if any of the audience were leaning too
far at the front of the stage, he skips the explosions. That's why none of us
were close to the front of the stage at the end and, fortunately, none of the audi-

ence was too close either. There were warnings on the placards to keep back
from the stage at all times. Once the explosions were set off we let the sound
die, put our instruments up, and slipped off stage in black.
You heard the audience. They were roaring. We had produced over four
hours of unrelenting professionally impressive entertainment. We had discussed an encore and reached an agreement, so all six of us in the band removed our togas, back to street clothes. We gathered in the hall, congratulations all around since most everyone was in the hall, and when we were ready,
Josef led everyone back to the stage. He checked his drums and Martin followed, strapping on his bass. Klaus is next and he and Martin tested their instruments. The two on spots are done but the one in the box had already put up
the stage lights and they would remain on and untouched. The sound crew, Sirani and the camera crew are all in position when Ernst, then Bruno, then I
walked onto the stage, though I chose to wear the crazy hat from Mildred,
which fell down almost below my eyes. The audience began to applaud and we
strapped on our guitars, tested them, and I proclaimed, “All right! All right,
you heathens! Quiet down!” It got noticeably quieter. The rest of the company
had slipped on stage into position, taking up all the rest of the mikes, all still in
costume. “We'll do one more then we gotta go before we turn into pumpkins.”
I started up Nemo. It was a fitting ending, especially when you heard about
thirty voices carry the last line in harmony. You almost could not hear Josef or
Klaus playing their instruments. With the band in the middle, the entire company stretched in one long line across stage, bowed to the appreciative audience, and waved good night.
No rest for the wicked. Contractually we had to have the entire theater
cleared by noon for their next performance. With an abundance of alcohol back
stage, except for the drivers, we all celebrated for about a half-hour and started
the long task of tearing down everything, packing it away, and loading it onto
the trucks. Everyone had changed out of their costumes and everyone helped.
It was well after four in the morning when we rolled up to the hotel. That
wasn't the end, though, and more than half celebrated into the wee hours, myself included. We had the rooms booked into the next night, though we would
leave Basel in the late afternoon.
We drove to university, parked the trucks, and walked to the campus
hangouts. Oh, man, did we have the reception! When we checked out of the
Basel hotel, some of the staff were greeting us in awe. Some in the company
had already read stories in various papers about the performance, scattered
from all over Switzerland. Now we read about it in the Munich paper, the Vienna paper, even Berlin. There were some who knocked us, especially about
our failure to deliver an overall tragic myth. Most, though, were appropriately
stunned a group of essentially amateurs could deliver this kind of “flawless”
performance with such visual and audible impact. The response to the performance was so impressive Chairwoman Lutz called me on my personal cell
phone to congratulate all of us. She had already heard from many of her cherished patrons. They were all literally blown away.
Once again I had, with this professor's complete cooperation, trans-

formed her—another female—into her university's most celebrated educator.
The university's dean of Fine Arts could not do enough for Rebekka, as she
discovered one day later. Not only were her individual performances on stage
producing a great deal of discussion but everyone in the media knew a considerable number of the entire company included many of her own current or former students. Jan received multiple offers for musician positions in Berlin. He
was appropriately responsive and appreciative, and turned down each and every one of them. “I don't like Berlin,” is all he explained. That was enough for
me. It's a preference thing. Jan preferred not to be in Berlin. I preferred not to
be in Los Angeles. I sympathized completely.
John called shortly after we had all unloaded and packed away the
equipment and everybody had retrieved their instruments or things of their own
personal possession. “What the hell have you done, Al?!” he shouted after I
greeted him.
“Oh, you haven't heard anything around the lake, have you?” I asked
facetiously. I had already received two dozen interview requests, all with the
performance as the subject. Rebekka was swamped, too, simply because she
had never experienced anything like it before.
“That's all anyone can talk about around here! You know most people
on the lake remember you, don't you?”
“Even the ones who looked at me with the 'evil eye' while I was arm in
arm with Lena?”
“Even those! Holy crap, Al! You sure can get everyone talking. First,
it's Gaza, now this!”
“Wait until we release the movie.”
“You recorded the whole thing?! All four hours!!??”
“We produced entire screen presentations, John, which I scripted and
everyone performed on camera. It was about as complete as one can possibly
produce.”
“Is this your way of introducing to the world what you can do making a
movie?”
“Well, let's see any of you do it with everything, music, drama, video,
and art, all four branches of the entertainment world in one presentation. Go
ahead! And! Do it in two months from scratch with mostly amateurs! Beat that,
buddy boy!!”
“I have to see some of this soon, Al-Barrak. We did give you permission to use the movie.”
“We'll be at the studio in Munich for at least the next month. You're invited any time.”
I was ecstatic, though mostly for the members of the company, the
young amateurs. As if to bring me back to Earth, I received a thought from the
Master. You will regret this, Al-Barrak. That was it, nothing more. Anything I
tried to convey in response was not acknowledged. I knew this was a warning,
a foreboding. I tried to ignore it. I could not but I would not let it grind me to a
halt. It was not what Pir wanted to convey, as I knew him. If his warning concerned me personally, he would have conveyed an entirely different message. I

would not know, in truth, what I would regret until years later. I would regret it.
It would be the only regret I ever had for anything in my entire life which I
truly, deeply, wished I could undo. When it was clear, I wished I could go
back, make one change. No can do.
While I relaxed with Lena for a couple days I totaled it up. Jeremy,
David, and eventually Conrad were paid a professional salary. The costumers
were paid a small amount for their work and we bought the material. Some
props were purchased or rented. The cameras were owned by AVAP but the
project would pay, in an accounting sense, for their use. All the equipment we
used not owned directly by individuals or university were rented, which was a
large amount. We paid for the use of the theater at university. We rented some
costumes, even bought some, for the screen presentations, and even rented
some locations for their use. The huge screen backdrops were rented from a
company in Munich which also provided the installation engineers to hang
them from the theater rafters and string the cables along the catwalks to Sirani's visual presentation station and then remove them after the performance.
They were not cheap. The four trucks, smaller, commercial semis, were rented.
There was insurance, which was a huge expense, but I had to cover everything,
including everyone working on the performance, and we had to have a large
policy for the theater in Basel. They really weren't very happy to have to scrape
up duct and electric tape residue since we taped most mike stands in place. We
had to. The sound engineers couldn't follow innumerable roving microphones,
despite all being numbered, mike with stand. They also knew about the potential explosions at the end. There was a cost for that, too. We paid for advertising, the hotel and all the meals, over eight weeks worth, man. It all added up
big time. When I looked at the final tally I thought, crap, it could take years
just to break even on this from sales. It was nearly a million in U.S. dollars.
Our take from the live performance didn't hit eighty thousand. Not to mention
we still had expense in editing and compiling the movie version itself.
I called Jeremy while he was waiting at a hotel at my expense before
returning to Munich to edit the performance. “I want your salary back,
Jeremy.” He laughed uproariously. He knew I was kidding and he knew I was
in a big hole financially for the performance. Personally I was doing all right.
It would be a long time, though, before it ever made any money and it might
not. There was no guarantee. I promised everyone an amount equivalent to
about the average wage earner's two months' wages. When the movie was
ready everyone would get a look at it and decide whether they were in for the
full ride as a perpetual owner, which would put the salary up against future
earnings, or settle for the salary and they would be out for the remainder. It's
how I have always done it, starting with this one. I won't demand you take the
back-end ownership option as your only compensation. I'll pay you a good
salary for your work and let you decide when the final offering is complete.
You can choose the bigger money up front or delay it on the back end. A lot
has been written about my decision to do it this way, most in support, though
some critical. Since many have earned millions in U.S. dollars on the back end,
it's my only defense, which is a pretty darn good one if money is the sole mea-

sure, which it is in this case.
It also was not lost on me Magdalena had sacrificed whatever good will
she still had from her career. Her reputation had suffered so much it was
clearly irreversible. We talked about it before I left for Munich, honestly and
keeping nothing hidden, feelings, worries, all of it. “When do you expect to
reach India, my beloved?”
“If I'm not on Indian soil by the middle of December, I'm going to bail
from where I am, book a flight from the nearest airport and fly there. If I do it
that way, Lena, before I leave the airport, I'm calling you and I'll say three simple words, my beloved. 'Come here, please.'”
“I'm out on the next flight, you know. You better find us a nice place to
live before I arrive, Al-Barrak.” She liked to say my name in an exaggerated
method to make a point, which was I better have a nice place ready or I won't
hear the end of it. Magdalena knew all about the advice from the Masters when
it comes to wives. She was fully capable of ridiculing me endlessly, knowing I
had no alternative except to take it like a man. “That's what you get when you
take a wife, Al-Barrak.” It was the psychologist in her talking. I knew it wasn't
a bluff either.
Off to Munich, on the train, with Jeremy, David, and Conrad. Sirani
was already back in Munich, along with all the gear. Conrad and I shared one
of the bedrooms at the studio, Jeremy and David in another. We worked on the
edits and we had lots of choices. The cameras captured the live portion with astounding resolution, which was also true of the previously recorded action. At
any time during the movie we usually had four competent scenes plus the
recorded action. We could put any or all on the same screen in static fashion.
We could put any or all of the rest over one, switch any of them instantly, move
them from one position to another. We could dissolve in or out in many ways.
We could even fix some video glitches, though there weren't many of those.
The audio was even better. Since we recorded every instrument and microphone through the sound board, every one was on a separate track. We
could fix any audio imperfection, change any track's level, up or down. There
were many we fixed. The sound engineers occasionally missed some cues. You
should expect it for your next four-hour audio performance, by the way. No
one's perfect and a live performance gives you no opportunity to do it over. We
got a “do-over” when we put the entire audio together. It's why I have always
claimed, rightly, the movie version is better than the live, raw performance, not
from what we did with the video, but from what we fixed in the audio. We have
both, actually several different versions, of the raw recordings. We never released any of these, but they're in AVAP's vault of archives. Conrad and I
worked first on the audio tracks and cleaned and fixed them. Jeremy and David
worked with all the video first, made the easier decisions, and all four of us
went through all the rest, often discussing sections of songs to decide the first
layer, then what we would add to it. Some of it was so compelling from multiple recordings we show all five at once, something the theater audience never
got. Most of it is in multiple screens, since the theater audience got that much.
They could watch the stage, one screen or both. So can you and more.

A couple weeks into it and John arrived in Munich. “I want to see what
you've got,” was how he greeted me from the airport.
“Well, you have to come to the studio first.”
“So come and get me at the airport. What's wrong with you?”
We had already finished many songs, but there was one we were considering throwing up on the web site as a teaser. Watching the recordings and
remembering all the rehearsals and the performance itself, I couldn't get out of
my head Rebekka's rendition of Deep As You Go. Her voice and delivery are
memorable and her action on stage and what we recorded previously, combined with how we put it all together, I thought this was the teaser. I wanted
Rebekka's acceptance, though, and had days prior spoken with her about it.
She was on her way to Munich to see it herself, so I showed John the video up
on the big, wide screen with full sound. The whole crew, the camera guys and
the wiz kids, except the one at the train station picking up Rebekka, along with
anybody else in the building, gathered in our screening room. Ernst starts the
song on acoustic guitar with Craig, who sat in for me on guitar, on mandolin
and both, standing next to each other, are up in the spot at front stage left. The
second spot hits Rebekka, at front and center. When she finishes the first verse
the other instruments join in, stage lights come up and I stand a few feet away
with my back turned to her. That's when all the movements and actions begin,
and we switch often from the recorded action to one of the other cameras or
several or all of them. There are often close-ups of one or both of us, both on
stage and on screen. We mixed it up and, of course, the audio's perfect. Rebekka's voice is, to me, at times mesmerizing and I listened to her deeply enchanting vocal on stage while we did this in complete admiration, though I always knew I had a job to do in this performance and I delivered on it, too. My
complete rejection of her is thorough and convincing. Her heart break at the
end is convincing, too. We put on our own end to the song.
When the screen went blue, John looked to me as I sat next to him, totally captivated. “Who is that woman?”
I smiled widely. “She's the Professor everyone's talking about, John.”
John was totally blown away. “Her voice is unforgettable. And what a
performance. And you did it live? No wonder people haven't stopped talking
about it.”
“Professor Dietrich, she'll introduce herself as Rebekka, is on her way
here by train. I'm expecting her call any time now.”
“I've never heard that song before. Where did you get it? It's not original, is it?”
“No. It's one from my library. I really liked it and I played it, like all of
our songs, for the band mates to see what they thought and if they wanted to do
it. We all agreed. We knew we could do it, but we had to have mandolin and
we had to have a deep female voice. Rebekka sang it and Craig, from the horn
section, worked out the mandolin. This one, John, is slowly becoming one of
my favorites from the entire performance. You know I'm a hard rock guy, but
this is magnificent.”
“I love the costumes and what an effect with all those people on stage.

How many again?”
“Fourteen Maenads, the women not playing instruments other than tambourines or small percussion, eight in the horns, including those two women,
eight male chorus members, which includes the percussionist, six in the band
and Rebekka, so that's, how many?” I never did keep count.
“Thirty-seven, not including all the engineers and us on the cameras,”
Jeremy advised.
John shook his head in pure amazement. “If that's an indication of the
rest of the show, all four hours and some, it is absolutely incredible...I don't
recognize the Greek myth, though.”
I smiled widely. “Doesn't exist, John. We made up a new Greek tragic
myth, though it's consistent. It's not out of place with other Greek myths.”
“She rebuffs you, so you sneak into her bedroom and take her. You
threw her around some, Al.”
“It was well-padded. That was the roughest take and Rebekka wanted
to do it again, with me being even more aggressive. I convinced her it would
suffice and we wrapped.”
“It's really tragic with the baby.”
“That was Rebekka's idea. She said, 'You're the Olympian god who
wants me and rapes me, a mortal woman. Quite often when that happens, the
woman suffers another tragedy. She becomes pregnant. I should become pregnant and to make it even more tragic, you demand the baby boy, that you will
send for the boy in three days. Instead I drown the child so you can't have him.'
I listened to her tell me this change, John, and thought, why aren't you a writer?
I mean, really, John, her change makes it seem truly like a Greek myth, totally
tragic, since she now is a kept woman.”
Rebekka arrived a half-hour later. I introduced John and Rebekka, both
a bit reserved, but we were back to the screening room to run the video again
for Rebekka. When the screen went blue I looked to her sitting next to me with
a huge smile. Rebekka wore a hesitant, almost nervous expression. She softly
offered, “I made some mistakes, Al. I'm sorry.”
“What are you talking about, Professor?!” John exclaimed loudly. “That
is one of the most moving and captivating performances I have ever seen on
any stage! I have seen many, many stage performances, Rebekka. Few have
ever looked and sounded like that!”
“Let me guess, Rebekka,” I said softly. “You don't like your voice when
it's recorded nor do you like the way you look in a recording. Correct?”
I watched Rebekka hang her head. “I don't think I sing or talk well. I
wish my appearance was better.”
I waited for her to lift her head and fix her gaze on me. “Let me tell you
our history, that is, John and me. When we started The True Cross we had all
agreed I should have the opportunity to screen test for the role of Gustavo. Serena wanted me to play the role but, with no experience acting before a camera,
I would have to test for it. John and I discussed it before the test, Rebekka, and
I told John the same thing you told me. I don't like my recorded voice and I
didn't think my appearance on screen would be appealing in any way. If I had

to choose from the screen test, I would have rejected me, but the rest, Rebekka,
didn't see it that way, including John.” I paused to glance to John as Rebekka
did, too. John raised his eyebrows and nodded. “When we finished, put it all
together and showed it, a whole lot of other people thought I did pretty good,
and some even suggested I was slighted for no award nomination from anyone.
The point is, I can't be the judge of my performance, and you can't be the judge
of your performance. Trust others who do know how to judge performances.
You are absolutely astounding, dear.”
It brightened her face. “Thank you.”
“Um, not to change the subject,” John interjected, “but, as for your appearance, could I get you to commit as the totally seductive temptress in my
next movie, please?”
All laughed and Rebekka flashed her temptress smile. “Absolutely,
John. If all of my professors looked like Rebekka when I went to school, I
never would have dropped out. I'd probably have a doctorate by now!”
“Again, thank you, both of you. I appreciate it. It makes me feel better.
What are you going to do with it, Al?”
“I think it has to go up on the web site as the video teaser from the soon
to be released movie. What do you think? Do you agree?”
“If you think it's good, do it. You said, I shouldn't be the judge of my
own performance.”
“That's what we'll do and we'll drown the media with a press release.”
We did so and the day after it was available, the result of the many
comments from all over the world had a large number of computers pointed to
one file buried on a server of our web host. Their server crashed the following
day. Unfortunately for them it was only the beginning.
As a celebration I took everyone to supper. We filled a large room at the
restaurant and we all ate and drank with no interruptions. “So, am I in the
driver's seat for your next movie, Al-Barrak?”
“If you want to change careers, dear, my advice is: do it.”
“You have a role for her in your next movie?” John asked me.
“No, which means I'll write one for her. Rebekka has a screen presence,
John. Disagree?”
“I'm in complete agreement, which brings me back to what I always say
about you. How in the hell do you meet these people?”
“Rebekka came to me, didn't you?”
“When I met Lorna and Greta and they told me they knew you and
what you were planning, I had to meet you.”
“And to answer your question more completely, John, Laila came to
me, too. That's how I ended up in Gaza.”
“I could be going to your funeral, Al, and you never talk about it. Why
not?”
“What I did speaks for itself. All I could do was give both sides a little
time to make the peace they both want. They have to shut up the hotheads on
both sides. That's the hardest part. The hotheads usually have something to lose
when peace ensues, often nothing more than their personal glory, their exalted

positions. It's why you often don't get peace. The hotheads have to take a
smaller seat in the back. They're hotheads. They won't do it without kicking
and screaming every step of the way. Most people, John, never see it that way,
never recognize it. They talk all around it, concentrate on every little, insignificant detail, and never point out the true impediment. The hotheads will have to
step down during peace and they will never do it willingly. You have to literally force them, and most wanting peace don't know how to go about forcing
someone to do anything, since it's so anti-peaceful. Thus, you have the great
quandary and dilemma of human civilization. If you can't, as a man or woman
of peace, figure out how to force the silence of the hotheads, you will never
have peace.”
“But it has been done before,” Rebekka remarked.
“True, and India with Gandhi is a fine example. Gandhi's strategy was
to sacrifice the many of the downtrodden on his side, to do it in as public a
method as possible so the travesties could not be hidden, but the one aspect he
had to blindly depend on was the collective conscience of Great Britain. He
was fortunate there was such a thing, whether he recognized it or not. That collective conscience moved the other side, and the hotheads in their midst, to his
victory. He won...Then the hotheads on his side splintered and two nations
emerged from one. He won and then he lost, all because of hotheads...Now,
though, I wonder if there is such a thing as a collective conscience anywhere in
the world. For that, I have little hope. It's why you don't see me continuing any
position in seeking peace in Gaza. I don't see where my participation will make
any difference. I can only ensure peace in my world. It's up to the rest of you to
ensure it in your world. It is your world, by the way. I've done my part. Why
don't the rest of you do yours?”
As we sat at our table, John next to me and Rebekka next to John, the
conversation slowly evolved to include only the three of us, as often happens
in large gatherings. Others conducted their own separate conversations, but
John and Rebekka, sitting right beside the other, had to bring it around to
women, and, once that starts, I always expect the conversation to come around
to Serena. “Serena's heard about the performance, Al. I talked to her a week
ago and she asked me what I knew, because she said you haven't talked with
her in months? I told her what I knew. She's been seeing...someone else.”
“Looks like you won't be marrying her soon, will you, Al?”
I didn't say anything immediately. I didn't want to talk about Serena. I
had heard the rumors about her seeing someone else. It was her right to do so. I
didn't have to dwell on it or even consider it for a single moment. It was my
right, so I didn't think about it. It was the one thing about John I could easily
do without. He would bring up things I didn't really want to discuss in any
manner. Other than this limited flaw, I love the man dearly. I didn't want to discuss Serena. Now I had to.
“I don't know what to think about her. Was I right when I said she
should start looking for her next Don Juan? Is that what she's after, what, perhaps, she has always been looking for, her Don Juan to fulfill her romantic
dreams and fantasies? You've known her longer than I have, John. You've seen

her with many Don Juans. Didn't you, at one time, for a very short period, want
to be her Don Juan?”
I smiled at John. It was an innocent smile. He could tell from my expression I had no interest in teasing him, embarrassing him. I wanted the truth
from his own lips. John smiled back warmly. “I think you've known for a long
time, Al. Some people have already told you. Am I wrong?”
“You're not wrong, John. Several people told me what they knew, but
I've never heard you say anything about it, nothing from Serena either and I
never pressed it with either one of you. It wasn't my place to do so. I ask because I want to hear your honest answer. Honesty means a lot to me, John, as
you know. Whatever happened, if anything, it was never out in the open. There
was never any scene involving the two of you, so I still have doubts. All I care
about is the truth.”
John smiled. “Very early, in both our careers, I met Serena. I liked her a
lot. This was before her movie with Robert, right about the time I left the TV
show. We talked a couple times when we happened to meet up, different
places, and I asked her out, as innocent a date as possible. I thought it might
lead to something else because I liked being with her, talking to her, looking at
her. She was quite the looker then, Al. She made it clear she had no interest in
me in that way and that was it. I never thought of her that way again.”
Now I smiled my teasing smile. “So, tell me, old friend, because I have
never felt one bit of jealousy concerning you and Serena and it would not have
mattered to me anyway. I have always considered you a very good friend,
someone I can trust and depend upon completely, and I never had any thought I
couldn't trust Serena, and, to be honest, she never showed me anything but
trust since I met her, except when she went back to Europe after the movie and
had to deal with all that, which she wouldn't share with me. What I want to
know is this: what were you thinking when you were on the set with Serena in
the vampire movie? What really was going through your mind then?”
John laughed loud and heartily. Rebekka was enthralled but John kept
laughing for a good minute. “You want to know what I was thinking?” he finally managed to squeeze out between laughs. I nodded my head. “I was trying
to keep Tarantula from drooling all the time!”
Now we both laughed. I had never shared my conversation with Tarantula with John. I was getting pretty close, though. “What was he thinking,
John?”
“He was thinking if the scene was as seductive as possible it would
make an impression with her. I kept telling him she's teasing you, man. She
loves it! She loves to tease a man to the breaking point, and she's gonna break
you, too. Watch. He did it anyway, we wrapped her final scene, she thanked everyone, including Tarantula, and walked right off the set like nothing happened. And wouldn't answer any calls from him. She let it be known, as things
tend to get known in Hollywood, she fulfilled her role, it was done, and she
didn't want to talk to him. 'I'm busy. Leave me alone!'”
“That lying turd! He said I was into sex too much! I told him about his
dream with the goat farm. Remember?”

“He said he gave it up.”
“Of course he did, because I told him I'd go out and systematically, you
know what, to every one of his goats, one by one. I told him I haven't had sex
with animals, but when you get going on your goat farm, it seems like the perfect time to start.”
“You didn't!?” Rebekka exclaimed loudly. She actually looked shocked.
“The crap that goes on there, John. How have you kept your act together all these years?”
“I laugh at it. I laugh at what I've done, what others have done. It's all
incredibly humorous to me. If I couldn't laugh at it, it would tear me apart. It
would tear you apart, Al. It's why I've always admired you, appreciated you.
You walked right into the cesspool and laughed about all of it from the very
beginning. In fact, the whole business knows it about you. There is so little
anyone can do to upset you. You laugh at them! They deserve it!” We all
laughed long and deep.
“I'm not going to call Serena. I think it's one of her little tactics, John.
She tells you. It comes back to me. I'll take her call but I won't initiate one. I
will not interfere with her personal life, and if I call her I am doing exactly
that. She once told me, not long ago, she would never find anyone to replace
me, no one is ever going to be like me. Her problem, since then, is she'll never
have Gregory Hess again. He's gone forever. She does not possess the same desire for Al-Barrak and that is still top of her list from a man. If she doesn't feel
desire, she's not interested. You learned it early, soon after you first met her.
Well, I knew it before I met her. I never thought she would have any desire for
me, like I told everyone once before. She surprised me. She surprised all of us.
She'll learn all there is to know about this new man in her life—and I have no
interest in learning anything about him—but she'll end up disappointed again.
She'll be disappointed because she looks for the thing she thinks is important,
but the rest of her, the one who knows what's right for her, little Serena, eventually rejects him. Little Serena does it every time, because they never measure
up.”
“If she calls me, what do you want me to say, Al? I ask this from you
for one important reason. You two should be together and forever. I told you
once and it's still true. Tell me what you want me to say to her because I would
really like it if you two would put everything aside and be together.”
“Tell her I know about her new interest and her personal life is of no
concern to me. It's her life and I have no say in it. I told her she could meet
someone, someone better than me. She said it would never happen but it can
happen, and if it is true, I only want the best for her. She deserves it. And tell
her one last thing, one thing which will always be true, no matter who she
meets, who she loves, where her life leads her, pain or pleasure. None of it will
ever matter. When she shows up at my door, I will never turn her away. She
can stay as long as she likes. She has to cooperate and she knows it. As long as
she does so, she can stay forever. I will never rescind the offer. Ever!”
John reminded me, facetiously, that many of the audience members interviewed since the presentation all complained there was no intermission.

They thought there should have been one after two hours but we never let up
and they missed some of the show. “I was going to do this as one uninterrupted
performance, John, one which would probably never be performed again.” I
glanced at both and added, “What no one knows, yet, is this one small, tiny
fact. Out of all who worked on the show, everyone, all the performers, engineers, camera people, only one person never took a single break the entire four
plus hours.” I glanced from one to the other. Neither knew. “Sirani, who ran
the screens, never once left her board. Out of all of us, it was one woman.” I
looked to Rebekka. “I'm surprised you didn't know. You knew there was only
one person running the screens and they were always changing. Sirani never
once got up to go to the bathroom or anything else.”
“Well, you had the sound guys and Sirani ready to cover for it. I
thought they did.”
“I talked to the sound guys while we were loading up. Both offered but
she wouldn't leave her post. She never got up once.” I smiled deviously. “That
may be why she was in the bathroom so long before the encore.”
While everyone else drove back to the studio, John and I escorted Rebekka to her hotel. She would leave for university in the morning. We drove to
the lobby entrance and all got out to say our goodbyes. I lifted my arms to hug
her and Rebekka slipped in between them and hugged me hard. Leaning to my
ear she whispered, “When will I see you again? I think about you frequently.”
Still holding onto her tightly I leaned my head back so I could gaze into
her eyes. I was probably hallucinating because those eyes reminded me of the
bedroom variety. “I have to get to India soon. Once there I have a lot of work
to do, writing two screenplays from scratch, so I don't know...I worry about
you sometimes, Rebekka.”
“Why?” she asked, shifting and snuggling up against me.
“We've been through a lot in a short period of time. I think about all of
it. I think about you and I always hope you're doing well, that you're not developing some unquenchable desire for me. It would hurt me as much as it would
hurt you to have to put you out of my life.” Rebekka lifted her head from my
shoulder and looked in my eyes. “I don't want it to end that way.”
“Then you must promise me you will reserve time when we do see each
other again and you will spend this time to tell me what you know, what I
should know. Teach me, too.” She smiled as I looked to her, mulling it over.
“Do I not deserve it?” She patted my cheek.
“I promise you I will reserve the time for you.” I gave her my devious
smile. “It will be long. You have a lot to learn, Professor.”
Rebekka laughed. With an innocent smile she asked, “Did I really do
that well in the song, Al?”
“You were magnificent, Rebekka. Maybe you don't think it true, but
you really are one of the most attractive, beautiful and tempting women I have
ever met, but what I truly appreciate most about you, is what's up here.” I
pulled my right arm from her back and gently tapped her left temple. “In here
is even greater magnificence. Take great care with what you possess between
your ears, dear, and I will want to see you again very soon.”

Rebekka smiled widely, leaned forward and planted a kiss on my lips.
She leaned back, still holding tight, and said, “Take care, too, on your trip to
India.” Softly, she added, “Please come back to me.” I smiled and she released
me, turned and began to walk into the hotel. She turned her head to John and
waved. “It was a pleasure meeting you, John Drury. I look forward to our next
meeting.”
“It will be soon and my pleasure entirely.”
We climbed into the sedan to drive to the studio. John was staying in
one of the bedrooms. “You are the most romantic guy I know, Al. I would be
surprised if she didn't end up as one of your wives. I don't think you can turn it
off if you tried.”
“Trust me, John. It takes some effort to push it out of mind. I know
what's on her mind at times. I've seen the signals. I haven't ignored them, but I
won't allow that level of desire in my house. It doesn't resolve problems. It creates them.” I engaged John's gaze with my own. “Gregory would have thought
he could resolve any of those problems and followed his desire. He would have
ended up in bed with her, John, and that's when the problems would have
started.”
“What problems?” John asked in disbelief. “Gregory Hess was doing
that all the time. I remember! Don't you?”
I turned to look forward and relaxed against the seat back. “She's the
one, John, who won't share. If she can't have Gregory Hess all to herself, she
will make his life miserable. As it is, unless something changes in Rebekka,
she has the exact same feeling for Al-Barrak. And she won't have him to herself either.”
“How can you possibly know?”
“When you've been through everything I've been through, you would
know, too.” I slipped my hands behind my neck.
“If it's true, Al, it will end up badly, for you and Rebekka, maybe the
others.”
“We'll see.”
We finished the editing which we all agreed, Jeremy, David, Conrad
and I, was necessary the weekend following Thanksgiving, which, as I've written before, is never celebrated in Europe except by Americans traveling or living abroad. We scrambled to contact all in the company to come to Munich,
stay in one of the hotels, and see the final movie version of Myth of Man and
Woman. Everyone arrived either Saturday or early Sunday, so with all in attendance we showed the movie version to everyone who had made it possible in
the screening room at the studio. When we showed it we inserted an intermission, and everyone took a short break after Roll Right Stones. Through Defy
You and the explosions, we show about a minute of the audience and the reactions, then cut to Josef coming back on stage, the encore and once we finished
playing, the credits roll all the way through our collective bow and wave goodbye, fading to black until the credits and logos are complete. The screen went
blue and I stood from my seated position at the front and turned to everyone.
“There it is. Unless anyone has serious concerns or objections about the con-

tent and we deem it necessary to make changes, that's the version AVAP will
release...So, any concerns, objections?” There were, as I expected, no concerns
or objections. Most had a stunned expression, an utter sense of awe. After various comments had died away, most of the disbelief variety, I asked for quiet.
“That is, essentially, what you looked like and sounded like the night in Basel,
so imagine what the audience thought, since none of them were expecting it.
Some of you are in awe and you were expecting it.” Laughs. “Without you I
could not have done this. I can't thank all of you enough, and the only modest
means I have at my disposal to try to thank you is to allow you to retain equal
ownership in the movie, as I promised all of you earlier, and none of you will
have to make the decision until we reach break-even, the month following.
This means you have to keep in touch with us. If you move, if your phone
changes, please let us know immediately.” There was some talk among various
people and I added, in a louder tone, “There are refreshments and appetizers
for everyone in the kitchen and you're all welcome to mill and wander around.
You've all met the wiz kids. They are our hosts and they're all happy to serve as
such. Thank you all, again.”
Sirani soon pulled me aside. “I don't think I can take the ownership option, Boss. It puts me in an uncomfortable position in regard to all the other
wiz kids.”
“You were an enormous part of the live performance, Sirani. Your contribution was immense and none of the other wiz kids contributed. You earned
it because you went above and beyond your role as an employee.”
“Why can't I do what you're doing, Boss?” Sirani meant my ownership
would go to the corporation, declared as corporation income. I maintained my
ownership in the corporation and for tax purposes was always treated as an employee, unless there were dividends or some other distribution paid to all the
owners, the other owners being all the wiz kids.
“You do understand, once you do it that way, your income from the
movie becomes diluted in the corporation with all the other owners' stakes. You
do understand that, Sirani, do you not?”
“I know it, Boss. I will be uncomfortable doing it the way you have it
arranged for everyone else. It puts me in an uncomfortable position here and I
treasure my working relationship with everyone. I don't want to jeopardize it.”
“No one is going to think differently...” I trailed it off since I was staring at Sirani's massive frown. “Okay. Here's the other situation we have to consider. What do we do if you leave?”
“I'm not leaving...” Now Sirani trailed off after registering my massive
frown.
“Things change. Opportunities arise. I cannot force you, I cannot force
anyone, to stay with the corporation. Should anyone leave, including you, they
can no longer remain an owner. Only employees can be owners. I had the charter written this way, you know it's written this way, and it will not be changed.
Anyone who leaves receives a one-time distribution equivalent to their ownership percentage and they're done with us. If you leave, though, we have to
make a change in your movie ownership, because you can no longer be send-

ing your income to a corporation where you no longer have a stake. What do
we do then, Sirani?”
“I thought about that, too, Boss,” Sirani replied, smiling big and wide.
Here comes the cerebral woman again. It's why I liked Sirani so much. “I'll
take my ownership distribution from the corporation and you will change my
ownership distribution in the movie to pay me directly. Now...that's not so
hard, is it?”
I smiled big and wide and put out my right hand. “I suppose we should
shake on this, or, wait! Maybe we should hug on it. Isn't that what they do in
Indonesia to conclude a business transaction?”
Sirani frowned mightily. “I am not Indonesian, Al-Barrak. I was born
and raised in Germany. That makes me a German!”
“But your parents are Indonesian. Maybe I should go and hug them?”
The last thing I enjoyed about Sirani is she did possess a great sense of
humor, even when she was the target. I got one of the warmest, tightest and
most appreciated hugs from her mere moments later. When I think of Sirani today, this moment, I conclude she might be one of those employees who, not
only will I never have to convince her to stay, I may never be able to convince
her to leave. I'm probably stuck with her. It's a sticky prospect I enjoy every
time I think about her.

Segment Thirty-Three
These two events from that autumn—the three days I sat amid the demolition of a street in Gaza and the web
post of our live rendition of Deep As
You Go with its video accompaniment
and the resulting server crash from millions of hits on it—had a large number
of people all over the world either
singing my praises or ranting their condemnation. Inserting myself in the middle of a raging conflict, one simmering and exploding for seven decades, unarmed and helped only by one mysterious woman covered nearly head to foot
by a spectacular blue robe and scarf and bearing but a water pitcher left its
mark everywhere. Put up or shut up. I put up my very own life. I threw all my
chips in and walked out of the street only after the heavily armed Israelis drove
home. The pot I collected when the Israelis folded was the admiration of every
peace-loving human being on the planet. Letters, emails, phone messages, all
gushed with continuous approval and blessings. I ignored it all and said or
wrote nothing, except these three sentences. “I am willing to give you my life
to demonstrate to all of you the very precipice on which all of humanity stands
at every moment. You may live together or you may die together and there
shall never be any middle ground on which to stand. Let the hotheads in the
Middle East shut their mouths for once so that peace may proclaim its victory
or death becomes you.” This one and only comment was published in the Wall

Street Journal. Hugh Bolden called me and I returned his call and read him the
comment over the phone. He wrote it and they published it verbatim. We also
chatted a little off the record.
Many went gaga when we released Deep As You Go. There is no Greek
myth which corresponds with Apollo and the woman—whom we left unnamed
to add to the mystery—who becomes both his obsession, then his punished
lover. It didn't deter the wondrous proclamations. Many noted the irony.
Apollo, patron god of music, neither plays an instrument nor sings, and despite
his being one of the more restrained Greek gods, our portrayal of his rape of
the woman and his rage she should murder their son brought a huge amount of
commentary. My only published comment about all of it was to state the entire
performance was a full collaboration of everyone involved, and usually the
principals of any portion of it contributed the most, so what I should say in
fairness about Deep As You Go is the contribution from Professor Rebekka Dietrich made the performance compelling and impossible to forget.
This was the positive side. The negative side, concerning Gaza, came
from the hotheads all over the world, as you can imagine. I remember being
blasted often by the condescending ones, those who have earned the right to
judge—so they think because they're deluded and don't forget that—and they
espoused their “infinite” wisdom by mocking me as an unwelcome intrusion
into state politics. I have no training, no education, no earned status whatsoever. I have no place on the world stage and now I have upset the delicate relationship between Israelis and Palestinians. The damage may never be undone. I
was always amused when I heard or read statements in this vein. I never commented publicly, but often in a private and confidential conversation, I would
note I had completed a performance as Apollo, the divining god, and these people can see into the future, something I can't do, whether I portray Apollo or
not. If you do possess the gift of divinity why waste it through even one
proclamation? Get into the stock markets. You'll make a killing. Since none of
them ever make a killing in the stock markets, well, there's your proof. Somebody's covering Their worthless RUMP.
I got it from the other side for Deep As You Go, for the rape, for the infanticide, and I was clobbered as though I endorsed both. What? That's right.
People slammed me because I endorsed rape and infanticide. Some even threw
in my rape accusation from the Seattle incident with the three women. My only
real and true reaction to all of this type of insanity was to howl with laughter.
John was right. I do laugh at all the real insanity around me. Maybe it's because I'm insane. I don't deny it. I simply choose to be contrary. If this is your
idea of sanity, this makes me insane, because I'm not like that and never will
be. I can't tell a story which unveils a human condition? Why don't you idiots
spend your time, effort, energy and resources slamming and forever preventing
the real rapists scattered all over the globe from raping, some of whom may be
in your own households at any or every moment?
Several times during my shows in America I asserted half of all women
in the U.S. would be raped at least once in their lifetimes. What a proud statistic that is! Let's all gather for the big parade and wave around the red, white

and blue so we can proclaim, “Yay! We're such an advanced nation because we
can protect fully half of the weaker gender! Yay!” I also claimed rape is probably the most recidivist violent crime committed, meaning most rapes are committed by a few men who do it again and again and probably can never be rehabilitated, so castrate them. Three strikes and your penis is lopped off, right
down to the scrotum so there's not even a stump left. A strike can't be the “he
said, she said” variety. There has to be, in addition to the accusation, compelling and corresponding evidence, but once some man has three counts, three
strikes, off comes the missile. I'd bet rape would drop significantly in your district if you were the district judge who started castrating rapists. Wanna bet
against me? My views on this were well known, well understood, and completely ignored by morons. Of course, none had the balls to castrate rapists.
They talk with no action and no improvement. When will they shut up? Only
when you stop listening. It's hard for you to turn it off while you're asleep. You
have to wake up to discard the imbecility surrounding you. Psychologists are
proving this previous statement. They can leave profound suggestions in sleeping test subjects. They have a much harder time doing it to awakened test subjects. Huh? Wonder why?
Roland Hodges contacted me as I was preparing my train trip to India.
He pleaded with me to do one interview before I left. “There's a polling group
here in the U.K. and they did two separate polls. One asked who do you admire
most? The other asked who do you revile most? Al-Barrak is in the top ten of
both polls, Al! There would be a large number of people who would watch
your interview.”
“I like that, Roland, but I'm only in the top ten? I'm going to have to
wait until I am the most admired and the most reviled. No one wants to finish
second!” Obviously, I put him off until I could reach India. “I'll sit down with
you then. Bring all the guys with you, and I'll take you all out to a restaurant
for curry which will leave you sweating streams of perspiration!” I sometimes
thought I might be getting too close to Roland but I liked him personally.
Roland was a sport.
Now that we had the final version of the movie complete, we considered what other song to release as a tease. We had the band mates on a conference call and I suggested that, since we're a hard rock band, our final teaser
should be one of the truly hard rocking numbers. We all thought about it, even
the camera guys, but everyone in the band was of one mind when Bruno suggested, “Make it This Ain't No Game, Al. Combined with the footage we
showed on screen and the way you were just slamming your guitar chords at
times, the times when it really needed it, that's the one. Throw it up there.”
That's what we did. It's the other one you got to pull down for free, in between
server crashes. We were slowly demonstrating to our web host they possessed
inadequate server capacity and/or bandwidth. To their credit there were only a
handful of web sites anywhere in the world which could withstand multiple
millions of hits per minute. It made our decision concerning the full release
much easier. “We're not putting it on the web. No one will ever be able to see
it. We'll do a limited release worldwide in selected theaters and premiere it in

Munich, after I reach India.”
“What if you don't reach India, Al?” Jeremy asked. “I've heard you say
many times, one must always prepare for every possibility and it's a possibility.”
“Then you all will select the theaters, those willing and with appropriate sound and screen resources, and stage the premiere in Munich, all without
me. You can do it. Don't tell me you can't, and don't give me some lame excuse
like, 'We won't want to do it without you.' In this case you'll have to, and
there's your tragedy to go with the tragic myth. No regrets!” I was adamant. If
the trip to India resulted in my death I had no regrets. I was flying too high and
hardly knew it. Too full of myself and diverging from the One, I had adopted a
constant “don't mess with me” demeanor. It can only carry you so far. Sooner
or later you will crash and burn. I cared not, an indication of how far back I had
slipped.
Two days after we showed the final version to everyone I was back in
Baden Baden in the arms of my beloved Magdalena. Soon I was meeting with
my previous hosts and their progeny, both now entertainment pros. Matty and
Wilhelm were quite charming during this meeting. No talk of wives. They
wanted to know how Anna performed and how well did Conrad record. “Conrad recorded his portion very well and I'm sure he's already told you the main
reason he could do so is from the help, training and encouragement he received
from Jeremy and David and his great ability to absorb all of it and turn in a
professional endeavor. Anna, however, was a huge disappointment.”
“Al-Barrak!” Anna screamed.
Lena and I laughed uproariously, and soon had everyone, including
Anna, laughing with us. “You are so easy, my child,” I teased her. She frowned
mightily, with the corners of her lips raised. I turned and looked back and forth
from Matty to Wilhelm. “She sang lead on one song and she was absolutely
dynamite. She really blasted it way out there. She had her co-star, one of the
men in the chorus, practically trembling when she was wailing away. Very effective. And she sang chorus many times and danced out in front many times.
She was quite impressive. You can't miss her in her skimpy deer skin dress because she was very alluring and attracting, as we were hoping for all the Maenads. At times Anna does stand out. I think you would be proud of her, both of
you.”
Matty frowned a bit, though. “That is good to hear, that her withdrawal
from university wasn't completely wasted, that both of their withdrawals
weren't wasted.”
“I'm not going back next semester, Mother,” Conrad announced.
Before either Matty or Wilhelm could react I interrupted. “May I respond, please, since it was directed to me?” I gave everyone the chance to calm
and wait patiently. “University will always be there for both and I will never
encourage your children to skip a university education and degree. It has life
long advantages, but, as parents, you must let your adult children make their
own decisions in the end because it affects their lives more than yours. Counsel
them and leave it. As for Conrad, you know we've already offered him a full-

time task to work on the documentary and he's already accepted it. I have no
idea what Anna is going to do and I have nothing for her at this moment...I will
say this, though. I strongly urge her to take the back-end option as one of the
perpetual owners of the movie version. She can start back at university in the
spring and, as a possibility, she might finish the semester as one of the more independently wealthy students and that certainly gives her more options. As
they say, she can pick and choose what she really wants to do. They both can.”
“What do you think is the earnings possibility for the movie, Al?” Wilhelm asked.
“The earnings possibility at the end of its theatrical release is easily
hundreds of millions, in U.S. dollars. Should both choose the owner option it
would make each multi-millionaires.”
“But it's only speculation, Al-Barrak!” Matty scolded me.
“So I'll give you the real scoop. The budget came in slightly under a
million. Stretching it to remain conservative, break-even comes at two million,
which is when the owners start earning. There is a large variation in what we
can expect for different options when it comes to distributing the movie, and
we're under negotiations about it, so let's skip it. The genuine interest in the
movie from theater owners world wide is considerable. We can conservatively
expect two hundred theaters on opening day. We'll premiere in Munich Thursday, open world wide Friday, and by the following Monday, should Anna have
chosen to remain an owner, she will have earned six figures in U.S. dollars, in
three days.”
“You didn't tell any of us this the whole time we worked on it, Al-Barrak!” Anna complained.
“For good reason, young one. I could not have any of you young people
think your work, or failure to perform well, might cost me, us, multiple millions of dollars. It's why I told you, all of you, every single time any of you
brought it up, and it was always irrelevant to the work needing to be performed, I would most likely lose money on this venture, and I would always
spout various reasons, and you all accepted it. I could not have you thinking
we could make a huge amount with a brilliant performance because your performance would suffer. This is the pressure of the business on everyone, Anna.
I could not have you young people, who simply do not have the experience
working competently under this enormous pressure, to actually have to consider it. I kept you in the dark about it because many of you would have crumbled. In the entertainment business, people crumble under this enormous financial pressure constantly, and they're all professionals. You were all amateurs.”
“Hundreds of millions, Al-Barrak? Do you really think it's possible?”
Wilhelm's raised eyebrows signaled a great deal of skepticism.
“I have no indication we will open with less than two hundred theaters,
Wilhelm. I have a reputation in this business from The True Cross. I personally
have met, spoken with, or exchanged emails and phone calls with hundreds of
theater owners since. I hold the business respect of most of them and have already heard from many of them. I fully expect after two weeks from opening
day every single one of the owners of the movie will be multi-millionaires.

This means, each of your children, Wilhelm, will be worth more than you and
your wife combined.”
“That cannot be,” Matty said softly, with as little conviction as I had
ever heard her speak.
“Why go back to school, Mother? I can do whatever I want!” Anna proclaimed.
“Slow down, both of you,” I admonished. I waited until I had the attention of all. “First of all, it is possible, Matty, quite possible, very possible.
Please now understand why I never shared it with any of the company, always
downplayed it, talked around it.” I engaged Anna's direct gaze. “You, little girl,
would have wilted to nothing if I, only sharing it with you, had told you what I
think we could possibly generate with the movie.” I shook my head. “Then, I
would have had no other choice but replace you, because you could not have
handled the pressure, Anna. You've never been subjected to it and until you
have, never, ever, talk to me about it. If you think it was easy for me with everything which happened with The True Cross, you expose to me exactly what
little you understand. I was, at times, literally moments from cracking completely, because of the unrelenting pressure. No one ever saw it or thought it.
That's how well I kept it hidden, but if I had reached the breaking point, I
never would have recovered. You may think you're strong enough, but I was
never going to subject you or any of the others to it. I would have watched you
crack one after the other. In my presence, never talk like that again!” I watched
Anna hang her head very low and when I glanced to her mother I saw a look of
approval.
“Take my advice under your strongest consideration, Anna, because I
am truly enamored with many of your traits as a human being. Therefor, I do
only want you to consider what's best for you in the long run. You still have a
long life ahead of you...” I waited for her to lift her head and engage me with
her full attention. “Go back to school next semester. Choose the owner option
on the movie. Concentrate on your studies and let everything else take care of
itself. When anyone talks to you about the movie, always downplay it. Be
humble at all times. You will impress those who should be impressed by your
genuine humility and the others you will send away deservedly so. If it does
well at the box office and through the release on disk and anything else, then
you will have more options. If you want to pursue a career in entertainment,
we'll all discuss it, you, your parents, Conrad, Lena, all of us. I'll tell you what
you can and cannot expect. Let us all wait until then and in the meantime, get
back on your educational career.”
I collected all my belongings out of their storage unit to send to India,
their ultimate destination. I had none at the time but I would have, once I made
a phone call, and, perhaps waited a day or two. I could pack them up and Lena
could send it. I wasn't worried. Wilhelm, however, was worried about the possibility I may never reach the Indian border alive. It had, obviously, implications, especially about the movie. “I think, if you knew everything, all that's
happened to me from the moment I stopped the entrance door from smacking
me in the face as my introduction to John Drury, you would never worry about

anything like you are now, Wilhelm. I have been all in, and this one aspect has
motivated and inspired everyone I've met along the way. I don't dwell on it and
I never think it's a big deal, but I do know, without it, no one would have taken
those steps with me. It's what convinced them. I was all in. Everyone involved
with the presentation, Wilhelm, are all in. My life, what I can provide while
continuing as a living human being, will make no difference in the movie's reception and its ultimate result. Others will make the appropriate and correct decisions in my absence. They're all capable. I have been, in many ways, blessed.
I attract the right people. Trust it as the truth it is.”
I made the phone call once we returned to the cottage from the storage
unit. It was late in the evening, a perfect time to call California, when it would
be about midday. I had to look up the number on the web since I never considered it necessary to save the phone for a close to fleabag motel in Gilroy. I
knew it was him when the phone was answered but I asked anyway. It's the
civil, courteous thing to do. “May I speak with Omar?”
“I am Omar. And you?”
“Al-Barrak is my name. How are you, Omar?”
“I am fine and if you have something to sell me you can hang up now.
Not interested!”
“Wait Omar! This is how you greet the man who took your family and
your cousin from West Hollywood and all his family to the finest restaurant in
Beverly Hills and had the most fun at a restaurant probably in your life and I
know you haven't eaten there since?”
“That was Gregory Hess, the famous writer, but you said you were AlBarrak-”
“And now you don't know who I am,” I interrupted with a chuckle.
“Sound familiar?”
There was a moment of silence. “I thought I read you changed your
name. That is who you call yourself now? Al-Barrak?”
“The former Gregory Hess has been replaced by Al-Barrak, yes. He
was the guy who stayed at your motel to write the famous screenplay at a cost
of a hundred and thirty dollars.”
“Plus tax!” I heard Omar howling with laughter. “And you paid that
with a credit card!” More howling laughter.
“Although you did say with a credit card I could pay a hundred seventy-five dollars plus tax!” More laughter from both of us.
When it died I could hear a woman's voice in the background. Omar
told her it was the man who took them to the restaurant in Beverly Hills. She
said something and Omar came back to me. “My wife said she remembered.
She was very impressed with everything but she was disappointed when the
movie star left before we ordered. She wanted to talk with her. Serena is one of
her favorite actresses.”
“There's a story behind it, Omar. Maybe I'll tell you and your family
when we meet in India.”
“India? We have no intention of going to India soon. How would we do
that, Al-Barrak, is it?”

“Al-Barrak, please, yes, although you may call me Al.”
“Al?” He laughed. “Al, then...What do you mean, India, Al?”
“You still have relatives in Punjab province, Omar?”
“My parents, yes. There are others, but it's difficult for them to get
around, and the government makes it harder to get them here, too. Why do you
ask, Al?”
“I am leaving for India soon, Punjab province to be exact. Once I reach
India I will want a place to reside, probably for quite a while, years. I want this
residence, the place where I live, to be big, large enough to accommodate
many people. I want it to be both my residence and to serve as an investment,
perhaps a real estate investment or a combination of ventures, perhaps using
part of it as a hotel for tourists from all over the world, and you, Omar, have
experience running a hotel, not exactly one at the top of the heap, but you are
from Punjab province, still an Indian citizen. Is that correct?”
“I am still an Indian citizen, yes. What do you have in mind, Al? Put
your cards on the table, as they say here.”
“Very good, Omar! You are assimilating. Here's what I propose. Come
to Punjab province with the objective of finding a large and suitable commercial property. It doesn't matter whether it needs renovation or not. We'll take
care of the renovating. We have to be able to move in once purchase is complete, using some of it as a residence and we'll renovate while we live there.
You and I will co-own it. We'll work out the financial specifics and the tasks of
operation of it as a hotel or as individual apartments. We'll keep our minds
open about all of it, but that's my proposal. Become my business partner in
Punjab province. As an Indian citizen, you make the purchase easier. As a hotel
proprietor you have the experience. And, last, you get to take your family back
to India to be close to your parents and other relatives with a stake in making a
comfortable living which you may not have the means to do by yourself.”
“I have to think about it, Al. That's a big change. What do I do about
this motel?”
“Sell it and bring the proceeds with you to India. I know you make a
comfortable living there, but you're not burning up the wealth ladder with your
modest property on seventh street. You and I both know it. Sell it and let the
new owners worry about it. You worry about it all the time. I lived there for a
week, remember?”
“How would we go about doing this? We have a lot of our lives invested here. This is like we did before, picking up and moving a long way,
again. That is not easy to do, Al-Barrak.”
“Commit one month to me for which I will pay you in advance. Do you
trust your son to operate the motel properly if you're away for two or three
weeks?”
“Ravi can operate the motel. He is capable, but what you propose could
take much longer than a month.”
“By then I will be in India, Omar, and together we can complete whatever needs to be finished. I only need you to find the right choices and we'll
finish it together...If, for any reason, we cannot reach agreement about our ar-

rangement, about the choices, anything, you can walk away from it, come back
to Gilroy and keep the money I paid you. You have nothing to lose because I
take all the risk. I'm willing to make this offer to you, Omar, because I think,
deep down, you are a man of honor who will not string me along and take advantage of me. And if we can work it out, well, you're back where you came
from, but with a little more prestige than when you left...And, I get to meet
your parents. I have to meet the woman who would name her Hindu son,
Omar. Cumon, Omar! I want to see the smile on her face when she tells me
that story!” Omar was laughing again.
“How do we start this, Al-Barrak?”
“I want you to do two things first. Come up with an amount for your
services for one month. I will pay for your plane travel so exclude it. You'll
have to figure, once you get to India, expenses. I suggest you provide for a reasonable hotel, nothing extravagant, and I'll book it for you. If I'm not available,
Magdalena, my wife, can arrange it for you and you'll have opportunity to talk
with her soon. Second, take the time to research real-estate people in Punjab
province to help you. Be diligent and skeptical with all of them, but I know it's
in your nature anyway. Be wary of grandiose promises. They're all salespeople,
too.”
“That I know!”
“Good. When you talk with any before you leave for India to hire one,
present yourself honestly, your circumstances and intentions, you are going to
sell this motel in Gilroy and move back to Punjab province. This is a joint venture with a silent partner who is not Indian. Do not tell them my name. It has
no bearing. Pick one of them, give them a rough idea of the type of property
we're interested in, and the range of worth can be between two million and ten
million in U.S. dollars. Do all the rest of the negotiating you deem necessary,
then go to India and start analyzing choices. I may have arrived soon after.
We'll meet up, negotiate between ourselves with all the options we have, and
go from there. Again, if we can't reach agreement, you can walk away, no
strings attached. Think of the amount you feel you will need to do this tonight
and I will call you tomorrow at about this time. You can tell me then whether
you want to do it or not. Discuss it with your family. I'll call tomorrow.”
“I will await your call. I have some thinking to do, Al-Barrak, but,
thank you for considering me. Why did you?”
“You're the only one I know from Punjab province, Omar. Besides the
Indian government makes it difficult for non-Indians to do something like this.
They mostly want to deal with corporations. This is what I've been told by others, including representatives here in the Indian embassy of Germany. They
have all told me it's much easier to accomplish something like this with a partner who is an Indian citizen. That's why you're in, Omar. Your own government is trying to make it easier for you to return. Thank them.”
Omar laughed again. “Well, we shall see how generous their invitation
really is.” Now I laughed, reminded him I would call the next day and we
ended the call.
“Tell me about this Omar,” Lena requested when I put down the phone.

I reminded her about the meeting—via a swinging door which I abruptly halted
from smashing my nose—with John Drury, the talk about a screenplay called
The True Cross, which did not exist at that precise moment, but John's interest
in the story seemed genuine. Now I had to write the screenplay. I had to pick
some place to write it. My choice, seemingly random, turned out to be the motel Omar and his family owned and operated in Gilroy. I told her the whole
story, though she had heard bits and pieces before. “And, now, you've offered
this Omar an opportunity to be your business partner? Do you trust him, Al?”
“Let's say, my beloved, I don't distrust him. I want to give him a chance
to show me he wants to do it and if I can trust him enough from that conversation. I think it will depend on what the figure is he provides me. It will speak
volumes, don't you think, Lena?”
“Well, my beloved, I always try to think you know what you're doing. I
had my doubts—which I kept to myself because I never want you to think I'm
negative—about the theatrical performance, but you pulled it off. It makes me
think I should never doubt you, maybe no one should.”
“When I hear you speak like that about me, Magdalena, I am so happy I
married you, because I still, on occasion, fail to squelch a tiny prodding of desire, which, fortunately, is one of many reasons to have a wife.” I rose from the
sofa and extended my right arm. “Care to accompany me to bed, my beloved?”
“I thought you would never ask.”
When I called Omar the following day, he proposed for his one-month
service a total of ten thousand in U.S. dollars, and I would be responsible for
the plane ticket and hotel, which he had already discovered at a cost of around
a hundred dollars a night. I considered it reasonable and Omar got started
while I got started on my trip. Before the phone call concluded, I introduced
Omar to Lena, he introduced his wife, Darshana, to Lena, and all exchanged
phone numbers. I set the phone down and looked to Lena. “Now we discover,
my beloved, the extent of Omar's business expertise or lack of.”
“He could still take your money and do nothing.”
“And I would then know I can't trust him and have nothing further to do
with him, and do it all on my own, the hard way. I've done it before.”
I wasn't waiting for Omar to get moving. I had to move. It was already
December and I had train and whatever other means of travel to accomplish
before I even stepped foot on Indian soil. I researched all the options and chose
a slightly more roundabout method to get from Munich to Istanbul, the first
leg. I called my favorite German consulate adviser, Tanya, who knew I was
making this trip but didn't know how I planned to do it until my call.
“Al-Barrak, plane travel is so much more...convenient,” Tanya advised
me when I explained my decision to take trains.
“Yeah, it's so safe and routine and security conscious. One of these
days, I'll have a trip scheduled by plane and someone is going to be bound and
determined to discover what's under my robe and I'm fairly certain they won't
consider a written voucher from you about what's under my robe of any validity, Tanya, my beloved.”
“Stop! Stop with that!” Tanya was getting feisty. I really was intimidat-

ing her. “Can we get back to your train travel, please?”
“I know you're busy. I'm sorry.”
“I'm not so busy for you, Al-Barrak, but it seems you're so bound and
determined to do things the hard way, the dangerous way.” I waited for it to
pass. It did after a few moments and one heavy sigh. “You should have no
trouble reaching Istanbul with your travel itinerary and passport. You can take
a train direct to Tehran from there. After you do so, meet with Iranian, Pakistani and Indian embassy officials. Write this down.” She waited for me to get
pen and paper ready while she looked up names from all three embassies in
Tehran, even secondary people. “I will make courtesy calls to each before you
leave. You will need travel visas from Iran beyond Tehran and through Pakistan. You will have to switch trains in Zahedan, if one is available. Typically
that train's schedule will be known only locally. This is also the most dangerous part of your journey, Al-Barrak. Bandits in southeast Iran frequently harass
travelers. If the train is running, it's open seating only to Quetta in Pakistan.
There you may take one train to Lahore and on to Amritsar. As long as you
stick to this itinerary, you should have little trouble from authorities, once you
visit all three embassies. They will register your travel plans, especially Pakistan. You may be questioned, both in Iran and Pakistan. Once they contact
their superiors and your travel itinerary having been properly declared, they
should let you proceed. However,” and Tanya's pause was meant to be dramatic, “anything can happen. Fly instead.”
“Thank you, Tanya.” Now I paused, unsure what to say. “I want to see
you again.”
“There are flights to Amritsar, Al-Barrak. Many people choose that
method.”
“This is how I want to travel to India, with no rush through airports for
my next flight, no waiting in interminable lines for a questionable security
check. You don't do that!”
“No, it's true, but I do have to make compromises myself...and I do
want to see you again, especially since I was not invited to your show in
Basel.”
“It was in Switzerland. I can't have a German diplomat running around
all over the world to be with me when she's not my wife.” I heard Tanya start
to object but I cut her off. “I have every intention of inviting you to the movie
premiere in Munich. Will you accompany me for that?”
“What about your wives, Al-Barrak?”
“Lena will be there, I'm sure, but I'll have to see how Esperanza's
schedule looks like. If she can get away from the university for an early weekend, she'll be there, too...I would invite you as my friend and neither of my
wives will object, Tanya. Do you have an objection?”
Tanya waited a few moments before responding. Her tone was lower.
“No, I don't have an objection...You are making it so hard on me, Al.”
“To have you accompany me to the premiere would please me greatly.
Have I intimidated you to the point where you absolutely fear to meet with me
personally?”

“Oh, you haven't intimidated me that much, Al-Barrak. I stand some
inches above you, I have years of youth which have passed you by, and I have
training and experience as a volleyball athlete, none of which you hold, old
man.”
“True, but we haven't wrestled yet, my beloved. When we do we'll see
who knows when to spot advantage and use appropriate leverage. They do say,
'the bigger they are, the harder they fall.'” It brought the deep and full laugh I
always adored from Tanya. “And when you concede, I'll take you as my wife
and receive the adult portion I so deserve.”
From Munich I rode to Budapest, Hungary and switched trains. From
Budapest I rode to Curtici, Romania, and switched trains. From Curtici I rode
to Sofia, Bulgaria, and switched trains. For obvious reasons, on this leg, I
thought about a certain little Mexican actress and her adorable little girl, who
would soon be a teenager with raging hormones...or maybe not. You can't always predict it. From Sofia to Dimitrivograd, in the heart of Bulgaria, with another switch of trains, and on to Istanbul. I made it in two days, some with
sleepers and a reasonable level of privacy, which at times proved helpful since
I wore my traveling robe and turban and they were recognized as the clothes of
the man who caused an entire nation to back down, Al-Barrak. I heard my
name several times on this leg. I considered it a distraction but it eased any
worry I might have.
The next leg was relatively easy and carefree, from Istanbul to Tehran. I
kept to myself, bowed and clasped my hands frequently, and aroused no suspicion. There was a layover in Tehran before the train to Zahedan left the station.
I booked a night in a hotel and stayed inside the hotel, venturing outside only
during the day for a sightseeing walk or to visit certain embassies.
During the train trip through the remote areas of Iran, each stop seemed
to empty the train of the more respectable individuals and invited the more suspect types. I had one altercation, more of an intervention, involving four other
men in the car meant to serve as the dining car. It was, most times, anything
but a dining car. They were looking for trouble, or foreigners, as they seem, in
this part of the world, to be equated, but one spoke and understood English reasonably well, recognized the name “Al-Barrak,” had even seen the video of
Deep As You Go, since he made a particular gesture with his hand buried into
his crotch when he mentioned how “attractive” the woman was in the video, so
we negotiated a trade. I liked the colorful sash he wore around his waist, not
because it was something I wanted. I thought, since I couldn't avert my eyes
from it, that it was something which couldn't be ignored due to its outlandish
ridiculousness, so, since we were “bonding” I should spare him further humiliation and embarrassment and trade him Mildred's crazy hat, which I promised
him would become famous from our encore. Of course, I never wore the sash
and burned it once I got to India and was outside any burn restrictions. In my
opinion Mildred's crazy hat would provide much less humiliation and embarrassment. It was either the trade or fighting, in some way, shape or form, out of
the dining car and I wasn't in the fighting mood. There was also the small matter of being outnumbered four to one. I liked the odds Mildred's hat possessed.

Hundreds of miles from the border, as I wandered occasionally around
the train, I kept noticing this young man, probably under thirty, who also
seemed to be traveling alone and had his eye on me. We would exchange nods
and once, as we passed in the hall of one of the cars, I said, “Hello.” The young
man immediately responded, “Hello.” Other than this exchange we never engaged in any other interaction besides occasionally noticing the other and nodding politely to acknowledge. As we barreled along on the train near the border, closing in on Zahedan, I sat in the dining car tolerating another meal when
the young man approached the table where I sat alone and asked, “May I join
you?”
I smiled at his smile and replied, “Of course. Sit and be comfortable.”
“Thank you,” he said as his smile widened and he sat in the seat opposite me at my table. I introduced myself and he introduced himself as “Khalid.”
The young man was a student at university, in Budapest of all places,
focusing on a master's in mechanical engineering. Hungary was rabidly trying
to attract exceptional students from all over the world, perhaps to convince
them to stay in Hungary and help build their country, but I never thought of
Hungary as attractive to mechanical engineers. It didn't surprise me. By this
time, I had been out of touch with almost anything, and the process had been
accumulating for twenty years prior. I hadn't heard of Crowded House until
about 2010. They had numerous top twenty hits in the mid-1980's. Didn't register on my grid, even though I recognized several of their songs when I finally
heard them knowing who the band was.
Khalid was one of the top students in his study in Pakistan, didn't really
want to pursue higher education outside Pakistan, but the competition was
fierce for the few positions available, and when he heard he could earn an essentially free ride in Hungary, he applied, wrote a compelling introduction and
expounded on his goals, aspirations, and, with great embellishment, what he
liked about Hungary. They accepted him, full ride, housing, meals, everything.
He had finished his first semester for his master's early, since he had no final,
and had traveled by the same trains to Istanbul and now to Lahore and eventually to Islamabad. He was quite cordial and extremely conversant, once he got
started. I hardly said a word. He ordered breakfast when he sat down and
talked often while chewing on his next bite. I liked him and I got the impression he liked me. He knew who I was. It was a given.
“I've seen your movies, Al-Barrak,” he told me, smiling while he was
chewing, “the uncensored versions. You project a very intriguing sexual persona.” Khalid laughed. It was a joke, to him and me. “Three guns and they all
shoot bullets.” Now he really howled. When he got a grip, he became very serious. “Truly, Al-Barrak, what you did in Gaza, most can never forget.” I knew
when he said it most would. It's the human way. One's mind is kind in this
manner. It allows one to forget so one can get on with what's important: one's
present.
We sat at the table for quite some time, long after breakfast was served
and consumed, chatting about this and that. When we deemed it time to leave
the dining car and surrender our table to other diners, Khalid made a sugges-

tion. “You are American, Al-Barrak, and this is not of much benefit in Pakistan, and in several places where trains travel before you reach Lahore. It
would, perhaps, sway things in your favor if you had a travel companion.”
I expected this turn in our conversation would take some time. I rose
from the table, saying, “Will you join me in my bunk, Khalid? We can continue
this conversation with a little privacy.”
We talked in my bunk into the afternoon, dancing around the subject at
times, throwing out expectations at others, but what Khalid proposed was to be
my companion and interpreter for the rest of my journey to Lahore, and catch
the next train to Islamabad. His suggestion was I should never leave my bunk
until he arrives, that whenever I left my bunk he would always be in my company. The bunk itself was safe since it could be locked from inside and the curtains were always drawn. It was the size for a family of four but it was one of
the few left which were private bunks left on the train when I booked. If I
agreed, Khalid promised he would never leave my side.
“Why would you offer me this, Khalid?”
“Because you do not understand the situations which may arise during
the trip to Lahore, Al-Barrak, when being an American, able only to speak
English, will not avail you to talk your way out of it. I, then, will talk your way
out of it.”
“Why would you be willing to do this, Khalid?”
“I like you, Al-Barrak. You are a good man, and what I'm offering does
not come with an unreasonable cost, does it? I help you a little. You help me a
little.”
It wasn't unreasonable, what Khalid proposed. I would buy all his
meals, pay him a small amount for each day of his “company” and give him
the money for his train from Lahore to Islamabad. This would start when we
arrived in Zahedan, when we would switch trains to a very backward passenger
and freight train and no private bunks at all.
Khalid was late meeting with me before we disembarked, apologizing
profusely, but he arrived at my bunk with all his baggage. I had mine packed
since I only carried two bags and we left the train as it had arrived at the station. We had quite a while before our train left to Quetta, so we ate at a small
restaurant not far from the station and picked up some food from vendors in
the area. There would be no food served on the train. This was the most dangerous part of the trip. I could see it all around me when I stepped off the train
but I spoke only to Khalid and in a low tone and he always stayed close.
Fortunately, once we boarded the train to Quetta it was first come first
served for seating, and we sat next to each other with baggage on racks above.
Each car had a bathroom with its door visible almost anywhere in the car and
we hardly spoke. No suspicion was aroused and I smiled frequently at all
around me. Often I pretended I was deaf and smiled even wider. There were a
large number of men wearing simple robes and turbans. I certainly didn't look
out of place. If anything Khalid looked out of place in jeans and a simple cotton shirt. There are always warnings about bandits and the like in this part of
the world. On this day they chose to be elsewhere.

Arriving in Quetta we had an overnight delay until the train left for Lahore. We left the station for a hotel in the more urban, downtown area of the
city. Through Khalid we told the taxi driver to take us to the most expensive
hotel in the city and he did so. It wasn't cheap but it had everything, food,
drinks, and two great beds.
All along the way, every step of the way truthfully, Khalid was right beside me. He intervened in every circumstance, conversation, interaction, and
always eased the most distrustful we encountered. Pakistani officials inspected
my passport, asked where I was headed, through Khalid, I answered, through
Khalid, and each left with a single nod. Even the two times when we happened
to enter the purview of a gang of whomever or whatever, Khalid engaged all in
conversation, I played deaf and dumb, and they left us alone. Once we reached
the train station the next day it was almost an anticlimax, despite being in the
very heart of Pakistan. The train provided full service for passengers and I had
a small private bunk with two beds. Khalid was booked on a shared seat. He
stayed in my bunk instead.
We reached Lahore without further incident. Once we arrived in Lahore
we both had many hours until either of our trains departed and we disembarked
from the train. “Come, Khalid,” I beckoned my traveling companion, “let us
visit Data Darbar and pay tribute to Daata Ganj Bakhsh.”
Khalid smiled widely. “The resting place of the great one known as Ali
Hujwiri.”
Now I smiled widely. “If you haven't yet discovered, my friend, you
shall discover the world all over has many names which mean the same thing.
Words mean nothing to me, only the essence.”
“You are a Sufi, Al-Barrak?”
“When you immerse yourself completely in the Way, Khalid, you understand the futility of all other human endeavors. Not one will reach where
you stand at any moment.”
We crossed the Ravi River by taxi to the site and wandered about for
two hours in reverence, discussing between ourselves many thoughts. Khalid
himself had been to the site several times and was quite familiar with the Great
Master, but I provided for his consumption some of his sage wisdom. Khalid
asked if I had studied him. I responded I was guided to him by my Master, that
there was much left behind by Hujwiri which was worthy but could only be
understood after a great deal of preparation, all of which must be performed by
a worthy guide.
“How would one find such a guide, Al-Barrak?”
I laughed. “My introduction to my guide was unusual, Khalid. Masters
never seek the student. It usually occurs the other way, but you need only ask
another, and this other will ask another, and another until you discover your
guide but this is only the beginning. Your guide will determine whether you are
a worthy student. Most are not, Khalid.”
We returned to the train station and waited for the train to Amritsar. I
paid Khalid for everything in Pakistani currency, and gave him a little extra.
“Once I reach India I won't have much use for it, whereas you will.” His train

would leave later so he stayed with me until my train boarded.
“You will have to show your passport. They may search your baggage
before you board. Do so and they will allow you to board, Al-Barrak. Before
you cross the border, the Indians will board and you must show them your
passport and state your reason for travel to Amritsar. That's it. Soon you will
arrive.” Khalid dropped his head for a moment, lifted it to stare unblinking into
my eyes. “It has been a pleasure to meet you and ride these many miles at your
side, Al-Barrak. I will never forget this.”
We stood and I hugged him hard. “I will be in Amritsar for quite some
time, Khalid. Contact me through my web site via email. Use your name, your
full name, Khalid. I will remember and I'll contact you. You shall always be
welcome in my home.” Khalid hugged me again.
The train stopped at the Indian border and, as Khalid predicted, Indian
officials boarded and reviewed everyone's documentation and reason for travel
into India. When my turn came the official was satisfied with my visa, passport, but insisted on looking inside my bags. I unzipped all the pockets of my
computer bag and he pulled my computer out a little and glanced in each
pocket. I unzipped my bigger bag and flopped it open and he pushed some
things around, looked in my face suspiciously, and said, “Thank you. Welcome
to India.”
Omar was in Amritsar, staying at the hotel Lena booked for him. She
also booked his flight since I had already left Germany. Omar had found a man
around thirty whom Omar considered honest and reliable and the two had examined several possible properties. When I arrived at the station in Amritsar I
called Omar and advised him to wait for me at the hotel. I walked into the
lobby and hugged Omar thirty minutes later. He shook his head when he saw
me. “Well, you have done something few from the West have done. You survived southeast Iran and all of Pakistan. How many Westerners traveled with
you to Quetta?”
I smiled at his question. “I counted them on one hand, Omar, and they
were all young men traveling together.”
I had a little trouble booking the room. It was a slight delay from the
clerk behind the counter. She had a difficult time accepting my credit card
when I couldn't produce it. “We can only accept credit cards when they can be
handed over, sir.”
I smiled at her. I had anticipated this delay. I had the same problem with
the car dealer in Gao. I pulled out my phone and called the international support number for the credit card. Of course I had never changed my name so I
greeted the clerk as “Gregory Hess,” and also greeted the support person on the
other end of the phone as “Gregory Hess.” I explained the situation. I regularly
do not travel in dangerous parts of the world with my credit card in my possession, but I have all the documentation to prove my identification, and rattled
off the card number and the security code with it. The support person asked to
speak with the clerk and two minutes later I was booked for a week. The clerk
apologized but I shrugged it off. “Be that diligent when someone produces a
credit card which says they are 'Gregory Hess,' young lady. Demand other

identification. It's what you're supposed to do anyway. If it's me, I certainly
won't object, nor should anyone else.”
Omar accompanied me to my room and advised the realtor with whom
he was working was named Ram. “He is quite suspicious about the silent partner, though, Al. He says he won't be able to close the sale of any property until
he meets you and knows who you are.”
“I expected it, Omar, so we'll meet with him today, if possible. Have
you spoken with him?”
“Ram called me this morning, wanting to know if you were still scheduled to arrive today. If so, he very much wants to meet with you.”
“Call him from my room. Don't tell him my name yet. I'll do so when
we meet.”
It would take about thirty minutes to reach the realtor's office but before
I let Omar ring him I wanted to know something about the properties. In total
there were a dozen within the range I set for value and most were apartment
complexes and many of those were in the higher range, with a twenty-four unit
complex topping out at nine million, nine-hundred and fifty thousand in U.S.
dollars. Nine were in the vicinity of Amritsar and three were scattered about in
smaller enclaves. I was more interested in the hotels for sale which disappointed Omar. The four hotels were the least attractive properties to him. “Why
a hotel, Al-Barrak?”
“We don't have to deal with tenants, existing rental contracts, any rent
control or other government restrictions. With a hotel we can completely close
it while renovating and deal with any bureaucracy all at once.”
I paused to look out the window of the hotel room, the sprawl of modern urban buildings anywhere I could see. “As a medium-sized city, Amritsar
looks like it's done well the last few decades. Buildings and houses I passed on
my way here, Omar, looked well-kept, modern. I saw very little dilapidation,
property decline or outright squalor. I'm going to predict everything in or very
close to Amritsar we will have to reject because it's too expensive and therefor
will attract the wrong people.” I turned back to face Omar, who was staring at
me uncomprehendingly. “Here's my take on all this, Omar. The wrong people
are those with considerable wealth, a good deal of disposable income. I don't
want those people. They do all right on their own. They don't need me and it's
fine. I don't want them. There are, however, those who do need my help in
finding an affordable place to live, an affordable place to vacation, one not rundown, well-kept, comfortable, and accommodating. In this vein, Omar, if we
start small, it can become reasonably successful and we can add to it. This,
then, would give us the chance to split up, not to go our separate ways, but for
you to be responsible for one property and I'm responsible for another, and we
can keep expanding, even beyond Punjab, should we choose so, always keeping in mind modest properties, nothing extravagant, nothing expensive. We
make it look like that. This is what I want to accomplish in India, because this
country is growing beyond its means.”
I smiled because I remembered my conversation years before with
Omar, what really drove him to leave his homeland. “When I stayed at your

motel those years ago, you told me the biggest reason you came to America
was you felt there was little opportunity here so it would be much easier to
make a comfortable living in America than in India. When I responded it's because the sheer numbers of human beings added year after year means the
growth of people is outstripping the country's resources, you agreed completely. Remember?”
Omar nodded with a smile. “I remember. You came into the office
wanting to ask me how I ended up in California from Punjab province and I really didn't want to talk with you about any of it. I didn't think very much of you
but you were persistent, at times quite eloquent talking to me about your past.”
Now he broke into a wide grin. “I wondered what happened to you, how you
ended up in my motel looking like a homeless old man?”
I turned around to stare at the sprawl of Amritsar again. “It was a combination, Omar, my fault as much as anyone's. I wasn't all in and the rest of the
world turned its back on me.” I turned back to him, smiled, and began unwrapping my turban. “One man nearly slammed the door in my face and, perhaps
motivated by his own embarrassment at such a lack of consideration, listened
to what I had to say, thoughtfully, carefully. Sometimes, that's all it takes to
turn someone around, to listen to them thoughtfully, carefully.” I had finished
unwrapping the turban and set the long cloth strip on the bed. “Call Ram now
and we'll meet with him in about ninety minutes. I want to clean up first.”
Once I showered and used the hair dryer in the bathroom—the hotel
was certainly Westernized—I wrapped my hair with the turban atop my head,
wrapped my groin with the cloth of girdle, and donned my traveling robe. We
walked into the realty building and were escorted by Ram to his tiny office
near the back. Twenty-nine years young, as he wanted me to know, he was a
typical, energetic, upbeat sales entrepreneur of the third millennium. Omar introduced me as Al-Barrak. It took Ram a few moments of thought. “That name
sounds very familiar,” Ram said out loud. “It seems I've been hearing that
name in a lot of political talk.” I smiled as he focused on my appearance. Suddenly he grew disbelieving. “Are you the one who sat in the street in Gaza and
stared down the Israelis?”
“I am the very same Al-Barrak, but I had a lot of help.”
Ram looked at Omar disparagingly. “There are many in India who are
not fond of this Al-Barrak, Omar. You do keep up with that, do you not?”
“And what does it have to do with business, Ram?” I inquired, a look of
severity on my face. “I have no desire to come to India to create political tension. This is where I want to live, here in India, where most of the people are
still hospitable and friendly, as I have already determined is still true. I, myself,
am hospitable and friendly, so it seems a perfect fit for me, or is there a growing desire of Indians to become completely Westernized, to live in tract houses,
push the squalid into slums and tenements, start up neighborhood watch programs and encourage private citizens to meander about with loaded pistols,
ready to shoot? Is this the India you dream about, Ram? Because on a superficial basis as I have looked around Amritsar, you're well on your way. Enjoy the
spoils.” My severe look snapped Ram out of it. “Or can we get down to busi-

ness, because business is business. It ain't personal or do I need to get personal?”
“No, no, I apologize,” Ram sputtered. “I just...” He was thinking what
to say next. “I, personally, admire what you did in Gaza. You sat in a street to
reclaim the rubble all around you as your home, told both sides to stop fighting
and go home, and they both stopped fighting and went home, at least, for a
while.”
“For a while, yes,” I agreed and eased my look, “so let me apologize for
being so stern, and let's get back to the reason we're all here.”
We quickly got down to business and I asked about the twenty-four unit
complex as far as the average rent. As I expected the average rent was considerable. I announced to both I won't even look at it. I have no interest in it. As
for the rest out came books with pictures and descriptions and I inspected
closely how the condition of a room or apartment appeared. The better each
looked the less the property appealed to me and I expressed my opinion to
both. Four looked promising, two apartment complexes and two hotels. I asked
if Ram had a map of Amritsar and the area covered by the properties. He
pulled out a large map and spread it over his desk. Two of the four were within
the city limits of Amritsar, one was east and one southeast. I asked Ram to try
to arrange for all of us to see these four properties and I wanted to inspect more
than one apartment or room plus the manager's dwelling unit. Ram advised he
would have to call and arrange first and I nodded.
“What really is your objective, Al-Barrak, with such a property, if I
may ask, because it would help me to help you?”
“Primarily, I'm looking at a hotel, one which needs work, is not wellmaintained. The biggest disadvantage for me with an apartment complex concerns the existing tenants and regulations regarding landlords and the living
premises they provide. I don't want to run tenants out but renovating and refurbishing typically increases the worth of such an apartment, so it's generally
what will happen, I will inevitably run them out because they're already living
in what they can afford. I can keep an open mind about it, since I also intend,
at some point, to start up other business endeavors, such as renovation or new
construction. I have a history of performing this very endeavor successfully in
Africa, renovating or building new affordable housing. I could, then, offer existing tenants an employment opportunity in exchange for rent. These are options and I'm only limited to what I can do legally here. What I won't do is become a landlord for the well-off. There are plenty of those types everywhere,
but there is always a need for those who can provide affordable and comfortable accommodations for those who are not so well-off. That is what appeals to
me, Ram. Perhaps, we can find a hotel which needs renovation and which we
can then turn some of the units into apartments while the others remain part of
the hotel. I'm sure there are regulations concerning this change, zoning or
whatever you call it here in India, but this is what we're paying you for. Now
that you know who I am and what I want, what else do you need?”
“Once we're ready to close, we'll need to confirm your financial condition.”

“When we get there, Ram, I'll arrange a phone call to my bank in
Switzerland. When we conclude the call, all parties will be convinced my financial condition is quite sound.”
“You have thought this out carefully, haven't you, Al-Barrak?”
“For years, Ram. It's been years in the making, and with Omar as my
partner, he makes it even more possible.”
On the way back to the hotel Omar wanted to discuss our partnership,
but I told him to wait until we arrived at the hotel to conduct our discussion in
private. He walked with me to my room and once the door was closed, I invited him to sit down and get comfortable while I offered him a water bottle
and removed one from the mini refrigerator. He thanked me and I handed it to
him. “Here's my proposal, Omar. We're looking at, right now, maybe topping
off at roughly five million in U.S. dollars depending on which one we choose.
Whatever we can also reasonably determine to be the renovation cost, that plus
the sale price of the property becomes our cost basis for beginning the partnership. What you have to determine is what you can afford to put against this cost
basis to become my partner. Since we haven't discussed it yet, I don't know
what you can reasonably raise from selling all your holdings in America, so
let's run through an assumption to give you an idea. Assume the property and
renovation cost is five million. I pay it up front, you settle all your holdings in
America, and from this you can afford to pay into the partnership one million.
You now own twenty percent of our partnership and with your ownership you
receive the use of one unit as do I. Should you need more than one unit for
your entire family, I propose we always split the units for family use fifty-fifty,
meaning you get one, I get one, you get two, I get two. Your ownership will always be twenty percent unless you raise additional capital to buy in. Remember, though, other than your initial investment, every time you buy in the worth
of the partnership has to be re-evaluated, and I won't consider any more than
fifty percent to you. I will be at worst an equal partner, but I will always accept
you as an equal partner as long as you can come up with half the investment
cost.”
“What if I can't raise the initial capital to buy in? How long will you
hold my invitation to be your partner with my initial investment?”
“I'll give you one year from the closing date. I will, however, expect
you, as a complete show of good faith, to be here, or have someone from your
family here, to help with renovation and management while I'm waiting for
your initial investment. This means, Omar, I will give you a short amount of
time to start the sale of your holdings in America and return here to help with
the work which needs to be done or send someone in your stead. That's what a
partner does. A partner is in on everything or out completely. If out, Omar, you
will keep what I've paid you and walk away forever.”
“I'll have to think about it.”
“Don't think about it too hard, Omar. Even if you can't raise fifty percent you will still have the personal use of an equal number of the units as I
will. Further, I will accept you as my partner for no less than ten percent, but as
time goes on, the amount to increase your ownership will go up. I know what

I'm doing, Omar, but there's only a small number of people the world over who
realize I know what I'm doing. Put your skin in the game with me and show me
you trust I know what I'm doing and I'll know I can trust you, too.”
While Omar went to his room to think about it—not too hard I hoped—
I made a number of phone calls which I had put off all day with my phone off
most of it. First was Lena, though I had spoken with her the night before. She
was obviously relieved I was out of Pakistan. I actually made it to India.
I called Esperanza. It had been some time since we had spoken and she
was obviously relieved, too. We spoke for an hour during which I expressed
my longing to hold her again. At one point she cried. “You tell me your plans
for Africa. Then you have to get to India before you'll do this, do that. And then
Gaza! Damn you, Al-Barrak! You have put me through an emotional wringer
since the day I met you. Do you know that?”
“Enough to take it all back?”
“Never!”
I spoke with John. It was late for him but he didn't care. None of them
did. I told him I was calling all those closest to me, regardless of day or night.
“I'm in India now.”
“I suppose I'll have to be flying over the Himalayas soon, huh?”
“Some of the most hospitable, friendly and carefree people in the world
are kicking back, waiting patiently for you...As long as you bring your beautiful wife.”
“I wasn't sure, since it's so late here, whether I was talking with Al-Barrak. I am now.”
I had to leave a message for Andrea. Since I couldn't reach her I called
Drake. “Bro, you make it like a dream some times. Know what I mean?”
“You lost me, Drake.”
“You walk away from everything when you're on top of the world, Al,
to go to Africa. Before you get there, you're considering coming back to the
biz, but not until you get to India, and you're going to do that by train! I'm
thinking you've got a death wish. You'll be lucky to survive, in whatever shape
you come out...Suddenly, I'm watching the news and there's some mystery old
man, with an equally mysterious, nearly completely covered woman, in a battle
scarred street in Gaza staring down the barrels of Israeli guns unarmed. You do
have a death wish! And you're still alive? And you're calling me to tell Andrea
you'll start the screenplay in a week? I am dreaming! Call me back when I
wake up!”
I called Will and Ken. I had to leave messages. I called Tanya on her
cell phone. “I had a dream about you last night, Al-Barrak.”
“Sweet or not so?”
“I married you, Al-Barrak, became another of your wives, but I still
lived and worked here, and I missed you every day, wanted to see you every
day, until I finally flew to India, and you met me at the airport, showed me
around your growing world in India, told your other wives you would go to
bed with me that night. We did and it was wonderful, but after a while you got
up and the next thing I know you came back into the room followed by your

other wives and we all slept together. And that's how my dream with you
ended. I was in bed with you and two other women.” Tanya paused. “How am I
going to live that way?”
“Did this dream awaken you?
“You know it did.”
“And when you awakened, from being in one bed with one man and
two other women, to your bed, alone, did you feel warm, like you belonged in
that bed together with all of us, or did it disturb you?”
Tanya had to think about it so her response didn't come for many seconds. “I felt good, all right. I did feel like I belonged there.”
“You will have to think about it, Tanya, for many days, weeks, months,
perhaps. In the meantime I anticipate seeing you for the movie premiere when
I return to Munich.” Now I paused, because I needed her to see it in the right
light. “Should you really wish to understand this dream of yours, you should
consider it in this manner. It was little Tanya, the little, vulnerable, trusting girl
inside you, telling you what she already knows but you keep ignoring...And
know that my love for you grows even though I may be thousands of miles
from you and your radiance. To be inextricably bound to Tanya would never be
a complication of my life. It would be a fulfilling.”
I considered calling Serena and what nagged me was not speaking with
her but not talking with the little squirt, since the last time I saw that preteenager, she had been crying. It hurt not to talk to her because I knew, as did
everyone there in the Bamako airport, why the little girl was crying. I dismissed it. It was interfering with Serena's personal life which I would never do.
I couldn't help thinking, though, the one woman who was most responsible for
where I was at this moment was now virtually out of my life. I let her walk out
of my life with no discussion, no effort to stop her. For years she had been my
most desired woman and in far fewer years she had dropped to where I almost
never thought about her. I knew she didn't deserve it but what choice did I
have?
Omar did think about it hard. Fortunately for all concerned his thinking
took place, mostly, while on a phone conversation with his wife, Darshana.
Perhaps more than Omar, she missed Punjab province and India. It was where
she and her family belonged. They had done well in America but she didn't feel
like she belonged. At times she felt resented. That's not exactly hospitable, but
it didn't surprise me when I heard it. America, to me, had become a spiteful, divided country, united only in one aspect: nationalism, militarism. Since it took
such poor care of its volunteer militarists spoke volumes to me and I wondered
why the entire country couldn't hear it. You bet they'd hear it once it was no
longer voluntary but compulsory. Once Romney's five boys wore their shiny,
new Army uniforms, the militarists would be taken care of. Do I smell
hypocrisy? No. I smelled the sleazy, snake-like thread of fascists stirring up the
poor and confused to fight the endless battles which always result in a profit
for these fascists. That's what I smelled and it was putrid. No one knew my
plans. I never shared them with anyone. Like Orson Welles from the past, I
would visit but never again live in America.

“I think I can reasonably provide one million in U.S. dollars to our partnership,” is how Omar greeted me in the morning. In quiet tones we next discussed during breakfast the formation of our partnership. The greatest advantage, to protect our individual worth, was to form a corporation based in India
and decided to call it India Ventures, Inc. It would require an attorney but we
wouldn't need to proceed until we chose a property and could figure the percentages. “So, once we choose the property, close it, then we can determine the
ownership percentage, is that how you see it, Al-Barrak?”
“Exactly. You and Darshana, then, can liquidate your holdings in America and we can get started on renovation and changes to the property. We'll engage an attorney, write up the corporation and put it behind us. Agreed?”
“Agreed.” We shook hands quickly as I watched Omar's big smile fill
his face.
“Which one do you favor? Have you seen any of them?”
“I'm beginning to see it as you do. I think the two left here in Amritsar
are probably not going to remain attractive and will be dismissed.”
“We should tell Ram to get us to the two outside Amritsar first. We
want to see those two first.”
Omar pulled out his phone and left that message for Ram, who called
back an hour later. He already had arrangements at all four but in no order so
he advised he was ready to go to any one when we were. Omar advised we
were on our way to his office. In the taxi, I was reminded of a certain driver
still in Germany. I left a message for Heinz. “I will need a driver once we have
secured a property here in India, which should be a matter of days. Please
await my next call.”
The first property we examined was encouraging, even though it was an
apartment complex consisting of sixteen units of two sizes. What was encouraging was it rested outside village limits and could be converted to a hotel, if
we chose, much easier. On the discouraging side, thirteen units were occupied,
with four having firm leases for occupancy for nearly the next year. There was
no manager's unit. Those three vacant units would be immediately occupied by
the partners, which meant there would hardly be any renovation for months,
except in our own units. That truly was discouraging.
The other property, in Subhanpur, a village near Kapurthala, another
medium-sized city, was very encouraging. This hotel was two stories, with a
good-sized lobby, a room fitted with tables for dining, though there was no
kitchen, so it was rigged with miscellaneous food items. You've seen it before
in mid-range motels all over America. It consisted of sixteen units plus the
manager's unit which was fitted with a small kitchenette. The units also consisted of two sizes, six large and the rest smaller. We both considered the larger
could be renovated with kitchenettes. The smaller would have to be thought
out with greater detail, but what encouraged us further is the property could
easily be converted to apartments or a combination. The manager was a congenial fellow who advised the two huge trees sheltering the lobby and dining
room provided such adequate shade that neither got too hot even when the temperature soared into the hundreds Fahrenheit. Unfortunately, this was not true

of the units facing west and out of the shade of the big trees. All the windows
were single-pane and would probably have to be replaced, using perhaps a
treated glass window to reduce sunlight and glare and thus the inside temperature of each unit. Many of the units were in need of renovation anyway. We
both considered it a purchase advantage. Of the two so far this was the one we
considered attractive to buy, but we told Ram to take us back to Amritsar to see
the remaining two.
The apartment complex in Amritsar was the most attractive of the two,
located in a more lower-end area of the city. It was in need of renovation, a
very thorough one. Any current tenant would most likely have to leave and it
would almost certainly remain an apartment complex. Converting any of it to
hotel use would be difficult and, located in an unattractive area of the city,
would most likely be unimpressive to vacationers. I stared at both men with a
frown. “I'll tell you what I would do if I had the resources. I'd buy this whole
block, tear down much of it, convert some to open space for gardening, and the
rest for apartments and hotel units, and make it our own little oasis in the middle of a declining neighborhood. And I'd make it affordable, but I don't have
the resources, so I'd have to have help from the city and capitalists, neither of
whom I'd expect would be of much help at all, more of a hindrance.”
“You'd be surprised, Al-Barrak,” Ram advised. “The talk of many here
for years is to do something like you suggest, and neighborhoods have been
improved in ways very similar.”
“And do the poorest enjoy their residence in these improved neighborhoods, Ram?”
Ram suddenly looked down to the ground. I could barely hear his answer. “No, Al-Barrak. They moved out.”
“Thus, the poorest enjoy no fruits of the capitalists' hired laborers. Why
would you ever expect anything different, Ram? Or is it that you do not yet understand capitalism?”
“We are capitalists, Al,” Omar suggested. “Are we not? Are you not?”
“When I undertake a business venture, I am most definitely a capitalist.
I intend to make money, a profit, from my undertaking. There are, however,
few capitalists willing to get their hands dirty in any undertaking and even
fewer who will set a limit on profit so that such a profit will not push the disadvantaged further out of the mainstream. A true capitalist sets no limit on profit.
If the profit can be greater by pushing out the disadvantaged, the disenfranchised, that is the very choice any true capitalist will make. So I ask you,
Omar, do you want to be a true capitalist or do you want to make a comfortable profit and live comfortably? If you want to be my partner you will choose
the latter.”
The last was a hotel located in the heart of a proud, middle-class enclave. It was surrounded by apartment complexes of various sizes, residences
of various sizes, but grounds, for the most part, were well-kept. Before we took
a look at anything we checked the rate set as a declaration for the regulating
bodies and this rate was above the equivalent of two hundred dollars a night.
About their average, though, was around a hundred. The units were in sore

need of renovating, so it was a property in decline as measured against the rest
of the neighborhood. It was owned by a corporation which Ram speculated had
purchased it years ago to milk it, then sell it because its worth had increased
due to its surroundings. Renovating would cut into the profit made by simply
selling it for an amount far greater than its original purchase cost. I made one
comment. “It's a shame they've let it decline versus everything around it, but
it's what you can expect from these people. They're going to squeeze out the
greatest profit regardless of consequences. I'd consider it but I know they'll be
unwilling to negotiate the purchase price down to what I would consider a reasonable level, so if we did buy it, we'd renovate and start charging that two
hundred a night, and there aren't very many poor people who can afford a hotel
room at two hundred bucks a pop.”
It really left us one property. We told Ram to contact the owner of the
hotel in Subhanpur. Let the negotiating begin. Before we left Ram, I voiced a
suspicion. “Is it not legally required, should we have any questions about a
property, they must be answered truthfully, Ram?”
“Oh, yes, absolutely,” Ram advised. “What questions do you have?”
“We couldn't see what floor is under the carpeting. I want to know what
wood flooring is under those carpets.”
“I will require the answer from the owner,” Ram assured me.
As we rode back to the hotel, Omar smiled deviously as he asked me
what I was thinking with the floors. “What do you want to bet, Omar, we're
looking at a hotel property with each unit covered by gaudy carpeting hiding a
gorgeous teak wood floor? Whattayou wanna bet?”
“What made you think of that, Al-Barrak?”
“Teak wood, from India? It's cheaper here and it makes a gorgeous
floor. I'll bet further we don't get an answer right away because the owner
doesn't even know it and will have to find out the answer. Bet it's teak wood,
Omar. I'd bet on it.” Omar laughed long and loud. He wouldn't bet against me.
It took a couple days and Ram's persistent response that we would not
consider negotiating until we knew the answer unequivocally, but we finally
got it. It was teak wood, covered by a pile of the most despicable carpet imaginable. Ram and Omar were totally beside themselves. “How could you know
that?”
I smiled wickedly. “Lucky guess.”
Next up was discovery of the owner himself. He was a Sikh and proud
of it. I told Ram I want to meet him. I don't want to negotiate any price until I
meet him. I told Ram to tell him one more thing. “I hold the Sikh people in
high regard. This is not to be considered my opening round in the negotiations
we shall surely conduct. I mean it sincerely and once he meets me he'll know
it, too.”
When we met Ranjit the first time he was a smiling, jovial man, full of
life, and in my opinion actively projecting himself as larger than life. He was,
however, hospitable and accommodating, as he offered to meet us at his personal residence at his insistence. He knew my name, since I told Ram not to
hide it, and he wanted to meet both Omar and me. He, especially, wanted to

know how I knew the flooring in his own building was teak wood, since he
didn't even know it when we asked and he had to find out. I gave him the same
response I gave Omar and Ram. “Lucky guess.” Ranjit's laugh was as large as
he was projecting himself.
I don't want to keep you from getting on with the story by building suspense with the oldest tricks in the trade. Ranjit and I hit it off immediately and
he was very accepting of Omar, too. He liked Ram and knew his reputation,
impressed by all of us. We talked at length about my plans, my aspirations. I
expressed my utmost adoration for the Golden Temple. “Where else is there in
the world, Ranjit, where every human soul can enter and be fed, regardless of
position or belief, all day, twenty-four hours and never be asked to leave?
Name one. There is no such place in the world but that, the absolutely pure
essence of hospitality, of showing kindness to any and all strangers. This is
why I admire the Sikhs, for who else in the world would do this?” I also expressed my dismay that each unit was so gaudily and despicably covered with
an essentially worthless carpet over teak wood. Ranjit expressed his humility,
his embarrassment, that he didn't know. We completed the negotiations right
there, with Ranjit lopping off a cool million in U.S. dollars from the initial asking price, down to two and a half million.
“This will make it easier for you to get started, yes?”
“It will, yes, Ranjit. Thank you.”
“There be no need for thanks, Al-Barrak. I sit across this room looking
at you and I see a man of vision and inspiration, a man who is already making
a name for himself all over the world, but this is only the start. I see in your future unimaginable greatness, for your heart, your soul, your spirit, and your
head are attuned to everyone else intricately, so intricately it is never even a
conscious effort on your part. It pours out of you, summoned forth because it is
the very basis of your being. Nothing but that could ever be summoned. Accept
my offer with my gratitude, gratitude that, should you wish, reward me by being my friend, my confidant, that together we will discuss a future endeavor, a
future together, and in my humble way help to make this future one of unimaginable greatness, that we combine our independent visions to make them dependent, whole, and worthy.”
I could see the heart of a great man beside me in that room, too. When I
asked about the manager, I also saw his humor, when Ranjit nonchalantly responded, “He is my cousin. His family has many places to go. He will get up
and leave willingly. You spoke with him. He knows he will be taken care of
and he is quite able himself. He'll leave with no regrets and will hug you before
he leaves. He will enjoy it.”
“He'll be back in a few days, Ranjit.” Ranjit looked at me quizzically.
“We'll need skilled people in renovation and when we spoke with him the other
day he said he repairs many of the items needing repair or knows who to contact for those repairs. We can put your cousin to work for that.”
Ranjit laughed. “He doesn't like it when he has to repair anything, but
he'll take the job anyway and be a good worker for you. I know of others who
can help you with that work, too.”

“Let's discuss it together when we close. How soon do you want to
close this sale?”
“Let me contact my attorney to draft a contract for sale, and figure what
taxes and other items will have to be disclosed in conjunction with the sale. I
think I can have it all ready in a couple days.” We traded phone numbers and
Ram reminded me about my phone call to the bank. “You have the money to
close today, Al-Barrak?” Ranjit interrupted.
“Once you provide me your bank and account numbers, you'll have the
funds in your account in thirty minutes or less.”
“Calling the bank will be unnecessary, Ram,” Ranjit advised him. We
all stood and I hugged the big man warmly and he hugged me back tightly.
On the drive back to the hotel Ram remarked I sure move fast. He was
greatly impressed at how quickly this transaction would close. “It takes both
parties, Ram. You know that. I think you will discover Ranjit is just as capable
of moving fast and a true man of his word.”
“As for our partnership, Al-Barrak,” Omar asked, “how shall we proceed?”
“We're starting with two and a half million, plus taxes and other incidentals. Let's estimate renovation at a half million. We'll add the taxes and incidentals and the half million for renovation and that will be the cost basis for the
partnership, so whatever your contribution becomes, that will be your ownership percentage. If you can contribute a million, Omar, your ownership percentage is going to be around thirty percent up to about a third. As a sign of
good faith on my part, we will use the half million as the cost basis, and should
the final tag for renovation come in less than a half million, we'll adjust the
partnership percentage accordingly, so your percentage increases. Should the
renovation tag be greater than a half million it will have no effect on the ownership percentage. Fair, Omar?”
Omar smiled. “I like doing business with you. I think when the two of
us work together, we'll both live comfortably.” He laughed and Ram joined
him.
“Let me suggest you call Darshana tonight and tell her to get started on
the sale of the motel. Don't list it until this sale closes, but have it ready when
we close here. Tomorrow, let's you and I find an attorney, go over the specifics
of our partnership we know already, and get started on a corporation charter.
How's that sound?”
“I'll be ready when you are, Al-Barrak.”
We closed the sale two days later and drove from Ranjit's residence to
the hotel to meet with Ranjit's cousin, Kumar. Kumar was already packing to
leave when I offered him the position of foreman for our work crew. He bowed
and clasped his hands together several times, thanking us several times, until I
simply put out my arms and told him to stop and hug me, which he promptly
did.
We sat in the dining room, taking notes. Each water heater was shared
with two rooms, except the manager's unit with its own water heater, so we'd
need eight more water heaters and we'd have to provide the space for each. All

the water heaters were installed in the laundry room, which was opposite the
manager's office. We quickly determined that six of the additional water
heaters could be installed in the six larger rooms and the last two would fit next
to the others in the laundry room. That was some major plumbing work but
most of the room walls were so worn and unattractive we would need to replace the drywall in each room anyway. The walls we would tear out would,
unfortunately, have no recycling prospect, so we would need a dumpster for it
and any other material not recyclable. The windows would all be replaced. I
wanted all the stand-alone air conditioners exactly the same so they would all
probably be replaced. The carpets were all going and we would have to inspect
each floor for spots which might need repair and all the floors would need
sanding, smoothing and some protective finish. Each room would have a kitchenette installed, with a stove, oven, microwave, refrigerator and sink. Some
beds and room televisions would be replaced, maybe all of them. We would
leave the internet wi-fi as a backup but we would add more bandwidth to the
building through an internet provider and split the bandwidth seventeen ways
and cable each room separately. We may add more outlets and switches, too.
We would fill the entire roof with mobile solar panels and, perhaps, add some
wind power generators in enclosed structures, smaller versions which wouldn't
tower over the building and present a potential eyesore for the surrounding
community.
We had our work cut out for us but since there were several rooms vacant, I told Kumar he didn't have to rush. Omar and I would spend one more
night in our hotel in Amritsar, then take up residence each in one of the vacant
rooms. We went over any future bookings, which were a small number and
stretched out less than two months in advance. The hotel's internet presence for
booking online would be unavailable and, by agreement, would be shut down
permanently once we set up our separate hotel presence on the web. This
wouldn't happen until renovations were complete. I instructed Kumar to advise
any phone inquiries the hotel was temporarily shut down for renovation, all
current reservations would be honored, and Omar and I agreed we would offer
some incentive to arriving guests as an apology for the inconvenience of staying at the hotel while construction was ongoing.
Out loud I mentioned with all the replacement of equipment which was
still operational, I would rather not have those items end up discarded or disposed. They should somehow be recycled.
“There is an organization in Kapurthala,” Kumar offered, “with a small
store front which takes donated items and sells them. I can check with them to
see what they'll take and how much of it.”
“Please do so, Kumar. I'd really like to have it all go that way, even the
carpeting. I'd prefer to have as close to zero waste as possible.”
“When do you think you'll get started, Al-Barrak?” Ranjit asked.
“Tomorrow, Omar and I will drive out and we'll go over all the bookings and figure exactly the maximum number of rooms we'll need to hold for
those reservations. Once we determine that, we'll get started room by room,
one at a time.”

“I can have that figure for you when you arrive, Al-Barrak,” Kumar advised and I thanked him.
“I can have a crew of four, a carpenter, an electrician, and two laborers
here in the afternoon,” Ranjit offered.
I looked over to Omar, noting his smile, and I smiled. “We'll put them
to work.”
Our next stop, with Ram accompanying us, was with village authorities. We would need a construction permit for our plans. The man in charge
was very accommodating and quite efficient. We already had our corporation
charter drafted and the attorney was in the process of filing it appropriately so
the man simply wrote up our permit using the corporation name, India Ventures, Inc., with Omar and I listed as principals. It was a general permit for renovation and to add kitchen and cooking appliances to each room. There would
be additional permits required for our plans to add solar panels and wind generators, but it could be filed at a later date when we were ready to do it. Any
change in electrical wiring or plumbing would have to be performed by those
properly licensed and each step inspected. Those who would be performing the
work knew how to proceed with those steps, we were assured. We paid the fee
and were advised to post a copy of the permit on the door of the lobby. We
were all legal now. All that was left was the renovation work. Ah, the amusement never ends.
When we arrived the following morning Kumar advised we would need
five rooms through the next two weeks, taking us beyond the new year, four
for a week after, three for another week, then two into February. This was the
extent of all their current reservations, which was typical for the time of year,
being off-season for travel to Punjab province. Omar would work the hotel
counter and we agreed to offer existing and arriving guests a ten percent discount and to join us for breakfast and supper in the dining room, where we
would all be eating, too. We would bring in food for those meals. We offered
the same meals to the crew and Kumar, and contracted with a small caterer in
Kapurthala to provide these hot meals, breakfast beginning at six in the morning until nine, supper at five until eight in the evening. Once we started it for
the day's supper, all the guests were pleased with the arrangement, and few
complained about the noise and inconvenience. Many in the village would
wander over to the hotel to check on us. Most were pleased with our plans. We
couldn't keep it secret if we tried.
Omar and Darshana put the motel in Gilroy up for sale. Omar would remain in India while Darshana remained in America until the sale closed, with
Omar's agreement of course. Heinz arrived a few days later, staying in one of
the rooms at the hotel and Omar and I agreed the corporation would buy a
larger four wheel drive sport vehicle, diesel-powered, and we soon owned one,
which put Heinz to work. I, though, remained his employer, but he often drove
either one of us.
The recycling organization in Kapurthala, Kumar soon discovered,
would take everything we had which was still in good order. We could also use
the donations for tax deduction purposes. We set one room as storage while we

pulled out all the items from each room as we went, then we would fill the
sport vehicle and unload at the recycle organization, and receive the necessary
donation papers. It went smoothly the first week. When Kumar arrived with
the rest of the crew—which included a licensed plumber—from his new residence, the manager's office would suffice for now without renovation, so we
offered it to Heinz, once his family arrived for their “vacation.” There was a
small bedroom in the office quarters, the kids could sleep in the main room and
we'd have a roll-away bed for the girl. Heinz was happy. He knew Hilda had a
great deal of worry about her husband's new working relationship. He was
comfortable enough with our proposed arrangement that her worries and concerns would dissipate shortly after her arrival.
“Good,” I told Heinz. “I'm glad to hear it because I'm a firm believer in
keeping the woman happy, satisfied and content. It makes a man's life less
stressful.”
On my home front, Esperanza was done for the current semester and
flew into Amritsar a week before Christmas. Heinz picked her up at the airport
and drove her back to the hotel. When Esperanza stepped from the vehicle,
looking drawn and weary from travel, I stepped out of the lobby and shouted,
“Welcome, traveler, to Hotel Shanti of Subhanpur. We're making some minor
changes, so I hope you'll bear with the inconvenience.”
Esperanza smiled widely, but shook her head as she walked into my
open arms. “I hope you know what you've got yourself into, Al-Barrak.”
In mock disbelief I exclaimed, “The Professor doesn't know? We're
sunk!” She kissed me.
Introductions to Omar and the rest came swiftly and Esperanza stated,
“I suppose you need some help with this.”
“Oh, you don't need to do any work!” I advised her, loud enough so all
could hear. “As my wife, all you need to do is ridicule me appropriately while
continuing to look as beautiful as you always do.” That brought a round of
laughter.
Esperanza frowned and patted my wildly bearded cheek. “You know I
will help when I can.”
“And all of it appreciated,” I replied and kissed her.
On the other part of my home front, Magdalena had been dropped from
employment, but her parents had sold their home in Germany and she was trying to keep from going stir crazy at the little cottage. I called her the night Esperanza arrived, putting her on speaker phone so Esperanza could hear and
speak, too, and we all quickly came to agreement Lena's presence in Germany
was no longer required. She could hold the lease at the cottage, and I suggested
we would stay there when we returned to Germany for the movie premiere. “I
do have a new home for you, my beloved, though it's not as comfortable as it
could be, but we're getting there.”
“You should fly me out there right away, my beloved,” Lena suggested.
“You don't mind if I'm there with you, Esperanza?”
“Oh, come out here, you big black doll, and make us smile.”
Days later the three of us were sharing one of the old rooms and I slept

with both in the same bed. As for any informality, there was some at appropriate times and agreed by all. If I had any worry or concern about it, which I had
some, it fell away by mutual cooperation. I would often observe admiringly the
two women interact with each other, how each respected the other, would listen
and act attentively to the other. Soon after Lena arrived I expressed my admiration with both present.
“You have heard us both talk about the other, Al, many times,” Esperanza remarked. “When I proposed, I was uncertain how Lena would respond,
since it was her wedding night, but I couldn't let you go, I couldn't let the opportunity pass without doing something about it...I think I really did it then to
see how Lena would react. Could we really get along sharing you, in every
way?”
“You don't know this, Al,” Lena stated, smiling smugly, “because we
have always agreed not to share it with you, but we talk with each other all the
time, almost every day.” She glanced at Esperanza and the two suddenly burst
out laughing.
“I knew then, the moment Lena welcomed me and hugged me, she
would be more than a sister to me. She would always be one of my closest and
treasured friends. That she would accept me so openly, to not resent me for
spoiling her marriage, I knew she was exceptional.” They both stepped to each
other and hugged warmly. Around Lena Esperanza caught my gaze and added,
“I don't know how that could ever surprise you, Al-Barrak. Do you not attract
the exceptional ones?” I never had a chance to answer. Both laughed contagiously and ceaselessly so long I walked out of the room shaking my head in
solid defeat.
All of the smaller rooms were the same dimensions with the same layouts, some in reverse. Lena grabbed a tape measure, drew up measurements for
one of the rooms, then drew up a layout with a desk and chair, another table
and chair, a dresser, a room air conditioner mounted below a window, a flatscreen television mounted on the wall opposite a bed, a refrigerator, sink and
counter, stove, oven, microwave, and cabinets. She and Heinz drove into Kapurthala that day and she started comparing options, writing out all the dimensions of each in a notebook, and eventually figured exactly what would fit.
Each room would be cramped but every one would be a complete living space.
It was quite efficient, though. She had an entire pantry area from floor to ceiling in the corner, the refrigerator fitting in the surrounding cabinets and pantry,
the counter next to it so the resident could simply open the refrigerator and
place the contents on the counter right next to it. The sink was next with the
stove and oven last. The microwave was attached to the cabinets above the
stove, with a fan under the microwave which directed any heat or fumes
through a vent behind the microwave and cabinets, connecting to the vent for
the toilet to the roof. We were all greatly impressed.
The larger rooms had the same essential arrangement with a second
dresser and bed, an enclosed space for the water heater with a door for access,
a larger refrigerator with an ice maker, and a longer counter. The bathroom in
the larger rooms was bigger, too, with more storage, but more spacious. They

were still a bit cramped but the larger rooms could accommodate a family of
four easily, and more if necessary because there was room for two rollaway
beds.
We usually worked on rooms next to each other. It was simply easier to
do all the electric and plumbing in skeletal walls. There was very little structural work to repair. The vast majority of the studs were in excellent shape and
most of the flooring was in good condition. As we got moving with tearing up,
adding electric and plumbing, I researched with Ranjit's electrician the options
for solar panels and we ordered them for delivery to a vendor in Kapurthala,
who delivered the boxes when they all arrived. The electrician and I met with
the village to go over our plans, which also required some people from the
electric company on-site when we were ready to hook it into the electric boxes.
When we were ready it took an hour. Excess electricity from the solar panels
was drawn by the electric company and they paid us. There was never a month,
even in summer with blistering one hundred degree days or more, when the
electric company failed to owe us money. Overcast days required us to draw
electricity from the company but those days in any month were always offset
by the days we could use the solar panels. We would add the wind generators
in late summer. When those went online Hotel Shanti became a serious electricity generator. I really wanted to disconnect the electric company altogether,
but since they were paying us, and we had sufficient surge protection from
their connection, Omar and I decided to leave it as is. In less than three years
the electric company paid us for the solar panels and wind generators. After,
both electricity generating additions made us money.
By February, when the last of the reservations were met, those two
rooms were all which remained for renovation. When the parties arrived, we
gave each the option to stay in their reserved room or one of the new ones.
They both chose the new ones and we still gave them the discount and the option to dine with us for breakfast and supper. They were both so happy with the
accommodations each made a reservation for the next year and we promised
them the same rate, though not the discount. “We'll probably have a small
restaurant, too, off of the lobby,” I advised. One of them responded, with the
kitchenette installed, they probably wouldn't have any use for a restaurant. “We
may have a pretty darn good chef by then. We're interviewing some now, unless you're an exceptional cook. In that case leave us your work history and
consider moving up here.”
That week I worked with Jens to design our internet presence for the
hotel with apartment availability. We received a variance from the village to offer any or all rooms as apartments and there was no fee involved. It came up as
a change before the village board and they all voted unanimously to change it.
Since we had begun this—all of us working on it—we had created a large
amount of good will in and around Subhanpur. We were well-respected and we
often had people wandering around the grounds watching us, asking us questions, and we always took the time to welcome them and show what we were
doing. When we finished the last renovations and Jens had setup the web, using his expertise to link it in India where it would test the browser language

and throw up the web pages in the browser's appropriate language, and with
Omar able to speak Hindi and English, we had new reservations before March.
By the end of March we had rented four rooms as apartments with a standard
one-year lease, then month by month. Omar and his family stayed in the manager's office and a second room, I had one room and Heinz had another, both
of the smaller size.
The vacation season is very similar to America, but we were fully
booked before May, and the entire summer the sign outside the hotel read “No
Vacancy.” Omar's family had sold the motel in Gilroy, they had put up their
million dollar investment, the renovations came out to less than a half-million,
and I asked Omar and Darshana one day, “Does this feel like Gilroy or a step
up?” Darshana smiled and Omar laughed. “I'm going to fly back to Europe
soon with Lena and arrange the premiere and theatrical release of Myth of Man
and Woman, Omar. In the meantime, let's start looking for another place, this
time, perhaps, an apartment complex, one which we can fix up in a more
downtrodden area and still make it affordable on the lower end, one where the
rooms are bigger, giving us both more living space. We won't rush but let's
start looking around. We've got a track record going here, you and me. We'll
use it to smash any resistance we might get from officials, especially when the
officials here in Subhanpur speak well of us.” Omar had no objection, especially since Darshana was often visiting her relatives almost daily, though they
would often drop in. She was happy and it made Omar happy, too. Ravi was already working with a company based in Amritsar. They were liking their return
to Punjab province. I loved it there. So did Lena. So did Esperanza.

Segment Thirty-Four
“Mister Drury, I understand
you're the proprietor of a company with
some movie distribution expertise.”
“Yeah, we started with a movie
called The True Cross, written by a
first-time screenwriter named Gregory
Hess. He also starred in it. Ever hear of
him?”
“Vaguely. I was wondering
whether you offered your company's
services to independent movie producers like myself.”
“Now, I've heard, Al, your
movie is really more of a recorded concert.”
“That's true to an extent, but it's
a little more involved than something
like Woodstock, although the musical
talent is nothing like what that movie offered. In our defense, though, the Who
were unavailable, two of the originals being dead, though it's not the band's

fault.”
John laughed. “Are you settled in India, Al?”
“Settled as I'll ever be, I suppose. Everyone's anxious to get the movie
in theaters, John. What can you offer me and how much will it cost?”
“You know, AVAP's offering would be the first movie we would distribute which we didn't have a hand in producing, too. We don't have that experience. Still want to take a chance with us?”
“As long as John Drury is sitting on the company throne, why not?”
“Did you know Gregory Hess once tried to usurp his throne?”
“Only a vicious rumor, and I usually hear it from this Drury's more
loyal contingent.”
John laughed again. “What are you lookin' at, Al? How many theaters
will you open with?”
“The exact number I don't know, yet, and won't until I return to Germany and engage the owners. I think, though, two hundred is reasonable but it
could be more.”
“Gary and Candice have drawn up the contract for distribution. Let me
send you a copy through email and look it over. Call me if you have any questions...I want you to sign with us, Al. It means a lot to me.”
“I know, John. It means a lot to me, too.”
When I hung up I looked to Lena sitting in a chair in the same room.
“Let's get back to Germany and release this movie, my beloved. Then, we can
figure out what to keep and what to jettison of your stuff and mine and get on
with our lives.”
“Nothing's holding me back, my beloved. Ready when you are.”
We booked a flight to Munich and took Heinz with us, after we moved
his stuff into our room to make his room available for hotel use. I left the vehicle to Omar for his use with the proviso I expected him to take good care of it.
Once we arrived in Munich mid-day, I sent Heinz back to Baden Baden on the
train to stay with his family. Lena and I would stay at the studio and I would
start the long process of signing theaters for our release.
John's contract was fairly open-ended, as far as the financial aspect, but
his contract also provided our contract to theaters, which I sent by email to
owners once I contacted them and received their agreement to open third week
in June. John's contract spelled out the theaters' requirements for new accounts
with them, though it provided space to enter an existing account. Most already
had accounts with John's company and all of those owners were extremely
pleased to offer our movie through John's distribution. John gave us a very reasonable rate, far below the standard. I never asked for it and the one time I
brought it up, he dismissed it immediately without further discussion. He did
tell both Lena and me the decision on cost didn't rest entirely with him. Everyone in his company was of one mind. They should give us a very attractive
deal regardless of what it cost them. I told him I probably suspect they're all in
awe of eight young German kids living in Munich, running their own studio
and garnering a lot of critical praise. It can't be me. I've hardly done anything.
AVAP had been promising a June theatrical release for months, evaluat-

ing each theater's presentational capabilities. We had solid agreements with
around one hundred and seventy top-notch theaters world-wide and in days we
had all of them signed, all done electronically except for a very few. Some
wanted film but settled since Myth of Man and Woman was never released on
film. It was all digital, all electronic. We offered a dozen different versions, the
only difference being the language used for the opening sequence which follows the studio logo, the intermission sequence and the ending credits. John
had it set on his end with a prompt to select one of the twelve languages and
the theater could download the appropriate version. By premiere day, Thursday, we had over two hundred and twenty theaters ready to open that Friday.
We had flooded the media with weekly press releases from the last week in
May and ran thirty-second spots all over the world during the three weeks leading to the premiere, ending each that it “opens Friday in select theaters and
visit AVAP's web site for the theater near you.” We had millions of hits those
three weeks, but those ads were not cheap, nearly two million in U.S. dollars.
Esperanza arrived days later. I showed it to her on the big screen at the
studio. “I wish I had been one of the Maenads,” Esperanza lamented. She was,
however, greatly impressed, especially with some of the more subtle and subliminal visual references. She even heard how I ended Epic Forest, which is
difficult to hear with more than twenty other voices all singing “For Loriann,”
over and over. The last one, though, I sang “For Desiree.” I asked Esperanza
how she could possibly hear it.
“Throughout the whole movie, Al, I tried to focus on your voice, what
you were singing. I could hear your voice in all those other voices and you
sang 'Desiree' the very last time. I even noticed some in the band looked over
at you, but you never let on, except with your little-boy half smile. You really
enjoyed being up on stage, didn't you?”
“I wish you had been one of the Maenads, Esperanza, but we had two
months of rehearsal and we needed every bit of it.” Lena nodded her head in
agreement.
“What impresses me the most, is that all the songs I'm familiar with are
delivered respectful to the originals, yet each is a distinct version, your band's
version, with horns, woodwinds and a large number of voices. When all those
voices sing together it sounds like a huge choir added to a rock song and all of
it in harmony. It's beautiful, incredible.”
I personally received hundreds of requests for the premiere. The theater
in Munich could seat over a thousand with a balcony, too. I had to provide access to hundreds of media critics, hundreds of entertainment colleagues, hundreds to “dignitaries” from all over the world. AVAP produced little laminated
cards for all attending, attached to a cord, but some didn't wear them. There
were people hired for security who merely asked names and crossed them from
the list but there were no crashers. Everyone arrived at the premiere in their
own separate limos and it was impossible to coordinate with so many for a specific arrival time. At times the limo line stretched five city blocks. All the cast
and crew and the wiz kids arrived in limos by group. The band all arrived first
with their spouses or significant others, Martin coming with his significant

other. We all knew that about Martin. None of us cared, except that Martin was
a full band member like all of us.
Rebekka pulled up with the rest of the Maenads, Jan with his section,
next came the male chorus, all of the crew and camera guys, and the last carried the wiz kids, all except for Sirani, who rode with the crew and camera
guys. Tanya arrived with other German dignitaries including the mayor of Munich. I hugged him warmly, advising him the street sign he procured for me announces a certain hotel in India now resides on my street. “I was happy to be of
service, Al-Barrak,” he replied jovially after I hugged him. He then produced a
copy of Fractures which I autographed for him. I hugged Tanya and smiled
widely at her dazzling apparel and full womanly figure hidden beneath.
“Everyone here knows about us, Al-Barrak. It's intimidating to me. You
never let up.”
“No, I don't, and since I control where everyone sits, I can offer you a
seat with us, the cast and crew, or you can sit with your German contingent.
Nothing like pressure, my beloved.”
“No, you do not let up. I think I should sit with my contingent and mingle during the party.”
“Suit yourself. I shall always respect your will, what you want, and you
have known it from the beginning. I am very pleased to have you in my presence again. Thank you for coming.” Possibly the tallest woman in attendance
kissed me at that precise moment.
The only one from the original six not attending the premiere was Serena. I invited her through John, though all others were invited by me directly.
As I advised John I will not contact her directly while she's in the romantic
throes of another billionaire and has not once contacted me since it started. As
John related back to me, she was offended I did not invite her directly and it's
why she would not attend. “Good. We agree to remain stubborn, obstinate and
pig-headed, back where we started, except while she's hiding her desire like
before, I have almost no desire for her. I only want her to bring me her uninhibited love, but I imagine she shares it only with her billionaire boyfriend
now. Hope he can appreciate it, though I imagine he can't, being too busy
counting his money.” I made no effort to hide my extreme disappointment in
Serena's latest turn in life.
The arrivals took hours, which is why we started having attendees arrive at four. There were a lot of photographers, plenty of paparazzi, along with
hundreds, maybe even thousands of on-lookers roped off on the sidewalk of
the theater. It seemed a decent movie premiere with reasonable attention. There
were cameras, even some from news networks world-wide showing it live.
There were no klieg lights. It felt awkward to have that in Germany and I didn't
want the additional spectacle. It was, in my opinion, spectacular enough without them.
A few minutes before seven, when the movie would start, I stepped
onto the small stage before the big screen and announced, “Thank you, ladies
and gentlemen, for coming to Amygdala Video and Audio Productions' premiere, Myth of Man and Woman. My name is Al-Barrak, for those authorities

in attendance.” Laughs. “On behalf of all the cast, crew and staff of AVAP, we
hope you enjoy it.”
I walked to the back section where we sat in a block together, Esperanza on my left and Magdalena on my right. The first change everyone noticed
right away was the logo sequence from AVAP, which was a departure from the
old logo many had seen from AVAP's previous work. An animated professor
writes “AV” on a blackboard, two animated boys wrestle from the left, one's
head is smacked, leaving a bloody “A” next to the “V”, they switch and the
other's head is smacked, leaving a bloody “P” next to the second “A.” They
wrestle off screen to the right, background dissolves and “Amygdala VideoAudio Productions” appears below. That dissolves to “PRESENTS,” which itself dissolves, fading into “Myth of Man and Woman.” When that dissolves the
darkness of the Basel theater fades in as do the sounds from the audience, there
is the short flicker of the lighter, five seconds later and I am bathed in a spot.
When my spiel concludes and Bruno is the only other presence seen on stage,
we launch Hot N' Cold. The relentless assault, visually, audibly, begins and
does not let up until we reach Roll Right Stones, which ends the first half of the
movie.
The intermission is an integral part of the movie. The visual is a still
from the very end of Defy You as the explosions touch off. The caption reads
“You Got 10 Minutes Relief.” After a minute it changes to “You Got 9 Minutes
Relief,” and so on, until “You Got 1 Minutes Relief.” After one more minute it
dissolves and the rest of the performance picks up from I Won't Tell 'Em Your
Name.
During the short ten minute intermission I stepped out into the lobby
along with almost everyone else and noted the stampede to the few rest rooms.
The boys and their spouses all stood together and smiled as I sauntered up to
them with Esperanza and Magdalena on either side, though both would soon
excuse themselves and move to the lavatory.
John was first. “Just as a concert, Al-Barrak, I am overwhelmed. The
music is fearless, driven, authentic and impressively delivered. But you've
combined that stunning performance with stage action and recorded action interspersed with the music driving all of it, and it is astounding. My God! What
the audience in Basel must have thought!”
Will beamed appreciatively. “I had heard, Al, about some of the songs
you guys did and I thought, there's no way they're gonna do that! No rock band
would ever do a cover of that song! It's too emblematic of the original band!
You pull every one off. In many cases, they sound better than the originals!”
I shook my head mildly while I smiled congenially at Will. “Will, with
sheet music there are many ways to perform a composition, each one considered an arrangement. With orchestras the conductor arranges the musical presentation but with recording methods, arrangements became the domain of producers, and they would use each musician's unique ability to create an arrangement which would be impossible to recreate from sheet music only.” I paused
to gaze at all my cherished colleagues. “We threw all of that away! The only
sheet music was produced by Jan for the brass and woodwinds and Jan work-

ing with Rebekka on the choral arrangements. No one in the band used sheet
music at all. Everything was strictly produced by ear and memory. I cannot
read sheet music. No one produces a musical stage performance with lights and
screen presentations coordinated with the music the way we did. They don't do
it by ear, by memory, with almost everyone performing it like that, but we
were so tight at the end of rehearsals, Will, those in the brass, the woodwinds,
the chorus members didn't even bother looking at the sheet music any more,
for a performance spanning more than four hours with mostly amateurs! The
only pros on the Basel stage that night were all of the band, Rebekka and Jan.
Everyone else had never performed professionally.”
Drake stepped up to me and squeezed his right arm around my neck.
“Bro, what I've seen and heard so far is breath-taking and it's the fullest stage
performance I have ever witnessed and there's still two hours left. I'm surprised
the audience could actually walk out of the theater when you were done. I
would have been catatonic!”
“Thank you, my brother. Wait 'til you see and hear some of the songs in
the second half. We perform Siberian Khatru very close to the original, but
Klaus, Martin, Bruno, Ernst and Josef have the musical chops to perform their
parts, the two out of the male chorus have the voices, and Jan takes some of the
keyboard overdubs and translates them to the brass, french horn, oboe, clarinet,
coronet. I only tried to hold on during all the rehearsal but it's superb. You will
be impressed.”
I received accolades from almost everyone I passed in the lobby. Some
of the critics—of whom many were pointed out to me by others who knew
them—would sometimes stop me to ask a question. I politely advised them to
hold onto it and we would all answer it after the movie showing.
Ushers came out to the lobby and announced there was one minute left.
Most started drifting back into the theater, though there were quite a few who
missed the first two or three songs from the second half. Well, it is long and relentless. It was always our intent.
The last half was as impressive with the Munich audience including the
encore, when I stepped on the stage wearing Mildred's crazy hat, which received loud laughter. The song concluded, the applause deafening through a
slow fade, the credits are completed over a black background, and the screen
display read “Performed live by Duck and Cover and entire company in Basel,
Switzerland. We thank the theater and the outstanding audience in attendance
that night. Peace be upon you all.” The next screen displayed the credit for distribution by John's company.
When the lights came up, before anyone else could say anything, I
loudly announced, “Please let us all get to the stage so we may address any
questions and comments. Bear with us because I do have an announcement to
make before we proceed.” It became reasonably quiet and the entire cast, crew
and all the wiz kids made our way. Esperanza wanted to stay back in her seat
but I pulled her up by her arm. “You are a light in my life, my beloved. Please
accompany me.”
I first introduced Esperanza. “Let me introduce one of my wives. I have

more than one. Esperanza?” She moved closer and I took her hand in mine.
“Esperanza is the guiding light, the inspiration, and the wise consultant who
made the African experiment the success it has become. As a professor,
though, she could not relinquish her duties at Cal-State Northridge and spend
months in rehearsal or I would have had her dancing around on stage as one of
the Maenads, too. I think I heard you say you wished you could, my beloved?”
She smiled and bowed slightly and loudly proclaimed, “You're making
me nervous, my beloved.”
“The whole world's been watching you for some time. I would think
you'd be used to it by now.” I immediately let her off the hook, introduced
Lena as my wife and a cast member, and she bowed and kissed me on my
bearded cheek. I then introduced every band member, cast member, crew member, and all the wiz kids, individually for a bow. “Now that you know all of us,
can we hear it from you?” The entire theater rose for a standing ovation and we
all bowed together.
I kept the focus and selected those in the audience, consciously trying
to choose critics and other media people in attendance. It would help with publicity and we certainly could use it. One of the questions addressed our failure
to deliver a consistent tragic myth, since we made the link. Rebekka loudly
shouted, “I'll answer.” I nodded to her and she stepped to the front. “When we
were putting this together, we realized there was no cohesion between all the
songs we wanted to perform which would allow us to be consistent with tragic
myth, so it was never our intention from the beginning. Instead, we wanted to
provide a performance which would consistently deliver duality, that there are
and always will be aspects of life which come in pairs, a duality in that one
cannot exist without the other. Male, female, hot, cold, good, evil, pain, pleasure. This is why the title is Myth of Man and Woman, where we introduce duality even in the title. This was our aim, our objective. The introduction of
Apollo and Dionysus produces duality. That is life. Life is duality.” When I
smiled widely at Rebekka and she noted it, she delivered a sweeping, low bow
to me and I laughed.
It went on like this for another hour with someone from the company
wanting to answer and I stepped out of it. It was already well after midnight
and we still hadn't reached the hall where the party was set but no one seemed
to care. There were some, many of the dignitaries, who couldn't make it to the
party, but it didn't make a difference.
I politely accepted the favorable comments and observations throughout the party, did not indulge in any alcohol, and meandered through the hundreds in attendance calmly, openly, friendly. Tanya, to her credit, kept herself
together in the attention and admiration directed toward me and the entire company, but she whispered once, “Is there anything you can't do?”
I kissed her cheek and whispered softly in her ear, “I can't bear a child.
That's your job.” Tanya started to draw up angrily. I had touched a nerve,
though I honestly expected it when I whispered my answer, and her entire
bearing reflected receipt of a condescending insult. I grasped her arm lightly.
“There can be none of it without mutual desire, Tanya, mutual desire, and you

should come to the firmest understanding desire means nothing to me. Bring
me your love or separate and remain so.”
Tanya still looked at me fiercely. “I do not want children, Al-Barrak. I
am not a baby factory. Understand me?”
I smiled in victory. “You asked me what I can't do. I told you what I
can't do. I added, 'That's your job,' for your reaction. I have no desire to father
a large number of children, to seed my progeny all over the world. It is of no
desire to me. Bring me your love, Tanya, or separate and remain so.”
“You make it so hard on me, Al-Barrak!”
“You really did think it was going to be easy, didn't you, my child?”
Tanya could only stare at me, desperately trying to hide her smile and retain
her anger at my initial insult. She failed and eventually laughed out loud.
The party carried on well into the wee hours of the morning, one of my
favorite times of the day. What little negative comments I heard or were passed
on to me concerned the length of the movie. It was simply too long. If it was
directed to me I responded as simply. “In the somewhat buried history of human past, tribes often gathered together, everyone, adults, children, male, female, all would gather for the ritual, performed regularly and generally at the
same time annually, and the ritual would take place uninterrupted for hours and
hours, sometimes days at a time. I'll bet you not one complained it was too
long, for what came from it, as was anticipated by the elders, was a bonding, a
joining of all the individuals into a melding of the entire tribe. It would be impossible for me to consider what our future would be now without it and I believe it would be impossible for you to consider it, too. We may have failed in
a bonding of ourselves with the audience, the spectators, due to a learned aesthetic skepticism which intellectually diminishes the pure artistic effect, but I'll
tell you one thing. Everyone in the company has certainly bonded. Not one of
us considers what we did as an individual accomplishment. It was an entire
group, tribal achievement.” That's what you read the following day in the New
York Times since their reporter was right there to hear it, though I didn't know
he was from the Times. He introduced himself to me as a reporter from America, the slick bastard. On the other hand, in his defense, it never occurred to me
to ask which media outlet he represented. Frankly, I never asked any of them,
although I recognized some. I didn't care. I tried to accommodate all by giving
very short interviews, but always encouraged each to interview others. All in
the company accommodated any of the media in this manner, some better than
others, some more reluctant than others, but everyone had something published
about them and every one included their names. After this night none would
escape back to obscurity but I had told everyone from the beginning once we
finished our performance on stage in Basel, obscurity would only be a dream.
Before the after party concluded, the movie opened in Japan and Australia, moving across the globe westward. A media outlet based in Sydney published one of the most glowing reviews of all. The reporter, a rock music critic
of some renown, even internationally, gushed at the performance from a
strictly rock music viewpoint, despite the fact not a single original song was
performed. Our versions of iconic rock songs were true enough to the origi-

nals, but diverged to add to each, it reminded the critic of iconic symphonies
performed by unique orchestras. Add to it the visual impact the movie provided, Myth of Man and Woman could be considered one of the boldest and
most complete stage performances by an ensemble of musicians, actors, and
dancers. Perhaps ever. That was how the review finished. The theater in Sydney ran Myth of Man and Woman to a full house every night well into September, though it may have been due to the fact we couldn't sign another Sydney
theater. Most large cities all over the world included several theaters. Tokyo,
alone, opened with seven, most filling every seat for months. New York had
four, Los Angeles had three, the Chicago area had six, all from the Chicago
group, I should add, since I offered the president an exclusive which he gratefully accepted. The second week of release our movie was number one in box
office receipts world-wide, during the summer, the blockbuster season. There
were a couple of military, gung-ho action flicks out at the same time, one being
number one when we opened. We trounced them both and I enjoyed every
minute of it, especially since both were showing in four times the theaters, if
not more. Obviously, those theaters weren't packed, like ours. The success was
so stunning theater owners were begging us because we never lowered our
standards for showing. Without full, professional sound equipment and a fulllength, wide screen, we denied them. I personally had to engage several owners who were extremely unhappy with us. I told them to invest some money in
their theaters for proper and true reproduction capabilities or go away. “I didn't
do this on the cheap and I'll never allow anyone to show it on the cheap. Put
your skin in the game or quit bothering me.”
The day after the premiere, mid-afternoon, I received a call, though it
was very early in the morning in California, from my electronics friend. He
knew about the movie and congratulated me, but his real reason for calling was
to ask me if I wanted to meet with the photographer who snapped those compromising photos. He had some information about Serena's ex-husband which
might interest me. The photographer had been to the premiere and was still in
Munich. “Do you want to meet with him?”
“Why? It's all in the past.”
“I heard from my friend it concerns the model who had the last meeting
with him, the one photographed meeting with him after he already knew about
you and Serena.”
I thought about it a moment. What can it hurt? “He speaks English?”
“Yes. I'll give you his name and number. You decide, Al.”
I called the number later and talked with the photographer. He didn't
want to discuss it over the phone and asked if we could meet for lunch the following day. I agreed.
A few minutes after we settled at the table and placed our orders, I
asked Alain what he had for me. “It's all second hand, Al-Barrak. These people
are all leery talking with paparazzi, so I've heard it from various sources, but
the model who met with Serena's now ex-husband when your two movies were
playing says she was asked to marry him. Supposedly, she says he said Serena
was in love with you, he called you by name, and it was only a matter of time

and their marriage would be over. He said Serena wanted to end the marriage,
their marriage was never going to be fixed because she wanted you. You were
the man she loved and the ex-husband had broken some promise to her. It was
only a matter of time, the marriage would end, and he wanted to marry this
model. That's what I've heard.”
“But he hasn't married this model.”
“She didn't want him, still doesn't, but you never married Serena,
though you should have married her.”
“I broke it off. Everyone knows it. Serena wanted adulation, still
wanted to bathe in the glamour of show biz and I had enough of it. Besides he
filed for divorce before I got to Europe. Serena had to go through that and
without your pictures the divorce would have been very messy.”
“Those pictures were going to come out. I tracked him for years on a
very discreet tip he may be involved in some shady dealings. I only happened
to catch him with the two models before and snapped the pictures because I
happened to be there. Why not? But it wasn't what I was after and I held onto
them because I didn't want to tip him off. I was after something bigger, but I
got another tip about the last model. That's why I was there.” Alain paused a
moment and smiled big and wide. “Since then, I've been trying to determine
how the tip got to me and you won't believe it when I tell you.”
“I don't think you can surprise me about any of it, Alain.”
“Oh, yeah? Try this one. Asking back through my sources, I've been
able to determine the tip to me came right from Serena's ex-husband himself.
He let it be known he was meeting this model before he met with her. The tip
came from Serena's ex-husband.”
“How can you be sure, Alain?”
“When you, Al-Barrak, hear something from someone you trust, do you
not consider it true?”
“When it comes from a trusted source, yes.”
“All are trusted sources, Al-Barrak, every one.” I looked at Alain wideeyed, disbelieving. “He was setting himself up to be caught as an adulterer before he even filed for divorce.”
“You're right, Alain. I don't believe it.”
“I couldn't believe it when I first heard it either, but the pictures I had
were going to come out. Once he filed for divorce, I only had to find a way to
reach you. That was all it took. I could never get really solid evidence on his
suspected dealings, but I knew he was using the corporation's legal team for
the divorce, and when that became known to the Board of Directors, he's been
on his best behavior since. I helped you. You helped me.”
Best behavior, he's been on his best behavior since. I couldn't stop
thinking about it all day, but I still didn't believe it. I liked Alain, though. He
wouldn't go into any specifics of these suspected shady dealings and I considered it commendable. To Alain it was all confidential. Before we parted I gave
him opportunity to snap some photos for which I posed with his suggestions. I
wondered, why would Serena's husband set himself up to get caught like that?
If true, what was his motive? I couldn't figure it out, so I didn't believe it. Be-

sides, I had other things on my mind.
Professor Rebekka Dietrich basked in the attention. She resigned as
professor from university a month before fall semester, immediately beginning
a stage consultancy, followed by her hiring to run stage presentations all over
Europe, from small to large, professional, amateur, producing, directing, choreography, or any combination. Some were more successful than others, though
it was generally not due to her contributions or lack thereof, usually more from
the scope of the production or what the scope lacked. Whenever I talked to her,
since Rebekka would often call me when she picked up a new contract, she
would say, “It's only for a couple months, Al. Where are you with your
movie?” Every time we talked about her newest achievement she always
wanted to know when I was going to start my next movie. Rebekka wanted in
and never let me forget.
Before I left Germany to return to India—since I never left Germany,
not even to promote the movie—I needed to accomplish two pressing actions. I
had to finish the editing of the African documentary with Jeremy, David and
Conrad and choose what we would bundle with the disk version of Myth of
Man and Woman. We decided early we would never offer the movie online, but
the disk release would also be marketed through the House. Nancy loved it.
My rep had swung one eighty since we released the movie, though I was still
getting slammed by the deceiving oppressors. This would never come to an
end in my lifetime. I never expected it to end.
We had permission from the BBC to use any or all of Roland's recordings while he stayed at the garden, provided we gave them the appropriate
credit. Roland had hundreds of hours of recordings and he provided copies of
all of it. Jeremy had thousands of hours of recordings, which he and the others
knocked down to about fifty. It was still a daunting task since I set a limit of
three hours for the entire documentary. It meant a large amount of helpful detail would be cut. It also meant I would have to write a script and narrate over
most of the documentary. This task alone took weeks, which also meant I was
not writing either Andrea's or Kendall's scripts. I called both several times
while I was in Germany to apologize and request their patience. Kendall always provided encouragement but Andrea preferred to tease me. “Keep this in
mind, Al-Barrak. I'd like to shoot this movie before severe arthritis sets in, you
know?” I would call her again a week later, if she wasn't shooting a movie. I
loved her insolence. From this moment forward, I always asked if they had diagnosed her with severe arthritis. “I only want to know if it's too late, that's
all.”
We cut it to two hours and forty-five minutes, excluding credits, which
were extensive and took days to create and edit. When we all agreed, we
showed the first draft to everyone in the studio, along with Lena and Esperanza, who would be flying back to Los Angeles in days. The consensus in the
room was this would do. Let's get it out there.
It would not happen right away. Since the astounding success of Myth
of Man and Woman, all over the world forces in direct opposition to my suggested aims, objectives and hopes for what I considered the right course of hu-

manity had been gathering their accumulated voices in belittling and insulting
me at every opportunity, these voices consisting mostly of pretty boys and girls
of strained intelligence. This would signal the response of the powerful all over
the globe and the focus, once it drew in the political and corporate faction, was
Gaza. I'm sure you recall that, soon after the movie release, the Middle East,
where Israel is centrally located, blew up yet again, something you could count
on for seventy years, but this time, Al-Barrak was blamed for the latest skirmishes, violence and fatalities. I had theater owners in various countries call
me to complain about the movie, or what I had done previously in Gaza, or
they were getting a lot of heat from certain factions for showing my movie. I
told them all the same thing. “I can't make you show the movie. You are under
no obligation to show it, except to pay us what we have agreed when you do. If
you feel it's in your best interest to discontinue showing it, I will not stop you
or say a word about your decision. Do remember this. I prefer, at any time in
the future, to do business with friends and supporters. I will not define what I
consider a friend or supporter. I think you possess the intelligence to define either without my help.”
With all the flak, when we tried to contact various networks to show the
documentary, the reception we received was this side of frigid. Only the BBC
would agree to show it but only through their international network, not on
their separate America network, and they would only negotiate a single, onetime broadcast rights, and for considerably less than what they often paid for
similar presentations. I didn't want to argue about it. There were a lot of people
in the humanitarian and environmental groups who were clamoring for it, and I
thought they would help to make a difference. The BBC broadcast went off as
planned, reviews were generally supportive though lukewarm, and interest and
attention diminished to practically nothing one week later.
Then, some guy with a strange you-tube pseudonym posted a recording
from years before with the former Gregory Hess slamming colleagues in a production office for back-biting and failure to cooperate, failure to even attempt
to achieve greatness by combining and cooperating, my nearly forgotten combination monologue. In it are some very candid and unflattering remarks about
capitalists' and money lenders' failures to achieve greatness when combining
because the free-willed cooperation is lacking in every one of their endeavors
and I used Nimrod as the shining example. Only cooperation from love
achieves greatness in any combined effort, and people in this office better start
loving or this entire effort will fail. Before the next seven days after this posting, the video had been viewed more than six million times, and it woke up the
silent of my friends and supporters. More importantly, since the word had gotten out, it woke up theater owners who had decided they would rather remain
one of my friends and supporters, and I was soon receiving offers to show the
documentary through a limited release. One summed it up perfectly. “Al, screw
the networks, their syndicates and allegiances. I'll proudly show it in every one
of my markets, maybe in more than one theater if it does well, and frankly I
think it will do well.” With this ringing the phones off the hook at the Munich
studio, the same strange you-tube pseudonym posted Serena's response. In both

you could see all the people, John, Drake, Will, Ken, Serena, the other producers. By now, everyone knew it was the production for The True Cross and the
entire event took place before we had even begun shooting the movie. Serena's
response, which I have written is even more poignant, endearing, and displays
an impressive command of the English language which she had never received
before, hit ten million views in four days.
A couple days later I received a call at the studio from Hiram. “I haven't
heard from you in quite a while, Hiram. How have you been?”
“Perfectly well, thank you. What do you think of those you-tube
posts?”
“What about 'em?”
“Who do you think might have recorded them? Aren't you curious?”
“You posted those?”
“Thought you could use a little help explaining yourself further, since
you never said anything like it during your shows. I've seen 'em all, you know,
and when I got to thinking about it, about everything that happened with your
first movie, it seemed to me people don't remember how great Serena's performance truly was. English, in what should have been a Spanish movie? Yeah,
people forget that. They're starting to remember now.”
“You're a devious bastard, you know that, Hiram?”
“Will you get your documentary in a theater out here soon, please?
They haven't and won't show it on broadcast here.”
“Coming to a theater near Hiram, I promise you.”
That's how I found out about Hiram's recordings. The following week
we had theaters signed for the theatrical showing of the documentary, again
distributed by John's company, which we added to the introductory studio logos. Slightly less than a thousand theaters opened showing it in September,
while Myth of Man and Woman was still showing in most of the original theaters, and the documentary drew more attendees than every action flick showing the first week. We slammed every one of them and published not a single
commentary about it. The media all over the world, even those with whom we
had less than friendly relations, published their takes. Few of them were flattering concerning the action flicks. Many stated their opinion the documentary
was better entertainment than the action flicks. The documentary certainly
wasn't more of the same, something most of the action flicks had already generated from critical and serious reviews. One reviewer, an American no less,
stated, as a casual and ironic observation, both movies released this summer
from AVAP could conceivably be in the running for Academy Awards, the performance as Best Foreign Film and the documentary as Best Documentary,
which was rarely awarded to a non-American film. Reaction to this published
statement was derision and cynicism.
All from the performance and everyone involved with the documentary,
including all at the garden, followed my lead. “No comment.” Except for Rebekka, who stated during an interview shown on an American network, “I don't
think I have to say anything about Myth of Man and Woman. I believe the
movie speaks for itself, clearly and quite eloquently.” Kitana stated the ulti-

mate message, in case anyone was lost in the verbal barrage. “We all have a
huge amount of work to do here. We don't have time for meaningless chitchat.”
As a sidebar, once AVAP met all of its expenses related to the documentary, all of the profits were transferred to Intercontinental Cooperative, which
continues to this day. By further agreement with the House for its part in marketing the documentary on disk, what revenue they generated was reduced by
their determination of related expenses and the small sum left was also transferred to the fund. Many of the theaters showing the documentary sent much of
their profits to the fund, though I never required them to do so contractually, as
I did with the House. Since many of them did so anyway, it's why I still consider them friends and supporters. John's company only sent half. This was by
agreement at my instigation. I wanted his company to make a profit despite
taking it from the top. No one from the garden ever voiced a single objection
and Kitana called me so I would know unequivocally what they all thought.
“We know what your relationship with John entails. He and his wife spent a
month here and we all remember. Like all the others with your invitations, we
treated them like guests, but every time we had a need for a lot of people to
perform something around the garden, John always volunteered, and he always
did it for one reason. He did it for his close friend, Al-Barrak. You two demonstrate a mutual loyalty we all admire and it has been mutually beneficial for
both of you. Al-Barrak has demonstrated the same mutual loyalty to me and I
hold nothing but appreciation and admiration for it, and the same loyalty to
him.” I loved the little firebrand of unlimited energy who was the unquestioned
guiding force of a garden of peace and prosperity in Africa. She was also a
mother when she called me to tell me this. On the same call Alfred advised me
he spent many of the sleepless nights with the little one. His wife had done
enough.
For the disk version of Myth of Man and Woman, I decided the extras
would not be the expected, which would have been shots of rehearsal and talk
about how we decided this and that. During our first meeting, with several on
conference call, I suggested the extras consist of sections pertaining to the entire company, and the logical choices were chorus, brass and woodwinds, band,
Maenads (the dancing maidens), and crew. Everyone in each section would get
five minutes, which would include a sit-down before camera to talk off the cuff
about how we formulated the performance, any experiences or thoughts about
the rehearsals, and the stage performance itself. Jeremy, David or Conrad,
whomever was running the camera, would prompt when appropriate. The interview would also be interspersed with selections from rehearsal and the performance, and everyone could choose, with Jeremy's able guidance, the edits,
and we would edit each to around five minutes. I did my interview first and
told Jeremy to have at it. Any decision he made met with my approval. Jeremy,
with David and Conrad, did all of it under the umbrella of AVAP, since both he
and David now lived in Germany more or less permanently and worked as
salaried employees of AVAP, which entitled them to an equal ownership with
all others. Both still shared a bedroom at the AVAP building, so we had two

millionaires residing in a commercial building in the effective space of about
fifteen by twenty feet. Conrad was still considering our offer but hadn't decided
yet. His head was swimming from all of it and he knew I wouldn't place any
deadline on his decision.
Once we completed the first week of the theatrical release of the documentary, which we had titled, having wrestled with a title between ourselves
for weeks, An African Experience, we were two months into the release of the
soundtrack for Myth of Man and Woman, which was still in the top ten for
overall album sales worldwide. We produced two disk versions, one a four-disk
CD set and the other a DVD of multiple format music files, and separate directories on the disk with about 250 stills from rehearsal and the performance.
Each also included a sixteen-page brochure, five inch by five inch to fit the
case, of stills, company lineup, both group and individual shots, and a long list
of thanks to those incredibly helpful in putting it all on stage and screen. The
only files we offered for sale through a download were each separate song and
we provided several different file formats, not only mp3. We sold a lot of
those, everything marketed through our web presence and through the House.
The soundtrack, of course, remains the highest selling audio offering ever
through the House. Nothing comes even radically close, but I had enough.
Two weeks after the documentary release, I was dealing with some personal home front challenges in India. I had obligations with a partner who was
growing weary of being put off, who wanted to move forward on our mutual
hopes and ambitions. Ranjit—as it was turning out and who would continue to
act in this manner concerning me forever—managed to keep Omar's enthusiasm and impatience tolerable. Omar even relayed one of Ranjit's bits of sage
advice concerning me. “You must understand your partner as I do, Omar. He is
fully capable of exceeding in more than one path of human endeavor, and
when he returns to work with you and devotes his full attention to your combined goals and objectives, you will discover he can exceed at it once again,
and you will have your hands full keeping up. My advice to you is prepare for
this inevitability so he does not leave you behind, for it is my strongest belief
he can do all of it without you and should you become one whom he must drag
along, he'll simply cut you loose and you'll be out.” I give Omar enormous
credit here. He listened to Ranjit almost religiously, assigned him great credibility, and faithfully reproduced the previous statement because I heard it from
Ranjit himself later. Ranjit was right. If Omar proved to be an albatross around
my neck concerning my ambitions in India, I would cut him loose. I'd negotiate
with him and be more than fair in turning him loose, but I'd do it without concern as to how it would appear to Indian authorities. Omar did have the success
of the hotel to keep him reasonably content. He was simply an anxious man
and at times needed to have his anxiety cooled a bit. I considered Ranjit a far
more attractive partner but it is a strong trait of mine to maintain a loyalty. I
considered it quite probable I would find an opportunity to invite Ranjit in as a
partner and continue to include Omar. I simply thought it was a matter of time
and the right opportunity.
Returning to Subhanpur with Magdalena—having emptied the cottage,

all her belongings from her storage unit, and sent all of it to India by freight—
the two of us awaited the delivery and took stock of the hotel's current condition, which was excellent. Heinz flew in the next week to resume his duties.
Omar and I began evaluating the many commercial properties he had been researching and investigating, receiving some welcome help from Ranjit and
Ram, who had agreed to a much smaller commission since we intended to
complete this next acquisition with far less help from Ram. We let Ram set the
boundaries and we never wandered beyond them. He generally performed research from sources which were more difficult for us to access and made
phone calls when appropriate. What he would receive from this he considered
appropriate and we agreed. Ram was turning out to be a reasonable sort himself.
Lena and I greatly enjoyed being back in India, even though we had
only spent a short number of months in Germany. Since Tanya had formally
met my wives, both Magdalena and Esperanza, she had become comfortable
enough with both she would talk to both, regardless of who called whom. If I
talked with Tanya I put her on speaker phone so Lena could talk with her, too.
When I would talk with Esperanza, usually every other day, she would frequently tell me she had talked with Tanya since the last time we talked. Sometimes I would tease Tanya about this development. She would turn it around on
me. “I see our future quite clearly now, Al-Barrak. Soon, I will be intimidating
you and without using my size advantage.”
“Ooh! Descending into the psychological domain! You do understand,
young woman, I have been performing in the psychological domain for years
now with one wife who is a legitimate psychologist and another wife who is a
full-tenured professor, neither exactly lightweights.”
“Which is all the more reason why you and I should collaborate, Tanya.
He does have any number of weak areas to exploit.”
“And don't forget Esperanza, too. Then you can make it three against
one. That will even up the odds. None of you will feel so outnumbered.”
Give me some credit, too. I valued greatly Esperanza's accomplishments and abilities, as I have expressed. She now enjoyed a high level of academic prestige and I have always considered myself extremely fortunate Esperanza has considered me worthy as her life partner, someone with whom to
share everything in her life. Magdalena had earned for years the respect of law
enforcement officials all over Germany for her criminal profiling abilities. Her
distractions and mental anguish once she attached to me—which is exactly
what happened following my disappearance in Africa—diminished her focus
and her reputation. It never diminished her reputation in my eyes and she was
already starting to carve out the next path of her professional life. I felt blessed
to be considered her worthy partner in life. Now I was building the very same
foundation with Tanya, of whom I also considered extremely fortunate she
would consider me worthy, but I did it the same way I did with Lena and Es peranza. I teased Tanya as much as the other two and she would give it back in
equal doses. I have always considered a life partner, any partner of mine, is not
worth pursuing if he or she cannot give and take teasing. Once one considers it

beneath one, that it's too serious and insulting and offensive, I have no interest
in that one as a partner and I always encourage that one to put a considerable
distance between the both of us. It's best for both of us, I've come to conclude.
I'm usually right.
It was still September, the documentary had been available for viewing
in theaters for only two weeks, Omar and I had yet to seriously start to evaluate
and discard the non-contenders for possible acquisition, when there was a determined knock on the door of our small room at Hotel Shanti. Both Lena and
I, since it was earlier in the morning than we considered time to get up and go,
still sat against the headboard of the bed, and I yelled, “Who is it?” I didn't
need Omar bothering me this early.
“Open this door, Al-Barrak, the former Gregory Hess, or you will really
piss me off!” Serena shouted behind the locked door.
I turned quickly to Lena and asked, “What the heck is she doing here?”
I got up quickly, throwing on some pajama bottoms Lena had recently bought
for me, and walked the few feet to the door. I noticed the mat at the threshold
was pushed away, so I opened the door, bent down to grab the mat, said, “Let
me fix this,” pushed the mat even with the door, and I started to rise up. Serena
cold-cocked me with a thoroughly delivered right upper-cut, which knocked
me over, off-balance, and I sprawled onto my back on the floor, noting Lena's
look of surprise as I passed her view until I laid out fully. Lena was naked with
the blanket and sheet covering her in bed to her waist and Serena burst into the
room, stepping over my sprawled body, and saw Lena sitting up in bed.
“Come in, my love, and sit down at the table and get comfortable. I'll
bet it was anything but an enjoyable trip from Los Angeles. Would you like
some tea, dear? Al, please get the door.”
“Thank you, Lena, my love,” Serena replied, stepping over me on the
floor and walking to the table to sit down at the only chair next to it, though
flipping it around toward Lena. “It's so nice to see a familiar face around here,
one that's civil and welcoming. Though, I can see a little more than your face,
Lena, dear.”
“It doesn't bother you, does it, Serena, my love?”
“Heavens, no, my love! I've seen that many times, and you do have an
attractive body, Lena. I suppose I'll see the rest once you climb out of bed to
serve me tea?” Serena chuckled and Lena laughed. I struggled to my feet to
close the door, trying to focus through the stars dancing in my vision, when I
glanced to Serena as she winked at Lena. Silently, rubbing my jaw, I rose to
my feet and closed the door.
Lena immediately popped out of bed, completely naked, and prepared
tea for Serena, while I climbed back onto bed, nursing my aching jaw. “Well!
What brings my favorite Mexican actress to India besides the severe need to
fracture my jaw?”
“Oh, I think after tea and exchanging pleasantries with my dear friend,
Magdalena, I'll prob'ly be leaving,” Serena replied, her sarcasm anything but
hidden. “You don't seriously think I came to engage you in any kind of interaction, now, do you, Al, sweetie?” Serena puckered and gave me a couple of

disingenuous kisses from her seated position at the table. She turned to Lena,
who was standing with her back to her at the kitchen preparing the tea kettle.
“You do look absolutely gorgeous, Lena, my love, despite being married to
that husband of yours. I'm sure he does nothing to help you keep your fine figure. It's all your handiwork. True, my love?”
Lena turned her head around to catch Serena's gaze. “I know my husband well, Serena, my love, and you do, too.” With the tea now ready, Lena
grabbed a cup for Serena and brought it all to the table and poured Serena a
cup of tea. When she finished she rose after leaving the tea kettle on the table.
“Sugar, my love?”
“That would be wonderful, my cherished hostess. I see what you bring
to this marriage.”
Lena walked back to the kitchen for the sugar bowl with spoon inside
and brought it to Serena at the table. Lena stood above her, reached for her
right shoulder and settled her left hand on it and squeezed. “My dearest Serena,
we once talked to each other regularly, but when you stopped calling me, I
thought you had no interest in any relationship with me. Things had changed in
our lives, Serena. I married the mutual love of both our lives and you became
involved with someone else. I agree with my husband, dear, your personal life,
when you are away from all of us, is none of our business and you should be
left in peace to pursue your personal life. While you're away from us, you have
to keep us in your life if that's what you want. When you don't, it speaks volumes, my love.”
Serena took a sip of sugared tea. “I never wanted to exclude you or Esperanza, Lena.”
“But you never took steps to keep us included, Serena, and we were the
ones who took the step with Al-Barrak to marry him before you did.” Lena removed her hand from Serena's shoulder, walked around the bed, and climbed
under the sheet and blanket next to me. “Esperanza and I both know marrying
Al before you married him has hurt you, and you know it, too. You and I have
both talked about it. Are you going to tell me different, Serena?”
Serena hung her head slightly, shook it, and raised it back to Lena's
gaze. She smiled wickedly. “I think if my choice to marry were either of you,
I'd marry Magdalena.” Both laughed, from deep below I recognized.
In a very serious tone, Lena stated, “I used to swing that way, Serena,
but I don't feel it any more. I honestly feel less and less desire for any of it, and
Esperanza? She was never that way so she would feel less receptive than me.
Either way, it doesn't have any bearing on anything, except you could never
share your desire with Al, Serena, and I know you still have it. Both you and
Esperanza have a year more experience with Al than I do, but I know from
what Esperanza has openly shared with me, her desire for this man never died,
while her love grew for him in all that time. What Esperanza and I learned was
that, should we have any desire for a man, it should be for one for whom our
love grows above desire. In both our lives and experience only one man meets
that criteria, that need, and he's the same man for whom that same criteria
meets your needs, or do you not see your need to be with a man for whom your

love grows as your desire diminishes?”
Serena was lost in contemplation of Lena's argument while I remained
silent. A thought suddenly occurred to me. “Is Sofia with you, Serena?”
With some resentment, Serena frowned and stated, “Of course she's
with me. She insisted on coming, though I don't know how long we're staying.
We may just turn around and leave.”
“Where is she now, Serena?” I asked, dumbfounded.
“She's outside waiting in the taxi.”
“You left her out in the oppressive heat in the taxi, alone? What's wrong
with you?” I rose from the bed on Serena's side and started to move past her.
“Oh, she's fine. They're parked under the big tree anyway.”
“It's gonna be a hundred degrees again today, Serena, and extremely
humid. Taxi drivers turn off their taxis when they have to wait like that. Don't
you know that?” I turned quickly to Lena. “Will you please put some clothes
on, my beloved?” I ignored Lena's huffing and puffing.
Shaking my head vigorously I walked past Serena to the door. “We may
not even be staying, Al-Barrak,” Serena complained as I reached it. I ignored
her, walked through the hall, down the stairs, out through the lobby to the waiting taxi, in the bottoms of my pajamas only. The taxi, as I suspected, was not
running, the windows were all down and the heat and humidity was becoming
oppressive. Stepping out from the lobby and onto the lot, as I got closer to the
taxi, the driver saw me and stepped out from the driver's seat. “Is the lady coming soon to pay me?”
“I'll pay you from the cash in the lobby. Where's their luggage?”
He started to walk to the back of the taxi. “In the trunk.” He opened the
trunk and I saw Sofia looking out through the rear window and smiled to her.
Her expression was guarded uncertainty.
Between the two of us we pulled out all six pieces, setting each on the
pavement behind the taxi. I looked at two of the bigger pieces and glanced to
the driver. “If you would take those two into the lobby and wait while I bring
the little girl in, I'll pay you and you can be on your way. I'll then take care of
the rest.” The driver frowned mightily, but soon lifted both pieces, struggling a
bit on his walk to the lobby entrance. I walked around the passenger side with
Sofia sitting behind the driver's seat, still wearing her guarded expression. I
smiled as I opened the door across from her. “Will you accompany me, Sofia,
into the lobby where it's cooler and get out of this heat and humidity, please?”
She displayed no reluctance, scooted a couple times closer to me as I leaned in
farther, then leaped toward me and wrapped her arms around my neck in a
stranglehold. I struggled for breath lifting her out of the taxi and left the door
open.
Sofia buried her head against my shoulder, still strangling me, and
asked, “Why is Mama so mad at you, Papi?”
“I'd answer but you're strangling me, little squirt,” I managed to mumble. Sofia lifted her head and eased her arms around my neck with a giggle.
Her eyes were fixed on mine and she smiled and suddenly kissed me on the
lips. When she leaned away I replied, “Your mother and I have hardly spoken

lately, Sofia, and just that tends to push people apart who once were close.”
Sofia displayed a determined, knowing air. “Mama and you should fix
that, Papi. You've hardly spoken to me recently but I'm not mad at you.”
I carried her to the lobby door and set her on her feet as I reached for
the door and opened it, feeling the welcome rush of cool air. “You know, little
squirt, you're probably right. We should fix it. We should act like adults,
agree?”
Sofia beamed with accomplishment and put out her right hand.
“Agreed!” I shook her hand and she threw our hands down to seal the deal.
Omar and Darshana were both behind the counter, staring at me with
disapproving disbelief, often glancing down at pajama bottoms. Darshana preferred to avoid looking at me at all, her husband's business partner standing in
the lobby of their hotel shirtless in his pajamas and bare feet. I asked the driver
how much. I relayed the amount to Omar and asked him to draw it from the
register, which he promptly did. I handed the rupees to the driver, focused on
Sofia, stepped to her and caressed the right side of her face. “Stay in here
where it's nice and cool while I bring in the rest of the luggage.”
Sofia stepped to me and hugged me tightly. She stepped back and
started to walk to the lobby door, glancing back with a smile. “I'll help. I've got
muscles, too.” She lifted her right arm, sleeveless, and flexed her bicep for me.
The driver held the door open for her and I followed them out. Between us we
brought the last of the luggage inside in one trip and Sofia carried one of the
bigger pieces with considerable grit. The driver closed the door, the trunk and
drove off. We set the luggage in a corner of the lobby.
“So, you have visitors, partner?” Omar asked smugly. Darshana, behind
him, shook her head.
I stepped to the left side of Sofia, slipped my right arm around her neck
and set it on her right shoulder. “Omar, Darshana, meet Sofia Dominguez, an
old and dear friend.”
Sofia slipped from under my arm and stepped to the counter, reaching
across it with her right hand, and said, “Pleased to meet you, Omar.” Omar
chuckled as he grasped her hand lightly and shook it. Sofia turned to Darshana
with her hand still reaching out. “Pleased to meet you, Darshana.”
Darshana smiled widely and grasped Sofia's hand. “Pleased to meet
you, young lady, and such manners, too.” Omar and Darshana laughed together.
“Sofia's mother is in my room at this moment, and I don't know exactly
what her plans are, so I'm going to leave their luggage in the lobby until I do
know, if you don't mind.”
Darshana suddenly became wide-eyed. “Was that Serena Dominguez?”
Sofia smiled. “Yes, that was my mother. Was it quite the entrance?”
Omar and Darshana laughed and Omar squeezed out, “I should say so.”
“She had quite the entrance prepared at my room,” I advised, rubbing
my left cheek, which still stung. “Greeted me with a right uppercut and laid me
on the floor. Apparently, this is her idea of how a Mexican greets an old friend
in India.” I turned to Sofia. “Come, little one. Lena would very much like a

hug from you again.” We walked out of the lobby leaving Omar and Darshana
laughing.
I knocked on the closed door since all the hotel rooms locked automatically. We would never change it for any of the rooms so any could be used for
guests. Lena opened the door wearing plush cotton gym shorts and T-shirt. Her
smile was forced and her eyes, I noted, were narrowed when she caught my
gaze. “Welcome, Sofia. Come in,” she greeted Sofia. The two immediately
hugged.
We stepped in and I closed the door. “It's very small, Papi,” Sofia remarked, looking back to me.
“Home is what you make of it, little squirt.”
“And I would imagine Lena has made that most of it, prob'ly despite
you,” Serena added.
“Mama, please,” Sofia admonished.
Serena rose from the chair. “We should be going, Sofia.” She turned to
me quickly. “Did you send the taxi away?”
Before anyone else could say a word, Sofia sat on the edge of the bed
and looked up at her mother severely. “I just got here, Mother. Sit down!”
Serena wore an expression of astonishment which I rarely saw on her
face. “Don't talk to me-”
Sofia folded her arms together across her chest and repeated with more
emphasis, “I just got here, Mother. Sit down!”
Serena briefly looked at all of us, one after the other, with her same astonished look, now turning to embarrassment. She suddenly sat down violently
in the chair and it rocked with her movement. She turned her head to avoid
looking at any of us and drew her purse to her chest.
Sofia sucked a deep breath which she exhaled loudly. “There,” she announced, glancing to Lena, then me. She turned her head to face Serena.
“Mama?” She waited until Serena turned to face her. “May we all talk now and
try to suppress our anger?” A moment later she added, “Please?”
I looked down to the floor and didn't notice Serena's severe expression
eased a bit as she stared at her daughter. She looked up at Lena standing before
the kitchen, wearing her smile. Serena smiled back, re-engaged her daughter.
“Would you like to serve as referee?” That brought some chuckles. “Apparently, you want to be in charge.”
Sofia uncrossed her arms, set them on either side, and scooted onto the
bed so only her feet slipped beyond. “I think we need no referee, Mama. We're
all adults here. I happen to be the youngest, that's all.” With great satisfaction,
as we all laughed, she leaned back on her elbows across the bed.
“If I say, 'welcome to India, Serena,' you're not gonna cold-cock me
again, are you?”
“I think once is enough. I wanted your attention. I suppose I got it?”
“Considering I could see Lena's face as I passed her on the way to the
floor, you certainly got her attention.” Even Sofia laughed loudly.
Lena climbed on the bed close to Sofia, reached for her and stroked the
opposite side of her face, with Sofia's smile of approval. “Please don't run off,

Serena. Stay here for a while, though not here. The hotel's completely booked,
but there are hotels in Kapurthala and Amritsar, they're all close, there's plenty
to do and see here. You'll enjoy it. Extend your stay, too. I enjoy living in India.
Al loves it here. Even Heinz our driver prefers it over Germany.”
“You brought enough luggage for an extended stay, Serena. You must
have been thinking something.”
Serena's smile was thin and her tone was exasperated, but her severe
expression had diminished. “I wanted to see Lena.” She glanced to Lena with a
smile and turned to me. “Yes, I wanted to see you, too. And, no, I don't see my
'billionaire boyfriend,' as you call him, any more. I heard that from John. It
seems it's the only way I ever hear anything from you, through John.”
I walked past the bed, past Serena's chair, avoiding touching her, and
pulled out the chair before the desk, turning it toward Serena and sat down to
face her. “So, what are you thinking, Serena? Why did you come here? And,
please, don't run off, now that you're here. I want you to stay, just as you told
me once. I want you to stay forever.”
Serena smiled but her eyes were narrow. “Forever's a long time, AlBarrak, and you and I have a lot of catching up to do.” Her lids opened and she
smiled widely to Lena. “You're married to an Arab who's a rock star now,
wearing a toga!” Laughs and she turned back to me. “You are surely conflicted, Al-Barrak! You have a lot of explaining to do!” More laughs.
“I'll tell you what I did miss in all of it, Serena. I sorely missed not having you out there shaking it on stage as one of the Maenads!” Laughs again,
and Serena's smile opened wide. “I missed that, Serena. There were many
times when I would imagine you up there with us. It would have been a very
pleasing sight, to watch Lena in her skimpy little costume, and turn to you and
watch you in your skimpy little costume, the two of you shaking it to no end. It
would have taken a great effort to wipe the smile from my face.”
“I thought about it when I watched your movie, being up there with all
of you. I would have enjoyed it, doing it all on stage before a live audience.”
Serena shook her head and her smile faded. “It's a very long flight to India
from California, Al, and I had little else to do except think about everything,
you, me, Sofia, Lena, Esperanza, your movie, what John has told me, all of it.
Sometimes, it made me mad. You don't seem to care about me any more.” She
fixed her gaze on me, assured, strong, confident. “Over and over I would hear
you tell me, 'If I considered you the most desirable woman in the world, that
would put you up there pretty high in my opinion of women, wouldn't it?' But
I'm not there any more, am I, Al-Barrak? I'm nowhere near the top, am I?”
“I have always wanted you beside me, Serena. I have never wanted you
anywhere but beside me. I told you once over the phone you have my full attention and Lena sat right beside me and heard me say it. When the call was
over Lena certainly reminded me I said it. I told her, in all truth, it was embellishment, you have never needed my full attention, only when you crave it, and
when you do you get it. Lena has never needed my full attention, only when
she craves it, and she gets it. Esperanza is exactly the same. She craves it and
she gets it. None of you need my full attention all the time, only when you

crave it, and the craving becomes less and less frequent, because it has become
all of us. Every one brings talents, abilities, an attitude, a behavior, a demeanor,
all of which is appreciated, cherished by all others, and the craving becomes
less and less important. There is room for you here with us, Serena, and when
you crave that attention from me, you will get it, because we all want you here.
This is where you belong, with all of us. There is no one out there who will
welcome you and everything you bring with you like we will. No one.”
Serena lowered her head briefly, lifted it to fix her gaze squarely on my
eyes, and asked, “Do you remember when we last slept next to each other, Al?
The last time I felt your body snuggled up against me?”
I smiled. I never forgot. “Well, I should be unable to remember. It has
become less important, but I do remember, in a bed we had never slept in before, at Kendall's shack. And I remember the following day, how you made the
whole week so memorable, and I remembered that you said I better make it
memorable for you, too, and I reminded you you had said that.” I paused as I
searched Serena's face, watching her eyes moisten, glisten, become so liquid,
and I could see her expression tighten because she was remembering that moment in her bedroom the day I left for Africa and how everything changed between us. “'If you don't come and hold me like you will never let me go, I will
never want to see or hear from you again.'” Her eyes were becoming even
more liquid when suddenly she lifted her hand and swiped her right eye, then
swiped her left. She stared back into my eyes fiercely. “I have replayed the
whole scene in my mind many times, Serena, and every time I replay it, I never
wish to let you go. I wish I had held onto you and never left for Africa, but I
would not be the man I am now and I cannot go back to him, I cannot go back
to Gregory Hess.” I could see her face tighten. “That man loved you, Serena,
but he also held too high a desire for you, for your womanly body, with a truly
animal instinct. This man loves you even more than he did, with far less desire
for your womanly body with its animal instinct attached. This man wants the
woman sitting a few feet away, the full human, beside him continually, because
this man knows all of this woman's talents, abilities, and he certainly enjoys
her attitude, her behavior, her demeanor, because she is unique from any man
or woman he has ever met. This man's life would be fulfilled should she join
him, because something will always be missing when she's away. Even Lena,
even Esperanza, know this, know its truth. They would never want you anywhere but with all of us, since it is an unalterable truth.”
From her left eye, a single tear accumulated until it became large
enough to swell beyond the bottom of her eyelid, and slowly rolled along the
side of her nose down her cheek. Serena made no effort to wipe it. I watched it
roll down until it reached the top of her lip. When it did her lips quivered
slightly. With some effort she stated, “But I miss that, Al-Barrak...I'm not
where you're at, where Lena's at, Esperanza. I miss it because I still enjoy it.”
She suddenly drew up straight and proud, wiped her face quickly, and burst out
laughing. When it passed after a few moments, she remarked, “I would have to
marry Al-Barrak to have that, wouldn't I?”
“We would, my beloved, but it doesn't have to be anything fancy. We

could be married today.”
All laughed, even Sofia, and Lena sat up on the bed. “It wouldn't take
much, Serena,” Lena advised. “A simple promise from you, a simple promise
from Al, you're married...Esperanza, though, would be very disappointed. I believe you promised her she would be your maid of honor, my love.”
Serena laughed. “Yes, that's true. She wouldn't take that very well.” She
laughed again.
Sofia sat up in the bed next to Lena. “So, there, see? That wasn't so
hard, was it, Mother?”
Serena smiled. “No, that wasn't so hard.” Serena frowned slightly.
“You're not even a teenager yet and you're already ordering me around.”
Sofia crossed her arms. “You weren't acting very adult like, Mother.”
All laughed and I looked to Serena and she returned my gaze while biting her lip. She turned her head and placed her purse on the table, turned back
and set her hands in her lap. I was watching her hands and I noticed her right
hand, the one she used to put me on the floor, seemed bigger than her left. I
rose from my chair toward her. “Let me see that hand.”
“Which hand?” Serena asked facetiously.
“This one,” and I reached for her right hand. She sat motionless and assured as I gently lifted her right hand from her lap. I rested it in my right hand.
It felt puffy. I gently squeezed it, looking in her eyes, and she grimaced. With
my left hand I reached for her left hand and gently squeezed it, while she
smiled. “This hand is swelling, Serena, and it hurts a little, doesn't it?” I lowered them both to her lap and released them.
“It's nothing,” Serena scoffed. “De nada.”
“I'm going to get some ice for it,” I said, rising.
“I'm fine, Al-Barrak.”
I stared into her black pearls, noting her inviting smile. Leaning closer I
raised my right hand slowly to her left cheek and caressed her as her smile
widened. Slipping my hand under her chin I lifted her head, leaned closer until
my lips reached hers and kissed her for a few moments. I leaned back, locking
again onto her black pearls. “Yes, you are fine, as attractive as ever,” and Serena flashed a very wide smile, “but I need to get some ice for your hand. Let
me do it now.”
“As you wish, Al,” and she displayed a frown, “though I will survive.
Your jaw's not made of steel. I can swear to that.” She glanced around me to
Lena and Sofia and winked.
I went out to the hotel's ice machine with a bowl. When I returned Lena
had already laid out a towel on the counter and I let her pour some ice on it,
wrap it and take it to Serena sitting next to the table and the two worked it
around her hand. Serena turned slightly and set the hand wrapped with the
towel on the tabletop. “What are you doing here in India, Al? Is this really
where you want to live?”
I sat on the edge of the bed closest to Serena so we could see each other
easier. “This is where I want to live for now, yes.”
“Yes,” Serena uttered with her famous sultry tone, “and there's hardly

room for you and Lena. You'll have to do much better than this if you want me
with all of you.” To make her point she swept her head to glance around the
room and added, “Much better!”
“As a matter of fact, Serena,” Lena stated, “we were all going to look at
properties today for our next acquisition, mostly apartments.”
“This is what you want to do here, be a landlord?” Serena's face was
disappointed.
I grinned widely. “You have no idea what we started with here, Serena,
but we took many pictures as we progressed and I'll show them to you later.
This was a hotel, below average, but even with only sixteen units and in one of
India's most popular vacation areas, it was rarely booked completely. Is this not
a gorgeous wood floor?”
I watched Serena's gaze drop to the floor, admiring it. “It is quite attractive.” She glanced up to me. “Did you put it in here?”
“It was already here, Serena, covered by a gaudy carpet, done by a previous owner. The man from whom we purchased this property didn't even
know each room had carpet covering a perfectly elegant teak wood floor. We
added kitchenettes to each room, and Lena designed all the small rooms like
this one. Yes, it's small, it's cramped, but each room is an entire and complete
living space. The village granted us the right to offer rooms as apartments and
we have four permanent residents, one of whom is an older man about my age,
with relatives who live nearby, he has no permanent occupation, he has a crippled left foot from an accident as a youth, he does odd jobs, sometimes even
begging, though he does it in very unique ways, he has some artistic skills
which he uses to make exceptional paper creations, but he pays his rent on
time, every month, in rupees, he is quite the conversationalist and respectful of
all the guests. He would be living under the stars today, like he was before he
heard about this place, Serena. It's true he can barely afford to live here but he
makes do. Sometimes we find him odd jobs. This is what I'm doing here, because I can do it here, the Indian people are letting me do it here, there's no
rancor, vindictiveness, no contention. In fact, most who know about this, about
Omar and me and what we're trying to do, are quite anxious to see what we'll
do next.” I stood up and walked past the table to the sliding door leading to the
balcony. “What you will discover, Serena, as you look for your hotel today as
your place to stay for a while, is most, and almost certainly the one you
choose, has plenty of rooms available. They're not completely booked. We
haven't had a single room open on any night since before May, dear, not one.” I
turned to face her as Serena had turned to face me. “All at a reasonable price
just about the least in all of India can afford. I'm not there yet. I've only started,
but I'll get there. You watch me.”
Serena shook her head. “Why don't you make movies, Al-Barrak?
You're damn good at it, in case you didn't know.”
I stepped behind Serena and placed my hands on her shoulders. “Like
to be in my next one?”
Serena leaned her head way back against my stomach, looking up into
my eyes. “The last movie I did was your movie, Al. Think I don't remember

how special it was?”
“That wasn't my movie,” I remarked, patting her shoulders. I sat in the
chair next to the desk facing Serena.
Serena turned all the way around to face me. “Yes, we all know the
convention, Al. A movie belongs to the director. That's the convention. Who in
the business is the unconventional one? Who writes a screenplay, a western, set
in eastern Mexico performed entirely in English? Who meets with another
screenwriter to transform a weak story into a compelling and captivating one?
Who produces a live stage performance and enhances it for the movie version,
which was an entire musical performance, no less? Who produces a documentary about an experiment in Africa which he himself organized? Who else is
that unconventional, who can do all that?” Serena smiled widely, watching my
smile widen. “One! There's only one who is that unconventional, and he prides
himself on it. Do you not, Al-Barrak?”
“Well, when you put it that way,” I smiled while everyone laughed.
“Where are you with Andrea's script?”
“I'm about halfway through,” and I shook my head, “but I don't know
how I want to finish it, yet. It's heading in the direction of a typical romantic
ending, like hundreds of other stories, and that has no appeal to me. I'm struggling with it.”
“Well, figure it out, Al-Barrak, and find a place for me in it, too, please.
I haven't been on a set in years and I miss it, but the set I would like to be on is
your set. I know what it would be like. I've been on a set with you before and it
would be even better with you as director. And Andrea on the set? With Drake,
too? I wanna see it!”
I rubbed my wounded jaw, not because it still hurt, which it did, but because I was thinking, contemplating a future in which I would be, once again,
bound inextricably. “Well, let's think about this.” I started rubbing my chin,
then let my fingers drift through my unruly beard. “If we spend a few days
looking at properties and find the one suitable, I could turn Omar loose while
working with Lena on design possibilities, which she has shown a very capable
talent to perform and seems to enjoy doing it at the same time. Am I correct,
my beloved?”
“I do enjoy designing these rooms, my beloved,” Lena responded with
her effervescent smile. “I had no need before, no opportunity, but when I got
here with your need, I really enjoyed doing it. I especially enjoyed working to
put it all together. I love doing that.”
I smiled widely remembering. “You should have seen it, Serena. She
and Esperanza assembled most of the cabinets in these rooms. It took days and
days. They never complained. Most of the time they were laughing while they
were doing it and they installed many of them, put them up against the wall
and screwed them into place perfectly.”
“It was far less stressful than criminal psychology, let me tell you, Serena.” We all laughed.
“So, let's think about this...Find the property we all want. I'll dream up
an ending for Andrea's script.” I turned to look into Serena's beautiful black

pearls. “You start arranging our wedding in California-”
“Now, hold on there, vaquero!” Serena interrupted.
“No, Serena, listen to me for a few minutes. Listen.” I waited for her
acquiescence. She became quiet and attentive. “For years, you and I have
talked about commitment and we both know what it entails. There has always
been some roadblock to keep us from a full commitment, but every time we've
faced these roadblocks, you and I, together, separately, have implored, pleaded,
with each other, 'Don't quit on me.' You and I have said it many times to the
other and have had this very discussion many times, too. Take the time while
you're here to arrange the wedding. Go back to California if you need to. Recruit Esperanza to help. She's your maid of honor so she'll jump at the opportunity. Invite 'em all. Make it as big as you want. I have no objection because I
want you to plan the wedding you want, except avoid the legality part of it,
okay?” Everyone laughed, even Serena. “I have two wives already. I'd prefer
not to arrive in the United States of America to be eventually arrested for
bigamy. I could do without it.”
“It is another thing to consider, Al-Barrak,” Serena interjected. “Marriage introduces the idea of sharing everything. You've said it yourself. It takes
two lives and twists them into one and with all your wives, it complicates everything.”
“Do you trust me, Serena, trust me completely?”
“You know I do.”
“As my wife, everything I own belongs to you, too. You have a considerable amount which you own, which you control, more than I have, which I
think is fair to state. Keep what you have if it's what you wish. Keep it separate. I have no interest in it. I don't want your property, what you own. I want
you! If it makes you feel more secure in our impending marriage, write up a legal document to that effect and I'll sign it. I don't want your property, Serena. I
want you.”
“It would be different than...” Serena let it drift away.
“Of course it would be different than what we've all agreed previously.
So what? Do you really think it's why we all want you with us, to have access
to your property? Really? Is that how you've interpreted the many conversations you have had with Esperanza, with Magdalena, all those conversations
which never included me? Those two want your property?” I looked at Serena
somewhat severely.
“Okay! Settle down, Al. Don't look at me like that!” Serena smiled. “If
you did sign something like what you propose, it would make us different,
wouldn't it?”
I smiled big and wide as I engaged Lena's gaze. “Hmmm. Different.
Serena would be different, Lena. That's what we're lacking! We're not all the
same. I'm different from you. You're different from Esperanza. She's different
from me. We need to be all the same. How can we do that?”
Lena turned to Serena. “Serena, my love, you must keep your stuff
away from Al. He'll only squander it, you know.” Lena and I laughed loudly.
Soon, Sofia joined us and Serena finally laughed.

“Okay, so you've drafted the legal document to protect yourself, I've
signed it, no one has an objection, can I move on, please?”
“All right!” Serena loudly proclaimed, glanced to Lena, and both
laughed.
“We have the wedding. Lena leaves everything in Omar's capable hands
for a few days and flies in, Esperanza stands beside you as your maid of honor,
the ceremony takes place, everyone, even your unique family members, enjoy
themselves, but,” I paused for a moment. “Instead of taking off for some honeymoon destination, we report on the set of my movie, though I have already
begun to address it as our movie since it involves all of us, and we'll shoot it
under the very capable and watchful gaze of Jeremy and David and maybe
even Conrad, and we'll wrap the movie and gather together for possibly the
most bizarre wrap party the business has ever had, because you can imagine
the kinds of conversations we'll have at that wrap party after that movie.
Jeremy will take the recordings to Germany and start the editing process, you
and I will come to India, and for our honeymoon, we'll go to work on preparing the new property, and we'll take occasional breaks so I can show you some
of the sights and sounds and treasures surrounding you in India, and we'll plan
and prepare for our futures, our lives together.” I sat up straight and smiled triumphantly, noting Serena's wide and pleasing smile. “Now! Do you have any
real objection? It is not conventional, yet you love and are in love with anyone
but a conventional man. It seems to meet every hope, desire and aspiration you
have ever expressed to me, my beloved.”
“Well, I do love an unconventional man, so, yes, it does seem to fit.”
“And think of this, too, Serena,” Lena added, smiling at me widely. “If
it doesn't work out, having your legal document, all you have to do is tell AlBarrak, 'I divorce you,' four times in one sitting, and you're on your merry
way.”
Serena turned to me. “That easy, huh?”
“You'll tell me three times easily, Serena, but I'll be glaring at you waiting for the fourth one. When I hear it, you'll be clearing out immediately, because I will never wish to see or hear from you ever again. When I marry you,
it's for life. This ain't no game.”
“That he does mean, Serena,” Lena advised her.
“If it doesn't work out for you, if you find yourself unhappy and discontent, I do not want you to be trapped in such a marriage. There is your easy and
faultless way out of it, but if you invoke it, we will have no relationship after.
We will be through and you will live every moment of the rest of your life
without me in it. I promise you that.”
Serena drew in a deep breath and sighed it out. She looked at me intently. “I hadn't seen you in a year and a half, Al-Barrak, spoken with you
hardly at all. You were out of my life and it seemed to me it's what you wanted.
With your two marriages, isn't it enough?” She glanced at Lena and smiled.
“We flew back to Los Angeles and I was thinking there isn't any room for me,
you didn't really want me, and you didn't want me, did you, Al?”
“Not the way you were and what you wanted, no.”

“I have my life to consider, my future. I didn't think it included you. I
have to get on with my life.” Except for her brief glance to Lena, Serena's gaze
was fixed on me, and she shook her head. “I don't want to talk about my 'billionaire boyfriend,' except he turned out to be disappointing in the end, too. As
Gregory, you were right about me then. You're right about me now. Sometimes
I think you know me better than I do. You certainly know things about me no
one else knows.”
Serena continued to shake her head until her gaze focused on Lena.
Lena returned her gaze sympathetically. “It often happens when two become
very close. Al knows things about me no one else knows.”
Serena scoffed. “No, Lena, my love, it's not like that...He knew I was
raped when I was sixteen, the summer before I turned seventeen. He knew it.
No one else knows.”
I noted Sofia's horror, Lena's shock. Calmly, I asked, “Have you sought
counseling, Serena, as I have always suggested?”
Serena suddenly brightened and looked to me cheerfully. “As a matter
of fact, Al-Barrak, the former Gregory Hess, who initially suggested it, yes, I
have. You wouldn't believe what she told me.” She paused, fixed on my face,
my eyes, searching them, with a victorious expression. “She wanted to know
everything about it, and then she asked, who knew? I told her everything about
you, Al, everything I could think of about our relationship, our very intimate
past, even your insistence I should seek counseling or it wouldn't last between
us. Do you know what she told me? Can you imagine it?” I simply smiled
warmly. I had a feeling what she was going to tell me. It was exactly why I had
insisted she seek counseling. “She said rape victims often recognize a man who
truly loves them beyond the desire, they see it and recognize it, but they have
little recourse than to hold on to that man desperately, and in their desperation,
they often surrender themselves, surrender their own bodies, because they find
it difficult to think a man's desire for them to be anything more than physical,
than for their bodies. The counselor said it, said what I knew when she said it
has always been true for me, and you knew it, too.” Suddenly, no warning
whatsoever, tears streamed from her eyes and ran down her face freely. “You
knew about me the whole time, you have always been right about me, and I
both hate you and love you at the same time...and I don't...think I can live without you.” I thought about Serena's past regarding this traumatic event, how it
had shaped her and she had suppressed it, repressed it, for over thirty years and
was still doing so, except for this moment of unveiling before those who would
never judge her. I rose from my chair, took the two steps to her, and dropped to
my knees to place my head in her lap. I heard her try to laugh, felt her rub her
hands over my head, even try to lift it, but I kept my head tightly against her
legs, and she continued to rub my head. “If we marry, Al-Barrak, will I still be
your equal, your partner, instead of just one of your wives?”
Lena laughed, and Serena forced a laugh, as I lifted my head to catch
her gaze. “I said I never want to consider you as only my wife and I still don't.
I have always wanted you beside me, not in front to show you off, not behind
me because I'm the leader, I want you beside me, my partner, my equal.”

Serena gazed at me intensely and suddenly got caught in one of those
physical moments where one chokes and shudders uncontrollably, and her entire body shook under me. She was still streaming tears but her gaze never wavered, fixed entirely onto my eyes as I looked up unblinking at her. When it
had finally passed, she stated emphatically, “Marry me, you nutball, and never
leave my side again.”
Once we began discussing the rest of our day, I pulled out some appropriate clothing from the dresser and closet, stepped into the bathroom, cleaned
up and dressed. Lena wished to shower first, Sofia was watching some of the
weirder Indian television programming, which somehow fascinated her, and I
wished to explain something about the former Gregory Hess to Serena, having
the discussion in a more private manner, and I could also move their luggage
behind the counter and plan the day with Omar and Darshana. Serena accompanied me to the lobby and Omar and I first moved their luggage. There were
but four people in the dining room so we both took a seat at a table away from
the others.
“When we were last in Africa, Serena, I said you had been slowly peeling back the onion surrounding Gregory but you hadn't yet reached the disgusting, diseased part of the onion. Do you recall me telling you that?”
“Yes,” Serena replied, staring at me intently. “Maybe, though, Al, I already knew it.”
“You may have had glimpses, Serena. You may have deduced Gregory
could be cold, cruel, unfeeling, even violent. You had seen some of his petulant
temper and at times he could be very petty.” Serena simply nodded her head.
“His desire for you was anything but innocent. You had already performed
things sexually with him which you had never seriously considered before.
True?”
Serena shook her head, frowning with the memory. “No. I never considered it seriously. Threesomes? Foursomes? No!” She paused and stared
from one eye to the other. “Somehow, though, it all took place so...naturally.”
She shook her head again. “It somehow seemed so natural.”
“It was natural to Gregory, even though he had never been there before
either, but his status had risen so high, another new experience, he had a swagger with you, Serena, with Jennifer, with Jana, even with Esperanza. He could
be that way with all of you because he knew he would return to Germany and
there would be waiting the one who truly was devoted to him. You were not
the one he wanted in his life more than any other. Lena was. I don't know if
you knew it or sensed it, if any of you knew it or sensed it. I think what you all
knew was if you didn't go along as it took place, he'd shut you out with no regrets, so you all did get along because I don't think any of you wanted out. The
swagger he possessed and displayed effortlessly blinded you, so each one of
you did things you only dreamed of and never considered seriously. You were
all, every one of you, intent on pleasing Gregory, because if you didn't, you
would be out.” Serena looked down at the table. I knew she was thinking about
this regarding what her memory and her feelings about it conjured. “Gregory
even gave you, Serena, a taste of what it would feel like to be out. That was the

night we argued about what the guy said at the restaurant with Oprah. Recall
how that felt?”
Serena raised her head, frowning. “But Gregory was right about it. I
was wrong.”
“But look at what he did when you agreed with him you were wrong.
He made you get up from your seat on the sofa, flop down on your knees before him, and beg for forgiveness, publicly, Serena, in front of all those witnesses. Gregory humiliated you and would never consider taking you back until you did so. And you did it.”
“So what are you trying to tell me about Gregory I don't already know,
Al-Barrak?”
“It was only the beginning, Serena. He would have done a lot more. He
had you where he wanted you, and he would have kept making suggestions,
what he wanted you to do for him. You may have put them off, but he would
not stop making suggestions, and you would eventually do them, no matter
how repulsive. You would do it because you wanted him and you would think,
if I love him and this is what he wants, how can I not do it? He's not physically
hurting me. No, he wouldn't do that, but he had already emotionally hurt you,
and he would continue to do it. His attitude about it would be, get over it. If
you love me and are devoted to me, you'll do it willfully and without a single
thought about it. That's what you had become, in Gregory's mind, and he was
going to take it as far as he could. You were going to be his sex slave or he
would turn you loose, and the only thing which intervened was Africa. I thank
the One you resisted as long as you did. I thank the One for intervening, because the One not only saved you, the One saved me, the One saved both of us.
Not only did you never reach the disgusting, depraved part of the onion surrounding Gregory, and all of the hurt and humiliation it would have produced,
the onion was completely destroyed before I returned to the garden.” I paused
as I looked at Serena's expression of surprise, and narrowed my eyelids. “The
worst thing about it, Serena, is Gregory would have done it all without wanting
anyone else to know. He would have done it for his own self-satisfaction. He
came into the life of one of the most beautiful, famous, powerful women in the
world, and convinced her to do it all through her own free will. That's what he
had in store for you. That was the Gregory Hess you loved and with whom you
were in love.”
“What could Gregory have done to me, though, Al?”
“Use your imagination, Serena. Think of all the possible sex acts, role
playing, anything you could possibly dream up which wouldn't result in you
being hurt physically. There are hundreds, thousands. It would never have
ended. That is sexual desire, Serena, the ugliness of it, and he would have used
your own sexual desire for him against you, a sexual desire you still possess. 'I
don't want to do that. It bores me. I want you to do this.' It would never end
and you would eventually do them all, each one, no matter how disgusting and
depraved. And you would never leave him, not because of that. He would always remind you he never hurt you. No, not physically. Emotionally? Yes. You
would always think, I'm not strong enough, tough enough. It's my fault I feel

this way. You would be true, loyal, dependable, faithful, and Gregory's sex
slave forever. You still don't see it because you never got to that part of the
onion, Serena, but once you reached it, too late. He would have waited until
you were fully committed, married. Then, you would have had no face-saving
way out. Then you would have seen it. That was the Gregory Hess I destroyed.
It's why sexual desire means nothing to me. It is bottomless, and it's the struggle you have left to fight. You will continue to think you can control your sexual desire, but it will occasionally overpower you, overwhelm you. In those
times I will try to help you conquer it, because if you can't conquer it, it will
inevitably embitter you to me. It will vanquish your love for me, your love for
all, turn it to hate because you're not getting what you think you want. I know
how powerful it is so I will pull you along gradually, slowly, giving you the
time to consider what it is, how destructive it is, and overpower it, instead of it
overpowering you.”
I smiled warmly while Serena, looking at my face compared to how serious our discussion had been, suddenly broke out into her own smile. “I've
seen that look, Al. What are you thinking now?”
“It will start, your training to conquer sexual desire, the morning after
our wedding.”
“Oh, I know what will happen then!” Serena blurted in triumph.
“It never happens any more, Serena. Ask Lena. Ask Esperanza. They
were as surprised as you will be.”
“No! You always said, 'A cock crows in the morning-'”
“But mine doesn't rise in the morning any more.”
Serena stared at me incredulously, until her expression became severe.
“What about all those pictures?”
“They're all gone, every one of them.” My expression was blank but
sure while Serena stared at me with an even greater incredulity. “I erased them
from my computer before my first trip to Mali and when I returned to Germany
from the garden the first time I destroyed every copy I had.”
Serena stared at me hard, a glance to one eye, another, my mouth, waiting for me to crack. In a very measured tone, she remarked, “My God! You
have changed. I could depend on your morning routine.”
I smiled easily. “Now you can depend on other things, Serena, those
which matter.” I looked through the dining room to Omar behind the counter in
the lobby. Seconds later he saw me and I waved at him to come into the dining
room. “We'll talk more about this. I'm sure you have other questions, but let's
get started with what we need to accomplish looking at these properties.”
“What about when I'm ready, Al-Barrak? I suppose I'll have to wait?”
Serena's expression was both teasing and disappointed.
“We'll see about it on your wedding night, my beloved.” Serena was biting her lip as Omar walked across the lobby to join us.

Segment Thirty-Five
Omar arrived at our table holding
the notebook we kept for acquisitions.
He sat down to my right between us
and opened the notebook to the first
page. Looking to his right to Serena
with a smile, he said, “Good morning,
Senorita Dominguez.”
Serena smiled back. “Good morning, Omar.”
Omar smiled even wider. “Will
you and your lovely daughter be having supper with us tonight? You had to
leave before you ate the last time. A previous engagement, as I recall.”
Now Serena forced a smile. “I think I will but I don't know yet.” She
turned slightly in my direction. “I think it will depend on my host.”
“You will do what you think is right, Serena, and you know I will not
argue. It would please me to have your company for supper. We happen to have
an Indian chef who is making a name for himself while he cooks for us here
every night.”
Omar laughed as he turned to me. “You'll need to make your reservation early, partner, if you want a table.”
I smiled wide as I took in Serena's inquisitive expression. “Another of
our small successes. We usually book every table. He's a pretty good chef.” I
turned to Omar. “Hold a table for me anyway, please, for four. Serena will decide later...What do we have we can look at so we return before dark?”
“I was thinking about it, Al, and it seems to me we can take a look at
three properties in and south of Jalandhar this afternoon. I can call the others
and make appointments in the next few days, but we'll take a look at these and
see if we want to proceed further. You always want to get a good look at the
surrounding neighborhood for each. We'll have plenty of time.”
“Do you think Jalandhar is our next target, that it will meet our acquisition needs?”
“It's very similar to Kapurthala as far as its overall demographics. It's
closer, closer than Amritsar, so it makes it easier for renovation.”
“All right. Let's look at the one in the city first, then drive to the other
two south and call it a day.”
“Kumar's not available to watch the counter.”
“I'll see if Bandwar has any plans.”
Omar laughed. “Darshana doesn't appreciate Bandwar all that much,
partner. You know.”
“She's done it before and it went fine. Have her call Ravi to see if he
can drop in for a little while and give her some company.”
“Why were you laughing about this Bandwar?” Serena asked.
“Bandwar the beggar. He's the one I was telling you about. We sometimes give him odd jobs, too. If Omar and I are both away, Darshana does not

like to watch the counter alone, so we have Bandwar sit in the lobby with her
and he greets the guests with his unique smile and way about him, and when he
smells trouble, he bangs his walking stick on the floor. It gets everyone's attention.”
“It's very effective, we have learned,” Omar added.
“You have quite the setup here, Al.”
“It's a living.” I patted Omar on the back and rose. “I'll check with
Bandwar, see if Heinz is ready, and we'll hit the road, partner.” I turned to Serena. “Would you like to accompany us? We can drive by the best hotel in Kapurthala and Jalandhar, that one's the better, and you can make a reservation if
you like.”
“Is there room in your car?”
“Of course. It's a sport wagon, two bucket seats in front and two more
rows, plenty of room.”
Bandwar had no plans, as I suspected, and was sitting in the lobby fifteen minutes later, walking stick at the ready, wearing the sandals I bought for
him at my request. Heinz was dressed and waiting for my knock, since we had
discussed driving to some of these properties the day before. Lena was ready,
dressed casually as we all were, and Sofia jumped up, announcing she was
ready.
We drove past the hotel in Kapurthala and I advised Serena they had
limited suites and limited room service, available only during specific times
and from a limited menu. They had a first rate restaurant but it was an open arrangement with little dining privacy. Serena wanted to look at the hotel in Jalandhar first and decide then if she wanted a closer look at the one in Kapurthala.
The hotel in Jalandhar was much more to Serena's liking. I accompanied her to the lobby while everyone else waited in the vehicle. Serena wanted
to see the suite first, so the young male clerk advised it can be arranged, and
turned to the female manager on duty, who greeted both of us immediately. Before we left the desk, Serena asked about the room service menu. The manager
handed her the restaurant menu from behind the desk. “We offer our guests the
full menu through room service, Madam, and there's a menu in every room.
Room service is always available, night and day.”
The suite was on the top floor and Serena poked around the room,
checking everything, asking many questions. Last was security, since she had
decided the hotel met her requirements. Lance did not accompany her on this
trip, since Serena was being quite honest when she spoke to us about her plans.
She had none. She really was ready to leave at any time when she arrived. The
manager advised they had hotel security available to sit outside the room
twenty-four hours. There was an additional charge for it. “May I ask to whom I
am addressing?” the manager asked discreetly, having avoided asking it before
to appear as accommodating as possible.
“I am Serena Dominguez,” Serena responded, with her usual regal
bearing.
Without sounding stunned, maintaining a decorum of that's not so un-

usual for us, the manager asked, “The movie star?”
“She hardly makes movies any more,” I responded. Serena frowned and
the manager smiled.
“Will you be staying with us, too, sir?”
“Not this trip. I live in Subhanpur. We run a hotel there but we're
booked.”
The manager knew I wasn't Indian, so when it hit her, she beamed at
me. “Are you Al-Barrak?”
“I am.” I smiled at her enchanting smile.
“Hotel Shanti. I know all about it.” She turned to Serena. “I've eaten at
their restaurant. Fabulous, authentic northern Indian cuisine. You've made a
name for yourself.”
“I suppose we can't hide what we're doing, can we?”
“Not in the hotel business. We keep track of the competition, even the
small ones like yours.”
Serena was getting a little peeved. “I don't want to interrupt your getting acquainted, but I would like to stay here. Can we get back to that, please?”
We journeyed to the lobby floor and the manager checked in Serena
personally, never addressing Serena by her name, always “Madam.” When
complete, she asked, “Shall we help you with your luggage, Madam?”
“Not at this time. Our luggage is in his hotel.” Serena frowned at me. I
smiled widely.
“We look forward to your return, Madam. Should I not be on duty when
you do return, I shall leave a note with security so they shall accompany you at
the hotel at all times, and welcome to India, and Jalandhar, in particular. It is an
honor to have you stay with us, Madam.” She was sincere the whole time.
I turned to Serena. “That's why I live here, Madam. Polite, courteous,
friendly, sincere. Almost everyone in this part of the country is like that.” I
turned to the manager. “Wouldn't you agree?”
She smiled to me warmly. “I was never taught any different, from my
family and everyone.”
Serena frowned again. “He's trying in his not so clever way to convince
me to live here, too.”
The manager leaned forward slightly in a conspiratorial manner.
“Madam, it is my belief you will find it extremely hard to find anything disagreeable while you stay here. I, myself, have lived in other countries, both as
an employee of this company and on my own, and when I do, I immediately
look forward to returning, and I always return.”
Serena frowned even more, but gathered her composure. “So, we are
through here?”
“Yes, Madam. Everything will be ready when you return. Only come to
the front desk.”
As we walked out of the expansive lobby to the vehicle waiting, Serena
advised me, “I think I can no longer count the times when I have said to you,
'You enjoy this too much.' Here I am again, with the same thought. You enjoy
this too much, Al-Barrak.”

“What's not to enjoy? By my side I have my favorite movie star. In the
vehicle waiting is my favorite African queen, my favorite female adolescent, a
crazy business partner, all driven by one of Deutschland's finest. What's not to
enjoy?” Serena slipped her arm around mine but turned her head to tease me so
I couldn't see the smile pasted on her face. “Yeah, don't show me your smile either, Madam. That will give it away.”
“Let's go see these properties, Mister Landlord.” Serena shook her head
severely while squeezing my arms tighter and bemoaned, “I'm in love with an
Arab real estate baron.”
We drove about a mile from the more financial area to the neighborhood known as Center Town, past Nehru Garden, which Omar pointed out to
all. A few blocks later we were near the building. The further we drove from
the Garden the less the surroundings seemed appealing. Driving by a house on
the corner with an expansive lot on all sides except the front and a sign very
near the front doors, since there were two, I asked Omar what the sign read.
“It's for sale, Al.”
“It looks like a duplex. What do you think, Omar?”
“I think you're right. What about it?”
“Before we leave I want to check it.”
“It has a phone on the sign. You should call first.”
“I want to see the residents first, since we're right here. I don't do the
conventional thing, Omar. You know.”
“Do I ever.”
Two blocks further, dominating its block on the corner, was a five-story
apartment complex. There was the sale sign on the gate next to the locked
door, accessible through a pad or a card swipe. “Park on the street here, Heinz.
I want to walk around it.”
Lena and Omar accompanied me as we strolled along the walk to the
end of the block and along that street to where the drive into the parking area
was located. It was gated and Omar asked if I thought it was good or bad.
“Good for security. It depends on other factors if it's bad for our purposes. It's
all fenced and gated. I really want to see some rooms here.”
We walked back to the sidewalk entrance. A young man was approaching the sidewalk gate when we arrived. “Excuse me, young man. Are you a resident here?”
He stopped at the gate and turned to me suspiciously. “And what if I
was?”
“I was curious what you thought of the place. Do you like it here?”
He produced a guarded smile but glanced around the building. “It's
okay. It's an apartment building.” He turned back to me. “Are you interested in
staying here?”
“We're interested in buying the place.” I swept my arm to the sale sign
on the gate.
“In that case, you should talk to the manager.” He looked at the pad on
the gate. “Punch up one hundred and it buzzes the manager's apartment. He's
always around.” He quickly turned to the pad, swiped his card through the

swiper, the gate door unlocked and he walked through and let it shut behind
him.
“Easy enough,” I said glancing at both. “Let's talk to this guy.”
I punched in “100” and a half minute later we were greeted in Hindi
through the speaker. Omar replied we were interested in seeing some rooms, as
part of our due diligence in considering the purchase of the complex. Omar
translated the manager's response that he was very busy. “Ask him if he speaks
English.”
“I speak English,” came the response before Omar could ask through
the speaker.
“My name is Al-Barrak. My partner's name is Omar. I have no intention
of putting you out if you cannot find the time. It is short notice, but should we
end up buying this building, we will have need for a manager, and when I look
for such a person, I consider accommodation, friendliness and hospitality as
excellent traits in any employee.”
“I'll be right down,” came the immediate response.
We all stepped away from the speaker as I noted the curious looks Lena
and Omar wore. “Now that he's coming right down, what do you think is the
likelihood the owners have not promised him any continuing position should
they sell the complex?”
“I wouldn't bet against that, partner,” Omar chuckled. “It's a sucker's
bet.”
Once Walid, a Muslim, arrived at the gate, we soon learned it was exactly the case. He came down to meet us, potential buyers of the property, as a
reasonable hedge on his expectation to be soon unemployed. He knew the
name Al-Barrak. It seemed the name had become widely known all over the
Muslim world. He showed us several apartments, since they had many unoccupied, and of several different sizes, though the arrangements were the same on
every floor. According to Walid the complex itself used to be popular with students attending school in Jalandhar from all over the country, but it had
dropped in popularity with students due to a number of factors. It had potential
for families but it hadn't been able to shake its reputation as a student dwelling,
which was not attractive to families. It also wasn't attractive to families due to
the amount of decay each room had undergone in the decades since any extensive renovation had taken place. I asked Walid the total number of apartments
in use.
“There are fourteen apartments on every floor. That's seventy total.
Right now we have less than forty occupied and many of those have leases due
up soon, less than three months.”
“Is it because the building's for sale, Walid?”
“That's what I've been told by many residents. No one likes change.”
I turned to Omar. “I like the challenge here, Omar. This is one I am definitely interested in knowing more about.” Omar nodded his head and put a
mark next to this one in his notebook. I turned to Walid. “Hug or shake, Walid?
I prefer a hug.”
Walid stepped up to me and hugged me warmly. “It would be a great

honor for me to work for you, Al-Barrak. I hope you do buy it. You will certainly attempt to improve it, unlike the current owners.”
“Say nothing to them, please, other than you showed us around. I
would appreciate it, Walid.”
“My lips are sealed.”
I liked Walid, no doubt about it. On the way back to the vehicle, both
Lena and Omar asked what I thought about the complex. “There's a great deal
of modernization for each apartment, based on what we've already seen. I have
no doubt we'll be able to market it successfully to families once we do so, the
larger apartments. There is, if I'm not mistaken, some programs available to
housing owners for students of low income families attending school here in
Punjab. I've heard of them. I think Ram has mentioned it before. Let's get Ram
to research it for us and know exactly what we have to do to make our other
open apartments eligible for those students, especially if we can offer apartments with shared occupancy which qualify. Those are students, from those
low-income families, who I anticipate will be respectful, reasonably quiet, in
short, proper and decent residents.” We reached the vehicle. “I wanna look at
the duplex on the corner.”
Heinz swung the sport vehicle around and we pulled up to the corner
directly across the street from the duplex. Before we got out, Omar asked me
what interest I had in this property. Everyone else had the same thought. “It's a
three-story property, Omar. There has to be a considerable amount of living
space and I think that's where I'd like to take up residence. I want to see inside
it naturally, but I'm curious about who actually lives here knowing it's for sale.
Is it the owner or someone else, and if so, what is the relationship? I'm always
curious about that, Omar. Sometimes it has a very interesting enlightenment
about the history of the property, at the very least, the most recent.”
The two of us casually strolled up the walk to the two doors and picked
the one which we assumed may be the primary residence. We had no real idea
but it seemed to both of us the one on the right might be it. We rang the bell
and waited. It took nearly two minutes and one more ring, but the door slowly
opened, the chain lock still set, and when the chain was fully extended, we
could only see the partial face of an old woman peering out wide-eyed. Her
greeting was hardly welcoming and her shrill voice in Hindi asked what we
wanted.
Omar did the speaking and I stood back several feet in order to leave
the impression we were not trying to gang up on anyone who should answer. It
was clear she had no interest in engaging with us in conversation, which was
concluded less than a minute later when she loudly shut the door. What Omar
had been able to wrangle from the old woman was she did live there, she was
not the owner, and we were to call the number if we were interested in purchasing the property and to never bother her again or she would report us to the
authorities. She took our business card when Omar offered. Omar suggested
trying the other door but I dissuaded him, and he stared at my peculiar smile as
we moved back down the walk toward the vehicle. “What's on your mind, partner?”

“I have this strong feeling, Omar, the owner of this property is one of
this woman's children and she's not happy about how any of this is progressing.
Did you write down the number?”
“Yes.”
“I'll call the number when we return to the hotel.”
We drove to the other two properties further south of Jalandhar. Neither
were promising, though we wouldn't rule them out completely. We would look
at the other properties over the next few days but I advised Omar I would call
the number for the apartment complex and start the process in the morning. I
called the number for the duplex. It was a real estate firm so I left a message.
“Join us for supper, Serena. You will enjoy the food.”
“I don't know much about Indian food, Al.”
“Everything we serve on the menu will meet with your approval. I have
eaten from every selection. Choose the medium for spiciness.”
“You think I can't handle it?”
“There are differences in spices between Indian and Mexican, Serena.
Choose the medium and you will not be disappointed. Should you wish, the
next time, for something with a little more bite, then make it more spicy. It can
be a step up, even from what you're used to. Start with the medium.”
Serena, more than anyone else, was curious why I was considering the
duplex. “It's a three-story property, Serena, the lot is large and it takes up a
great deal of space in the lot. I truly anticipate there are three or more bedrooms on either side and if it turns out to be true and worthy when we finally
do see the interior, it may be where I want to reside with all of us, you and
Sofia, too. It may be big enough for all of us without being crowded and
cramped.”
I paused and looked at Serena with an expression of disappointment.
“You will discover, Serena, as you grow older, there is no value in holding onto
a large residence, except strictly as an investment to sell when the time is optimal. Living in such a residence becomes a burden, walking past room after
room, all unoccupied. You need to shed the idea you have to keep up with your
colleagues and instead start to make your life simpler and more efficient. As
you age, spending time on worthy actions, and especially not wasting your precious time, becomes more and more an obsession. Your house, your spread, in
Los Angeles is not the residence where you want to spend much of the rest of
your life. You'll keep it. It will have value those times when you're back in Los
Angeles, but every time you step foot in it, you'll always remember how long it
takes you to walk from your bedroom to the kitchen, from one end to the other,
and the number of times you do it every day, and you'll resent it. You're at the
age now when you will be rewarded for making your life simpler, more compact and efficient, because all the lost time adds up to hours and days and
weeks and months, and you don't have many of those left. Don't waste them.”
“I know it, Al-Barrak. I really do.” Serena smiled warmly. “It's why I
want you to be my equal. You won't ever stop advising me about it and you're
right, but I want to live some place where I don't feel crowded and cramped.
Let's look at the duplex and see for ourselves.”

Heinz and I loaded the vehicle with Serena's luggage and the four of us
drove to the hotel in Jalandhar after supper. Once she announced herself at the
front desk, in minutes a large man wearing a jacket, tie and dress slacks appeared, a member of the hotel's security group. He escorted all of us up to Serena's suite and never left the door. We brought all her luggage up to her room
in one trip and I asked Heinz to wait for me. I wouldn't be long.
Serena closed the door behind us as Sofia got comfortable in one of the
large upholstered chairs next to the bed in the living room portion. The two of
us sat on the edge of the bed so we faced Sofia and Serena reached for my
hands. I let her slip her fingers around my hands and squeeze them gently.
“Why did you come here now, Serena? What pushed you to come here now?”
“I was enjoying my life without you, Al. I was. I was getting the attention and appreciation I deserve. I think I deserve it. I'm not a bitch. You know
that.” I nodded my head. It was true. “I was curious about your musical, but I
kept putting off seeing it. It was you. You weren't in my life any more. Someone else was. He was there. You were not. I didn't want any conflict. He knew
all about you. Everyone, it seems, knows all about you. He suggested, a few
weeks ago, to go see it. He said it wouldn't have any effect on him. He wasn't
jealous. He had heard it was a spectacular movie and we should both go and
see it together.” Suddenly Serena released my hands and fell to her back on the
bed.
“Here comes the fun part, Papi,” Sofia loudly exclaimed. Serena
laughed, covered her face with her hands, and rubbed her hands all over her
face. I looked at Sofia as she looked at me. She lifted her eyebrows and
glanced to her mother.
“Do you know how many times I wished you had never pulled into my
driveway? Do you know how much easier it would have made my life? I
would still be married, I would still be living mostly in France, my daughter
would still have her father guiding her, and I wouldn't have to deal with so
many English reporters ignoring my answers and abusing me with questions I
don't understand in the slightest! Uhhhh!” Serena sat up from the bed and
swung her right arm at me and whacked me. “And I wouldn't have to spend
four hours in a theater watching the man with whom I have shared so many
wonderful memories strutting around on a stage having the time of his life providing a musical and theatrical experience live which may never be duplicated,
and I wanted to be there with him, but we were so torn apart, so far apart. I
stopped thinking about the man I was with. I didn't even care about him. What
does that say about me? We drove home, he kissed me, and I sent him away because I knew who I was going to think about, dream about.” She hauled up and
whacked me again. “You better love me, and hold onto me, and never let me
slip through your fingers again, Al-Barrak, or I will punish you more than laying you out on the floor!” She turned to me with her firecracker expression.
“Do you understand me?”
I stared at Serena defensively, immobile. I glanced to Sofia. “See?”
When I turned to Serena, she was cocking and loading for her next assault, but I wrapped my arms around her chest level and held her tightly until

she relaxed. “I got your message, Senorita. You don't have to embellish it with
all the physical theatrics. I got your message.” She stared at me coiled and
ready to strike. “Did you add the physical theatrics so I would pick up on the
Spanish parts easier?”
Serena continued to glare at me, gritting her teeth, and shouted, “Si!”
Immediately, she couldn't hold it any longer and laughed uproariously. Sofia
laughed uproariously with her, stood up from the chair to walk to us and stand
right before us. I released my arm hold on Serena, wrapped my right arm
around Sofia and pulled all of us together.
“You are my absolute favorite mother-daughter couple!” I announced.
“We're the only mother-daughter couple you know, Al-Barrak!”
“It automatically makes you the favorite!”
“He's got you there, Mother!”
After a few minutes we all separated, there was some small talk about
the room, and I asked, “Do you have everything you need?”
Serena frowned. “Except for what I can't have, yet.”
I slipped my right hand across her left cheek, bent toward her and
kissed her briefly. “Shall I come around in the morning so you can accompany
us on our property excursions?”
“I enjoyed watching you today,” Serena stated, smiling warmly. “I want
to see how you go about this and what you end up owning. I suppose you're
going to do this indefinitely?”
“Until I leave for Tibet.”
Both frowned and shouted at the same time, “Tibet?”
“Since Gaza, when China stepped in with their pronouncement, I've
met with the Chinese ambassador to Germany, a very polite, but savvy politician. It seems, according to the ambassador, I enjoy some popularity with
many Chinese, and I have had quite a few discussions with the bureaucrats in
Beijing about visiting Tibet. It's been very encouraging and I think they'll grant
me permission to visit Tibet and stay for as long as a year.”
“What you're saying, Al-Barrak, is that shortly after we marry, you'll be
off again, wandering around somewhere away from me. That will be fun.” Serena turned to Sofia. “Won't you enjoy that, Sofia?”
“No, Mama, that won't be fun.” Sofia stared defiantly at me. “Why do
you always have to go off everywhere, Papi? Can't you settle down?” Sofia
turned and stomped back to the chair.
“I won't be gone long.” I turned back to Serena. “I am compelled, Serena.” Her frown was mighty. “You know what it means. If they grant me permission, I'm going. Stay here, both of you. Lena will be here and your company will be greatly appreciated. Esperanza will fly in on her semester breaks.
You won't be alone and isolated and I will make it up to you when I return.”
“You will have months and months of making it up to me, Al-Barrak!
Months!”
“I'll help you with that, Mama!”
“Yes, get in as much as you can you two, before I hop off to Japan, then
Australia, then South America.”

Now Serena's frown filled her face. “You are giving me second
thoughts about marriage, Al-Barrak!” I rose and stood before Serena, bending
down to grasp her on the sides of her waist. I knew Serena was ticklish there,
and I began tickling her mercilessly. She tried to wriggle away. “Stop! Stop!
Stop it!!” she shouted between her forced laughter.
I released her and stood up straight. “Your woman change had no effect
on your ticklishness, I see.” Serena sat up and whacked me below my left
shoulder. It hurt. I laughed. “I want everyone to come with me to Japan, then to
Australia, then finally to South America. We'll all live there for a while, not
acting like tourists. Then we'll all come back here, to India, and that's when I'll
settle down. I'll have seen all of the world I've wanted to see my whole life.”
“You would take me to Japan, Papi?”
I turned around to Sofia in her chair, noting her inquisitive but expectant expression, and smiled. “Of course I'll take you to Japan. I want to see you
put on your little Geisha gown, with all that paint on your face, and have you
serve me tea in the dining room. I'd love it!” I watched her face beam. I turned
back to Serena. “You, too! Mother and daughter Geishas!”
“Don't forget Lena and Esperanza,” Serena reminded me.
“And both of them, too. A whole roomful of Geisha girls, all serving me
tea and other assorted goodies. I'll have to take pictures of that!” We all
laughed. I bent down to Serena and kissed her again. “Come over here, little
squirt, and give me a kiss good night.” Sofia popped up from her chair, ran
over to me, jumped in my arms and I lifted her so she could plant a wet kiss on
my lips. I hugged her and glanced to Serena. “I'll call in the morning to tell you
when to expect us.”
Before I called Serena in the morning, I called the number for the apartment complex in Jalandhar. It was a real estate company, and I introduced myself as a partner of India Ventures, Inc. We were interested in the property and
wanted a more thorough examination soon. The agent assigned the property, a
female, asked if we were truly serious about it, the implication being, did we
have the funds? I responded we were prepared to buy it outright, we would negotiate the amount and close the sale since we had the appropriate funds for a
property that size, but I had some due diligence in determining the true worth
of the property from all the records for which I could gain access. India Ventures, Inc., I assured the woman, would not pay a single rupee beyond its true
worth. If it proved insufficient for the owners, then, good luck on your continued shopping it around.
“You don't really care what these people think about you, do you, Al?”
Omar asked.
“There are people out there, Omar, who will pay more for a property
than it's worth, but when you start to get up to the level of the big boys and
girls, those folks who would pay more get weeded out quick. This woman
knows it. She knows what she's up against. It's in her interest to sell the property. I only need to discover three things, Omar. How long has it been on the
market, what were the taxes paid last year and what is its assessment, compared to other properties in the immediate area? Those properties don't have to

be equivalent in size. I need only discover what the assessments are as far as
other areas in and around the city. Then, we'll know just about what the property is worth, something that, if this woman knows her business, is right about
equal to our determination. Then she'll start working with us, not against us.
She also said the current owner is an Indian corporation, which is even better.
Now it's not a personal thing for some individual. It becomes a bottom line
consideration for a corporation, and since the corporation has already determined it's not in their best interests to hold onto it, it makes it even more attractive to buy.”
Our excursion this day took us well south and west of Kapurthala, west
meaning closer and closer to the Pakistani border. The closer we got to the border the less attractive the surroundings. That, naturally, made a couple of these
properties quite attractive to both Omar and me. After we walked around the
grounds of two of them, I called the numbers. I spoke with one agent, a man,
briefly about the first. I recognized the number for the second and found myself talking with the same woman from the morning. This conversation was
different, though the difference had nothing to do with the property. This agent
had done her due diligence. She now knew who this Al-Barrak was, what the
corporation, India Ventures, Inc., had already done with a commercial property,
and she was far more deprecating in her manner. “I may have been a bit abrupt
and stern when we chatted this morning, Hadara, but I do sincerely appreciate
your checking up on us, on me. It demonstrates to me you take us, you take me,
seriously. This bodes well for conducting business, because it's not personal.”
“No, I agree with you, Al-Barrak. Business is not personal. Please, the
next time you are in the Amritsar area, do drop in. Call me and I'll be more
than happy to meet with you.”
“Perhaps I'll have you meet with our buying agent, Ram. He lives and
works in Amritsar.”
Hadara knew Ram, having met him several times, even worked with
him on some deals. I advised her I would call Ram today and have him contact
her. I looked at Omar facetiously, and glanced around at everyone in the vehicle. “You do know I'm stretching the truth when I say 'business is just business.
It's not personal.' It really is personal. Let's see how that personal relationship
between Ram and Hadara works out.”
“You look for every angle, don't you, Al?” Serena asked, shaking her
head.
“It's just business!”
There were four more properties on our list, all south and east of Jalandhar. During the day Omar called the sales agents for each and arranged
meetings over the next two days to inspect each. At this point, though, both of
us agreed the two properties Hadara was handling were the most attractive. I
called Ram and told him to contact Hadara. When Ram laughed after I said her
name, I asked him why he was laughing. “Hadara is my cousin by marriage.
She married my cousin, Naamcheet.”
“Well, Ram, I shouldn't have to remind you who you're working for, so
let's keep it in the family, all right?” Ram laughed again.

Kumar commanded the counter to Darshana's great relief and had heard
about my guests from California. He talked briefly with Ranjit, who was waiting for us in the lobby when we returned from our excursion. “I thought I'd invite you to dinner at your restaurant,” was Ranjit's greeting to me when we all
stepped in. I introduced Serena and Sofia to Ranjit and Kumar and we all sat
down to supper together a half hour later, Lena and Omar and Darshana, too.
As we got to chatting about the week since we last met, Ranjit's eyes lit
up when I told him the name of the corporation which owned the complex.
“That company's based in Amritsar, Al,” Ranjit advised me. “I know one of the
vice presidents. He's an owner, too. In fact all the officers are owners.”
“Do you know anything about the property, Ranjit?”
“That's the five-story in Center Town, isn't it?” I smiled at Omar's big
grin. “They bought it some years ago at the persistence of one of the vice presidents, but that man left the company a few months after and they've really
wanted to sell it ever since. They weren't happy with it.”
“Do you know how long it's been on the market?”
“More than six months, Al-Barrak.”
I engaged Omar. “They really want to unload it, Omar.”
“That makes it attractive, partner.”
“It's a big property, Al,” Ranjit commented. “Can India Ventures afford
it?”
“Probably not as we are, Ranjit. I'll likely have to cover the balance
personally and we'll somehow make adjustments on the partnership.” Omar
frowned but we had already discussed this contingency, at least briefly. Omar
knew I wouldn't cut him out.
“Maybe if you had another partner,” Ranjit offered, “you wouldn't have
to cover the balance. The new partner would help cover it.”
“Well, now,” I said, stroking my unruly beard, “Serena would make an
attractive partner, in more ways than one.”
“I have no interest in real estate, little boy,” Serena admonished me, to
the great amusement of everyone else.
“I've been considering ways to partner with you, Ranjit. With this latest
excursion, I would be honored to have you come along as a partner.” I turned
to Omar. “What do you think, partner?”
“It would all be better if we kept it inside India Ventures and if Ranjit is
willing to join us...”
“Well, I've heard, Omar, Ranjit picked up some cash a few months back
from the sale of a little hotel in Subhanpur,” and everyone started to laugh as I
added, “in fact, this very hotel.”
Between the two of us we began working out the specifics and I would
always turn to Omar for his acceptance, until he finally admonished me, “Al,
there's no question in my mind I'm going to end up as the minority partner in
all this. Both of you are far above me in this regard. I would only ask you keep
me as a partner. You know I'll do what's necessary in everything we do together. Don't cut me out. That's all.”
“Do you think he can keep up, Ranjit?”

“He'll have to!” shouted Ranjit, immediately bellowing his great guffaw
and he slapped Omar on the back when Omar looked about frowning.
We called the attorney the next morning to draft up the change in the
corporation, with the investment amount and percent changes in ownership to
be filled out later when that became clearly known. Ranjit discreetly contacted
the vice president of the corporation in Amritsar, Ram and Hadara began working (conspiring?) together, and over the next two days we inspected the last
four properties, all of them also-rans. It was obvious the five-story complex in
Center Town should be the next property purchase for India Ventures, Inc.,
now with three partners.
There wasn't any arm-twisting involved. Ram and Hadara both knew
approximately the true worth of the property, which was a couple million in
U.S. dollars below the asking price. Ranjit discovered through his discreet conversations with the vice president that its inflated asking price was due only to
the desire of all the officers to discourage foreign ownership. Center Town in
Jalandhar was a source of pride in Punjab province, so close to Nehru Garden,
a popular Indian tourist destination, and much of the property in the area was
being purchased by foreign interests. Since India Ventures, Inc. was now
mostly owned by Indian citizens, it gave us the inside track for negotiations. It
also didn't hurt our cause when some business reporter in Amritsar got word of
the negotiations, and several of the more vocal and popular advocates and
politicians lent their voices and support to our interest in buying it. When India
Ventures, Inc. closed the sale, the price had been chopped by nearly three million in U.S. dollars, allowing Ranjit and I to provide a much smaller amount to
the investment total of the corporation to cover the balance while putting up
the hotel as collateral for the loan for the rest, just like the big boys and girls.
Walid stayed on as manager, Omar and Darshana moved into a vacant apartment so she could be closer to one of her sisters living near Jalandhar, Kumar
moved back to Hotel Shanti, and Serena and Lena simply shook their heads
when it was all complete. “I want to see the inside of the duplex.”
Seeing the inside of the duplex took a considerable amount of time arranging. I thought the sales agent was putting me off, but the second time I
called her to remind her we hadn't seen it yet, she stated, “The owner insists he
be present when I show it to you and he has been trying to free up his schedule.
He asked me to apologize to you, he does want to show it to you, he does want
to meet you, Al-Barrak. He has asked me to ask you to please be patient. He
said he has heard you have stated in the past you are a patient man, so please
be patient.”
I was losing my patience but I politely told her, “Please call me when
he is ready to show it. I am a patient man, though I do have my limits. Everyone has limits.”
We had closed the complex sale, I was still living at the hotel, Omar
and Darshana had already moved, Serena was still in her hotel room in Jalandhar, when I finally got the call from the sales agent the owner was at the duplex
and ready to show it to me. We made an appointment in the afternoon. “Thank
you. I will see you then.” Immediately I called Serena. “We finally have an ap-

pointment at the duplex this afternoon. Let's go see it.” Serena agreed and Lena
was coming, too.
We met the sales agent in front of the duplex and when all introductions
were concluded, she walked us up to the door on the left. “The old woman still
lives in the right one?”
“She does, yes. Here, you'll meet the owner, Arjuna Paras.”
Paras was a familiar name in Jalandhar. The family owned a considerable estate south and west of the city and they were quite well known. I was
thinking, though, why it took so long for a Paras family member to be available to show a property in Jalandhar. I figured I was going to find out soon.
Arjuna Paras opened the door himself, all smiles, and welcomed us inside. Inside a fairly modest housing structure from the outside was considerable and detailed opulence. Much of the opulence was reflected in the furnishings, but there were intricacies of trim and decor which added to the furnishings appropriately. It exceeded what I hoped and I could tell from my frequent
glances to Serena and Lena both were certainly not repulsed by what they were
seeing. Arjuna stated, “Each side of the duplex, Al-Barrak, is a mirror of the
other. I would show the other side to you, to confirm what I've said, but the
current resident is difficult in that regard.”
“She would be your mother?”
Arjuna stopped and stared at me smiling widely. “Yes. How did you
know? Or...have you read up about my family?”
“I know a little about your family, Arjuna, but it's family. Often, what
takes place between family members doesn't proceed logically or rationally. Instead it tends to move along feelings, and I'm sure your mother doesn't feel like
moving right now.”
Arjuna laughed heartily. “She does not! My mother, though, does have
another residence where I will move her, back on the estate. It's more extravagant than here.”
“As I said, Arjuna, family members tend to do things with other family
members based on feelings, and I imagine she doesn't feel very comfortable
with family on the estate.”
“Well, Al-Barrak, it is family. It makes it personal, something I'd rather
not discuss now. I'm sure you understand.”
“I understand. I do love what we've seen so far.” I smiled warmly at Arjuna. “My patience has been rewarded.”
He immediately apologized for making us wait so long. Arjuna Paras
was one of the latest Indian software billionaires, having sold a successful application currently being woven into an IBM offering, mostly for Indian customers. This weaving was the source of his delay, since he had certain contractual requirements for deadlines for merging his product into the IBM offering
and soon expressed his frustration with some of the coding contingent provided
by his new business partner. “Been there, done that, Arjuna,” I assured him. He
also was now playing with the big boys and girls and seeing and meeting
movers and shakers world wide.
“When I heard your name, though, Al-Barrak,” Arjuna assured me, “I

wanted to show you the residence personally. You have built for yourself quite
a reputation in my esteem.”
“Thank you, Arjuna. Call me Al.”
The side we could see was spacious. The first floor included a large living room, large dining room, a modern, wide-open kitchen with an island and
lots of cabinets and drawers and the latest in appliances, and a half bath. The
second floor featured three bedrooms, including a master bedroom nearly the
size of Serena's master bedroom. I engaged Serena when we entered the master
bedroom and noted her expression included a smile. At least she's not frowning. This floor also contained two full baths, the one from the master bedroom
being the larger by far. The third floor contained four smaller bedrooms, one
and a half baths, and a small kitchen. The first and second floors each contained a study, and each was filled with book shelves and lots of books, the one
on the second floor being nearly twice the size of the first floor. Each side of
the duplex spread out toward the rear of the lot with an open space between the
halves. The space contained a pond with fish, a wooden walkway around the
pond, and two bridges over the pond with a small island in the middle. Each
room on either side which faced the pond had a porch and at the rear end of the
full-length porch on the third floor of each was a stairway leading to the pond.
The pond of the duplex left me with a very distinctive Japanese feel. It felt the
same way to Serena because she made the declaration almost immediately
when she saw it. Lena slipped up next to me and hugged me, whispering, “This
is very nice, Al. I am even more impressed you simply drove by this one day
and insisted on seeing it. Good choice.”
When we wandered back inside, Serena, Lena, and Sofia, with the sales
agent, wanted to inspect the kitchens, baths, and bedrooms more closely. Arjuna insisted they do so. “It will also give us an opportunity to talk together, Al.
It is why I insisted on showing it to you personally. I was hoping we could talk
and not about the residence, but to get to know each other. I've wanted to meet
you for quite some time.” I had no objection and no one else thought it odd.
“Please, accompany me to the study.” We left the others and strolled into his
study on the first floor, the smaller one.
If I had known what the general topic of our conversation would be, I'm
not so sure I would have been so agreeable to step into a private room and conduct it. It was personal, a little too close to my heart for comfort with an essen tial complete stranger, because I had never met nor heard of Arjuna Paras before this day. It was personal, because it involved Serena, and Serena's ex-husband. That's personal. Arjuna started by telling me he had seen the movie The
True Cross the first month of its release in India, and, as a movie, it had
touched him. Long before the movie ended he had grasped the most prominent
theme: free-willed cooperation from love between two or more human beings
can achieve greatness. Nothing else can. I was enamored, but I had no idea
what was coming.
“The free-willed cooperation and love came from your characters, Al,
you and Serena. It was clear to me from watching and listening to your movie.
It intrigued me about you two personally, though. Watching your actions, both

of you, in the movie combined with all the rumor, I found it all intriguing.
Then, you seemed to have separated, you left for Europe, her husband filed for
divorce, but, suddenly, the divorce was over and Serena received a settlement
of millions, and they reported her pre-nuptial here, Al. She should have received nothing. It wasn't only me who wondered what happened.”
“It's all confidential, Arjuna, although I'm not a party to any agreement
between Serena and her ex-husband. Still, I have no interest in discussing it.”
“I didn't imagine you would, but I've met her ex-husband, two months
ago, before I reached the deal with IBM. His company was in the running for
my application and he invited me to France to meet with him and his representatives.”
“So you met him. What did you think of him? I've never met him.”
“We had a chance to speak privately and he spoke openly and freely
about both you and Serena.”
“In what manner?” Okay, now I was intrigued.
“I happened to express my...sympathy...with his recent divorce, it must
have been a trying time for him, because it was so...public. Nobody wants their
dirty linen washed out in the open.” We were both sitting comfortably in large,
leather chairs beside each other. Arjuna had offered me a drink, which I refused
and chose water while he was sipping a cognac. He leaned closer, lowered his
tone, and said, “He wanted Serena to divorce him, tried to push her to it, but
when she wouldn't, he started the divorce himself, but set a meeting with a
model where they would both be photographed with each other.”
Arjuna leaned back in his chair, wide-eyed and smugly smiling. “Why
would any self-respecting man do that?”
“It's what I asked. 'Why would you do that?' His response was, 'Because the man who used to be Gregory Hess and my former wife, Serena, belonged together. I didn't love Serena like he did and I knew she didn't love me
like she loved him. I knew it for months.' He did all of it so he would be out of
the way for the two of you, because he believes you two belong together, and
now, both of you are in my house, where I hardly ever visit any more, looking
at it together. Are you two going to get together, or am I too personal?”
I leaned back deep in the leather chair, took a sip and flashed to my
conversation with the French photographer, Alain. I hadn't believed what he
told me, and I still had some personal animosity concerning Serena's ex-husband. He had our private conversations recorded, seemed to blackmail Serena
at one point, and his attorneys placed my name on a list of witnesses for the
trial. None of that seemed to be conciliatory and stepping aside to pave the
way for Serena and I to become inextricably bound. I didn't know what to
think. “Does it matter to you what I think about this, Arjuna?”
“Only from a curiosity level...You were awarded an Oscar for your
screenplay, Serena received an Oscar for her role, which she deserved in my
opinion, and she's stopped making those silly movies, and look what you've
done since. An experiment in Africa which everyone still talks about, and will
for years, you sit before guns drawn at you in Gaza and convince the Israelis to
pull back, your movie version of a musical theater with an entire group of ama-

teurs, what you've done and continue to do here in my homeland, but you two
are still not together. You two should be together. Are you looking at this place
together, Al-Barrak?”
“We are considering it. I was considering it...as a possible home for all
of us, Serena, her daughter, every one of us.”
“Then let me sell it to you. It will give me great pleasure to do so.”
“What about your mother, since you got personal with me?”
Arjuna laughed. “My mother has her place in our family and, as you
stated earlier, family members tend to deal with other family members through
their feelings, and my mother's feelings about certain family members
are...strong.”
Arjuna laughed heartily again as I interjected, “To put it mildly?”
“Quite, yes.” He chuckled once more. “Since I did get personal, what
do you know about the Paras family?”
“Not much, other than they have been a family of great power, wealth
and influence in this part of India for as long as anyone can remember.”
“All true, and being a member of the Paras family does have its privileges and rewards. I know. I have lived above most all my life. There are those
in the family who have more influence and prestige than others, as you can
imagine.”
“I'll tell you what I can imagine, Arjuna, and you tell me whether I'm
right or not. For centuries India has been a land of patriarchal descent, meaning
power and influence descends on the male side, and typically in those circumstances, the eldest male becomes the most powerful and influential of all brothers. Additionally, in such societies, the most powerful and influential families
trace their lineage proudly. It is well known and especially among the members
of the family.”
Arjuna nodded his head. “All quite true, Al-Barrak.” Since I hesitated
in continuing, waiting for Arjuna to perhaps add something, he did so. “Our
family lineage does go back very far and it is something all of us are very
proud of, and, just as you stated, Al, being descended from a certain male ancestor places one family member above another. There are family members descended from the eldest who hold the highest rank. We, my siblings and I, are
not from that branch and my mother, who comes from another highly-placed
family from Punjab province, married into the Paras family, and ever since has
had an interesting relationship with others of the Paras family.”
“Well, I can certainly imagine that and how interesting it has been, I assure you. I've had family, too.”
“To be fair, though, my mother can be rather, shall we say, difficult in
her own way.”
“Arjuna, you should spend some quality time with Serena.” Arjuna
erupted in laughter. I wasn't even trying to be funny. “Now that I know why it
took so long to see the residence, I understand completely. I once was a very
modest coder myself and every time I finished some small coding project, I
generally received this for thanks. 'What took you so long?' Sound familiar?”
Arjuna laughed again. He certainly had a jovial sense about him, a great

sense of humor. “From bottom to top, Al, it's the same response. That's exactly
how it seems.”
“Now, I didn't come from a large and influential family, Arjuna, with its
proud heritage and the divisions and ranks inside it, and I have witnessed how
difficult your mother can be, but I'll promise you this. I am very impressed with
this residence. I want the approval of Magdalena, who is my cherished wife
and partner, and Serena, who may very well be another of my wives and partners, but who shall always be my equal. Should they approve, let's reach an
agreement, close the sale on the residence, and on moving day for your mother,
I'll arrive personally to help move her back to the estate. I'll do it for one reason, Arjuna.”
With a huge smile, Arjuna asked, “And what would that reason be?”
“No matter how large or small a family, there are always the snobs.
Your mother may be difficult, and I'll be the judge, but I would love nothing
more than to help her move back to the estate so I can rub their noses in it. Because, really, Arjuna, do you think I would help any of them move?”
Arjuna erupted in laughter one more time. When he finally got a grip,
he remarked, “Let me work with my mother so that I, too, can be there. It will
be an event I shall surely want to witness.”
Before we left his study, Arjuna gave me a copy of the most recent appraisal for the residence. He suggested, through a buying agent—I immediately
considered Ram—we coordinate with him to have the entire residence inspected on a day when he would have his mother out of the house, and from
the inspection have it independently appraised, and he offered to pay for all of
it. With those two appraisals he assured me we would reach an agreement on
the sale price. “I have four homes, Al-Barrak, including this one. It has been in
my branch of the family for decades, but I do not have any use for it any more.
When I'm here in Jalandhar, I stay at my residence on the estate. There is
plenty of room for my mother, since I have only kept this residence for her, but
she is reaching the age where she should not be alone. She, of course, does not
see it that way.”
“They never do, Arjuna. No one really wants to surrender their independence willingly.”
“She is beginning to come around. It has been trying for her since she
has lived here for many years, mostly alone but with her assistant of many
years, who would come every day, clean, fix meals. She was my mother's
trusted companion for as long as I can remember. Unfortunately, this woman
passed away recently and it has been...hard on my mother since.” Arjuna's expression was pained as he looked away from me. Suddenly, he turned back and
smiled. “Let's get you those two appraisals, Al-Barrak, so you may discuss it
with your wives, with Serena, and anyone else. Then, let's you and I discuss it.
I am certain there is a figure which both you and I will find agreeable.”
As we were leaving Arjuna offered his hand. Sofia, standing a few feet
away, shook her head and frowned. “Al-Barrak finds a handshake suspicious,
Mister Paras. It's a hug or nothing!”
As the laughter subsided, Arjuna stepped up to me warmly and hugged

me tightly as I returned the gesture. While still embraced, Arjuna stated, “I
have no idea whether you and Senorita Dominguez will become as one, however, should it be the case, I know which one will be running the family and it
won't be the adults!”
I separated as all laughed again. “It would hardly surprise me, Arjuna.
Sofia's already the Board Chairperson of a movie production company in California. Everyone knows it!”
We drove the short distance to Serena's hotel and huddled, Heinz included, to discuss what we had seen and heard. I insisted Heinz be included
since it may become our residence and Heinz would certainly be living there
with everyone. Both Serena and Lena had been easily persuaded from what
they had seen. Serena said, “It's absolutely perfect, Al. There's plenty of room.
It has almost everything I could want. The master bedroom is more than adequate as is the bathroom attached. I certainly would not feel cramped or
crowded and the pond in the middle is so tranquil, so calm and peaceful watching the fish swim around. I am delighted. I could live there!”
The prevailing sentiment of everyone in the room was this is the place.
“All right, I'll have Ram get started on his piece, and we'll get the appraisal figures and I'll talk with Arjuna. As for us, my suggestion is we buy it together,
Serena. You'll have half. I'll have half. Split it right down the middle.”
“Compromise right down the middle, Al?” Serena asked and I nodded.
“Won't we still be separated, with you living in your half while I live in mine?”
“Wherever we all live, there will always be compromise, especially for
what takes place in private, moments of informality. Should we choose this as
our home, no one will be further than next door, only a trip down one stairway
and up another, unless you choose to lock your door, Serena!”
Lena laughed as she lifted her eyebrows high staring at Serena. “Or you
choose to lock your door!” She narrowed her eyes as she stared back at Lena.
“Or you!”
Lena laughed again, stood up and walked to Serena, putting her arms
out to her as Serena sat in one of the upholstered chairs. “Just as my arms are
open, so will my door, my love, so rise and hug me tightly, for soon you will
be my sister, Serena!” Serena rose immediately and they both hugged tightly.
“I will be your sister, too,” Sofia admonished Lena. “That's what Papi
said!”
Lena immediately hugged Sofia. Heinz observed, “I think I should keep
my door locked, since everyone is going to be wandering around.”
While all laughed, I agreed. “Wise decision, Heinz. I think Hilda is still
unsure what to make of your relationship with my family. It will greatly ease
her mind when she learns your door is constantly closed and locked! It will be
great comfort to her!”
Two weeks later the inspection was complete, we had both appraisals,
and Serena, Lena and I met with Arjuna at the duplex with the agent to negotiate and close the sale. Serena insisted in performing the negotiating for our
side. She told me in no uncertain terms she knew what she was doing and Lena
and I assented. With all in the second floor study, the larger one, Serena started.

“Mister Paras, I appreciate the appraisals and your generous act of paying for
the inspection and second appraisal. This rarely occurs from the seller and I am
well aware of it. I have negotiated buying and selling homes many times,
sometimes it can be contentious, and both parties can be widely apart in determining a fair price for a home. Counter-offers can be many, three, four. I myself have conducted six rounds of offers before a sale price was reached...I will
offer you five percent below our appraisal.”
Serena looked at Arjuna proudly, the sales agent frowned and was about
to interject, when Arjuna raised his right hand to her, and calmly said, “Sold!”
Serena and Lena both appeared stunned. I merely gazed at everyone, and
locked onto Arjuna's eyes wearing my bemused expression. Arjuna stared back
to me and added, “Now you will accept my invitation to dine with me at my
house on the estate more easily, will you not, Senorita Dominguez?”
Arjuna turned back to Serena and lifted his eyebrows. Serena broke into
a grin. “How could I not? You have been extremely accommodating, Arjuna. I
think I would like to be your business partner, though let me do the negotiating.” Even the agent laughed. I glanced around again with a big smile, knowing we had barely been sitting in the study a couple minutes and it was done.
We closed the sale a few days later.
“I have the ending set for Andrea's script, Serena,” I announced while
we were waiting for the inspection and appraisal.
“Good!” Serena replied enthusiastically. “We can get started on that!
Finally!”
“You need to get started on the wedding. We're not appearing on my set
except as equals, Serena, and you know what it means.”
Serena looked contrite. “All right, but tell me about it. I want to hear
it.”
“I don't want to tell you right now.” Serena's expression convinced me
to tread lightly. “I still have to write it, Serena, and some aspects may change
while I write. It's typical for almost anything I write. What I want from you is
to get going on our wedding, my beloved. Don't put it off any more because
you're gonna run out of time. Once I'm done writing, I'll share it with you, and
I'll explain how I got the idea, but you need to get going on the wedding. I
want you to have the wedding you dream of, dear, and I'm sure it will take
some time, so don't waste it.”
“All right. I'll call Esperanza today. She wants to help and I'll need her
help.” Serena narrowed her eyes. “You won't even give me a hint?”
“I'll give you a little taste.” Serena frowned while I smiled. “Imagine
the relationships between three separate human beings, the relationship between two of them being tied, bound, but one of the two, through honest and
considerable reflection, comes to the unshakable conclusion the other in the
bound relationship truly belongs with the third and takes selfless steps to ensure those two end up bound together.” I smiled even wider. “There's your
taste.”
“What do you mean 'selfless steps?' And tied, bound? Explain.” Serena

was intrigued.
“Only a taste, Serena,” I responded and watched disappointment fill her
face. “Wait until I finish writing. I know with reasonable certainty where it's
going now. I should finish it soon.”
It was going to be a Catholic wedding without a Catholic priest presiding so I suppose it wouldn't truly be a Catholic wedding. There would be a
priest attending, and it took an enormous amount of persuasion, mostly
through Esperanza's efforts, and the priest would conduct readings and songs,
because there would also be a church chorale for those songs, and it would all
take place in a real Catholic church, which also took enormous persuasion.
Serena and Esperanza, though, wouldn't take no for an answer, and many of
this particular Catholic congregation were not exactly happy with the whole arrangement, since they knew the Catholic bride would be marrying a nonCatholic already married to two other women. How the two of them managed
to pull it off I never learned, except they constantly advised me they would not
stop persuading until they got the answer they wanted. I always assumed they
wore them out, the priest, the elect, the more loud and influential of the congregation. These two women wore them all out. Serena's family was reluctant,
too. Serena wore her family out. I was certainly very happy this woman was
soon to become my partner, my equal. While all this was going on I was truly
considering Serena Dominguez had no equal.
Where it all diverged, during the ceremony, we had no one to preside.
We could pick anyone and Serena was unconcerned about it. With no legality
wrapped in it—and she had already produced the legal document to keep her
stuff from becoming mine and I had signed it, though I made changes because
she actually had the attorney add a settlement amount should there be a divorce
and I refused it so she had it removed—Serena honestly had no objection if we
simply picked anyone off the street. She didn't care. I did. I didn't want it to be
just anyone. The one person who I knew could perform it flawlessly and reverentially wasn't available, I thought.
“So you're finally marrying that woman you should have married years
ago?” was how Kitana greeted me through my phone when I answered. “It's
about time, Al-Barrak!”
“Does your daughter consider Alfred her mother yet? You know your
roles are reversed.”
“Very funny,” Kitana stated. She wasn't laughing through the phone. “I
think when you lose your twisted sense of humor, that's the day the world will
stop rotating and we'll all be cast off into the void, though it would be nice if
you were actually funny.”
“How are your mother and father, young woman? I haven't spoken with
them in a while.”
“Which is why I called you, Al. Father was speaking with me the other
day about what he heard concerning your wedding. He was wondering who
you could possibly get to preside at a Catholic wedding without a Catholic
priest presiding. He thought it would be difficult.”
“He wouldn't happen to have some free time available, would he, Ki-

tana?”
“On a purely coincidental basis, he mentioned he probably could find
the free time, Al-Barrak.”
“There's no such thing as a coincidence, Kitana.”
“You and I both know it, so should I expect an invitation to this wedding of yours, extending to all in my immediate family or do I have to ask in a
more deliberate manner?”
“Shall I arrange for your travel and accommodations or would you wish
to do it yourself?”
“We may be doing quite well here at the garden but I don't think we're
in your league, yet.”
“Tell me all you want to bring with you. They're all invited, especially
when I get to set my weary eyes on the beauty of my Kitana.”
“And I get to see my Gregory, who changed his name and just about everything else once he underwent a very radical, and necessary, change himself.”
“I love you dearly, young woman.”
“I shall always love you, Al-Barrak, and I miss you, too. Let me watch
you marry the woman who I know has meant so much to you for so many
years. It will please me greatly.”
With renovations underway at Shanti Apartments of Jalandhar, Heinz,
Serena, Sofia, Lena and I moving into the duplex, having helped Arjuna move
his mother to the estate—a very humorous affair since I wore my traveling
clothes and told many of the neighbors who asked, all from the Paras family,
that I only help those dear friends of mine and would immediately excuse myself since we were extremely busy, leaving the implication hanging heavily in
the air—I had completed the screenplay. Serena set the date for the wedding on
the last Friday in November with over a thousand attending, the reception in a
swanky hotel in Beverly Hills, the wedding party and cherished guests reserving half of the hotel's rooms. Serena and Sofia had flown back to California to
work closely with Esperanza and her wedding planner on further details, including her dress, which would be spectacular as you would expect, though
quite reserved in the front, which Serena and I both agreed would be most appropriate. The Catholic church in Palos Verdes would host the ceremony since
it had one of the largest cathedrals in the Los Angeles area and they had succumbed to the relentless assault from the two indomitable Latinas. I sent the
completed draft of the screenplay to Andrea with my suggestion to share it
with Drake, Serena and anyone else she deemed fit. I was already rounding up
cast and crew for the movie, gathering commitments to begin shooting the first
week in December, Arjuna and a handful of others from the Paras family
pledged ten million, others with whom I was familiar of some wealth all
around the globe pledged another ten million, so I had my twenty million in
U.S. dollars budget covered. There were over twenty investors total and it was
scramble time when it came to collecting but they all came through by deadline.
Before I left for California Andrea called me on speaker. In the same

room were all the boys and Serena and Penelope. “This wasn't what I was expecting, Al.”
“That tells me almost nothing, Andrea. Do you like it or hate it?”
“I love it but what I want to know is how it came out like this. We never
talked about it like this.”
Drake remarked, “We're all curious, Al. How did you come up with the
idea that my character marries Andrea's character, comes to the belief that his
marriage keeps you two apart, that you two truly love each other more than he
loves Andrea's character, and sets himself up to get caught having an affair?
Where did that idea come from?”
“What? I don't have an imagination? You know better, Drake!”
“Cumon, old man!” Ken appealed. “We're curious is all, because what
we do know about you, Al, is you always say, 'Write what you know.' Cumon!
Let's hear it!”
“Who's in the room? Who can hear this conversation?”
Andrea rattled off everyone in earshot, which were only the four men
and three women.
“All right, hold onto your hats, boys and girls...Do you recall, Serena,
your ex pushing you to a divorce because he knew about us?”
“He did, yes,” Serena replied, “but he wanted the divorce immediately
and joint custody of Sofia. I couldn't have a divorce in the middle of the movie
release and I was not going to share custody of Sofia with him. That's when he
threatened me with the divorce during the release and seeking full custody unless I did what he wanted. It was right before I flew back and found out about
your actions in Seattle. You do recall?”
“Everybody recalls.” I heard a lot of agreement. “So, here's the next
part. John?” I waited for his acknowledgment. “You recall once I got the pictures, which we're not supposed to discuss or at least Serena's not supposed to,
we got the details and one of the meetings, in fact, the most damaging from the
pictures, took place after the release of The True Cross, well after its release.
You recall, John?”
“You and I read the whole document together when you got it and we
both commented about it. Of course I remember.”
“So, here's what you don't know and never goes beyond this room.” I
waited for everyone to state their willingness to abide by my request. “I have
heard this from two independent sources, Serena, so I consider it very reliable,
especially when I consider how friendly and accommodating he has been toward you since the divorce, so much you have twice arranged for Sofia to
spend time with him. One of the sources is the French photographer who took
the pictures.” I inserted a dramatic pause. “Apparently, at some point during
the summer with the movie release, and it's quite possible he had been considering it even much earlier, your husband, Serena, had a moment of self-reflection, and what reflected back at him, he didn't like, because he concluded you
and I loved each other far more than he loved you and you loved him. He stood
in the way of the two of us being together because we should be together, so he
set the last meeting to purposely get caught in the act, knowing it would be the

dagger to end the divorce and he would no longer be in the way.”
“You have got to be joking, Al-Barrak!” Serena exclaimed.
“How can you be so certain, Al?” Andrea asked.
“I don't want to get into details over the phone, but when you hear
them, you'll think it's true.”
“Why would any man do that?”
“Good question, Drake, especially since it involves your character's
motivation. Why would any self-respecting man do that? I have thought about
it for months now, and the only conclusion I can reach is this: once one realizes, truly realizes, one is stuck in a loveless marriage which will never improve—the love will never grow—and the spouse truly and selflessly loves another, the one knows there is another who is better for the spouse, then that one
is standing in the way, the impediment of true and selfless love. The only honorable course is to sabotage the marriage in such a way the spouse will have no
other recourse than divorce, paving the way for those two to become inextricably bound. That is the only conclusion I can reach.”
“I really have been trying to figure out the motivation, Al,” Drake complained. “The scenes at the end seem far-fetched. It's hard for me to imagine it
happening.”
“I've tried to consider the dialog and actions at the very end between
our characters, Drake, long-time friends split apart by your character's affair. I
want to improve on it because it is absolutely essential to the story. First of all,
we're friends as friends should be, we don't abandon the other, but when all of
this takes place, especially with Andrea's character in the middle, it puts an
enormous strain on how we both know friends should be. Second, there is
irony in what your character does, an act of dishonor, out of a sense of a
greater honor and love for Andrea's character and my character. His marrying
Andrea's character was not performed with honor and love, it was pure desire,
and despite the great amount of teasing between my character and Andrea's
character, there was always a much higher sense of honor and love than your
character can ever hope to achieve. Let's work on it to make it crystal clear to
the audience, that Drake's character, perhaps for the first time in his life, performed a selfless act for the betterment of two other human beings, one which
irreparably damaged his own reputation and honor, yet he did it because he had
no other honorable path.”
“You should put some of it in my character's dialog,” Drake suggested.
“There already is some of it in conversations both have from earlier. Why
didn't you have it in there anyway?”
“I'm not perfect, Drake!” I shouted, and listened to the laughter from
the other end of the phone. “Besides, your lovely wife has been very patient,
but I have been constantly wondering exactly when her patience will dissolve
completely, especially when she always reminds me about her concern with severe arthritis, implying she would like to shoot this movie before she's eighty
years old on oxygen!” I waited for the laughter to subside. “Look, while I may
have a history of writing screenplays quickly, I am far more deliberate now
than before. What I write now must have the right message. Think about how

we can improve it. You're all serving as producers, except Penelope, who never
wants to produce. She only wants to look good in the movie. Is there a limit to
how good she should look, Ken?”
“Let's not go there, Al!” Ken advised, amid the laughter.
“And Serena, too, since she won't have the time, being busy with her
new husband, who is very demanding I've heard.”
“Not as demanding as I will be!”
“And I have a history of exceeding those demands, do I not, my
beloved?”
It was quiet on their end until John shouted, “Her smile won't quit, Al!”
“And should her smile ever fade, John, it will be time for me to make
amends, and I will.”
“As your wife, your partner, and your equal, I would expect no less!”
“And you will receive no less.” I paused for a moment. “Anyway,
please, all of you, think about how to improve the story, since you know the
themes, the point. I expect to rewrite it, I want and value your input, we'll all
meet up when I arrive, and those who contribute will be listed on the credits,
unless you don't want to join the Screenwriter's Federation. Crap! Everyone
wants to go where no man has gone before, so why do these people write the
same stories over and over? It's like they can't take a dump except on their favorite toilet! 'I can't sit on that stool and move my bowels. That one makes me
uncomfortable!'”
“That sounds a lot like the old Gregory Hess!”
“I can't shake him, John.”
Leaving the tasks to perform with India Ventures in the very capable
hands of Lena and Omar, Heinz and I flew into Los Angeles the weekend before Thanksgiving. A few days prior I called several people, including the actress and Kendall, to arrange a meeting to discuss the movie and roles, cast and
crew, to be held the Tuesday before Thanksgiving. This was not how movies
proceeded in Hollywood. You couldn't get a whole group of top-rate talent together with no roles having been considered, but everyone I wanted at the
meeting all found the time in their busy schedules to commit to six hours, including a catered lunch, at a hotel in Los Angeles near the bigger studio lots.
Everyone knew I was going to move quickly on this. They had all waited years
for Gregory Hess, now Al-Barrak, to make this Hollywood movie, the two
movies I released earlier in the year left them all stunned, rumor was strong
Myth of Man and Woman would be nominated for A Golden Globe and I was
under serious consideration for Best Director, I had twenty million in investor
money locked for the budget, and all decided they should at least be present to
hear what I would propose. They all knew I was never going to follow convention, and with all the principals from The True Cross committed, and my wedding to Serena set for less than two weeks with most on the invitation list, everyone committed. Since everyone considered themselves my friends and supporters and the reverse true, it really was a no-brainer for each. What I wasn't
expecting was a call at five Tuesday morning.
The phone rang on the table next to the bed in one of Serena's bed-

rooms but I didn't answer until the fourth ring. “Oh, I didn't awaken you, Al,
did I?” Rebekka purred over the phone.
“Of course you did, you little flirt,” I replied roughly. In my best accommodating voice, I added, “So, how's the weather this afternoon in Germany, Rebekka?”
“I have no idea, Al. I'm not in Germany.”
“You already emigrated to another nation?”
“I flew into Los Angeles last night to attend this meeting to which I
wasn't invited.”
“You didn't need to attend, Rebekka, because you already have a role in
the movie.”
“But you didn't tell me that, did you, Al?”
“No, but since you're here, we'll come by and pick you up before the
meeting so you can hear it then. Where are you?”
Once I arranged the pickup I rose from bed and met Serena, who was
already eating breakfast at the dining table naturally, and told her we would be
swinging by Rebekka's hotel before the meeting. “Is she the former professor
in the musical?”
“She is, yes.”
“And you didn't tell her she already had a part?”
“She didn't need to be at this meeting. I was going to call her.”
“If you had called her, it would have saved her an unnecessary flight to
Los Angeles, my beloved.”
“Now everyone gets to meet her.”
“Yes, well, when we do pick her up and she's not pissed at you, I'll remind her that I would be.”
“That's what I always encourage from you ladies, stick together. Be as
disparaging and irate as you can possibly be. I can take it. It is my lot in life.”
“Keep failing in your basic duties, like this, Al, and you will receive
that to no end. I believe I've heard you say you have limits. Everyone has limits. You seem bent on finding out how far your limits reach, little boy.”
“I make amends for my imperfections, Serena, for all of you. I never
stop making amends.”
“You really do like living on the edge.”
“What man have you met who in a matter of hours of arriving in your
own house professed to you, face to face, you were the most desirable woman
in the world, Serena, when you at the time were a married woman? What man
has the balls to say it? Name one!”
Serena smiled warmly. “Well, it's why I'm marrying you, my beloved.
Don't you ever forget, though, I can make your life a living hell.”
“Should I fail to take care of you, should I fail to treat you as the treasure you are, yes, you can make my life a living hell, and I will richly deserve
it. But you will never find cause to light your firecracker, my beloved, and explode on me. I will never give you cause, because you have never given me
any recourse but to treat you with reverence. It simply is your nature, Woman.”
There were no cinematographers at the meeting, which disappointed

many in those ranks in Hollywood, but I already had the crew position set.
Jeremy had committed as cinematographer, David for second unit, and Conrad
for third. The several cinematographers with whom I did speak all accepted my
explanation that those three had already proven to me their capabilities to meet
the requirements of the job. “I have a great appreciation for your reputation, including your professional and cooperative conduct on the set, but I hold a loyalty to those who have already demonstrated their ability to perform the task at
hand. This means more to me than potentially incurring your wrath. It's the
way I live. I hope you can come to accept and appreciate it and perhaps in the
future we will find a way to work together.” I never heard any bitterness from
any, no words of rancor, vindictiveness. In Hollywood that talk makes the
rounds. Trust me. It's a small world there.
In a very large conference room at the hotel, before two hundred and
fifty seasoned veterans of the movie industry, I stood at the podium with the
screenplay laid out on the dais. All the cast folks to be considered had a copy
of the screenplay, which had already been rewritten with many suggestions
from my fellow producers and had A-page insertions. “Thank you all for coming with such short notice. I am well aware movies don't get made like this, so
welcome to my cinematic world.” I paused for the chuckles. “As executive
producer I have certainly assembled a large number of executives and I'm quite
confident once we conclude our little endeavor, I will own the record for producing executives. John, of course, has already conceded.” Laughs and John
nodded his head. “All should be familiar with John, Drake, Will and Ken. I
don't think I would have to introduce them even in Moline, for example. Gary
and Bev are in charge of cast, Gary also responsible for finance, since he can
wear many hats as he has ably demonstrated in the past. Aaron, Pat and Casper
are your go-to producers for the crew, and there's the mother of my youngest
daughter, Gloria, in marketing, not one of my more favorite occupations, but,
fortunately for Gretchen, Gloria won't have a lot to do until we're close to release, so for a long while, Gretchen will able to say, 'Yay! Mommy's going to
work from home!' I'm sure it will make Gretchen happy.” Laughs. I looked to
Gloria beaming a smile of approval. “I'd kiss you, as the mother of our child,
but maybe some people will take it the wrong way.” There were groans and
Gloria's frown came from her heart. “All right. I'll fix it.” I stepped around the
podium to Gloria as she stood up and I wrapped my arms around her and
kissed her fully. I walked back behind the podium. “I have a long history with
all of them and some of it's embarrassing.” Laughs. “Catch me at the right time
and I'll share some of this embarrassing history. It won't embarrass me!”
As the laughter subsided, the actress remarked, “Every one of us is
here, Al, because we miss you. We all know there is no one who will say the
things you will!”
“Thankfully, you dragged Tom here today, which now means I can flirt
with you shamelessly, because you know I won't do it unless Tom is present.”
While everyone was laughing, Tom shouted, “That's what I love about
you, Al! You won't do that unless I'm here!”
“Why would I do it otherwise, Tom? I would have no way of knowing

if I've reached my limit. When you're present, eventually you will come up to
me and say, 'Haven't you hit up on my wife enough?'” Laughs. “So that I can
respond, 'You're right, Tom. I'll give you thirty minutes.'” Laughs. “And you'll
respond, 'Thanks, Al. I appreciate it.'” Laughs. “You get that from the incorrigible one, but you all know it. You can depend on it. You know I won't change.”
There were some comments, some quite unflattering, but I expected it.
“Okay, let's get to it. All for cast consideration have a copy of the screenplay.
The movie is Terms of Surrender. There may be changes to the script, though
they will be minor, if nothing more than to clarify points we want to make with
the movie. You also have a list of all the parts still open and the pages in the
script with action and dialog corresponding to the part. We begin shooting first
week of December through Sunday before Christmas, take a three-day break,
shoot four more days, another three-day break, then shoot until we wrap about
the last week of January. We begin shooting almost immediately after my wedding, which means my wife and her husband will be spending their honeymoon
on a movie set with many of you, but that's not conventional either.”
One asked, “Are you nervous, Al?”
“About the wedding or the movie?”
“The wedding.”
“I'm not nervous in the slightest. I'm looking forward to it. I've wanted
to marry my bride-to-be for decades now, although for a while it didn't seem
possible, since she was already married. In truth, as things have turned out,
considering I have two wives, I suppose a current marriage is not something
which is insurmountable, and it certainly would be unconventional, with a husband-to-be with two wives and a bride-to-be with one husband. No one's going
to argue against that type of challenge!” Laughs. “I'm looking forward to the
boys all decked out in their penguin uniforms again. Thank you, gentlemen. I'll
be wearing my usual dapper outfit and the bride will be wearing a spectacular
gown, though I haven't seen her wearing it, due to some barrier of tradition
which I can't follow. I've seen this woman without a stitch of clothing, so I
don't know how a gown is going to make a difference, but I won't upset tradition.” Laughs. “And I'm not nervous about the movie either. I'm not nervous
about it throwing the relationships in real life all over and up and down and
sideways. I don't care about it and I don't think the leads care about it either. As
I recall, it was Andrea's suggestion which led to this movie, then it was Drake's
suggestion to be my character's best friend, so from my viewpoint, they started
it!” Laughs. “I'm only holding them to it.” I glanced to Drake and Andrea, both
smiling widely and shaking their heads.
“What we have ahead of us is a major challenge, because we're not doing the same old thing, and that task alone has a huge risk attached to it. The
studios all hire marketers, no reflection on you, Gloria, since you know I do
love you dearly, and there isn't one here who knows all the details of our interactions, and they'll never hear it from my lips.”
“I know the details!” Serena interrupted.
While everyone was laughing I shouted, “Not all of them, you don't,
my beloved, and it's gonna stay that way for the foreseeable future!” I waited

for the commotion to die down. “The studios, as we all know, hire marketers to
perform polls to determine what those fine folks out there want to see in a
movie. They give the people what they think they want and it's why the same
movies get made over and over. The people out there, when they're asked, don't
know how to band together and demand something new, something different,
because they can't all agree and it's understandable. I find it intriguing Nietzsche, in a condescending tone, wrote there should always be artists who are
above the fray, so to speak, whose sole task is to create art which pushes all
others to consider what they haven't before. Why I find it intriguing is not its
ultimate truth. I find it intriguing because Nietzsche later regretted his assertion
these artists, these projectors of culture, should be held above the fray, above
the general populace. His regret was mostly because he also initially asserted
the general populace existed solely to serve those above the fray. That was his
regret, but look at where we're at, nearly a hundred and fifty years after Nietzsche's initial opinion. Few are above the fray, few takes risks because it is potential career suicide, and the entire industry allows the people out there to dictate what they want, and since they have no collective voice or imagination to
dictate what they have never been exposed to, the public always gets the same
old thing. It's what they're familiar with. It's what they know to say when
they're asked, 'what do you want to see and hear?' They get the same old thing.
I won't do that. I will never do that. Not because I think my position is superior. It's not!”
“It's because no one is saying what you are compelled to say, Al!” Serena interrupted.
While some applauded Serena's interruption, I stared in her fiery eyes
and said, “Thank you.”
The actress spoke up. “And write what you write, do what you do, go
where you go, and associate with whom you associate. You said that years ago,
Al-Barrak, in my presence, staring right into my eyes when you said it! And I
could tell when you said it you would never compromise. You were either going to accomplish it or go out in a blaze of glory doing it. Everyone here knows
this about you, you will say what no one wants to hear because it's true but it's
too close for comfort, too revealing of our own failures and defects...That's
why every one of us is here, Al. No one else will not only enumerate our own
failings but you will also enumerate your own failings and with the very same
import, and do it in an eloquent and completely innocent manner. No one else
but you can do it, Al-Barrak, and I saw it in you when I knew you as Gregory.
My own husband enjoys our flirting more than we do. Know why?” I only
shook my head, smiling, astonished. “Because he loves you more than a
brother, Al! And why do I enjoy it? Because I know exactly why you do it. You
want me to never forget I deserve that level of attention from you. Do you
think I don't appreciate it?”
“You mean you don't have damp dreams at night thinking about me?” I
shouted amid great laughter and the actress' stern, but smiling, response. “Is
this why you're all here, because it's personal?” The true, unanimous consensus
was affirmative. “All right. Let's spend the next few hours filling the roles left

to cast, set the rest of the crew positions, and discuss the movie and what we
all hope to project through it. Let's keep in mind what each of you is already
committed to, and figure out the shooting schedule so we can adjust for everyone's previous commitments. And you love me more than a brother, Tom?”
“Don't get me wrong me, Al,” Tom advised. “I love my brothers but the
way I feel about you, well, it's not the same.”
“This, then, is yet another burden which the One has lifted from my
shoulders, Tom. I'm not either of your parents and therefor won't be pushed to
remind you blood is thicker than water, so there must be something wrong with
you. They will be right, blood is thicker than water. Unfortunately, family don't
know the full truth. Love is thicker than blood. It always has been and it always
will be.” Tom smiled and nodded his head. I glanced at the actress and winked,
while she shook her head. “I am always amazed after all these years, you two
are still going strong together, even with all the crap that's been thrown at both
of you, and I truly admire it. You're still together.” I paused a moment.
“One of the lesser roles is already filled, a role which includes a romantic encounter with my character, so I named her Greta, since she's also from
Germany.” I glanced at John. “I couldn't resist.” He shook his head. “I talked to
Greta not long ago and told her I was writing a character and using her name.
'You don't mind? You don't have any objection, do you?' And Greta said, 'No, I
don't mind. I have no objection, but you're not going to use any of our experiences, are you?' And I said, 'Why would it matter? They were never confidential to you anyway.'” Laughs. “I promised her. I said she would be in the
driver's seat for my next movie before we went up on stage in Basel, so the former Professor Rebekka Dietrich will perform the role of Greta. I want to introduce her, since she flew in unannounced to me last night, and she's still entitled
to be called one, so, Doctor Dietrich?”
Rebekka rose and bowed her head around the room as everyone applauded, saying “Thank you” several times. When the applause ended, I advised, “Rebekka's the one I threw around in the movie, so she has demonstrated quite ably she can take a bruising, which will serve her well, playing a
role opposite me again.” Laughs. “What are your immediate plans, Rebekka?”
“I have a flight back to Germany tomorrow, Al.”
“Do you have a commitment?”
“No. My schedule is free, but I didn't make any plans to stay. I didn't
pack much either, not for an extended stay.”
“There are clothing boutiques in Los Angeles, Rebekka.” Laughs.
“Drake knows some of the best. He and I have visited many together, where I
left some of my wallet.” Laughs. “Would you put up Rebekka, Serena?”
“Of course.”
“If it's not too burdensome, Rebekka, now that you're here, stay. We'll
try to get your scenes in early and you can be back in Germany before the holidays.”
Rebekka smiled, nodded her head and softly said, “Thank you.”
I leaned on the dais. “I want everyone to know how the movie will
compensate you, should you become involved in any way. I will not dictate to

you what you should accept. I am very well aware of your history, all of you.
Trust me. Word gets around. I have a firm twenty million dollar budget and I
cannot and will not exceed it, which means cast and crew positions commanding millions of dollars are not going to happen.” I stood upright and walked
over to a table where my coffee cup rested, picked it up and sipped from it.
“What we did with the presentation movie was give everyone the option for
ownership. We paid everyone a salary for two months, which went against the
owner's stake if they accepted it. Everyone did and I can say now they're all
quite wealthy, which pleases me greatly. One did so well she soon resigned her
professorship, and now does those things she really dreamed of doing her
whole life, and that pleases me greatly, too. The documentary was different,
since it was all a non-profit endeavor, so no one has gotten anything from it,
except Jeremy, who worked for scale for over a year, and David and Conrad
edited, also for scale. In this business, however, movies are typically owned by
a core group of producers. Not this one. Because we have to respect the various overseeing bodies in this business, no one can work for free, and I would
never suggest it anyway, but should you wish to work for scale, you will
choose the owner option. You have already met my requirement to be an owner
by working for scale and should the movie lose money it will never come out
of any owner's pockets. I have this contingency covered. That's what insurance
is for.” Laughs. “Should you work for more than scale, for whatever amount to
which we have mutually agreed, you can still be an owner. Your owner stake,
however, will be reduced by the difference between what you were paid and
what you would have earned working for scale. I will do it this way to protect
those who do work for scale and become owners.”
There were murmurs around the room as I walked back to the podium
and leaned against it. “The biggest push back I get by doing it this way, where
each owner has an equal stake, is many in the business demand, or should I say
prefer, to receive a bigger stake, for various reasons, all of which you already
know, but I won't do it. It's too complicated, since I'm the one who has to tangle with everyone, and I have to set some kind of limit so there's some profit to
share with the rest who are not in an exalted position, so I won't do it. If it is an
issue for you, then we won't reach an agreement, and I'll find somebody else.
Yes, it smacks of egalitarian, and with potentially hundreds sharing equally, for
many of you it could be a paltry sum to which you are unaccustomed. I can't
tell you what you have to decide in good conscience. I can only tell you what I
will do and that is non-negotiable. You will, of course, receive the residuals
you have always been entitled. That I cannot change nor would I try.”
I waited for a few moments allowing some to discuss this among themselves. “Let me tell you what I can achieve if I keep up-front compensation
low, as executive producer. We have a projected target amount. If the actual
comes in much lower, we have a lot more freedom to experiment while we
shoot. We can have more takes, we can shoot scenes in different ways, and we
can add days for shooting because we can cover the additional expense of renting the studio. We can also experiment in post-production. You all know what
we can do when we keep expenses under budget. Many of you have already

been there and done that.
“For those of you considering roles, this last item pertains to you exclusively. Only one of you has worked with me as a director, so you have no clue
what to expect, other than the more restrained directing from the two movies
released earlier this year. Maybe Serena has some idea of how I will direct, and
I appreciate Carey's honest reflections about what occurred on our set. Drake
and Diane and Jennifer, to a lesser extent, have some idea, but you deserve to
know how I will proceed on the set. Every actor falls into one of three categories when it comes time to discuss and prepare for a scene. Some actors have
a firm interpretation of their character and how they want to do it. Some actors
have no desire to be so interpretive and simply want a director to tell them
what to do. The rest fall somewhere in the middle, so some scenes they have a
strong idea of interpretation, and others want some direction. I have no clue
which category any of you will fall into, so for your first appearance on my set,
I will give you the opportunity to show me which category you fall into. I will
ask you, 'How do you want to do this?' From your initial response, I'll know
which category you fall into and will treat you appropriately from then on. I
don't care what other directors say or think when it comes to actors. This isn't
their movie. This is my movie. Every actor is different and must be treated accordingly. Every successful project I led all had one thing in common. Each
person under me was directed by me dependent upon their comfort level, what
they could accomplish on their own versus what I would actively have to direct
them toward. That's why actors are all different. Each has a different comfort
level for what they can do on their own.
“On the set you'll also discover I perform very little technical discussion with the cinematographer's crew and the lighting engineer. They produce
the aesthetics aspect of a movie, the artistic feel. I have little interest in it. The
prevailing interest I have in making a movie is telling the story, because the
story is king. You, as actors, tell the story, so you, as actors, will always be my
focus. The aesthetics portion of a movie is fluff, in my opinion, and that will
always be my opinion about it. I'm not dismissing aesthetics, but it will never
be my focus. I know how I want a scene, especially as we have discussed as a
whole, actors, camera people, lighting, to look like on the big screen. I can see
it in my mind before we even shoot it. I tell the cinematographer how I want
the camera to record it, I tell the lighting engineer how I want the lighting to
look like on the big screen, and I expect both crews to produce their technical
aspects accordingly. I'll be able to see right on a screen after we shoot if it's the
look I want. I don't care about the technical aesthetics. I care about the actors'
portrayals, each actor's actions. That's how the story gets told. You, as actors,
are my primary focus. If you mess up, as you will,” laughs, “no matter how
disappointed I may feel, I will never berate you. I will probably tease you mercilessly,” more laughs, “though if you have any self-respect at all, you will turn
it around and tease me mercilessly. Everyone gets a good laugh, all the tension
evaporates, and then it's 'All right. Let's do it again.'” Laughs. “If you want to
get a real idea of how merciless the teasing can go back and forth, I strongly
suggest you be on the set with Andrea, because she and I will be going at it big

time!”
“And since it's taken so long to get this movie going, Al,” Andrea
loudly proclaimed, “I have been saving every possible tease, insult and offensive remark I can think of, so you better be ready, because I will.”
The room exploded in laughter. I waited until I could be heard. “And all
of you will frequently hear me say, 'Can someone put a muzzle on that woman,
because I have so little acting experience I have to think people to do this, and
it is increasingly difficult for me to think with her constant jabber?'”Andrea
puckered my way, wearing her wide, teasing smile, thus kissing me off.
We decided the easiest and fairest method to proceed, for the cast, was
to announce a role and ask who might be considering it. We didn't rush through
any of them. We let everyone take the time to read each role, considering the
other roles included in the scenes. Often, when there was more than one actor
or actress considering the role in question, those actors and actresses would
discuss it between themselves and reach an agreement on their own, leaving it
to only one while the others deferred. Surprisingly, to all of us producing, there
really wasn't any contention for any role. Some even declined every role and
instead wanted to be in scenes as extras, including Jeff.
“I don't want a speaking role, Al,” Jeff explained. “I only want to be in
a scene as an extra with a blank expression on my face. I still get ownership,
don't I?”
“Of course, but you'll have to work for scale.”
“Can you afford a hundred and fifty dollars, Al? Wouldn't it stretch your
budget?”
“We'll make do, Jeff.”
All on the crew side gathered with Aaron or Pat or Casper, depending
on their positions. It all went very smoothly. We broke for lunch and it was
light-hearted and humorous and enjoyable, like a big party. By late afternoon
all the roles were cast, there would be some schedule decisions to account for
those with previous commitments, and we promised everyone a shooting
schedule the weekend following Thanksgiving. The nearly unanimous impression everyone left with was: why aren't more movies in Hollywood made like
this? I heard it from every one of the producers expressed almost exactly that
way, from Andrea, from Serena, from the actress, Tom, even Jeff. I told every
one of them the same thing. “Wait until you report on my set. If you enjoyed
and were impressed with how this afternoon proceeded, don't be late! You
won't want to miss any of it!”
As shuffling around the room prevailed near four in the afternoon and
everyone was slowly gathering their items or conducting friendly banter, I
stepped back to the podium and loudly announced, “I want to thank you all for
taking the time to come here and help us get the movie rolling. I have a mountain of gratitude now which I will probably be unable to return completely, so I
hope none of you live to regret it. I imagine most of you won't, simply because
your heart's in the right place, something I've known about all of you from the
moment I met you. It's why I invited you...When I first came here, I was invited, too. Serena invited me. Obviously, she had no idea what she was letting

into her house.” Laughs. “She probably has one or two regrets, and I believe
she's marrying me so she can act on those regrets.”
“You can count on that, little boy!” Serena shouted to immense laughter.
I nodded my head, knowing she meant it. “But on the drive to that invitation, I considered I may meet a lot of folks in this business and I suspected
many of them would not be completely out of it and none of you are completely out of it...except for Jeff.” Jeff smiled, waiting. “In Jeff's defense, we
both agree normal is overrated. Is that still true, Jeff?”
“What was it you said, Al? I wasn't listening,” Jeff responded calmly,
feigning innocence.
I smiled widely. “I thought I was the only one.”
“That's what you told me about your speech at the Oscars!” Ironman
shouted.
Again, I smiled widely. “A great Master said, in effect, words are a
shadow of reality. They are a pretext. It is the inner bond which draws two people together. I hold, and I can assure you it is a very tight grip, a large number
of inner bonds with those of you in this room, and I will create new ones, too.
Perhaps when we wrap this in January many of you will have created new
ones, because a screenplay, a movie, a story, is still only words, only a pretext.
The inner bond is the reality and if you nurture it, cherish it for what it is, those
inner bonds last a lifetime.” I had become serious but I lightened up. “Cast
who are available will meet the first Monday of December at Paramount. I
honestly do not know why those guys over there like me and continue to work
with me. I'm sure there's some unfathomable reason, as Jeff constantly reminds
me about the guys at Fox L.A., but I can't figure it out. Anyway, holding the
script run-through on Monday gives me a couple days to recover from Friday
before,” laughs, “though I won't need any recovery. Serena will need the time
to recover, because she's gonna need it to consider, 'Why did I do this and why
did I do it willingly?' I am certain she will need a full forty-eight hours for
that!” Serena frowned, with her lips turned up, and several of the women near
her gave her some playful pushes.
“You may recall from years before what I said on Oprah's show, so
here's my final deviation from convention. There will be no days of shooting
which extend beyond twelve hours. That is a disadvantage and does put more
pressure on all of us, but I was adamant then about twelve-hour shooting days
and this has never diminished. The disadvantage as most of you already understand is we rent the studio by the day and will get no break for using it for a
lesser number of hours per day. Obviously it means we'll be shooting for a
longer number of days than any other movie would need. However, I do have a
backup plan.” I smiled widely. “You know I've thought this out!” Laughs.
“There were no days of shooting beyond twelve hours of the background
videos for the Basel presentation. However, the camera crews all worked beyond twelve hours every day. We edited those scenes as we went along, so we
spent far less time in post-production. The documentary was never shot as
though on a movie set so many of those shooting days exceeded twelve hours.

The actors were those simply performing their work without regard to the
camera and the only crew member was Jeremy, who used lighting and mikes
only in sit-down interviews, and Jeremy always knew his limits and never exceeded them. When we begin shooting we will wrap each day at twelve hours,
after which we will edit the dailies as we go along. It means the cinematographers and I will all work more than twelve hours every day. We have discussed
it, they all know their limits, and I know mine. For keeping the shooting to
twelve hours, we will spend less time in post-production, and that's how we'll
make up for it.” I paused as I glanced around the room, noting some of the admiring expressions. “Every one of you here has been on a set when someone
got hurt. All of you know what it looked like and how it felt. I saw it and felt it,
too. I prefer to never see or feel it again. Twelve-hour shooting days are the
maximum and will easily be the norm. We will never exceed it.
“One final note: please do not refer to John Drury as 'Number Two.'”
The whole room roared. When it calmed down a bit I loudly proclaimed, “Not
to his face!” More laughs. “What you call him behind his back,” and I engaged
John's gaze directly, “I have no control over, John.” John shook his head and
scratched it nervously. “What I can control is how I refer to him behind his
back, so for everyone here, when you hear me say, 'Number Two,' now you
know to whom I refer,” and I looked back to John and wagged my finger, “because there's no excuse, John Drury, for going out the in door. No excuse!” All
were beginning to rise and move out and John still sat looking back to me with
a frown but with the corners of his mouth turned up. “Let's get on with our
lives! Thank you!”

Segment Thirty-Six
As we settled into
the back seat, Heinz driving,
Rebekka
asked,
“Why
didn't you call me, Al?”
“Be pissed about it,
Rebekka,” Serena advised.
“I would be.”
“I thought you understood you would have a
part in this movie, Rebekka.
Did I not tell you you were
in the driver's seat for my
next movie?”
“You told me that, yes.”
“Did I not tell you when John was in Munich I would write a part for
you?”
“You did say that.”
“Did you not call me two weeks ago, as you have for months, that your
current job was done and you didn't want to take another before the holidays?”
“I did.”

I shook my head as I engaged Serena's focus. “Please do not turn out to
be a woman, Rebekka, to whom I have to constantly repeat myself.” I turned
my head back to Rebekka. “You haven't left me with this impression so far.
Don't start now, please.”
“All you had to do was make one phone call, Al-Barrak,” Serena commented, disdainfully.
I turned back to Serena. “I intended to make the phone call once we had
the shooting schedule set so Rebekka would know when to report and for how
many days. I would send her the script, she'd read it, call me with anything, fly
in, do her scenes, and fly out. Very efficient, Serena.” I turned back to Rebekka. “You already had your part in this movie assured, Rebekka. I thought
you understood.”
“One phone call, Al,” Serena reiterated. “No misunderstanding.” She
stared out the window.
I turned back to Rebekka. “If I had called would it have helped?”
“I wasn't certain, Al, and a call would have assured me, yes, but...” Rebekka leaned forward to look to Serena, since I sat in the middle, “please, Serena, don't let me get between the two of you.” She waited until Serena turned
to look to her. “It's no trouble, really. I had an opportunity to meet some actors
I have admired for years, including you.” Rebekka smiled deviously. “Now
that I'm here, may I come to see you marry?”
Serena smiled widely. “Of course, but Al will have to drop one of his
invitees.” She stared at me challenging me.
Rebekka looked somewhat shocked but I turned to her and smiled.
“There's space available in standing room only. Since most of my invitees are
male, they'll all offer you their seats. Men generally do that,” I turned to Serena, “women generally do not.” I smiled widely as Serena frowned mightily.
Rebekka chuckled. “Sometimes when I listen and watch both of you, I
wonder how you're going to make it work.” She glanced to both of us from her
seat to my left.
Serena turned to face her with her mock grin. “Well, he's stubborn, obstinate and pig-headed which is our biggest challenge.” She turned to me and
widened her mock grin.
I turned to Rebekka with a smile. “And those are all traits which Serena
shares equally and we frequently bang heads, but,” and I turned to Serena to
stop her from commenting, so she bit her lip waiting, “when Serena and I step
behind a closed door, only the two of us, Rebekka, I surrender. I give her the
stage, she is the star, and I will do whatever she demands.” I watched Serena
relax, her smile now genuine and I turned back to Rebekka. “I trust Serena
completely. I know who she is. I know what she is. She is not an unreasonable
woman, an unreasonable human, so I surrender, because I want her to be comfortable, to lead and I will follow. I also know there will be times when she
will simply hand it back to me, to surrender herself to me, because she does
truly trust me completely, too.” I turned to Serena. “Fair for me to state, Serena?”
Serena scooted closer to lean against my side and stare out the window.

“I only wish I didn't have to wait.”
I laughed and Rebekka displayed an incomprehension. “Wait?”
Serena turned her head to Rebekka, still leaning it against me. “We
won't have those moments behind closed doors until we're married, Rebekka.”
“But you two have already done it in the past, true?”
“It's a matter of honor and love with Al-Barrak now,” and Serena turned
her head to stare out the window, “and I know he's right. I have to be patient
and it's hard.” Serena laughed briefly. “I like to get what I want when I want it,
but I know we have to compromise, so I'm compromising.” Serena laughed
again. “Al knows he'll make up for it. I'll make him.”
Rebekka laughed with Serena. “Make it hurt, Serena! I haven't known
Al as long as you but even so, I think he deserves it!” They both laughed together. They liked that one.
“This is my lot in life, to receive the punishment I deserve from the
ones I love.”
“Oh, it will hurt, Rebekka. He'll be nursing his wounds for an entire
day.” Once again both laughed heartily. Suddenly Serena sat up and focused on
Rebekka. “He prob'ly won't be able to look anyone in the eye, his manhood
having been destroyed so completely!”
It's hard for me to recall if they ever stopped laughing before we
reached Rebekka's hotel. Serena and I waited for Rebekka in the car. I do recall
most of the time Serena leaned motionless against me and I held my arm
across her back and dangled it off her right shoulder. Heinz would occasionally
glance at me in the rear-view mirror wearing his standard smug smile. When I
caught him looking at me I would merely raise my eyebrows. What else could
I do?
We reached Serena's spread and Heinz stopped at the promenade, where
he and I helped Rebekka take her bags to her bedroom. Heinz drove the car
back to the garage and joined all of us for supper, Sofia and Carla, too.
Rebekka asked about Esperanza. “Doesn't she teach in Los Angeles?”
“At Cal State Northridge. She had classes today but none until next
week so she'll be here tomorrow early, about eight, I imagine.”
“We're having a large dinner the day after, Rebekka,” Serena explained,
“a Thanksgiving dinner. Esperanza's family should arrive tomorrow, some of
the producers you met will come Thursday. I don't always have a Thanksgiving
dinner. It's not a Mexican holiday, nor German either.”
“And Luisa will be preparing all of that alone?”
Luisa leaned against the kitchen door and commented, “Oh, my, no!”
All laughed. “I will have plenty of help and I will need it. I'll be up baking the
turkey at five in the morning!”
“It will be a big affair,” I explained. “Everyone will sit down together,
including all of Serena's staff, those who remain and are not with their own
families, so Luisa will need the help, but she'll get it. The kitchen will have a
lot of cooks trying to stay out of each other's way.”
Serena smiled as she focused on Rebekka. “We're in America now so
we make some concessions, Rebekka. Now you get to see what most do on

their holiday here.”
“Too bad you won't be here on Cinco de Mayo, when you arrive at the
door and they hand you a loaded pistol.”
Serena frowned mightily at me. “We don't do that here, Al-Barrak. You
know that.”
“This is true, Rebekka. Apparently, all her American neighbors frown
on it.” All laughed except for Serena, who continued to stare at me with deadly
poison.
Finally, Serena eased her expression, opening into a wide smile as she
lifted her fork and pointed it at me. “I wonder how it would feel, should I stab
at my meat and land this fork somewhere on your body, Al-Barrak.”
“So you want to eat me, my beloved? Have your appropriate seasoning
ready. I may have a bland taste, if I have any taste at all.”
“It's the latter, my beloved. You have no taste.”
Sofia smiled warmly to Rebekka. “It's like this all the time, Rebekka.
At least they're entertaining.”
While some laughed, both Serena and I, at the same moment, proclaimed, “We're entertainers!” I quickly added, “Though I am the writer.”
“I have been writing!” Serena loudly announced. It suddenly became
very quiet. “I have been writing.”
No one said a word for many moments. “Is it something you will share
with me?”
Serena frowned slightly. “It is in Spanish, Al. I can't be comfortable
writing in English.”
I gave Serena my most deviant smile. “Do you have someone to support you, to not let you quit?”
Serena flashed her deviant smile. “I do. Esperanza has been reading it
and helping me.”
“Esperanza?” I looked at Serena with disbelief while she merely nodded. “She hasn't said a word about it to me. I'll have to talk with my wife tomorrow.”
Serena's smile was full and wide. “She won't tell you a thing, Al-Barrak. That was our agreement.”
Now I was intrigued, two beloveds conspiring behind my back. Honestly, though, I expected it all along. “What's it about? What's the story under
it?”
Out came her disingenuous frown. “Oh, it could go anywhere, Al, while
I'm writing it. I have ideas for improving it as I go along, you know.” Serena
gave me her best mock smile.
“You have some idea where it's going, don't you? What it's about?”
“I suppose I could give you a taste.”
“You never should have quit writing, Serena. You've possessed a
writer's attitude forever.”
Serena laughed fully, then spoke in a calm, deliberate manner. “The
main character is a married woman, a very successful, professional woman.
Her husband is also a very successful professional, and their work responsibili-

ties and obligations often keep them apart. Suddenly, with no warning, this low
life, this other man crosses her life, blows into her world like a tornado and
completely disrupts it, only to exit out of her life as quickly as he entered, but
she cannot stop thinking about this low life man, this complete disruption, and
she can't stop dreaming about him, though she should. There's nothing special
about him. He's not really handsome. He's no dreamboat!” Serena paused to
laugh heartily, as did most of the women and Sofia, too. I rolled my eyes at
Heinz which, naturally, caused him to laugh heartily. “He's not married, he's
much older than she is. She shouldn't have any thoughts about him at all, except she was always the center of his attention. He made her smile and laugh
like she was a teenager, showed her how to enjoy and appreciate every moment, and he confessed to her she was the most desirable woman in the world
to him, but he would make her honor her marriage, her marriage vow and he
passes right out of her life.”
I let all the various comments trail off, ignoring them. “You would
spend a lot of time on that story and be disappointed in the end. It never hap pens in real life. It's only a fairy tale.”
“I am compelled, my beloved.” Serena puckered a kiss for me.
“You're not going to have her chase him, are you? That would really be
a stretch!”
“Oh, I think I'll have them meet up again, when she lays him out on the
floor with one punch. I really like that scene.” It was common knowledge with
everyone except Rebekka what happened when Serena arrived in India. Within
minutes after she returned to her spread to continue planning the wedding, Serena brought her entire staff together and told them the whole story, especially
the part with the one punch. All were in stitches except Rebekka.
Rebekka looked at me incredulously so I thought it best to inform her.
“Serena came to see Magdalena in India, so she greeted me at the door with a
right uppercut. Down goes Al.” This produced even more laughter, though Rebekka joined all as I shook my head in defeat. I turned back to Serena with a
serious expression. “Be thorough in how you present this woman's thoughts
and feelings concerning her relationships, because, often, my beloved, I find it
difficult to understand why both of us cannot separate and remain so. Yes, it's
true I burst into your life like a tornado and blasted everything into disarray in
a very short time, but it only took me a few minutes upon arriving when I knew
you were unhappy, dissatisfied and discontent. I was not going to stay there for
one moment longer and not do something about it. I was not going to let you
be unhappy, dissatisfied and discontent in my presence.”
“I knew what you were doing, Al-Barrak. More than any man I ever
met, you were exceptional at it, making me happy and satisfied and content and
alive again. And you would continually tell me new things, thoughts and ideas
I never considered before. You told me about dreams, remember?”
“I told you a lot about dreams.”
“You said, 'should you ever have a deep sleep dream about a man, you
should pay great attention to it.' Remember now?”
“Because it's little Serena telling you what she knows but you've been

ignoring.”
“And that night when you didn't come back because you found the
apartment in West Hollywood, that night I had a deep sleep dream about you,
Al-Barrak, and it woke me in the middle of the night, and I was shivering and
constantly thinking about what you had said about dreams. For a few moments
I thought it was my fault. I turned my back on you and you were dead. I have
never forgotten that night, Al-Barrak. That's what I was thinking the night we
came back from your movie, that dream and what I had thought about it once I
was awake. Over and over!”
“Do you remember the dream, Serena?”
“Yes, but I block it. I do not want to ever think about it. When you're
with me, Al, I never think about it, but when you're not with me, I know it's going to come back. It's going to haunt me. I can't live with it. I can't live without
you.”
“So I give you a reason to live?”
“Do I still give you a reason to live?”
“You do. You always will. Things have changed. Now I have several
reasons to live, but yours is one of the highest, way up there, though the source
of the reason is quite short and always will be. You're not getting any taller,
Serena. You've reached maximum.”
“I should slap you.”
“I'll settle for an embrace and a kiss later.”
“Much later.” Serena's smile was wide and deep.
As things settled down, I asked, “Why didn't you tell me about this
dream before?”
“It would have gone to Gregory's head, Al-Barrak. I knew that about
you, about Gregory, even then, when our lives had crossed for so short a time.
Back then, you used to say, 'Even an eighteen-year-old woman is more mature
than I am.' I knew that was true!”
Once the laughter had reduced to a mild roar, I commented, “I think
you were wise to keep it from me. What else have you kept hidden from me,
Serena?”
“Nothing! I can't keep anything from you, Al, because you reminded
me, after I had reamed you about the three women in Seattle. I was very angry
with you when I heard about it, and you took it, then reminded me about not
calling you as often as I promised, that I would talk to you about everything
because I wasn't afraid, but now I wouldn't talk to you about anything. Remember? Because I never forgot it.”
I shook my head. “You are reminding me what I've been missing all this
time. Lena fulfills my life but she's not like you. Esperanza fulfills my life but
she's not like you. No one is like you, Serena. No one can replace you. You are
what's been missing in my life.”
“You better hold onto me, little boy, and never let me go,” and Serena
shook her head, “except you're taking off again, this time to Tibet.”
“I will not be gone long, Serena. There is something in Tibet for me, for
me alone, something waiting for me to discover. I don't know what it is, but the

thought, something is waiting for me in Tibet, is persistent, nagging. It will not
go away. It will not diminish. I have to go there and discover it or realize it was
all a delusion. I have to put the thought behind me.”
“Well, I survived Africa. I survived India. I suppose I can survive Tibet,
too. Don't waste your time, Al. There's only so much I can tolerate. I have limits, too.”
“I'll leave in the spring, search for it until the fall and come back. I don't
think I want to spend a winter in Tibet. The weather's too chilly that time of
year up that high in the mountains.”
“When you return I'll keep you warm, my beloved.”
“With your soft and sensuous form lying beside me, it's enough.”
Far too much has been said or written by the many who know nothing
about those few months of my life when I returned to the United States for the
first time since I left straight for Africa, more than two years previous, when I
married the woman of my dreams and in days directed the movie Terms of Surrender, completing it a week beyond schedule but still under budget, and returned to India, to Jalandhar, and my beloved Magdalena. Yes, Serena was
there, too, and she was my beloved and both nothing and everything changed
with both of us. Most of what you've heard or read about this time and about
me particularly is mere speculation at best and outright lies at worst. What I
suffered, and few ever had the smallest inkling, was what I consider a crisis of
confidence, a crisis of conscience. Let me be plain and concise. At no time did
this crisis ever affect my responsibilities, obligations and requirements of any
of my duties, to my new bride, to my movie, to any of my friends, supporters
and acquaintances. It was not debilitating in that manner. I rose on time, performed my duties and obligations, at times admirably, but I could not hide moments of indecision, lethargy, undue reflection. Those moments are what everyone remembers because they stand out like a solitary, forbidding desert,
completely surrounded by forests of trees and endless flows of water and innumerable creatures circumnavigating around a lifeless speck of sand. It was my
mild form of crash and burn. I had been flying too high and Icarus had an impending encounter with gravity.
It did not begin when Esparanza's family arrived at Serena's spread, as
some have opined. All were friendly, congenial, some even ecstatic to see me
again, and the feeling was mutual. Esperanza herself enjoyed the entire time,
the entire weekend. There was, as she herself told me, no one present with
whom she would have to share me. She had me to herself and I gave myself to
her willingly. In my mind she deserved nothing less.
If there was a beginning, its emergence was Saturday after Thanksgiving. First, Serena's mother arrived and, of course, it had to be large and dramatic. I had never met Serena's mother before this day. Every time she had
talked about it, planned it, something always came up and she couldn't make it,
“but you understand, don't you, my child, my first born, the love of my life?”
She had said it to Serena several times and always when I was expected to be
there, once in New York, twice in Los Angeles, even in Miami. She couldn't

make it, you see, because something more important had popped up. “These
things happen, you know what I mean?” I knew what she meant. I always
knew what she meant. I let her have her gigantic, dramatic entrance and was
quite the wallflower, out of her way, deprecating, conciliatory. If I could have
kissed her rump and have it make a difference I probably would have done it. I
joked with Serena, after her majesty's appearance, her mother was never going
to tell Serena that I was so provincial. “It would be too mild a statement from
your mother.”
Hours later Paolo and his brood arrived and the drama soon picked up.
Esperanza and I, at one time, retreated to our bedroom for the peace. Paolo
doesn't necessarily create drama in Serena's family. He's a decent sort of fellow, but if you're an entertainer and somebody worthy of Serena's entertainment radar, Paolo will soon and invariably introduce the idea that you have not
been sitting in a supremely ergonomic chair, because only the chairs Paolo designs and manufactures are supremely ergonomic. Nothing else comes close,
and they shouldn't for the thousands of dollars he charges. I don't even want to
get into it. I can't tell you how many times I have told Paolo, in no uncertain
terms mind you, once he buys dozens of every one of my entertainment offerings besides the DVD of The True Cross, which he does own but only because
it includes his own sister, then I will consider one of his chairs, but not until
then. Paolo never seems able to recall any of these conversations. “When did
you tell me that, Al, or is it Gregory? What will it be next week?” There are
days, having spent them with Paolo's conspicuous presence, when I wish I had
one of his chairs so I could ergonomically crash it atop his cranium, which I'm
certain is also of supreme ergonomic manufacture.
Having survived these two arrivals by Saturday night, I had opportunity, while everyone was gathered in the Great Room, to exchange comments
with Luisa in the kitchen. “It's a good thing we had the big dinner Thursday
before the Latin aristocracy arrived.”
I thought it would make her laugh. Luisa merely frowned severely.
“Wait until tomorrow, Senor Al.” She turned away from me shaking her head
demonstrably and got busy with something on the counter. Tomorrow Senor
Kolek was scheduled to arrive. By Luisa's reaction she was not looking forward to it.
Esperanza and I were considered a less than desirable married couple
by the family of my bride to be, which was, as you would imagine, the general
cause of their disdain. It was neither overt nor blatant but more of a persistent
permeation, like endless rain water will inevitably soak through a canvas cover.
Contrast that with their gushing acceptance of our charming German guest.
Paolo in particular engaged Rebekka in frequent discussions, often conducting
them in what little German he could command and Rebekka was a constant
beaming source of smiles and light with the attention. I would have found this
evening to be a perfect time to put a good drunk on, but since I hardly ever
drank alcohol I instead rose frequently for “a breath of fresh air.”
“In Los Angeles?” scoffed Senora Dominguez, as she demanded to be
addressed. “Where do you find these...people, my daughter?”

Serena, for her part, wore a near permanent wincing expression the entire evening. She did, at times, admonish her family members, but most often
she sat in a chair by herself with her mother in another chair to her left and
Paolo's brood scattered on the sofa to her right. Rebekka sat in a chair facing
Serena's family while Esperanza and I sat anywhere else, generally moving to
another seat further away as the time passed. We conducted conversation only
between the two of us, unless one or both of us were inquired upon. As congenially as possible, and as quickly as possible, we would engage their invitation
and find as rapid and polite an exit as expedient. I remarked to Esperanza it has
assuredly proven to be excellent planning that her family had left the night before. “I think our little meeting here would become tense and cantankerous in
short order, and I'm sure the Spanish epithets would be flying eventually. You
know, it's exceedingly difficult for a gringo to dodge Spanish epithets once
they start flying in the room.” Esperanza laughed heartily and the other family
in the room demanded to know what it was about.
“Why won't you share it, Gregory?” Paolo tried to tease. “Oh, I'm sorry,
Al.”
As sheepishly as possible I replied, “It's personal and embarrassing.”
“Yes,” declared Senora Dominguez. “I would imagine it would be personal and embarrassing.”
The last event of any interest to me was when Serena rose to fetch another bottle of wine for the guests who were drinking wine, which would be all
those in her corner of the room. I rose offering to help and Serena stated she
could easily do it herself. Thank you. The look on my face convinced her not
to push me on it and I followed her to the kitchen.
“My imagination has provided me a glimpse of my future, Serena,
should it include a lengthy stay with your family.”
“Al!”
“I can see lots of blinking lights all around the house as I'm escorted to
jail, having strangled every last one of them.”
“Please, Al!” Serena exclaimed, disappointed. “I don't think like that
with your family.”
“No, because you haven't met my brother, who has, wisely as I have
concluded, decided to remain in Illinois and skip the entire affair, since I'm certain he would be pushed to strangle them before I could.”
The Latin aristocratic condescension was complete Sunday once Senor
Kolek descended into the mix. What a prince of a man! To be fair, Senor Kolek
was not of Latin origin, his being from the Middle East in the general area of
the world where even long-time neighbors shoot at each other on an increasingly frequent basis, and his accent when he spoke gave most of it away, but
being from this general area of the world may have predisposed him to be aggravating, rejecting and hostile, though this is more a rough determination on
my part. He was, in all honesty, nondiscriminatory. He treated everyone like
crap. When he eventually started on Serena, I interrupted. I had enough. Thus,
I became his newest target. I knew I shouldn't engage in an all-out verbal war
with the father of my bride to be, but Senor Kolek seemed the perfect foil at

the time. I didn't feel comfortable waging war with the Senora, a woman—and
I'm being generous in that assessment—and I had already adopted the demeanor of treating Paolo and his wife and his children as though they were all
children, which means I tended to ignore all of them completely. Senor Kolek,
however, was fair game and we went at it. I actually enjoyed glancing about
the room noting the shock and horror on many faces, even Esperanza. You may
have guessed, since Senor and Senora arrived separately, they were no longer a
married couple. You would be right! They did occasionally meet due to their
moving about in many of the same circles. However, it was obvious to the
newcomers of this family drama neither was the favorite of the other. I used
that fact for one of the few moments of laughter, though it came only from
Senor and me.
“Senor Kolek, there is one thing I'm certain we share in common,” I
proclaimed.
“There could not possibly be anything we share in common,” Senor
Kolek huffily announced.
“Oh no?! You are not looking forward to your removal from Senora
Dominguez?”
Senor Kolek erupted in laughter. When he could he mockingly scoffed,
“I would never look forward to it, Al-Barrak. We get along so well.” Only
Senor Kolek and I laughed.
“I find you increasingly intolerable!” Senora Dominguez shouted at me.
“As your future son-in-law, intolerable would be one of the mildest descriptions I would apply in your case, Senora. I won't waste my time enumerating the many accomplishments I have achieved in the very entertainment arena
of your daughter which have eclipsed her own achievements and she had a
thirty-year head start. Her own Oscar which sits in her display case in the opposite room would be nothing but vapor if it hadn't been for my screenplay and
Serena, herself, agreed. Your one and only accomplishment, Senora, of any
note is you gave birth to Serena, to my bride to be. That you also gave birth to
a son can be overlooked since no one can predict the future, whether it be of
import or insignificance, as it is in this case. Whatever the case, you will learn
to tolerate me, or you will never set foot in my house, and my new wife will
have nothing to say about it, and I can assure you I shall never set foot in your
house, ever! I consider it an unworthy domicile as it shall always be should it
be your home. And should you fail to tolerate me, Senora, I will eventually
mash you into the ground like the grains of wheat I grind so easily. I wouldn't
even have to think about it.” I turned to Serena who was readying herself to enter into the fray. “And you will say nothing about what I have just said,
Woman, or you shall appear at the Catholic cathedral in Palos Verdes Friday
alone. Do you understand me?”
To her enormous credit Serena sat stolidly in her chair, her lips pursed
tightly and remained silent. Paolo jumped in—as I noted Senor Kolek sat comfortably wearing a smug smile—to defend his mother, while I smiled congenially as he railed at and insulted me. I let him finish.
“If I extended to you a modicum of respect, Paolo, I would lend cre-

dence to whatever you say, but unfortunately for you, I don't, so I ignore everything you say. You are a nothing to me. Nada!” As I glanced at everyone
present in the room, with the awkward silence hanging palpably, only Esperanza was attempting to hide a smile, which she did so successfully. “As members of Serena's family you have been asked to attend our wedding through
Serena's desire, so you will be expected to attend. How you treat each other is
of no consequence to me. I don't care. With all others in attendance, since they
are equally my friends, acquaintances and supporters, you will conduct yourselves civilly and congenially. There will be not one disruption, disturbance or
act of hostility during the ceremony or reception, or I will have you removed,
placed in the fastest limousine to the airport and you will fly away from me,
never to be in my presence ever again. I have given you all ample opportunity
to show me who you are and what you are and I have reached my unfailing
judgment. You are merely guests at our wedding and you shall abide by the
host's terms, for my bride to be will defer to me on our wedding day, or she
will find herself at the altar as an abandoned bride and you shall all suffer the
humiliation. Do I make myself clear?”
Occasionally, during this time of crisis of confidence, of conscience, I
had some fairly spectacular moments. This happened to be one of them.
The wearing down proceeded from this moment on that family side and
they all drifted off to bed before Esperanza, Serena, even Rebekka, and me.
When it was only the four of us, Serena, probably having held it for an interminable period, expressed to me her displeasure at my outburst. It was not angry or bitter, merely a statement of opinion.
“For years, my beloved, you have known unequivocally what is required to remain in my presence. You know what my world is, of what it is
composed, it is mobile and goes wherever I go. I shall have no belligerence in
my world and I shall attempt to correct a lack of cooperation. If either should
prevail, I shall remove myself and take my world with me. You have known it
for years, Serena, and I extend it to everyone. I do not discriminate and I won't
start now. Your family will conduct themselves in a cooperative manner, will
hold their tongues, and project a congeniality at least outwardly, whether they
are seething inside or not. I don't care. If this ever becomes a contentious issue
between the two of us, I will never expect you to leave your family, so I will
leave you, and you can have your family. I will send you back to them with my
blessing and you will never be allowed in my life ever again. There will be
peace in my family or I will banish the offender permanently.” It was not easy
for Serena to hear it and experience it, to have someone from outside her family dictate the terms for which the members of her family must abide. She was
used to the inside rancor, contempt and tension, since it came from years of familiarity. What Serena was not used to was someone from outside the family
dictating to Serena and the rest of the family. Serena did know one thing with
certainty. Should she or any of her family fail to behave properly, I would
never marry her, even to the point of some disruption during the very moments
of our exchanging vows. She knew I would turn around and walk right out of
the cathedral and never look back. She could depend on it.

The truce lasted a half-day. Adding me into the mix was like striking a
match in a pitch black room filled with gunpowder. I held my position and refused to back down or recant, but Heinz—now that Esperanza, who had served
well as a calming influence, had returned back to campus—was holed up in his
bedroom, emerging only to eat, and performing the task as quickly and efficiently as possible. “I am having second thoughts about being your driver, AlBarrak,” Heinz whispered to me when he finished his late lunch and prepared
to swiftly re-enter the bedroom wing.
I can't have this. It was times like this I absolutely must have a dependable driver and wheels. “Cumon!” I beckoned him. “I'll make a phone call.”
Knowing her class schedule, I called Esperanza outside those obvious
time constraints and she answered sitting in her tiny office. “I have a meeting
now, Al. Can it wait?”
“I need but a few moments, Esperanza. I beg you to put up Heinz and
me in your sanctuary. When will you return home?”
Esperanza laughed deeply. “By five. Will you survive until then?”
“We will remain in our prone positions deep in the trench until we beat
our hasty retreat.”
“Bring something to eat.”
“Pack your bags, Heinz. We shall escape enemy clutches soon.”
Packing up everything scattered everywhere consumed the rest of the
time until I blew the trumpet call for retreat. Serena meandered down the bedroom wing to discover what we were up to since I had failed to rejoin the rest
after lunch. When she saw our bags packed Serena's expression turned to
anger. “Where do you think you're going?”
“Heinz and I will be taking up residence at Esperanza's spacious and
peaceful abode. I shall gaze upon your lovely countenance in the cathedral Friday. In the meantime, should any of your family find it impossible to wait and
instead discover more important things to do, then wish them well for me,
please.”
Serena crossed her arms and the scowl fixed upon her face was possibly
the most severe expression I had seen yet. “I can skip this wedding, too, and
you are making the decision much easier.”
I stepped to the bed and sat on it slumped. “I don't want to go to war
with you, Serena, and I do not want to call off our marriage. I have wanted you
by my side as my equal for years. I will always want it.” I paused. “You cannot
handle your family, who all want to go to war with me and it is clear. There
should be no disagreement between us on this undeniable fact. Stay here and
keep them occupied, we will speak frequently by phone, Esperanza will help
when necessary and be here, as planned, Friday morning, and we'll get through
this to end up side by side, as equals.”
“You're just bailing, Al-Barrak!” Serena complained. Her arms were
still crossed but she didn't spit those words at me with complete animosity.
“Now that the going gets tough-”
“Heinz wants to quit and go back to Germany,” I interrupted. “Esperanza couldn't wait to drive away this morning. She grabbed breakfast on the

way to campus. Those three people of your immediate family, Serena, are the
cause of all of it. I will wait them out with Esperanza, keep everything and everyone else together, and if you find it objectionable, then we shouldn't be together. Blood is thicker than water, but love is thicker than blood, and I will
know where your love is directed.”
Serena frowned but her demeanor relaxed. She dropped her arms,
stepped to the bed and sat beside me. “They are my family, my beloved. I have
a long history with all of them and they have supported me during the worst
times of my life. They were there to help me, comfort me.” She paused and
managed a thin smile. “Yes, we are very opinionated and demanding and I include myself. It is also true they think very little of others. They think very little of you. But I don't.” She turned to engage Heinz, who was sitting in one of
the chairs, quiet, trying to appear like he wasn't paying attention. “I'm sorry,
Heinz. It does seem like everyone's at war, doesn't it?”
“Senorita Dominguez,” Heinz slowly spoke contritely, “it is not my
place to judge in that manner. What I do know is many here think it would be
better if I were not here. In that case it's best I leave.”
Serena surrendered. She turned to look in my eyes. “You will wait until
Friday and be by my side then? And not be with your wives thinking you have
enough and I'm a source of hostility?”
“Our future is certain when you can accept the one path I shall always
take. When your family visits our home and are under my roof, they will abide
by my demands, or I will send them away forever. I will never visit their
homes, for I must abide by their demands, and I will not be treated that way.
You, my beloved, have never been a source of hostility when it was only the
two of us, but add to the mix your family, and the explosions begin. Remove
your family and peace ensues again. It certainly means when you want to see
your family, you will be going to them, and without me. If you can live with
that very certain future, you will be by my side, but without your family.”
Serena let out a loud sigh, rose from the bed, and drew herself up. Her
expression was determined. “I expect you to call me frequently. I am to be
your equal in a matter of days. Thus, I should be at the top of your thoughts.”
I smiled warmly and stood before her, putting out my arms. “I will do
so but not until I get the hug I remember from the first time I met you, when
your whole soft, warm body kind of melted into mine. It did feel good.” Serena
warmed up, her smile as radiant as ever, and delivered to me the embrace I
cherished.
Leaving Serena's spread was a blessing in disguise. For one, when
Heinz and I left and the three family members made note of it with their brash
expressions of disapproval, Serena stepped to the plate and smashed a home
run. “I shouldn't have to tell all of you, when none of you were here, there was
no contention. The contention arrived when you arrived. My husband to be is
not the source of contention. You are. I should also not have to remind you that
you are here to see me marry, that you came here to witness my marriage, not
to interrupt it or destroy it, and should you bring your contention to my marriage ceremony, I won't wait for my husband to be to have you removed. I will

have you removed myself. Don't you dare ruin my day of loving union or I
will have you dispatched so quickly you won't have time to breathe!” Serena
also reminded each throughout the week they were in her home now and she
could easily send any or all to a hotel at any moment. Since they had all witnessed Serena's behavior firsthand when her firecracker was lit, the contention
was reduced.
For two, I had my own invitees to gather. Kitana, Alfred, their baby
girl, Madame and Monsieur Farabé arrived Tuesday morning worn and weary
from travel as I suspected they would be. Heinz and I arrived at LAX in the
limousine with driver I hired for them for the week and the three of us helped
gather all their luggage and escorted them to the hotel in Beverly Hills. It was
not the same hotel where the wedding party would be staying but it was only a
couple blocks away. Once we got them into their rooms and I showed them
around the hotel, advising everything was covered and they could indulge
themselves at will, Monsieur Farabé suggested it was far more than they expected or deserved.
“Nonsense! You opened up your home and your hearts to me from the
moment we first met and Kitana has crushed every impediment to the success
of Jardin de la Paix so that many in Africa are studying it as a model for improving the meager conditions all over the continent. I have received a large
share of praise for it but I know who's responsible.
“Now that you're in my home country, Monsieur Farabé, I have to advise you about expectations. I encourage you to explore your surroundings, but
only during the day and never alone. This is Beverly Hills, traditionally a white
enclave, and you are black. Be especially wary and careful with the police and
should you experience any issues with them, you must call me immediately, so
always have your phone handy. Make liberal use of the limousine for longer
trips. Your driver will take you right to the door any place you wish to go. You
should have little trouble wherever you appear exiting a limousine here, but
again, call me immediately should there be any problem. You would think after
centuries of struggle between black and white, many would have figured it out
by now, and there is some hope from many of the younger generation, but
there are still far too many backwards and ignorant folk here in America, and
some of them command legitimate authority, abuse this authority and pay no
consequences. These are facts, Monsieur Farabé. Ignore them at your own
peril.”
“You yourself, Al-Barrak, married a black woman,” Monsieur Farabé
reminded me. “You have no doubt experienced these issues, too, yes?”
“So many I can't count them, but occasionally I have witnessed the humorous side of it when Magdalena is subjected to an act or word of disrespect,
and she then fires off some choice words of her own in perfect German. Usually the idiots have no idea how thoroughly they were insulted.” I also advised
him not to tip the driver. “He is well compensated and I would be surprised if
he even accepted it. I've used this service and this particular driver before. It's
why I hired them. He's dependable, respectful and has training and experience
to defuse most escalating situations. He does carry a pistol and like most peo-

ple who understand weapons will only use it when he absolutely must.”
We drove the rental from Esperanza's home to the hotel and back to let
the group have some rest from their trip. In the evening, with Esperanza, we all
met at a restaurant for supper, Heinz included. There were some looks from patrons but the staff at the restaurant treated all well. I had eaten here before, several times, and the owner came from the back to greet us. He was expecting us,
having glanced over the reservations as he always did, and noted the name
“Al-Barrak.” Even though I had only eaten at his restaurant under the name
“Gregory Hess,” he was well aware of the name change. I and many of my entertainment friends had spent thousands of dollars at his establishment in the
past. You should never forget it as a proprietor if you want to stay in business.
Magdalena flew in the following afternoon. I spoke with Omar and
Lena before she left, as both a courtesy and to get the latest on the progress at
Shanti Apartments. Omar advised Ranjit often came to the apartments to supervise and work on the renovations and expected the development to be ongoing
and welcome. I never considered it a surprise, though I did not expect nor demand it. In my mind it was merely an affirmation of my desire to have Ranjit
as my partner, our partner. I also kept my thoughts to myself. Ranjit needed no
recognition from me. He had his own guide, which was more than sufficient.
I spoke with Serena several times every day and suggested we should
all have supper at Michael's restaurant once Lena arrived. As an indication of
how much Serena had asserted her will, she would meet us at Michael's restaurant, bringing Sofia, Carla, Rebekka and Lance and no one else. According to
Serena she advised her mother, father and brother they were familiar with the
house and Los Angeles and perfectly capable of tending to themselves, but
they were not welcome at this supper. She said this to all about five minutes
before the five of them left to meet us at the restaurant.
Michael greeted us when we arrived and accompanied us, along with
the hostess, to our large table. “I am so pleased to be able to cook for you
again, Al-Barrak,” Michael stated as we all sat and got comfortable. “If I may
say so, it has been amusing to me when I hear about one marriage, then I hear
about a second marriage, and both of your lovely wives are here tonight to
sample my fare and I am grateful. What amuses me, though, is that you will
soon perform a third marriage. Three wives is amusing enough, and I mean no
slight to Esperanza or Magdalena, but this third one you will marry soon, well,
I've known you both a long time now and you should have married her years
ago.”
“You may find it somewhat impossible to believe, Michael, but I don't
think I was very successful convincing Serena to marry me. There was a time
when she was simply not prepared to marry me, meaning I couldn't consider
her as an equal. In truth, those who are most responsible for my marrying Serena are Esperanza and Magdalena. These two have been trying to convince
Serena and I to marry for years.” Michael stood before us in disbelief, shaking
his head, while most at the table nodded their heads.
“It's all family, Michael,” Magdalena clarified. “We're all family.”
“Which means you will be taking a huge hit on your free meal tonight,

Michael, but,” I paused to add to the drama as Michael shook his head even
more severely, “I won't allow it.” Before Michael could interrupt I glanced to
our waitress standing next to Michael. “Please advise our waitress, Michael, to
tally everyone's portion but mine and I will again pay for someone's meal at
your largesse.”
“Do as he commands, Ellen,” Michael told our waitress. He stepped toward me and I rose from my seat and we hugged firmly. “Thank you all for
coming. I am greatly pleased to serve you and, as always, love you dearly, Serena. May your futures be truly blessed.”
Like the first time every item delivered to our table was off the charts
and I was exceedingly delighted to share the evening with the Farabés and
watching their reactions. Normally, Lance says little when included in such
festivities. He is the consummate security pro, appreciative to be included, but
still an employee with responsibilities which never end, yet I recall his comment while everyone was digging into the main course. “I don't know what it
is, Al-Barrak. Maybe it's because you're hardly ever in the States any more, but
here I am again at this restaurant with you and my meal is exquisite. I may be
suffering some delusion, but it seems all the other meals don't seem to reach
the peak unless you're here, too. If it's not a delusion, please come back here
more often!”
Also like the first time I picked a table with two couples and bought
their meals by approaching them and handing one of the men the cash. We all
immediately rose from our table and waved goodbye, but there were so many
of us the entire restaurant heard us leaving, whispering among the many patrons created a distinct buzz, and several patrons actually applauded us as we
moved through the restaurant to exit. It was so persistent many of Michael's
staff applauded and Michael stepped out from the kitchen and applauded, too.
It was a scene like no other I ever experienced in a restaurant before. I was
moved as I reached the door to say, “Thank you,” several times, glancing all
around the restaurant, and waved to Michael as I stepped out the door. Receiving a complimentary copy of the local paper the next morning, Monsieur
Farabé showed me the whole event was reported by one of the restaurant critics who happened to be at Michael's restaurant. It was good publicity for everyone.
In our three vehicles we formed a small convoy and wound our way to
the hotel where the Farabés were staying. With their two suites adjoining we
opened the doors between both and gathered to finalize our separate vows and
Monsieur Farabé's presiding piece. Serena had chosen to deliver most of her
vow in Spanish, but all the relevant parts pertaining to me would be delivered
twice, the second time in English. I would not say any of mine in Spanish since
I considered it an insult to our Spanish speaking guests. Serena suggested, and
Monsieur Farabé enthusiastically agreed with her, I would say a portion, Serena would turn to the guests in the cathedral and repeat it in Spanish. I raised
no objection but I remarked I certainly expected Serena to add something to it
when she translated. Monsieur Farabé asked me with a curious inquisitive expression what I might be expecting from Serena.

“Serena's an actress, Monsieur Farabé. She hasn't been acting in years,
though, and she will certainly translate it with some emphasis, some inflection,
and probably add a bit of facial expression to make her point, since she will
have turned to her audience and it's the only incentive she needs.” Monsieur
Farabé, as did the others who heard me say it, laughed heartily. Serena sat next
to me with her lips tightly pursed and as blank an expression as possible, but I
could see her eyes twinkling at the thought. I knew what she was going to do.
This may have been a solemn occasion for most of her consideration, but one
of the biggest reasons both of us had risen above the distractions and disruptions and challenges in our personal lives to be at this moment was our mutual
and incessant teasing nature, which either of us would engage regardless of the
seriousness of circumstances.
We all left the Farabés together and I embraced and kissed Serena before she climbed into her limo rather passionately, more than I had since I returned to the garden. When we separated, still holding onto the other, Serena
advised, “Two days and nights, Al-Barrak, and you will be mine. You better
have the energy to keep up because I will give you little rest, old man.”
“That's why tomorrow night there will be no informality. I know what
you have planned and I shall avoid your disappointment.” I looked all around
her mildly frowning face. “You deserve it.” There came instantly the smile of
brilliance and radiance which had always astonished me. I hugged her tightly
again for we would not look upon the other until we met at the cathedral in Palos Verdes.
Thursday was a day of relaxation for me, though there were some last
minute problems which were appropriately dispensed. Esperanza had a guest
instructor serving Thursday and Friday in her absence, a colleague from up
north, and she and Lena gathered all their items for the wedding and took care
of any of their last minute issues. That evening both donned their gowns,
which were spectacular in and of themselves, for Heinz and I to witness. Heinz
simply raised his eyebrows high.
“These gowns do look fabulous,” Esperanza remarked, “but wait until
you see Serena in her gown!”
Lena was surprised her gown fit so well, since Esperanza and Serena
only provided her various measurements for the alterations. “It's because you
keep your fine figure consistent, my beloved,” I commented, “and as Serena
said, it's nothing I do. Its all your handiwork.”
Of course I had my blue robe, yellow turban, girdle and sandals ready.
There was no informality. It's a rule of mine. No informality the night before a
uniting. I also slept alone. On the other hand Esperanza and Magdalena slept
together. They're family. They were already united.
Friday was the crazy day. A lot of people don't like to be married on a
Friday. They consider it a bad omen. That's superstitious. Naturally, I never
told Serena or anyone else I married my first wife, the ex now, on a Friday. It
didn't go so well, but Serena liked Friday. We'd have two days to ourselves in
the bridal suite of the swanky Beverly Hills hotel with a spa and constant room
service. I even had the spa the first time, too, and I never told Serena either. I'm

not superstitious. I figured if it was a bad omen I would survive the divorce. I
survived the first one. If it turned out worse, it would be the will of the One,
and you cannot fight that.
It did start badly when Serena called me in the panic of her life demanding to know where is her ring? What did you do with the ring? I didn't
have it. Why would I have it? I only saw either ring one time, at the jewelers,
when we bought them together, her rock and my modest gold band. “They're
both still at your house, Serena. Get a grip and think where you saw them last.”
After about two hours searching everywhere, one of Paolo's brood opened the
top drawer of the night table on the left side of Serena's bed and found both
boxes sitting right where Serena had left them late one night while she was admiring, and dreaming, about the wedding. The two hours of frantic searching
set her back some and I got another call later, this time accompanied by some
crying and apology. She's going to be late. “Don't be too late, my beloved. I
have a firm engagement with some dear friends in Beverly Hills and I'm not
missing it. By the way, you're invited, in case you've forgotten.”
Serena laughed. “Aren't you nervous? Aren't you mad at me?”
“You bumbled and stumbled and mumbled through your Oscar speech,
Serena. You don't handle big, emotional days well and I love you all the more
for it. Relax and concentrate on what you're doing and everything will take
care of itself. There is nothing you can do to piss me off today.”
Lena and Esperanza were shocked I wasn't nervous. They both asked if
I was nervous on their respective wedding days. “Are you kidding? Knowing
in a few hours you would be inextricably bound to me, essentially belonging to
me forever? Why would I be nervous about that? Unless, you two have been
planning something all along? And what would that be?” I laughed loud.
Esperanza replied, “We've only been waiting for Serena to join us, my
beloved.”
“Oh, that will tip the balance, I'm sure,” I mocked her. “You are talking
to the husband who has successfully wriggled out of every embarrassing or
damaging incident he's faced with every one of you, you should recall, and
why not? I have sixty some years of experience, experience you can only
dream of.” I smiled widely, victoriously. “Not to mention your husband loves
each of you and places each one of you high above all others, blamelessly,
faultlessly, reverently, but I won't mention it.”
Serena had planned to be at the cathedral an hour before the service
started. Forty-five minutes after our arrival at that time, of the two main actors
in this real life drama, I was still the only one in attendance. Waiting in a back
room many would wander there and ask how I was holding up. “A wedding is
not like a baseball game. Everyone understands, right? You don't forfeit the
wedding because one of the two doesn't show. Who else can I marry who's here
today, because I've got a big reception planned and I've reserved the bridal
suite at the hotel. I'm not wasting that!”
John proclaimed, “Al-Barrak, the man with no nerves at all, who will
say anything.”
“What's Pamela got planned this weekend, John? Has she ever consid-

ered two husbands?” Since I said it with a completely serious demeanor, the
other boys laughed outrageously. John merely turned and walked out the door.
“You're not leaving early, are you, John? I haven't gotten started yet.”
With ten minutes to spare Serena burst through the back entrance of the
cathedral, in tears as you might imagine, in the company of her family members, all of whom I was certain had performed admirably in helping her get it
all together on her big day. I don't mean it facetiously. You know I won't write
it that way. Esperanza flew into my little room of sanctuary to inform me the
bride to be had arrived, though in somewhat less of an emotional state one
would normally expect to witness from a bride to be, “since she's crying buckets of tears, Al.”
“Well, at least she's not drugged up.” It hit me after a second. “She's not
drugged up, is she? She's not drunk, is she?”
Esperanza looked at me severely. “No, she's not either of those, but she
needs to calm down. What's wrong with you?”
“I could marry one of the younger actresses out in the crowd, the ones
who always say, 'No.' When I simply explain it's only for the weekend and you
can wake up Monday morning and scream at me, 'I divorce you,' four times,
boom! We're done. Then I don't waste a reception and a bridal suite...We don't
even have to consummate the marriage. It's only a temporary assignment.” Esperanza shook her head violently, wearing her superb gown, and stomped back
to the other small room where the bride to be was gathered, her contingent trying to help her get her act together.
“You could marry me,” Rebekka softly offered.
“Ha! A professor of drama! That should go over well since the drama
would never end with you, Rebekka, and why would it? It's your profession.”
Okay, I admit. Some of what I was saying was not delivered in a true
state of humor and meant to be funny and it probably wasn't even sarcastic. I
think I had passed sarcasm hours before.
“Al-Barrak,” Monsieur Farabé addressed me, “you have a solemn duty
to perform soon, but your spirit is drifting which is unlike you. Let us return to
an appropriate spirit, please.”
“I'm sorry, Rebekka,” I stated sincerely, somewhat embarrassed. “I
apologize. It was rude of me.” Rebekka nodded and smiled warmly. I considered it would still be minutes before Serena was composed enough to get on
with it, so I stepped out into the cathedral to find John and apologized to him.
Lena came out to look for me, advising Serena was as ready as she was ever
going to be.
Nothing would be started until the opening music started so I told the
musicians—yes, we had an entire ensemble—to start in five minutes. The bride
and groom were ready. Lena went back to Serena's side to tell all of them and I
went back into my room with John, again serving as best man, and the boys
and I all got ready. No more snide remarks. I hugged them all, saving Monsieur
Farabé for last. “Do you have your presiding speech?” Monsieur Farabé nodded. “Do you have your copy of mine, John?” John nodded. “Okay, when the
music starts we all step out. I follow all the boys and you come out last, Mon-

sieur Farabé, and we'll get this show on the road.”
Once the music started the groomsmen and the presider all stepped out
one by one to take their places near the lectern at the top of the stairs. I waited
at the bottom of the stairs to receive the bride to be. A few minutes later, Serena appeared at the entrance to the aisle, her arm entangled in her father's arm
walking next to her, and the bridesmaids followed, Esperanza in the lead. The
entire ceremony was...pompous. I described it all day and night with that word
and no one disagreed. It was Serena's intent to have a ceremony as pompous as
possible. To lighten it up, though, there were many times when all of us forgot
our lines, though we had some in the audience prompt us, since we printed all
of it for everyone attending. The only one who performed flawlessly was Sofia
as the ring bearer with both rings. When Monsieur Farabé signaled her, she
stepped right up from her standing position at the end of the bridesmaids with
no hesitation. She was the most solemn of all of us, because even Monsieur
Farabé forgot his lines and had to consult his paper, after apologizing and lifting his eyebrows so the audience could chuckle. The audience chuckled quite a
bit through all the pomp. Most of them were performers and entertainers themselves. They all appreciated the performance, especially the parts which broke
down consistently. I chalked it up to Friday, not that I'm superstitious.
We made it through and everyone had their shot throwing rice. I noted
Tom, standing next to his actress wife, wound up to throw a fastball at me, but
the entire handful of rice sailed three feet over our heads. I shook my head.
“Should have had your stunt man here, Tom. You still have no control.”
There was the book for all the guests to sign, the line of congratulations
took forever, we finally made it to the ballroom at the hotel and the reception
commenced. Ry Cooder, who declined my invitation to the wedding, told me,
“I hate those things, especially the Catholic ones because they go on and on,
you have to arrive at the church and sit through all of it for its interminable
length and the music is usually awful, but,” he paused on the phone, “who's going to entertain at the reception?”
“I have no idea. It's still Serena's domain.”
“Tell her I'd love to play for her reception. I'll gather some guys and
we'll play some tunes which are respectful, generally, mostly, probably. We'll
even do it for scale and all you can eat and drink. You'll have to throw that in,
too.”
“You're not saving us anything, Ry. We'll have to order another dozen
cases of champagne!”
Serena accepted Ry's offer and we had top notch musical talent playing
tunes from early evening well into the night. They all did it because they
wanted to and to be considered for contributions to the soundtrack for Terms of
Surrender. They completed their first set and were mingling with the wedding
party and collectively they asked me what I planned for the soundtrack. “I
would want original songs or unique covers which fit the movie. Why don't I
send each of you a copy of the script and you figure something out and we'll
discuss it later? I'll tell you what, though. Having all of you get together to
write and perform original songs for the movie would certainly create a buzz

and make a separate soundtrack offering very compelling.”
“Why don't you catch up with us some day and write some lyrics with
us?” Ry suggested. “You're a musician, even though I told you not to be one,
but you ignored that advice. Follow up on this one, and while you're at it, why
don't you play a tune with us? We've got an extra guitar.” They all knew most
of the songs from the performance movie so we huddled up away from everyone else to discuss it, after I agreed we should all get together and write some
original tunes.
Their next set would feature a tune for the bride and a tune for the
groom, the bride's tune coming first. Serena had selected what she wanted to
hear. I knew what it was but, in my usual devious manner, I convinced them
we would skip that one. I had a better one to perform and they all agreed.
When it came time, Ry announced the next tune would be for the bride. Serena, of course, was now expecting her tune, one she had thought about considerably. I watched her face sink when Ry invited me to sit in with them, since
she was reasonably certain I didn't know the tune at all, and I didn't.
I grabbed the guitar Ry offered, strummed it, and lit into a few bars of
Hot N' Cold. They all stood grinning, though no one joined in. After the end of
one of the bars I stopped playing, smiled widely to Serena, her face displaying
both shock and anger, and stated, “Nah, we're not playing that.” I waited until
her face lit back up. “We're playing this, for my equal, and I am her equal in all
ways except one, where I fall short.” I turned to the other guitarist. “James,” I
beckoned him. James started up the opening bars of Beautiful. As we got into
the first bars, before the lyrics, I was watching Serena frowning with her arms
crossed. Into the mike I said, “I missed you in Basel, so come before me and
dance for me, beautiful!” Serena was not familiar with the song, until I got to
the lyrics and, naturally, the chorus. She brightened, forgave me for not playing
her song, and walked to stand before the band, before me, and danced for me.
James, who was quite familiar with the soundtrack from the Basel performance
and knew at least this part of the lineup, launched right into What I Like About
You as soon as we finished Beautiful. In the mike I shouted, “That's what I like
about you, Serena. You know how to dance.” She never let up and Lena and
Esperanza stepped in so that all three were shaking it before me. Even Sofia
sneaked in. When we finished, almost everyone was shaking it. I set the guitar
back on its stand, Serena grabbed the mike I used, and announced, “I still want
to hear my song, Ry, please.” All the band laughed and they played it. Since it
was a slower tempo Serena wrapped herself around me and we swayed together. The groom's song came a little later. I don't remember it. I let Serena
pick it, since I wanted her to run the show. It was nice. I would never have chosen it, though, which highlights our different tastes in music. She has some
taste. I have none.
The bride and groom each raised a toast to the other. Serena's toast was
generous, heartfelt, warm, considerate, long, and she broke down once or
twice. We all managed to get through it, though it was twice as long as it could
have been since Serena felt compelled to deliver her toast in Spanish first, then
translated in English.

Now came my turn. “I'm keeping my toast short. I will be speaking in
English and there will be no translation to Spanish. By the way, for those of
you who speak both well, was that an accurate translation to English Serena
delivered? I have no clue.” Serena was standing right next to me and whacked
me across my shoulder. “And for those of you wondering what our future
holds, let me assure you I will have consistent bruises on my shoulders which
will never heal.” I got whacked again. “If I have appeared somewhat out of it,
there is a reason. The reason is that today is like a dream for me. Five years
ago I only dreamed of being married to Serena Dominguez and if anyone had
told me I would, in actuality, be married to Serena I would have actively conspired to have such a person locked away forever in an insane asylum. While I
consider Serena my equal and will strive with all in my power to honor the
sentiment, I wonder how I'm going to accomplish it, since I often think I fall
short as her equal. I've been thinking it for months because she, with Esperanza's help, arranged all of this today, including beating down a Catholic priest
and the entire congregation of one of the largest Catholic churches in the area
to conduct a Catholic wedding, without any legality or a Catholic priest presiding. You think that's easy? You try it!” I paused for the laughter to fade.
“I suppose it caught up with her today. I received a phone call this
morning and Serena demanded, 'Where is my ring?' I didn't have her ring. Why
would I have her ring? Serena has a big house with plenty of room to store a
ring. Why would I take it? As we all know now, she did find it, well, Serena
never found it, her nephew found it. Apparently, he is practicing to be an ace
detective. 'Here they are! Aunt Serena, I found the rings!' Right where she left
them several nights ago in the night table right next to her bed!” Laughs.
“Looking for the rings set her back some, so she calls me later to apologize she
will probably be late in arriving at the church. We all remember how prophetic
that turned out!” Laughs. “I have come to learn big, emotional days are considerably taxing for Serena. Her Oscar speech comes to mind.” Laughs. “For
which no one has yet been able to produce an accurate transcript!” Laughs.
“But it is what I love about Serena the most. Her heart is lodged so deeply in
the right places, when she's rewarded she honestly believes she doesn't deserve
it. So, whether I can honor her desire to be her equal by lifting myself up to her
standard or not, I shall be the good husband I can be, because Serena
Dominguez does deserve that.” Applause and cheers. “Oh! And for you practicing Catholics, Serena will be adhering to certain mandates direct from the
Pope, since, in our marriage, she will be practicing natural birth control. In her
case it's called menopause.” Laughs and I got whacked on the shoulder again.
“Who comes up with these words? Menopause? It should be womenopause. It
has nothing to do with men! If it did, my seed factory would have crumbled to
dust by now!” Laughs. “'We're gonna clear this entire factory site and turn it
into a park! Or a bike path!'” Laughs. “Let me toast my bride,” and I turned to
Serena with my champagne glass raised, “for today you made the dream of my
life come true!” All cheered the bride and Serena kissed me long and fully.
When it came time to cut the cake and share a slice, Serena, as everyone expected, shoved it deep into my face and beard, parts of it scattering over

my turban and robe. I delicately eased my slice into Serena's mouth, which
took considerable effort on her part as she was completely expecting me to
shove it in her face, too. Since I had only done a modest wiping of the cake
slice from all over my face, I kissed her and rubbed some of it on her face anyway. I also spent much of the rest of the evening scraping wedding cake out of
my beard.
After this tradition Ry and the band continued their break and he put on
some tunes through the sound system with the announcement, “You'll probably
all recognize this one.” Out came Hot N' Cold from the Basel performance
soundtrack.
“Wait a minute!” I shouted and moved to the band set and paused the
soundtrack. I grabbed the mike. “All right! I am compelled, since there are professional performers here tonight who all demand to be paid for a public performance of their work so I must intercede!” Laughs. “And announce, as president of AVAP, I now grant you, Ry Cooder, a waiver to pay us for a public performance of Myth of Man and Woman, especially because Doctor Dietrich is
present and she would be pissed she was not getting paid for a public performance of a work in which she was instrumental in achieving. You haven't seen
her get pissed, Ry. I am sparing you the agony.” Laughs and Ry actually looked
a bit embarrassed. I smiled widely toward him, and glanced around the room.
“Oh, should any of you wish to dance, I hear there are some pretty decent
dance tunes on this soundtrack. It's what I've heard.” I instantly pressed the
pause button to start it up. Some took my word for it and actually danced,
sometimes with Serena and I leading. Well, she was leading and I was struggling to follow.
Lena and I drank a glass of Gewurztraminer together as a toast to each.
Esperanza and I drank a glass of red wine together as a toast to each. I took a
sip of Pacifico with each of the boys, starting with John: “Here's to my best
man.” Drake was next: “To my second best man.” Will: “To my third best
man.” Ken was last: “And, saving the best for last, to my fourth best man.”
“How can I be 'best' when I'm fourth, Al?” Ken complained.
“What are you talking about, Ken? That's John, Drake and Will ahead
of you. That's some serious competition!”
“Yeah, but fourth isn't anything to be proud of!”
“Second isn't anything to be proud of but you don't hear Drake complaining, do you?”
While I was clear headed throughout the night and well into the morning, Serena managed a second and third wind. She was still at it with everyone
until after three in the morning, when there were still hundreds in lively attendance, though Ry and the band had long disappeared. Serena slipped up next to
me, kissed my cheek and whispered, “I'm ready to wiggle out of this gown and
wiggle with you, my beloved. It's been a long time. Do you remember what to
do?”
I whispered back, “You may have to provide guidance, my beloved. I
believe we both agreed you would run the show until we check out Monday
morning. Is it how you remember it?”

“I'll have to stop frequently so you can catch your breath.”
“Yes, breathing is difficult for an old man.”
As always, once we reached the room and the door was closed behind
us, my bride, my wife, my partner, my equal, and I engaged in all manners of
informality. There still are no secrets between Serena and me. Her suggestions
were many and varied and I raised no objection. There were even moments
when we relaxed and enjoyed the spa. We never once stepped out of the bridal
suite the entire weekend and we allowed very few visitors inside, refusing
most. I never stated any refusal until I consulted the bride. “Can't they wait until Monday?” the bride asked me to ask them.
“Can't you wait until Monday?” I relayed the request into the phone.
“Well, yes, we can,” invariably came the answer through the phone.
“Then, please do,” I would respond and instantly ended the call.
Monday morning, once it was late enough to make a business call, I
buzzed the person in charge at Paramount to receive assurances all was ready
for shooting to start the following day. Our crews had been working on the studio sets without issue, all the trailers were ready and in place, and the conference room would be ready at noon with the expected lunch items also ready.
“Excellent!” I exclaimed. “Why are you folks at Paramount so accommodating
to me?”
“Al,” came the response, “there will always be those scattered around
all the studios who will bear bitter feelings about you. I think what you may
not understand is there are also those scattered around these same studios who
see there are other ways to do all this and shutting your eyes and ignoring them
is not a very good way to conduct business. If it can make money there's no legitimate reason not to try it.”
“Yeah, but I always think guys like you are living on the edge, you
know, and one of those old dinosaurs is gonna knock you over the precipice
some day.”
“It's a business with ceaseless pressure. You know it. One setback and
you're gone, but I like to think I'll land on my feet when I get shoved over the
precipice. After all, the dinosaurs went extinct. Many have already disappeared, so it's only a matter of time, Al.”
Heinz arrived late morning and helped move our luggage to the car. We
checked out of the hotel, greeting some of the guests who also stayed through
the weekend, many who would be driving to the studio's conference room in
hours. With Rebekka waiting in the back of the car, Serena scooted into the
middle seat and I sat on the outside. We drove a couple blocks and I climbed
out and went up to the Farabé's rooms to see them off. Though they would be
parting from me and may never see me again for a long while, it was still a
warm and pleasant gathering. Madame Farabé performed the act which almost
shocked me. As I took her hands in mine, she smiled broadly, dazzling me, and
suggested simply, softly, “You may hug me, Al-Barrak. We are not in Mali and
no one here will object.” I glanced to Monsieur Farabé, who only smiled back
warmly. I hugged his wife lightly and Madame Farabé kissed my cheek. When
I turned to Kitana she lifted her arms to me and I embraced her and received a

warm kiss, too.
“I suppose I do not have to assure you this will never be heard through
my lips, do I?” When all laughed my assurance was sealed. I knew I would,
once again, set foot in Mali or die trying. I was determined to look upon the
beautiful countenance of this entire trusting and touching family. I told them I
considered them all part of my family.
Monsieur Farabé corrected me. “I think you have it all wrong, Al-Barrak. You are a treasured member of our family, so do not be away from us
long.”
We arrived at the studio in plenty of time and parked where we had
been assigned with a golf cart waiting. We climbed in and Heinz drove to the
building where the conference room was located. He escorted us inside but
would wait in the lobby and try to amuse himself for the hours this would take
while Serena, Rebekka and I walked to the room with the doors propped open
and hugged the many already present. Monday would be a day I would feel a
lot of bodies squeezing against my skinny, old man frame. I relished every moment. A few were missing but all arrived on time and I encouraged everyone to
grab lunch first. The boys were there—each other than Drake performing a
small cameo—Andrea sat next to me, Drake next to Andrea, Serena on my
other side and Rebekka next to her. Small talk naturally drifted to the wedding,
the more improbable events, such as my comment about marrying Pamela or
the younger actresses, many in the room, and my conversation with Rebekka.
I shook my head. “Let me apologize for saying some things I should
never have said, but now you all know what happens to me when I get nervous,
because I was nervous with all of the obstacles. At least I didn't get surly,
though I'm sure to many of you it seems like a very thin line.”
“Pamela wanted me to tell you she prefers only one husband, Al,” John
advised me.
This brought welcome laughter. “It means you have your work cut out
for you, John,” and it brought more laughter, “but if you can work with me as
number two, holding onto Pamela will seem like a walk in the park for you.”
There was one big table where all the actors with the major roles sat,
other tables scattered about with the actors in the smaller or cameo roles. When
it seemed everyone was through lunch, I asked and everyone was ready. I reminded everyone drinks and other refreshments were at the back table. “Please
be as quiet as you can when you get up, though. I'm sure you all will. Everyone
have their scripts ready?” All were ready. “Let's get started, then.”
We slammed through it. In total it gave me the impression I was looking at a movie about two hours and fifteen minutes without credits. It could be
shaved in editing, as all in attendance understood, including any smaller role
ending up on the editing floor, not in the final release. The vast majority of interruptions were caused by me, since I was beginning my true directorial debut
and was compelled to discuss with any actor what I considered might be a lack
of inflection or emphasis. I noted the time when I began my “direction” and
erased it from the total time we spent on the read-through. I always began with
the name of the actor or actress, to get their attention in a positive way, and

suggested, “Tell me what you think if you were to say the line this way.” I
would then say the line with the inflection and emphasis I had always considered appropriate. I would laugh with everyone else when any of the actors or
actresses would immediately express a reluctance to be “directed.” Even those
who were not present when I met with the many others a few days after returning to Los Angeles knew what I had stated about how I would direct “on the
set” and I was reminded this was not “on the set.” For the very first objection, I
clarified. “For each and every one of you, I will still ask you, 'How do you
want to do this?' Let me explain, now, what I know about this movie before we
start. I have a very clear idea of each character's contribution to every scene.
This does not mean my idea is definitive. Just as I will defend my idea of the
character you will portray, if you think you have a better idea, be prepared to
defend it, to, at least, introduce to me your idea of making it better. How do
you expect to convince me if you can't even bring yourself to challenge my, admittedly, limited idea? I will never make you feel your ideas are not welcome,
but I can only open the door for you by asking, 'How do you want to do this?'
You have to do the rest.”
I had one more “meeting” scheduled for the afternoon, though only one
person knew. I gave Heinz the address, he plugged it into the GPS and the four
of us poked along amid the growing and slowing traffic barrier to arrive at
Bernard's boutique.
“I'm not going in there,” Serena stated as Heinz put the car in a space
along the curb. “He's doing a reality TV show now, Al. You know that, don't
you?”
“Don't I ever! He had to reschedule someone with a promise to do it for
free and I had to sign a stupid waiver from the network.”
“We're starting the movie tomorrow. What have you got planned, Al?”
“Let's see. Bernard does hair. Hmmm. I'm probably going to have him
cut my hair.”
“No!” came from the ladies' lips in unison.
“Yes! Everyone's been telling me, Muslim, Hindu, Catholic, Protestant,
agnostic, atheist, even children, 'Don't you think it's time to cut your
hair...some?' Except for Ranjit. He has never said a word about it, probably because he's a Sikh.” I got out of the car and turned to Heinz. “If some man
comes up to the car for entry and you don't recognize him, Heinz, put the window down a little, and if it's me, I'll say, 'It's me, Heinz.' That will be your
clue.”
“I'll unlock the door, Heinz,” Serena commanded. “I'll decide.”
I walked into Bernard's boutique expecting some difficulty in re-entering the rental I paid for. Bernard was waiting at the door and welcomed me inside with a huge hug, which I returned as enthusiastically. There was the crew
over in the corner, the camera recording it all. “Welcome to Bernard's boutique,” I announced, “where one's hair will be styled in a most gorgeous fashion and all of it recorded for posterity, or, perhaps, some profit motive.” I
turned to the crew. “You guys actually make money shooting in this salon?
Who would watch it?”

Bernard laughed gregariously. “Come, Al-Barrak,” Bernard gestured to
his chair. “Based on your appearance, I have an enormous job ahead of me.”
“You know I come here with great trepidation, Bernard,” I remarked,
moving toward the chair to sit down. “I am having a reality TV star cutting
years of hair growth and shaving my entire beard, and I wonder how real is
this? How can they call it reality TV? It's completely contrived and this is how
you can tell, Bernard. Ignore the TV crew over in the corner of your salon.
Merely pretend they're not actually here, so it will seem like it's all real, and if
you cut my face while shaving, I'll merely pretend it didn't happen. That will
add drama!”
“I haven't seen you in so long, Al, I miss your humor. Now shut up so I
can do my work!”
“And that's what I've missed, Bernard's commanding presence. Good
thing you always performed magic with my hair. You do remember how flimsy
my hair is, don't you?”
“How could I forget?!”
Nearly an hour later Bernard pulled away the apron from my chest and
lap and provided some of his recommendations for keeping my hair reasonably
tamed. “You can't get away from these guys at all while I'm shooting?” I asked,
almost pleading.
“I'm booked solid for the next two months, Al,” Bernard replied.
“Marna is an excellent replacement, as we already discussed.”
“She's not going to shove her crotch up against me, is she?”
“Do you require it?”
“I'd prefer she wouldn't.”
“I'll pass it on.”
I waved to the TV crew. “It was nice meeting all of you, though we
were never introduced, so we'll pretend like we're old friends. Hope I end up
on the cutting room floor, by the way.”
“Don't count on it,” remarked the producer.
“Yeah, I figured.”
The rear passenger window slipped down a crack and Serena advised,
“I'm sorry, but I was awaiting my husband. Would you take a seat next to Rebekka, please?”
“Oh, that won't be dangerous opening that door on Rodeo drive with all
the maniacs loose on the streets desperately holding on to their fading driving
privileges.” I had to go around the back of the car and dodge the maniacs to get
back into my rental on the driver's side to sit next to Rebekka. I smiled with
great amusement while Rebekka stared at me in amazement. “Got any plans
this weekend? Wanna get hitched? One of my wives is going to sit out of the
rotation for the foreseeable future, so I've got room for you.”
Serena held back her temper. “You love living right on the edge, little
boy, and you're only one short movement from being pushed all the way.”
“Maybe the weekend following, right before you leave for Germany.”
“Keep me out of this, Al-Barrak!” Rebekka warned.
“It's hard enough sharing you, Al. Don't push me.”

“I appreciate teasing as much as anyone else, Serena, but I would never
make you enter a car from the street side.”
It was quiet for a few moments. Serena stared out the window. “I'm
sorry, Al, but I was only teasing.” She turned back to fix her gaze upon mine.
“Let's put it behind us and go home and get some rest. You start a whole new
career tomorrow.”
“To Serena's, please, Heinz.”
It was after seven when we arrived but we waited a half-hour for Lena
and Esperanza to join us for supper. Once the meal was complete I had little
time for relaxation. I studied the shooting schedule for the following day and
referred to the script portions affected. There was some location shooting
which David and Conrad would direct and I called all three to go over the
schedule. All three would meet at the studio, along with their crews and cast, at
six in the morning. There was planning with wardrobe, hair and makeup, props
and set completion and decoration. Jana would be responsible for set decoration, working closely with continuity. Continuity would work closely with everyone and our first responsibility after shooting wrapped was to check for
continuity and extraneous items, such as booms, mikes, shadows, etc., which
did not belong in the shot. This is a huge undertaking with every movie made.
Only when you get directors, major actors and producers in guaranteed privacy do you learn how often re-shoots take place days, weeks, even months
later because everyone missed the glass on the table, for example, which
should not, though more likely, should have been in the shot but no one caught
it. This was my absolutely highest priority. Re-takes are enormously costly in
the movie business. There have been movies requiring re-takes where an entire
set had to be re-built, not to mention the cost of bringing back actors, crew and
staff who have scattered to the winds. I expected we would have to perform retakes, as did everyone else with experience, but I was determined to keep it to
an extremely low number. John and the other producers would help when each
could and we would load the dailies on John's server for this exercise. The
more eyeballs scouring the details the better.
At ten we all climbed onto Serena's bed. I'll skip the informality—as always since I changed my name—but I couldn't help wondering aloud room,
even on Serena's massive bed, was growing a bit scant. Maybe we should
chuck the bed when in India and instead lay out many cushions, blankets, rugs
and pillows. Beds and frames and mattresses and box springs start becoming
burdensome once you're extending beyond seven feet in any direction. If a
raised platform, which is what a bed truly is, would make some of us comfortable, we could build one and throw the cushions, rugs, blankets, sheets and pillows on the platform. Trying to move massive mattresses and box springs held
no appeal for me. Surprisingly, it held no appeal for any of my bed mates.
“Good, so we agree we're not moving your bed anywhere,” I concluded, gazing at my new wife, my equal.
“My bed will stay here, Al. We'll figure something out in India.”
“It will have to be much bigger when Tanya joins us,” Lena softly suggested.

“My head is about to explode with everything from the movie, Lena. I
would prefer to keep my mind clear of that prospect for the next couple
months, please.”
“What's Tanya like?” Serena asked.
“Here we go,” Professor Esperanza laughed.
“Tanya is about your complete opposite, Serena, tall, blond, blue eyes,
athletic, but slow to anger. I have never seen her angry and she can be intimidating but she never is, except in one respect.”
“What's that?”
“She is probably the most beautiful woman I have ever laid eyes on. It's
only my opinion, but I have laid eyes on a lot of women, and none of them
reach her. You're not the most beautiful woman to me, Serena, but I've said it
before because it's true. You were the most desirable but not any more. You are
as desirable to me as Lena, Esperanza, even Tanya, and I love you all equally,
not one of you more or less than any other. I know you find it difficult to believe, but I would give my life for any of you. I don't know what more I can
give you to prove to you I love and desire each of you equally.”
“Yes, but will she co-operate?” Serena inquired in a general manner.
Esperanza laughed. “She's a girl's girl, Serena, and a schemer, too. If
she comes into the fold, Al will have his hands full and then some.”
“I would certainly do a lot of deferring, since all of you rarely fail to
tackle your domestic responsibilities, which is admittedly lacking on my part.”
“Yes! I've washed more than a few dishes in your sink, Al,” Lena reminded me.
While the women enjoyed that one, I remarked, “All true, and usually
without any clothes on, not even an apron.” They enjoyed that one, too.
Serena and I were up early, three-thirty, and showered together since we
saw no need to shower separately. After Serena dried her hair we were off with
Heinz and arrived at the studio a few minutes before six. Though Serena's part
was extensive it was still a smaller role and there would be many days when
she was not called. We would share a trailer, the director's trailer, the entire
shoot, except for the days we broke for the holidays. Rebekka was not called
until the next week and Heinz would bring her to the studio. Since her role was
small, though she would be shooting continually for about a week, we had her
booked in a hotel nearby and Heinz would direct her back and forth. Esperanza
and Lena left Serena's house later, back to Esperanza's house and Lena flew
back to India the following day. I did not see Esperanza until our first break for
Christmas, but with school out until about the third week in January, she was
on the perpetual list at the gate for allowed entry and she would often drive in
and stay for days at a time in our trailer and be on the set all day. It was a joy to
me and Serena to have her there with us. Those were all my personal particulars during the shoot.
The first morning was controlled pandemonium but huddling with
Jeremy, David and Conrad for fifteen minutes set the latter two's days, and
their crews, cast and staff were off by six thirty. Most of the movie would be
shot in a linear time fashion and we were unconcerned about a lack of personal

changes in appearance, other than minor ones. Andrea made her suggestions,
Drake, Serena and I also changed some things appearance wise to create a better time line effect for the audience, but all of it was accomplished with hair,
make-up and wardrobe. My role as a head hunter for the corporate crowd is my
introduction to Andrea's character, a saleswoman moving up the ranks to manager, vice president, and embarking on her own endeavor. Our first three or
four days take place with various smaller sets inside the studio and concern the
first years of our meeting. Drake is in some scenes, Serena in some, all of us in
some. Our four characters are the major roles and we spend the first twenty to
thirty minutes establishing and building these roles.
Serena is an old friend from college days with Andrea. Drake and I
meet through my younger brother, since we are both from the same home
town. Like many guys who meet through vicarious methods, we click together.
Andrea is most interested in a career and avoids romantic entanglements,
though there are some, all unsatisfactory. Serena has outside romantic interests,
which are only briefly introduced, though she has no interest in me. “He's too
old.” Drake is already married when the story begins and has a reputation as a
raconteur, an eminently amusing and rapturous storyteller. He also has a very
blatant wandering eye. I have been consistently unmarried. I enjoy my life,
professionally and personally, and the freedom which goes with it. While I
have my share of romantic trysts, short and sweet, Rebekka becomes the one
who almost captured me. An international sales manager for a German solar
manufacturer, she's on the outside when the firm merges with a larger European corporation. Knowing of my reputation, since I have extensive experience
internationally with multinational corporations, that's how we meet. I perform
my usual thorough interview, knowing she has expertise for several of the
smaller solar manufacturers in the States and Great Britain with her command
of English. She, however, is fascinated by older men, single men, independent
men, men who have consistently avoided marriage. This sets the background
for the movie, with a large number of characters weaving in and out.
The first day Rebekka reported was one of the more unusual in the
schedule. The first unit, Jeremy and his crew, would be on location at LAX,
shooting the scene where Rebekka's character arrives in Los Angeles to meet
my character for the first time. So crews were shooting often, David was at the
studio with Drake shooting a scene at his “home” depicting the continuing disintegration of his marriage, while Serena and Andrea were at another location
shooting a scene with their characters. Both Serena and Andrea helped direct
those shots with Conrad's crew.
John's considerable reputation and expertise made securing the permission to shoot at the airport and the airline's considerable cooperation easy to
obtain. Much of John's responsibility was working with the various authorities
for permission to shoot locations. Before we started John and I discussed his
role in great detail and when he suggested he take the lead on these negotiations with authorities I agreed instantly. It proved to be an enormously sagacious decision. His ability to secure permission on as short a notice as half a
day left me at times astonished. It sure made it easier to deal with a schedule

which sometimes unraveled and threatened to grind everything to a halt.
We had only a short window to shoot at the airport and we came close
to exceeding it, since Rebekka's nerves were on frequent display. She was difficult to deal with while shooting because of her growing failure to deliver the
performance I required. With hundreds of extras, the airline cooperating up to a
point, our shooting window slowly evaporating, and her own self-confidence
dwindling, I pulled Rebekka away from everyone, wrapped my arms around
her, and calmly, softly, encouraged her. “You know your lines. You know your
actions, Rebekka. All you have to do is focus. While we're here, you are not
Rebekka. You are Greta, who is greatly surprised, but very pleased to meet me
and Greta is instantly attracted to me. That is your focus. Greta would never
think of any of these people here. They mean nothing to her, therefor they
mean nothing to you. Focus on me. I'm the one you want, and you want my attention in return. You want me to want you. Focus on that and forget everyone
and everything else. You can do this. You have it in you.”
Out came the deviant smile. “Kiss me to make me want you.” Shaking
my head lightly, I smiled my deviant smile and kissed Rebekka long and fully.
“Are you feeling any dampness?” Rebekka slapped my shoulder with
her open hand, frowning with the corners of her lips curled up. “Let's do this
again. Ready?”
“Yes,” came her determined, gritty response. We soon cranked out the
rest of the scene and wrapped, but I got what we set out to get, critical since
this sets the stage for our two characters to submerge into a romantic entanglement.
I called David's phone to leave the message we were finished and on
the way to the studio and to call me. A few minutes later, after I had left a similar message with Conrad, David advised they were one to two hours from
wrapping. Conrad was almost complete and all would soon arrive at the bar we
used for those scenes. The owners were very accommodating, the patrons were
great and many appeared as extras, and we shot in the bar over six separate
days. Once Drake's scene at the studio was wrapped, he would be at the bar to
shoot that scene until the day was wrapped. One of Conrad's crew would bring
the recordings to the studio where I could look at it in a corner of the studio we
reserved for inspection and editing, which we did throughout the course of every shooting day. It kept me busy once we reached the studio while Drake and
David were completing their scene. All the rest of the cast and crew from the
first team ate supper and sat or stood around the set for David's crew. Once
they wrapped, Drake was off to the bar, and all the rest of David's cast and
crew were done for the day. While we set up our scene for Rebekka's interview,
David inspected his shots, then ours. We were always trying to keep everyone
as busy as possible.
It was late, nearly nine at night, when we wrapped the interview scene.
Jeremy would load it on the server and the producers would get first look at it
along with Jeremy. I was beat, though pleased at how the day went, typical except for Rebekka's opening shots. Rebekka still held some disappointment
from her stumbling at the airport and wanted to discuss our upcoming scenes. I

had no opportunity, other than the first day's read-through, to discuss Rebekka's role and what I expected, so I agreed to follow her to her hotel, only a
few blocks away.
Within minutes and after some innocent small talk, Rebekka excused
herself to the bathroom, explaining she wanted to remove her make-up. I simply nodded, thinking nothing of it, and sat in one of the chairs before a table
near the sliding door which led to the balcony. Several minutes passed until the
bathroom door opened and Rebekka emerged. Make-up wasn't all she removed, since she walked straight to the bed from the bathroom fully naked. I
made no attempt to avert my gaze. I watched her take a few steps to the bed,
lay down on the cover with her head on a pillow, and spread her legs wide. She
spoke not a word but when her legs opened, though I couldn't see right up the
middle sitting at the side of the bed, it was time for me to speak.
“Did I not warn you about unquenchable desire, Rebekka? Do I have to
throw you off this movie so you get it, the full gist of it?”
“It's not anything you haven't seen before and we're lovers in this
movie, Al. If we practice I'm certain I'll be able to focus on the set.”
“Is this from your acting school, the one which says, 'If it's as close to
real, it makes it more believable?' It's still acting, Rebekka. Acting is pretension. It's all pretend. Are you incapable of pretending?”
Rebekka closed her legs and sat up instantly, crossing her arms under
her well-formed, bare breasts. “You promised me you would teach me what
you know. Remember your promise?”
“I did promise you and I intend to honor it.”
“So honor it!”
“Put some clothes on, Woman! Stop acting like you're my wife, or one
who wants to be!”
Rebekka uncrossed her arms, grasped her bare legs near her ankles and
leaned forward to place her chin on her left knee, having pulled up her knees.
“You could have this, Al, all of it. I would give you all of it with no conditions,
no reservations, but one...” I wouldn't respond. I stared fiercely at her, my eyes
slits. “I would be the only wife you have, the only wife you'll ever need.”
“You don't care about this movie, do you, Rebekka? You don't care if
your behavior causes it to blow up in total chaos, to have it end with everyone
at each other's throats, do you?”
She leaned back a little and massaged her left leg with her left arm
provocatively, constantly. “Oh, I want to shoot my scenes from start to finish,
but I want more than pretending before a camera. I want you!”
I stood to look down at her on the bed. “You know nothing. The worst?
You don't wanna know. All you want is this little fantasy you've dreamed up.
This is a waste of my time.” I walked to the door.
“I would give you every fantasy you could dream, Al-Barrak. I would
never say, 'No.'”
I grasped the handle of the door leading out the room. Without turning
back I stated loudly, “Six o'clock, Rebekka. If you're late, you're through.” I
opened the door slightly, checking if anyone was in the hall. No one was and I

closed the door behind me.
Conrad's unit started their day later and were scheduled at the bar late.
David would finish his inspections of the dailies, join Conrad's crew shooting
at the bar and help direct if necessary, and the two would inspect the bar shots'
dailies while everyone else was dismissed. This meant Serena would not arrive
at the trailer on the studio lot until very late at night, so I knew when I returned
she wouldn't be there. Serena was going to hear about it and from my own lips
but it would have to wait. There was someone else with whom I could talk, and
though it was early she had a long history with Rebekka and a great deal more
interaction than me.
“It's very early to call me, my beloved,” Lena muttered. “There's nothing wrong with the movie, is there?”
“I don't know yet, Lena. I suppose I'll know tomorrow morning.” I
paused and let out a deep sigh. “You've had more time in Rebekka's company
than me, so would it surprise you she came on to me tonight?”
“She's been in love with you from the beginning, so, no, it doesn't surprise me. Sometimes, you do that, Al, and not even consciously.”
“I've known about her desire, even warned her about it, and I had hints
about her objective, too. You know she won't accept being one of my wives,
Lena. She's the only one or nothing. My concern is how far she's gonna take it,
when she doesn't get what she wants.”
“If you're asking me, my beloved, I think she understands what will
happen should she be the cause of disruption while you shoot, because you'll
send her away, shoot all her scenes with someone else and never tolerate her
presence again and that will be the end of it. I know you very well, Al-Barrak,
and you won't hesitate to throw her off the set forever. You'll protect the movie
regardless of cost and I think Rebekka's smart enough to know it's what you'll
do.” Lena paused for a moment and I waited. I knew she had something else to
add. “I sensed long ago how she felt about you. I could see it in the way she
looked at you at times, how she behaved with you at times. It can drive some
women to jealous outrage, Al, but I have kept an open mind about her all
along. I thought she could fit in like we all have. The unbreakable bond I have
with you includes an unbreakable bond with Esperanza, with Serena, too. The
time I spend with either I cherish, just as much as the time I spend with you,
but now I know what some looks I have seen on Rebekka's face really mean,
because I've seen them. She's the one feeling jealous outrage, that when she
sees your reaction with any of us, Rebekka's thinking she's better for you than
that, she can make you feel better than we can. I think she's headed for a bad
fall, Al, and there's nothing you can do to stop it.”
Serena arrived after midnight completely bushed. I was “asleep,” still at
a consciousness you rarely experience, so I sat up in the bed when she walked
in. As tired as she was Serena asked how the day went, especially considering
this was Rebekka's introduction to acting before a camera in a large scale
movie production. “She stumbled frequently at the airport, Serena, though she
did much better at the studio for the interview scene. When we wrapped she
asked if I would come to her hotel so we could discuss her role in depth since

we hadn't done it. That's not an unusual request while shooting a movie so I
followed her back to the hotel. She came onto me, Serena.”
Serena was undressing, but immediately stopped. Her expression as she
fixed on my gaze was deflated. “What happened, Al?”
“After a few minutes in her room, Rebekka walks into the bathroom
saying she wants to remove her make-up. It wasn't all she removed, since she
walked out of the bathroom to lay on the bed fully naked.” Serena's head shook
as she frowned. “She seems to have the idea I only need one wife, her.”
Serena walked to the edge of the bed to remove her shoes and slacks.
Without looking at me, she asked, “Are you going to fire her?”
“If she's late tomorrow morning, yes.” I noted her demeanor. Serena
possessed no jealousy or concern. “You're not jealous or worried?”
She laughed and stood up to pull down her slacks. “I have known you
for so long and so well, Al-Barrak, even as Gregory, I know who and what you
are. You need no wife, Al. There are only certain moments when I think of myself as your wife. All those other moments I have a trusted and loving companion, three of them. I sometimes even think of Heinz that way. I have two sisters, trusted and loving companions, and we're all held together through you,
my beloved. What we have is a very tight family and this Rebekka has no idea
how tight it is. You'll handle her in an appropriate manner. This is your way.”
Serena had already sat down on the bed, having removed her slacks and
panties. She rose to walk to the bathroom. “You won't let her disrupt anything.
Her disruption will never be like yours when you came into my life like a tornado. My marriage was over. I was free and I welcomed your disruption. I
came onto you and since then we've had our ups and downs but we're still together.”
I rose from the bed and walked into the bathroom and slipped up behind her as she removed her make-up. With my arms around her waist I said, “I
imagine those down times were aggravating for you when you would step into
the bathroom to remove the mask on your face, unveil your true beauty and
you would see my face behind you admiring the unveiling.” I squeezed her
gently.
Serena smiled through the mirror's reflection as she wiped her cheeks
and chin. “I imagine there were moments when you lied in bed imagining my
soft and sensuous form lying next to you, a form like no other.”
I kissed the right side of her neck and she scrunched her neck, still
smiling. I turned and walked out of the bathroom. “When you complete your
eminent unveiling bring your unique, soft and sensuous form to bed with me. I
have a tiny desire which I am finding impossible to ignore.”
Serena was silent for a few minutes while she finished removing her
make-up and washed and dried her face. She stepped out of the bathroom and
leaned against the opening. “But with my soft and sensuous form, you don't receive the adult portion like you can with Tanya.” She crossed her arms in defiance, but her face was smiling wickedly.
“Well, your soft and sensuous form may not be the adult size but it has
always been sufficient for me and I've heard you say a perfect fit for you.” I

smiled my bad-boy smile.
Serena leaned forward and walked toward the bed. “I've had so many
things on my mind lately I can't recall, Al-Barrak. I think you will have to remind me.”
Serena slipped under the sheet and we turned to face each other. Our
arms at top slipped over the other. “Let us get reacquainted with some respective areas of our bodies first, and then we'll check on the fit.” Serena smiled, I
smiled, and soon we engaged in some informality.

Segment Thirty-Seven
It wasn't only the start
of the movie—holding a gathering at a hotel with two hundred and fifty veterans of the
movie business to fill the rest
of the cast and crew—I was
blasting to smithereens. Additionally, with an eye toward
cost reduction, I had three
camera units shooting simultaneously on a frequent basis.
It's not unusual, except second and third or more units typically shoot landscape or moving objects like vehicles and planes, and shots of characters meandering around. They shoot the simple shots under tight instruction from the
director, though the director is often never present. A director almost exclusively works with the first unit and the camera operator who usually is credited
as the cinematographer. Thus, in most movies, second, third, or more camera
units, all shoot essentially filler which tends to add to the aesthetics. They're
told what to shoot, how to shoot it and sent off. They do all of this on a quick
basis so most of them are done long before the shooting schedule is complete
or start well into it.
When a movie is shooting, anyone who works, anyone on call, anyone
who reports on any set, must be paid. It's why second, third and more units
usually shoot quickly in one block of shooting time and dismissed. Shooting
Terms of Surrender we didn't do that. Second and third units in our movie shot
right up to the last and each crew, sometimes both crews, had many days or
half-days off. Everyone got paid scale when they worked and many would
never have signed under this dismantled shooting schedule, because when any
don't work, they don't get paid. They all signed as owners, and they all were
intrigued at the thought of how we would shoot this movie, because second
and third units all shot scenes which were actively directed, but not by me. Few
directors shoot a movie this way unless they have absolute and complete trust
in the camera crew and the actors. I had that absolute and complete trust, even
with Conrad, who was learning the ropes and asserting his directing opinions. I
saw it on the dailies from David and Conrad the first week.
We used the storyboard for the units shooting action while I was with

the first unit. I never used the storyboard since I helped create it and I knew
how I wanted all the shots, but I gave free rein to everyone shooting with any
of the units in my absence and some of the scenes and shots produced were
outstanding. All of the cast knew—when it became clear to all this totally foreign method of shooting a movie would be employed—and remembered what I
had said. “How do you want to do this?” That's the first thing everyone talked
about when shooting with any of the units in my absence. Consensus was
reached, the cast and crews were veterans with many of the cast having directed previously, including Serena and John and most of the cameo actors,
and I let them get on with it. I merely provided what I expected to see when the
units would gather together every morning or the previous day if they were
scheduled for a location with a long drive time to reach but always left them
with my one encouraging slogan. “That's how I see it. If you have a better idea,
surprise me. Make it a pleasant surprise.” They usually did.
We wrote the screenplay this way deliberately, with many location
scenes integral to the story and with many of the producers and actors contributing, and all receiving credit. When that credit appeared on the screen,
many of the critics noted, with ten “writers” contributing to a screenplay, the
whole movie could end up a jumbled mess. Some complained it did seem a
jumbled mess. I considered it controlled chaos. When most in the business
learned exactly how we shot the movie, some thought there should have been
ten credits for directing, too. I even had a “discussion” with members of the
Directors Guild, but I convinced them—though there were many scenes integral to the story with major acting on screen and I, as director, was not present
on the set—I stated the tone of the scene and I examined the dailies from every
scene to ensure it's what should appear in the movie. I claimed it was “directing from a distance.” I was simply in hiding and I knew what was going on the
whole time. The members weren't exactly thrilled with my explanation but
they couldn't mount a reasonable counter, especially when I added should the
Guild itself take the position that scenes must be directed by the director at all
times, there go all your other camera units. Try selling that one to the studios,
ladies and gentlemen. As for trying to refine it, how are you going to accomplish it? Set a time limit? Set a line limit? Set some vague notion this kind of
scene contributes to the story but this other one doesn't? You're on a slippery
slope which you will find impossible to enforce when there isn't one person
from our movie who feels slighted without the director's credit. If you find one,
I'll capitulate. Everyone who worked on Terms of Surrender knew I was the director. If something was shot which I could not approve, we re-shot it with me
on set directing. There weren't many but no one objected.
Rebekka appeared on the set the morning after meeting with me in her
hotel room fifteen minutes early. She brought to the set her professional demeanor only. We often discussed her scenes while everyone was setting up and
she was nothing but the consummate professional. I never threatened her nor
did I ever mention the hotel incident. I treated her like any actor, would thank
her like any actor when I got the performance I required and we wrapped. She
accepted it with the dignity intended. One week later we all hugged her, myself

included, and bid her a safe journey back to Germany the following day. Her
scenes were complete and all were good. She walked off the set poised and respectful and Heinz drove her to her hotel room. Only my wives knew what
took place in her room that night. No one else from the movie knew anything.
Before she left Rebekka knew she would be back in Los Angeles the
second week of January. We were shooting one of the romantic scenes at the
studio and John entered while we were setting up the next shot. When I saw
him walking across the expanse from the entrance I shouted, “I hope nothing
has blown up, Mister Drury. I have my hands full with Rebekka, you know.”
“Nothing's blown up,” John responded loudly, still some distance away.
“Only have some good news for our director.” Now everyone stopped to pay
attention. It was moving toward evening, close to our supper break and everyone knew what day it was. John's smile was big and full. “You're a Golden
Globe nominee, Al!” Cheers went up all over the set.
I smiled. “All right, everyone! Let's break for supper!” In seconds everyone was coming to hug me.
John reached me and we hugged. “Best director and Myth of Man and
Woman nominated for best motion picture, musical or comedy.”
I looked for Rebekka who was standing a respectful distance away.
When we locked her mouth formed a beaming smile. I beckoned her and we
slipped our arms around each other and hugged tightly. “Looks like you'll be
back in Los Angeles next month.”
“I look forward to being there with you,” Rebekka remarked and
hugged me again.
I disappointed her with my response. “I won't be able to get away, not
in the middle of a shoot, so you'll be there to accept for either. I'll have a very
short speech for you in case I win.”
“I won't enjoy that!” Rebekka complained.
I leaned to her right side and whispered, “I have appreciated your behavior since the first day, Rebekka. When you return come and visit us on the
set. You will be welcome.” When I leaned slightly back, Rebekka kissed my
cheek. We released and I announced, “Let's have a bite to eat and I'll take some
time to change my résumé.” As if our meal break was anticipated, my phone
started ringing on vibrate. I hardly had time to eat since I was on the phone
most of the break. Serena, Andrea, all the rest of the boys called to give me
their congratulations and I even took a couple of short interviews with media
folks whom I respected. My responses were short and sweet and accepted in
that manner since I explained I was on set during a break. “I sincerely appreciate the recognition from the fine folks at the Golden Globes but I will be unable to appear. My first obligation is to cast, crew, staff and investors of Terms
of Surrender and we will still be shooting the day of the awards presentation. I
regret not being able to appear, as I would in almost any other circumstance,
but, again, I appreciate this honor.”
Acting opposite Andrea was a joy, even the steamier scenes. There is no
nudity in the movie. It was our intention from the beginning. No one even appears on set nude. With camera angles we create the impression, but no one

was ever nude on the set. However, Andrea did bring her passion and while we
never practiced any scene first, the first scene where we kissed, she started
moaning. I cut.
“Where is moaning in the script, Andrea?”
Andrea laughed heartily. “I've kissed you on the cheek many times, Al,
but I've never been kissed like that before.”
I glanced over to Drake sitting in his seat. “She's kidding, right?” Drake
hunched his shoulders.
“If you're going to kiss me like that, I'm moaning, Al. That's all there is
to it.”
To no one in particular I asked, “What are you gonna do when I start
squeezing your breasts through your clothes?” I turned to Serena sitting in her
chair. “You know, it's a good thing I have Junior under control now. I can't
have him improvising.” Everyone on the set laughed outrageously.
When it died down some, Andrea remarked, “We had considered it previously, Al. You may recall I said I could handle it if anything popped up.”
More laughs.
“You are not handling Junior, Andrea.” More laughs. “It's not in the
script and we're not improvising. I'm not handling your crotch and you're not
handling mine.”
“When you changed your name you forgot the middle part. It should be
Al No Fun Barrak.”
Glancing to Serena and Drake, back and forth, I asked, “Do you want to
sit here and watch that, watch me rub between Andrea's legs, watch her rub me
between my legs?” I raised my eyebrows and glanced to one and the other. I
turned back to Andrea. “I love you, Andrea. I really do and you know I do, but
we're not going to add it to the movie for two reasons. One, it's unnecessary to
establish the love and honor our characters possess for each other and, two,
even in pretend, it crosses the honor line. It's why I call it the sacred tunnel. It
is a sacred place, a place which should only be explored by the one to whom
you made a solemn promise.”
Andrea stepped to me wearing an expression of immense respect. I
could see in her face how deeply touched she felt hearing me say that. She
placed her hands on either of my cheeks and held me firmly while she placed
her lips on mine and kissed me sensuously, warmly. She leaned back and
promised, “When you kiss me like that again, Al, I'm moaning. That's my honest reaction.” She smiled openly.
“Put your arms around me and hug me,” I demanded. Andrea immediately hugged me tightly while I slipped my arms around her back and pulled
her tight against me. Moments later I leaned back and announced, “Will someone please note in the script Andrea will moan?” Andrea chuckled and I added,
“Unless I fail to duplicate.” She pushed me away.
It's why it's in the movie. Andrea moans every time I kiss her. I liked
kissing her. I liked hearing her moan.
Drake improvised. I expected it but I wasn't going to react to it like
Melvin. I improvised at times but I usually discussed it first. I was thinking

about improving the scene and we would all talk about it on the set. I knew
Drake would probably not improvise in that manner and he didn't. With his
first improvisation I was ready. “So you're rewriting the script, Drake?”
“You can't follow, old man?”
“I like the way this scene is written. Do you want to rewrite it?”
“You would always follow, old man, but I see now the difference when
you add the title, director. You won't follow. You probably can't!”
I laughed loudly because Drake had adopted his supremely serious demeanor and I found it extremely humorous. Everyone else, tentatively, started
to chuckle, as though to break the tension. Drake held onto his serious demeanor. “You and I used to laugh uproariously when we would go off script
and drive Melvin crazy, Drake. I know you remember. He used to shout, 'I
don't know what movie we're shooting any more!'” Drake finally eased and
laughed at the memory with me. “I know what movie we're shooting and my
directing has no bearing. I have been waiting for you to improvise so we can
set some parameters and here they are. When you go off script I'll try to follow
and we'll take it until I cut. If I can't follow, we'll discuss where you want to go
with it, reach an agreement, and shoot it that way until I cut. In either circumstance, we will also shoot it from the script unless we both agree the new way
is better. We have the time and we can afford to do both ways. Deal?”
That's how we shot some of Drake's scenes, even those with other actors, all of whom improvised, too. Some of those scenes are in the movie.
My favorite scene with Serena is at the bar where I learn, even though I
have not seriously tried to pursue her, she thinks I'm too old for her. It was one
of the few improvisations I did while we were shooting I never discussed beforehand. The four of us sit at a table in the bar and it's relatively early in the
movie, but my character is well into his fifties by now and Andrea tells me Serena thinks I'm too old for either one. There were different lines which we had
all contributed but this day I had been thinking about the day I met Serena and
the lines in the script were too safe. I decided to improvise, so I stated, staring
straight at Serena, who was the character I was supposed to address, “I think
you're wise to conclude I'm too old. You're the one that, when you're ready, you
are far too impatient to hand me a blue pill and wait thirty minutes. By then,
you're completely out of the mood!”
Drake and Andrea laughed as their improvisation, and Serena went with
it, though she had no idea where I was going, didn't really want to go there, but
followed with, wearing a scowling expression, “What is that supposed to
mean? Other than you are an old man who can't get it up any more?!”
My response, delivered with my stern expression. “Well, little girl,
you'll never need a blue pill for me and you'll never have to wait thirty minutes
since mine will be instantly ready. Unfortunately, medical science has yet to
produce a reliable pill for the other side, for those who can't get wet and instead are as dry as a bone!” I concluded with my southern belle persona. “Why,
there's nothing like sexual intercourse using a dry tunnel to rip your sex organs
to shreds! My! My! There's nothing to compare it to! Rhett, darling, we absolutely must do this again...in three days after our bodies heal!” Since it was the

end of the scene, even if we had followed the script, I yelled cut. Drake and
Andrea were laughing almost uncontrollably and Serena, by now, was laughing
with them, along with the bar regulars sitting within hearing distance, which
were many because I practically shouted it. We had to make a very fine cut in
the scene and add to the following scene Serena's expression of contempt. It
fit. We made it fit. We all agreed it was the scene to put in there. We didn't
bother shooting the original. It set a tone and demeanor for my character. Serena loved it and asked why I didn't change it earlier and discuss it with everyone, like I had with most of my changes. I reminded her how Drake and Andrea reacted, as they were literally howling with laughter because they knew I
was adding it with Serena in mind. They knew about her woman change. It
wasn't anything she or I had hidden from either. When I threw that reference in
there, they were cracking up for real.
With two Golden Globe nominations I was frequently contacted by
members of the Hollywood Foreign Press Association, responsible for the
Golden Globes. I spoke with every one but not at length, simply short, cordial
interviews for their respective media outlets. Though all were disappointed I
would not attend the presentations they all understood my position. As a firsttime feature length movie director I was under enormous pressure and with so
much of the procedure for making the movie so off the beaten path and a large
number of people involved in their first-time feature length movie, I couldn't
shut down shooting for a day to attend. I needed to concentrate on the movie. I
stated many times, “Making a feature length, first rate movie with so many
well-known cast and crew members, whether independent or not, is serious
business. Reputations and a great deal of money hang in the balance. It demands all my attention so I can't take a one-day break and get back into it. I
have to stay focused. We've endured two breaks with the holidays and it took
time to get back into it when we re-gathered. Everyone I wanted was available,
though we adjusted some of the schedule for conflicts, but there are some of
the cast who are done shooting and will actually appear at the presentations.
This was simply the time to shoot. When we started I wasn't nominated. I can't
alter my shooting schedule for awards presentations, no matter how prestigious, unless you want to put up a few million. You know I have to pay for the
studio, whether we shoot or not.”
The four of us, Drake, Andrea, Serena and I, were all scheduled at the
studio on broadcast day and John politely declined to attend. Instead, he setup
in our editing and viewing room a TV pulling the awards. We took a break
when best director rolled around. I didn't win and never expected to win. There
was universal disappointment and many voiced their condolences. “We've got
a movie to shoot! Everyone to your posts and let's try to shoot some scenes before the next one.”
Drake argued, “Oh, cumon, old man! We can take a long break and wait
for the next one. We're only shooting twelve hour days. Just add the extra time
on there since we're not working.”
I glanced around a little sheepishly, noting all the disappointed expressions. In mock frustration I caved. “You all are as bad as the celebrity wor-

shipers out there. Okay! We'll break for the next one.”
Serena stepped to me and patted my cheek. “Don't get so excited, Al.
You need to learn to stay calm.” This comment resulted in widespread laughter.
I came right back. “I'm sorry I can't appreciate these awards ceremonies. Each one's called 'Best,' but there's no objectivity to any of them. It's
all subjective, a bunch of people's opinion. Myth of Man and Woman was considered a waste of time in some people's opinion. And the shows they put on.
Well, they should always have John on, since he brings a sense of style and his
unique dapper bearing and they should always rig it so Serena wins since the
ratings will soar once she gets to the podium to crumble to dust.” Serena
pushed me, hard.
“Since everyone still talks about your Oscar speech,” Andrea asked,
“what would you say tonight if the movie wins?”
I smiled deviously. “When the committee called me to ask who would
accept the award, we all agreed on the seven, and I would be the one who
couldn't attend, so Rebekka, Bruno, Ernst, Martin, Klaus and Jan will accept.
However, if I could be there, I wasn't saying a word anyway. I was going to let
my German colleagues bask in it and defer and, of course, piss everyone off.
So what? It's the Hollywood foreign press association. Is there some rule
against foreigners winning and making speeches? We'll find out because Bruno
intends to say a few words in German with no translation.” I smiled even more
deviously. “Okay, I'll stay and watch that!”
It was a long time between the two, it seemed to me. They don't follow
the same format as the Academy and the awards are not the same but they finally got to it. They recruited one of the new, younger TV actresses to present
the award and she did pretty good. Out came, “And the winner is,” she flipped
open the big card, smiled really wide, and shouted, “Myth of Man and
Woman...Yes!” The roar in the audience was deafening. I had ignored the sentiment from many that we were the favorite but, apparently, we were. Um, as an
aside, should you ever find yourself presenting an award broadcast live anywhere, don't let on you have feelings one way or the other for the winner. She
did hear about it later and I admired her response. “Why should I hold back? I
thought it was the best!”
They let multiple winners have a say, unlike what the Academy tries to
enforce at the Oscars, so Rebekka, who accepted her award and mine, started
her speech and was very congenial to everyone but it went long and Bruno
came up to her and gently nudged her to finish and move away, which she did,
smiling at him. He would do that sort of thing with Rebekka frequently during
rehearsals and she never showed any resentment. Rebekka enjoyed Bruno's attention. Bruno did his two quick sentences in German and I knew the producer
had a finger on the audio cut, since the broadcast is delayed about five seconds,
but they decided to let it slip through. In case you're not fluent in German:
“This makes up for the toga. I thank you for this prestigious award and the
recognition it brings.”
Josef refused to attend. He had no interest in flying to Los Angeles and
certainly not in donning nice apparel and, as he told me, “I'm not getting up

there to say anything! I'm only a drummer.” Klaus, Ernst and Jan all wanted to
attend to be on television holding the award on stage and bask but none of
them wanted to step to the podium and say anything, except Martin, who was
the only one wearing a tuxedo. All the rest wore nice suits and ties. He seemed
to be out of place but he had the best line of them all and delivered it in perfect
English. “I can't decide which is more embarrassing, wearing a full tuxedo
which none of my band mates are wearing while it's broadcast all over the
world for everyone to see or spending over four hours on a stage in Basel
wearing a toga that barely covered my hips while thumping a bass guitar. I
can't decide, so I'll accept this award and thank all of you for the recognition
and prestige it represents and then see if I can catch up with Al-Barrak tonight
and have him share a bottle of champagne with me. He hardly ever drinks alcohol any more so you can imagine how challenging that task will be. Thank
you!”
Once all the congratulations and hugs and kisses faded I turned to John.
“When Martin calls after the show tell him to gather the whole group and come
over to the studio so we can all drink some champagne together and waste
some more time on this movie shoot.”
“I will do that, Al, and I'm staying, too.” We had cases of champagne
on ice in the studio.
“Which means we'll make up the lost time over the next few days, people!” I proclaimed. “Won't that be fun?”
“Al No Fun Barrak!” Andrea shouted.
“I practice, Andrea. You can't get good at anything unless you
practice!”
More than two hours later the six arrived at the studio by limousine, all
on the list for allowed entry at the gate, and the limo pulled up to the studio entrance door, being late and many of the studios were done shooting for the day
and were already closed down. All the crews and cast on call for the day had
arrived, and our caterer left some appetizers and there were some meals left
from supper. We intended a celebration anyway, win or lose.
For music background we put on the soundtrack from the movie and I
selected the long section in the middle with the slower tempo tunes. All were in
a good mood, there was a lot of discussion about the performance itself and the
rehearsing leading to it, but I remarked there were many here in attendance
who were Golden Globe winners, maybe even most, which means we're either
very good or very popular.
“Which one are you, Al?” John asked.
“Extreme popularity's in the bag for me, John, due to my unfailing and
unparalleled magnetism, which even animals recognize.”
While there was a good bit of laughter, Serena shook her head. “I think
it's true, John! Remember Little Boy? Remember Henry the horse? And you
should have seen him when we visited my friend for Christmas. She has a
large group of cats and within hours they're all sitting, standing or lying next to
him or even on his lap. He had two cats on his lap at one time!”
“You should see him with my dogs!” Jeremy shouted, laughing and

shaking his head. “He comes over to my place and they all hang around him
and obey his every command! I can't even get my own dogs to obey my commands but they do any and everything he tells them to do.”
John shook his head. “Well, that doesn't surprise me. He and Lena
stayed with us out at the lake for a week and they had to keep their door open
because the first night one of Pamela's cats kept scratching at their door and
wouldn't stop until he let it in. And that was after the cat spent most of the day
next to him or on his lap.” While laughter and amazement abounded, John suddenly glared at me severely. “How do you do that?”
I took a sip from my glass of champagne and held it before me. “I don't
know if I want to get into it, John, this being a celebration and I am imbibing.
Why, I could be so inebriated I may only babble!” I waited for the next round
of laughter to quell. “You all don't know what it is, do you?” I smiled and
looked about. There were certainly looks of inquisitiveness, some shaking their
heads. Rebekka broke the spell. “You promised me, Al, you would take the
time to teach me what you know but you never have yet and maybe I have
done some things which make it harder for you to take the time for me, when
it's only the two of us.” She dropped her head.
“No, Rebekka, that's not it. Directing this movie has taken the vast majority of my time so our paths haven't been able to intersect, but I'll begin to lift
the veil for you now, if you'll listen.” I watched Rebekka lift her head with a
smile. “If you'll all listen.” It grew very quiet. “Will is writing a screenplay, finally, and following my advice in boning up by reading from the many
philosophers to help him explain his main character's motivation. I can tell you
very easily and simply what all philosophy is meant to explain from its very
inception thousands of years ago, even from the ruminations of those from the
eastern side of this globe, the Chinese and Indian sages, and the storytellers
from antiquity who would occasionally immerse their story in philosophical reflection. It is one question and one question only: what is being? Not just a human being as a being but all beings. What is being? What is a being, any being? This is the crux of all philosophy, to answer that one and only question,
because failure to answer this question competently renders anything else you
add irrelevant and worthless.”
“So, what is being?” Rebekka asked sympathetically, congenially, with
a big smile.
I smiled as I looked to her smile and knew where I was heading, since
this was going to be a performance and I was going to enhance it. I set my
glass down on a nearby table. “Rebekka, my dear professor, I'm certain you've
heard many claim being is many things, some of them the wildest of things, so
it makes me wonder, what are they thinking? These are supposed to be some of
the greatest thinkers the human world can produce? Really? I've heard more
lucid thoughts uttered by junkies on the street! Just because anyone may be
considered a great thinker doesn't mean anything to me. They could have been
nothing but clever svengalis who connived so many along the way and those
collective voices have convinced those of us who came later their exalted positions as great thinkers were deserved...Until you read their shared thoughts.

What crap! Many of these so-called thinkers obscure and obfuscate like the
greatest magicians who ever lived. They don't answer anything! Instead, they
confuse everything. Why do they confuse everything? Because they have no
clue and have stepped into an arena where they are ill-equipped...In my opinion, my greatest quotation to date is the snippet from the BBC where I state
one should never concern one's self with all compassion, all mercy, because
one is ill-equipped to understand it, let alone perform it. Leave it to the One!
Who else has uttered such irreversible truth, Rebekka?”
I had been staring intently to Rebekka and she merely shook her head.
“Thank you.” Now I adopted my unshakable demeanor. “Being is to be. If you
are, you are a being. Aquinas was wrong. Apparently, in his day, there weren't
many vegetables who were still human beings in various thousands of hospital
rooms who could not think, or at least could never share their thoughts, and
this tends to render one unthinking, but it doesn't exclude them from being.
They were, they are, thus they are beings. You're outta here, Aquinas. Your argument is toast! Next!” I glared around the room.
“According to Plato—recognized by most Western philosophers,
thinkers, as the first to express 'what is being' in Western thought, and I am going to severely condense his dialogues from the Republic and Phaedrus—there
were three levels of being, each distinguished by a distance from the next. The
first level was the idea, what may best be explained in today's lexicon as concept. An idea can best be described as what a being is. For example,” and I
turned to the table where my glass sat, “the table where my glass sits is a table.
All the tables in this vast room, each is a table. A human being is a human being, that there exists, prior, mind you, the idea of a human being. Follow me so
far?” I glanced around and noted heads nodding. “The second level is the manifestation of the idea, the being in actuality, the reality of the idea. So, this table
is a being. Rebekka is a being. John is a being. I, however, am merely a crazed
lunatic,” and that brought laughter, “though a manifestation of an idea in reality, in actuality. So, other than the crazed lunatic idea,” and a pause for more
laughter, “everyone follows the two levels. Right?” More nods. “The third
level concerns art, or a representation of a being. In the ancient Greek of
Plato's era there is no term for art, but Plato used painting as his example to illustrate his point. So, we could have a painter come here, set up an easel, canvas, paints, and this painter, a being, could paint this table, a being, but only
from one angle.” I took two steps from the table so I was looking at it from its
corner. “The painter sees it from this angle,” and I used my hands as a tunnel,
“and paints the table, a being, from this angle, which is the exact same process
we use in shooting this movie. Agree?” More head nods. “Plato called it mimesis, a copy, a mimic. You can use the same formula for birds and music. A bird,
any bird, is an idea named bird. One bird, a being, is heard by a human, a being, making some sounds, so this human, a being, produces a musical instrument, an idea that when produced as a being is a musical instrument because it
can be played to make sounds. This human, a being, plays the instrument, a being, and copies the sounds of this bird, a being. Thus, according to Plato, all we
did together, my German colleagues, is copy.” There were some chuckles until

I added, “And, maybe, that's all we did.”
Some were commenting but I raised my right hand and waited for the
silence. “Plato, then, established the foundation for Western philosophy,
thought, with these three levels: concept or idea, being, then copy, each a distance from the next, the top level, idea, the next level at a distance, the manifestation of the idea, a being, and the last level at a further distance, a representation, or appearance, of a particular or specific being, which is a copy, a
mimic, and the most prevalent explanation of the concept is art.
“Okay, here's where it starts getting ugly and twisted.” I rolled my eyes,
listening to the chuckles. “You see, my fine fellow human beings, in our infinite wisdom over the many thousands of years of collective history, we have
managed to invent twenty-seven thousand languages or dialects, with terms
which have multiple meanings depending on context, and which always require, when making a copy from the original language or dialect into a different language or dialect, a translation, which is always subject to interpretation
of the translator. Oh, that won't create any problems!” The room erupted in
laughter. “Here's an example. I'm sitting at a table with Rosita and the neighbors, and Rosita says something to the neighbors in Spanish. J R, sitting next
to me, criticizes the neighbors and Rosita for saying those things in front of me
when I have no idea what they said. I turn to J R and ask, 'What did they say?'
J R replies, 'My sister said you're a nice boy and Rosita said you're hot.' I turn
to Rosita and ask, 'You think I'm hot?' Rosita says, 'That's not what I said.' The
neighbor says, 'It's a little stronger than that, my friend.' J R says, 'It's a Mexican slang which doesn't really have an English equivalent.' I ask J R, 'Is there a
Mexican slang a man would use to describe a woman he thinks is stronger than
hot?' J R says, 'Oh, yeah.' I say, looking straight at Rosita, 'Then that's what I
think about Rosita.'” I waited for the laughter to die down some. “Now, I had a
pretty good idea what Rosita meant, especially at night during her next visit to
the neighbors when she showed me...everything.” The room erupted in laughter. “But, my equal, who attended a wedding not long ago as the bride while I
attended the same wedding as the groom, occasionally will speak to me using
her primary language, Spanish, which may or may not have an English equivalent, and I will speak to her in English, which may or may not have a Spanish
equivalent, and we can go on and on like this with absolutely no clue!” I focused on Serena while she laughed knowing exactly what I meant. I smiled
back. “Of course, I blame her parents!” I had to wait a while for Serena to calm
down while I smiled at her facetiously. “This is what we face as humans, in our
being, even moment by moment, a need to translate, interpret, and the gigantic
misunderstandings which can easily come from it!
“It's what can happen today, but Plato wrote his dialogues more than
two thousand years ago, in ancient Greek, of course. Did anything happen over
those two thousand years to muddle the thought from Plato? Why would you
expect any different?!” I shook my head severely and waited for the room to
grow silent again. “The word, or term, idea, had changed to a primary definition meaning a human thought, so the great thinkers over those two thousand
years inevitably decided, in order to avoid confusion as though they were go-

ing to explain it all, to change Plato's idea to Being, with the 'B' in capitals, and
also used 'Being of being,' the first being with its 'B' in capitals, and then tried
to explain what the big Being and 'Being of being' should mean.” I shook my
head glancing all around. “Oh, you know they're gonna muck this up.” The
room exploded in laughter. “They had to muck it up because Plato mucked it
up to begin with. How did Plato muck it up?” I placed my arms behind my
back with my hands clasped together and slowly wandered around like I was
meandering in a garden, glancing all around without focusing on anything or
anyone. “How to explain where all these ideas come from, a table, a human, a
bird, a brooch dangling above a female bosom? Wait! Stop that! Stop thinking
about female bosoms! Concentrate!” I continued to wander about even after
the laughter diminished. “I've got it! Eureka! There is an infinite being and this
infinite being created all ideas, and this infinite being is a god or gods! That's
it!” I pulled my arms to the front and rubbed my hands gleefully. While many
chuckled I stepped back to my table, lifted the glass of champagne and drank
from it. “Thus, Plato drove many a great thinker to drink, some excessively,
except for Nietzsche, who drank little, never smoked, and died a virgin,” and I
waited for the laughter to die, “at least, we assume, so he never experienced the
pleasures, or pains, of the flesh!
“The mucking up of being starts with Plato and his thought of a god or
gods as creators of all ideas, which then becomes 'Being of being' to replace
the god or gods and 'Being' with the 'B' in capitals to replace idea, and, finally,
we get the Judeo-Christian philosophers, thinkers, to weigh in, and, somehow,
you know this isn't going to go well!” I plopped up on the table, smiling and
glancing around at all those laughing. “I tell some funny stories, don't I? I only
wish it wasn't so funny...It started with God creating all Being in six days, with
some logical misplacement about light and other things, which is a whole other
issue, but God lets Adam do the naming, which I'm sure resulted in no conflict
whatsoever. 'That name is already used, Adam. Pick another.' 'But I like that
name, Lord.' 'You've already used it. Don't confuse the humans soon to come.'
'There are more humans coming?' 'Soon. I promise you.' 'I'm growing tired of
this naming, Lord. I'd rather lie down with a woman.' 'She's coming soon, too. I
promise you, but first things first. Let's wrap this up. Besides, I have to take
one of your ribs before I can make woman.' 'What?!!!'” There was now great
laughter so I waited, grinning facetiously. “If you're a Judeo-Christian philosopher, thinker, that's where you have to start...I told you it wasn't gonna get any
better! And to muck it up as thoroughly as possible, it's no longer Plato's
thought, so it's called Platonism. Others then think a little differently and that's
called Positivism, and DesCartes comes along and thinks Enlightenment, and
others come along and think anti-Enlightenment, although one of these, Giambattista Vico, is one worthy of researching, since he proposed the idea, a human thought, of the predominance of culture, with its languages, practices and
beliefs which cannot possibly be understood viewing it from outside. One must
instead immerse one's self inside, which, of course, creates interpretation, and
what you really want to see is all of them, somehow, brought back to life so
they can box it out to the last one standing, declare a champion, go home and

fix metaphysical tacos!”
I glanced around briefly amid the laughter and hopped off the table.
“I'm not going to argue with every one of them. Many don't deserve mention
and Being of being? God, many gods, the One? The only reason it was ever
postulated was to answer a totally irrelevant question. What is the reason for
being? As though any one of them answered the question which matters, what
is being? Most couldn't answer it with any satisfaction!” I leaned against a table with my elbow in the “thinker” position. “What is the meaning of life?
What goal, what objective, what reason exists for life?” I made ticking sounds,
rose from the table and pretended like I was lifting and reading a ticker tape.
“This just in. There is no goal, no objective, no reason for anything in the universe. It is what it is...In other news, a cow has, once again, knocked over a
lamp and set the entire city of Chicago aflame. Further details at eleven and
now we return to our broadcast already in progress.” More laughs. “Did I not
say they obscure and obfuscate like the greatest magicians ever?!
“Because of this Being of being, God, or many gods, the first philosopher, thinker, who mocked them all, all philosophers and thinkers, was Nietzsche. Nietzsche stated many times, 'God is dead.' He also claimed his philosophy, his thinking, was inverse Platonism, though he later refined it as a blasting
to smithereens of Platonism completely. His philosophy, if he developed such
and I'll explain this later, was probably five-fold and not necessarily in this particular order. Being as life in all of its facets; art as truth as a reversal of Platonism's Being, with capital 'B,' as truth; end of nihilism; eternal return of the
same; and revaluation of all values. With these five platforms created by Nietzsche, I agree immediately with the first, being as life, with some further consideration.
“Being means every being, any being which you can or cannot conceive.” I paused for a moment and walked back to my glass of champagne,
lifted it, drained it, and looked around for another bottle. John saw it and
reached for the open bottle nearest him and lifted it for me as I glanced to him.
Stepping to him I held my glass while he filled it with the fizzy champagne to
the rim. “Thank you, John, but you asked a question and I have, once again, digressed. I apologize.” I scanned the room and was touched everyone was still
paying great attention. I held up my glass. “I salute you all.” I drank from the
glass and put it back on the table. “I could be the only being and it would
present a difficult choice for me to make every moment, whether to continue
on completely alone or give it up. I never want to face that choice and fortunately I don't have to.” I glanced around again. “I rarely speak about Sufis. I
am not concerned about explaining them, explaining me. I don't want the attention that way nor do any of us. We do not withdraw from the world, from being, and we do not think of ourselves as particularly special. We are gifted and
we know from where the gift originates. You have read the discourses from our
Master Rumi, John?” He nodded. “Do you recall Discourse 2?”
“Please remind me, Al, all of us,” John requested reverently.
“Words are a mere shadow of reality. Words are a pretext.” John began
nodding his head. Serena and Jana both nodded in recognition. “It is the inner

bond that draws one person to another. The Master was addressing an audience
which expected to be enlightened about human beings, but it is the inner bond
which draws two beings to each other. You asked me how I do that, with respect to animals, beings which are animals, and there is your answer. There exists an inner bond between us, as beings. There is one condition and it concerns
fear. Animals can sense fear and will react to it. You can never have an inner
bond with a being not human while emitting fear, and since I rarely fear any
animal, or any being whatsoever, this condition never comes into play.” I
stepped back to the table, lifted my glass and took another sip. All were still
quiet, sensing I had more to add.
“Well, no one interrupted. You must think I have more to say.” Laughs
and some began to interrupt but I raised my left arm and waited for the room to
grow silent. “There is more that I want, that I need, to say, but now is not the
time and I answered your question, but Jana is here and she has been listening
with rapt attention. I can promise you I will answer these and many other questions in the work we create with Kendall because that's where it belongs. Jana,
however, provides me the need to explain inner bonds further.” I turned away
from everyone and paced a few steps and turned back.
“I met a very beautiful woman New Years' Eve and before those festivities concluded we had created an inner bond between us. When we separated
we agreed we would not tie ourselves inextricably. Instead, we would proceed
in our lives separately, proceed in our being separately, and should our being
intersect again, we would deal with it appropriately, however it might be. We
intersected many times. Many of you here know it, for example, Oscars week,
the week in Chicago, the two weeks I spent with Jana and Serena when I met
with Esperanza and first met Kitana. Much had changed in how we each
viewed and considered the other. The inner bond had strengthened, had tightened, but I did express what I considered a loyalty to Serena, which I felt, in all
honesty, trumped my inner bond with the very beautiful woman I met New
Years' Eve and who had done so much for me.” I scooted my rear onto the table and locked my gaze onto Jana, who was listening carefully.
“You see, my child, even then I sensed you had slowly been experiencing the complete destruction of your personal world, your view of the world
and your position in it. The inner bond you had for me, the attachment, you've
heard me speak about it, had become so tight to you, had so constricted you,
you couldn't march through this world any more unattached. And since you
couldn't attach to me, and that hurt you, you eventually attached to someone. I
could not abandon you, set you adrift, knowing I was the cause of all of it. I
tried once, hoping it would start those gears churning inside your brain, but I
had to go to Africa. I was committed, compelled. This compulsion saved me,
but I hadn't fully reached the very beautiful woman yet. Fortunately, my excursions in Africa gave me additional ammunition, and I now had on my side
some real thinkers, some huge heavyweights in the contemplation arena. I tried
again and this time we reached you.” I smiled and Jana returned it wholly,
widely. I hopped down from the table. “Even if it had failed, Jana, I would
have tried again, and again, and again. I would never have stopped trying until

you finally came around or until you despised me thoroughly and demanded I
never see or speak to you again ever. One way or the other I would have ended
it, because I was responsible for how it started. I did it to you, I set you adrift,
and I, at least, had to try to correct it, to make it right, to bring you back to
shore, to us.”
I used my horrible Cheech and Chong imitation. “So the lesson for today kids is...” I sat back up on the table. “The inner bond which draws you to
another being will not necessarily have positive consequences, but should
those consequences prove not to be positive, prove instead to be perhaps disastrous, don't be like the cockroach, scurrying to the safety and the darkness of
the nearest barricade when everyone else, or maybe only yourself, has turned
the light on to the whole predicament. Make it right! Or suffer for your failure,
for you have failed and you will suffer.” I paused for a moment but again
locked onto Jana. “When I came back to the garden, and you do love the image, the garden,” and I was watching Jana's face turn into a pure beam of light,
“I thought of you, Jana. To do nothing would be a failure and I would suffer for
it. I didn't do it for me. I did it because I owed you that much, and I would have
kept trying because I owed you that much.”
Jana stepped over to me while I continued sitting on the table. I opened
my arms for her and she stepped into them, hugged me tightly stooped a bit,
and kissed me full on the lips. When she leaned back, her face pure light, she
remarked softly, “You're making me feel desire for you again, Al-Barrak.”
“Conquer it, Jana, because there's something you don't know.” Jana
waited patiently and there was still no other conversation, only the soundtrack
music in the background, Free Fallin'. “Remember when we were both leaving
the garden, when I went to Gaza and you came back here?” Jana nodded
lightly, still holding me. “You were worried you would never see me again but
I told you, in that case, the One would provide for you. Do you remember?”
Jana nodded again. “The One is still providing for you, Jana, even as I speak,
and you will meet someone who will be better for you than I could ever be.
You have to take me at my word. I cannot prove it but I do know it. The One
will provide for you, your beings will intersect, and both your lives will be the
better for it.” Jana hugged me again tightly, resting her head on my shoulder
for a few moments.
“There's something that's always been nagging me, Al-Barrak,” Bruno
loudly interjected. Jana released me and stepped a few feet away while I turned
to Bruno. “You came up with the stage presentation, we were working on it, refining it, but when you came back from Gaza, you were like possessed. You
were just into it differently, completely immersed. You had more energy than
any of us, and I've never asked you, but what was it? Was it something that
happened in Gaza?”
“We all saw it, Al,” Rebekka stated. “We would talk about it frequently,
talk about how you seemed so different, changed.” I noticed the band mates
and Jan nodding their heads.
“Well, now you're gonna make me jump off, again,” I lamented to everyone's laughter as I shook my head demonstratively. “I'll try to make this

short, because I could literally spend hours explaining it and eventually I'll
have to, but let me link a few things in my explanation so you can see how
close I was even before I met the Master.” I drew a deep breath and stood from
the table. I placed my hands behind my back and wrapped them together.
“A few times, and some of you heard me say it privately, too, during
some of my shows, I said there were three times in a human's life, three types.
I said there was a time to work, a time to play, and a time to celebrate. I left
one out, though I still knew it was true and some noted it. There's also a time to
rest, relax, recuperate, rejuvenate, convalesce. The last one I include because
that is one of the links to Nietzsche. All of these times correspond to 'will to
power.' Will to power is merely doing, becoming, so in all these times you are
doing, you are becoming. Once you're a being, do something. In the simplest
terms, Nietzsche claimed will to power was an act of necessity. That is work.
In Thus Spoke Zarathustra there is a chapter called 'The Convalescent,' where
the main character spends seven days resting from the most abysmal, horrendous thought, the thought where the gateway is revealed, two doors, one of
time future, the other of time past, both infinite, eternal. This thought is the
gateway of the Moment, the blink of an eyelid, the now. 'The Convalescent,'
however, introduces the time for rest, so now I have linked two times to Nietzsche, even though I had no idea they were linked for I've had the thought of
the times for humans for decades, long before I read up on Nietzsche. This
leaves the other two, play and celebration, but first, let me explain another of
the platforms of Nietzsche. Art as truth, end of nihilism, and revaluation of all
values will wait. The eternal recurrence of the same deserves further reflection.
“Martin Heidegger, probably better than any other philosopher, thinker,
has tried to explain Nietzsche's philosophy, his thought, even claiming Nietzsche had a 'fundamental metaphysical position,' which would infer a system,
and Nietzsche himself railed against other thinkers' systems and the uselessness
of systematizing itself. Metaphysics is an interesting word based on its accepted definitions. It means 'the branch of philosophy that deals with the first
principles of things, including abstract concepts.' It also means 'abstract theory
or talk with no basis in reality.' Hey! Maybe we shouldn't go down that road!” I
let the laughter dissipate. “Although I walked down that road in Fractures,
when the two main characters are walking up the hill on the stopping lane of
Interstate 70 until they can see over the hill and there is no road for the interstate and when they turn back the road up to them and on which they stand disappears, becomes nothing but grass and prairie. There is no basis in reality in
Fractures but how many critics wrote that? How about, none! I love the word
metaphysics, but back to reality. Nietzsche imagined the two roads, the two
paths at the gateway of the moment, being infinite, meaning that all beings,
which by definition are finite, must have existed at some time on both roads,
and that the moment also existed on both roads, and with literally infinite numbers of times. This thought Nietzsche calls the greatest burden and immediately follows it with the tragedy begins, once one has fully considered this
thought.”
I paused to gauge the reaction and many were looking like deer in the

headlights. I smiled as I glanced around, encouraging all to smile at that moment. “It has one flaw, though it can be considered a minor one. It assumes no
change in infinity, in eternity. It can be considered minor because it can be argued that a change in infinity, in eternity, must be considered finite, and thus
not of true infinity. The reason that I can consider it a flaw is that one cannot
argue about a change in infinity, in eternity, because that very change is infinity, eternity, because I didn't say infinity stopped with this change. No matter
what change, infinity keeps on going. It never stops. The second part of the
flaw is that it only introduces a finite number of infinities. Infinity, by very definition, has no limit, no finite attribute. There is an infinite number of infinities,
and somewhere right now, Nietzsche is in full-blown insanity, not just one
somewhere, but in an infinite number of somewheres. No wonder this thought
is the greatest burden and once you have it your tragedy begins. If you remain
lost in this thought you just might end up in the nuthouse, so my strongest suggestion is put it off for a later time and only think about it a little, because if
you spend too much time grappling with infinity, your brain will explode!” My
demeanor and expression had become deadly serious. “And I do not mean it
facetiously. Your brain will explode, even one from the greatest thinkers, for it
is a human brain and, thus, is fragile. Your brain cannot stand up to infinity.
You are too weak and fragile!”
I shook my head as I glanced around. “They all get into this thinking
like they're climbing these unassailable mountains, forgetting there isn't anything there for a human being, not on a frozen mountaintop, and they all expect
you to believe they are not really human beings at all, they're thinkers, not
common human beings, but your life, your existence, your human beingness,
depends on their thinking up there on the frozen mountaintop. This is the perspective they must achieve and I find it laughable. They have pride and outrage
and I find that equally laughable. I don't pity them, not at all. When someone is
bound and determined to die, I say, 'bon voyage.' All of this you will find
somewhere in Heidegger's explanations, but I can only read Heidegger with the
same amount of skepticism as I read anything from anyone. Convince me, but
when you try to veil it, to glorify it, to claim that your thought is the greatest,
prove it. So, here's an example. Heidegger wrote as an explanation, meaning he
intends to explain this lucidly, concerning Nietzsche's idea of the will to power
as art in the grand style, and I quote. 'Art in the grand style is the simple tranquillity [sic] resulting from the protective mastery of the supreme plenitude of
life.'” I paused and gazed around me wide-eyed and disbelieving. “What in the
heck does that mean?” Laughter everywhere. “Well, let's break this down. 'Art
in the grand style.' That's easy. It's the object Heidegger will surely explain, and
very lucidly, of course. It is 'the simple tranquillity [sic].' Well, that's not so
tough. Simple, as in uncomplicated, and tranquility, as in exceptionally calm.
And this simple exceptional calm is a consequence of 'protective mastery.'
Okay, you're startin' to lose me, Martin! What is this mastery? Is this a master
artist? And what is protected? Is it art? Is it mastery? Is it exceptional calm, or
simplicity? Surely, you're going to elucidate at the end, right, Martin, buddy? It
is the 'mastery of the supreme plenitude of life,' and in protective mode, no

less! Well, sure, don't we all want to protect, whether master or not, all which
is diverse in life? Otherwise, everything becomes extinct, and that's not good,
is it? What the heck does that lucidly explain? Nothing! It elucidates nothing!”
I paused as I glanced to Rebekka, then Bruno. “Did we produce art in the grand
style, Bruno, in Basel?” I watched Bruno shrug his shoulders. “Where was the
simple tranquility? Where was the protective mastery? But, of course, we
demonstrated a supreme plenitude of life, because we were all over the board,
since we projected, from the very start, duality! That is the supreme plenitude
of life, but all the rest of Heidegger's lucid explanation? It's only one guy's
opinion, and he was probably under the gun trying to produce these university
lectures, having already set his ground for explaining Nietzsche on the book,
The Will to Power, which was never a book Nietzsche himself ever assembled,
and Heidegger himself was involved in helping edit it from Nietzsche's scattered and unrelated notes!” I paused and looked about me smugly. “I think that
explains it, quite lucidly. It was a desperate attempt to produce an explanation
where none existed, at least not from the scattered and unrelated notes from
The Will to Power.
“So, in case you didn't know, Nietzsche left behind, once he supposedly
went mad, a huge collection of notes, what was inevitably assembled into the
book, The Will to Power, at the instigation of his sister, and it has been clearly
established that she changed some of these notes and some copies of his letters
before he even sent those letters, since this was Nietzsche's consistent practice.
This fact, combined with the obvious fact that Nietzsche himself never assembled and published this book while he had done so with about twenty other
books.” I paused for a moment and gazed around with a brazenly hurt expression. “I am a published writer. I have written, assembled and published books
myself. I also have written many other passages throughout my entire life and
have not published any of it, have never shared any of it. Much still exists and
some I have destroyed. The following is what you must understand. I have
never shared it because it is not worthy to me to share. I also know that the vast
majority of writers, thinkers, philosophers, have all done the same thing, written snippets and passages from their thoughts and never shared them. Even
more than the sister blatantly changing Nietzsche's thoughts, this makes the entire book, The Will to Power, completely suspect when one honestly considers
what the thinker who created these thoughts intended to do with them. The
apologists claim justification because Nietzsche suddenly went insane. The
same apology is made when secret, unshared thoughts are published from one
who dies suddenly, and in every instance all of it is suspect to the point of violation. A woman violated who does not wish to share her body is considered
the object of outrage so why would this violation of a thinker be any different?
Am I making sense?”
I didn't wait for acknowledgment. “They have been published so I'll
make my comments anyway. In some of these notes are references to Dionysus
and Dionysian. In my opinion not a single philosopher has been able to link
them all or explain them other than with very cursory statements. To me,
though, it is the simplest act to link them, to explain them. To me it is mere

child's play and I use the term deliberately, because it is a double entendre, and
I love word play, which is also a double entendre. The time for a human to play
is Dionysian. Play is to engage in revelry, mania, ecstasy. In a time for celebration, this too can be ecstatic, reveling, manic.” I looked to Serena, staring at me
wide-eyed. “Almost the entire first day when we met, Serena, I was the manic
one.” I glanced over to my Basel colleagues. “When I returned from Gaza, I
was the manic one. Disagree?” All nodded their heads, some quite energetically. They remembered. “Play, celebrate, these are activities one would expect
from Dionysus, and there is your full explanation of Becoming, of Doing, once
one is, once one is a being. That is some of what was missing, what was never
completed by Nietzsche or any other philosopher, thinker. There is your link,
and should you wonder what 'will to power as art' means, it is the time of play,
of celebration. It's what Nietzsche meant by 'the grand style,' and every explanation, including Nietzsche's own, never clarifies it. You only read what was
not considered the grand style by Nietzsche when he claimed what it wasn't
was anything Wagner did. Wagner, I'm convinced, had not a single bone in his
body which could play, could be like a child at play, and celebrate? The only
time Wagner would celebrate was to be surrounded by adulation. Adulation
and adoration is not celebration. The grand style is nothing more than to do as
a child at play, and even a child at play will celebrate. David, king of the Jews,
was a master of a child at play during celebration, for he would dance so deliriously his garments would fly up and reveal his manhood.” Laughs, especially
when I displayed my dopey face. “Oops! If I were to be like David and a child
at play during a celebration, there better not be a real child watching or I would
be arrested and forever considered a sex offender, although Nietzsche would
approve.” More laughs. “After Gaza, Bruno, which was a time to work, an act
of necessity, a becoming to meet a need, it was time for me to play, to celebrate, but to confuse the matter, I made you, Dionysus, and me, Apollo, yet
through all the rehearsal and through the performance, I was the manic one, I
was in revelry, in ecstasy. And no one has figured out that link yet, not even
you, Rebekka, and Chairwoman Lutz? She's still drowning in Wagner. I hope
she comes up for air soon or we'll have to bury her at sea with the other lemmings.”
The laughter was respectful but incomplete. Many were awash in wonder, lost in a daze. “Work, play, celebrate, rest. Those are the acts, the doing,
the becoming, from Nietzsche, which is now complete...I'll tell you what happened to Nietzsche, since no one has been able to figure that out either, other
than he just went mad, bonkers, completely over the top. Here was a man who
spent his entire life, from even as a little boy, trying to figure it out, because he
was extremely dissatisfied with what every other thinker had shared as the answer. Nietzsche was right on the cusp, he was almost there. He was missing
one piece!” I slipped back up onto the table and started swinging my legs back
and forth.
“Reputedly, the last act Nietzsche performed immediately prior to his
full-blown madness was to step next to two horses, between the horses and
supposedly the owner who was beating them with a whip...I have read two

conflicting accounts of this event. The other account claims Nietzsche simply
fell next to the horses. If you are like me, initially you're confused, but I eventually remember the human way.
“All of you here now have had a great deal of interaction with me.
Agree?” I waited for the confirmations and head nods. “I could, at any moment, take you aside and we could discuss any of those events, any of those interactions, and you're going to remember it one way and I'm going to remember it a different way, even though those differences may be slight. That is the
human way. Between any two humans, neither will remember things exactly
the same way. For you, some things stand out so that you can't forget them, but
for me they don't and I, instead, remember other things. You'll talk about this
and I'll think about it and agree this happened. I'll talk about that and you'll
think about it and agree that happened. But if we never have this conversation
and go off on our own and write about it later, your memory will be different
from mine. This is the human way.
“Back to Nietzsche and the horses: the first account is generally provided by eyewitnesses, people who supposedly were there and the second account is generally provided through hearsay. I'm not going to argue with historians and those who want to postulate about either account. I'll give them either
one and let them explain their contention, because I'm going to do the same.
I'm going to assume the first account is what truly took place and explain why
I think so.
“Nietzsche was a thinker. He spent thousands and thousands of hours
alone thinking, trying to discover the answer to explain life, human life, to his
satisfaction, and no one will ever argue against it because the evidence for it is
insurmountable. He was right on the cusp, though he hadn't yet completely formulated what he had already considered as sufficient into some system, which
was a source of conflict for him, as I've already explained, since he wrote
many passages railing and ranting against the systems of other philosophers, attacking the uselessness of systematizing itself. That was a huge conflict. To
claim some fundamental metaphysical position virtually requires both the development and the issuance into some type of system, and Nietzsche's being
would naturally rebel against it. He was going to espouse his philosophical
points without enveloping them within a system, as he had already done to a
major degree, but he was still missing one point, one piece, the last piece of the
puzzle. When he stepped between the horses and the whip, this selfless and impulsive act was the trigger which produced the insight into the final piece, that
one last piece, his entire reason for being was complete and in his moment of
euphoria came the final insight. There was absolutely no way he would be able
to explain selfless love, not from a nineteenth century point of view, especially
from his masculine versus feminine point of view. Nietzsche always contended
every act, every doing, always proceeded from self-interest. Every philosophical point he raised until that moment had always possessed an intent of self-interest. Selfless love has no self-interest. Explain the contradiction! And the descent into madness immediately followed.”
I stopped for a moment and took a small drink from the champagne

glass. No one said a word. Everyone instinctively knew I had more to say. “Nietzsche was close to it, close to formulating it. There are several passages in
his writings, both published or compiled for publication by him and in his
notes which were never published by him. Nietzsche asserts in these passages
that a great act performed by those who rise above most others will never be
one of revenge, of vengeance. He wrote it like that many times. He was close,
just not quite there yet. The moment with the horses completed it. There was
nothing left and he was never going to be able to explain it, never going to be
able to explain it wasn't only about human beings, it concerned all beings. Explain that to a human world immersed in human-centric, the contention that all
other beings never matter, so explain to these human beings that selfless love
extends far beyond humanity, that it is an essence of all being. No! If you're
Nietzsche in some dung heap of Europe in 1889, you're not going to be able to
explain that. You're going to think it and never be able to share it.”
In the background the music changed to Deep As You Go. “Nietzsche
went mad and this madness is explained as a consistent, persistent unresponsiveness. There is, though, disagreement as to how this madness originated.
One pundit has written it was syphilis. Nietzsche was in the raging throes of
third-stage syphilis, which often results in insanity. Additional proof is provided by the documented statements of Nietzsche himself in the early stages of
this madness when twice he himself claimed he had syphilis, had actively
sought to infect himself. And then the same pundit, in a sense of fairness no
doubt, though written in an off-hand way, wrote all tests performed on Nietzsche to discover if he was infected with syphilis proved negative. Well, that's
what we should do. Let's ignore the tests and proclaim Nietzsche's madness
originated from syphilis.” I turned to Serena and frowned. “You know, my
beloved, it would really disappoint me, despite all the mammograms and other
tests being negative, you decided the safest course to avoid breast cancer was
to have those breasts removed.” Laughs. “I kinda like 'em. I'd hate to see them
go when all the tests were negative and I'm not even a breast man.” Even more
laughs, Serena's the loudest. “You wouldn't ignore those tests, would you?”
Serena laughed again. “No, of course I wouldn't.”
“Thank you! I've always claimed I married a woman with sense and
there's yet one more confirmation.” I glanced around smiling and noting all
smiles in return. “So, what happened to Nietzsche? When you read the anecdotes of those who witnessed Nietzsche's behavior in those madness years to
his death, he was unresponsive. They all note, though, he often wore a curious
smile. He was not a raving lunatic. Everyone agrees. He often wore a curious
smile but he was consistently unresponsive and made no attempt to interact,
except a few times when children were present. That's when he would interact,
still with his curious smile, and he would even laugh, and always at appropriate
moments, when it was a funny moment. Isn't that curious? You do know that
laughter is about as confining to human beings as any possible action one may
conceive, don't you? So, the only time Nietzsche in his so-called madness interacted appropriately was with children, as a child at play. Nietzsche! Dionysus to the bitter end!” In the background Rebekka sang, “I want to be com-

pleted.” “The man was no more mad than you or me! His life's compulsion was
complete, he had no ability to make it understood, and withdrew from this
world. Nietzsche psychologically detached, and that is perfectly in keeping
with most of his life and actions until then. Often, Nietzsche was psychologically detached. He spent much of his life detaching from virtually everything
and everyone and the spirit of it is in many of his own compositions. In the end
he simply psychologically detached completely...” I turned to face Rebekka.
“Except when children were present. On those occasions he would come back,
but only to come out and play! Sound familiar, Rebekka?” She gazed at me in
her rapture. I turned to Serena. “Sound familiar, Serena?” Serena had never
stopped staring at me fully engaged. Her smile, though, filled her face as she
nodded her head.
I turned to Bruno. “Come out and play, Bruno, and you can literally
rock the entire world. The humans in it will never be the same and a few foreigners, here in America, know it. It will never be the same, because when I
beckoned you, beckoned all of you, to come out and play, together we created
an act, a will to power as art in the grand style and the rest of humanity is just
now getting a little piece of it. It will take them years, Bruno, and this is my
one regret. Nietzsche's abysmal, horrendous thought, eternal recurrence, eternal return of the same, that thought does not horrify me in the slightest, the
thought that everything I do, I'll be doing again and again and again. That
thought doesn't bother me. I accept it completely. The thought which does
bother me is the thought that I may be hundreds, thousands of years ahead of
all of you and I will never be able to explain it. What does keep me here, what
does ground me, is my love, my selfless love for all of you, and I am encouraged, on occasion, when I see and hear, sense, that one or more of you are
coming along, you're making progress. That encourages me, encourages me to
work, to act of necessity, to rest, to convalesce, to incorporate what I have
learned so it is an intrinsic part of my being, to play, to celebrate, and encourage you to come out and play with me. And since that seems to be one of my
more successful actions, well, I keep coming back to it...I could leave today,
this very moment, because I have figured it out, but I won't for one reason. I
truly sense, all over this globe, so many of you are close, you're right on the
cusp, and if I hold my hand out to you, you, willfully, will grasp it and together
we'll pull you up.” I rose from the table to walk to Bruno. “Does that answer
your question, my friend, my cousin, my playmate?” In the background Anna
now sang, “Hush! Hush! Keep it down now! Voices carry!” As playmates often
do in times of play or celebration we hugged each other.
Soon, we all bid the German party adieu and got back to making a
movie. I wrapped for the day two hours later and Serena and I walked together,
hand in hand, to our trailer and settled in for the night. It was not to last since
my phone rang a half-hour after we arranged ourselves in bed. I arose and
checked the ID on the phone. It was John. I thought I must answer.
“It's late, John. Can this possibly wait until morning?”
I heard John and some other voices laugh since I could tell he had his
phone on speaker. “Well, it can wait, but I don't know if the others here can

wait.” I heard more laughter.
I had a sensation this was not going to be a quick dispatch and since
Serena was sound asleep I moved out of the bedroom and sat down in a chair
in another room. “All right, John. I know there's others with you. Let's hear it.”
That produced more laughter on the other end. Suddenly, Will exclaimed, “Nietzsche? Heidegger? Plato? Being? What were you thinking
tonight, old man?” He finished with a long and loud guffaw, along with the
other voices.
“Well, thank you for disturbing my rest with my equal, Will, and with
your derogatory reference to 'old man,' on top of it. You know, John, as we all
get older, you and all the boys think it's funny to address me as 'old man.' Don't
argue! You and Drake and Will and Ken, you all like to dig it in there like it's
some proper recognition of my experience as a human, that it's deserved in
some way.”
Will replied, sounding apologetic, “I didn't mean it that way, Al. I'm
sorry. I apologize.” He paused and I waited. “John called me. He called Ken.
We're both here with John, but he said you talked about being and Plato and
Nietzsche and he told us what he could remember and I thought, as did Ken,
you didn't say anything about the godless one or any of which comes from the
state Nietzsche wrote about in Zarathustra and we, I, was wondering is all.”
I rubbed my forehead while I sat in the chair listening to this. I didn't
want to get into a long philosophical discussion with Will or Ken, since I knew
they both had studied Nietzsche to some extent and both had earned admission
to Harvard, of all academic institutions, and, damn, it was late and I had another day of directing beginning at six in the morning, only a few hours away.
I don't need this crap so why am I subjected to it? I tried to gather my
thoughts. “If John was honest, Will, it was a long monolog and took some
time, but I didn't talk about 'the godless one' or the need to move, to lift, one
beyond one's self, as Nietzsche stated or implied, as did Heidegger. I didn't say
any of that because it wasn't relevant to my lecture.” I paused for a moment
and all on the other end were respectful and waited. “What Nietzsche intended,
by sharing the thought of the greatest burden, was to force one to think, since
God is dead, what are you going to do now? In essence, what are you going to
do when all your gods are dead? What are you going to do when everything
you've been expecting to reward you in the end is nothing but a lie? What are
you going to do? So, in truth, Will, what are you going to do?”
No one on their end answered immediately, but I could hear some discussion. I thought I heard Ken say, “That is the essence of his eternal return
and revaluation of all values, but Nietzsche does replace the gods.
Remember?”
I interrupted. “Look, you guys are smart, too smart for me to engage in
endless battles of verbal, spontaneous debate. Additionally, I have a movie to
direct starting a few hours from now and each one of you has a stake in how
the movie turns out. Do the research! There's his thought of perspective,
mountains, caves, the downgoing, rising above and beyond one's self, you
could even make a case that with the gods dispatched and gone forever now a

supremely exceptional focus is required...I know you question my motivation
when it regards the One, a supposed god, and I won't argue with you about the
supposed god. Find the place in Nietzsche's thoughts, any and all of them, and
tell me when he claims there should be only this kind of replacement when
'God is dead,' versus the replacement I have already accepted as valid and complete. Find it!” I waited a moment. “I'll save you Hahvood boys the effort. You
will never find it. It doesn't exist.”
Will challenged me. “But your thought, Al, concerning the One is as a
god. You have even referred to the One as the One God. I have heard you say it
that way, so how can you rationalize your thought concerning the One with the
godless one? It mystifies me, Al, Ken, too.”
“Is Ken nodding his head with you?”
“You know it, Al!” Ken exclaimed. “Explain that one!”
“When I say 'the One God' my intent is to place it in the context my audience can understand. My contention with Nietzsche, as with all philosophers,
all the great thinkers, even you two, since in my mind I do place you in that
container, is their frequent claim that their highest thoughts are beyond the capacity of understanding for the masses, or the rabble as Nietzsche frequently
labeled them. When I hear or read this from anyone, Will, Ken, I am invoked
with pride and outrage, just as every one of them claims is their domain, because I know it's mere delusion! You think you are above me? You are above
no one! My contention with every one of them is this: What have you accomplished? What have you achieved? What is the full accounting of your influence? Is it positive? Is it negative? Is it nothing? They all talk around or completely ignore influence, as though they could reach the heights they claim to
have reached without it! Once again, mere delusion! Compare that to where I
have risen, to my influence. Is it positive? Is it negative? Is it nothing? I have
smashed the pinnacles each and every one of them supposedly reached, even
all three of you, and all three of you cannot possibly ignore my influence on
your actions or thoughts since you became aware I even existed. Between all
of the thinkers, including the three of you, compared to me, who has reached
Nietzsche's overman? Nietzsche? Hardly! Look what his influence produced,
but we shouldn't hold him accountable, right? We should have taken him at his
word and destroyed everything he shared or left behind. Nietzsche screamed
and railed and ranted at all the wanton influence of the thinkers before him, but
look at his influence, and you're gonna let him run away from it like a shameful little boy in order to never face the consequences? Even consequences not
of my doing pushed me to walk right in front of soldiers and dare them! Who is
the overman? When one hunkers down inside an ivory tower, there is no overman there! You can hide with the elite, create your safe and comfortable distance from the rabble, but you shall always find me in their midst, and you
shall hear my voice above all others, shouting, 'Cumon, you pansy! Bring it!'
Because I bring to the rabble the message they are capable of understanding,
the influence which pushes the rabble to new heights. The thinkers of the
world for all ages do not! They never have! They have all considered themselves the elite, but I ignore the elite completely, all of them, every one of them

and including you three. Any of the elite will always settle in one of two
camps. One camp will listen attentively to me, weigh all I say and do, and
reach the understanding, on their own, that I deliver the profound message, the
divine message. The other camp will always reject me for any number of reasons, and every one of those reasons corresponds ultimately to protecting their
privilege, never their message, because they never had one to begin with!”
It was silent on their end for many moments. In this time I had dispatched my pride, my outrage. “Gentlemen,” I stated calmly, “I apologize for
my outburst.” There were words of consolation, acceptance from the other end,
but I ignored it, and added, “When I emphatically proclaim, 'We are all in this
together!' take me at my word. Never ignore it! Should you ignore it, you will
be excluded, cast out, because you don't belong...Will, Ken, John, I choose to
speak, to address the rabble and in a manner they can recognize because they
are the majority and they are the ones who need the message and know what to
do with it. The elite don't need it. The elite can figure it out on their own. That's
why I never address them. It's a waste of my time. In American history this is
why Abraham Lincoln has proven to be great. He never addressed the elite. To
him it was useless because the rabble needed to be addressed. They needed his
message. The rabble know what I bring to the table of life, gentlemen, and they
have always known it, and, frankly, deep down in the very heart of your being,
you have always known it, too. Desert me, walk away from me, and you will
suffer, but it will be of your own doing. So be it. The One knows who is deserving and who is not. Ignore the One and you shall perish. This I know and I
never ignore the One. Where I am now is due to a reason perhaps none of us
can truly understand, but I have exposed a most delicate thread which dangles
precariously. Is it truth or is it a lie? This is not mine to unveil. This is a deci sion you must reach, but it rests upon a mountaintop which is not unassailable.
One can make it. It is within your grasp. Reach for it!”
In America it seems once the old man departs for the little baby, awards
stream forth as everyone is compelled to pat each other on the back for their
work—acts of necessity—from the previous year. It started early for me with
the Golden Globes but I couldn't finish our movie when the Academy announced the backs they wished to pat and the nominating committee—in their
infinite wisdom or lack—decided they would pat my back three times, one for
best director for Myth of Man and Woman, another for best documentary for
An African Experience and the last for best picture for Myth of Man and
Woman, which really went out on a limb for a feature length original movie
since it had no plot, no settings, no characters and was never shot or edited
anywhere within thousands of miles of Hollywood. I never said it. I didn't want
to spoil everyone's mood since all were ecstatic but I was still in the time for
work and this was yet another distraction from work, thus taking longer to finish because we're all fucking around, if you'll pardon the profane expression. I
thought it, though. I cannot get outta this town and now I will have to attend
the ceremony until the bitter end. Well, at least I won't miss having a drink after noon, so that's an improvement, though one I had to make myself.

John asked how I felt. Oh, I'll tell you how I feel. “I am going to party
hearty, John, and I'm going to make the Academy regret this because I am going to check with them on the maximum number of people who should attend
with me and I'm bringing them all and their escorts and we're gonna fill the
theater with our people. They'll think twice about nominating me again.” Since
I laughed, even though I didn't mean it to be particularly funny, all laughed
with me. I now had moved to the darker side and I intended to laugh most deviously all the way to the bitter end...and see who is laughing at that end.
There was one more distraction before we wrapped, a completely unexpected but welcome one. Shooting on location on a street where we had cordoned off the block with the cooperation and under the watchful gaze of the
county's public servants, I heard, in my head only, a very loud bidding, which
rang in my head as though it came from my left side. You have been grinding
the coarseness of prevailing thought, but the miller hasn't ground grain in
years. Do you not follow your calling?
I focused to my left, looking around the smattering of extras, crew, cast,
the milieu of officials and assorted others, hundreds of human beings spilling
into the street. There was but one human being wearing a kaffiyeh, standing
comfortably at ease in front of the building next to where we were shooting,
and as the throng parted I could see the man holding his hands behind his back
and smiling openly, widely, contagiously. I miss grinding grain, Master. I must
return to it.
Must I stay until you do?
Must you stand with such a distance between us?
Since our eyes were locked, Pir smiled even wider, put his arms to his
sides and began walking toward me. I looked for the location manager, got his
attention and told him to let the man through.
“Which one?” the location manager asked.
I smiled widely. “The one who looks out of place.” Instantly the location manager focused on the man wearing a kaffiyeh and waved his arm to Pir.
The Master passed through the cordon and barricades and the throng staring at
him intensely until he reached me. We hugged each other tighter than I have
ever hugged anyone. “Passing through or delivering a gentle reminder?”
“Both,” Pir stated. He smiled as we released. “You have work to do
here so I should be going. We'll meet later.”
“Please, Master, stay with us. You will not be in the way at all and you
may sit in my chair. This won't be long.”
“As you wish.” Pir moved immediately to the director's chair and sat
down as everyone watched in amazement.
This was the scene near the end of the movie when Drake and I patch
our severed friendship. Drake stepped over to me. “Who is that guy?”
I turned to Drake wearing an open smile. “He is the Master.”
Drake looked to me in astonishment, looked to Pir in astonishment, and
looked back to me. “I didn't think he existed, Al-Barrak, to be honest. I let it all
slide, what you've said about him and your missing time in Africa, because I
couldn't believe it could happen.”

“Any question on your lines, what you want to do? Because if you're
ready, watch how quickly we run though this and get out of here.” Drake still
stood next to me in astonishment but as I started moving away, shouting the instructions for everyone to get to their places and clear all others from the shot,
I turned to Jeremy and the lighting engineer. “Are we ready?”
Both snapped out of it and answered in the affirmative. There were perhaps a dozen separate shots left. We cranked them out in less than an hour and
started packing up. Drake, Andrea, Serena, Jeremy, and John, who was present
as the representative from the production in case anything came up on this particular location shoot, gathered around me. What I could sense collectively was
awe, not only with the presence of the Master, but in the short amount of time
it took to shoot those individual shots, because there are more than two pages
of lines. That, on some sets, can take an entire day to shoot. Pir stood from the
chair. He had never moved the entire time. Stepping over to all of us, smiling
openly, widely, in the most friendly manner, he bowed slightly to all as he
reached us. “When it is time to work, Master, it is time to focus and get it done.
True?”
“And with many who must work together, often it only takes one or two
to focus and the rest follow,” Pir replied, glancing from one to the next.
John put out his hand. “It is a great pleasure and privilege to meet you.”
Pir would not take his hand and John began to frown and feel discomfort. I gently grasped John's left arm and slid my right hand over his back. “Ali
el-Nushara, John Drury.” Pir clasped his hands together and bowed slightly
while John nodded his head toward the Master. “A Master avoids touching
those not of the Way, John,” I added and waited for John to turn toward me.
When we locked he scanned my face and gently nodded in acknowledgment.
“This is how it has always been and how it always will be.” I turned to smile to
Pir who returned my smile and glanced at all the others, gently nodding his
head to each. “What are your plans, Master? If you are in no hurry, I will put
you up where you will be comfortable. We are but a few days from completion.”
“I am in no hurry, Al-Barrak, as I have come to see you and hear you. A
bed and a place to clean myself. This is all I need.” Pir glanced to Serena and
smiled. “You have not introduced me to your beautiful wife, nor the others.”
I went through all the introductions, listening to the Master make his
separate and intriguing comments to each. Heinz had meandered up to me,
knowing the shooting was complete and it would be his task to drive me back
to the studio. I suggested to my colleagues they return to the studio while I escort the Master to his accommodations and I would arrive soon after. It would
be quite a chore for the crew to load up, move everything and set it up so I
knew I wouldn't be late.
There are small enclaves in the Los Angeles area where Muslims and
particularly those who speak Arabic have tended to congregate so we drove to
one of those areas and I found for my Master a respectable hotel run by those
who speak Arabic and the Master found it acceptable. I would meet with him
later while he got settled and comfortable.

When I returned to the studio all were in great need to know what was
happening. Most had been like Drake in his inability to believe I had met a
Master and been trained in the Way. I didn't truly seem to be much different
from before, except I never got rattled and never lost my temper. Often I was
smiling contagiously. “The Master is here to see me. There is something for
which he must advise me. Understand he never said anything of his purpose to
me and Heinz can assure you. A Master, though, does not travel for anything
other than a need to do so and it always involves others of the Way.”
Jana was on the set, decorating and setting up, checking with continuity, but the moment she had a break from her duties, she was standing right
next to me. “Will your Master see me, Al-Barrak?”
“Be respectful and a Master will see anyone. We are not hiding.”
Before we started on the studio shooting for the day, I reminded everyone, while this seemed to be an unusual day, do not dwell on it. We have work
to do. Let's focus and get it done. We finished the scenes at a breakneck pace
and wrapped for the day three hours ahead of the day's schedule. Cast to work
the next scenes in the schedule were not called until the next day. What I did
recognize were the deep breaths of astounding disbelief, even in themselves.
Since I kept track, I noted on this day we set a record for the number of wraps
on first take. “This is what can happen when we all focus. I'm calling it a day.
Thank you everyone! Great work!”
Serena was disappointed that it was quite possible I might not make it
back to the trailer before the call on set the next morning. “What could you two
possibly talk about all night?”
“Time means nothing to us, Serena. Day, night, it doesn't matter. How
long it will take is how long it will take. Have I not always come back to you?
Have you not always come back to me?”
“Yes, but-” Serena agreed slowly, but I interrupted her by kissing her
full on the lips.
“I will come back to you. Be patient, my equal.”
Jana and I followed Heinz to the car waiting outside the studio. Heinz,
a step ahead, asked without turning back, “Is that how your Master always
travels, Al-Barrak?” It was another of my notes no one addressed me as “Al”
after the Master arrived. It was always “Al-Barrak.”
“A Master needs no traveling clothes except those worn, Heinz. A Master needs no money. All will be provided. It always has been. It always will
be.” I paused for a moment and engaged Jana. “They do need a passport now.
We respect some travel constraints.”
I knew the Master would not discuss why he was here, not with Jana or
anyone else present. What he had to say to me he would say only in my presence and the two of us alone. However, he would be staying days here so there
was no rush, unless it was extremely pressing. Since I did not feel a sense of
urgency in our meeting in the afternoon, I allowed Jana to accompany me.
Since Jana arrived at Jardin de la Paix she had demonstrated nothing
but enthralling attention and respect for what I shared about my “missing time”
in Africa. She never thought anything other than I met my Master, that we were

drawn together, that Pir was a real, live, flesh and blood human being. Everyone else, even Kitana and Alfred, had their doubts, but never Jana. I knew Jana
would treat Pir with utmost respect, even reverence, and Pir would treat Jana in
the manner she deserved, never condescending, nor beyond her capacity to absorb, to incorporate. That was exactly how it turned out. The Master greeted
her warmly and offered her tea, provided by the hotel hosts. Heinz and I sat
quietly, I on the floor with my legs crossed. When Heinz would try to strike up
a conversation with me or ask me about something, I most often shushed him,
once telling him, “Please be patient, Heinz, and I will explain later.” Heinz remained quiet and never expressed any displeasure or failure to understand. The
Master was at work.
It soon reached ten. We had been at the hotel with Pir two hours. Midnight was eclipsed and both Jana and the Master were still exchanging conversation and the deepest interactions, questions from Jana, thoughtful and respectful, and answers from the Master. Almost three in the morning and Pir announced, “You must take the time now, my child, to ingest it all, to let it become the whole of you it must become, for the Spark is alight in you and it is
calling you. Listen to the Spark, cast away that which befogs you, and in your
very deliberate steps into the future, we shall meet again.”
Jana instantly dropped to the floor before the Master. For hours they
had stood, sat, even laid on the floor but inches apart, and never touched each
other once. Now prostrate on the floor she grasped the Master's ankles tightly.
“Thank you, Master! I will do as you request!”
Without reaching for her and with no manner of consternation or concern, the Master invoked, “Stand upon your two feet, my child. Do not bow to
me for I am unworthy of worship. Worship the One, the One who guides you
unfailingly.”
Immediately, Jana rose from the floor, her head bowed in shame. “Yes,
Master. I apologize.”
“Go in peace. We shall meet again.”
On the way back, with Jana's complete silence—falling asleep during
the drive since she was drained—Heinz asked what it all meant, why I had silenced him. “Both Jana and the Master were determining whether she was
ready and he would accept her to the Way, Heinz. In these matters, none other
than Master and potential seeker should talk. No others have a place in this interaction. No others.” Heinz looked at me with a curious smile in the rear view
mirror, with Jana's head resting against my shoulder.
Over the next three days we continued shooting, racing to the end.
Once we wrapped for the day I was off to the hotel of the Master, Heinz at the
wheel. Heinz didn't particularly appreciate it, since I would not allow him to
come inside the hotel to the Master with me, but he bore it silently and not sullenly. We spent hours and hours, talking or sharing thoughts when appropriate,
because we didn't always stay in the hotel room. Often we walked about the
neighborhood, always smiling at how often someone would stop the Master
and make a relevant comment, as though this person had known Pir for years,
decades. It always reminded me I would never be a Master. I did not possess

that which Pir had at his beck and call at all moments, but I did have my work,
and this was, in a sense, why Pir was in “the den of iniquity,” as I told the Master facetiously, to his great laughter.
“Yes, but the devil is everywhere, Al-Barrak,” the Master responded.
“Perhaps this little corner of the world the devil finds especially appealing.”
“I find it similar to mosquitoes descending upon a puddle. Where else
to leave your...legacy?”
“This is what I have missed since you walked out of the desert, Al-Barrak, your keen sense of humor combined with appropriate metaphor.” The
Master stopped abruptly on our comfortable walk through the neighborhood.
“Unfortunately, our enemies are gathering against you. They are discovering
you are one whom they cannot easily dismiss. They will take their next steps
against you, my friend, and they have no real misgivings placing you in your
grave. Do not mistake me, Al-Barrak. Many of our enemies would like nothing
more than seeing you dead.”
“Is it, as you see it, Master, impending, very near?”
“You are still considered an impediment, a distraction, a mere mosquito
bite to most. I do not see the most irreversible action yet, but you must start to
consider precautions. I know you are not concerned. You have never been concerned with it. Others, though, within your circle, can be at risk. To most of us
it is of no concern, but you tug at those who are not quite ready. You attract
them, Al-Barrak, because this is your nature. They are not ready for the Way
and they are certainly not ready for battle either. You will need to take steps
you deem adequate to protect them.”
“I will have to consider such steps, Master. Some steps would protect
and send the wrong message outwardly.”
“You have time. There is no rush. We will talk more of this over the
next few days and nights as there is more for me to share.”
What more the Master shared were names of people whom the Master
knew would plot against me. They were familiar names, both to me and you.
“There are several organizations, groups of people, highly secretive and with
no name to distinguish their alliances. You are familiar with their allegiance,
Al-Barrak. You have spoken and written about 'black ops,' as you call them.
You are, as you have also said, coming onto their 'radar.' There have already
been conversations about you, none which you or anyone else could uncover.
This type of activity, this secrecy, hidden from all others outside the group is
nothing new. It has been taking place in very similar fashion for thousands of
years. The success of their endeavors always depends on the capabilities of
those involved and there are many involved who are very capable. The blood
of their many murders is thick upon their hands but they think nothing of it.
They consider what's at stake, for them and all those with them. That is more
than enough incentive to carry out their actions. They will begin in earnest
when the attention you command has become such it cannot be ignored. That
day is coming for you, my brother. You must be prepared when it does come
for there will be no going back.”
I had expected it. It was not a surprise and Pir knew I was neither sur-

prised nor had I failed to consider appropriate preparation. The Master added,
“You have the most invincible ally, Al-Barrak, for the One watches your back
while you remain in the service of the One. Fail the One and your punishment
is severe. You will soon, though, be at war, a war you will never declare but
one you must fight anyway. Gather around you a warrior, for the battles you
will fight. Be careful and cautious in this choice of a warrior who will fight at
your side. The One shall guide you, Al-Barrak. The One shall reveal this warrior to you and you will know him.” As both of us sat with our legs crossed on
the floor, the Master rose and I rose after him. He put his arms firmly around
my chest to my back and squeezed me as tightly as always. When we released
his smile was large. “It pleases me to see my student again. Many praise you,
Al-Barrak, all over this world. Ignore them all. You serve the One and the One
cares not what any others think. This you know. Forever keep it closer than
anything else, including your wives, all who are also close to you. Abandon the
One and you shall be set adrift.” I nodded to the Master's unending smile. “I
have people to meet. Finish your work and attend the celebration to mark its
end. Then come to me as I will be traveling once again. Bring the woman,
Jana, with you. She will ask to come. I wish to see that child again.”
Three days later we shot the last scene and wrapped the movie, a week
beyond schedule, though it seemed we would go almost two weeks beyond. I
considered it no coincidence the last week flew by and we often wrapped
scenes in one or two takes only. I had, at times while we were shooting, forgotten lines, caught in those moments of indecision, lethargy, undue reflection.
The last week of shooting held none of it. I never missed a line, inflection or
emphasis. It wasn't lost on the cast and crew. Most made mention of it and often when I could hear it. “We're near the end and I have reserved my strength.
This is the time to make the last dash to the finish line. You need only keep up.
You will.”
All the cast who had been dismissed earlier, all the crew, everyone
gathered for the wrap party under three tents erected the previous day. It was a
beautiful day, sunny, reasonably warm for January, and many from all over the
studio lot came over to congratulate us, bid us well, to celebrate with us. It was
a wrap party similar in many ways to that from The True Cross, and the similarity was recognized by many who were at both. As I expected the talk often
revolved around the four principals' roles, Drake, Andrea, Serena and myself. I
stood or sat most of the time near the front, making some of the bad boys have
to move frequently. I drank no alcohol, only an occasional soft drink or water
and kept relatively quiet, but I enjoyed the talk from those of other shoots discussing how unconventional our shoot had been and the story and the characters themselves. One actress from another shoot expressed her observation as
Drake and Andrea stood with their arms around each other next to me and Serena sat at a table a few feet away. We were all smiles and Andrea stepped
closer, separating from Drake, wrapped her arms around my back and kissed
me fully. Andrea looked at the actress as she leaned back from my face. “Even
in this business, those married, inextricably bound as Al-Barrak likes to say, refrain from the romantic stories because it often becomes awkward. Pretend can

often give way to reality, but there's only one here who is that special, who can
pretend and never go beyond it because the story has something to say. That
one, and no offense to my husband who shall never be untied from me, is AlBarrak, and I've known he was that special for years. It's why I wanted to do
this movie, to play out this story, because he's the only one in the entire business who would make me comfortable enough portraying my role and never
step beyond the bounds of pretend, and my husband knew it, too, knew it all
along.” Drake stood next to us, Andrea's arms still tightly around my back,
smiling. He raised his eyebrows to the actress when she gawked at him in disbelief.
“We were both on the set for all of it,” Serena explained, smiling her
brilliant radiance, “Drake and me, for every scene. Wait until you see the
movie and know after every scene, Al would immediately direct the changes
on the set for the next scene while Andrea walked over to Drake and they
would hug each other. Al would come over to me, kiss me, and ask, 'Is your
firecracker about ready to explode yet?' I would say, 'You don't have that desire
any more, Al. You and I both know it.' And that's how it would be.”
“I would use Serena's favorite line occasionally,” I offered the actress.
“What line is that?”
“It's just acting.” I smiled big and wide and winked at Serena while she
laughed.
Drake remarked, “I trust Andrea. I always have. She's my wife, my
partner. I trust Al, too. I trusted they both had the discipline to do the right
thing and they always did. We all know this almost never happens around here,
but it can, if all have appropriate trust and discipline.”
“Honor and love,” I added.
“That, too,” Drake responded. Andrea and I released and Drake and I
hugged each other. I stepped to Serena, who rose from her seat, and I hugged
her firmly. Drake and Serena, then, hugged each other tightly. The actress
stood barely ten feet away, shaking her head in disbelief.
I was the last to speak, as always, and no one shouted, “Author,” either.
Since there were ten “authors” all knew the term didn't fit. Instead, John loudly
shouted, “All right, everyone! It's about time we heard from the director!”
I stood near the front of the first tent, while some drifted from other
tents, and hundreds of people crowded around outside. I heard someone shout
about getting up on a table but I ignored it. So everyone could hear I generally
yelled. “Well, well, we all survived my directorial debut! Imagine that! Nobody got hurt on the set and only a few egos were bruised...They say movies
can't be made this way and it wouldn't have been made this way if you hadn't
all cooperated from the beginning. Like the other two from last year I couldn't
have done it without you, and I'm certain I will hear from most of you about
my payback. 'I did that movie for you. Remember?'” Laughs.
“When I go through the edits I'm going to see the dozens of accomplished actors and actresses who never wanted to say one line. They only
wanted to stand, sit or lie in the background and improve the view!” Laughs.
“Except for Jeff!” Laughs. “Who instead conspired with his co-star to provide

a unique brand of tantrum, and I immediately yelled, 'Cut! What are you doing
back there, Jeff?' And his reply, as only he can deliver, 'Creating ambiance.'”
Laughs, Jeff's laugh being the loudest. “Not even critics will remember what
Andrea and I are talking about in that scene. They'll all talk about Jeff throwing a chair in the background!” Laughs. “That one's staying in there because I
love it...
“As smoothly as this movie proceeded, it was all due to my colleagues
in their producing capacity, most of whom I had worked with before and knew
were quite capable. And John! I don't know about the rest of you, but I was in a
constant state of awe at how easily all our location shots went.” I paused for a
moment while everyone cheered John. “You have demonstrated your most
supreme talent, John Drury, arranging location shoots! In this respect everyone
else in the business is number two to you!” More cheers for John and John
humbly, almost embarrassed, acknowledged it all.
Gloria was attending, holding Gretchen in her arms at the moment and
a short distance away, with Ellen standing beside them. Gretchen was looking
at me, smiling, and as I caught the little one's gaze, she wriggled in Gloria's
arms, wanting to be put down. Gloria set her down carefully and Gretchen hurriedly came straight to me. I lifted Gretchen from the asphalt and we stared at
each other for a moment until she leaned forward and kissed my lips. I shifted
Gretchen to my right side, holding her against me with my right arm, while she
wrapped her arms around my neck.
I looked in the little one's eyes. “I talked about you on Oprah's show,
how you twisted through this tiny tunnel and that tiny tunnel. You haven't seen
it yet, have you?” Gretchen shook her head while many laughed. “Your mama's
keeping it hidden from you. I would!” Laughs, and Gretchen slipped her arm
from around my neck and rested it on my cheek, smiling big.
“There's not a whole lot I want to say...It was a great pleasure, as I truly
anticipated, working with Andrea, even from the very beginning when I suggested the story to her and Drake, with the scene I called 'the Premature
scene.'” Lots of laughs and I added my Andrea impersonation. “'Make it last!
I'll be so disappointed...'” Laughs. “Andrea loved that scene, didn't you, dear?”
“You know it!” Andrea shouted back to more laughter. I smiled wide.
Andrea did enjoy the scene, even leaning against the door jamb with her eyes
closed and wiggling to imply.
“Acting with Drake was yet another joy. Who doesn't enjoy working
with Drake on a set? And since it was his idea to be my best friend in the story,
thus throwing our real-life relations onto potentially oceans of turmoil...”
laughs, “my favorite scene with Drake is when we patch our friendship, torn to
shreds from all which took place. I will never forget the look on your face,
Drake!”
“That scene was the easiest to do, Al-Barrak!” Drake yelled. “I only
had to act the same way I feel about you, bro!”
“Thank you, my brother.” I shifted Gretchen to my left side with her
continual smile. “Saving the best for last,” and I paused for the resulting roar to
diminish, while I locked on Serena's wide smile, “every day ended, the last

part of every day, when I snuggled up to a soft and sensuous form and would
hear, 'Ummm!'” Lots of laughs, Serena's one of the loudest. “I love that
sound!” Laughs. “My equal was on the set with me all but the few scenes we
shot simultaneously, but she was on the set for all my romantic scenes with Andrea and never once got jealous. My! How far you've come, my beloved!”
Laughs, and Serena shook her fist at me, smiling with her shining radiance.
“So, the last two movies Serena has made, I'm in the cast, too. It's a trend, Serena. People are gonna start talking!” Laughs. “I won't be able to make a movie
without you because it's the first thing everyone's gonna say. 'Where's
Serena?'” Laughs.
“So find me a part, Al-Barrak!” Serena yelled. “That's pretty simple!”
“Yeah, it will be simple. I'll throw all convention out the window and
cast you as the Mexican firecracker!” Laughs and Serena was shaking with
laughter. “What was my plan for all of this? If you think about it, you'll figure
it out, but I'll help you. My plan was to do all of this like it was a family re union, but a plan which involves many people requires cooperation. In my
vivid imagination, as we all worked around the set, I could see parents, brothers and sisters, aunts and uncles, cousins, second cousins, and 'Who's that?'
'Oh, that's Felipe, our third cousin, from the Seychelles.' 'Now, that's a long
way to come for a family reunion!'” Laughs. “That's what it felt like to me, a
two-month family reunion, which I'm sure is the longest on record!” Laughs. “I
enjoyed working and playing with you so much I want to do it again. I hope
you're all available then! Thank you!” As all shouted and cheered I carried
Gretchen back to Gloria and Gretchen leaped into her mother's arms. Ellen
hugged the both of them and Gretchen kissed Gloria, then Ellen.
It wasn't much longer and I felt it was time to go. The wrap party would
continue for two or three hours but I needed to see the Master. Jana had already
asked me if she could accompany us and I had agreed. I never brought it up
with her. Since the Master predicted she would ask I knew she would. The
Master was expecting her to accompany me. Serena asked to come along and I
merely advised her to be respectful at all times.
Heinz drove us to the hotel and parked before the Master's room as the
Master sat outside awaiting us. All were greeted warmly and we stepped into
the room. Serena and I sat on the floor next to each other. The Master smiled
warmly to Serena, then me. “You will journey to Tibet soon, Al-Barrak.” It was
posed more as a statement than a question. I nodded. “You shall be summoned
to meet with their leader. Listen very closely to what he says as he will speak
in a cryptic manner which will become clear to you only during your sojourn
there.” The Master smiled as I nodded again, ignoring the frown Serena wore.
Serena said nothing, though. She was respectful.
“These terms of surrender you composed,” the Master continued, “most
will not recognize the reference to the One. Even so, its reception will be disappointing to you. This is as it should be, Al-Barrak. The glory of the One is as
a hidden treasure. Once it is brought to the light it blinds most, so they choose
not to see. You have another which you will assemble and share. It, too, will
disappoint in its reception. Expect this, be prepared for it, and know both pos-

sess worthiness and will shine on a future day.” I nodded. I truly expected this
very probability. The Master smiled at my thought.
“The beauty of your wife is exceeding, Al-Barrak. Many men would
keep such beauty hidden, only for themselves.” The Master engaged Serena.
“Your beauty, Woman, can stir ugly and despicable thoughts in many men.”
Serena smiled widely. “But not in a Master.”
“A Master seeks beauty for it is a reminder of the limitless mercy and
compassion of the One.” The Master smiled to her warmly. He turned to engage Jana. “And you, my child, have you decided?”
Jana stared at the Master reverently. “I wish to learn all you can teach
me, Master. I shall submit to you completely.” The Master smiled for her
warmly.
“We will not leave for my school until you pass my tests, my child,” the
Master advised softly. “Be assured I expect you to pass these tests and we
reach our pact together, since I see the Spark in you has grown from the last
time I gazed upon you. You may then consult with Al-Barrak about your possessions since you will have no need of them for quite some time. There is a
place of peace and solitude not far from here where we will go to perform
these tests.” The Master engaged me. “Once complete I will send for you.” I
nodded. The Master turned to Jana. “Come here to me by seven and we will
leave together.” Jana nodded and the Master engaged Heinz. “You will bring
her to me?”
“Yes, Master,” Heinz replied.
“It is settled,” the Master declared and rose from the floor, smiling contagiously. The Master engaged Jana. “Tomorrow we begin.” Jana nodded. The
Master engaged me. “I will send for you soon.” I nodded. “Let us depart in
peace so we may begin the next paths we must take.”
All of us together said, “Yes, Master.” We all rose, I hugged the Master
and we immediately left the room, entered the sedan and drove to Serena's
spread.
Before we could get to the Great Room, Serena asked me, “You have a
lot on your plate, Al-Barrak. What are your plans for the next couple months?”
She was locked on my face and her expression told me she had more to add.
“We have had no real honeymoon.” She smiled.
“The movie must be edited, the Academy has requested my presence
for their ceremony, and Jana and the Master soon begin her training, all in the
next two months. The Master told me I would be summoned by the leader of
Tibet and I will go there this spring and summer. This meeting, I suspect, will
occur very soon.” I paused and scanned Serena's frown. “For the editing,
Jeremy and David will contract for studio time and edit here in Los Angeles.
Conrad wants to return to Germany for now. You, Heinz and I will fly to India
in a few days and between us, you and me, we'll come up with a reasonable
honeymoon idea. I also anticipate it's when I'll have the meeting. There's a
great deal of preparation for the Oscars, so I'll need to work on that, including
who will attend, where we're all staying, parties before and after, like all the
other productions. We'll fly back in plenty of time, Lena, too. Lena was a large

part of the Basel performance. She should attend all the celebrations.” Serena
nodded her head approvingly. I smiled for her and turned to Jana.
We all now sat in the Great Room, Heinz having parked the car by the
garage. “As for you, you need to begin preparation for a long absence. Tonight
you must call your family so they know what you are doing.” Jana started to
object but I raised my hand. “If speaking with your parents is too difficult for
you, Jana, then call your brother. Someone in your family must know. You cannot disappear.” I watched her nod her head. “When your tests are complete,
your pact with the Master is set, the Master will summon me. I will be here in
Los Angeles. The Master will give you a little time to set your house in order
for your absence. My strongest suggestion is to assign someone power of attorney and sell your residence. You have no need for it and should you keep it,
someone will have to make payments and pay the taxes, all for a residence not
in use. You can decide to sell your other belongings or have them put in storage. I will do all of this for you because it is nothing to me but it has to be your
decision. I would not recommend you try to find someone to house-sit. You
will be gone for years, Jana, with no one to watch your house for you should
these people prove irresponsible or their requirements change and they are
forced to leave. They'll have no way of reaching you and it simply becomes too
complicated. Sell your house, the proceeds placed in a trust for you, and it will
be there when you return.”
“I will do as you recommend, Al-Barrak,” Jana responded. “First, I will
call Norman, but will you object if I give you power of attorney?”
“Do you not trust Norman?”
“Norman has his family in Michigan. He will always be reluctant to
leave Michigan and he would have to leave if he had power of attorney for me.
I think it would be difficult for him to find the time and the energy to do it in a
responsible manner. I have never leaned on him before, even though he is my
older brother. I have always considered his response would be I'm putting him
out.”
“Call him tonight, Jana. Tell him you will be away on an educational
endeavor for many years and he need not be concerned about what it is. You
will return and you will see him again, but while you're away, you will have me
serve you with a power of attorney to secure your possessions and sell your
house, depositing the proceeds in a trust for you. Give Norman my phone. Tell
him to call me when you conclude your call. I want his number and I want to
assure him I will call him with every step I take for you so he can never say I
surprised him, kept him in the dark.”
“He'll tell my parents eventually. You will probably have to speak with
them too, Al-Barrak.”
I smiled at Jana widely. “The more, the merrier.”
Jana made her call soon after. Norman called my number in minutes after his conversation with Jana ended. When I answered, Norman asked, “May I
speak with Al-Barrak?”
“You are speaking with Al-Barrak.”
“What have you done with my sister?” Norman's tone wasn't truly com-

bative. It was more of exasperation.
“I have done nothing with your sister, other than to arrange for her to
meet with the Master, at her request. Jana, now, will begin her long journey in
training for the Way.”
“You can understand my displeasure in hearing this, can't you, Al-Barrak? This is what she meant by 'educational endeavor,' that it is some training
for the Way, whatever that is?”
“I told her to say, 'educational endeavor,' which it is, because she is not
in a position yet to explain it properly, whereas I am. Training for the Sufi Way
can be rigorous and last years, Norman. When the training is complete as the
Master will determine, a Sufi re-enters your world, works as you would, and
guides those lost in ignorance to their capacity to understand. We are not in
hiding. We do not hide from you. We surround you, though you probably know
little to nothing about us. Our words, our deeds, all emanate from us, first and
foremost, with honor and love. I suggest, Norman, since you know practically
nothing about us, you research the Sufis. You will find plenty, since I assured
you we are not in hiding. We simply speak and do with no regard for attention.
We deliberately choose to avoid speaking and doing for attention. We neither
speak nor do for ourselves. We serve the One, and by extension all of humanity, and all beings in this world. Should you wish to see what a Sufi will do for
another, I welcome you to come here when the time arrives and help me move
Jana's possessions to storage. It would certainly send me the message you care
about Jana more than yourself.”
“You know nothing about me, Al-Barrak, but I know all about you. You
talk a big game-”
“Do I frighten you, Norman? Are you afraid of me?”
“I'm not afraid of anyone like you!”
“Good! I suspect you know everything about me from talk radio, these
talk-show hosts of infinite wisdom and knowledge, who spew unfounded accusations, list wide and inaccurate generalizations? These are the ones who guide
you unerringly? They serve their masters, the rich, the powerful, the elite. They
don't serve you! They could not possibly care less about you mentally and
emotionally. They care about their masters. You let the ignorant as talk show
hosts guide you? The ignorant guiding the ignorant. Well, it fits! But I welcome you, Norman, to meet with me personally. I will fly you out here. I will
put you up, all at my expense, so you can see, hear and sense for yourself
which ones lie and which ones tell the truth. Is it the talk show hosts or me? I
certainly do not fear you, Norman. I fear the One! You are nothing compared
to the One. I am nothing compared to the One.”
“Well, I'll have to think about it.”
“Do so, for Jana's sake, for your sister's sake. And one more thing, Norman.”
“What?”
“Do not share this number with your parents or anyone else. I will not
be bombarded from countless phones. I will speak with your parents, I am not
hiding, but I will take calls only through this number. Is this understood, Nor-

man?”
“All right! They are not going to be happy.”
“Change often results in unhappiness because change represents the
end of the same. The same is known and familiar. Change is always unknown
and unfamiliar. Live long enough, Norman, and everything changes. Nothing
stays the same.”
“How did you know Norman listens to talk radio almost religiously?”
“Lucky guess.”
“You know you're not lucky, Al-Barrak. I told you once.”
“The after Oscars party, when Desiree said it.”
“You do remember.”
“There are some events which I choose not to remember.”
“The diseased and disgusting part of the onion, my beloved?”
“We all made mistakes, Al-Barrak,” Jana stated, “all of us. None of us
were perfect and we're still not, but I do remember the many times when honor
and love came from you. There were many. There had to be many or we would
have all left you. That's what I remember.”
“There were many times when your actions came from honor and love,
my beloved.”
“Yes, but I'd rather not go back there. It's better for all of us now.
Agree?”
Both Jana and Serena nodded. “Let's all go to bed,” Serena suggested.
She glanced to Heinz and Jana. “You both need to rise early to meet the Master
at seven.”
Jana and Heinz were off before five and before Serena and I arose and
emerged from her bedroom. Later I called John to ensure the folks at Paramount were satisfied with the condition of the studio. They had no complaints.
The editing studio would not be available until the following day but it was secured and Jeremy and David had already spoken with John. Gloria had already
arranged with many of the cast in the smaller roles to encourage media reps to
engage in conversation about the movie, so the buzz would start soon.
“You have a production starting up, John. I think the Executive Producer should take charge once he returns to L.A.”
“Don't hurry, Al-Barrak. I've heard your bride say many times she's due
for a honeymoon. Take care of her!”
“I won't fail, but we'll be back in two or three weeks. The Academy is
calling.”
“Take your time is all I'm saying. Even when our production gets
rolling I can do both. We'll meet up soon. Enjoy a little time off.”
“As always, John, I can depend on you to make it smooth and easy. I'll
make it up to you.”
“You will and when you can. I can depend on that, you know.”
Classes at the university had started weeks before and we were leaving
for India Friday, so Serena, Sofia and I had Heinz drive us to Esperanza's
house for a night. Sofia had grown so comfortable with sleeping arrangements
she thought nothing of it when Esperanza, Serena and I walked to Esperanza's

bedroom after we all tucked Sofia into bed. Heinz slept in another room which
Esperanza had long ago converted to a bedroom. The three of us discussed informality and upon its conclusion, we all snuggled into bed until the morning. I
hugged and kissed Esperanza before she left for the university, as did everyone
but Heinz, we locked up her house mid-morning and drove back to Serena's
spread to begin packing. We left for Amritsar, India the next day, Carla included. Lance stayed behind at Serena's spread. Serena had grown comfortable
enough with northern India she felt no necessity for a security presence, especially when we would be flying back to L.A. in three weeks.
Omar and Lena met us at the airport with the sport wagon and while we
were waiting for our bags, Lena whispered to me, “A man came to the house
last week, a monk, asking for you.”
“The Big Chief wants to meet with me?”
“The Big Chief?”
“No one's bigger in his tribe. Agree?”
Lena chuckled. “No, it's true, and, yes, he wants to meet with you. I
told him you would be back in two weeks or less. He said he would return
then.”
Serena stepped up closer. “What are you two talking about, may I ask?”
“The leader of Tibet has already asked to meet with me. Looks like it
will take place next week.”
Serena surprisingly smiled. “Good. It leaves us plenty of time to plan a
honeymoon.” She turned to Lena. “You don't mind if I take your husband away
for a little while, do you, Sister?” Serena flashed her devious smile.
Lena flashed her devious smile. “Not at all, Sister. While I never had a
honeymoon and Esperanza never had a honeymoon, we'll let you have the
first. You met him first. You can have the first. Then, it will be our turn, Sister.” Serena laughed and Lena joined her. “And while you two are away at
play, Carla, Heinz and I will keep Sofia occupied, since she's our sister, too.”
Lena and Serena stepped before each other and hugged warmly.
Serena, despite living much of her life at or near sea level and an ocean
within a day's drive, had expressed to me the attraction she had been feeling
about the mountains to the east and north of the plain where much of Punjab
province sat. There were many monasteries, shrines, temples and historical
places all around us and it's what we planned for a honeymoon. I would do the
driving, renting a four-wheel-drive for mountain roads, and I did extensive research on the roads and conditions. We would not be able to get high into the
mountains. It was still late in the winter and high mountain roads and passes
were closed to vehicular traffic and would remain so for months. Still there
were many places we could reach and we would spend ten days over two
weekends exploring the mountain sites of northern India and exploring each
other, too, on an informal basis.
I spent all day Monday making the arrangements for Oscars week. I
first called John, the actress and Kendall and asked each to contact any who
would be interested in spending the week with our production group and email
me so I can book an appropriate number of rooms. I reminded all I wouldn't be

able to get hotel space in Beverly Hills. The best in Beverly Hills had annual
agreements with the studios, so well known insiders knew where Paramount's
people were staying, for example, and so on. I didn't want to compete, both on
an expense and prestige level, so I planned securing enough rooms at a chain
hotel somewhere in Los Angeles. I had a number from which to choose.
Next, I returned the call from the producer at the Academy responsible
for determining all the individual nominees for every category, which is a
mammoth job. She called the day after the nominations were announced but
we were still shooting and I wanted to get to India. The producer, a woman
named Katy, former actress and producer, was sympathetic and didn't pressure.
She agreed to wait until I reached India and could call her at my earliest convenience. I got right through to her.
“Congratulations, again, on your nominations, Al-Barrak. Everyone on
the committee was very impressed with what you released last year.”
“Thank you. I hope they're as tolerant.”
“What do you mean?”
“How many producers, meaning also owners, do I get to have up there
with me for best picture? As far as owners are concerned, there's more than
forty for Myth of Man and Woman.”
I could hear the shock in her tone. “We can't have forty producers receiving an Oscar for best picture, Al-Barrak!”
“So, what's the limit, Katy? Everyone has limits!” I chuckled silently.
“Well...I suppose...twelve. Wouldn't twelve be enough? And you do understand these producers must have actually performed work traditionally associated with producing?”
“You'll have to decide. They all produced in some way, shape or form.
You had Drake removed a few years back. It's your call, your Academy, but I
like twelve, an even dozen. Thirteen is so over the limit, being perceived as an
unlucky number.”
“Are you enjoying this, Al-Barrak? You're not poking fun at the Academy, are you?”
“I poke fun at everyone and everything except the One...So, we're in
agreement on twelve, twelve for best picture and twelve for best documentary.”
I had taken the precaution, since the Academy uses the credits listed in any picture for nominations, to have virtually everyone who had almost any involvement with either movie listed as a “producer.” I intended the whole time to
make the Academy decide who qualifies for an award. I had no qualms about it
and most knew I did it deliberately. The nominating committee would protect
the Academy's integrity. It's their job. I would protect my colleagues. I couldn't
have done it without their production.
“You're not going to surprise me with another director for Myth of Man
and Woman, are you? There's only one listed in the credits.”
“I directed the cameras but Jeremy and David directed much of the
recorded presentation. Neither wanted the credit, though, and I never argued
with them, because I never expected to be nominated anyway and I'm certainly
not going to win.”

“How can you be sure, Al-Barrak? Surprises do happen in the voting.”
“Directors are the most exclusive group in the Academy, Katy. The directors passed over Ken but the entire Academy awarded his movie as best picture. You know as well as I do, Katy, a movie belongs to the director. It sounds
inconsistent, until you consider even Spielberg was passed over for years. The
directors are an exclusive group. They don't really take well to newcomers.”
Katy laughed. “You're probably right but you're in the running. You deserved it.”
“Thank you. I'll email you the list for both in a few hours so you can
get out the ballots.”
“We don't need them for the ballots. You should be receiving your
package in a matter of days. We need the list for the ceremony. The number of
producers doesn't change the category nomination.”
“Nine pictures again?”
“There was some sharp division within the committee.”
“I guess. No one was wounded?”
“Maybe an ego here and there.”
“They don't record these phone calls, do they, Katy? They can rescind
your permanent position, you know.”
Katy laughed again. “Believe it or not, Al, there are many members in
the administration here who have a great sense of humor.”
“They must not have attended drama school. They never teach comedy.
How could they?”
I had never met or spoken with Katy before. I knew who she was, like
most people in the business. She caught up with me on Oscars night to tell me
my phone call made her day. Well, of course. I can claim to be non-discriminatory and no one questions it, since I talk to everyone like an old friend with a
real sense of humor. The Academy eventually rejected six for the nomination
of Myth of Man and Woman, and it created some controversy, the most ever.
None of us argued but I called Katy and the Academy agreed to allow all to attend the ceremony. I also surprised Kendall, John, Nancy, and Chuck—even
though I had listed them as “producers” in the credits for An African Experience—because I included them in the twelve for the documentary. Kendall was
so upset he called me when he found out and reamed me, all facetiously. “I had
nothing for this year, Al, so I didn't have to attend and I wasn't going to attend.
Now I have to get out my tuxedo because I'm a nominee. My wife and I were
planning a nice, quiet, warm vacation in the Bahamas.”
“Jasper T. Roseberry has a bungalow there! You'd enjoy catching up
with him!”
“You are never gonna pay me back for this, Al-Barrak!”
“Especially when you give the acceptance speech should we win, my
cousin!”
The day after I spoke with Katy we had over seventy-five guests and
their escorts booked at the Los Angeles hotel for Oscars week, beginning the
Monday before and through Tuesday morning after. It would not be cheap, but
it was a business endeavor from AVAP, tax deductible everywhere. We would

throw a before party at a conference hall and host a breakfast the morning of
the ceremony. The after party was already arranged weeks ago when John and I
combined to rent one of the ballrooms in Beverly Hills. We both knew some
from both productions would attend the ceremonies.
With this accomplished, and none too soon, the Buddhist monk arrived.
Jangchup greeted me at the door with the traditional clasped hands and head
bow, which I exchanged with him simultaneously. In very halting, ungrammatical English, Jangchup advised the Big Chief, called by another title which you
probably know, wished very much to meet with me. He has time to meet with
me today and it won't be a long meeting. “Will you come with me to Dharamsala?”
I glanced to Lena and Serena, both standing a few feet from the door. “I
won't be gone long and I should return by supper. Do either of you have an objection?” Both shook their heads silently. “We shall have this meeting with the
Big Chief now, Jangchup.”
I stepped out the door while the women stepped to the threshold to
watch us move down the walk, the steps to the street and enter the large black
sedan. “Big...Chief?” Jangchup struggled to ask.
“No one's bigger in his tribe, wouldn't you agree, Jangchup?”
“Tribe? What is...tribe?”
I spent the next ten minutes explaining “tribe” to Jangchup. When I finished he sat next to me with a very curious expression while it churned inside
his head to reach an understanding. Suddenly, he smiled, then laughed deeply
and heartily. “Big Chief! Yes! He is Big Chief!” Jangchup proceeded to laugh
for another two minutes, stopping on occasion to gather his composure, until it
caught up with him and he laughed outrageously some more. When he stopped
completely he looked at me with eyes twinkling deviously. “You must tell him!
Big Chief!” He started laughing again.
Over an hour later we reached a large dwelling and pulled into the
drive, along the side of the administrative residence of a leader in exile, up to a
separate building and came to a halt. We passed several monks and a few
workers tending the grounds and walks and plants and such all around the
place, but once we exited the sedan, Jangchup guided me to a door on the side.
He bade me to sit in a chair in the room we entered, which resembled a guest
parlor in the western world where one would wait until formally received by
host or hostess or both. Jangchup would let them know I had arrived.
I waited sitting in the chair, holding my notebook, about five minutes
when another monk entered from the rest of the dwelling, greeting me with
clasped hands and a head bow, which I reciprocated immediately. He introduced himself as Dhundup, the Big Chief's most constant companion. He was,
as I would learn later, literally the second in hierarchy and had served as such
for decades. He asked me to follow him as I was now expected. I rose holding
my notebook and followed through a small maze of halls to a larger room with
assorted tables and chairs and pillows strewn about. In one of the chairs before
a large window with a view of a garden of flowers, plants, vegetables and
fruits sat the Big Chief. Silently I greeted him with hands clasped, my note-

book held by my right arm against my body, and bowed my head. Instantly he
returned the same greeting and, without rising from his chair, beckoned me to
sit in the chair next to his before the window.
“So, I am Big Chief?” he asked, once I had sat and was comfortable. He
inserted a short pause, after which he issued a loud and large bellow of laughter, while Dhundup, sitting a short distance away, joined him.
When he calmed some, as I wore my usual contagious smile, I said,
“Now, I did say that to Jangchup with an expected confidentiality, but, apparently, word gets around, Big Chief?”
He hesitated for a moment and let out another bellow of laughter. When
he gained control the Big Chief commented, “Well, there are no secrets between us, so we've nothing left but to gossip among ourselves.” He glanced at
Dhundup. “True?” he asked him and laughed heartily while Dhundup grinned
and nodded his head. He added, focusing on me, “This, then, makes me Indian?”
“One in true spirit, yes,” I replied, still smiling. The Big Chief certainly
had a great sense of humor since he even laughed at that one.
The focus of our conversation soon concerned my various exploits. He
had seen The True Cross, the full version, and liked it a great deal, except for
the intimate scenes. With a very mock haughty air, the Big Chief remarked,
“We ignored the intimate scenes and have forgotten them completely, although
I did say they certainly leave nothing to the imagination!” The laughter instantly bellowed forth.
“No, we weren't very Buddhist making the movie, since the Buddha
certainly taught moderation, and there's no way one could call that moderate!”
More laughter.
We reached Gaza, which introduced the role played by the People's Republic of China, and that pointed us in the direction of my expected journey to
Tibet. “We are of the understanding the authorities will grant you permission to
visit, Al-Barrak, so we are all curious. Why are you so intent upon visiting Tibet?”
I paused before answering. It was a question even I could not fully explain to myself. “I have this persistent thought, a persistent feeling, there is
something in Tibet for me. It, whatever it is, is for me and me alone. I can't tell
you why I think it, feel it, so I cannot also tell you if it's true or not. I have to go
there and dispatch the thought, the feeling, and know of its truth or its delusion.”
The Big Chief turned his head to stare out at the garden through the
window for a long period, very nearly a minute. He turned back to me with a
large smile. “There is something for you, Al-Barrak, for you and you alone in
Tibet, though beyond Tibet.” His smile grew even larger as he noted my growing smile. “And you will discover it.” While my smile grew ever larger, the
countenance of the Big Chief became serious and very contemplative. “The
sons will appreciate your persistent thought.”
“Suns?” I asked in confusion.
“Listen only!” Dhundup stated authoritatively.

“Tsongkhapa, you must know him, the fire from whom all others draw
flame.” The Big Chief, though he looked to me, was looking through me.
“Ngawa, you must see this, and learn of its shroud, for within is an obscurity
which awaits one of untold vision who will clear the fog which envelopes it.”
The Big Chief paused but his vision, his focus, never declined. “Beyond but
inside Gerdeng, you must venture, with the one who shall lead you unerringly...The destiny of the miller has been written but only understood by one
who knows.” The focus of the Big Chief settled upon my face and smiled joyously. “Al-Barrak is one who enjoys a hug?” First came the smile followed by
the bellow of laughter. The Big Chief rose and lifted his arms to me. I rose,
stepped once into his embrace and received as firm a hug as from the Master.
Moments later I was led out of the room by Dhundup, whom I consulted for
my notes so I had everything written correctly. I was riding with Jangchup
minutes later back to Jalandhar.

Segment Thirty-Eight
After supper I withdrew upstairs to the
main study where I had arranged a small
work area inside the very large room. I
needed to perform research on the web in
what little time I had available. Before Serena and I left Friday I had to do some renovation work at the apartments since I had
done little after we acquired the property.
While my partners were two of the best
and most tolerant one would be fortunate
to have as partners, my lack of contribution
would not sit well with me if I was on the
other side and this motivated me greatly.
The Big Chief's reference to Tsongkhapa produced a number of results
using my fair weather friend's search engine and I soon understood the phrase,
“the fire from whom all others draw flame.” Tsongkhapa was the teacher for
the first Big Chief and one many considered had reached the end of perpetual
rebirth, similar to the Buddha. I had just concluded a conversation with the
fourteenth Big Chief. The significance of this conversation was not lost on me.
I could shave any day and stare closely at my face in the mirror and see the reflection of a scar in reverse, a scar from an “accident” at the tail end of my college attendance after I had withdrawn a second time. I wore the scar for over a
year, seeing it only in reverse and never knowing how it looked to others until a
fellow employee once asked me, casually, “Did you know you have the number '14' on your right cheek?”
Ngawa concerned me. Ngawa was the name of a city, also known as
Aba, but it lay outside Tibet, in a Chinese province proper. All my discussions
with Chinese authorities and bureaucrats never reached any consideration of
extending my proposed visit beyond the provincial limits of Tibet. It was hard
enough, as one with no familial connection to anyone or anything from China

or Tibet, to be allowed entry to either. I was certainly left with the impression
during my many discussions, should I be allowed entry to Tibet, that would be
the limit of my official visit. Should I visit a part of China outside their recognized borders for Tibet, I could easily be considered one who had strayed beyond my official limitations, and this distinction, should it become recognized
and known to Chinese authorities, would put me at great risk. Caught beyond
the borders of my official invitation would allow the Chinese to label me a spy
and lock me up forever and should it occur I wouldn't be the first and probably
not the last.
“Gerdeng,” in my initial search, referred to Gerdeng Temple in Ngawa,
Sichuan province, Aba county, outside Tibet. The temple is also known as Kirti
Gompa or Ngawa Kirti Gompa monastery. You can read on a Chinese tourist
web site that it was originally built in 1870. They're only four hundred years
off, but remember, no one lies on the internet. They only mis-write. I'm sure
none of them do it deliberately. Most of them are only ignorant.
I remembered what the Big Chief said to start it. “There is something
for you, Al-Barrak, for you and you alone in Tibet, though beyond Tibet.” In
my cursory examination of what I could quickly discover from all the other
keywords, it looked more and more like I would need to wander beyond the
recognized borders of Tibet and I had already reasonably concluded that asking
to travel beyond the borders of Tibet would create extreme suspicion from Chinese authorities and make it nearly impossible to get into China anywhere with
their blessing. Add to it their constant requirement I have with me at all times
an authorized guide while in Tibet, and I was almost certainly putting another
innocent human being's very reputation, livelihood and freedom at enormous
risk if I followed these clues as they were beginning to lay themselves out to
me. I was looking at yet another moment in my life where I would have to play
it by ear, and the ear I would use was one which heard what I expected or did
not expect to hear. I hate playing it by ear because it's so determined by interpretation.
Susan Sontag wrote a number of essays published in a book titled
Against Interpretation. No shit, Sherlock! Interpretation is subject to opinion,
unintended and thus impossible to predict mental and emotional responses, and
lifelong personal experiences. It's why I love interpretation, by anyone. I wrote
my first book deliberately the way it is presented to force you, as the reader, to
interpret. Did he conspire to kill the victim? Did he “come back,” reincarnated
as the grandson? Or as a combination of both or neither? The narrative never
provides definitive proof for any of the four combinations. You, as the reader,
must decide, must interpret. Yes, Ms. Sontag, I'm against interpretation, when
my life hangs in the balance! Otherwise, I prefer to interpret for myself since I
long ago concluded most of the “gifted,” the “greatest,” the “gigantic of intellect” were merely nothing more than the ignorant leading the wayward, indeterminate masses, and with mutual collusion, no less. Sorry, Ms. Sontag, if that
damages your “feelings.” Although to be fair, as I was reading the same titled
essay, Susan was mounting a favorable impression, until this. “But the merit of
these works lies elsewhere than in their 'meanings.' Indeed, it is precisely to the

extent that Williams' plays and Cocteau's films do suggest these portentous
meanings that they are defective, false, contrived, lacking in conviction.” Hmmmm. I'm sure both being men and each leaning to a “gayer” lifestyle had
nothing to do with Susan's choices as examples, but I would never have considered any problem with her debate point if she had removed a single word,
yet apparently neither her pride nor her editor could convince her to exclude
“contrived.”
That is my problem with the entire essay! I don't care about Tennessee
William's flaming fairyness. I don't care about Cocteau's irrepressible bisexuality or the fact he wasn't executed for betraying France after the war only because he intervened for his cherished friends during the occupation, and only
his cherished friends! All the rest could go to hell for all Cocteau cared. Neither matters, but to denigrate their works as “contrived?” Every work of art is
contrived. Even Pollock's splatter paintings are contrived. Even an essay titled
Against Interpretation is contrived. To condemn any work of art for contrivance is utterly ludicrous, and within these two sentences is interpretation.
My advice for those of you seeking to establish your influence through art is
once you've determined the title stick to its premise. If you're against interpretation, don't interpret! The entire essay left me with the impression it was a
jumbled mess, very much what my movie Terms of Surrender received as valid
criticism. I'm not against a jumbled mess, but I prefer to call mine “controlled
chaos,” though the control seemed, at times, beyond my reach. In my defense
no one disappeared forever into a spinning vortex, and that single fact alone
implies there was some control and not all chaos.
What puzzled me the most in all the Big Chief delivered was his comment about my persistent thought. Sons? Suns? Dhundup tried to help me.
“Perhaps he meant both.” That's not helping me much. “Perhaps you will be the
fire from whom all others draw flame.” That is helping me a little more, thank
you, Dhundup. Of course, it's another interpretation. I did find it to be one of
the wildest I had ever heard, although maybe I had some experience in the light
making business, but I always chalked it up to the One, should I honestly consider where the light originated. I still had the matter of some darkness with
which to contend so I always considered light emanating from me with my intent only to be highly improbable.
I rose at dawn and Heinz drove me to Shanti Apartments where I enjoyed breakfast with Omar and his lovely wife, Darshana. Heinz left to be
available for Lena or Serena and I worked all day and well into the night, long
after dark. Lena brought me supper and I worked on one of the apartments near
completion until midnight. There were but a handful left for renovation and we
had already leased nearly fifty of the seventy in total. Some, a total of less than
a dozen, of the original tenants stayed on with us under the proviso that their
rent, after a one-year renewal, would definitely go up. None were happy about
it. They were far more happy with the renovations than the prospect of a guaranteed rent increase but, as I told one of the tenants living alone, “You've got
room in a newly and thoroughly renovated, top-notch apartment, to attract a
co-resident. We'll screen the prospect and you'll, then, be living in an apartment

that's twice what it was for less money than you originally started with. Yes,
you'll have to share it with a roommate, so start looking for one now. You can
cut your rent in half if you do the work.” This particular tenant found a suitable
roommate a month later.
Ranjit was his usual blustery self and a true joy to work with when it
came to renovating the apartments. We had a crew of six working full-time and
once the renovations were complete we intended to add solar panels and structures built to accommodate wind turbines on the roof, completely enclosed as
we had done at Hotel Shanti. Little ones couldn't slip their fingers in there, thus
having them severed, and birds, bats and other critters couldn't get inside
where the blades spun either. In America, they've been pondering why bats
keep flying into spinning wind turbines. No one really takes any precautions to
prevent it. It's still under study. A lot is still under study in America when it
comes to unintended but harmful consequences from business. More talk, no
action. It seems to be the national motto for the U.S. of A. When it comes to
business, it's time to act if it means making a buck. If there are unintended but
harmful consequences, it's time to talk...and talk...and talk...and talk. Eventually critics get tired of talking...and go away. Gee!! Do I sense a purpose here?
They're not that callous, are they? Business people I mean. They've been talking about Georgia Pacific's pollution of the Arkansas river near Little Rock for
years, directly contributing to the deaths of four innocent human beings,
though it hasn't been clearly established the pollution from the river killed
these people. For centuries sailing ships disappeared, never to return. Most
thought they fell off the end of the earth, it being flat of course. “Don't go so
far next time.” “Don't live so close to a putrid river next time.” Who can argue
with such impeccable logic? Unless you're dead. Easy enough. Now there's no
argument.
The following day I was up early again, but so was everyone else. Before I could even get out the door I heard it from all. “We're coming to help,
too.” Sitting in our expansive dining room at a breakfast prepared by Lena,
Carla and Serena, I stared from one to the next, dumbfounded. Each smiled deviously, Lena, and Heinz to my left, Serena, Sofia and Carla to my right.
“What if I said I only work with Omar and Ranjit? What would you do
then?”
“I'd tell you to change your work requirement because it's far too arbitrary and meaningless,” Serena stated with severity. She crossed her arms like
dear old Mom.
“Well, Mother,” I began, glancing at Serena's crossed arms and prompting a punch to my right shoulder, “'arbitrary and meaningless,' huh? When have
you been practicing English enough so you can use these English terms I never
hear you say previously? When it's you and Esperanza separately, it's Spanish.
When it's you and Sofia separately, it's Spanish. When it's you and Carla separately, it's Spanish. Where and when have you been practicing English?”
“I practice English with you every day, bonehead!” Since I had never
heard Serena say that either, I looked to her in total disbelief. “I have to! Since
you refuse to learn my language!” Serena stared defiantly. “How often do I ask

you to explain a word or a phrase? How often, Al-Barrak?”
I was regaining my senses. “Well, almost never,” I humbly conceded.
“But you often tell me words and phrases I don't understand. Haven't
you wondered, or are you just now starting to put it together?”
“I assumed-”
“And make an ass out of you and me? I'll let you be the ass, if you don't
mind.” All enjoyed that one. I think I was looking embarrassed. My face may
have blushed. Serena, after her laughter with the others, turned serious again.
“I hold onto them, Al, and I ask Lena, or Carla, or Sofia, or Esperanza later and
they explain it to me.” Suddenly, Serena displayed victory. “I do my own research. That's how I practice English. I'm learning I can keep up with you, old
man.” More laughs.
“And you want to help me today?”
“I can work! I'm not old and feeble.”
“You know what 'feeble' means?” Serena shot me a glance that, if looks
could kill, I'd be dead. Foolishly, I proceeded. “You can even lift a hammer?”
“Do you want your entire right arm one big bruise?”
Back to my senses. “No.” I smiled looking around to everyone. “You
all want to work today?” Nods all around. “Even you?” I stared at Carla.
“You're the nanny!”
Carla laughed. “I can help some. You'll see.”
“So you all wanna be on my crew, huh?” Nods and smiles all around,
even Heinz. “I'm wishing Lance came with us. I think that man can do some
serious labor with this much cooperation.”
“Don't push it,” Serena warned me. “Take it in the spirit it's given.” I
focused on Serena's black pearls, raised my right arm and wiggled my finger.
We both leaned toward each other and I kissed her. When she leaned up
straight Serena added, “Finish your breakfast and let's go.”
We had two crews working this day. Omar and Ranjit had their crew
and I had mine, though I borrowed a couple from their crew every once in a
while. Everyone got reasonably dirty, most had many paint smears, even on
faces, and we made good progress. We were down to single figures for apartments left to renovate, which included Omar's apartment and our manager,
Walid. We would be close to full occupancy in a matter of weeks from barely
half when we took possession. Ram had performed his research and had all the
requirements for subsidizing low income students and we had nearly two
dozen apartments rented to as many as four tenants in each, all significantly
subsidized by the housing agency for Punjab. They were all respectable and respectful tenants. The many families living at the complex were mindful of the
many students living there but there were no incidents of any concern. I would
have heard about it from Omar and Walid. Occasionally there was some boisterous activity but before it could get out of hand, there was Omar, there was
Walid, or Ranjit or some of the crew. It never got out of hand.
Friday Serena and I left for places unknown, to us. Our postponed honeymoon quickly became to me a cherished memory and still is. It wasn't the informality, though Serena made all of it memorable. It was Serena herself, com-

pletely relaxed, enjoying the discoveries, the scenery, the scenes, the history of
every place we visited. All the monasteries and some of the places of history or
reverence, one must ask to enter before entry is permitted. I never asked. I
never got the chance. Serena would always walk before me, often at a hurried
pace, admonishing me to keep up, old man, and her sunglasses would be held
in her hand as she focused on this person, that person, smiling radiantly as she
would glance around at the marvels, and she would ask for entry, and entry
was always permitted. I followed her. I never thought she had much interest in
India, in its fabled history, in its unique blend of culture with lifestyle. Yet,
each one when confronted by this engaging, beautiful woman melted, each
one, and with smiles as wide, charming and engaging as her own. She listened
intently to the explanations, for we were frequently offered a tour through
much of each treasure, and she would ask the most appropriate and respectful
questions and receive the appropriate answers every time. She was guiding me,
pulling me along. She would end every day with the same sentiment. “I enjoyed our day today. Did you?” She led me most of the day, she engaged those
we would meet first most of the day, and she would reward me once our day
concluded. Never have I felt such a tagalong and yet so enamored and charmed
with all which transpired. At times I almost couldn't recognize the woman
close to my side. Her behavior was completely unexpected. Fortunately it was
still the same brilliant radiance from that unadorned face and the same soft and
sensuous form, pint-size and magnanimous all at once.
Through two weekends we motored and puttered about, returning late
Tuesday, eleven days after we left. Once back we relaxed and rested for the
night. We needed it. The next day would be more packing and preparing for
everyone and the duplex would be empty for quite some time, much longer
than the few days when Lena arrived in L.A. for the wedding.
All that other time Lena was the sole resident. I asked her once what it
was like for her to be in such a large residence all alone, since I always disliked
the idea she would be without her partner.
“Sometimes you hear noises, sounds, and the air seems less appealing
and I keep many windows open because of it, but when I begin to think I am
all alone, my beloved, I walk out to the pond and watch the fish. Sometimes I
feed them and if it's raining I sit on the porch under the roof and watch the rain
fall and I am peaceful.” I would hear these thoughts and feelings and would
witness the actions by Magdalena and it would make me think about multiple
marriages and how the relationships among the many wives develop. Often the
first wife is at the top, the leader, the one to whom all the others deferred.
There was never any heavy-handedness in the relationships between any of my
wives, but there was a very subtle deference granted to Magdalena from Esperanza, even Serena. It was so subtle one could barely detect it but it did exist.
Lena never felt it necessary to speak first or to decide in the end. What was utterly clear to everyone is that, should Magdalena decide against some thought
or action, all followed her, even Serena. Esperanza was level-headed and
driven, Serena was opinionated and strong-willed, but Magdalena was both the
peace-maker and the rock of stability. Her thoughts and opinions were always

delivered in a cool, calm, and considerate manner and proved to be inarguable.
Her profound influence was so complete, both Omar and Darshana followed
her lead. In all honesty I knew this was true before I left Germany for the Oscars, knew it would be true when I returned—which was why I acted with such
little regard for how I was perceived by Serena, Jennifer and Jana while I spent
so much time with all of them in those weeks—and the only obstacle I had to
hurdle was Lena's own reservations about marriage. I was still Gregory then
but my relationship with Lena had evolved to a point where sex was of no consideration or contention. Other than the days when she experienced her
monthly period, I can recall no time when she refused me or I refused her, and
Lena's desire for sex was up there pretty close to mine. We had no concerns
about sex and eventually she had no concerns about marriage, to me. It's why I
told Lena before any other I would ask her to marry me. She was the one I
wanted above all others, and that sentiment never changed with Al-Barrak. It's
why I married Magdalena first and neither Esperanza nor Serena ever once
asked me why. They both knew why. They both knew if I was going to be married to anyone that one would be Magdalena, whether as Gregory or Al-Barrak. I could depend on Magdalena to say what was right, do what was right, at
all times and regardless of personal sacrifice. I could not depend in that manner
with either Esperanza or Serena. Both had large responsibilities beyond me,
outside us. Lena had but one responsibility: to me, to us, and no other.
Cal State Northridge took great delight in the upcoming Oscars, since
one of their own faculty members was nominated, and the administration at the
university positively encouraged Esperanza to attend, even the entire week.
She would not do it, though. She had a responsibility to her students and her
conscience would not allow her to be away from her classes and her students
for that long. Instead, she arranged for a grad assistant to conduct her lectures
the Friday before and the Monday after, other grad assistants to conduct
smaller classes and labs through Tuesday, and she would join us Thursday afternoon. Esperanza asked me what I thought before she decided, telling me she
was leaning toward being away Friday, Monday and Tuesday. “I agree completely, my beloved. Your students deserve and appreciate the presence of their
professor. A week or more of grad assistants is not the same. When I was a student I resented grad assistants while the professor was at play.”
“And I would be, in a sense, at play most of the week, Al. I do want to
be there. I do want to play with you.” Esperanza laughed. “There's no one I enjoy playing with more than you, my beloved.”
“I'm sure you do. Playing with you often descends into a wrestling
match, during which I usually concede, and not because I'm concerned about
physically hurting you. I'm concerned this old body is going to take some
lumps, bruises and wrenches and I'm only trying to survive!”
Esperanza laughed for quite some time. “I can be pretty active, can't I?”
“You used to be tender and soft and slow and deliberate, but once you
became a professor, you turned into a monster!”
She laughed again. “I have thought about it, my beloved, it has
changed, I have changed.” She paused. “At the beginning, Al, with Gregory, I

never thought it would last so I wanted you to want to make it last as long as
possible. It's different now. You're not going to leave me because you can't.
You are mine. You belong to me now and I do think at times, what can I do this
time, and you let me take charge, don't you? You want me to take charge, don't
you?”
“When it comes to desire, and I don't have much of it until the time for
informality, I always let you decide first, Lena, Serena, you. I always let you
decide first. Sometimes, Lena will defer. Sometimes, Serena will defer, but you
almost always have something in mind, something you want to explore. I want
you to explore. I may be pushed and pulled and prodded and twisted around
some, but it's like any other story, Esperanza. When we reach the climax, you
always show me how much you appreciated, how much you enjoyed the end of
the story. I can get through all of your frantic energy, Woman, because I know
what lies when we reach the end. That's when you're tender and soft and slow
and deliberate. It's still in you.”
We flew out of Amritsar early Friday morning, so early we didn't leave
Jalandhar for the airport until after midnight. Kumar had a cousin on duty at
the hotel desk and we picked up Kumar so he could drive the sport wagon
back. We all checked in, Serena, Sofia, Carla, Lena and Heinz, made it through
security quickly, since it seemed there were more airport employees than travelers, and flew to New Delhi, endured a short layover, on to Abu Dhabi and another short layover, and to LAX, all first class. I booked the flights before we
left Los Angeles to ensure first class all the way for everyone. We stepped out
into the bright sunshine of L.A. Friday afternoon, after commandeering two
luggage racks, and loaded up the limo John arranged, paid for by AVAP. Only
the driver was there to greet us at the airport as I had recommended. There
were six of us so it would be crowded enough as it was. Straight to Serena's
spread where we were all greeted by her entire staff with hugs and kisses. After
more than twenty-four hours in planes and airports, what remained for the rest
of the day was mostly recuperation, convalescence. We were all tired and went
to bed early.
Saturday and Sunday brought gatherings, flocks of people descending
onto Serena's spread like birds of a similar feather. Kendall and his beautiful
wife arrived the first afternoon, Kendall still full of mock anger that he was not
on the beach in the Bahamas enjoying a winter vacation. The actress and her
husband, Tom, arrived the next day. I had to advise her I wouldn't be flirting
with her probably throughout Oscars week and after. “All three wives are here
today and it makes flirting with you somewhat awkward.” I turned to Tom.
“Sorry to disappoint you, Tom.”
“I am completely disheartened now, Al-Barrak. I am not looking forward to any of this week.”
“Well, maybe I can squeeze in a sexual innuendo here and there.”
“Now you're talking!” Tom exclaimed and slapped my back.
All the producers from Terms of Surrender arrived, though most didn't
stay overnight, same with the boys and their wives. Andrea asked how the
movie was coming in post-production. “Jeremy and David are happy with its

progress. The editor working with them makes it move quickly. They have
about a third compiled and I'll look at it after Oscars week, once we check out
of the hotel. You, or anyone, are welcome to look at this first part.” She declined. Andrea wanted to see the entire movie as a rough draft first. Yeah, she
and about three hundred other people. I wondered where we were going to find
a screening room big enough and still keep it secret. I hadn't found one yet.
Esperanza surprised all by arriving Saturday afternoon, staying
overnight. She had to take a lot of teasing from all the movie pros in attendance, most stating they never considered it necessary to pursue a doctorate to
produce a movie. I enjoyed how, at times, she would actually become flustered
with the constant ribbing, so often my response became one others copied. “I
can't believe you have rendered a professor speechless. I didn't think it was
possible!”
Every time, though, Esperanza would snap out of it. “Your celebrated
imagination is nothing compared to what I will make you do to make up for
that remark, Al-Barrak!”
“Does it include bruises?”
“Just the beginning, my beloved.”
“I'm in for the world class licking. That's a triple entendre.”
Serena had caterers for Saturday and Sunday night, though Sunday's
bash was subdued and didn't last late. All would be leaving for either their own
digs or to the hotel in Los Angeles where we were all headed the next day.
Groups from Germany and Africa would be flying in Monday, most nominees
or those who had been removed as nominees but allowed into the main Oscar
act. I had a surprise lined up Thursday and kept it to myself. All I would say to
anyone was: “Keep your schedule open Thursday because we're spending most
of the day on the beach in Ventura at a private residence and everyone's invited. The host and hostess are very much looking forward to inviting you into
their home and estate.” How I managed to pull it off was what I kept secret.
Not even Serena knew. Well, she knew the host and hostess. She had met both
on our wedding day, since both were guests I had invited to the wedding. Serena asked me how I knew them. “They're big fans, my beloved, some of my
biggest supporters anywhere in the world, and they invested in the movie. They
deserve to be here because I have great respect for them.” She had no idea how
deep the respect, mutual, really went.
Monday was gathering day, greeting our guests from all over as they
descended onto Los Angeles. All the band mates, their mates, Rebekka, Jan,
Sirani, Anna and Conrad, Jens and others flew in on the same charter. It was
pure mayhem with all the limos waiting in a line while police officers frequently shook their heads as the arrivees stumbled around weary from the
flight, some on the wrong side of inebriation. “Looks like you'll be taking a
nap after you check in,” I greeted them. We got them all to the hotel with few
casualties.
The African group all arrived on the same commercial flight from Miami together in the early evening, also weary from nearly twenty-four hours in
planes and airports. Quickly, out came the stories concerning what nearly a

dozen black folk of rather modest means can inspire when they all travel together in airports, security lines and commercial planes with their always outnumbered crews and fellow passengers from all over the world. Claudia, of all
people, created several stirs when some incidents occurred which she perceived were lacking dignity and proper respect. Monsieur Farabé related how,
during one incident, Claudia reminded the security agents, police, airport officials, and anyone else around in authority that positions of authority do not excuse improper treatment, a lack of respect and dignity, and she started taking
names, advising any failing to provide her with cooperation in her information
gathering she was the director in Mali of one of the largest, most recognized
and well-respected international aid organizations and failure to cooperate with
her could result in difficulties for the organization to provide aid to this country, since the international organization is always struggling to fund their work
everywhere and always looking to reduce funding where its results are lacking
or unappreciated. “She even used one of your favorite phrases, Al-Barrak!”
“Which one?” I asked, staring at Claudia standing some distance away
tangling with yet another overly officious bureaucrat, this one from America
and no match.
“Get my drift?” Lena and Serena were right beside me and we all
laughed outrageously.
“Stay here,” I advised all three, since I could see Claudia's entanglement wasn't improving. I walked calmly to the two of them, and engaged the
attention of the officer from TSA. “Excuse me, sir, but I'm the host for these
folks who have arrived for the Oscar ceremonies, since they're all nominated
for an award. My name is Al-Barrak. What seems to be the problem here?” I
looked to Claudia with an expression of patience and a nod which said “Watch
what I do here.” Claudia drew a deep breath and relaxed some.
“The crew from the plane, a stewardess in particular, has lodged a complaint against this passenger, that her behavior was unruly and she refused to
cooperate.”
“And did she explain it to your satisfaction or are you going to arrest
her?”
He appeared flustered and I glanced to Claudia as she was about to
speak but I raised my left hand and she remained quiet. “I would prefer not to
arrest anyone but she has been somewhat unruly and uncooperative with me.”
“Did she explain what happened, sir,” I kept my hand raised to Claudia,
“since I'm certain the stewardess in particular has explained her version?”
“It's what I've been trying to get is this woman's explanation!”
Still holding my left hand upraised, I stated, “I have known this woman
for years, sir, and I would never describe her as unruly or uncooperative,
though she may be frustrated at what she considers a misunderstanding at best,
so let her explain what happened,” and I engaged Claudia's gaze, “and, please,
stick to the facts, Claudia, as you remember them and we'll get this cleared
up.” Claudia did understand, as did I and the TSA officer, she could be arrested
if this wasn't determined to be a simple misunderstanding.
With enormous chagrin Claudia explained how the plane had run into

some rough turbulence, the captain had announced passengers should remain
in their seats but did not command seat belts to be worn, some of the crew did
not sit with seat belts and some continued to serve around the plane but they
wouldn't allow anyone to use the lavatory as Claudia discovered when she
stood to use one. She was told this by the stewardess in particular and Claudia
sat down and waited. The captain advised he considered they had cleared the
rough turbulence and passengers could move about the cabin and immediately
some man rose and got to the lavatory before Claudia could get to it, the stewardess in particular watched the man get up and get to the lavatory before
Claudia could and said nothing. This man had not demonstrated any need to
use the lavatory before her. It wasn't his turn. Everything else Claudia said
didn't matter to me, though I let her say it, because it was obvious to me everything escalated from the callous behavior of the stewardess in particular.
When Claudia finished the TSA officer thanked her.
When he turned to me I asked, “And what did the stewardess in particular claim happened, sir?” Out came what he recalled as the stewardess' version, which, of course, did not include her recollection Claudia wanted to use
the lavatory before the man or her failure to advise the man Claudia had
wanted to use it first. Since Claudia had already explained the stewardess in
particular was sitting in her seat right next to the lavatory, I further inquired
with the TSA officer, “So, sir, you are familiar with the crew seats on the plane
in question, I assume?” He was. “So, the only facts in contention here are
whether Claudia let her intentions be known to the stewardess in particular of
her need to use the lavatory before the man, since she has already stated she
was sitting in her seat right next to the lavatory. Agree?” He agreed. Nassira
stood a few feet away and I turned to her and asked if she had sat near Claudia
on the plane. Nassira had sat two rows back, had seen Claudia rise to try to use
the lavatory, and watched and heard the stewardess in particular intervene and
stop her. I asked the TSA officer if the stewardess in particular had another
member of the crew or a passenger who had watched and heard the entire incident and could confirm her behavior. There was no other who could confirm.
At this point Nassira mentioned several others of the African group had seen
and heard the whole incident, too, and they could confirm Claudia's version. I
looked straight into the officer's eyes and remarked, “So...do we want to create
an international incident here, where all the plane crew and the TSA will be
viewed as overstepping their bounds of officiousness? Especially since the
woman you are detaining is a well-respected national director of an international aid organization, of which the international president is on such good
grounds with the President of the United States he can call the President and
his call is taken by the President personally. Think the President of the United
States is going to enjoy that phone call, since the international president is on
the same personal grounds with this woman?” I paused for a moment while the
officer had those consequences running through his head. “Let's render this a
regrettable misunderstanding stemming from the crew member's forgetfulness
due to all the challenging circumstances of the turbulence and her other duties.
Sometimes it happens.” I looked at him with my eye cocked, signifying it was

his turn.
The TSA officer brightened. “I think you're right. I think under the
stress of the situation she forgot.” He turned to Claudia. “I apologize, M'am.
I'm going to recommend we close this incident, there were a number of witnesses who remember you getting the attention of the stewardess to use the
lavatory and, under the stress of the situation, she simply forgot. Please, I apologize for detaining you. I hope you'll overlook it and enjoy your stay here in
Los Angeles and good luck on your nomination. I will watch the show for that.
Which award?”
I answered for everyone. “Best documentary. An African Experience.”
He turned to me incredulous. “That's the one?” I nodded, smiling, as
Claudia moved to clear the airport, shaking her head severely. “It's one of the
most engaging documentaries I've ever seen. Congratulations.” He put out his
hand and I shook it.
The stewardess in particular did not accept, originally, the TSA officer's recommendation, threatened to file a grievance with her union and legal
action, which was all reported vigorously and deliriously by the faction directly opposed to me, but I refused comment and all others followed my lead
and refused comment, too. When the incident was raised with the Academy, all
there refused comment. In fact as the week wore on none of the rest of the
plane crew would comment and no one from the TSA would comment either. It
was being reported by the opposing faction as an insidious conspiracy. We
were damaging a wronged servant of security, righteousness, and the American
way. The grievance was filed, the lawsuit was still under consideration, until
the week following the Oscar ceremony, when a member of the staff of the
President of the United States called the attorney representing the grievant and
advised the attorney she would lose her case, and all stood to be charged with
harassment by filing a frivolous lawsuit, which is an unintended consequence
from the many changes in statutes under the umbrella of terrorist protection,
because, you see, an upstanding, democratic, sovereign nation can be terrorized by lawyers, too. It was only internally embarrassing for the opposing faction's paid “reporters.” They never reported the grievance being quietly
dropped. Of course not and lose their “credibility?”
When I booked the rooms at the hotel their luxurious penthouse suite,
with stairs to the rooftop for parties of the extravagant type, was already
booked through our entire intended stay. While we were checking in the
African group in the evening, with the talk and such being less than discreet, a
man approached me, since it was obvious I was running the show checking in
the guests, and introduced himself as Ahmed. “You are Al-Barrak, are you not,
because I am one of your biggest fans?” He made no attempt to shake my hand
or do anything else and I stared at him with extreme wariness. I like to know
someone's objective when they know of me before I welcome them wholeheartedly. It's a preference thing. I waited for his next move. “I apologize. Let
me explain...I understand you have many of the people nominated for Academy awards staying here?”
My wariness hadn't diminished but I responded, “I do. And this is of

concern to you for...what reason, Ahmed?”
“I further understand you inquired about the penthouse suite and discovered it was already reserved. This is what the hotel told me.”
“You've reserved the penthouse suite?” I waited for his nod, which
came quickly. “Congratulations.” I turned to look at what was transpiring at the
desk. I obviously wasn't impressed.
“You may have the penthouse suite, Al-Barrak. I will cancel the remaining days of my reservation and you may have it.”
I stopped looking at the desk and focused my attention on this short,
Arab-intoned, and, frankly, congenial middle-aged man. I raised my eyebrows
and gazed into his eyes severely. “May I inquire, Ahmed, into whatever reason
you might have for giving me the penthouse suite, since such a generous offer
doesn't happen every day?” I dug my hands into my jeans and waited for his
answer.
Ahmed laughed briefly. He focused again on my distrustful eyes and
stated, in good cheer, “I've done this for several years, Al-Barrak. I'll reserve
the exclusive penthouse suite during Oscar week and this way I meet various
movie people, even host parties for them during the week.” I still didn't get it
and looked anything but accepting of his offer. “I am a big fan of everything
you've done, but Gaza? What you accomplished there will be talked about for
years, decades, centuries! Please! Take the suite with my compliments. I would
enjoy it, Al-Barrak. I would like it. Consider it, as you've said, a preference
thing. I prefer to have you in the penthouse suite than anyone else!”
I kept looking into his eyes and, as best as I could determine, he really
meant all he had spoken. I couldn't think of anything else to say. “Are you sure
you want to do this, Ahmed?”
With even more enthusiasm, Ahmed replied, “For you, Al-Barrak, nothing would please me more!”
I asked Ahmed if he would be patient enough to wait until I had everyone checked in first and stay in the lobby until then. He agreed instantly, smiling, and sat and waited patiently. When we both approached the desk and began to discuss the matter with the manager, we both learned our separate reservations spanned the exact same days. Further, there was an additional charge
for either of us to cancel our remaining reservations, since the rates were partially based on the length of our stays. This change was quickly becoming unsuitable, until a thought occurred to me. I stared directly at the manager. “I suppose you really couldn't stop us from exchanging our room keys and swapping
our respective rooms, could you?” The manager shrugged his shoulders.
Ahmed and I turned to each other. “We've checked in and we check out the
same day. If we swap rooms you're invited to all our parties. Wanna make a
deal?”
Ahmed beamed and took my proffered hand. “Deal.” He asked me what
I had planned this night. I had no plans other than individual, so Ahmed offered the penthouse suite to me for the night and arrange our own little celebration at the hotel, which I did, and invited Ahmed and his friends.
“They are friends, aren't they, Ahmed? They're not your consorts, are

they?” Ahmed enjoyed my little teasing and laughed heartily, shaking his head
demonstrably.
To this point in my life I had met many people in a manner similar to
my meeting Ahmed. I had no idea who they were when I met them and I had
taken them and the way they projected themselves as a given. This was soon to
end and I considered the end regrettable. It started with a phone call as I hosted
our very impromptu celebration on the hotel rooftop accessible only through
the penthouse suite. “I haven't spoken with you in weeks, months, Al-Barrak.
Are we through?”
“No! I don't want that. Do you, Tanya?”
“No, but must I always call you, Al?” Tanya sounded not only frustrated. She sounded concerned and worried and not about my failure to call and
talk to her recently.
“I have been working on too many things lately. I'm sorry.”
“I need to see you soon, Al-Barrak, very soon.” Tanya paused and I
waited. “I have something to tell you and it can't wait. Not over the phone. It's
very personal.”
“When? It can't wait?”
“No, it cannot wait! Tomorrow. I can be there tomorrow.”
“All right. Call me with your flight information and I'll pick you up.”
“What did Tanya want?” Lena asked me innocently.
“She wants to fly in tomorrow. She said she has something to tell me, it
can't wait and it's very personal.” I paused a moment scanning Lena's face. Her
expression seemed worried. “She was upset I hadn't talked to her in quite a
while.”
“None of us have.”
“We've all been busy, though it's an excuse. What concerned me was
she sounded distressed about something besides not talking to her. We'll find
out tomorrow. Come with me to pick her up.”
“Of course. I want to see her again and hear it myself.”
Later I told Serena about Tanya's call. She didn't want to go to the airport. Serena simply stated she would see her when she arrives at the hotel. She
asked where Tanya would be staying and I replied we could put her in the second bedroom. The penthouse suite had two. The last remark Serena made was
Tanya called very late her time. “It had to be about three or four in the morning, Al. Something's bothering her. Calling that early in the morning is an indication she can't sleep.” I had already considered the possibility. I would think
about it after our little party. I had all day following.
Early morning I heard the phone ring but I didn't rise from bed to answer. Neither Lena nor Serena awoke and I figured it was Tanya leaving me
the message with her flight info. When I arose from bed I checked my voice
mail and wrote down the details. She would be arriving, if on-time, at LAX
about six in the evening. There was another small party in the penthouse suite
planned which included all of the nominees at the hotel and others. I called to
advise we would be starting later than originally planned. I also dodged a number of interview requests, postponing all until later in the week. I needed to

hear what Tanya had for me.
I managed to corral a police lieutenant and convince him of my need to
be at the gate when Tanya, who I advised was a high-ranking German diplomat, arrived out of the plane and the two of us persuaded TSA to screen Lena
and I and allow entry to the concourse and to the gate where Tanya's plane
would park. It was easy to spot her step out of the ramp and into the terminal,
the tall and staggeringly beautiful blond at the virtual peak of feminine sensuality. Young women in their twenties and early thirties are suitably attractive,
maybe even ripe, but a woman in her late thirties and early forties can be the
epitome, to me, of pure sexuality. Being in my sixties at the time I was biased.
I also had experience with females in all those age ranges, and the older ones
simply know what they want and get to it. The younger ones play around and
tease too much when it's that time, so you have to be assertive and ignore their
unconvincing pleas and protests. Don't get me wrong. Advice like “Don't do
that,” stated mildly or a wiggle or push away merely invites continued assertion when she's already naked, wet and ready. “No” or “Stop,” especially when
accompanied with “Please,” stops me every time, every time.
Tanya was carrying a leather, locked briefcase, which she advised had
not been out of her grasp since she left for the airport. It was a diplomatic bag
and with her credentials it was not subject to search of any kind, not even
through the x-ray machines or screening gates. When I asked, as discreetly as
possible, what was on her mind, Tanya merely smiled, though she appeared
haggard and worn, and remarked, “Let us get to the hotel first, Al-Barrak. It
can wait until then.”
Once we were in the suite and seated at the table before the balcony entrance from the main room—the balcony also extending to the master or bigger
bedroom—Tanya set the diplomatic bag on its side on the table and unlocked
it. She parted it, reached inside and removed a folder, offering it to me. “Read
this first,” she commanded softly.
I set the folder on the table, flipped open the cover, and began reading
from the top of the first page of several. It was a diplomatic communique from
the U.S. State Department to the equivalent from the Germans. I stopped reading and engaged Tanya's severe gaze with my own. “This is a diplomatic message, Tanya. Both of us could be in serious trouble with my reading this, you
for giving it to me and me for reading it without authorization.” I closed the
cover to emphasize my point.
With nary a flinch in her demeanor, Tanya responded, “I understand,
Al-Barrak, but because the subject of the communique is you, and as a diplomat with a conscience, I am sharing it with you so you are forewarned. I'm not
breaking any diplomatic rules from my country and I don't care what your
country thinks about it. You must know of this!”
Her last sentence convinced me to read it. I opened the cover again, and
read of an interview with an informant to the intelligence labyrinth of the U.S.,
explaining plans and preparations from various agents, officials, known criminal elements and even wealthy, well-off “private citizens,” many from a certain
Eur-Asian country, who were considering kidnapping and/or executing me.

There was my name in the communique, all of them, as though there should be
no confusion, my real given name, my pen name, and Al-Barrak, all three,
listed innumerable times. Both Lena, in one chair a few feet away, and Serena,
who initially greeted Tanya warmly and sat on the edge of a sofa several feet
away, were aghast and I hadn't even read it to them yet. The plan was to try to
get to me when I entered Tibet, was inside Tibet, or tried to leave. It was making my expected trip to Tibet a little more harrowing than it was already appearing.
When I looked up toward Tanya, she asked, “Finished?” I nodded.
Tanya focused on the briefcase and opened it wider, turned it toward me to
show me the inside, and added, “It's only the beginning, Al-Barrak. Every page
in this bag concerns you, by name and usually every one of them!”
I closed my eyes in weariness and Serena practically yelled, “What is
going on?”
Tanya turned to Serena and stared at her blankly. “Your husband, Serena, is the subject of several conspiracies, plans and plots from almost every
part of the world to either kidnap or murder.” I watched Serena's face change
to one of horror and helplessness. I looked to Lena. Her expression was one of
dogged determination.
“This will not happen, Tanya,” Lena stated bluntly. “We will not let it
happen.”
Tanya turned to face Lena. “And you do not understand who you are up
against, Magdalena, but I do and I take this very seriously.” Tanya turned to me
with the same serious import. “Your very life is at great risk right now, Al-Barrak, and I am not overstating it.”
It all sounded contrived, a reality TV show run amok. Wasn't I still the
insignificant entertainer I had purported to be when I challenged Hugh Bolden
to debate? Thinking very briefly about Hugh, he had called me for a quote or
to respond after Gaza. Hugh Bolden didn't think of me as an insignificant entertainer any more and this was months ago. I had stepped onto the radar
screens of the various secret organizations the Master had advised me. Now
what?
Though I, with Serena and Lena and Tanya, was extremely concerned
and my mind was racing through various potential catastrophes, I wasn't truly
considering who or what was watching my back. I asked Tanya if the rest in the
bag was more of the same. It was. I advised her I will read it later. I want to
think about all of this for a few minutes, and the phone rang from the hotel
desk downstairs.
“Mister Al-Barrak,” the desk clerk stated, “there is a man here at the
desk who says you know him and wishes to see you.”
“Who is he?”
“He says his name is Jacob. It's all he'll give me, sir, but he says you do
know him.”
“All right. Ask him if he can wait a few minutes while I deal with some
things here, say, fifteen minutes. Ask him, please.”
A few moments later the clerk stated, “He will wait for you here in the

lobby at your convenience, sir.”
“Do you understand now, Al, why it was of great urgency for me to
come here?” Tanya asked and I nodded. “Do you understand how difficult it
was for me to persuade my superior to allow this trip without my security people accompanying me? That I had to make this trip without compromising any
security, intelligence, that it had to appear to be an innocent trip? People are
watching me in conjunction with you, Al-Barrak! My career, my goals, my objectives, even my life are at risk because of our relationship.” I knew my expression was less than congenial. “I would never give any of it back, but the
time for you to wander around the world without the proper safeguards and
precautions are over, or your wives are going to bury you, and soon.”
Serena rose from the sofa and began to walk into the master bedroom.
“I'm calling Lance right now.”
“I have a plan, Al-Barrak,” Tanya advised. She waited.
“Well, let's hear it.” I watched Lena lean forward.
“All of those dispatches, and there may well be others of which I do not
know, have come to me by those in our diplomatic chain who know of my relationship with you and are sympathetic. If there are other communiques in reference to you, I can't get to them because we are only friends, Al, and nothing
more in the eyes of the German government. Even in my station I have no
right to anything which involves you, unless you and I are married, legally
married. As my legal husband, Al-Barrak, no one in the German government
can conceal anything about you from me, and I have the right to demand it.”
Tanya smiled and suddenly her demeanor softened. “So, you attend all your
parties and such and appear at the Oscar ceremonies and enjoy it, because next
week you will marry another wife, except this one will be your only legal marriage.”
Well, that will be fulfilling. I'm sure the complications will be minimal.
I leaned back in my chair, sliding down it to sit slumped. I fixed my
weary gaze on my first wife. “Well, you're the psychologist. What do you think
I'm thinking right now?”
Lena laughed heartily for a few moments, which caused Tanya to join
her. Serena stepped back into the main room. “You're probably thinking it was
a good idea you invited a German diplomat to come and visit you in
Hügelsheim, aren't you, my beloved?” She laughed again with Tanya.
“Now, what's going on?” Serena demanded.
Lena laughed one more time. “Your bed soon, Serena, will not be able
to hold Al and all his wives, since we're gaining another.” Lena looked at me
deviously. “As a man, Al, you can't give birth to children. Instead, you give
birth to wives.” Lena and Tanya laughed again but Serena shook her head unhappily.
“I planned the first, Lena, with you. Then, Esperanza stepped up with
her surprise, Serena arrived in India to cold cock me to the floor for her surprise, and now Tanya arrives with a diplomatic bag full of surprises, but I only
planned one! I cannot marry any more wives, Lena. The current set has about
reached its limit. Everyone has limits!”

“You are not marrying Tanya now, are you?” Serena screeched.
“Tell her,” I demanded of Tanya.
When Tanya finished her reiteration, Serena had reached the sofa and
sat down on it slumped over. “Jesus Christ, Al-Barrak! This is never going to
end!” Serena rubbed her forehead nervously, dropped her hand to the sofa, and
shook her head violently. “In our brief history, I was the only one you wanted!
The only one! And it came out of your own mouth, Al-Barrak! Lies and cheating! You told me I was the only one you would commit to! What a lie that
turned out to be! When did one commitment become four? Answer that!”
I lowered my head briefly, rocked and rose from the chair. As I did
Tanya began to rise from her chair but I glanced to her and softly commanded,
“Sit.” Tanya remained sitting and I walked slowly around the table until I was
behind Tanya's chair and when I reached her, I set my hands on either shoulder
gently. “I told you not long ago, Serena, I would give my life for each of you,
Lena, Esperanza, you, Tanya. What I know and have known for quite some
time is each one of you will give your life for me.” I squeezed Tanya's shoulders. When she turned her head to look at me, I bent down and kissed her right
cheek while she lifted her hand and gently rubbed my cheek. “It is more than
endearing to me, Serena. It represents how complete my commitment to each
of you truly is and how complete is the opposite.”
I squeezed Tanya's shoulders once more, lifted my hands and walked
slowly and deliberately to the sofa and sat down next to Serena. “I know what
you think about how everything took place when I stepped into your life. I
know you still think it was I who lifted the veil hiding the truth of reneged
promises in your marriage. It seems to you even today, as it will always seem
to you, only I could spell it out for you, only I could lift the veil, and I explained all of it after I had already convinced you you were the most desirable
woman to me, the one I wanted and couldn't have. It also doesn't seem to matter to you I didn't know you were already in love with me and I didn't know the
condition of your marriage when all of it took place. All I remember is you
sneaked into my bedroom the second night after I met you and nothing will
ever be the same.” Serena had turned to me to stare at me intently and I anticipated she had something to say but I lifted my right hand and placed my index
finger gently over her lips. Serena relaxed and I dropped my hand back to the
sofa.
“I expected when I arrived at your house you would always honor your
marriage, but when you didn't it both surprised me and thrilled me and left me
in an ocean treading water frantically to stay alive. I still couldn't have you but
now I knew beyond a shred of doubt you wanted me and far more than you
wanted your own husband. Everything changed from that night, but I realize I
helped to make it happen by what I said about my marriage and you didn't tell
me anything about what you were feeling until you came into my bedroom.
Ever since, Serena, you and I have struggled coming to terms with it and what
it meant, what it still means today. It happened because it had to happen, or we,
all of us, would not be here today together. We would all be separate. If it's
what you want, if it's what you regret, then let's go back to that night and let

Al-Barrak dismiss you, for he would have made you honor your marriage, broken promises or not. And we can all safely say I wouldn't be here today and
none of the rest of you would be with me either. Even now, Serena, I would
never go back and change it, to dismiss you from my bedroom, because I don't
think I would even be Al-Barrak now. I don't know what would have happened, what would have happened to all of us, so I wouldn't change it. We both
have made mistakes along the way and we both have struggled with those mistakes but we're here now together, with some rather hard choices to make soon.
We'll survive those, too, should we choose to do so. You have a choice. You
will choose what is right for you.”
Serena waited before she responded. “First, it was one wife, but before
I could leave Africa, it was two wives, now it's three wives and in a mere matter of days it will be four wives, so, my dear, my beloved, is there truly some
number for wives when you will have reached your limit? Everyone has limits!
Except when it comes to your wives!”
“The Prophet, peace be upon him, said the limit should be four. The
Prophet, peace be upon him, is a very reasonable authority. Four should be the
limit. There! I have reached my limit. Four!” Serena shook her head, Lena
smiled and Tanya shook her head in disbelief. There is a man waiting down in
the lobby. “Down in the lobby a man, who claims to know me, is waiting.” I
rose from the sofa. “I said I would come down to see him so that's where I'm
going.”
Tanya rose from her chair. “Someone should go with you, Al-Barrak.”
“No. I will go to see this man alone. All of you stay here.”
“What if something happens to you?” Lena asked calmly. “How will
we know?”
“Give me twenty minutes and if I don't return by then, call down to the
desk and ask to speak with me and tell them it's urgent.”
Down in the lobby I approached the desk. “You called to tell me there
was a man waiting in the lobby who said his name was Jacob?” I asked the
first clerk who engaged my gaze.
The young woman asked, “Penthouse suite?” I nodded. She turned to
an older man some ten feet away busy with some papers and asked, “There's a
man waiting for someone from the penthouse suite?” The older man stood up,
looked through the lobby, and pointed to a middle-aged man—about six feet in
height, fit and wide, muscle bound wide, wearing a matching jacket and slacks,
straight as though ironed before donning and not cheap material either, a tie
over his white shirt held in place with a tack—who had risen from one of the
chairs facing the desk.
With no hurry we approached each other in the expanse of the lobby.
When only feet from me the man, close-cropped hair well groomed, smiling
widely, lifted his right arm, extending his hand for a shake and said calmly,
“Jacob Valentine, sir. A pleasure to see you again.”
I grasped his hand and squeezed it tightly and his grip tightened with
mine. Displaying an inquisitiveness of caution, I responded, “See me again?
We have met?”

We released and the man slipped his arms behind his back and widened
his stance so his feet were about a foot and a half apart. It seemed a standard
“at-ease” pose from an American armed forces veteran. Still smiling widely,
the man stated, “Many years ago, Al-Barrak. You were one of the first I met
when I came into this world, after I arrived on the ‘big blue spaceship,’ as you
like to call it.”
I smiled and calmly asked, “I saw you when you were a baby?” The
man's smile grew even wider and he nodded once. “I've seen many babies in
my time, Mister Valentine.”
“And how many have you met whose mother lived with you but the
child was not yours?”
I knew who he was now. “Valentine was not the name you were given
at birth, Jacob. I saw your birth certificate. I know what surname was listed
since the father was recorded as 'unknown.'”
Still smiling that engaging smile, Jacob Valentine stated, “What was
known was you weren't the father. I know you are not my father. I have
changed my name and took my true father's surname.”
“Yes. Valentine. That I know. Your mother told me from the beginning.
I even met him, met his whole family while you were still carried inside your
mother. We all had a Thanksgiving dinner together. They actually invited me.”
“Mother told me. It must have been quite a conversation around the
dinner table.”
“Well, it was always respectful, if not a little awkward.” I smiled at the
memory. That dinner was certainly surreal. “How is your mother?”
“Mother died years ago, Al-Barrak.” Though the smile faded there was
no projection of pain in his face or his body posture. He still stood inflexibly at
ease. Soon, the smile returned with a questioning expression. “It seems strange
to call you 'Al-Barrak' now. I have always known you as Gregory, sir, but not
your professional name. It took me a while to discover the man who wrote and
starred in The True Cross was the very same man who held me in his arms before I was even one day old.” Quickly he snapped out of his at ease stance, his
arms swung out from behind and he lifted his right arm to slip his hand inside
the lapel of his jacket. Out came a small two by three inch picture which he
flipped toward me so I could see as he lifted his arm closer. It was my high
school picture, one of the many I received on a sheet which I could cut and
give away. “This man.”
I lifted my gaze from the picture to his beaming smile as he tucked the
picture back into his jacket pocket. “Normally, Jacob, I hug someone I've met.
I prefer a hug over a handshake.”
“I would certainly enjoy a hug from you, sir.”
I stepped up to Jacob as he closed the distance and we slapped our arms
around each other and hugged like we had been old and close friends who
hadn't seen each other in forty years. Jacob's intense and tight squeeze around
me was literally breath taking. When we released a few moments later as I surveyed his face, Jacob lifted his left hand to wipe his left eye. “So, what have
you been up to for the last forty years, Jacob? I see you survived the fall.”

Jacob chuckled. “The fall?”
I laughed. “Once, I set you on the low sofa too close to the edge and
while I was attending to other things, you wiggled and fell over the edge about
a foot and a half and landed on the carpet. Your mother was extremely displeased. I don't think I was much of a father back then.”
Jacob laughed. “Yes, Al-Barrak, I survived the fall. It wasn't life threatening.”
“But it took your mother some time to believe that!” We both laughed.
“So, Jacob, what brings you to Los Angeles?”
He suddenly turned deadly serious. “I have information about you, AlBarrak, and much of it is disconcerting, to say the least, but we should not talk
about it here.”
I turned to walk out of the lobby toward the elevators. “Come with
me.” Jacob followed close behind. We reached the elevator section where a
man from hotel security stood. Ahmed and I, having swapped rooms and cards
with the hotel's approval, had access to our respective floors, and the penthouse
suite during Oscars week could only be reached by the guests recognized by
security or by presenting the card reserved for the suite. This security man
knew me by sight, so when the elevator opened he stepped inside, inserted a
key into the key opening on the panel labeled “SECURITY” and punched the
top most button and stepped out. We rode up to the penthouse floor silently.
Once inside the suite, the door being heard opened, Serena stood barely
a few feet away and immediately exclaimed, “Thank God it didn't take long!”
When she saw Jacob behind me, who seemingly towered over me though he
was slightly above six feet in height, it was his bulk under his suit which
caused a sudden look of dread from Serena and she stepped back. Sofia and
Carla were in the main room and Serena told them to leave for the bedroom but
I stopped everyone.
“There's no cause for alarm. This man does know me and I know him,
or, at least, I knew him when he was a baby.” I smiled widely, Jacob smiled
with me, and I introduced everyone to Jacob, who presented his hand and
squeezed each hand proffered gently. I explained a few details of our relationship, how we knew each other, and when I finished I noted Lena's wide smile.
“Your mother would be Martha, Jacob?” Lena asked, though she already knew the answer. Magdalena was the only one in the room, other than
Jacob and myself, who had read all my published novels and each of them several times all the way through. She knew many of the details from all of them
by heart and she knew this one, too. When Jacob replied with a smile in the affirmative, Lena added, “Al-Barrak wrote about you. Did you know that, Jacob?”
“I do know, since I have read every one of his books several times. I
have considered it necessary research.” We all looked at him inquisitively. Jacob engaged me. “May I sit down, sir, and explain why I'm here.” Responding
to him to please do so, Jacob began the tale of his life, the life he lived after I
exited it. His mother, as I already knew, had been imprisoned for possession of
a controlled, illegal substance. She had spent much of the rest of her life be-

hind bars, eventually succumbing to cirrhosis of the liver. His sister—two
years old when I first met her but could barely speak, so I spent a great deal of
time with her and when I left she was speaking a mile a minute—had always
been a wild one, drinking and smoking and partying to any number of excesses, until she was unfortunate enough to be a passenger in a car driven by
an abundantly drunken young man, who maneuvered the vehicle off the highway and plowed into a tree, killing all but two of the six in the vehicle, including his sister. Jacob was still a minor but had reached an understanding wise
beyond his years. The examples set by his mother and sister demonstrated to
him their paths were self-defeating and he was determined to avoid walking in
their footsteps. To make as clean a break as possible, even though it is rare for
a minor to be allowed to change a name, he succeeded with the courts to do so
and borrowed his biological father's surname, even though he was in no contact with the man at all. Being a minor, too, allowed him to keep his previous
name difficult for anyone to discover, which was one of his incentives in accomplishing this name change at his minority age. He wanted a clean break
from a past in which he had little control. Graduation from high school, with
all his previous records changed to his new name, and biding his time with odd
jobs and such until he reached his eighteenth birthday, six months after graduation, the day after his birthday, Jacob Valentine enlisted.
Though Jacob had never been an exceptional student, he had found
high school academics underwhelming and had posted adequate grades, better
than most of his fellow students. As his career in the Army progressed, past
boot camp, and posts and such, he strove to boost his career and take advantage of any and every opportunity the Army could provide him. Standard intelligence tests conducted by the Army revealed an intelligence at or near genius
level. That got the brass interested in him, and frequent discussions with various commanding officers convinced him his goal should be Special Forces,
which became his sole focus in life. “I soon discovered one very important fact
from my Army training, from much of the wise advice I received from several
of my commanding officers who had become very impressed with me, and my
single-minded-drive instinct: nothing was going to stop me from becoming a
member of Special Forces, and once I was a member, I was going to the very
top, the elite of Special Forces. It wasn't easy, the competition was fierce, and I
had to physically, mentally and emotionally beat my fellow comrades into submission, which is what I set out to do and I had no illusions about what I would
have to do to be the best and this I knew from the exceptional advice I received, but I accomplished it all. There are but a handful of men in all of Special Forces whom I can consider my equal because none are better.”
When I heard Jacob deliver this part of his tale with such conviction, I
heard the voice of my Master. “You have the most invincible ally, Al-Barrak,
for the One watches your back while you remain in the service of the
One...The One shall guide you, Al-Barrak. The One shall reveal this warrior to
you and you will know him.”
As though he could hear the thought in my head, Jacob turned to me,
smiling. “For years, Al-Barrak, I have performed secret operations, with teams

and individually, as ordered by our government, my superiors, and for the protection and security of this nation and all its citizens, secret operations none of
you know about nor can I tell you in detail. Every one of them has been dangerous and deadly and every one successful, each objective met.” Jacob's eyes
glared, seared into mine. “What I can tell you, Al-Barrak, is many enemies,
those which I personally considered enemies, were all dispatched, terminated
with extreme prejudice, as my fellow comrades like to say, and I performed
many of those dispatches personally.”
“Has it occurred to you, Jacob, you are a professional assassin?”
“The world, Al-Barrak, and warfare with it has evolved. Battlefields,
tanks, planes, ships, these are relics of the past. Today, the warrior, on any side,
operates in the shadows, unseen, unobserved, unobtrusive, and strikes at the
most inopportune moment, the most unexpected moment for the enemy, the
target. This is the modern-day warrior, Al-Barrak, one who slips into the enemy camp like a slithering cobra and strikes without warning. Modern-day
warriors need no rank. They need not even be a member of any armed forces
unit anywhere. They can maintain a profession outside armed forces units,
even an innocent, civilian profession, and yet be called for a mission, an operation, at any time. You will not find my name on any armed forces roster. I retired from Special Forces years ago and still perform secret operations. This is
what I do and am very good at it.”
I looked all around the room. There was universal shock. Sofia looked
at me, at Serena, at me, at Serena. Sofia was confused and afraid. “Mama! I
don't like this man!” Serena put out her arms and Sofia jumped to them while
Serena lifted her to set her on her lap and squeezed her tightly.
“Why are you here, Jacob?”
“Because you are considered an enemy, Al-Barrak, a target.”
“There is your irreversible truth, Al!” Tanya interjected.
“Are you here to terminate me with extreme prejudice, Jacob?”
Jacob laughed. “I said you were considered an enemy, but not by me.
You are neither my enemy nor do I consider you an enemy of the United States,
its government or its citizens. Let me explain what I do know and it will allow
you to understand why I'm here...You have known for years a man you call the
Phoenix.” Jacob had my full attention now and when I glanced to Tanya she
was listening with her full attention. “The Phoenix operates on many sides, AlBarrak, and intelligence here has known about him and his many allegiances,
some of them conflicting, for years, too. I did not know Al-Barrak. had never
heard of him until he sat in a demolished street in Gaza and convinced the Israelis to pull back. Now, everyone in the intelligence community wanted to
know about this mysterious Al-Barrak. Since I was often invited and included
in many clandestine meetings involving intelligence units scattered all over, it
finally came to my attention who this mysterious Al-Barrak was and in conjunction with briefings which included the Phoenix. It was of no difficulty for
the intelligence community to determine who you were and there, in official
memoranda, though of the highest secrecy and security, were all of your
names: Al-Barrak, Gregory Hess and the Gregory who once held me in his

arms when I was a baby.” Jacob paused here to glance around the room at all
the occupants. “For the absolute first time in my career since my enlistment I
was in paralyzed shock, because the prevailing discussion was that you, AlBarrak, were considered a mortal enemy of this nation, but I refused to believe
it and kept my views to myself. I still don't believe it and I will never believe
it.” Jacob paused but no one could find the incentive to say anything.
“Because of my unfailing success in those secret operations and because of my unwavering loyalty to this nation, its citizens, my superiors and
any and everyone else in our unique and elite band of brothers, I am also well
aware of the most secretive and clandestine groups of them all and those within
its confines truly are bound only to each other. They act only in the interests of
themselves, Al-Barrak, regardless of the consequences to any nation, its citizens or its armed forces contingents. They are rogue elements and have many
interspersed throughout the intelligence community, the armed forces, government and civilian positions. I know who many of them are and I know where
their allegiance lies. Often, their objectives seem to be in concert with our nation as a whole and my actions have always been to avoid them as discreetly as
possible. I have been approached, several times, and have managed to avoid
any entanglement with them because I consider them dangerous to this country
and all of its citizens, for they act with total impudence. It is not beyond any of
them to murder even hundreds of thousands of innocent human beings in order
to achieve their objectives. Do I make myself clear? I have killed but always
with a firm objective which meets the interests and serves all of the people of
this nation. They have objectives, goals, which do not meet the interests and
serve all of the people of this nation, only themselves, and they have allegiances with enemies of this nation and its people. They serve each other and
only each other. Is that clear to you, Al-Barrak?” I simply nodded my head. I
wasn't hearing anything I didn't already know. “I am here because it has become clear to me I cannot evade these people any more. They are so woven
deeply into the fabric of life, not just here but in virtually every place one may
conceive, and it may be nearly impossible to counteract them. It may be impossible, but not to me, since I know who most of them are, but it will be impossible for you, Al-Barrak, if you do not have someone on your side, someone at
your side, who knows who these people are and how to deal with them effectively.”
“You have come here with a proposal for me, Jacob?”
“I have, yes, sir.”
Serena's phone rang and all grew quiet as Serena answered it and spoke
through the phone for a few moments. She closed her phone and glanced
around the room, announcing, “Lance has arrived and is waiting in the lobby.”
“Lance Dubrovny?” Jacob instantly asked Serena.
“Yes,” Serena blurted, caught herself and stared at Jacob warily. “How
do you know that?”
Jacob laughed briefly then turned to engage me. “So many say this
about you, Al-Barrak, that you attract the right people. What has amused and
interested me the most is how those people attract the right people, too.” Jacob

smiled widely as he turned to Serena. “Lance and I are quite familiar with each
other. For a while we served together. May I accompany you when you go
down to the lobby to greet him?”
“You know Lance?” Serena asked in disbelief, her eyelids extremely
narrow.
“Perhaps if I accompany both of you and you witness his reaction, it
will ease your mind.” Silently Serena, Jacob and I rode down the elevator to
the lobby. We barely had stepped from the elevator when we saw Lance standing at the edge of the elevator section near the lobby and I watched his eyes
grow wide when he spotted Jacob follow us out of the elevator. In a very loud,
booming voice Jacob remarked, “The Marines have a PR machine which is the
envy of all armed forces, but when the government or the President has a difficult, dangerous and deadly job to perform, they call on Special Forces and the
Marines sit on the sidelines!”
Lance smiled wide and cracked back, “Typical talk from Special Forces
and while they keep talking, Marines get the job done!” They shook their fists
at each other while they approached and when both reached the other, their
arms swung wide and they practically bumped into each other and hugged
tightly. When they released smiling, even laughing, Lance asked, “My brother!
What are you doing here? I haven't seen or heard from you in years!”
“Who else is gonna keep you focused? You don't seriously think it
comes from your Marine training, do you?” Jacob teased loudly. Lance raised
his fist and they both laughed again.
Serena was unimpressed. “You know this man, Lance?”
Back to his reserved and professional demeanor, Lance responded,
“Yes, Senora. I've known Jacob Valentine for years. We've served together on
special operations many times, none of which we are at liberty to discuss.”
Lost was the demeanor again and Lance shook his head in disbelief. “I haven't
even thought of you in years, Jacob, and here you come out of the elevator
with my employer.”
Jacob seemed to tower over Lance and he wrapped his right arm around
Lance's neck and squeezed it tight. Lance struggled a bit, Jacob laughed and
loosened his grip. “You're familiar with my friend, Al-Barrak?”
Lance threw Jacob's arm from his neck and stared at Jacob almost in
shock. “Of course I'm familiar with him. I first met him before he left for
Africa. How could you know him, Valentine?”
“Cumon!” I exclaimed. “Back up to the suite and we'll all get re-acquainted.”
A few short minutes later we were all back in the suite, though Serena
was out of sorts. So far, to her, this day had provided so many surprises, many
of them unwelcome, she wasn't sure what to think. Once Jacob and I explained
how we knew each other, Lance was almost out of sorts, too. “So, brother,
what brings you here to intersect with my world again?”
“That's what we were discussing when you arrived, brother,” Jacob advised with a beaming smile. “I was about to make a job proposal when you interrupted.”

“I don't recall you having any experience providing full-time security,
Valentine. Isn't it over your head?”
I glanced around at all the females while Jacob laughed. “I have to
apologize to you ladies and Sofia. The testosterone is pretty thick in the room
now and I'm sure it's pretty unusual for us, isn't it?” The ladies weren't particularly amused, Sofia was uncertain what I meant, but both Lance and Jacob
laughed outrageously. I turned to glance at both. “Gentlemen! Let's get down
to the reason we're all here...Serena called you, Lance, to come here, whether
she told you or not, because she is dreadfully concerned for my well-being.” I
turned and swept my right arm to Tanya. “This woman, Tanya Wulf, is a highranking member of the German diplomatic corps and brought me some disturbing news about plots, plans, conspiracies, all with me as the target. Jacob,
Lance, has even more disturbing information about my possible future or lack
of one, so, now that we're all up to date, what do you propose Jacob?”
Jacob instantly turned serious. “You need full-time security, Al-Barrak,
and you need it beginning now. Delay and your life grows more in jeopardy.”
“What can you do for him, Jacob?” Lance inquired with equal seriousness. “I know others who do have the experience you lack.”
“Do you know who has targeted him, Lance?”
“I've heard some of it. Certain rogue types. You and I both know about
them.”
“I know who most of them are, Lance. I know where they live, where
they lay themselves down in a bed and go beddy-bye. Do you?”
“But they know about you, too!”
Jacob snickered sinisterly. “No, they don't, Lance. They don't know
anything about my relationship to Al-Barrak. No one knows. The farthest anyone has discovered digging into my past is when I started high school as Jacob
Valentine.” Jacob paused and slit his eyes looking at Lance. “But I never
started high school as Jacob Valentine. I had a different surname but I changed
it and all my high school records were changed to my new name, for consistency. No one can discover Jacob Valentine prior to high school, only a very
small number have inquired and I have always dodged those inquiries by explaining I had an altercation, was under juvenile court supervision, and once
my sentence was served, all records were expunged. All were satisfied with my
answer, Lance, and no one pursued it further. What I need to stress to you is no
one anywhere has any idea of my link to Al-Barrak. No one, and especially
none of the rogue types.”
“What can you do for my husband, Jacob?” Serena demanded. “Can
you do anything?”
“I have given it considerable thought, Senora Dominguez,” Jacob responded, engaging her severe gaze with a wide smile. He turned to me. “The
research I have uncovered about you, sir, especially what others say about you
and particularly those from the media is how difficult it is to reach you or some
representative of yours. The media are frustrated that you have no publicist, no
manager, no agent and therefor no one to reach in your absence. This inability
to reach you, at times, has hurt your perception with the public because you

certainly don't receive much sympathy from media people who can't ever talk
to you or some recognized representative...My proposal, Al-Barrak, is officially hire me as your publicist, manager and agent, all in one, and I will serve,
officially, as your recognized representative and free you to do the things
which matter to you. Unofficially, I will serve as your complete point man for
all your security. I'll screen everyone and I will be by your side at all times
ready to protect you. For those types of activities, where I lack the experience
and expertise, such as bugs, wires, cameras, and more, I'll enlist the help I need
and only from those I absolutely trust and we'll all get the job done.” Jacob
paused and smiled at my gaze. “On the official end, I can handle anything from
the media. None of those people are gonna put anything over on me. On the
unofficial side, I still possess the highest clearances and will continue to do so.
To all in the intelligence community I have simply changed my screen, my
profile and profession, to the outside world. On the inside nothing has changed.
None of this is unusual. Profiles and professions to the outside world change
frequently. It's normal. This will appear normal. I'll explain it as the job of a
lifetime. I get to meet real celebrities. What's better than that? The best thing
about it? No one will ever know our relationship, Al-Barrak. No one.”
“I don't really have to think about this much. I only wish I lived in a
world where I wouldn't need to even consider security, but I don't.” I kept my
gaze on Jacob. “You're hired, Jacob, starting now, if you're ready.” I watched
Jacob nod his head several times. “As for bugs, wires, cameras and more,” I
looked to Lance, “that man has considerable expertise. For those times when
you serve as my security consultant, Lance, I will pay you well.”
“If any of it is in conjunction with providing appropriate security for
Senora Dominguez, sir, it will be unnecessary. It will still be under my scope
of duty.” Lance paused and smiled wide at Jacob. “I can't think of anyone else
more qualified to protect you, Al-Barrak, than this man right here. In my service time, there was only one man who could outwrestle me and he sits in this
room now.”
“No one ever outwrestled me,” Jacob proclaimed. “You weren't going
to be the first, though it did take every effort I could muster.”
While both smiled at the memory, there was one more item to discuss.
“All right, we're all agreed. Jacob Valentine will be my official public relations
rep. Now, we need to set a cover story for how we met, since we also agree no
one outside this room can know the truth of our relationship. So, let me think
for a few moments...” All were silent while I pondered a fabrication, a lie, that
all of us would project to the rest of the world from this point forward. There is
no honor in a lie. You and I both know it. I can also write I held a level of conflict considering the necessity for fabricating a lie. The One would have no appreciation for it and if it proved to have negative consequences, I would be
forced to undo it. I trusted the One in this matter. The One would guide me unfailingly, appropriately. “Here's what I've got. Have you spent some time in
your adolescence or adulthood in and around central Illinois, Jacob?”
“Absolutely, sir, most of my school years and I still am familiar with
many from there.”

“You met a man with whom I attended high school. Right now we'll
leave the name and details out of it, although I know of one person we can use
and I'll talk to you about him privately, Jacob. The less everyone else knows
the better.” I glanced around the room. “I'm asking you all, for our continued
protection, to participate in projecting a lie to the rest of the world, this idea
does not sit well with me, but I don't think I have a choice, so the less any of
you have to lie is best for you. All any of you ever have to say about Jacob in
relation to me is, 'As I understand it, Jacob met some man who went to high
school with Al-Barrak.' Say nothing more. Does everyone understand?” I
watched all heads in the room nod in understanding, even Sofia. “Good. That's
the cover story of how you came to my attention, Jacob, how you could reach
me. Additionally, you provide your continuing cover story you have always
used, you were in Los Angeles finishing your latest job, we had spoken once
previously, and you thought it convenient, compelling and perhaps the job of a
lifetime to be my personal assistant. We met here at the hotel. I was very impressed with you and I hired you on the spot. End of cover story. I'll talk to you
about the other man later, but if we use him as a deepening part of our cover
story, I'll have to speak with him first, which means I'll have to reach him
somehow. We'll deal with it when we have to.” I sighed deeply and rose from
my chair. I didn't really engage anyone as I walked to the balcony window and
stared out at the twinkling lights and building silhouettes of Los Angeles.
“Here I am in the City of Angels plotting strategy for war, a war I didn't start, a
war the Master advised I would never declare.” I turned back to the room and
glanced around at all the faces staring at me with concern, even anguish from
some. “So be it!”
“What about Esperanza?” Lena asked me.
“I'll talk to her privately Thursday. If any of you speak with her before
then, stick to the story. Jacob met a man with whom I went to high school.
That's how he managed to reach me. Nothing more, to Esperanza or anyone
else.” I noted all the nodding heads again, Magdalena, Tanya, Serena, Sofia,
Carla, Heinz, Lance, and especially Jacob. I couldn't avoid thinking they were
all my ring of conspiracy.
The private party I had arranged went off without a hitch and no one
considered Jacob, who was there the whole night, out of place. The boys were
all there and most knew right away how gung-ho Jacob seemed. Will and Ken
teased me about it. “Which media person is going to seriously tangle with that
man?” I pondered to both. They laughed. They knew there wasn't one.
Sleep arrangements weren't too complicated. Tanya declined to share
the bed with Carla and Sofia, so we carried one of the large sofas from the
main room into the second bedroom for Tanya's sleep use and I called to the
desk for two roll-away cots for Jacob and Lance to use in the main room,
folded up in the morning. Heinz slept on the sofa which pulled out into a bed.
It wasn't particularly comfortable for the two men sleeping on cots but no one
would leave the suite and didn't have to leave. The penthouse suite was nearly
the full size of any floor at the hotel, so it was a massive suite, with a spiral
staircase to the roof, which had potted plants, synthetic turf covering every sur-

face except the wading pool. Room service had access to the roof through the
hotel's exclusive elevator which opened only in the basement off the kitchen
and the roof. Not bad accommodations, huh?
Wednesday Jacob and I went out to get him a new phone. I wanted this
phone under my account with my carrier, which was a company based in Europe. A call to my carrier and I had all the details, the carrier to visit in this
country which would sell the phone, call my carrier for the number, plug it in
the phone, and the phone would be under my account. It's not complicated.
Carriers all over the world have agreements with other carriers so it's routine
for most. While we were out we stopped at his hotel for the modest belongings
he had with him and he checked out. We agreed we would travel later to his
home outside Chicago for other necessities.
This all made AVAP's party in the ballroom of a convention center in
Los Angeles quite the gathering. Invited to the party were some from the media, some from the Academy, and others from the entertainment business. All
met Jacob and all got his number should any of them wish to contact me. “Jacob is my representative to the rest of the world, ladies and gentlemen. From
now on, if you want to reach me, you go through Jacob first.” You would think
many of these folks would be less than enthusiastic, but so many had failed to
reach me in the past, through my own number, they were ecstatic, though some
were skeptical.
“You're going to be Al-Barrak's publicist, agent and manager? You're
gonna be swamped!”
“You'll hear me say it frequently, in a very friendly, congenial tone,” Jacob advised all, “please, get to the point. Al-Barrak is a busy man and so am I.”
“And if you don't,” I offered as a statement of how my life would be
conducted henceforth, “Jacob has every bit of encouragement from me to hang
up. Should that be you, I'm sure I'll hear about it later. You, then, will hear
about it from me.” The gauntlet was laid.
Even though the party went into the early morning hours, I rose at six.
It was Thursday and I had quite a bit to accomplish before our informal gathering commenced at the Tanaka's estate in Ventura. Kejnu Tanaka was from a
wealthy Japanese family who came to the States to complete his university education and become fluent in English in order to serve as director of the import
and export arm of the family's corporate empire. Miko was Kejnu's sweetheart
from their school days in Hokkaido and they married once he was established
in the U.S. She went to school, pregnant at times and having given birth to a
boy followed by a girl, to become equally fluent in English and started her own
consultancy for other Japanese companies wishing to do any level of business
in any English-speaking country. She traveled quite a bit in her responsibilities
but I had been to their estate a couple times and she was the appreciative, attentive, doting but not overbearing mother. Kejnu was the disciplinarian but
never strict or detached, always with an eye to teaching his own brood the right
way to be. I first met both backstage after my show in Los Angeles. Because it
was my first show I was very liberal in allowing people backstage. At one time
my dressing room was so packed it took me ten minutes to move from one side

of the small room to the other to lift a beer from the cooler. The Tanakas invited me to their estate and we exchanged numbers. A few days later I called
and took them up on the offer and our relationship began. I especially enjoyed
interacting with their children, both bundles of unreserved energy and nerve,
though they would occasionally be called back to Earth by Dad, as both insisted in calling him.
What we had planned was a Hollywood party as I always envisioned it,
at a beach on the ocean. Hollywood parties in conference halls, convention
centers, and hotel ballrooms can all be arranged and appear like thousands of
those affairs anywhere in the country. That's not a Hollywood party to me, and
I always teased my entertainment colleagues about it. “The movie business in
Hollywood has devolved so much, none of you even have big spreads or mansions on the beach any more. Those big spreads and mansions on beaches are
all owned by corporate emigrants now, so none of you have parties on beaches
any more! I am so disappointed in all of you!” I said it so often Serena, the
boys, the actress, Tom, Jeff, they were all inoculated. I would always finish it
with my vision. “You compete against each other, to impress everyone, and buy
these big spreads which are too big with room after room unoccupied and unused except for a few times a year. It's a waste of space, a waste of money, but
you won't band together and snatch one of those beach mansions out from under corporate emigrants and take it for your entertainment use, which is the
only reason you buy those big spreads, so you have those extra rooms for
overnight guests who come to your parties. Six, eight, ten, twelve of you band
together and buy one of those beach mansions and there's your party house,
right on the beach. Work out a schedule, be flexible and every dime of it is tax
deductible because you're in the entertainment business. You're expected to entertain as part of your job responsibilities. For your private residence, now you
downsize, buy something modest which meets your needs and you don't waste
space or money!” Of course, none of them listened. It's why I organized, with
the Tanakas' approval and confederacy, this Hollywood party at an estate on the
beach. I had learned a few things in my years of interaction with movie people.
They're not as sophisticated or visionary as they outwardly project. Believe it
or not, in my history with Serena, I taught her a few things. This is a woman,
you may recall, who had built her entertainment reputation as a near sex goddess, but there were things I taught her in that arena.
I was up early because I had preparation in helping the Tanakas have it
all ready for our guests. All in the main room were up early and we shared a
pot of room service coffee until I left with Jacob. A couple hours later Heinz
arrived back at the hotel, ready to bring the rest to Ventura.
Greeted at the door by the host and hostess, I introduced them to Jacob,
and to the kitchen we all strolled. Once in the kitchen, there it was, all laid out
over the huge expanse of counter top: cantaloupe, honeydew, and small seedless watermelon. There were, probably, more than a hundred. Jacob looked at it
all, since they were everywhere, and remarked, “That's a lotta melon, Al-Barrak!”
We all laughed and I went into my very poor Japanese persona, which

the Tanakas always overlooked and accepted graciously, “Ah, Kejnu-san! It is
ready! Nothing left but chop-chop!”
“You're not...” Jacob looked at me incredulous. “Seriously?!”
“See all the storage containers in the corner?” Jacob looked in the corner of the kitchen at dozens of plastic containers. “When we're through, those
containers will be full of cut pieces of melon. Then, we'll start on the burgers
and chicken and steaks and pork chops. Then, we'll start on the salads, put together all the nuts and cheeses and crackers and meats and have that all ready,
and then, we'll have a real Hollywood party on the beach. We've got all the
items. Let the games begin!” All laughed. “First, though, we do have some
prep work.”
Jacob, of course, never expected, as part of his personal assistant duties,
to be cutting away melon from rinds, but he got on it with all of us. John and
Pamela, Drake and Andrea were all familiar with the Tanakas and they arrived
an hour later with the full expectation of helping put the party together. We had
several packing burgers, marinating chicken and steaks and chops, cutting vegetables for salads, also placed in containers, and all the containers in several refrigerators and coolers scattered all over the mansion, for it was a large house,
with a pool, and a back lawn, and a wooden fence at the end of the back yard,
with the wood panels spaced to see through. The beach itself was public, something California got right early last century, so the fence was to establish their
private land space, but there was a gate to the beach, and we intended to use
the beach area. There weren't many of the public expected on the beach this
early in March. The pool area also had three large barbecue stations. There
were some of the Tanaka's paid help in attendance, to serve and cook and the
like, but we had arranged this all without using any caterer, even though there
would be more than two hundred for the party. “This may not be how one
would do a Hollywood party, but it is on the beach and I'll show you how we
do parties in the Midwest. You ain't got nuthin' on me out here on the Left
Coast! I know how to party and do it right.”
Drake, being from Missouri, had no reservation I would pull this off.
Andrea, John and Pamela had their doubts. John laughed. “Are you gonna take
your clothes off and jump in the pool, Al? I don't think anyone's bringing an
electron microscope.” All enjoyed his comment.
“I only share it with my wives now, John, behind closed doors. I did
have an electron microscope installed in our bedroom in India, in case any of
them need a reminder.”
Believe it or not, the appointed hour arrived, eleven in the morning, and
the guests began arriving soon after. Kejnu and Miko greeted each party as
they arrived and they had an attendant park cars on the side of their expansive
lawn. There was still some work being done in the kitchen but we soon finished before all of the guests arrived. Let the fun and games begin.
All received a brief tour of the house, except for the bedroom and private areas, there was plenty to drink, though I had already announced there
would be no glass in the pool area and I would enforce it. With most out in the
back, the talk loud and the questions about the fun and games I promised, I

smiled deviously. “As your former director, you all understand I can command
your attention when necessary, and you also know I can plan and prepare with
the best when I have the appropriate help. With the able help of our wonderful
host and hostess, Kejnu and Miko, their children and their staff, we have prepared a delightful, enjoyable party atmosphere like there always should be in
Hollywood for this afternoon and evening, on the beach...” There were scoffs
and teases but I continued to smile deviously. “So, without further delay, let me
direct your attention to the extremely large storage shed at the very edge of the
yard here.” I turned and pointed to the shed up near the fence to my left. I
turned back to the guests. “Shall we see what our host and hostess have
cleaned out of there and replaced inside?”
Kendall shouted, “Cumon! Get to it, Al!”
Bokeem shouted even louder, “You're such a drama queen, you know
that, Al-Barrak!?” It brought immense laughter but my devious smile wouldn't
quit.
I walked toward the shed, which was huge, big enough most could walk
inside and held something like six hundred square feet. “I am surprised,
though, from what you can remember about Africa, if any of you can remember, you haven't yet put it all together. There are some surprises.” Once I
reached the door, I paused dramatically. “I wonder what's behind this door.” I
opened the door and there it was, all the fun and games. “Footballs, frisbees,
soccer balls, volleyball net and volleyballs which we can set up on the beach.
There are actually two nets. And...” I slipped through the door to the right, hidden, and grabbed a bat, glove and can of tennis balls. “We have enough bats,
gloves and balls to play tennis ball with midwestern rules, team play in elimination games until there's one champion.”
“Midwestern rules?” Will asked.
“I want you on my team!” Kendall shouted.
“Midwestern rules. Three-person teams, so women can play. Three
bases, first, second and home. Pitcher's hand, meaning a ground ball if played
back to the pitcher before the batter reaches first, or any other runner reaches
the next base, you're out. The pitcher need not stay on the mound, so the
pitcher can run closer to the batted ball. Get it to the pitcher and the runner's
out. The left side is out of play. Two strikes followed by a foul ball to the left
and you're out. And there's two ways to hit a home run. One, if you hit a batted
ball and round all the bases before the pitcher gets the ball, or hit it over the
roof.” With that rule, noting Kejnu's wide smile, everyone looked at the house,
which was big, three stories tall.
“You're going to hit toward the house?!” Bokeem exclaimed in astonishment.
Kejnu responded. “We talked about it. Our windows are made with extreme strength, the type recommended for buildings on the coast to withstand
extreme storms. You're hitting a tennis ball. I doubt it will be sufficient to break
a window, but should it, we have insurance.” He paused for the laughter to die.
“We'll deal with it. We want you to enjoy yourselves and play hard.”
“We'll line up the bases, each sixty feet, so the edge of the house is in

play but miss it to the left and it's out of play. If you hit the roof but not over, or
the house, the ball's in play unless it gets caught in the gutter. Then you're out.
If it's caught by a fielder before it reaches the ground, you're out. So, if you're
gonna aim for the roof, you better hit it over. We've got hundreds of tennis
balls and Kejnu doesn't mind clearing the gutters later.” Laughs. “No steals, no
leads from a base. As a runner you cannot leave a base until the ball is batted.
Leave early, you're out. The pitcher throws to the batter softly. We're not playing hardball. It's kind of a modified softball, except without the big lob. Last,
you can only advance to any base while the ball is in play. If you're caught off
base when the pitcher gets the ball back, you're out. That's pitcher's hand. Getting the ball in play back to the pitcher is like throwing it to any base. You're
out if you're not on a base or haven't advanced. Should someone fail to advance and a base is occupied by two runners, the team in the field gets to
choose which one is out. That, of course, means they'll usually pick the fastest.
My advice is get to the next base quick and stop unless you know with absolute
certainty you'll get to the next base. Each game is three innings unless the
score is tied and then extra innings until an inning ends with one on top. If
you've never played pitcher's hand before, tough! Today you'll learn. So, y'all
got your teams?”
“I said I wanted you on my team, Al!” Kendall shouted.
“Well, Kendall, I hate to break it to ya but I already have my three-person team.” I pointed to Jacob. “There's my right fielder.” I pointed to Lance.
“And there's my left fielder.”
“You, dog, you!” Bokeem shouted.
“Yeah, I'm gonna enjoy playing against you guys!” I laughed at all the
groans. “Look, I shouldn't have to tell you we'll all have fun today because I
think you all know we will. This is what I envision a Hollywood party should
be. I've been to many of your Hollywood parties in the past, but they've all
been a Hollywood party in name only because they took place in Hollywood.
I'm afraid I must enlighten you: a party at a house not on the beach, at a convention center, conference hall or hotel ballroom is the same party everyone
can arrange anywhere in the country. I've had fun at your parties, don't get me
wrong, but there never really was much play involved. Sitting or standing
around chit-chatting and socializing is fine, but today's Hollywood party includes fun and games. We're going to celebrate today and play, too...” Even
Serena was appreciating what this day potentially held. “While I'm at it, in case
you don't know or haven't been shown yet, there is a bathroom off their Sky
Room with a large walk-in shower, so those of you who wish to frolic in the
surf, since this is a real Hollywood party on the beach, when you come back to
the house from the beach, please get to that bathroom and shower yourselves
right away. It's what that bathroom is reserved for today. Any questions?”
“Why would you go to this much trouble, my beloved?”
“I don't know what you know, Serena, about the history of this place,
Hollywood and the movie industry. In some cases it's a storied history and
many of you know it, but it's degraded over the years. It's nothing like it used
to be. The Oscar ceremonies used to be a big party. This is why they'll never

get me there unless I'm nominated. I'm not participating in a show because it's
all it is now, another show. When I appear in a show, it's work to me, and you
will pay me for the work, otherwise, I have more important things to do...They
used to have Hollywood parties in, of all places, Oregon, at Loon Lake, near
where I used to live. They would play, have fun, get ripped, cavort around
naked even. Now, I don't object to nudity, but Hollywood was already changing back then. Robert Mitchum used to love going to Oregon where he could
play, have fun, and get ripped. He couldn't do it here! Today is like a statement
from me, Serena. You can have those old-time Hollywood parties if you have
the vision and the tenacity and the dear friends,” and I smiled at Kejnu and
Miko, “to make it possible. Otherwise, it seems like business to me. I work
hard enough as it is, my beloved, and you know it. When it's time to work, get
it done. When it's time to rest, recuperate, then convalesce, but when it's time
to celebrate, to play, do so. Don't corrupt it so it seems like nothing more than
another way to secure a paycheck. Celebrate, play, party hearty! That's what
I'm doing today and you're all welcome to join me!” I smiled big and wide. I
certainly was enjoying this. “So, Kendall, my cousin, put your team together,
but do be prepared for a major-league ass-kicking. Oh! And for those of you
for whom none of this really excites though you have some country interest,
around the side of the house, in an enclosed area, our gracious host, Kejnu, has
built horseshoe pits. I know I'm going to throw some shoes today. Thank you,
Kejnu!”
“You are most welcome, Al-Barrak!” Kejnu replied, and laughed.
“It took a great deal of persuasion on my part to convince Kejnu to
build the horseshoe pits. Weeks and weeks as I recall but I finally broke him
down, so cheers to our most excellent host and hostess, Kejnu and Miko!”
Man! Two hundred people screamed! My ears were ringing.
As you may imagine we crushed the competition in tennis ball. The
Springfield Swatters set the record for home runs over the house. The numbers
don't really matter since the second-place team was, as they say, a distant runner-up so it wasn't even close. Kendall got it quickly. “That's why you hired Jacob,” Kendall insisted. “You had this planned all along!”
“Pitch the ball, Kendall! We've tallied twelve runs this inning but it
won't be complete until we hit twenty. Let's go!”
“I'm never playing ball with you again, Al-Barrak!” Bokeem shouted
from right field.
“Maybe next time we'll have more on a team, Bokeem, so I'll try to find
a place for you!”
“Well, there's always exceptions!”
There are so many fond memories, not only those I have, but fond
memories so many others hold. In some respects, and I even heard it uttered by
veterans of the movie business for twenty, thirty, forty years and more, it was
the Hollywood party of their entire career. No party had they ever attended was
so much fun, so much play, so much camaraderie, and on a real beach with
hundreds of good friends and very close acquaintances as this one. They had
all been to some really wild parties, but none of the wildness measured up to

the good-willed play and celebration in a truly innocent spirit like the Thursday
before the Oscar ceremony. Everyone who was there, for they were all personally invited by me alone with Kejnu's and Miko's blessing, still remember it. I
will always remember it, the one Hollywood party I attended which was a true
Hollywood party, on the beach.
Around ten at night guests began leaving as it wound down and the
penthouse group left by midnight. Before we left, as we all gathered near the
front door, Miko smiled warmly to me and we hugged each other tightly and
she kissed my cheek now re-growing a beard. “I so enjoyed hosting this party,
Al-Barrak. To Kejnu and myself you are a very good friend to both of us and it
was a great pleasure and privilege to have all of your good friends and acquaintances here so we could extend our hospitality. Should you ever wish to
do it again, please call us because I know I will enjoy all of it.”
I smiled at her beaming face as we released, such a lovely glow of
beauty and softness. “I'm getting married again, Miko,” I remarked in an offhand way and watched her shake her head.
“That's four now, Al-Barrak!” Kejnu teased. “How many wedding gifts
do you expect from us?”
All laughed. “I told Miko, Kejnu, so she would know, by agreement
with all my wives including the one soon-to-be, I have reached my limit, four,
so, should something happen between you two, I won't be able to marry Miko.
I'm done, so you can relax now.” It produced more laughter, especially from
host and hostess. “However, should Miko come to my house, she will always
be welcome, so you better come with her, Kejnu. That's all I'm saying!” Yes, I
tease all the husbands I meet. Would you expect any different?
Friday I ran with Heinz and Jacob to the tuxedo rental place I used every time I needed a tuxedo in Los Angeles. I was so well respected in their establishment—two brothers with employees, most also family—they held my
previous tuxedo and never altered or rented it. It sat in the back of their store
wrapped in plastic awaiting my next use. I had free tuxedo storage in downtown L.A. They had only asked, earlier in the week, if my measurements had
changed. “I don't know. Let's try it on.” I tried it on and everything fit perfectly. I picked it up and wiggled my finger at the brothers' nephew, all of
eleven. I handed him a hundred dollar bill. “You have to share it with your uncles, but work out the best deal you can. They're both tough negotiators but this
is your opportunity to hold out and show 'em what you're made of. Keep reminding them I gave it to you first!”
Early evening, wearing the tuxedo, we went to one of the minor presentations, but only with a small number. Serena was invited since the Academy
always looks to improve the scenery for any of their presentations and that got
Sofia in, with her stunning little woman gown. Since my escort was expected
to be a wife, I had two left and they both came with me, Lena and Esperanza in
their stunning gowns. It was all they would take, though, so everyone else had
to wait on the sidelines somewhere, but Jacob and Lance were permitted, as are
many of the security pros, to wander back stage or around the perimeter of the
hall, and Jacob convinced the Academy to allow Tanya with him as she was

under his care as a German diplomat and close friend of mine. It was a typical
Academy award presentation, but quite a bit different from the first one I attended. For one, there was no Jana to cause great consternation with producers,
and all who were attending engaged my attention frequently with congratulations on our nominations, but, as is also typical in the small environment called
show biz, almost everyone there already knew many of the details of the party
AVAP put together in Ventura only the previous day. “Why wasn't I invited?” I
heard many times. My turn to tease. “Maybe it's because I have to negotiate
with your publicist, manager or agent, instead of calling you directly and inviting you. Everyone who was there has this relationship with me. Maybe you
should change it.” To the women I always added, “You in your bikini would
have been very welcome!” To the men I always added, “Think of it this way.
Because you were not there, I saved you considerable embarrassment and humiliation when we would have crushed you in tennis ball, thus sparing you further ego deflation.” Most of the men, especially the hunk types, would scoff
and protest about such a scenario. I would add, “You met my personal assistant, Jacob?” The men would nod. “You know Serena's security man, Lance?”
They would nod again. “That was my team.” “Oh.”
When this long-winded event concluded, it was back to the penthouse
suite for continued festivities. Being the good sport I am, many of those at the
presentation were invited to our little party on the rooftop with plenty of champagne and other refreshments and many of them attended. This was neither unexpected nor was it a subject of any particular interest. Though I was no longer
considered an outsider of the entertainment world, which I had penetrated in
other parts of the world besides Los Angeles, and even though all in the world
of entertainment remembered what I had said on Oprah's show years before
about what an outsider can do, no one in this world considered it unexpected or
of any particular interest because I have always been smashing boundaries.
The cliques to which I always referred were the boundaries I had consistently
been smashing, and I had so thoroughly smashed those boundaries so often,
people attended my gatherings at my invitation and would be in the same room
with those they particularly disliked and with whom they hadn't appeared together in some festivity for years, decades even. And there would never be any
incident of any kind. I had done it so consistently and so thoroughly and everyone understood the behavior I expected and would enforce, it was now routine
when it was my show. Oh, I can tell you I've seen, at others' festivities, the behavior I would never tolerate at mine by any of these people. I had seen it with
my own eyes, heard it with my own ears. I wasn't ignorant of who couldn't
stand whom. In my presence at my show, everyone got along, so it had become
routine when I ran the show. Imagine that.
Saturday was more of the same, off to the next presentation with my
tuxedo cleaned and pressed and only a small number being able to attend with
me. The party in Ventura was again the subject spinning around me. “You cut
hundreds of melons for the guests? You helped prepare burgers and chicken
and steaks and chops and salads? Why didn't you hire a caterer?” I would respond, “Does hiring a caterer make it special? Is there more love and care in-

volved when the caterer pulls up?” You had to actually see the look on these
people's faces, veterans of the business in any number of areas for decades.
The only legitimate argument was this. “If you do manage to get a number of
people to do it your way, Al-Barrak, you're gonna put a lot of caterers out of
business. The catering business here hates you, you know.” I knew. The caterer
I used for Terms of Surrender was very disappointed when she heard about the
party in Ventura and never heard from me. She called to express her disappointment personally but without hostility. “So diversify. You love gardening.
You told me so yourself. You grow a lot of the food you use for your catering
business, so expand your garden and expand your business and open a grocery
store which sells the organic crops you grow yourself. If you had any of the
items we needed for our party in Ventura, I would have bought them from you,
but you don't sell your produce, so you never gave me the opportunity to do
any business with you. Diversify and cover those opportunities. Don't be so
small minded by expressing to me your disappointment in choosing not to use
you for your current business establishment. Use this as a learning tool to grow
your business.” When I returned to Los Angeles years later guess who opened
a grocery store featuring produce grown organically on her very own expanded
acreage? Further, guess again who had expanded her business to consult with
anyone wishing to grow produce organically with her tried and true methods? I
don't suppose I have to tell you once you get those gears moving, your big
brain tends to see opportunity you hadn't considered before because you were
stuck in your rut and couldn't see over the barriers blocking your vision, do I? I
didn't think so but I only add it as a reminder.
It was the same deal after the Academy show concluded and more veterans of the business who had never interacted with me in a celebration before,
nor with some others, also attended our rooftop engagement. Those closest to
me were slowly becoming inoculated. Kendall, though, wanted to express his
astonishment. “There are six people here at your little gathering on the rooftop,
Al, who I know from personal experience are scumbags of the highest sort. My
wife has heard me say I wouldn't be caught dead in the same room with them at
a party and all of them know I've said it. And they've all been polite and courteous and mannerly with me and I am wondering what kind of hit I'm gonna take
with my credibility.” I smiled congenially at his expression of incredulity. “I'll
bet you money, Kendall, any figure you wanna put up, on what will happen,
because I'll bet your credibility not only doesn't take a hit, it will rise even
higher and take you with it. Wanna bet me?” Kendall shook his head, walked
away from me to his beautiful wife, wrapped his arms around her in a big hug
and kissed her. She looked at him not knowing what to say or do, though she
did smile appreciatively a few moments later.
Oscar morning Jacob, Heinz and I were up early and went to the ballroom for the breakfast at seven. It didn't technically start until eight but the
manager was there when we walked in and he wasn't going to argue with me.
This was their only paid use for the room the entire morning. He simply advised me the cooks had yet to appear so there wasn't any food prepared. “Perfect! Jacob, Heinz and I were all discussing how nice it would be to have fresh-

brewed coffee for an hour or so.” Out came the endless pot. I thanked him, I
thanked the waitress who brought the pot of coffee, and I asked for those who
set the coffee brewer ready and brewing and those two came out from the
kitchen a minute later. I thanked them, too. It kinda set the tone for the entire
day, ya know? There wasn't a single person who worked this particular breakfast who shied or stammered or mumbled about any request that it wasn't their
job. They just did it. I stayed the entire breakfast when they closed up everything at eleven and told the manager I wanted to speak with the hotel manager
in the presence of both. When the hotel manager arrived, worried something
was wrong, I assured her everything was perfect. “This is what I expect from
people who take pride in their work, no matter what their station in life. Everyone,” and I yelled it so all the rest of the employees in the ballroom could hear,
“did their job graciously, were perfect in their hospitality and their desire to see
all of my guests were well taken care of, and it seems to me everyone is more
than ready to complain loud and long, but so few of those hypocrites proclaim
loud and long when they're provided with service and care which goes beyond
just a job! So I applaud these employees, your breakfast manager, and you for
doing it the right way. Thank you for a job well done!” I applauded, and Jacob
and Heinz, both sticking with me to the bitter end, applauded too and many of
the employees came out to the ballroom itself and bowed or curtsied. I wiggled
my finger to the hotel manager and calmly, in a low tone, advised her, “I will
send a personal email to the president of your corporation, m'am, advising the
president in my next opportunity I will stay here at this hotel again, because of
you and all the employees and their combined service above and beyond.
When you get a copy of my email, please share it with the breakfast manager
and all the employees who worked here today. They deserve it!” I strode out of
the ballroom quite satisfied and readied for the big show.
I couldn't stop making a buzz if I tried. When we arrived at the big
show, all seventy plus, we were one of the largest contingents from any studio
and everybody there was talking about the breakfast at the hotel. “You applauded the employees serving breakfast?” I heard it from hundreds, not to
mention the many comments about the party in Ventura, the party on the
rooftop Friday, the party on the rooftop Saturday, some even knew I gave the
nephew at the tuxedo rental a hundred dollar bill and told him to hash it out
with his uncles. I can't do anything without everyone knowing? Consistent with
my M.O., though, I always said in reply, “You can't really depend on what you
hear through the grapevine about me, can you? Nobody does that! Why would
I do that?” No one challenged me and it didn't surprise me. No one disbelieved
it, and this was intriguing. They all told me they heard it from more than one
source. Where are all these separate sources coming from? I eventually accepted it for what it is. It's Hollywood. Everyone loves to jackjaw in Hollywood. In many cases it's all they can do.
It was all different from last time. Many were in absolute awe of what I
had done since I last appeared at the big show. There were some—big-time
names you wouldn't expect would defer to anyone—and they tread with me
like they were walking on egg shells. Gaza had most of them turned. There

weren't a whole lot of entertainment folk who were going to push one who
would sit in a rubble-strewn street in Gaza and refuse to leave until both sides
went home. I'm not going to reveal names of these people, many of whom
gushed at the memory. What I did take from all of it is that I was now well-respected in the business, not because of my business sense or capabilities, but
because of my complete lack of fear. As one told me, an icon from my years of
watching movies, “When you have the balls to stand in front of loaded Israeli
rifles with their known disposition to eliminate innocent and difficult to explain away human beings with no afterthought, I would never oppose you!
That's a no-win for me!” I told him I'd never use his name in any retrospective
I might create. I did tell him, though, I would mention he likes basketball, but
so do a lot of Hollywood people. I do, too, though I prefer the college game.
The pros game becomes too predictable and routine too often. I've seen plenty
of monster jams, too many in my opinion, which all look the same, a tall guy
who hardly has to jump and slams a big ball through a hoop. Whooppee! I'm
sure it took years of expertise.
It seemed to take forever to get to the first one, but I was on my best behavior, so no one from the production had to come and warn me about refraining. I calmly and quietly kept my outrageous comments to our small circle sitting together and let those around me slap their hands to their mouths to keep
from being heard laughing out loud. Some outside our group would ask me
what that was about. “SSShhhh! This is a dignified gathering! Have you no
dignity?” I could not convince a single person at the entire Oscar show I took
this completely seriously. Not one would have ever believed me!
We finally got to best documentary. The competition was lined up. Everyone got to see little snippets from each. Now, we got to find out who won
the popularity contest. When it was announced, everyone in our box screamed
and shouted and carried on. Crap! Now I have to go up there and make a
speech. All of us, all twelve of us, went up together and I, of course, walked up
the stairs last. I stepped to the podium and began. “Now that you voted for us,
and all those behind voted for me to give the speech, this is why I despise elections. I never run for anything and people still vote for me.” Laughs. “Not your
mother's documentary, huh?” Laughs. “I don't suppose I have to tell you how
surreal it was to write and narrate about half of a documentary where I wasn't
in any of the scenes because I wasn't within a thousand miles of the place, do
I?!” Laughs. “People still ask me what did I expect to accomplish? I didn't accomplish anything. Those behind me, these producers, they produced, they accomplished, and since I was gone half the time what other proof do you need?
If I accomplished anything, I'll give you the perfect metaphor. I was the sole,
single light cast on a vast, alluvial, ancient plain of Africa, and all these moths
swarmed around me, only to fly off for their moth metamorphosis, to become
the humans they were meant to be, and now with all I managed to make visible, they then made it real. I didn't help them make it real. They did, because
they always had it inside them to begin with, and so do you! Thank you for
shining the light on us. I know those behind me will never let you down.”
Though I had created the expectation of a lack of seriousness, that

speech rang throughout the theater for hours, and like last time in minutes the
full speech was up on the internet. Next up, after another long and interminable
period, was best director. I wasn't done kidding around. This time I would use
the camera, focused on me along with the other four nominees, and make my
case for insurmountable insanity. As the presenter began, knowing all of us
were on camera, I said it in my head. See no evil. My hands covered my eyes.
Hear no evil. My hands covered my ears. Speak no evil. My hands covered my
mouth. “And the winner is...” It wasn't me. I knew it would never be me. I told
Katy about the exclusive directors club. I'm not going to be a member. Those
guys will never let me in. When the winner's name was announced, you can see
me on the screen lift my right hand and snap my fingers. That's right. I blatantly and visibly mocked the entire presentation. I told everyone the Academy
was going to regret nominating me. I enjoyed losing so much I had to put my
hands over my mouth to keep from laughing out loud. Serena thought I completely lost it. Lena, though, had to put her hands over her mouth. She saw and
knew what I was doing the whole time. To this day, I still run into people who
recorded the show and have no clue when I tell them about the director's
award, “See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil, darn, missed again.” They go
back to the recording, watch me in the little box shared with the four nominees
and the presenter and watch closely. Then, they get it! Duh!
All from AVAP had to stay until the bitter end, producing a movie nominated for best picture, but I was having such a great time, and not truly creating any perceptible problems, I was hoping this would go on until Wednesday.
I can stay. I got nuthin' planned. I whispered it to John before they started the
whole best picture routine and he looked at me like I was completely losing it.
Since he was a couple rows and seats away I wrote on a piece of paper. “Cumon John! They'll have water until Wednesday. They wouldn't let us die of
thirst. It would crush the ratings!” John, of course, pretended like he didn't get
some piece of paper, but he couldn't wipe the smirk from his face for minutes.

Segment Thirty-Nine
I have no clue why the
Academy chose Jennifer to
present the award for best picture, except the previous year
she starred in a popular Hollywood movie and was nominated for best actress, though
she didn't win. They often have
nominees from one category
present another during the Oscars show, but they usually
don't throw someone in as presenter who has a rather strong relationship with any of the nominees. Considering there were a large number of independent theaters all over the world which
chose to run The True Cross again since I was a nominee for three awards and

Jennifer was a nominee for best actress, it certainly was fresh in everyone's
mind concerning the most daring couple in recent movie history. In any mainstream movie no other man and woman had acted together in as many bold and
revealing scenes as Jennifer and me in probably the last ten years, if not more.
Since neither of us ever expressed any reservations or embarrassment and we
both were still very good friends, even though our paths rarely crossed, left
most in perpetual disbelief. Usually, a high level of unrestrained nudity often
produces some later regret by participants, but neither Jennifer nor I ever, publicly or privately, expressed any.
Jennifer once commented in an interview, “Today, I'd never do it, but I
don't have to, I have no interest in doing those kinds of scenes any more, and
my personal life has changed considerably. But, if I had to go back with a large
number of choices, I'd still only do it with Gregory, the man who is now AlBarrak. I would only do those kinds of scenes with him, because I do remember being on that set, how nervous we both were, and how Gregory himself
turned it around to one of my fondest memories of being on any set at any
time. I can't say that about anyone else.” When I was told her comment by a reporter and asked for my thoughts about it, I responded, “Now, I would never do
it either, not with anyone. But, like Jennifer said, if I had to go back, I'd only
do it with her, and for all the same reasons she gave. If there was another I
might consider, she would be Serena, but she was married at the time and it
would have been awkward, at least for her. I still would have made her laugh
doing three guns. It may have been nervous laughter but it still counts in my
book.” That's why I had no clue. Being the professional she is, though, I expected Jennifer to retain reasonable detachment, and the whole time she was up
there on stage, she made every effort to avoid catching my gaze. She knew exactly where I was sitting.
Interspersed through the later awards, the major ones, they showed
clips from each of the five nominated for best picture, each clip presented by
Jennifer. Maybe they chose Jennifer to encourage her to make a comment,
maybe even discussed it with her and included it, because when she got to
Myth of Man and Woman, Jennifer read the list of producers as she did for all
the nominees, and I listed my name last. Jennifer read the others, paused very
briefly and stated, “And Al-Barrak...that name sounds so familiar. I believe I've
seen that man somewhere...” There were snickers in the theater. She added in a
much louder tone, “Up close and personal!” The whole place erupted, Jennifer
wore her smug smile, looked right at me, quickly blew me a kiss and remarked,
“Those are the producers. Let's take a peek at Myth of Man and Woman.” I
write “maybe,” because Jennifer insisted she improvised and has never told me
different, but it sure seemed she was still engaged with the teleprompter. I'll
take Jennifer at her word. Her actions told me a different story, the little tease.
Unlike all the other clips, they ran a montage of songs from throughout
the movie. I was certainly impressed, especially as well as the sound was reproduced in the theater. Almost every one of them featured me, and they included my slamming the guitar during This Ain't No Game. I sensed much of
the crowd enjoyed this clip more than the others, even though there's always

been a kind of undercurrent of distrust and disrespect between members of the
music business and those of the movie business. I never gave it much thought
and always dismissed it as irrelevant. “I'm an entertainer. Both are elements of
entertainment and the entertainment business and the artistic world in general.
I don't get hung up on who is more relevant. I don't care about it.” I had received many comments of admiration from members of both areas. They didn't
seem to care either.
Recalling my thoughts when the show had finally reached the last
award, I was thinking Jennifer was a good decision for presenter. She didn't deliver a hyped, overly exuberant prelude. She merely stated calmly the words as
they scrolled over the teleprompter about the variety, diversity, and the like of
all the nominees together. Jennifer paused, looked down as she lifted the envelope, opened it with ease, and in a very understated fashion, read, “Myth of
Man and Woman.” This was followed, as she had to shout now since the entire
theater was filled with shouting and applause, the list of producers while we all
stood and filed out to the aisles. Bruno, Rebekka, Jan, Jeremy, Lena, most in
shock, and I made it slowly to the stage. I was on occasion mugged by friends
and close acquaintances near the aisle, and I noticed as the others reached the
stage they were presented with their Oscar prop by one of the stage people.
Jennifer, though, took the last one from the young man and held it for me.
When I reached Jennifer, I took it from her hand, and she immediately threw
her arms around me and kissed me hard and full, released me and smiled big
and wide as she stepped out of my way.
Everyone had voted for me to give the acceptance speech, again, so I
reached the podium and had to wait nearly a half minute for the place to calm
down. I spent the time glancing around at familiar faces and either smiling or
winking. When it lowered to a mild roar I shouted, “Calm down, heathens!”
This provoked more laughter but it soon grew quiet. I held the Oscar at a level
above the podium and stared at it for a moment. “You all know I don't care
about awards. You've heard me say it many times. This one doesn't change my
opinion either, but if there was an award this fine Academy can present, best
picture's the one for me, because it's the most democratic of them all. Everyone
gets to vote for best picture! With eight others I understand the likelihood is
most of you voted for the competition, but enough of you voted for our picture
over the others and that's how I'll remember it, that when it came to all of you
what we did meant something special to you. I thank you. I thank all of you for
this resounding recognition. Peace be upon you all!”
Often, after best picture has been awarded and the speech has concluded, they let the winning producers mingle on stage until the network goes
to break. It always depends on the production and whether the show has run
long or not. Jennifer advised all of us we should stay on stage until they break,
which is what you saw. What you couldn't hear was Jennifer, when she stepped
up close to whisper in my ear. “I saw them all, Al, and yours was the best
movie this year. When I saw it in a theater I was thrilled, and I fell in love with
you all over again, even dreamed about you again. I can't take any more of
these, so please never make another movie like it ever again.”

I looked at her with mock incredulity. “You didn't wake up with the
sheets damp, did you? What did your husband say?” Jennifer, naturally,
whacked my left shoulder, thus sparing my right shoulder, the one which never
heals. Apparently, it didn't deter her or her husband from attending our afterparty and all had a good time.
Before we could get to the party we mingled while waiting for the limo
line to clear, which doesn't take as long at the end as it does at the start. No
one's stopping to pose when they leave and many leave early. Katy from the
Academy made a special point to find me in the crowd. “I don't know why, AlBarrak, I was watching you more than the others on the monitor, but I saw
what you did. See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil? And then you snapped
your fingers when you didn't win! You should be ashamed!” You have to understand Katy was saying this to me trying quite unsuccessfully to hide an
enormously wide grin, nor could she disguise her huge facetiousness.
I returned her wide grin. “I told you those guys wouldn't let me in and
with my behavior in the seats waiting for the announcement, their wise decision to pass me over is now confirmed! Cocky, arrogant, conceited, insane, and
incorrigible. Tonight, insane and incorrigible wrestled. I can't decide which one
won yet.”
“Congratulations on both, Al. After I saw all the pictures, I thought
Myth of Man and Woman was the best, too. It was so improbable, such a complete presentation, and recorded live performed on a stage, I don't think it can
ever be duplicated let alone exceeded. The teasers you released months before
were exactly that, because the entire movie matched it for four hours.” Katy
leaned forward to whisper in my ear. “The largest talent in this business will
ignore it, Al, or scoff at it. They all know they can't compete against it.”
“Keep that sentiment to yourself, Katy, or you'll be walking the unemployment line.” She laughed heartily. “In case you didn't get word, you're invited to our after party. I put your name on the list. Bring anyone with you. I
certainly won't object.”
Katy, being in her position in the business and as long as she's been in
the business, possessed a complete knowledge of the opinions of “the largest
talent.” This night some did ignore me. No one scoffed or ridiculed the movies,
at least not that I could hear. I didn't mind the ignoring. I have never cared
what others think about me except for those closest. I was ignored for decades
professionally, and at times personally. I survived and got over any resentment
which may have accumulated. Now, I toss it aside. I'm never going to please
everyone. Neither are you. Take it for what it's worth and spend your time and
attention on those worthy and ignore the ignorant. It is actually a very simple
approach to life, meaning should you act, react and interact in another way,
you're introducing complication with no justification. That's a recipe for a great
deal of heartache, kids.
Not all of “the largest talent” ignored me or many of our group. One of
the greatest actresses alive gushed when she caught up with me. I had met her
once before and exchanged pleasantries but we had never engaged in any conversation of depth. It was simply how our previous meeting transpired. I

thought nothing of it, no slight, no lack of care or consideration. It was at a
party like other parties and we happened to bump into each other. Literally, she
bumped into me. This time she wanted to know why I overlooked her for
Terms of Surrender. “I heard what Jeff did on the set. I can do that, too!” She
said this with a great deal of vexation.
I looked her up and down in her very fashionable and, in places, revealing gown and as I did so, her smile widened. “I have no doubt you can toss a
chair a lengthy distance. My eyes can attest that you have a considerable
amount of womanly form in your figure. You are no stick of a woman and I
certainly appreciate it.”
Through her growing smile she tried to be combative. “Do you flirt
with every woman?”
“I call it teasing and with you it's as far as it will ever go. You are happily married which makes you off limits. Me, I'm happily married, let's see,
one, two, three times, and soon to be a fourth time. I'm kinda busy in that
arena.”
“You are marrying a fourth wife, Al-Barrak?!!” she exclaimed and really meant it.
“They can't escape me. They have to be with me forever. I phrase the
offer like that and they all agree. Go figure!”
While she shook her head severely for a few moments, once she regained her composure, she asked, “When is this marriage taking place?”
“This week.”
“Am I invited?”
“I think it's going to be a very private arrangement, somewhere amid
the large number of wedding chapels in Vegas, but we are having a much larger
reception. Would you like to attend?”
“I think I will have to, to see for myself how crazy you are.”
“Good. You can meet my three wives along with the new bride. They'll
be attending the whole thing. That will be one of the strangest wedding documents, with my three wives as witnesses.”
“You don't do anything conventional, do you, Al-Barrak?”
I had to think about it for a moment. “I sit on a toilet for my daily
bowel movement like everyone else.” She laughed outrageously. When she
calmed down, still chuckling, though, I added, with my eyes wide in disbelief,
“You haven't thrown out that convention, have you?” She was still laughing
outrageously when her husband pulled her away toward someone else who
wanted to speak with her, but she turned to me, and shouted, “We're coming to
your party, by the way!”
I shouted back, “Bring your husband so he can tear you away when
necessary.” He looked back at me strangely, not knowing exactly what to think.
I winked and smiled innocently.
Another heavyweight actor mingled within our group for some time
with his wife, both talking with everyone and one or both knew everyone's
name, even all the group from Africa. I was impressed almost beyond words.
When he reached me, he asked me questions about both movies which inter-

ested him, as in, “How did we do this? Why did we do that? Who came up
with this idea?” On and on he asked and I answered for fifteen minutes.
He hadn't said anything about Gaza and this was the first time I had met
him with the opportunity to speak with him. We had seen each other at events
but our paths never intersected until this Oscar ceremony. I was deeply interested in his opinion about Gaza, though, so I stated calmly, “I'm only curious. I
certainly don't want to start an argument...” He looked at me quizzically. “Do
you have an opinion about what I did in Gaza?”
He turned serious, contemplative, but he spoke quite firmly. “You
know, Al-Barrak, Jewish history in the Christian era has been one of mostly
sorrow, subjugation and flight. However, excessive violence, excessive aggression is unnecessary no matter who does it. It should never be ignored and certainly not rewarded. When you stepped into the street in Gaza unarmed, there
had already been enough excessive violence, excessive aggression, and you
were willing to give your life to stop it on both sides. This is not an action to
denounce. This is an action to which we should all aspire. I have been quiet
about it because I have learned that, as an actor, it is wise for me to keep my
mouth shut about events which occur around the world. No one wants to hear
what some actor thinks about anything and the talking heads will hammer you
when you do say something. You asked my opinion about it. That is my opinion.” He leaned forward and placed his hand on my shoulder. “I sometimes
wish the person who walked into the street in Gaza was me, that I had the
courage and conviction to do what you did. I applaud that act more than anything else you've done.”
“Thank you,” I responded humbly.
“Don't thank me! I thank you! I thank God there's someone alive today
who will act responsibly when others won't.”
“Come to our party.”
He withdrew his hand and smiled deviously. “We'll have to decline, AlBarrak. We don't attend those things any more. We've seen it all,” and he
winked, “so now we go home, drink a glass of wine and retire to bed early together, wake up early and start a new day. We have become an old, boring couple, but it's what we prefer.” He looked at me knowingly. “It's a preference
thing.”
I liked him a lot from that moment forward, his lovely wife, too. I still
like them. He offered to exchange phone numbers and we did. I speak to him
every now and then. I always get the most thoughtful, insightful responses,
since he always takes my calls, just as I always take his calls.
I promised I would stay at the party until the sun rose, despite the fact I
had risen early morning and would be awake and conscious, in some capacity,
for nearly twenty-four hours. Since it was a celebration party, I would be consuming alcohol, but I didn't drink a lot. I drank more water than any other liquid. Soon we ran into Jennifer and her husband and the prevailing sentiment
was how infrequently a presenter gives the award to a winner with a full and
deep kiss on the lips. Once the frivolity from those comments diminished, I
could speak in an understated fashion and be heard by all. “We were merely re-

visiting our past.” It caused much laughter, Jennifer slapped on her expression
of mock resentment, and her husband, a well-known actor in mostly European
movies, was wavering between anger and laughter, so I added, “though it was
at her instigation and I didn't think I could object on live TV.” I hugged Jennifer when she moved closer. When I engaged her husband, I remarked, “Anyone is a good sport when they can tolerate me and should always get a hug in
appreciation.” He spent weeks in Africa, attended my first two marriages, and
he knew I was a big teaser. He wrapped his mammoth arms around me and
made a modest attempt to empty my lungs.
There were many conversations I remember fondly but the event which
I'll recapture here involved the band mates and myself. John and I hired a band
for entertainment, one of considerable repute and each member of the band
wanted to play for us that night. Both John and I had met members of the band
so there was considerable mutual respect. Since every member of Duck and
Cover was present at the party, we set up our gear on the stage with the gear
from the band we hired. We were expected to do a number or two by everyone
at the party and we all knew it. None of us had discussed what we would play,
but during the first break from the band, everyone, and especially the members
from the hired band, encouraged us to get up on the small stage and play something. We huddled up and my suggestion prevailed. “Tonight, I don't feel liking
rocking out hard and loud. I want to do one of the slower, softer tunes.” They
all asked, “Which one?” I replied, “I won't tell 'em your name. I'm not playing
guitar, either. We'll skip it in this version. I'm going to take the mike and mingle with certain people in the audience.” They knew what I meant.
The band mates took their places, tested instruments, and since Ernst
and Bruno held acoustic guitars, everyone had the first clue. I left my guitar on
its stand, grabbed the mike, and announced, “I have three beloveds in attendance tonight and I would appreciate greatly if all three would come here close
to the stage since each has a treasured place in this song and I promise I won't
tell 'em your name.” Most got it with that reference and certainly the wives did
because Serena, Magdalena and Esperanza all stepped close to the stage. The
boys launched into it on their guitars and the first verse I sang holding Serena's
hand in mine, eventually slipping my arm around her so she could “hide beside
me, maybe for a while.” Next, I slipped behind Lena, my arm across her stomach, and when I sang, “Did you lose yourself somewhere out there? Did you
get to be a star?” she nodded her head and rubbed my cheek with her hand. For
the last verse I stood next to Esperanza and sang, “It's lonely where you are.
Come back down and I won't tell 'em your name.” I reached for her, Esperanza
took my hand, stepped to me and kissed me.
Immediately I yelled, “Okay, I changed my mind. Let's rock this
place!” I stepped up on stage, put the mike in its stand, grabbed my guitar and
wrapped the strap around my neck. I waved to the others as I closed in on Josef
and softly said, “Drown and then I'll launch love me to the max.” All the boys
nodded. Before we started, in case anyone missed it, I said into the mike, “And
now for the shake it portion of our entertainment.” Out came Drown, loud and
rockin'. The whole place was shakin' it. When we finished, with the last guitar

chords fading, I cranked out the opening chords for Love Me to the Max, but I
added at the end of the chorus right before the bridge, loud so everyone could
hear, “Tanya!” I was looking right at her. I made a high ranking German diplomat blush!
Lots of rest, recuperation, convalescence was the rule the following
day. I didn't rise from bed until after three in the afternoon. Most were still resting in the suite. I called for coffee and waited out on the balcony with the door
open on the main room side. Jacob opened the door carefully when the bell
person arrived and I handed him a fifty after he deposited the two pots and
many cups on the table. I reached for the money I had on the night table, it was
the bill most accessible and I received an appreciative thanks from the young
man.
Lance and Heinz were up, each grabbed a cup with Jacob and me and
we all stepped onto the balcony and closed the door behind us to be quiet.
Lance stood against the railing, staring out across the expanse of Los Angeles
below him, while the three of us sat around the table. “What are your plans this
week, sir?”
“My top priority is seeing what Jeremy, David and the editor have compiled so far with the movie, but, with you as my PR expert now, I need to reengage with the media. You're gonna start getting a lot of calls over the next
few days and I think it's in all of our best interests to respond positively with
each one and start explaining everything. What do you think?”
“I think it's a wise course to take, Al-Barrak. I think it's time you
flooded the air waves with your opinions and perspective. It's like propaganda
in my business. Discouraging those on the fence who otherwise would oppose
you without having to fight them is a victory for every one you turn. We've
known it in my business for centuries.”
Lance, without even turning toward us, added, “I've known it for some
time, Al-Barrak, and I've heard Senora Dominguez complain, privately, you
don't do enough of it. With the prestige now placed in your hands with the two
Oscar awards yesterday, people will pay greater attention.”
“Lance is right,” chimed Heinz. “At this moment, a lot of people will
listen to what you have to say. It seems, to me, you should spend some time
working out exactly what it is you have to say.”
“You know how I do it, Heinz,” I responded with his nod. “I must be
more careful over the next few weeks, but most of what I have to say I've been
rehearsing in my head or have already said in some way, shape or form for
years.” I took a sip of coffee. “All right, Jacob. We'll take a little time this afternoon and draft up a schedule and we'll start blocking out the times I prefer
not to deal with media and start filling the rest. Typically, I refuse to engage
media prior to noon. When I'm in the writing mood, it's almost always in the
morning. Unless there's something else I have scheduled, it gives them all afternoon and evening. Let's squeeze them in. Oh, one more thing. I'm booked
this weekend taking a trip to Vegas, getting married, a reception, that kinda
thing.”
I laughed at the memory of the media blitzes before the The True Cross

started shooting and when we released it. At times I had interviews or other
meetings with media scheduled merely fifteen minutes after one ended and the
next began. I liked doing it this way. I would get to the next meeting and I was
already primed to deal with the media rep. The questions didn't matter. I was
running the show and no one anywhere in the room thought differently, including the media rep. No one could ever frazzle me.
I could do it almost at will. I did a half-dozen media interviews the few
days before the Oscar ceremony, especially with the reporter assigned by the
network broadcasting the show. I was deluged by persistent requests from several network people and several from the Academy so I relented. You saw it
the Friday prior to the ceremony, when I met with them Wednesday. Here's
what I mean by unflappable. I sat with the female reporter and had done so for
over an hour, with breaks and the like, when she asked me, “Why aren't you
wearing your Arab clothes?”
She almost threw me because it had all been very congenial and respectful until that moment with their camera rolling. “My Arab clothes?”
“Aren't you an Arab now, Al-Barrak?”
Oh, I was quivering. She's got me now. I gathered my composure,
avoided laughing in her face, and calmly, facetiously, delivered, “You saw my
camel outside?” Because she was, well, not expecting this response, she burst
out laughing. It gave me time to add the dagger. “I trained that camel to bite
reporters. Apparently, you kept your distance, or you're not a reporter.”
I knew, of course, with some I would not receive such a softball, even
though she was absolutely dead serious when she asked about my Arab
clothes. I was learning a slowed and reasoned response, preferably delivered
with a humor of deference, beat 'em every time. That, and when I finished with
a big smile and looked them right in the eyes without any hostility. They're
people, too.
When everyone else rose the first topic was Vegas. Where do we hold
the reception? How do we get the word out? Serena, being the one most familiar and influential in the town, took the lead, amazing as it may seem. An hour
later we had a large ballroom which would allow about five hundred guests
from eleven Saturday night and into the wee hours. “Tambien Valdez and his
band are in Vegas all week, Al. If I ask him they might come over and improvise after their last show.”
Tambien Valdez was one of Serena's favorite Latin performers. They
didn't really do rock but based on what Serena had played for me, they certainly had an uptempo beat with lots of percussion. I looked to Tanya. “It's
your call. This is your wedding, at least the one which settles the legal aspect.”
Tanya had already advised me once we tied the knot in the States, she still
wanted a more formal ceremony in Germany which her parents and other
loved ones could attend. Being so short for notice most would not be able to attend this one, and having the wedding performed in one of the many small
wedding chapels which fill Vegas was not something any in her family or circle were anxious to fly thousands of miles to watch for the fifteen or so minutes it would take.

“That will be fine, Al. Thank you Serena.” Serena nodded with a smile.
“Please tell them from me not to hurry, take their time. We can set up other
music for entertainment while waiting for them to arrive.” Tanya smiled as she
engaged me. “We've got more than four hours of a soundtrack that's not too
bad, and I'm sure we can get a waiver from the owner to play it at our public
reception.”
“I hear he's pretty reasonable.”
An hour later and Tambien Valdez and some of his band agreed to drop
in and drown the ballroom with their uptempo Latin beat. It's nice to have
friends who will help when called. It's even better when they're married to you.
None of us left the penthouse all day and night. Room service provided an appropriate supper and appetizers for another impromptu gathering as friends and
close acquaintances dropped in and called up. We used the gathering to get the
word out, along with the many calls I and Jacob and Serena and others made
and received. Before the night concluded we had a hundred and fifty confirmed
for the reception. We would keep adding to it over the next couple days.
All of the groups arranged by AVAP at the hotel checked out the next
morning. No one from the Africa group wanted to leave for Africa, so we canceled all their flights and re-routed them flying out of Vegas the following
Monday. I booked rooms for all of them in Vegas. It was stunningly cheap, especially since we added all the group from Germany, a large number from Los
Angeles all driving out to Vegas Saturday and a very small number from Germany who were invited by Tanya personally. It wasn't at the same hotel where
the ballroom was located but it was one of the biggest in town, one of the
swankiest, and one of their several bridal suites was available along with the
nearly one hundred rooms we booked. When it's offseason for Vegas you'd be
surprised how quickly and cheaply you can find a large block of rooms. Management there was ecstatic, even though they would need to beef up their security and that wasn't cheap for them. All they asked was: may we put an announcement on the sign out front welcoming newlyweds Tanya Wulf and Oscar winner Al-Barrak and friends? “Only starting Saturday and please take it
down Sunday afternoon,” I demanded congenially.
“Yes, Mister Al-Barrak,” the manager agreed, readily and enthusiastically, “up Saturday, down Sunday. Thank you, again, sir!”
The only remaining item was finding a place for those in town for best
picture. It took some time on the internet, but I found a small, quaint little motel less than an hour from Serena's spread with enough rooms open for everyone and we got all of them there Tuesday without incident. The Africa group
would stay at Serena's home. I was going to suggest it to Serena but I never
had to. She already knew what I was considering without even asking and insisted they all stay with us.
With these arrangements—we would add bookings for Saturday night
even that day—we got everybody moved from the Los Angeles hotel while Jacob and I stayed in town for my first interviews since the big show Sunday. To
write that the tone of these interviews was markedly different than many I had
done before would be woefully inaccurate. I had four scheduled Tuesday, two

on radio, with one local and one syndicated national, and two conducted at local television studios, again one local and one with a national reporter specifically in town for the Oscars. All kidded around when I did but there existed a
profound respect bordering on reverence. No one raised any issue other than
those related to entertainment, no politics, no philosophy, no perceived allegiances I may or may not have. They all stuck to the Oscars, the two movies
which won, and best director. The national reporter asked me if I was disappointed not winning best director.
“Not particularly. I'm not certain, the way I direct, if it could ever be
considered the best directing. I'm far too casual and unconcerned about what a
director might be able to achieve with a camera or cameras and lighting, the
visual aura and tone and conveyance. This has never interested me and I would
think it would have to interest most directors, especially those who actually
went to school to learn directing and using cameras and lighting. I don't have
much interest in creating stories, either, which need lots of computer graphics
and special effects and other support aspects of movie making to complete the
story. All I'm interested in as a director is the story, telling the story appropriately and thoroughly, and in my opinion, actors tell the story most appropriately. Scenery, lighting, camera and post-production gimmicks do not.” I knew
when I said it there would be a lot of directors who would read into it my denigration of their well-known choices for making a movie. Like I wrote before,
those boys will never let me in. I'm a storyteller first and foremost. If there was
a group of storytellers handing out awards, I might be in there with them and
voting. Most directors wouldn't get my vote, for storytelling. I wouldn't let
them in. Since I don't care about aesthetics and gimmicks they wouldn't get my
vote for that either.
Late at night Heinz drove Jacob and me to Serena's spread and Lena,
Esperanza and Serena all climbed onto Serena's bed with me. Tanya slept in a
separate bedroom. I needed rest, since the next morning was more interviews,
two over the phone with national live broadcasts. I made an exception for both,
performing an interview in the early morning, because both were morning
shows and most of the cast of reporters or hosts and hostesses of these two
shows had always been respectful to me in the past. The other two major
morning shows wanted the same at some point during the week but I had Jacob
politely decline, with the proviso I may be in New York, where both are usually produced, in the next week or two and I would try to make a live personal
appearance. It seemed to calm both producers from their respective shows.
They were getting more than the competition. What they both failed to consider was what I was considering. I had been on both of these shows before,
once each. I thought it turned out to be the perfect choice to be on either personally, since some of the questions were cantankerous though I won't claim
abusive, but they weren't very welcoming. Since no one from either show
could break my easy smile while on camera, most of the public was sympathetic to me, and several of the media posed provocative questions to the various hosts and hostesses concerning my appearances on their shows.
One of the hosts was already gone. When I heard he had left—by mu-

tual agreement was how it was portrayed—it didn't surprise me, nor did it surprise most thoughtful and intelligent people. This particular host was a pitbull
masquerading as a talk-show host. You may not know this but pitbulls are not
the most intelligent from the canine world but most damaging from the angle
of a talk show is pitbulls are still dogs. Since he left I thought their show had
improved, however slight an improvement it may be, and I wanted to be on
both to show my ever-loving, smiling face when the hosts or hostesses descended into the gutter. I also considered, since both shows were usually produced in New York, I might make a “surprise” appearance or two, since I knew
the other two shows would welcome me. It certainly would piss off the competition. Hey, this is why they call it show business! It's all a show, like a game,
and I had learned quite well how to play the game by now. Friends and supporters get better treatment than all others. It's how you live your life, right?
Why would you give enemies better treatment? I treated my enemies with respect. Enough!
At times when Jacob and I were away from all others I would ask him
about his choice working for me, his role in special operations which he could
tell me without compromising the security of anyone, and how he expected
many of the rogue ones to react to his new profession. “In this country, national
security and the intelligence community devoted to it, regardless of the posts
and departments to which one may be attached, they're certainly not overly
concerned about you, Al-Barrak. As a whole, the State Department, the NSA
and the smarter ones in the Defense Department do not consider you a threat to
the nation or its security. Scattered throughout each, though, are those who insist you are a threat and their persistent warnings are, while you may not seem
a threat now, you hold positions counter to the interests of the nation, its citizens, and its security and it's only a matter of time when you put your counter
interests in motion and create huge problems. Their solution is: to silence you,
in whatever manner, secures the interests of the nation and its citizens permanently. Your silence can be accomplished in any manner easily and planning
this silence now and executing the plan will have practically no adverse consequences. They insist it can be accomplished without it ever pointing to its instigation from anyone in this country, and I know they can do it. With the resources and allegiances throughout the world, special operations can be put in
place which can make your silence seem like an act performed by other bad actors from anywhere or even as an accident. It would never come back to anyone in this country.”
I wasn't concerned about this possibility, except for the circle around
me. They were my concern. They were the reason I hired Jacob. The Master
was right about me. I have never been concerned about the possibility of my
execution. It's death. Everyone dies. No one gets out of here alive, and my
death is as guaranteed as yours. I had a duty and responsibility to try to protect
those around me, again as the Master knew. I attract them but they are not of
the Way, at least not in the fullest sense, with long and proper training, and a
desire to defeat desire, among many others. They were certainly not prepared
to go to battle with me either.

Since he didn't provide the answer, I asked Jacob again how he would
explain his new profession. “Who else to keep an eye on you than someone
whose allegiance and loyalty to this nation, its citizens and its security is beyond reproach and who has demonstrated the ability to serve the nation in the
most harrowing fashion and achieve unfailing success? As a matter of fact, AlBarrak, I have already had these discussions with some scattered all around
government, the intelligence community, national security. I will provide them
with information about your plans, sir, those which I deem neither compromises your privacy and need for confidentiality nor compromises the nation's
security and interests. Before I have those conversations and discussions, you
and I will need to meet privately and discuss it. You call show business a game
to learn. National security, and the intelligence gathering which goes with it is
a game, too. It's time you learned to play the game. It's in your best interests
now.”
“You do understand, Jacob, you are playing a dangerous game, too?”
Jacob laughed. “No one ever told me it would be harmless play.”
Wednesday we rose early and left for the editing studio to meet with
Jeremy, David and the editor. They had about a third of the movie, roughly the
first forty-five minutes, compiled through the equipment in the studio itself. I
was impressed with both the visual and audio and the edits were smooth and
they used some of the typical techniques, such as tagging the audio from the
next scene while the previous one plays until the visual edit begins the next
scene. We were also using a couple foley artists for some sound enhancements.
Foley artists, like film splicers, are dying in the business and have been for
decades. They are artists, though, or as one explained, “Maybe not so much
artists as magicians. We perform magic with sound creation.” I promised them
I wouldn't reveal any of their magic choices, but, for example, the sound of the
glass breaking in Drake's wife's hand when she slams it on the table during one
of their many arguments is foley magic. You can't have an actress breaking
real glass and it's the same principle with windows breaking, any glass. It's not
glass. It's made of the same stuff you eat in rock candy and it can be custom
made in any size or shape or color, even clear as glass. The advantage, when it
breaks, is that it will almost never cut an actor or actress, and the rock candy
glass we used worked its charms. Oh, sure, it seems like it cut her and there's
your special effects, a little pop item added to her hand, painted like her skin,
and a very tiny explosion, and now her hand is bleeding. The problem with this
method is that rock candy will never sound like glass breaking. If you had been
on the set when the rock candy glass broke you would never have considered
real glass. Thus, the foley artists were responsible for that sound in the movie.
They also enhanced the sound of the chair thrown by Jeff in the background.
When they told me how they did it I thought it was great.
We didn't have much for them nor do most movies made now. Since the
majority are now shot digitally and there is such a wealth of digital sound effects, foley artists are in less and less demand, even from those who still shoot
on film. Why is that? It's simple. Once the movie goes to post-production and
the editing room, guess what they do with the film? They transfer it to digital.

Then they start the editing work. I know what you're thinking. I had the same
thought and have expressed it with some of the directors who still shoot on
film. Why would you take a supposedly superior medium, transfer it to digital
for the entire editing process, transfer it back to film and think you still have a
superior medium? I always received stumbling, mumbling, or incomprehensible answers. When they finish I invariably remind them they are not in the
movie making business. They're in the business of defying physics laws. You
can test, for yourself as an experiment, why physics laws can't be defied. Take
any digital picture you have, shrink it to a quarter of its size, then expand that
shrunken-sized picture back to its original size. Do both look exactly the same,
with the same resolution and clarity? Of course they don't. There are some who
still think the sun revolves around Earth, or you can lead a horse to water but
you can't make it drink. Same with people. Some people are bound and determined to die of thirst. There's nothing you can do to stop it. You can shout,
“bon voyage!” It's better than nothing.
After two more interviews, including a sit-down with a reporter who
would be invited to hang with me at times over the next week to write an indepth article, we drove back home. Serena's home was my home now, though
not legally, as in I owned half. As I told Serena at the table with everyone else
in attendance and most of her staff, too, if I did own half, it would mean I also
owned half the staff. “And should we split apart, I would pick first, because I'm
the oldest and even your semi-unhinged mother and father would agree you
should respect your elders.” It was starting, the nervous chuckles. “I would
pick Luisa first, because I'm not picking half a person. Then, it would be your
turn, so who would you pick?”
Serena frowned mightily. I was putting her on the spot, considering
most of her staff were in the room listening. “I wouldn't choose any, Al-Barrak,
because I wouldn't have to choose, since they all work for me and you don't
have a say in it.” She glanced around smugly.
I glanced around facetiously at her staff. “That's not a very good answer
if you have any consideration for your staff. Now you have each wondering exactly where they fit. Does Senora really care about me? They'll all have sleepless nights, except for Luisa, who now knows I'd hire her from you in a heartbeat! She'll never be without a job!” There was universal laughter.
“Is this your night to tease me to no end, my beloved? Do I need to slap
you?”
“No. It's unnecessary. I have reached my conclusion, because I wish to
snuggle up to your soft and sensuous form some time this evening, or the soft
and sensuous form which Lena conveniently carries with her, or the soft and
sensuous form which Esperanza conveniently carries with her, and while I
have proclaimed all things to be possible, I have discovered I cannot snuggle
up to three soft and sensuous forms simultaneously, thus rendering my proclamation erroneous. However, I have further discovered I can snuggle with one,
then shift to snuggle with another, then shift and snuggle with the third, all during one combined period of rest, which sort of makes up for my inability to
snuggle with all three simultaneously.”

“And what about my soft and sensuous form, Al-Barrak,” Tanya inquired, “the one I conveniently carry as the woman you will marry in days
now?”
Somehow, everyone's attention was riveted, especially three certain females. “Well, it's been years since I snuggled up to the soft and sensuous form
of a very specific German diplomat, so many years I almost cannot remember
what it felt like!” I stared at Tanya facetiously. “Was it really soft? Was it really sensuous?” I watched Tanya's lips tighten, doing her best to hold back on
lighting it up with me. “I do remember this. When you snuggle your soft and
sensuous form around me, there's still some of your form left I can't feel!”
There was universal laughter and Tanya tried, unsuccessfully, to suppress a
smile. “This allows me, throughout the period of our combined rest, to shift so
I can feel the form I couldn't feel before. When you wrap around me, Tanya,
there's still some of your soft and sensuous form outside my feeling, though I
only need make a modest adjustment and I can feel the form missing.” More
laughter. “Yes, I am addicted to soft and sensuous forms, four to be specific.
What I appreciate the most from each of you is you still wish to share it with
me. None of you ever have to. You know I will never demand it. I always appreciate it when you share it with me. I am grateful.”
Thursday we drove into town with all the group from Africa to conduct
coordinated interviews focusing on the winner for best documentary. None of
the interviews were very memorable to me, except for the one planned as the
hour of a weekly network news magazine. They all have at least one and it
seemed like I or any of the other nominees were going to appear on every one,
though it's not how it turned out. Some never contacted us. The reporter from
the news magazine was quite congenial and respectful to everyone. She had
done quite a bit, with staff from the show, for research and knew a lot about the
successes, failures and roles everyone played. She was one of the few who engaged Claudia at length about Claudia's role behind the scenes, which obviously flattered Claudia during her appearance on screen. Claudia never did any
of her persuasions for recognition, understand, but she appreciated the reporter's obvious interest and reasoning for how a lot of our successes took
place.
When it was my turn before the camera, she wanted to know how some
of our innovations came about while I was in exile, as I put it. She rattled some
of them off: the digging and placing of five hundred gallon plastic barrels between two greenhouses to capture water, our process for emptying the septic
tank, diluting with some very minor treatment the human waste inside it once
we pulled it out, and then laying it over cropland prior to creating the furrows
for the crops to be planted, and the idea of the little plastic balls completely
covering Lac de la Paix, our rain water reserve. I responded, “We held many,
many planning meetings, both before I arrived to get started on the experiment,
in person and over the phone, and those planning meetings continued on nearly
a daily basis, with any or all involved. The plastic barrels we dug and shared
between two greenhouses was a suggestion originally posed by Chuck, our exemplary carpenter from the movie crew, but Alfred and those who normally

worked on the crops and greenhouses organized all of it, researching the types
of barrels, ordering them with subsidies which Alfred alone arranged, staking
them out, supervising the digging. Alfred and his crew did all of it with help
from others when possible.
“The idea for emptying the septic tank came from me. I originally
posed it as one of our ongoing processes to achieve not only zero waste but to
use the waste which would accumulate and have it benefit the garden as a
whole. The actual steps were devised by Bernard, Kitana, Alfred, and several
others. In the documentary, you can see it was not a pleasant experience for
anyone at the garden. The stench was, at times, overwhelming, but it worked
and it did provide a benefit. The crops grown using this method were never fertilized with anything but human waste. This was a huge part of the experiment,
to determine the results, which were excellent. The little plastic balls I also
originally posed but it wasn't my idea. I heard once on a radio broadcast the
county of Los Angeles had been using it with positive results to counteract natural water evaporation. Jardin de la Paix can confirm it works. It does counteract natural water evaporation. Without those little plastic balls we would have
had an empty rainwater reserve before the rains started again. Those, however,
are only a few of the many innovations we developed and/or tested to success
or failure, but each one was introduced by almost anyone I could name, even
some from the village itself. I meant our garden to always be an open and welcoming place for those who would help and those who had ideas. We have
been quite willing to try almost anything which made some sense. For example, what we tried, which ultimately succeeded quite well in discouraging beetle infestation was a suggestion from one of the villagers. Oh, yeah, it took
enormous man-hours to accomplish, but it saved countless crops. I suppose I
don't have to remind any of your viewers this villager is not considered in the
developed world a member of the gigantic intellect establishment, do I? Yet, he
did more to make our garden a success than most of the environmental professors scattered all over the world combined!”
I'm sure you can sense I was planting a seed, a very specific seed,
through all of these interviews. At one point during this interview, which was
cut so it was never broadcast, I mocked the entire scientific community. “The
biggest reason Kitana, Alfred, Bernard, Esperanza and I started this whole idea
together at the beginning was our greatest expectation that if we waited for the
entire scientific community to do what it's supposed to do, to come up with the
ideas to improve the lives of those with the least or those who suffer the most
among us, we'd have to wait until this community had finally conducted every
possible study to determine the most effective pill to alleviate erectile dysfunction, which we all agreed was still decades on the horizon.” I thought it was
one of my best comments but they chose to leave it on the cutting room floor.
So be it. They're still studying the most effective pill to alleviate erectile dysfunction, and it's been more than a decade since I made the comment. I think it
proves we were right in not waiting for the entire scientific community. Those
scientists are busy with other things which mean more to them, apparently.
Maybe there's more ED prevalent among scientists than the public at large.

Who knows, other than scientists, since I imagine they don't talk loud and long
about it? When was the last time you heard a scientist admit he had ED?
Friday morning we arranged the convoy to get all of us to Vegas, eight
limos for the German and African groups, Serena's sport wagon, a big Mercedes, for the principals of the wedding party, those being the wives, the bride,
the groom, Sofia, Carla, Jacob and Lance, with Heinz driving, and believe it or
not, we all fit in it, and the boys and spouses driving in various vehicles. Others were also coming out and some of them wanted to tag up with us on the
drive, something like thirty vehicles all driving the mad highway from L.A. to
Vegas at a respectable pace which would surely cause a backup of the rest of
the mad traffic trying to pass us. Sofia introduced the idea of writing “Just
Married” on the back of the sport wagon with balloons tied to the back. It was
a black vehicle and we discovered soap would leave the marks on the vehicle
but could be rubbed off easily. I suggested “Soon to be Married” and others
could sneak out during the actual wedding ceremony and change it to “Just
Married.” Sofia insisted on doing the writing so if you saw a vehicle headed to
Vegas on a Saturday with writing on it like some little kid's handwriting, you
are exactly correct. It was written by a legitimate prepubescent with an overabundance of energy and enthusiasm.
Next up was finding a chapel with a real, and legal, presider. I found
one which interested me through an internet search, showed it to Tanya, who
suggested I call them. “The Al-Barrak?” the minister asked incredulously. “The
miller who grinds the coarseness of thoughts into a fineness which aids in understanding?”
“There is another?”
“I hardly think so. You are getting married again?”
“I have to fill the empty spaces in my schedule with something.”
“Come to our little chapel of love and marriage and I will conduct a
very respectful and considerate ceremony and all are welcome. We can accommodate a very large wedding group and, on occasion, I provide a little humor
when appropriate, though I doubt it would compete with your humor.”
“You're not going to dress up like Elvis, are you?”
“Heavens, no! That is the domain of those lesser franchises!”
“What kind of humor can we expect? You do understand this is not a
laughing matter to me or my bride to be, at least most of the time?”
“At the end, I always conclude with, 'You may now kiss the bride,
though refrain from going further until you reach the bridal suite.'”
Okay, it was somewhat humorous. “That's not bad. I think we can
struggle through it.”
“I had to say something like it. Over the years some of those now married couples would go beyond a kiss. Please, not in the chapel!”
I had the phone on speaker so Tanya could hear. “What do you think,
Tanya?”
“Can we reserve your chapel for a specific time, Minister Bob? Don't
you think ten-thirty would be good, then we would drive to the ballroom and
be there around eleven?”

“Ten-thirty is open, Al-Barrak. Come a little earlier, say fifteen or
twenty minutes, to fill out the papers. I'll have them ready with your names
printed on them.”
Last up, a drive into town to another news magazine reporter, this one
focusing on best picture. All the German contingent rode into town in vehicles
provided by the network. For this interview I had less of a role, by agreement,
and while I enjoyed the many comments and remarks, some quite funny from
all involved, including the six “producers” who were removed by the Academy, what I did observe and note was the listless behavior from Rebekka.
Since the incident in her hotel room, the two of us had kept a very respectful
distance between us, reserved, dignified, professional and staid, especially the
last description. I remembered how energetic and enthusiastic Rebekka behaved throughout most of the rehearsals, the time we all spent shooting the
recorded parts of the presentation, and the actual stage performance. She was
still upbeat when we tore down the stage, when we drove back to university,
when we celebrated day and night. Slowly, over the many months since and
particularly from the night in her hotel room, the light I appreciated so much
from her shining was extinguishing, growing fainter. I had known from nearly
the beginning, having heard it from her own students in confidence, that, while
Rebekka had always displayed her energy and enthusiasm when they had rehearsed or practiced drama techniques in classes, it had always been a method
of hers to reach her students, to encourage them, a teaching technique. In my
presence, they all insisted, Rebekka's energy and enthusiasm were genuine,
more an aspect of being alive, full of life, while I was in that life. Jan had
known Rebekka for a long time and in a manner more like equals than student
and teacher. “I know how her energy and enthusiasm proceeds when she's
more in her teaching environment, Al-Barrak. She uses a lot of the same
phrases with the same inflection, the same emphasis. When you're present, she
sometimes can't think of the words, or she stumbles on it briefly, then laughs,
all with her natural energy and enthusiasm, but she never does it when it's any
or all of the rest of us. She only does it when you're around, not any other
time.” Since I heard essentially the same story from almost every one else in
the company, I knew it was true. It endeared me to Rebekka, that in her heart I
could influence this kind of behavior from her, but I knew what she wanted, especially the day I brought her the disk. I knew she was in love with me, but as
we stood in the theater side by side, I could tell from the expressions on her
face and her body language, she wanted me for herself and would never share.
I thought she would get over it. The way she was languishing since the Oscar
show, though, was telling me a different story. Lena told me the night of the incident, “she's due for a fall.” That's what I thought. Rebekka was falling.
I knew I had to do something, though I wasn't sure what I could do to
repair the situation, to mend the heart of one to whom I also felt an aching
closeness. In all my sixty some years I had never been here either, not at a
point where a woman wanted me—and I wanted her—but only under her
terms, her demands, which excluded all others. The ex changed her terms, her
demands, to where she didn't want me, and I can say honestly she had lost any

fondness for me completely. Desiree wanted me under those same terms but I
didn't want to be her husband, not then, so I ended it, ended our relationship at
the time and probably foolishly when I think back on it. Rebekka's demands
were the same but accepting Rebekka's demands would exclude all my
beloveds, to unbind the inextricable bonds I had vowed to never unbind. If I
was going to try to repair this it would be like walking on an ice-covered lake
of unknown thickness. One misstep and it's the plunge into the icy depths.
Proceeding through the interview, after a brief discussion with the producer, they intended to setup questions with the band and others for the next
hour or so and it didn't include Rebekka and me. I asked the producer if I could
borrow a room in the station in order to have a private discussion with Rebekka. He asked if I was leaving and I responded I would stay until the interview was complete with everyone but the two of us need to discuss something
privately. He advised to step out of the studio into the hall and ask anyone for
an available room. I thanked him and walked to Rebekka sitting in a chair on
the set, reached my right arm out to her, and she grasped my hand and rose. Together we stepped out of the studio and stopped one of the local on-air personalities who took us down the hall to an empty room, which we entered and
closed the door behind us.
We sat beside each other for over thirty minutes, our hands frequently
in touch with some part of the other's body, often merely holding hands with
the other and feeling regular squeezes. At times it was quiet while I scanned
Rebekka's face and she scanned mine. It was difficult, painfully honest, words
failed us both and I could not sense any real progress. Rebekka cried twice,
both times displaying a gradual accumulation of tears at the bottom of either
eye, which would overflow her lids and run down a course to her lips on either
side and drift over her lips to her chin and she never lifted a hand to dry her
face. She let nature take its course but she had no intention of allowing nature
to take its course concerning us. Rebekka worshiped me. It came right out of
her mouth, the word, “worship.” “You worship one who is undeserving,” I responded. It had absolutely no effect. I was, in her opinion, perhaps the greatest
performer who ever lived, for I can do it all. I possess the unchallenged and
fearless ability to create art which holds an influence unsurpassed by any other,
and when I speak in my manic manner I engage the countless, I hold their attention in such a tight grip nothing and no one can interrupt it. This century
will produce no one who can match my profound persuasion, and my thoughts,
words and actions will persist throughout unimaginable ages. What I deserve,
she concluded, was the one who will never desert my side and whose devotion
will be beyond question, and Rebekka's contention was she was the only one in
the entire world who fit the description, the need. If I didn't know before, I
knew now how deep it went, and I almost pitied her. She had a desire, a lust,
which would never let go of her and no matter what I tried to say, the longer
we sat in the room I became resigned that I would be unable to destroy her desire, her lust. Out came the worst. “If I can't have you, if I can't be your only
trusted, faithful and devoted companion for the rest of your life, Al-Barrak, I
want no one, and I will punish you for rejecting me, for rejecting the only one

who would never desert you, who would never question you.” The ice was thin
where we walked and both of us would soon crack through a flimsy barrier
keeping us from the most chilly reception. It was a poor decision to have this
conversation as I failed to reach someone to guide them to a better perspective,
one of my few failures. I would remember it forever. I would be unable to forget any of my interactions with Rebekka, because she would succeed in punishing me. Any thought of Rebekka haunted me for years.
It was time to ready for another betrothal. We confirmed the arrangements. Minister Bob was ready. He and his wife were eagerly looking forward
to it. There were more who suddenly expressed their desire to attend the reception, even receiving calls for inclusion a mere hour or two the following afternoon before we left. All were accommodated.
Since Serena lived out in the boonies of Los Angeles, it wasn't practical
for so many to drive to her spread to join our convoy, so we advised everyone
who couldn't make it to meet up with us at the exit to Baker, California. This
exit had a long entrance ramp to I-15, the exit came to a stop and you could
cross the street and enter onto the interstate again, so that's what we told everyone we would do. Drive to the entrance ramp going north and our convoy
would exit at Baker to pick everyone up. I recommended they hang a blue balloon out the driver's side window and we would honk and slow down for them.
“You won't miss us. We'll be the big, black Mercedes sport wagon with multiple balloons and a message on the back which reads 'Soon to be Married.' If the
cops ask what you're waiting for on the side of the entryway, tell them the
truth. You're waiting for a wedding convoy from L.A. They'll leave you alone.”
Twenty vehicles drove out to Serena's spread to hook up with us and we
all left late afternoon. We pretty much stuck together and when we left the interstate at the Baker exit the entrance ramp looked like a parking lot. I thought
we'd have about thirty in our convoy. There were more than fifty when we
merged back on I-15. Heinz was thrilled. He had never led a convoy of fifty
vehicles anywhere but he was driving the lead vehicle, although at times the
more adventurous and perhaps daring in our group would pull out to the passing lane and pull up to honk and make faces. Every time I would turn to Jacob.
“They're all nutballs. You said I attract the right people and they attract the
right people. I say I attract the nutballs. Got an argument, security guy?” No argument.
Once, Tom and his lovely actress wife caught up with us, their driver at
the wheel, so they put down their windows and motioned for Heinz to do the
same. Tom yelled to me sitting in the passenger seat, “You didn't need balloons
and writing, Al-Barrak! We knew it was you from the yellow turban and blue
robe which was so conspicuous!”
“You couldn't wait until we reached the wedding chapel to tell me this,
Tom? Why don't you pay some attention to your driving?”
“I'm not driving!” Tom shouted back. “You're not driving either!” He
laughed maniacally.
“There is something in the air in Los Angeles and it's not haze,” I an-

nounced to my fellow passengers.
My bride to be took it all well in hand. She started mugging for those
who pulled up. I told Tanya she was only encouraging their crazy behavior.
“You're one to talk,” was her reply.
At this rate, and we hadn't even reached Nevada, I was beginning to see
this wedding would probably fall short of a truly solemn occasion, and solemnity emanating from me would easily provoke unmitigated hilarity. I did have
to consciously ignore the truest reason why we were all racing to Vegas. I
would have to ignore it if I was going to embrace the insanity swirling around
us. So everyone realized I was in the mood, I mentioned, “Crap! I forgot my
passport!”
Dread suddenly descended on all in the lead vehicle and Heinz actually
began considering where to turn around. I let the comments and remarks and
horror proclamations be stated, and casually reached into the side pocket of my
robe and removed my passport. “Oh, here it is. It was in my pocket all along.”
I let everyone yell at me and added, “Gotcha!”
We weren't stopping for anything, not even gas. Fortunately, we didn't
need to stop for gas. The trip to Vegas was well within everyone's tank limit
and we rolled into town before nine. We decided to descend upon the wedding
chapel of love and marriage early and surprise Minister Bob. Why not? He's a
man of the cloth. He can take it. We had to look long and hard for places to
park reasonably close, though, and some parked more than two blocks away.
We all gathered near the building on the sidewalk, a group of seasoned
travelers nearly two hundred strong. We were loud and you couldn't miss us. I
got everyone's attention. “Okay, if anyone asks, we're all from Davenport,
Iowa, in town for the celebrity look-alike contest!” I received appropriate
laughs. “I personally expect to win the Jasper T. Roseberry entry, new this
year!” I received more laughs, especially from Serena and the boys. “Let me
go in and see if I can befuddle Minister Bob.” I turned to Jacob. “Jacob?” We
both walked to the door, which was unlocked as I expected, and quietly
stepped inside. We were greeted by a very small lobby and two doors leading
to the chapel itself, the one on the right open and we could hear a man performing a wedding ceremony. We peeked through the door and there was Minister Bob on his riser. He saw us but made no break in his routine. Instead, he
moved his head after engaging with a woman standing on the left side. She
turned to us and walked through the chapel, which, through my powers of observation would allow about two hundred standing only. More than enough!
The woman reached us at the door and softly introduced herself as
Pearl, Minister Bob's devoted wife. “You must be Al-Barrak.” I nodded.
“You're early,” she proclaimed.
“We couldn't wait any longer, though the bride to be is outside waiting.
She's shy.”
“A German diplomat who's shy?” Pearl asked, not buying it.
“Yep, there aren't many like her. I should be so lucky.”
“We won't have room for you for almost an hour.”
“This is Vegas. We can invent things to do. We'll be back at the ap-

pointed hour.” I waved to Minister Bob, who suppressed a smile but waved
back and carried on. The bride and groom both looked back to Jacob and me,
and I could see expressions of recognition, so I waved to them, too. I turned
and we left the lobby.
Back at the group, which was creating a growing logjam of vehicles on
the street slowing to gawk at all of us, I advised we had an hour to kill. Who's
got suggestions? Somebody suggested we should stroll along the sidewalk in
our huge, unending length like a snake, and peek in various doors and establishments when we fancy to create overwhelming curiosity. “Sounds perfect to
me!” I announced. “Does everyone have the strength?”
John yelled the answer. “We've all been riding for hours, Al. It would
be good to walk around for an hour.”
Tanya held out her purse and dug inside it to retrieve a pair of slippers.
She dropped them on the sidewalk. “I'm getting out of these.” She glanced at
her high heels, which she immediately kicked off her feet and stepped into the
slippers. Her heels disappeared in the mountain valley on her arm.
I stepped up to her and offered my right arm. “Shall we, my beloved?”
Tanya slid her left arm inside and around mine and we started walking casually, unhurriedly along the sidewalk with the whole group slowly following behind. Soon, Will peeked in one of the restaurants to smell it. Instantly, some
patrons shouted it was Will. “Sorry to disappoint y'all,” Will corrected, with his
obvious New England accent, “name's Chester Dingle, from Davenport, Iowa,
in town for the celebrity look-alike contest this weekend.”
The hostess looked at him suspiciously. “I hadn't heard about a
celebrity look-alike contest this weekend.”
“At the Riviera,” Will instantly advised. “Fact, we're all from Davenport, Iowa, in for the contest.” He engaged one of the patrons staring at him intently. With a big smile Will asked, “How's the food, by the way?”
“Excellent,” came the reply. “You could do a lot worse. Come in and
set a spell.”
“Just passin' through. Y'all enjoy your stay in Vegas now.”
“Good luck on the contest,” the hostess offered as Will closed the door.
It was like this for an hour, the entire hour. Someone, sometimes several, would draw up their bold entertainment skills and chit-chat with anyone.
They all made up their own names but we were all from Davenport, Iowa, in
town for the big, really big celebrity look-alike contest at the Riviera the following night. Jasper T. Roseberry would have been proud. Kendall did it several times and walked up to the front, where the wonder of a man wearing an
electric blue robe and golden yellow turban walked slowly arm in arm with the
most attractive blond one could imagine, towering over him, and he blurted,
“This is what you always wanted to do with Jasper, isn't it?”
“This is even better, Darrel,” I replied, using Kendall's newly adopted
name from Davenport. “With the improv skills you all surely possess, all anyone had to do was suggest it, and you would all run with it.” Though he shook
his head, Kendall slapped my back. I was talking softly so few could hear, especially those outside the group. “Many won't truly believe you, Kendall.

They'll still think you're Kendall the actor, but with everyone else supporting
you as Darrel from Davenport, it creates a little shred of doubt. And nobody
goes ga-ga and stays that way. They get over it.”
He knew I was right. Everyone in the group knew I was right. No one
stayed in a permanent state of ga-ga. Even Serena turned out to be Consuela
Alvarez, whose ability to speak English was stated emphatically as “Poco!”
Several times, as the lead of our long, snake-like group, I was approached as
though I was Al-Barrak. “Jasper T. Roseberry,” I responded, putting out my
hand for a handshake, “from Davenport, Iowa, in town for the celebrity lookalike contest at the Riviera tomorrow night. We're all from Davenport, Iowa.”
Because we never ran into anyone from Davenport, Iowa, it was a magical bit
of luck and proper setting for the entire evening. No one grew tired along the
way. Everyone was in performance mode, even Sofia, who became Maria Rodriguez, and rolled her r's with such exaggeration she made her mother crack
up. The best part of the whole meandering walk around the neighborhood of
Minister Bob's chapel is we all heard later about the mysterious group of two
hundred or so people from Davenport, Iowa in Vegas for a celebrity look-alike
contest at the Riviera that even the Riviera didn't know would take place.
Eventually it came apart, weeks later, though not from anyone in the group, but
I received a call from one of the top people at the Riviera who advised me to
please never do it again. I told him it was Will's idea. He advised we could
make it up to them by arranging a special appearance at their hotel and casino
some time. “If you keep this to yourself and always treat it in a humorous manner, I'll strongly consider it,” was how I left him.
Not everyone joined us. There were so many I didn't realize until the
wedding had been performed and we were at the reception one was missing.
Rebekka never emerged from the limo she rode in with some from the German
group. I learned later she told the driver to take her to the hotel where she had
her reservation. The driver never argued. They never do. He drove her
promptly to the hotel we all shared, she got out and he helped her with her luggage and she checked in to the room she shared with the only other single female, one of the two from the horn section. Rebekka didn't come out of the
room until late the next morning.
The wedding party began cramming into the little chapel of love and
marriage at ten, led by the groom in his spectacular Arab clothes, expertly measured, cut and sewn by Janet from Mali, and the bride, who had returned her
slippers to the mountain valley purse and her heels on and under her feet. We
filled out the papers with Minister Bob's diligent but amused guidance, produced all necessary legal documents to prove our identification, stood before
Minister Bob on his riser, at times leaning dangerously towards him as the
pack behind us would shift in our direction, listened to the vows Minister Bob
chanted since we wrote none ourselves, said “I do” when appropriate, and were
pronounced “married.” Just as he promised, Minister Bob concluded, “You
may now kiss the bride, though please refrain from going further until you
reach the bridal suite.” His winning smile touched off nearly two hundred
chuckles and one loud, “that's the best part,” which I assigned to Ken, since I

glanced in his direction as Penelope slapped him. I kissed Tanya with considerable dignity, leaned back smiling in her smiling face, and remarked, “Let's do
this again some time.” Tanya laughed briefly, leaned toward me and kissed me
again.
Some actually had the foresight to bring rice, which began to fly over
the heads of all as the newly married couple squeezed out of the chapel, but
only when those in the back and from that point forward moved back and out
of the building. It took longer to get out of the chapel than it did getting mar ried. Esperanza snapped up all the documents but Minister Bob and Pearl
asked for a photo so the principals and the married couple posed for several
photos with the good minister and his wife and we finally made it to the ballroom for the reception.
Jeremy and David scoped out the ballroom, with its own sound system
and sound deck, and Tanya and I walked in with the obvious “Here Comes the
Bride,” blasting in the background. I told Jeremy he was late. “We did it, well,
minutes ago. She's not a bride any more. She's a wife, with responsibilities...and infinite demands. They go together.” Tanya whacked my right
arm. She had been receiving instruction from Serena.
Over the next two hours more guests arrived from various other places
and the ballroom began to look as packed as the wedding chapel. The bakers
delivered the wedding cake prior to midnight, as arranged, and were invited to
stay and enjoy the festivities, which they did, wrangling many pictures with the
celebrants. The greatest actress alive arrived early with her husband, as she
promised. When she reached the bride and groom, the first remark she made,
loud so many could hear, was, “There is no doubt in my mind, Al-Barrak! You
are the craziest person alive!”
I put my arms out and she stepped into them and we hugged warmly. “I
grapple with incorrigibility, too. Don't forget that!” When we released I engaged her husband. “I'm so happy you could make it. Now I get a hug from the
husband!” I put out my arms to him and he took the remaining steps to me and
we hugged, tentative on his side.
“I didn't know what to think at the Oscar show.”
“It's why I winked at you. Now that you are firmly ensconced in the
home of true insanity, it's not so bad, is it?”
Both laughed uproariously and the greatest actress remarked, “It's like
this on a daily basis with you, isn't it?”
“Not only every day, it's every hour, every minute, every moment!”
Tanya yelled at me, “Get over here and take a picture with us!”
In a conspiratorial tone I added, “Until one of the better halves issues a
demand. Better halves? There are four better halves. This adds up to two and a
half. That is the equation which cannot be solved!” I left both with severe neck
cramps from shaking their heads.
With the soundtrack now blaring, some were out in the open area shaking it and occasionally I got out there with one, two, three or all four of the better halves and shook it, what little I can. There were interruptions from some
managing to grab a mike and make a crazy toast to the newlyweds or anyone.

It's the price you pay for inviting entertainment friends, but I already advised
the solemn portion of this uniting had disappeared long before we crossed the
state line, and it wasn't returning. By one that morning Tanya was half out of
her mind. “This is not what I imagined my marriage would be like,” she confided.
“When we get to Germany, then you'll have the marriage you always
imagined, my beloved, though a little late.” I paused and looked to Tanya with
mock concern. “Your father doesn't have a shotgun, does he?”
“He does,” Tanya replied innocently, “in fact, several.” Being from
Germany, and so immersed in German culture, not American pseudo-culture,
she didn't get it.
John was a few feet away. “John,” I yelled for his attention since it was
quite loud, “Tanya's father has a shotgun! When we get to Germany, we'll have
a real shotgun wedding!”
“Oh, I'll be standing right beside you as your best man, buddy boy!”
John responded. “I wouldn't miss it for the world!”
Tanya heard both our remarks and when I turned to her, she wore a severe frown. “Are you pushing me to intimidate you?”
I smiled widely. “When all of this has wound down and we're behind
closed doors, my beloved, you run the show. Intimidate me if you wish. This is
your night. Deal?”
“Count on it, little boy.”
The toasts, the cake cutting, the bride and groom dancing, all had to
wait for the musical entertainment to arrive. Tambien Valdez and his entire ensemble arrived after one in the morning and they all meandered around the
ballroom while their crew set up the stage for them. What a character! Tambien
possessed about zero English ability, far less than Serena, but what little he did
possess was right inside the demeanor for the whole event. “You crazy man!”
Tambien exclaimed as his way of introducing himself to me. “Four wives!?”
He rolled his eyes and stammered around like he was in a diseased fit. “I married three times!” He pounded his chest three times really hard. “One, then
next, then last! I barely stand one, but four!? You crazy man!!” Everyone let
him say it, even the wives, and laughed at his theatrics, all completely understandable. Tambien's last wife had just reached an equitable settlement on her
part and it's why he was out on the circuit. She had drained him and Serena
knew all about it. Serena and Tambien's third wife were old friends, though
Serena still held a high regard for his music and Tambien never let his romantic
disasters affect his personal or professional relationships. As he stammered to
tell me later, “Not Serena's fault I marry crazy woman. No one's fault but
mine!”
It was somewhere around this time when the group with whom Rebekka rode reached me and had my attention. “Where's Rebekka?” I asked Jan.
“I don't remember seeing her.”
“She's already at the hotel, Al-Barrak. She never got out at the chapel.
She asked the driver to take her to the hotel and he helped her with her luggage
and watched her check in.”

It was the only somber moment the whole night. Jan wore an expression of extreme disappointment. This development obviously pained him. I
wrapped my arms around Jan and squeezed him tightly. “This is a night for celebration, Jan, and even in times of celebration, things can happen out of our
control. You have to get past it, rise above it. Don't let it pull everything else
down with it. I congratulate you for your Oscar, my friend, because you deserved it. Without you and your talents, Jan, the whole presentation, the movie,
would have been very lacking and left zero impression. Celebrate tonight with
me and let Rebekka deal with what she needs to deal with.”
Jan did his best. He smiled a lot throughout the evening and early
morning but I knew Rebekka would be at the back of his mind. I would only
learn later his true feelings, for he had always held an admiration and longing
for Rebekka, an admiration and longing he kept to himself since it was never
returned by Rebekka, something he honestly considered never would be. Still,
when you have those feelings for someone, they almost never dissipate. There's
your unfulfilled desire, the pain which never goes away. It only diminishes
over time immemorial.
I couldn't remember when our booking at the ballroom concluded, but
we knew they needed it at six in the morning so they could begin preparation
for the next reservation. Most were still going strong as six approached, there
was hardly any food left but plenty of drinks, and the next crew was already arriving. They all took it in stride and we welcomed them to mingle before they
started their work and they all did. Before six I grabbed a mike and announced
we would have to vacate the ballroom and check in at our various hotels. “I've
enjoyed the entire evening and morning with all of you. Let's respect the people who work here and let them get on with their jobs so the next group can enjoy themselves.”
Tambien and most of his ensemble were still partying strong, though
his crew had long ago removed all their equipment. With Serena next to me, he
asked through her if I always threw parties like this. I told him I probably get
married more than most, but every one of them gets better because everyone
pitches in, all my beloveds.
“You crazy man!” Tambien exclaimed once again, since he said it to me
something close to a hundred times. “Come see me any time!”
The big hotel holding our group reservations was instructed most would
be checking in very late for their Saturday reservation over two days, more like
early Sunday morning. This was Vegas. It was routine. When something like
three hundred people arrived to literally swamp the lobby and the entrance to
the hotel after sunrise, the clerks at the desk rang for every employee anywhere
in the hotel to help check. Within ten minutes we had ten separate desk clerks
each checking in guests. The bell boys and girls hustled in a very impressive
manner and each was well rewarded for one's efforts.
Tanya was wiped and before I checked us in for our bridal suite she was
already asleep on a sofa in the lobby, her head lying on the back. When it was
our turn, since we were last, two of the bell boys rolled the luggage cart to the
sofa where Tanya was sleeping, I gently awakened her, and we had the luggage

arranged in a way where she could sit on the luggage with her head propped
against a pillow which was propped against one of the bags, and all three of us
rolled her to the elevator, out the elevator and to the bridal suite, while she gingerly kept the hem of her wedding gown closed. One of the boys opened the
door, I helped Tanya to stand, and she delicately bent her body so I could hold
her upright with my left arm against her back and I lifted her at her knees and
carried her into the room to the bed. Before we reached the bed, since I was
straining mightily, I said, “Please don't tell me how much you weigh. I am
staggering but I'm sure I can get there.” I didn't drop Tanya but my left arm,
the weaker one, was tortured and Tanya was laughing as her head was merely
inches from the floor. I did lay her, somewhat, on the bed, tipped the boys
handsomely, once they emptied the luggage cart, and collapsed on the bed next
to my bride. That was the highlight of Tanya's wedding. She never forgot it and
made every effort to tell everyone, through the rest of our stay in Vegas and
forever after: I carried her across the threshold all the way to the bed, which
was fifty feet or more, and didn't drop her. When everyone looks at me in awe,
I calmly reply, “I will never recover from this hernia. Even surgery will fail.”
The bruises on my right shoulder grew exponentially the weekend in
Vegas. Serena trains them well, often employing a language other than English
so I can't expect what's coming and brace for it. “Never think of me as your
third wife, Al-Barrak.” I have heard it often from Serena over the years.
Serena has always heard my response every time and it never fails to
provoke the radiant smile I have always adored. “I never think of you as my
wife, third or any other. You are my equal, my beloved, and you always make
it a struggle to keep up. When I fail, you let me know, and I make amends.” I
don't tease all the time and for good reason. When I don't tease the results are
worthwhile.
It was Tanya's desire to avoid large gatherings during the rest of our
stay. We never left the suite, relying on room service for meals and refreshments, but many of the entire group dropped in to see us, congratulate us, wish
us well. My three wives, Jacob, Lance, Heinz, Sofia and Carla practically all
camped out in the room with us, but Tanya was both acclimated to it by now
and appreciative, and her appreciation was often lavished on me. Many times
she sat on my lap with her arms firmly wrapped across my chest and back and
I received many gentle, soft caresses, and returned many. I would scan the
room, observing each of my beloveds, engaging gazes, and considering how
fortunate I was to have so many dedicated to me and my concept of family. I
would bring my thoughts back to the newest full-fledged member, knowing
this shattered her previous idea of commitment and marriage, both of which
she banished from regarding as a desire until only months ago, until Tanya
Wulf took a fateful drive to a tiny hamlet on the shore of the Rhine river. When
she drove back to Munich the next day, we were both trying to find the place
where each fit in the life of the other. Despite being pushed to it by unfortunate
circumstances, it took nothing away from this uniting. From this day I have always reckoned it inevitable.
Jacob and I began planning my media blitz in earnest when we arrived

back in L.A. The next month would be practically nothing but meeting with
media. The print reporter was allowed to visit over several days at Serena's
spread with the condition I had right of refusal when I read the rough draft. It
was to protect all others. He couldn't stay overnight. This was beyond Serena's
limit, beyond all our limits, though he never asked. I simply advised him and
he responded, “Of course. I never expected to.” He would stay with us late until I would announce it was time for me to retire. He would leave, drive away,
and return by seven the next morning. He followed this routine for three
straight days. It turned out to be worthwhile. The piece he wrote—published in
a national weekly magazine and enhanced in their online version which included more explanatory text and more photos—provided the rest of the world
the most extensive insight into my personal life since my “conversion” to AlBarrak published or revealed before. The various interactions which we allowed and were included revealed a dynamic, perhaps a family dynamic, most
had never conceived. It was the first time anyone outside my immediate assembly of friends and acquaintances heard I often called Sofia “little squirt,” and
she often called me “Papi.” They even printed how we spelled “Papi.” There
were portions concerning each of the wives, since each cooperated and answered his questions when posed, and he recorded his observation that Magdalena served as the most dominant counselor of all the wives, though never in
a dominating or brusque manner, always in an empathetic and confident style.
To be fair to all I showed this part to Serena, Esperanza and Tanya, before she
left for Germany, and each agreed with its truth and tone. None had any objection.
There were many media arrangements. I had been counseled by publicists, managers and agents over the previous months, even years in some cases,
whose clients were friends and acquaintances of mine in the entertainment
business, and they, nearly unanimously, had advised to do a blitz like this for a
month or two, and withdraw from public scrutiny for a while. Most framed it
using the same words. “A media blitz is when you saturate the media, but you
must avoid oversaturation. Once the public grows tired of hearing about anyone too much, it takes an enormous amount of work and effort to overcome the
apathy.” I had known this trait of the public, the trait of any group of human
beings who have grown tired of hearing any more antics from one who can't
step away from the attention. I perpetually ignore anything said, written or
shown which includes Paris Hilton. She can convert to a Hindu ascetic and live
for the rest of her life in an unreachable cave for all I care.
Each one served a purpose but the only one I'll further include was my
appearance, via remote camera as I sat in a television studio far away, on a talk
show whose hostess is a reasonably well-known comedienne who also happens
to be a lesbian. I include the latter description because she's proud of it and has
made no effort in years to hide it or keep it unknown as a breach of confidentiality. I didn't want to make a personal appearance because I had no desire to
take such a large amount of time for a show I had no real interest in watching. I
had watched it a few times and found it to be mostly attempts at “zaniness” and
childish lunacy.

She also has an occasionally annoying habit of becoming self-righteous
about events taking place around the world for which she has limited enlightenment capacity. She railed a while back about an event at an eastern university where a young freshman, all of eighteen, committed suicide. There was a
camera involved, recording involved, homosexuality involved, which was her
opening to comment—she's an expert you understand—and a roommate who
happened to be of Indian descent, the one next to Pakistan. Her outrage was directed at the roommate, also all of eighteen, with the camera on his laptop
recording the impending visit of a middle-aged homosexual with the soon to be
dead roommate. The recording, though initially viewed through the internet,
was never broadcast publicly on the internet, only seen privately and destroyed.
However, it came to the soon to be dead roommate's attention, which led to his
suicide. These are all facts. Does it matter that what becomes clearly evident is
the middle-aged man centrally involved in this tragedy was what can be termed
a “sexual predator,” since he frequently advertised himself as available for sex
in blogs, web sites and such targeting those of the younger set, and using language preferring the younger set? Flip it to heterosexuality and that is sexual
predation, so, apparently, all one needs to do to avoid being considered a sexual predator is become homosexual. Now, it's okay. You never heard the whole
incident posed in this manner from anyone else except me, but what can certainly be concluded is: remove the middle-aged man, and the eighteen-year-old
student is still alive, for what argument can you honestly mount against it?
To be fair, during my appearance on her show, the hostess was bubbly
and accommodating and there was no rancor or contention at all. I was truly
expecting rancor, since I made mention of the event during the Boston show
years ago, but she never brought it up. Once she announced the end of my appearance by thanking me and the on-air light went off, I breathed a sigh of relief. I didn't want to tangle with her in any case and I was relieved we avoided
it. After the show, and from the television studio, I called her to thank her for a
pleasant experience. She reminded me about the Boston show. “I have a copy
of it, Al-Barrak, and have watched it many times recently. I don't agree with
your perception and I don't think you truly know and understand what any homosexual must endure for something which is not of their choosing. It's not a
choice, but I didn't want to argue with you about it because...” and here she
struggled for the words for a few moments, “I also don't think...that you bear
any...animosity...concerning homosexuals. Am I correct?”
“What do you know about the band Duck and Cover?”
“You're way too old to be playing rock music with a bunch of young
guys!”
“Is that it? Nothing else?”
“Well, I don't know what you're getting at. What's your point?”
“Bruno, Klaus and I recruited Martin into the band. We started recruiting him when we first met him at a music store in Munich. We didn't know
what his sexual inclination was then nor did we care. When we did discover
what his sexual inclination was, when he admitted it to us on his own initiative,
Bruno, who is about as blatantly heterosexual as a man can get, said, 'I don't

care what your sexual inclination is, Martin, unless it makes you a better bass
player. In that case, if you ever switch to a heterosexual, we're gonna throw
you out of the band.'” I paused to allow her laughter to diminish. “We didn't
care when we recruited him. We didn't care when he told us and we don't care
now. We will never care.” She proposed calling a truce. “I didn't know we were
fighting, but if you don't take potshots at me, I won't send 'em your way, either.” I suppose if she reads this she'll consider our truce shattered. She can say
what she wants. It's of no concern to me. I'm already dead. This is a good indication commentary about me will go unanswered. It's the price you pay when
you die. Those days of defending yourself are over.
In March, as I was readying to travel across the country, the Master
summoned me, via his thought. I met with the Master and Jana shortly after,
bringing Jana my power of attorney document, which she signed immediately.
I stared at Jana for several moments, maybe minutes. Time meant nothing to
me in this meeting. I studied her face, so profoundly peaceful and, as a direct
result, so profoundly beautiful and attractive, for I really was attracted to her in
those moments unlike I had been in years. I knew she knew it, too, but she also
knew her complete path in life was now set in a way she would never undo, or
let anyone undo it. I stared at her, at her beautiful, engaging, compassionate,
and sensual eyes and her brows above and her smooth and soft complexion
surrounding those eyes, framing those eyes, and the tears collected in my eyes,
and flowed out from below the lids and down my cheeks and I had not a single
care about them except to let them flow freely. Jana's eyes did the same collecting and the same overflow and the same uncaring choice to let it go without intervention. “Have you not met the one who will be better for you than I could
ever be? Was I not right?”
Jana instantly crushed me with her enveloping embrace and squeezed
me tighter than I thought a woman could ever squeeze. I had difficulty breathing, yet I could feel the most exquisite warmth imaginable. When she released
me, she lifted her arms and placed either hand on the respective side of my
face and with great theatrics, kissed my slightly bearded cheek on both sides so
I could feel her lips through my beard.
With Jana standing but inches from me and still staring intently into my
eyes, I heard the Master say, “Jana is not my wife, Al-Barrak. Masters often do
not take wives. They can be a distraction.”
I gently pushed Jana to a distance of a couple feet and engaged the
Master with my most devious smile. “Jana shall always be in better company
in your presence, Master, than she could ever be in mine. Thus, I am right.
What the two of you decide in the future is beyond my limited control, but
should you ever tell me you consider this woman a distraction, I will wonder
exactly what woman you are discussing with me, Master!” Pir would not
laugh. He smiled with some obvious control. I thought it all amusing. I could
hear the Master's laughter in my head. I think Jana could hear it, too. She
turned her head to glare at the Master, wearing an all-knowing expression.
Through some phone calls of delicate persuasion I managed to round
up a dozen strong, hulking types and a moving truck so two days after meeting

with Jana and the Master I had all of her possessions, other than a few items I
left in consultation with a realtor, in a storage unit I paid for in advance for two
years. Norman was called. He couldn't make it. I never expected him. I also
spoke with Jana's parents. It was contentious at times, though her father expressed his greatest appreciation I had the clearing out of her belongings well
in hand. It eased his mind greatly. Jana had possession of several family heirlooms and their care, or lack, caused him great consternation. When we went
over all these “heirlooms” I knew which items and how I would proceed with
the handling of each. Most were quite elegant and attractive, aged and impressive in a strictly historic sense, and my decision was to leave some in the house
as a magnet for selling the house and the realtor agreed with me. She knew
about most of them when she saw them. I was definitely impressed with her reaction, but I told her I would hold her responsible should any damage be incurred to any of the items. I had it put in the contract, listing each item specifically. I wasn't pissing around. I took this all seriously.
I hired two independent appraisers, both of whom I determined as best I
could were not affiliated with any realtors, and had them inspect Jana's residence three days apart and produce their appraisals. The high came in shy of
six hundred thousand and the low somewhere above five hundred thousand.
Consulting with the realtor, whose unofficial estimate was roughly between the
two, I listed it for five hundred, and ninety-six thousand and five hundred dollars, but I told the realtor I wanted to sell this residence, so always advise anyone interested I would entertain any counter-offer. She asked me, “Any
counter-offer?” I replied, “I'll entertain any counter-offer. I won't tell you or
anyone what I'll accept. As in any business transaction, an offer not accepted
and which results in a counter-offer, starts an entirely new series of negotiations. I know what I'm doing and I'll accept a counter-offer through this next
round of negotiations only from someone whom I can determine from the offer
is serious. Otherwise, I'll tell them, point blank, 'go away and don't come back
until you're serious. Don't waste my time because it's obvious you have no
problem wasting yours.'” I think the realtor was a little put off by my response
but I only had to remind her one time I had a very successful history in real estate negotiations and all of those in other parts of the world where laws concerning such can be vague or even contradictory. Work with me or I'll hire another realtor. I only needed a realtor because I couldn't be present all the time.
She understood she was on shaky ground as it was so she played ball.
In Chicago for an on-camera interview two weeks after the last appraisal was delivered, the realtor called me about what she considered was a
party, a husband and wife, who were definitely interested and wanted to make
their counter-offer. I advised her once I concluded the interview, get this couple
together with you and we'll have a conference call and discuss it. The conference call took place later the same day.
When you begin business negotiations with anyone you should pay attention to your adversary's demeanor and behavior along with their stated positions, and make note of your adversary's composition. This was a couple and
there was no doubt in my mind one of them was leaning on the low-ball side

more than the other. Who does most of the talking was what I reminded myself
to take note and remember it's not always the low-ball one who does most of
the talking.
They assembled in the realtor's office using her speaker phone. It began
polite, courteous, mannerly but they had yet to state a counter-offer, only they
couldn't accept the list price. It was too high.
“Let's hear it,” I demanded in a congenial manner.
Ben, with a dramatic pause which I took note, stated, “It's a very nice
place but it's not worth your asking price, Mister Al-Barrak.”
I was a little peeved now, though it never came through in my response.
“So what's your counter, Ben?”
Again, another dramatic pause, and Ben finally stated, “We're prepared
to offer five forty-nine.” He stated it very slowly.
Now it was my turn. “Perfect, Ben. You can close this in two days?”
Another long dramatic pause and out came, “Well, I'm not really sure.”
Here's the break I was expecting. “Honey, what do you think?” Here came the
next dramatic pause. “Isn't there some wait when we put together our funds?
We can't withdraw the money right away, isn't that the case?”
Ben's wife never said a word, that I could hear, but I knew she was the
low-ball and she was trying to run the show. I hated to do it. You don't really
want to put somebody in their place, but business ain't personal. Remember?
Hurt feelings don't matter in a business negotiation. “It's all understandable,
Ben, but, using an old cliché, let's get down to brass tacks and stop wasting our
time. I will accept your offer, five forty-nine. You, then, will tell me how many
days you need to gather five hundred and forty-nine thousand plus fees and
such. I will give you those days to close this sale, thus taking it off the market
and not entertain any other offer. Should you fail to close when those days expire you will pay the realtor and myself one percent of five forty-nine, and you
can try again. Close in two days, deal! Close in the days you really need for
the money, deal. Fail either and pay up the one percent, or you can have it for
five ninety-six five, like everyone. Hem and haw any more and it demonstrates
to me you're not serious, so put up or go away, Ben. What's it gonna be?”
I heard from the realtor later Ben's wife had the poker face the whole
time, Ben was now in shock, and the realtor herself was trying to assuage the
couple while keeping her sense of shock undetected. The wife leaned to Ben
and whispered. Slowly, a bit rattled, Ben responded, “Um, ten. Um, we would
need ten days, sir.”
With “sir” I knew they were now serious. In a very friendly tone I
asked, “This would be ten business days?”
A few moments later and the realtor said, “They're both nodding their
heads, Al.”
“Very good. Henrietta, draft up the document that we will hold the
property for ten business days and fax it to me, please, and since it's late, let's
start those ten days beginning tomorrow. Does that meet with your approval,
Ben?”
After another pause, Ben responded, “Oh, yes, thank you, Mister Al-

Barrak.”
“Excellent! We will speak again in two weeks and I hope I'll be inviting
you to your new home!”
Ben and his wife closed the sale the following week, long before the
deadline. I had a gut feeling they would. A few days later, after the realtor removed her cut, the money had been deposited in my bank account, and friends
quickly removed the last of Jana's possessions. Once my tour around the country was complete, Jacob and I rolled into Los Angeles and the next day I
opened a trust account with a bank there and deposited an even five hundred
and fifty thousand dollars. I sent copies of all the documents to Norman, including the trust information, though neither he nor Jana's parents could access
the trust. Along with it I sent Norman one of the safe deposit box keys for the
box I added at the same bank and which I also paid in advance for two years. I
put all the documents for every transaction in it for Jana's use when she returned. I set the trust in safe mode. It would earn interest much like a certificate
of deposit. Nothing would be invested in stocks or bonds of any kind. The
bank itself was large, more than one hundred years in existence. It didn't mean
it couldn't go belly up. It was the only bank I ever actively watched as to its financial condition. Both the bank and the storage company notified me six
months before the rent for either was due, and as soon as I received the notice I
tacked on another two years and sent copies of the papers to Norman.
When Jana returned to Los Angeles, calling Norman and insisting he
fly there and meet with her, which he did, she walked into the bank, opened up
the safe deposit box and went over everything. She had no interest in staying in
Los Angeles, since she now considered her home residing in a tiny, remote oasis of southern Egypt, but she checked all of it, removed funds from the trust to
cover a certain amount, and called me. “Give me your bank information so I
can transfer the amount I owe you,” is how she began. I never argued. I knew
she would do it, though if she didn't I would never have asked her for the
money. She added, “Are you in India?” I responded I was. “The Master and I
shall visit you. I'm sure you'll receive his message soon. When you do please
express to him my appreciation, both for you and the Master. I always knew I
could depend on you, Al-Barrak. Now I know two on whom I can always depend.”
Before Jana and Norman left Los Angeles, she sold or gave away all
her belongings in storage except the family heirlooms, which were carefully
packed in a truck. Norman drove the truck back to Michigan and Jana flew to
Switzerland, when she closed several bank accounts from the U.S. and opened
one large account with a bank in Zurich. Once it was complete she returned to
Egypt.
When my media blitz concluded—some time in April when I announced I had enough—Lena was weeks back in India, Tanya was weeks back
in Germany, Esperanza had been the professor on campus calling roll since the
third day after the Oscar show—with a brief trip to Vegas, which she left via
plane late Sunday night—and Serena had performed a few appearances and interviews, all from Los Angeles as she refused to travel. Most of the time—once

I married Tanya, which was now my only legal marriage and until I declared to
Jacob I was calling it quits for a while—I was alone with Jacob and Heinz as
my only companions. There were no wives present and no informality. To be
honest, I only missed the interaction I would have had with any of them. I
didn't miss the informality and I never admitted it. I was now sixty-four years
of age and I could think of young Paul McCartney singing about when he
would be sixty-four and could really identify. Sex was meaning less and less to
me. I honestly felt I had pretty much done it all and it was now reiteration, like
a conditional statement of programming code which seemed to be reaching an
infinite loop. You hate it as a programmer, stuck in an infinite loop. You really
hate it if it seems to be the pattern of your life. I would never share it with any
of my beloveds, unless I heard a comment from any she was beginning to feel
that way. I wasn't going to hear it from any for some time, so I engaged in informality with my partner and said nothing. I would perform as expected and I
never disappointed, at least in a manner which was obvious to my partner. I
considered it my duty as a husband. Otherwise, I should never have married. I
enjoyed it, mind you. I simply was not as excited about it as I always had been
since a young man. I had a lot of experience in this area of human life, I was
growing old and it was growing old. I rationalized it so.
I would take the time to talk with each over the phone every day. It provided the interaction I craved and was missing during the rest of the day. I always discussed with Tanya the progress of her wedding, for it would truly be
the wedding she wanted. She had no one from my side of the family to help, so
Tanya's mother did most of the work necessary to get it all coordinated. She
had the time, she volunteered, and Tanya helped whenever she could. As much
as this development eased my mind, Tanya didn't reveal very much to me
about it and I wondered, often out loud to her, what I was getting myself into.
“Oh, my dearly beloved, I'm not beginning to intimidate you, am I?” Tanya
would tease me. “I never want to intimidate you, and I haven't yet, have I?”
“You have never intimidated me, my beloved, and I am in for the rudest
shock of my life, am I not?”
“Oh...you don't think that of little old me, do you?”
“You long ago lost your convincing status with me, you big tease!”
“Big as in capable, since I would never use my considerable size advantage. That would be unfair!”
“I think I could survive a real shotgun wedding. This one may be my
undoing!”
Naturally, I received zero sympathy from every female in the immediate contingent. I think they all knew what was coming and were universally enjoying the prospect. I often criticized Jacob, my security ace, for being unable
to provide me any insight into their obvious collusion.
“Frankly, sir, you deserve it.”
“You're fired, Jacob.”
“I'm ignoring that, too.”
(Continued in Just Desserts, Just the Words, Fourth Part)

